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INTRODUCTION.

I. The names of the Atharva-veda and
THEIR MEANINGS.

The fourth Veda is known in Hindu literature by an

The com-
unusually large number of appellations. Of

pound stem these the dvandva plural atharvingirdsaA is old,
arv ngiras.

^^^^^j-^j^g ^y^ x, 7, 20 ; it is the name found at

the head of the Atharvan MSS. themselves. The appear-

ance of this name in a given text has not unfrequently been

made the basis—partly or entirely—for estimating the rela-

tive chronology of that text. But this criterion can claim

only negative value, since the designation occurs in a text

as late as the Aujanasa-sm^Ai, III, 44^. It is found in

a great variety of texts of the Vedic literature, as may be

seen in the subsequent account of the attitude of Hindu

literature towards the fourth Veda (p. xxviii ff.), but at no

period does it positively exclude other designations.

The locative singular of this same compound occurs in

a passage not altogether textually certain, Mahdbh. Ill,

305, 20= 17066, where the Bombay edition has atharvdhgi-

rasi jrutam, but the Calcutta, atharvaj-irasi .rrutam. The
locative singular(apparently neuter) of the stem atharvangi-

rasa occurs rarely, Y^«av. 1, 313 (kujalam atharvShgirase).

A specimen of a derivative adjective from the compound
may be seen at Manu XI, 33, atharv4ngirastA sruttA; cf.

MahAbh.VIII, 40, 33=1848, krtty&m atharv4hgirasim.

* See C7!v&nanda's Dharmar&strasa/Tigraba, vol. i, p. 514.

[4»] b
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XVlll HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

The name dtharvan, with a great variety of derivatives,

is employed growingly as the designation of

eaS"of1he the Veda ; the name in:^iras by itself is so
terms atharvan j-^re as to arrest attention when it is met.
and anciras. .

At TS. VII, 5, II, 3 = KA///aka Ajvamedha-

grantha, V, a, occurs the formula angirobhyaA svdhd, pre-

ceded by r/gbhyaA, &c. svdhi : it is, as far as is known,

the solitary occurrence of this designation of the Atharva-

veda in a Vedic text^. Quite frequently, however, the

members of the compound atharv&ngirasaA are separated

so that each is mentioned by itself, but always in more

or less close conjunction with one another. This shows

that the compound is not a congealed formula, but that the

texts are conscious of the fact that each has a distinct

individuality, and a right to separate existence. In other

words, the AV. actually consists of atharvan and ahgiras

matter, and the question arises what elements in the make-

up of this Veda these terms refer to. The answer, I believe,

may now be given with a considerable d^ree of certainty

:

the term atharvan refers to the auspicious practices of the

Veda, the bheshs^ni (AV. XI, 6, 14), those parts of the

Veda which are recognised by the Atharvan ritual and
the orthodox Brahmanical writings, as jAnta, * holy,' and
paush/ika, * conferring prosperity ; ' the term angiras refers

to the hostile sorcery practices of the Veda, the y^tu (5at.

Br. X, 5, 2, 30), or abhi^ira*, which is terrible (ghora).

In an article entitled, * On the position of the Vait4na-

sfitra in the literature of the Atharva-veda,' Journ. Amer.
Or. Soc. XI, 387 ff., I pointed out that the above-mentioned

distinrtion is clearly made at Vait. SO. 5, 10, where two
lists of plants are differentiated, one as AtharvawyaA, the

other as AhgirasyaA. The same distinction is maintained

at Gop. Br. I, 2, 18. The former refers to the list of plants

' In texts not Vedic the term angirasai occnrs occasionally as an abbreviated

form of atharv&ngirasaA. Thus in the first snperscription of the AV. Priti-

jikbya, the ^aunaktjra A^atur&dhy&yika, and in P&nini V, 2, 37. Cf. also

Gop. Br. I, I, 8.

' For the distinction between jinta and flbhi>&inka see Kaor. 3, 19, and note 5
on p. II of our edition.
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INTRODUCTION. XIX

catalogued at Kaor. 8, i6, and there distinctly described as

siaiSJty * holy ;' the second list is stated at Vait. SO. 5, lo

itself to be ^hgirasa, in the obscure terms, kapurviparvd-

rod^kavrikk^vatin^dnirdahantibhir ^ngirasibhiA. These

names are in general unknown, the text is not quite certain,

but the designation of the last, nirdahanti, shows that the

list is designed for unholy sorcery practices (^bhi>&drika) ^

The adjective ahgirasa is in general in the ritualist texts of

the AV. equivalent to dbhi^^rika. Thus sa^^fbhara Angi-

rasai, Kauj. 47, 2, means * utensils for sorcery * ; ' da;/^a

ingirasaA, Kauj. 47, 12, means 'staff for sorcery;' agnir

ihgirasaA, Kauj. 14, 30, means * sorcery-fire V The fifth

kalpa of the AV., usually known as Angirasa-kalpa, bears

also the names Abhii&«lra-kalpa, and Vidhdna-kalpa, * text-

book of sorcery ;' see ibid. XI, 376 ff.

It is worth while to follow out this specific use of the

term Sngirasa in non-Atharvan texts, lest it be

angiras in suspccted of being an Atharvanic refinement.
non-Atharvan The Rig-vidhfina IV, 6, 4, has the following

jloka :
' He against whom those that are

skilled in the Angirasakalpas practice sorcery repels them
all with the Praty^girasakalpa *.' The term pratyAhgirasa

is the exact equivalent of pratyabhiHrawa, * counter-witch-

craft*' (AV. II, II, 2), and the kr/ty4pratihara»llni, Ath.

Parir, 32, a (cf. Kau.r. 39, 7, note). The texts of the sort

called dtharva«apratyangir4kalpam (I see Ind. Stud. I, 469)

deal with the same theme, as does the Ya^r-vidhAna

(Agni-purS;ra, 259, ic) in the expression pratyangireshu

(sc. karmasu). Cf. also the titles of works, pratyangirAtatva,

pratyangirSpaw^dnga, and pratyangirdsdikta, mentioned in

Bohtlingk's Lexicon, as probably dealing with the same

theme. We may connect with this pejorative use of the

> Cf. AV. Ill, 3, 5 ; VII, 108, 2 ; IX, 3, 4; 5, 31 ; XIV, a, 48.

' Dirila, ghoradravy^i.
' Kciava, ingirasosgni^ Hm^&ligni^.
* jam ingirasakalpais tu tadvido< bhi^aranti sa praty&ngirasakalpena sarva;;/s

tin pratibfidhate. Ci also the following xlokas, and IV, 8, 3 ; Ath. ParLr. 3,

I ; and see Rudolf Meyer's preface to his edition of the Rig-vidh&na, p. xxxi.

* S&yam^ niv^ryate pan^/t&bhiiara^anita krityd anena iti pratyabhi^a-

b2
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XX HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

word ^ngirasa the fact that the Vish«u-pura«a (Wilson's

translation, V, 383) and the Bhavishya-purAwa count the

Angirasa as one of the four Vedas of the Parsis (Maga), the

other three, Vada, Vijvavada, and Vidut, also conveying

thinly veiled disparagement of the religious books of an

exotic religion ; cf. Wilson in Reinaud's M^moire sur Tlnde,

p. 394; Ind. Stud. 1, 292, note ; Weber, Ind. Lit.^ p. 164, note.

We may then regard it as certain that the words ahgiras

and dhgirasa are reflected by the ceremonial literature in the

sense of abhi^Ara and ^bhi/tarika. Far more important is

the evidence of certain texts of greater antiquity, and higher

dignity, which have occasion to mention the Atharvan inci-

dentally, and enunciate clearly this twofold character of

the Veda. They make the very same distinction between

atharvan and angiras that appeared above in the ritualistic

passage, Vait. SO. 5, 10 (Gop. Br. I, 2, 18). At 5ahkh. Sr.

XVI, 2, I ff., on the occasion of the horse-sacrifice, recita-

tions are made from the ordinary Vedic classes of literature,

the rika/i, ya^Owshi, samani, and also the remoter literary

categories which the Br4hma;/as and S(itras report, with

great unanimity and considerable variety, as having been

in existence in their time : the itih4sa (Skhydna), puri//a,

sarpavidyd, &c.^ The Atharvan figures immediately after

the Rik and S^man, and that too twice, in its double

character as Atharvan and Angiras, and, what is more im-

portant, bhesha^m, i.e. remedial charms, are recited from

the Atharvan; ghoram, i.e. sorcery, ibhi^drikam, from

the Ahgiras ^. The commentator regards bhesha^am and

ghoram as distinct works, bhesha^^ranthasy^*tharva«i-

k&n^m . . . ghoram dtharva^o granthaA. The same subject

is treated in almost identical terms in Asv. Sr. X, 7, i ff.

:

again dtharva//o veda>i and Angiraso vedaA are treated indi-

vidually, and again the former is correlated with bhesha^m,
the latter with ghoram \ Once more this theme is handled

* Cf. Max Miiller, History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 40 ff.

' atharvavedo veda^ so'yam iti hheshng^m nigadet . . . ihgiraso vedo veda^

soxyam iti ghoraw nigadet.

' Scholiast, ghoram iti abhiHrddipratipfidakam ity artha//. Cf. RV. X, 34,

14, mdf no ghor^mi >^at4sbhi dhn'shfiil.
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by the 5at. Br. XIII, 4, 3, 3ff. : here also atharvan and

ahgiras are recognised individually; the correlation with

bhesha^am and ghoram is wanting, but the individuality

of the two categories is clearly implied in the behest to

recite on the third and fourth days respectively one section

each of the Atharvans and the Angiras, each of which are

distinctly said to be a Veda ^

Indirect, yet significant testimony that this double

character of the AV. was clearly established in Brahman-

ical times may be derived from the formation of the names

of two apocryphal teachers. One is Bhisha^ Atharvawa,

Km. S. XVI, 3 (Ind. Stud. Ill, 4,59); the other is Ghora

Angirasa, Kaush. Br. XXX, 6 ; Asv, Sr. XII, 13, 1 ; K/i^nd,

Up. Ill, 17, 6 (cf. Ind. Stud. I, 190, 293). The formation

Bhisha^ Atharva;/a is illustrated further by Pa*^. Br. XII,

9, 10, bhesha^w v& dtharva/zAni ; and XVI, 10, 10, bhesha-

S^m vai d^vAn^m atharv&«o bhesha^fiyai^v^'rish/yai^;

gC also the expressions ssLmyix ^tharva;/a, personified as

a sage, Gop. Br. I, ij 18, and atharvabhiA j^ntaA, Kauj.

125, 2^ These names never, as far as is known, occur in

inverted order : there is no Bhisha^ Angirasa, and no Ghora

Atharva«a ; they reflect perfectly the individual character

and the individual function of the two members of the

compound atharv&ngirasaA.

It seems now, further, that the texts of the Atharva-

sa^^fhit^ mark this same distinction with no

angiras in Uncertain touch. At AV. XI, 6, 14, four

the Atharva- Vedic mantra-categories are indicated by the

expressions, HJhA, sSmAni, bhesh2^(ni)j and

ya^wshi. The choice of the word bhesha^ is certainly

€dectic and one-sided. The passage appeals to the auspi-

* athaiT^o Yed&A . . . atbarva/fSm ekam parva vya^akshina^ ; angiraso

vedaA . . . angirasam ekam parva vySJhkshSinsJi, Elsewhere, aside fiom the

Aiharvan texts, the component parts of the dvandva atharvdngiras are drawn

asunder, bnt without accessory statements; thus Tait. Br. Ill, 13, 9, i;

Nrrsi;7fhap{irvatipan! Up. 5, 9.

* A converse statement like bhesha^m vd Sngirasani, is, if we judge the matter

aright, a counter-sense, and unheard of anywhere in Hindu literature.

' So also .Santi, as the wife of Atharvan ; see Wilson's translation of the

Vishffu-pnrdifa, I, 110, 200; Bhdgavata-purana III, 24, 24.
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cious side of the holy texts, and naturally chooses the

auspicious aspect of the Atharvan also. Its precise com-

plement is 5at. Br. X, 5, 2, 20. Here, after correlating

the adhvaryu-priests with the y^fuA, the ^Aandoga-priests

with the sdman, the bahvr/^as with the uktha (rik), the

author presents yAtu, ' sorcery,* and the ydtuvidaA, * those

skilled in sorcery/ as representatives of the fourth Veda.

The bhesh^^ of the Atharvan passage, and the y^tu of the

present passage, make up together what is embraced in the

name atharvAngirasaA (AV. X, 7, 20). Moreover, the Saw-
hit^ exhibits a decided predilection, bordering on rigorous

distinction, for associating the term dngirasa with aggressive

witchcraft, or the practice of spells (kr/ty^). Thus VIII,

5, 9, krttyS, dhgirasfA ; X, i, 6, pratt^na AngirasdA . . . pra-

tUiA krityS, ikr/tyi»mfln krziy&kHto ^ahi ; XII, 5, 52,

adddAnam Angirasi brahm^^dm dpa disaya ; cf. also VI,

45, 3= RV. X, 164, 4. In XI, 4, 16 (cf. also VIII, 7, 17)

the distinction between Atharvanic and Angirasic plants

appears again, not, however, in any connection which con-

veys of necessity the contrast between *holy* and 'witch-

craft * plants. But it may do so. This, it will be remem-
bered, is made in Vait. Sd. 5, 10 ; it formed the starting

point for the present enquiry, and the chain of evidence

extending through the Atharvanic and Brahmanical litera-

ture seems thus to be linked. We may add finally that the

late ParLrish/a hymns, AV. XIX, 22 and 23, which are

repeated in the tract entitled Vedavratasy4*dejanavidhi,

Ath. Parlf. 46, 9 and 10, deal with and state subdivisions

of Ahgirasa and Stharvawa-texts, each separately ^ The
statements are but faintly applicable to the existing redac-

tions of the Atharvan, the 5aunaklya, and PaippalAda-

j^khds ^ but we should be slow to condemn them as wholly

apocryphal. The Gop. Br. I, i, 5 and 8 also narrates in its

own style of unbridled Brahmanical fancy the separate

creation by Brahman of the i?/shis Atharvan and Angiras,

^ dngiras^nim idyai^ pa^Hnnvikai^ svShk (XIX, 2a, i); sirvebhyo

shgirobhyovidagaii6bhya^sv^&(XIX, 22, 18); iiharvfiftibxim hLtmriHbhynh
sv^fhjl (XIX, 23, i).

> Cf. Weber. Ind. Stud. IV, 433 ff.
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the subsequent emanation from these two of twenty Athar-

vanic and Ahgirasic descendant sages ^, and finally, the pro-

duction by the Atharvans of the &tharva/ia veda, by the

Angiras of ahgirasa veda.

In another passage, I, 3, 4, the Gop. Br. also asserts the

separate character of the Angiras and Atharvans ; the latter

are again associated with bhesha^m, the former is made
the base of a foolish etymology, to wit : bhOyish/Aa^/

brahma yad bhr/gvaiigirasaA, ye»ngiraso ycngiraso sa

rasa^, ye«tharvA;/o ye»tharv4«as tad bhesha^m.

As r^ards the chronology and cause of this differentia-

tion of atharvan and angiras the texts are

differentiation apparently wholly silent. The association of
of atharvan b^^^j^ names (and later of the name hhrignx
and angiras. , x . , , . >. ,

also) With the texts and practices of the

fourth Veda may be sought in the character of these

mythic beings. They are fire-priests, fire-chumers ^, and

the Atharvanic rites, as well as the house-ceremonies in

general, centre about the fire, the oblations are into the

fire. Fire-priests, in distinction from soma-priests, may
have had in their keeping these homelier practices of

common life. But whence the terrible aspect of the An-

giras in contrast to the auspicious Atharvans? In the

hymn about Saramd and the Pawis, RV. X, 108, 10, SaramA

threatens the Pa;/is with the terrible Angiras, dngirasaj ks,

ghorSA. This statement, wholly incidental as it seems to

be, is, of course, not to be entirely discarded. More im-

portant is the fact that Br/haspati, the divine purodhA

(purohita), is distinctly Angirasa. In Kauj. 135, 9, Br/has-

pati Ahgirasa appears distinctly as the representative, or

the divinity of witchcraft performances. In the Mah^bhA-

rata he is frequently called ahgiras4/« sreshtAaA. In his

function of body-priest of the gods it behoves him to

* Doubtless by way of allusion to the twenty books in the existing redaction

of the ^aunaklya-/&khi. The expression vi/wjino«ngirasa^ is rep.ated P&«.

V, 2, 37, as a designation of the twenty books of the ^Jaunaktya-jftkhd in its

present redaction.

* Avestan Star-, &thra-van and Vedic athar-van may be derivatives from the

root manth, math (mth) 'chum.* But the absence of the aspiration in &tar-

makes the doubtful derivation still more doubtful
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XXIV HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

exercise against hostile powers those fierce qualities which

are later in a broader sense regarded as Angirasic. Thus

RV. X, 164, 4 = AV. VI, 45, 3\ certainly exhibits this

function of the divine purohita, and the composer of AV.
X, i, 6, when he exclaims, * Prati^lna (" Back-hurler ") the

descendant of Angiras, is our overseer and officiator (puro-

hita) : do thou drive back again (pratttiA) the spells, and

slay yonder fashioners of the spells,' has also in mind the

divine purohita ^ The stanza foreshadows the later forma-

tion pratyangiras, discussed above. We look in vain, how-

ever, for statements of the reason why the word atharvan

should be especially associated with jdnta and bhesha^,

and must assume that this was accomplished by secondarily

contrasting it with ahgiras after the sense of ghora, abhi^4ra

had incrustated itself over it ^. The uncertainty of all this

does not endanger the result that at a comparatively early

time the terms atharvdnaA, in the sense of * holy charms,'

and angirasaA, in the sense of * witchcraft charms,* joined

the more distinctively hieratic terms rikzk, ya,^dwshi, and
s&m&ni, as characteristic types of Brahmanical literary

performances. But this distinction was at a later period

again abandoned; in the end the name atharvan and its

derivatives prevail as designations of the practices and
charms of tKe fourth Veda without reference to their

strongly diversified character.

The stem atharvan is modulated in a considerable variety

of ways by derivative processes, the simple stem itself, or

forms in the singular from it, being decidedly rare, and not

at all early. I have noted Nr/siwhapOrvat^pani Up. I, 4,

rigy^fuAsdmdtharvarOpaii sdryaA. Plural forms are less

rare: atharvdwo vedaA, 5at. Br. XIII, 4, 3, 7; atharvawSm,

' y^d indra brahmaitas pate»bhidroh4m i&irimasi, prd>&et& na ftfigiras6

dvishadCxv pdtv ^mhasa^.
' RV. IV, 50, 7-^ prescribes that kings shall keep in honour (subhritam)

a bnhaspati, i. e. a Brahman purohita, in archaic language whose sense coincides

completely with the later Atharvanic notions. Barring the diction the passage

might stand in any Atharva-Parlrish/a ; cf. below, p. Ixviii, note.

' A dash of popular etymology may have helped the process : a-tharvan,

*not injuring;* cf. thurv in the sense of * injure/ Dhatupd/Aa XV, 62, and
perhaps Maitr. S. II, 10, i ; also the roots tOrv and dbdrv with similar meanings.
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TB. Ill, 12, 9, I ; atharv^«a>i, Fank. Br. XVI, lo, lo. The
derivative neuter plural ^tharvawini (sc. sOktAni) is common,
from AV. XIX, 23, I ; Fank. Br. XII, 9, 10 to Vr/ddhahd-

rita-sawhitd 111,45 (G^iv^nanda, vol. i, p. 213), and later.

The same stem, &tharva//a, is used in the masculine singular,

4tharva«aj (sc. vedaA) >&aturtha//, AT^dnd. Up. VII, i, 2. 4;

2,
1 ; 7, 1 ; in the plural, mantrA ^tharva;/dA, RAm. II, 26, 21.

The stem atharvawa (without vr^cldhi of derivation) is found

NnsiwhapiirvatApant Up. II, i, atharvawair mantraiA;

MahAbh. Ill, 189, 14 = 12963, atharva^aA (sc. vedaA).

Still another derivative is atharv4«a, in atharvcl«a-vid,

Mahabh. XII, 342, 100= 13259. The name atharva-veda

appears about as early as the corresponding names of the

other Vedic categories (r/gveda, &c.), 5^hkh. Sr. XVI, 2,

10; Pir. Grih. II, i, 7; Hir. Grih. II, 19, 6 ; Baudh. Grih.

^V, 5, I. The form employed in the (Jainist Siddh^nta is

a(t)hawa«a-veda (see below, p. Ivi) ; that of thd Buddhist

scriptures is ^thabba«a-veda (ibid.).

In addition to the designations of the Atharvan discussed

above there are still others, based upon different modes of

Other
viewing this heterogeneous collection of Mantras.

dcsignatioM A Single passage, 5at. Br. XIV, 8, 14, 1-4=
o t e A

. jj^j-jj ^r. Up. V, 13, 1-4, seems to hint at the

fourth Veda with the word kshatram. The passage is

engaged in pointing out the merits of Vedic compositions,

stated in the series uktham (=r/k ; cf. 5at. Br. X, 5, 2, 20),

yagiiA, sSma, kshatram. Inasmuch as the first three ob-

viously represent the trayi vidy^, it is possible to view

kshatram as epitomising the Atharvan ^. If so, the passage

is of considerable interest, as it seems to view the fourth

Veda as the Veda of the Kshatriyas. More precisely the

passage substitutes the act of kshatra, i.e. the characteristic

performances of the Kshatriya (through, or with the aid of

* Cf. also Prajna Up. II, 6, where brahma and kshatra figure. Both together

represent m the epics the best outcome of the life of a kshatriya, * piety * and
' prowess.* It is possible to conceive the appearance of kshatra alone as an

elliptic version of both brahma and kshatra, the two together being the out-

come ofthe tray1 preceding, rather than a supplementary statement of additional

Vedic types of composition ; cf. Pntrna Up. II> 6. For brahma alone, see below,

p. xxxi, note.
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his purohita) as Atharvanic by distinction. Recently Pro-

fessor Weber ^ has emphasised the marked relation of the

Atharvan to the royal caste.

The text of the Sawhitd abounds in rl^gakarmAwi, * royal

practices/ and Weber thinks that the name of Kaujika, the

author of the great Atharvan SOtra, points to a Kshatriya

connection, since Karika is identical with Virv^mitra, and
the latter, as is well known, stands forth among the ancient

Vedic heroes as the representative of royalty. None of
these points can be regarded as more than possibilities *.

Two other designations of the AV. differ from all the

preceding in that they are the product of a later Athar-

vanic literary age, neither of them being found in the

SawhitA, and both being almost wholly restricted to the

ritual text of the Atharvan itself. They are the terms

bhr/gvangirasaA and brahma-veda.

The term bhr/gvangirasaA is, as far as the evidence of

the accessible literature goes, found only in Atharvan texts.

Though bhr/gu takes in this compound the place of atharvan,

the terms bhr/gava/: or bhr/guveda do not occur. The
term bhr/gvahgirasaA, however, is the favourite designation

of the Veda in the Atharvan ritual texts ^: it makes a show,

in fact, of crowding out the other designations. Thus the

Kaarika does not directly mention the Atharvan composi-

tions by any other name (see 63, 3 ; 94, 2-4 ; cf. 137, 25 ;

139, 6), although vaguer allusions to this Veda and its

adherents are made with the stem atharvan (59, 25 ; 73> ^ ^ 5

' Epischcs im vcdischen Ritnal. Proc. of the Royal Academy at Berlin,

July 23, 1891 ; nr. xxxviii, p. 785 S, (especially 787, top); RI^^Aya, pp. 4,

33, note.

' We may note also the prominence allowed in the AV. to the kind of

performance called sava. These are elaborate and rather pompous bestowals of

dakshiifft, rising as high as the presentation of a house (^x&I&sava, IX, 3) ; or

a goat with five messes of porridge, five cows, five pieces of gold, and five

garments (j^udana, IX, 4). There are twenty-two kmds of these sava, and

the eighth book of the Kaujika is devoted to their exposition (Kerava 64-66

presents a brief catalogue of them). Revenues of this kind are not likely to

have been derived from lesser personages than rich Kshatriyas, or kings.

' In the Sawhild the stem bh/Vgvangiras is never employed as the name of

the Atharvan writings ; in AV. V, 19, i. 2 the terms bhngu and ingirasa occur

as the names of typical Brahman priests.
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125, 2.) The term also occurs in Vait. SCi. i, 5 ; Gop. Br.

I« If 39; 2, 18 (end); 3, i. 2. 4, and it is common in the

Parirish/as (see Weber, Omina und Portenta, p. 346 ff.

;

Verzeichniss der Sanskrit und Prdkrit Handschriften, II,

89 ff.), and the Anukramawi. No valid reason appears

why the term hhrigu has succeeded in encroaching so far

upon the term atharvan. The following may, however, be

remarked. The three words atharvan, angiras, and hhrigu

are in general equivalent, or closely related mythic names
in connection with the production or the service of fire.

Occasionally in the mantras (RV. X, 14, 6) they are found

all together S or hhrigu is found in company with atharvan

(RV. X, 92, 10), or with angiras (RV. VIII, 43, 13). This

interrelation of the three names continues in the YsLgus and

Brahma«a-texts, but in such a way that the juxtaposition

of hhrigu and angiras becomes exceedingly frequent*,

broaching in fact on complete synonymy. The latter is

reached in 5at. Br. IV, i, 5, i, where the sage A'yavana is

designated either as a BhArgava or as an Ahgirasa^. It

is conceivable that the frequency of this collocation sug-

gested to the Atharvavedins a mode of freshening up the

more trite combination atharv^ngirasaA ; of any reason for

a conscious preference of the word hhrigu the texts show
no trace *.

The term brahma-veda whose origin is discussed below

(p. Ixv) likewise belongs to the sphere of the Atharvan

ritual. Outside of the Atharvan there is to be noted only

a single, but indubitable occurrence, 5clhkh. Grih. I, 1 6, 3.

' Cf. Weber, Verzeichniss, II, 46.

' E. g. Tait. S. I, I, 7, 3 ; Maitr. S. I, i, 8 ; V5^. S. 1, 18 ; Tait. Br. I, i, 4, 8 ;

III, 2, 7, 6 ; .Sat. Br. I, 2, i, 13 ; Kjity. ^r. II, 4, 38 ; Apast. ^r. 1, 12, 3 ; 23, 6 ;

Ylska's Nigh.V, 5 ; Nir. XI, 18. The juxtaposition of bhrjgu and atharvan

is decidedly rarer in this class of texts (e.g. Apast. St. IV, 12, 10); that of

bhfi^ and angiras continues in the Mah&bhUrata, and later ; see Pet. Lex. s.v.

(col. 364, top).

* Cf. similarly Dadhya^>& Atharvawa, Tait. S. V, i, 4, 4, with Dadhya/?^

Angirasa, FaHk. Br. XII. 8, 6.

* A statement like that of the late ATiliki Upanishad 10, that. the Bhr/gu are

foremost among the Atharvans (atharvi/io bhr/gOttami^), if it is taken

seriously at all, reflects rather the result than the cause of the substitution of the

name bhn'gn for atharvan.
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Even in the Atharvan Upanishads the term is wanting ^

The earliest occurrences of the word, aside from 5&hkh.

Grih,, are Vait. Sii. i, i; Gop. Br. I, z, 16. The word is

common in the Farisish/as.

We may note finally the terms pa^^akalpa and pa«^a-

kalpin. They do not refer directly to the Sawhitis of the

Av., but are both bahuvrihi-compounds designating * one

who practises with the five kalpas of the AV.,' i.e. Atharvan

priests. Thus the words were first explained by the author,

Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XI, 378 ; Kaujika, Introduction,

p. Ivii. Cf. also Magoun, The Asuri-kalpa, Amer. Journ.

Phil. X, 169. They are very late : they do not occur in the

SOtras or Brihma;ia of the AV., nor, as far as is known,

in the literature proper of that Veda. They appear as the

titles of scribes of Atharvan texts, see Kaujika, Introduc-

tion, p. ix ; Weber, Verzeichniss der S-nskrit und Prakrit

Handschriften, II, 96. But they are sufficiently attested

outside of the Atharvan, in the expression, pa^^akalpam

atharvdwam, Mah&bh. XIL 342, 99 = 13258, and in the

Mah^bhAshyk (Ind. Stud. XIII, 455).

II. The position of the Atharva-veda in

Hindu Literature in general.

In addressing oneself to the task of characterising the

estimate which the Hindus placed upon the Atharvan

Statement
^exts and practices, it is especially needful to

of the take a broad, if possible a universal view, of
pro cm.

^j^^ statements of the Vedic and mediaeval

texts bearing upon the question. The Atharvan is

' The word occnn in certain doubtful variants of the text of the Mimdakti

Up. ; see Ind. Stud. I, 301, note. In Rkm I, 65, 22 brahmaveda is contrasted

with kshatraveda, just as at Mah&bh. VII, 23, 39 = 988 br^ma veda with

dhanorveda. In such cases the word brahma is not to be referred pregnantly to the

fourth Veda, but to Brahmanic religion in general represented by the first caste,

the science of war being in the hands of the second, or warrior-caste. Cf. below,

p. xlii. The word brahmavid, Mahibh. Ill, 2625 (Nala 14, 18, brahmarshi\

however, seems to mean * skilled in sorcery,* and may contain an allusion to

the AV.
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a sacred text in more than one respect: aside from

the materials which it shares with the Htg- and Ya^r-
vedas, many of its hymns and practices are benevolent

(bhesba^) and are in general well regarded, though even

these, as we shall see, do not altogether escape the blight

of contempt. Many hymns of the AV. are theosophic in

character : on whatsoever ground they found shelter in the

Atharvan collections they cannot have been otherwise than

highly esteemed. The class of charms designed to establish

harmony in family and village life and reconciliation of

enemies (the so-called s^wmanasyAni, p. 134 ff.), and the

royal ceremonies (r&^karmdm), are obviously auspicious in

their nature. Even the sorceries of the Atharvan neces-

sarily show a double face : they are useful to oneself, harmful

to others. According as they are employed objectively and

aggressively, the^ are a valuable and forceful instrument

for the benefit and aggrandisement of him that employs

them ; according as one suffers from them subjectively and

passively, they are dreadful and contemptible. This con-

flict of emotions lasts throughout the history of the recorded

Hindu thought ; the colour of the Atharvan remains change-

able to the end, and is so described in the final orthodox

and stereotyped view that it is used * to appease, to bless,

and to curse ^' The fact, however, is that there must have

arisen in the long run a strong wave of popular aversion

against the Veda, whose most salient teaching is sorcery.

This appears from the discussions of the Hindus themselves

as to the orthodoxy of that Veda ^ ; from the conscious

efforts of the later Atharvan writings to vindicate its char-

acter and value ; from the allegorical presentation of the

Atharvan as * a lean black man, sharp, irascible, and

amorous ^
;

' and m^ny occasional statements of the Vedic

and classical texts. The history of the relation of the

Atharvan to the remaining Hindu literature is, however,

> iindkapansh/ikabhli&r&dipnitipddaka, MadhnsQdanasarasvatt (Ind. Stud.

I, 16) ; Keniva to Kaox. 1,1; Deva to K&ty. St. XV, 7, 11, and elsewhere.

* According to Bomell, Va/ruabr&hmaMa of the Stmaveda, p. xxi, the most

inflaential scholars of Southern India still deny the genuineness ofthe Atharvan.

' Rl^endxaUUamitra in the Introduction to the Gopatha-brdhmana, p. 4.
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XXX HYMNS OF THE ATHAKVA-VEDA.

Still unwritten, and the following pages aim to supply the

necessary data.

In the hymn to the Purusha, the primaeval cosmic man
(RV. X, 90, 9), the three Vedic categories, rik^ih sAmini

... ya^A, are mentioned ; a fourth term,

the AV. in khdLnAkfnsi, is generic, embodying the metrical

***®J^S- canons, or the metrical compositions as a
whole, but the opportunity to mention the

Atharvan is neglected^. The names atharvan, ahgiras,

and bhr/gu, which occur frequently elsewhere in the RV.,

designate mythic personages, intimately connected with the

production of the fire, and the soma-sacrifice ; nowhere do
they seem to refer to any kind of literary composition.

Even the expression brahmd//i, used in connection with

atharvan, RV. I, 80, 16, can claim no special interest, be-

cause, as will appear later (p. Ixvi), the word brdhma is

never used as a specific designation of Atharvan charms.

No great importance is to be attached to this silence ; the

praises to the gods in connection with the great soma-
sacrifices, with their prevailing mythical colouring, darkened

very often by priestly mysticism, offer but scant occasion

for the mention of sorcery, or the plainer practices of every-

day life. Yet sorcery and house-practices there were in

India at all times ^. The failure of the Rig-veda to mention

any systematic redaction of charms by a collective name
like atharv^ngirasaA must be gauged by the slenderness of

its opportunities to mention the Veda as a generic name
(cf. VIII, 19, 5), or Vedic collections or redactions in par-

ticular (X, 90, 9) ^ There is no proof that even the oldest

* For RV. X, 71, II, which also hints at the three Vedic types, and the

brdhma that embraces them all, see the full discussion below, p. Ixiv fif.

* Cf. e. g., RV. I, 191 ; VII, 50, and especially VII, 104, 16.

' The familiar mention of compositions called rik, siman, uktha, stotra,

^astra, &c, does not, it is important to note, refer to collections at all, but to

types of poetic productivity; they are moreover all of them such as were dis-

tinctly connected with the soma-sacrifice. Their presence simply accentuates

the preoccupation of the body of the Rig-vedic collection with the great priestly

sacrifices, and the consequent absence of the more general terms for Vedic
classes of writings. The stem ya^u^, in the sense of collection of formulas of
the Vi^tir-veda, occurs only in the above-mentioned passage, X, 90, 9.
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parts of the RV., or the most ancient Hindu tradition

accessible historically, exclude the existence of the class

of writings entitled to any of the names given to the

Atharvan charms ; there is no evidence that these writings

ever differed in form (metre) or style from those in the

existing Atharvan redactions ; and, finally, there is no

positive evidence—barring the argumentum ex silentio

—

that the names current in other texts as designations of

Atharvan hymns (bhesha^^ni, atharv^waA, angirasa^, &c.)

were unknown at the earliest period of literary activity.

On the other hand, the existing redactions of the AV.
betray themselves as later than the RV. redaction by the

character of the variants in those mantras which they share

with the RV.
As regards the AV., the stanza X, 7, 20 presents the

four Vedic categories, rikzk, ydLgVih, sAmAni, and atharvAn-

Positionof &^^^^^> ^^ '^^^ *^^ traditional name of the

the AV. in 6'aunakiya-version. The same tetrad is intended

ofthc^ at XI, 6, 14, where the narrower term bhesha-
^kunaklya- ^(ni) takes the place of atharvAngirasaA. At

XIX, 54, 5 the mention of atharvan and

angiras, though not directly referable to the AV., certainly

suggests it, because stanza 3 speaks in the same strain of

the rikdJi and yz-gyxh ; and in XIX, 22, i ; 23, i (parijish/a

in character ; cf. above, p. xxii), the ingiras&ni and Athar-

va«&ni (sc. sClktAni) are mentioned separately. Otherwise

this text also fails to present a fixed name for the type of

literature known later as Atharvanic ^. The Atharvan is

very much in the same position as we shall find the Ya^s-
texts : the three Vedas are mentioned, often in connection

with other more specific forms and designations of prayer

and sacerdotal acts, but the Atharvan is omitted. The
impression left in both cases is by no means that of con-

scious neglect or contempt, but rather of esoteric restriction

to the sphere of the great Vedic ritual (jrauta) ^. Thus

* The word brahma which is catalogued with the trayl at XI, 8, 23 ; XV. 6, 3
(cf. also XV, 3, 7) does not refer to the Atharvan, but is the broader and higher

term for religious activity in general. Cf. RV. X, 71, 11, and see below, p. Ixvi.

' E. g. in the very same hymn (X, 7, 14) in which the Atharv&ngirasa^ are
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it augurs no contempt or neglect of the Atharvan, if in

a charm constructed for the purpose of obtaining a know-

ledge of the Vedas, AV. VII, 54 (Kauj. 4^, 9), only rik,

sdman, ya^^iA, veda, and oblation (haviA) are mentioned

:

the person who here desires Vedic learning is not in training

for Atharvan priesthood, and therefore does not take care

to include this specialistic learning ^ And similarly a con-

siderable number of additional Atharvan passages, IX, 6,

I. 2; XI, 7, 5. 24; 8. 23 ; XII, 1, 38 ; XV, 3, 6-8
; 6, 3, in

which the Atharvan is not mentioned with the other Vedic

compositions, betray no sign of conscious exclusion or con-

tempt of the Atharvan. On the other hand, this very

omission ensures the interesting result that the Sa;yihit^

of the AV., unlike its ritualistic adjuncts (see p. Ivii ff.),

is in no wise engaged either in self-glorification, or in

polemics against the other Vedas. It seems altogether

evident that the Atharvan diaskeuasts were totally uncon-

scious of any disadvantages inherent in their text, or any

contemptuous treatment on the part of the adherents of

the other Vedas.

In addition to the explicit designation of the Atharvan

compositions as atharvingirasa^, bhesha^dni, ^tharva/^ini,

&c., there is to be noted in the 5aunaktya-text of the

hymns a decided advance in the association of the names
Atharvan, Angiras, and Bhrigu with the practices and

conditions which these hymns are aimed at. The older,

broader, and vaguer mythic personality of all three which

appears, e.g. in RV. VIII, 43, 13 ; X, 14, 6 (=AV. XVIII,
I, 58); X, 92, 10, is still continued in the Atharvan (VI,

1, 1 ; XI, 6, 13; XVI, 8, 11-14): Atharvan, Angiras, and

Bhrigu are at times simply semi-divine, or wholly divine

mentioned as the fourth Veda the poet lapses into the more familiar traividya,

in a stanza which, like st. 20, aims to state that the Vedas are derived from

Skambha (Brahma), a monotheistic personification ; cf. Muir, Original Sanskrit

Texts, V, 378.
* A similar passage in a SAtra of the RV. (Ajv Grih. Ill, 3, 1-3% on the

same occasion, namely, the study of the Veda, does not hesitate to include the

Atharvan along with many other Vedic texts. This does not argue conscious

preference, any more than the Atharvan passage indicates conscious exclusion
;

cf, below, p. xliv.
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beings, whose office is entirely non-Atharvanic. But on the

other hand the Atharvans appear at IV, 37, i as slayers

of the Rakshas (similarly IV, 3, 7) ; the Atharvans and

Angiras fasten amulets, and consequently slay the Dasyus,

at X, 6, ao ; and the name Bhr/gu appears at V, 19, i (cf.

TS. I, 8, 18, I ; TB. I, 8, 2, 5) as the typical designation

of a Br^hma/^a, i.e. here, of an Atharvan priest. Such
specialisations of these names are unknown in the RV.
Especially noteworthy is the evident beginning of the asso-

ciation of the name ^hgircisa with aggressive witchcraft or

spells, and the somewhat less clear corresponding correla-

tion of the stem Stharva/^a with auspicious charms (see

above, p. xviii ff.). Altogether the impression arises that

the names Atharvan, Angiras, and Bhr/gu, connected with

the redaction of the AV., have in the text of that Veda
assumed, or commenced to assume, the office which the

diaskeuast and the ritualistic texts of the Atharvan have

definitely and permanently bestowed upon them.

In the domain of the sruti, exclusive of the Rig-veda, i. e.

in the Ys^s-sawhitAs, and the Br^hmawas, the position

of the Atharvan is on the whole defined with

the AV. in sufficient clearness. It depends altogether on
the rest of ^^g practical character of these texts as ex-
tnejruti.

r 1

ponents of the great Vedic sacrifices, the

jrauta-performances : these, by their very nature, exclude

any very direct interest in the systematic charms of the

bhesha^ni and §^>hik&vikiLm. Such sorcery as is inter-

woven with the jrauta-performances has acquired inde-

pendent expression in the metrical and prose formulas

the Ya^s-sawhit^s ; it figures in the form and by the

name of sacrificial formulas {ysL^tmshi) as part of the

threefold Veda (trayi vidyi). Thus the subject-matter

of formulas like the following :
* I dig (pits) that slay the

Rakshas, destroy the spells that belong to Vish«u; that

spell here which my equal or unequal has dug into (the

ground) do I cast out ; I make subject here my equal or

my unequal that plans hostile schemes against me ' (Tait. S.

I» 3» 2, I ; VI, 2, II, 1. a ; Maitr. S. I, 2, 10. 11 ; V^. S.

V, 23 ff. ; 5at. Br. Ill, 5, 4, 8 ff.), is by its very terms

[42] c
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Atharvanic, and the practices by which its recitation is

supplemented might be described in the Kaurika-sQtra.

The formula y6 asmSn dv6sh/i yim ka vayim dvishma//,

*he that hates us and whom we hate' (shall perish, or

the like), occurs countless times in the Ya^us-texts, as well

as in the Atharvan charms. The aims and the acts of

the Atharvan are present at the Vedic sacrifice, as well as

at the practices of private life ; the difference lies in the

degree of applicability, and the degree of prominence : in

the jruti-literature the sphere of the Atharvan is restricted

to matters that are incidental and subsidiary, intended

merely to pave the way for the main issue, the successful

dispatching of the sacrifice to the gods, and the undis-

turbed gratification of the priests (the ish/am and the pOr-

tam). Under these circumstances and at such a time

pronounced hostility against the Atharvan would be a

paradox, too silly even for the Ya^s-texts and the BrAh-

mawas; no such hostility or repugnance is in evidence:

that is reserved for a later and more reflective age.

In the first place then, the mythic personages Atharvan,

Angiras, and Bhr/gu, whose proper names in the course

of time are growingly restricted to the sphere of the

Atharvan, continue in their pristine position of demi-gods.

At Maitr. S. I, 6, i the Angiras are still gods, angirasdf«

tvd devknkm vratend * dadhe ; similarly Tait. Br. I, 1,4, 8,

bhr/gO;/i;;/ tva«hgirasa;« vratapate vraten^*dadh^mi ; cf.

also Tait. Br. Ill, 2, 7, 6 ; Maitr. S. I, i, 8 ; Vd^. S. I,

18 (5at. Br. I, 2, i, 13 ; Kkty. Sr, II, 4,38); Apast. 5r. V,

1 1, 7. For Atharvan, see Tait. S. V, 1, 4, 3 ; 6, 6, 3 ; Tait.

Br. I, I, 10, 4; V^^. S. VIII, 56; XI, 32. And so innu-

merable other instances. Needless to say, the descendants

of the three divinities, conceived eponymically as the

founders of families of ^/shis, the Atharvawa, Ahgirasa,

and Bh^rgava, enjoy the same rights, and hold the same

position of honour as the other families of jRishis, it being

reserved for the later Atharvan writings to extol them

beyond measure, and to establish them as the typical

teachers ^ Thus Atharvan Daiva is the name of an ancient

* Cf. Weber, Omina und Porlcnta, p. 347.
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teacher, 5at. Br. XIV, 5, 5, 22
; 7, 3, 28 ; Dadhya;/>&

Atharvawa, Tait. S. V, I, 4, 4 ; 6, 6, 3 ; 5at. Br. IV, i, ,5,

18 ; VI, 4, 2, 3 ; the countless Angirasa, of which the RV.
Anukrama^i counts no less than 45 \ e. g. 5at. Br. IV, i,

5, I ; Kaush. Br. XXX, 6 ; Ait. Br. VIII, 21, 13 ; Apast.

5r. V, II, 7 ; and the equally frequent BhcLrgava, Tait. S.

I, 8, 18, 1 ; 5at. Br. ib. ; Ait. Br. VIII, 2, i. 5 ; Kauj. Br.

XXII, 4. Occasionally, doubtless, even the jruti feels the

connection that has been established between these names
and the sphere of Atharvanic literary activity, as when the

Ki/A. S. XVI, 13 mentions a Rishi Bhishc^ Atharva;/a^

(see Weber, Ind. Stud. Ill, 459) ; the Kaush. Br. XXX, 6,

a ^ishi Ghora Angirasa ; or when the Fank. Br. XII, 8, 6

states that Dadhya^>& Angirasa was the chaplain (puro-

dhdniya) of the gods.

The manner in which the hymns of the Atharvan are

alluded to in the .rrauta-texts is as follows. Ordinarily the

texts are preoccupied with the sacrificial literature in the

narrower sense, and hence devote themselves to the men-

tion and laudation of the trayi vidyA, either without recount-

ing its specific literary varieties, or by fuller citation of

the terms rik, s^man, ya^A. For these are substituted not

infrequently other terms like stoma, uktha, jastra, udgitha,

&c., special liturgical varieties, also derived directly from

the sphere of the jrauta-performances, and, in fact, strictly

dependent upon these performances for their existence.

On the other hand, whenever the jrauta-texts mention, or

make draughts upon other literary forms like itih^sa,

purd^a, g^thd, s<itra, upanishad, and many others, the

Atharvan literature is almost unfailingly included, and

that too almost invariably in the following order : the

traividya is mentioned first, the Atharvan holds the fourth

place, and next follow in somewhat variable arrangement

the types itih^sa, &c.

* Cf, Wcbcr, Episches im yedischen Ritnal, Sitzungsberichte dcr Koniglich-

Preussischen Akademie d. Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1891, p. 812 (46 of the

reprint).

' The snme apocrj'phal ^/shi is reported by the Anukramawis as the author

ol the oshadhistuti, *the hymn to the plants,* RV. X, 97; V&^. S. XIl, 75-89.

C 2,
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Thus the Taittirtya-sawhitd mentions rik, sAman, and
ya^A alone at II, 4, 12, 7 ; 5, 7, i ; VI, i, 2, 4; VII, 3,

1,4; 12, 1 ; the same categories are alluded to

the at II, 4, 1 1, 6, in the expressions sAmnaA, ya^^-

^^Uit ^^^^* 21"^ ukthamadin^m ; at III, 2, 9, 5. 6

in the expressions udgktritikm (with udgitha),

ukthafawsin&m (with rikdJt)^ and adhvaryOwAm ; cf. also

ish/aya^shaA, stutastomasya, jastokthasya at I, 4, 28, i.

The only mention of Atharvan literature is at VII, 5, 11, 2,

under the designation ahgirasaA (without atharv4«aA ^), and
here the text is as follows : r/gbhyaA sv4hd, ys^^rbhyaA

svihA, sdmabhyaA svihA, angirobhyaA svdhd, vedebhyaA

sv^hA, gdthabhyaA svahA, narlja;//s!bhyaA sv^hi, raibhi-

bhyaA svAhA.

This also, in the main, is the nature of the references to

the AV. in the 5atapatha-brAhma«a. Either the term

. trayt vidyA is used, or riky s&man, and ydiguk
TheAV. m ,. , ,. .,, t tt

the are mentioned explicitly: I, i, 4, 2. 3; II,

^^STat: 6' 4, 2-7 ;
IV, 6, 7, I. 2; V, 5, 5, I. 9 ;

VI,

I, 1,8; 3,1,10.11.20; VII, 5, 2,52; VIII, 5,

2, 4; IX, 5, 2, T2; X, 4, 2, 21. 22; 5, 2, 1. 2; XI, 5, 4, 18;

8,3-7; XII, 3,3,2; 4,9; XIV, A>3a2\ 8,15,2.9. In all

these cases there is no mention of the Atharvan; but neither

is there any mention of any other literary type that has

a distinctive standing outside of the trayi vidyA. On the

other hand, the Atharvan is mentioned in a number of cases,

every one of which presents also a lengthy list of addi-

tional literary forms. Thus XI, 5, 6, 4-8, rikdJt, ysi^iiwshi,

sdm^ni, atharv^ngirasaA, anuj-dsanini, vidycl, vdkovdkyam,

itihisapurd/zam, gdthd ndrd^awsyaA ; XIII, 4, 3, 3 ff., riko

vedaA, ya^iiwshi vedaA, atharvd^o vedaA, angiraso veda^,

sarpavidyd vedaA, deve^anavidyd vedaA, mkyk vedaA,

itihdso veda/r, purd«a;;i veda//, sdmdni vedaA ; XIV, 5, 4,

10; 6, 10, 6; 7,3, ji (=Brjh. Ar. II, 4, 10; IV, i, 2;

5, 11), f/gvedo yOjfurvedaA sdmavedo*tharvdngirasa iti-

hdsaA puri«a»« vidyd upanishadaA slokkfi s<itrd«y anuvyd-

khydndni v}'dkhydndni ; X, 5, 2, 20, adhvaryavaA (y^^A),

* Ct. above, p. xviii.
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kAsjidogkA (s4man), hahvrikaJi (uktham), y^tuvidaA (ydtu).

sarpavidaA . . . deva^anavidaA. Only a single Upanishad

passage, XIV, 8, 14, 1-4 {= Brih. Ar. Up. V, 13, 1-4),

seems to mention, or rather hint at, the Atharvan in con-

nection with representatives of the trayi vidy4, without

mentioning other texts ^. The series is uktham, ya^A,
sAma, kshatram ; the passage possibly views the fourth

Veda as the Veda of the Kshatriyas, or, more precisely,

substitutes the act of kshatra, i. e. the performances of the

kshatriya as Atharvanic by distinction. See, for this, p. xxv,

above.

The Taittiriya-br4hma;/a mentions the Atharvan twice,

once in accordance with the method described above, at

III, 12, 8, a, riko ya^wshi s^m^ni atharvS-

the ngirasaA . . . itih^sapur^wam. In the other

brih^'^^*
passage, III, 12, 9, i, the Atharvan is men-

tioned without the customary adjuncts, and

that too before the Scima-veda, to wit, rikktn ^vkkv

mahati dig u>&yate, dakshi;/Sm Shur ya^ush&m apdrdm,

atharva/?^m angiras^w prati>&i, s^mndm udi^i mahati dig

u^ate. But it is of interest to note that in the sequel,

where sundry symbolic and mystic correlations of the

Vedas with the sun, &c., are established, the Atharvan is

wanting, and the operations take place with vedais tribhiA.

Thus, righhxk pQrvAhne divi deva iyate, ya^rvede tish/Aati

madhye ahnaA, s4maveden^«stamaye mahtyate, vedair

ariinyas tribhir eti siiryaA. We shall not err in judging

that the fourth Veda is mentioned in a purely formulaic

manner, only because it is needed to fill out the scheme of

the four principal directions of space ; the real theme at

the heart of the author is the traividya, as, e. g. in III, 10,

,

II, 5. 6. On the other hand, it would be altogether erro-

neous to assume either hostility, or conscious discrimina-

tion against the Atharvan. The Taittiriya-dra«yaka again

falls into line in two passages, II, 9 and 10, presenting the

texts in their most expansive form, rikdih^ ya^dwshi,

' Conversely the tray! is catalogued with other texts (v&kov&kyam itiha-

sapuri^am), but without the Atharvan, at XI, 5, 7, 6 ft'. ; cf. the same list

6ahkh. GfYh. I, 24, 8.
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s^m^ni, atharv^hgirasaA, brdhma/?ani, itih^s^n, purA/r&ni,

kalpdn, gAthdA, nkr^samsi/t.

The only mention of the Atharvan as a literary type in

5^nkhayana s 5rauta-s(lltra is at XVI, 2, 2 ff., again in the

series, rtko vedaA, y^^rvedaA, atharvaveda^

the remain- (i^ connection With bhesha^m), ^hgiraso vedaA
ingjrauta-

^j^ connection with ghoram), sarpavidyd, ra-

kshovidyA, asuravidyd, itih^savedaA, purd;/a-

vedaA, sdmaveda^. Very similarly in Ajvalclyana's 5rauta-

si!ltra X, 7, i ff., riko vedaA ya^rvedaA, atharva«aA

vedaA (with bhesha^m), 4hgiraso vedaA (with ghoram),

vishavidyd, pijd^avidyd, asuravidyd, purdwavidy^, itih^o

veda//, s^mavedaA. These passages are essentially iden-

tical with 5at. Br. XIII, 4, 3, 3 ff., above; their chief

interest lies in the differentiation of atharvan and angiras,

respectively as representatives of the auspicious (bhesha^m)

and terrible (ghoram =4bhiidrikam) activities of this Veda ;

cf above, p. xviii ff. In the Pa^^aviw^a-br^hmawa, XII, 9,

10; XVI, 10, 10, the Atharvan charms are mentioned

favourably : bhesha^w Vcl dtharvaw^ni, and bhesha^/«

vai dev^n^m atharv^wo bhesha^ayai*vd*rish/yai. Cf.

also XXIII, 16, 7 ; K^/A. S. XI, 5 (cf. Ind. Stud. 111,463).

The Vci^asaneyi-sawhit^ mentions the traividya (or ri\c

and siman without ysiguA) frequently, IV, i. 9 ; VIII, la
;

XVIII, 9. 29. 67; XX, 12 ; XXXIV, 5; XXXVI, 9 ; the

Atharvan is nowhere mentioned in connection with the other

three. Once at XXX, i5=Tait. Br. 111,4, i, 11, a woman
that miscarries (avatok^) is devoted to the Atharvans ; the

reference, in the light of AV. VI, 17 ; Kauj". 35, 12 (a

charm to prevent miscarriage), seems to be to Atharvan

hymns or Atharvanic practices. Otherwise the word athar-

van occurs in connections that admit of no special, or at

any rate obvious, reference to the fourth Veda, VIII, 56 ;

XI, 32. Neither is there, as far as is known, any mention

of the Atharvan in the Maitr^ya;/i-sawhitA, the Aitareya

and Kaushitaki-br^hmawas, or Kdty^yana s and L4/y^-

yana's ^rauta-sutras.

The position of the Atharvan in the .n*auta-literature

according to this evidence is what might be naturally
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expected : there is no evidence of repugnance or exclu-

siveness. Witchcraft is blended with every sphere of

reh'gious thought and activity, and the only

the xranta- sane attitude on the part of these texts must
te^estimate b^ the recognition of the literary products

which are by distinction the repositories

of witchcraft. No one will expect rigid consistency

:

i?vitchcraft blows hot and cold from the same mouth;

according as it is turned towards the inimical forces,

human and demoniac, or is turned by others against one-

self, it is regarded as useful, or noxious. The AV. itself

takes the same view by implication: the hymn, II, la,

hurls the bitterest invective against enemies that endeavour

to thwart one's holy work; this does not prevent ones

own endeavour to frustrate the sacrifice of an enemy

(VII, 70); the hymn, II, 7, ensures protection against

curses and hostile plots, but does not prevent the existence

of fierce imprecations and curses issued forth subjectively

for the ruin of another (VI, 13 and 37). It is a question

throughout of my sorcery, or thy sorcery. The flavour of

holiness and virginal innocency is necessarily absent, and

this want crops out in connection with the performances

of y^tu even in the RV. (VII, 104, 15. 16), where the writer

exclaims :
* may I die to-day if I am a sorcerer,^ and com-

plains against his enemy who calls him, though he is pure,

a sorcerer, and against the real sorcerer who pretends that

he is pure. Though ydtu (sorcery) is regarded here as

devilish (cf. e.g. AV. I, 7 and 8), the writer at 5at. Br. X,

5, 2, 20 i^ not prevented from placing the y^tuvidaA, ' those

that are skilled in sorcery,' in solemn array with the repre-

sentatives of the holiest forms of literature, immediately

after the bahvr/^aA, as the characteristic exponent of

Atharvanic activity. And on the other hand even bhe-

sh^^m, *cure, medicine,* the altruistic province of the

Atharvan, though well regarded in general, does not come

off without a sneer. The Tait. S. VI, 4, 9, 3 (cf. Maitr. S.

IV, 6, 2; 5at. Br. IV, i, 5, 14) says, brAhmawena bhesha-

g^m na k^ryam, *a Brahman shall not practise medicine,*

the reason that is assigned being that the physician is
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impure, that the practice entails promiscuous, unaristocratic

minghng with men :
* men run to the physician ' (MS. IV,

6, 2, p. 80, 1. 1)^. And we may trust that the canons of

social standing and literary appreciation of a people that

had produced the best that is to be found in Vedic litera-

ture could not fail altogether, when in the proper mood, to

estimate at its right value the wretched hocus-pocus of the

bhesha^ni themselves, though these were the best that

the Vedic period had produced for the relief of bodily

ailment. Yet the Veda without witchcraft would not be

the Veda, and the jrauta-texts are not in the position to

throw stones against the Atharvan. Moreover it must

not be forgotten that the Atharvan contains in its cosmo-

gonic and theosophic sections more material that undertakes

to present the highest brahmavidy^ than any other Vedic

Sawhiti (cf. below, p. Ixvi) ; by whatever literary evo-

lution this was associated with this sphere of literature and

incorporated into the redaction, it doubtless contributed to

the floating of the more compact body of sorcery-charms,

and its higher valuation among the more enlightened of the

people. At any rate, a sober survey of the position of the

Atharvan in the traividya yields the result that this Veda,

while not within the proper sphere of the greater concerns

of Vedic religious life, is considered within its own sphere

as a Veda in perfectly good standing ; the question of its

relative importance, its authority, and its canonicity is not

discussed, nor even suggested.

The position of the Atharvan in the Upanishads does not

appear to differ from that in the jruti in general. Aside

TheAVin ^^^^ the Atharvan Upanishads, which are

the Upani- naturally somewhat freer in their reference

to the AV., and in the mention of more or

less apocryphal Atharvan teachers, it is introduced but

rarely, and usually in the manner prevalent elsewhere

in the jrauta-literature, i.e. preceded by the trayt, and

^ C£ the contempt for the pdgayt^iySiA, ye pOgdn yS^yanti, * those who
sacrifice for a crowd/ Mana IH, 151 ; Mah&bh. I, 2883, and the gr&may^n,
Manu IV, 205, and gr&mayfi^aka, Mah&bh. IH, 13355. ^^ ^^^ Vish/iu

LXXXII, I2J Gaut.XV,i6.
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followed by a variable list of other literary types. Thus

the passages quoted above from 5at. Br. XIV, 5, 4, 10 ; 6,

10,6; 7, 3, II = Brih. Ar. Up. II, 4, 10; IV, i, 2
; 5, 11,

and the Tait. Ar. II, 9 and 10, are of Upanishad character,

and the Maitr. Up. VI, 32 repeats the list of texts stated at

5at. Br. = Brth. Ar. Up., just cited, in precisely the same

order. The same text, Maitr. Up. VI, 33 (= Mah4 Up. 2
;

Atharvajiras 4), has the list /7gya^//samcitharvdhgirasa

itihAsa^ puri^/am. The KAknd, Up. Ill, 1-4 deals with

rik, ya^uA, s^man, atharv^hgirasaA, and itihasapur^;/^ni

;

the same text at VII, 1, 2. 4; 2, 1
; 7, 1, has the same list,

. . . ^tharva^/ay ^aturthaA itih^sapur^waA paw^amaA, to

which are added a lengthy series of additional sciences

(vidyi). The Tait. Up.= Tait. Ar. VIII, 3, again, presents

the Atharvan in a formulaic connection, tasya (sc. AtmanaA)

ya^r eva .riraA, rig dakshi;/aA pakshaA, s^mo«ttaraA pa-

ksha>i, ^de^a Atm&, atharv^hgirasaA pukkAdim ^. There is,

as far as is known, no additional mention of the Atharvan

in the non-Atharvanic Upanishads, and it is evident that

there is no marked change in the manner in which the

fourth Veda is handled. Very much more numerous are

the instances in which the trayi alone appears ; see Jacob's

Concordance to the principal Upanishads, under the words

r/gveda, rmmaya, rik
;
ya^rveda, ya^rmaya, ya^us

;

siimaveda, s^mamaya, s^man. They show that the draughts

upon the Atharvan and the subsequent literary forms are,

in general, made under the excitement of formulaic solem-

nity ; while on the other hand, needless to say, the Upani-

shads with their eye aloft alike from hymn, sacrificial

formula, and witchcraft charm, have no occasion to condemn

the Atharvan, aside from that superior attitude of theirs

which implies, and diplomatically expresses condemnation

of the entire Veda that is not brahmavidyd.

Even in the Atharvan Upanishads there is sounded in

* This Upanishad belongs to a Yti^s-school ; hence the pre-eminence of the

'P^ns. The Atharvan is here forced into a position of disadvantage, and it

may be admitted that its mention after the dde/a (Upanishad) is intentional.

Bot there is really no other course open to the writer. The tenor of the entire

passage excludes the notion of disparagement of any of the texts mentioned.
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general neither the polemic nor the apologetic note which

characterises the ritualistic writings of the Atharvan. We
find, to be sure, in the late Prawava Up. a spo-

the radic, if not solitary, assumption of superiority
Atharvan q^ the part of the AV.^ and an interpolated

passage in the Pra.ma Up. V, 5 betrays the

distinct tendency to secure at any cost the correlation

of the Atharvan with the highest brahma ^. The authority

of Atharvanic teachers, Sanatkumdra, Ahgiras, PaippalMa,

&c., is, of course, cited with especial frequency in the

Atharvan Upanishads, helping to confer upon them an

esoteric school character. But in general, all that may be

said is, that the Atharvan Upanishads mention the fourth

Veda along with the other three more frequently than the

corresponding tracts of the other schools, that the Atharvan

is quietly added to the trayi, whether other literary forms

like the itihdsapurd//am, &c., appear in the sequel, or not.

Even these Upanishads, however, occasionally lapse into

the more frequent habit of the bulk of the Vedic literature,

and fail to refer to the Atharvan, whether consciously or

not, it seems impossible to tell. Thus the Mundaka, Up.
I, 1,5 counts the four Vedas (Atharvan included) along

with the Ahgas as the lesser science, above which towers

the science of Brahma: r/gvedo, ya^rvedaA, sAmavedo
• tharvaveda// ^ikshd, &c. But in II, 1,6 the list is, riksJi

sdma ya^uwshi dikshd ya^/Ia^^a. The Prajna Up. II, H

says of the Prd«a, life's breath' (personified), rtshhiSim

karitam satyam atharv^ngirasAm asi, which seemingly con-

tains an allusion to the Atharvan writings, but in II, 6 we
have, pra;/e sarvaw pratish/>4itam rtko ya^wshi s^mani

yagnak kshatraw brahma ka, ^ See also Mah^nardyawa

Up. 22. This betrays the usual preoccupation with the

traividya, which is not quite effaced by the possible allusion

to the Atharvan in II, 8. The Nr/siwhap(^rvat^pani Up.

' See Ind. Stud. I, 296 ; IX, 51.

' See Ind. Stud. I, 453, note, and cf. Eohtlingk*s critical edition of the

Prarna in the Proceedings of the Royal Saxon Academy, November, 1890.

' It would have been easy to substitute for the last four words, atharvah-

girasaj ka. ye, or the like. Cf. also Piajna V, 5, alluded to above.
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I, 2 has, rigya^AsSim&tharvSinsiS ^atvdro vediJi ; I, 4, r/g-

ya^ii^sSm&tharvarupaA siiryaA; II, i (=Nr/si;«hottarat&-

pani Up. 3 ; AtharvayikhA Up. i), righhiA r/gvedaA, ysgur-

bhir ya^rvedaA, s&mabhi^ s&maveda^, atharva^^air mantrair

atharvavedaA ; in V, 9 it falls into the broader style of

reference, rik2Ji, ya^iiwshi, s&mdni, atharv&wam, angirasam,

jakhaA, purd/z^ni, kalpdn, g4th^, ndr&jaws!/r, leading up

finally to prawavam, the Om which embraces all (sarvam).

But in V, 2 we have r/gmayaw ya^rmayaw sdmamayaf»

brahmamayam amr/tamayam, where brahmamayam ob-

viously refers to the brahmavidyi, the holy science, not to

the fourth Veda, the Brahmaveda ^. And thus the Brah-

mavidyi Up. 5 ff. recounts the merits of the traividya,

culminating in the Om, without reference to the Atharvan.

It seems clear that even the Atharvan Upanishads as a class

are engaged neither in defending the Atharvan from attack,

nor in securing for it any degree of prominence. Other

references to the Atharvan occur in Atharvajiras i, rig

aham ya^r aha/« s^m4«ham atharvangiraso«ham ; Mu-
ktikd Up. 12-14, r/gveda, ya^A, sAman, Atharva/za ; ibid, i,

atharvavedagat^n^m . . . upanishadAm ; Mahd Up. 3, gctya-

traw >&Aanda r/gvedaA, traish/ubhaw ^Aando ya^rvedaA,

g^BXdLtn ^AandaA sAmaveda*, AnushAibhaw >&Aando«tharva-

vedaA. Cf. also ATaiikA Up. 10, 13, .14.

On turning to the Gr/hya-sOtras it would be natural to

anticipate a closer degree of intimacy with the Atharvan,

and hence a more frequent and less formulaic

in the reference to its writings. For the subject-

Grihya- matter of these texts is itself, broadly speak-
butr&s.

ing, Atharvanic, besides being dashed strongly

with many elements of vidh^na or sorcery-practice, i.e.

Atharvanic features in the narrower sense and by dis-

tinction^. Many verses quoted in the Gr/hya-sOtras are

* The Upanishads do not designate the fourth Veda as Brahmaveda, unless

wc trust certain doubtful variants and addenda, reported by Weber, Ind. Stud.

I, 301, note. The earliest occurrence of Brahmaveda is at 5ankh. Grih. I, 16,

13 (sec above, p. xxvii).

« Cf., e.g. the use of roots, PRr. I, 13, i ; SihVh, I, 19, i ; 23, i ; the battle-

charm, Ajv. III. 12 (cf. p. 117 flf. of this volume); the bhaisha^y&ni,

* remedial charms,* Ajv. Ill, 6, 3 flf. ; Pslr. I, 16, 24 flf.; 111,6; Hir. II, 7;
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identical with, or variants of those contained in the Atharva-

sawhitd. But even the Gr^Tiya-rites, popular, nay vulgar,

as they must have been in their untrammelled beginnings,

were, so to speak, Rishified, and passed through in due

time a process of school-treatment which estranged them
as far as possible from the specifically Atharvanic connec-

tions, and assimilated them, as far as possible, to the Rig-

veda, Sima-veda, and Ya^ur-veda, as the case may be.

Thus the battle-charm, Asv, III, 12, instead of drawing

upon the very abundant mantras of this kind, contained in

the AV. (see p. 117 ff.), is decked out with the scattering

material of this sort that may be extracted from the RV.
(see the notes to Stenzler*s and Oldenberg's translations).

In general the preference for mantras of the particular

school is nearly if not quite as great as in the 5rauta-

sOtras. The anticipation of a marked degree of literary

relationship with the Atharvan is not materialised. The
Gr/hya-sOtras of the Sama-veda (Gobhila and Khidira),

and Apastamba ^ do not seem to mention the Atharvan

at all; AjvalAyana (III, 3, 1--3), on the occasion of the

svddhy^ya, the daily recitation of the Veda, recommends

the Atharvan, but the mention of this text is that which

we have found to be the normal one in the 5rauta-litera-

ture, i.e. preceded by rtk, ya^A, and s^man; followed by
brahma«a, Walpa, g^thd, n^r^jawsi, itihdsa, and pur^wa^.

Similarly Hirawyakejin (II, 19, 6), in connection with a

long list of deities, mentions in order rigveda., ya^rveda,

sdmaveda, and itihdsapurd«a ; in 5^hkhdyana I, 24, 8 the

Atharvan is even omitted in a similar list, which catalogues

Apast. VII, 18 (c£. p. I ff.) ; the sa/;/manasy&ni, ' charms to secure harmony,'

P&r. Ill, 7; Apast. Ill, 9, 4 ff.; VIII, 23, 6. 7; Hir. I, 13, 19 ff. (cf. p.

134 ff.), &c. See in general the list of miscellaneous G/Vhya-rites in Olden-

berg's index to the Gn'hj'a-siitras, Sacred Books, vol. xxx. p. 306 ff.

^ This Siitra mentions neither n'k, saman, nor atharvan, a probably un-

conscious preoccupation with the ya^A that must not be construed as intentional

chauvinism against the other Vedas. The mantra-materials quoted and

employed do not differ in their general physiognomy from those of the other

Si^tras, but they are always referred to as yi^u^.
' The passage contains in slightly different arrangement the list of Vedic

texts presented by the Tait. Ar. II, 9 and 10, above; ct also .Sat Br. XI,

5» 7» 6' 6.
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n'gveda, ya^rveda, simaveda, v5kov4kyam, itih^apurA-

«am, and finally sarvAn veddn (cf. the same grouping, 5at.

Br. XI, 5, 7, 6 ff.). But in 5dnkh. I, i6, 3 (brahmaveda)

;

Hir. II, 3, 9 (atharvdngirasaA) ; II, 18, 3; 20, 9 (atharva-

veda); Pdr. II, 10, 7 (atharvaveda) ; II, 10, 21 (atharvawim)

there is a distinct advance along the line of later develop-

ment in the familiar mention of the fourth Veda ; this is

not balanced altogether by the restriction to the trayt,

5ankh. I, 22, 15 ; 24, 2; Hir. I, 5, 13; II, 13, i, or the

restriction to two Vedas, Gobh. I, 6, 19 ; III, 2, 48 ; Axv.

I, 7, 6=P^r. I, 6, 3= 5Mkh. I, i^, 4, because these passages

are to a considerable extent quotations, or modifications

of mantras derived from the .niiti. The true value of this

testimony is chronological, not sentimental : the Grihya,-

siitras, as much as their subject-matter is akin to the

Atharvan, are not imbued with a sense of its especial value

and importance, any more than the jrauta-texts. They
handle their materials in a self-centred fashion, without

acknowledging any dependence upon the literary collections

of the Atharvans ; their more frequent reference to the

fourth Veda is formulaic in every single instance, and the

greater frequency with which it is mentioned marks the

later chronology of the Gr/hya-s(itras (cf. Oldenberg, Sacred

Books, vol. XXX, pp. i and xvii ff.).

The construction of the Vedic literature in general is,

as we have seen, such as to forbid any genuine discrimi-

The AV nation there against the Atharvan. In so

in the law- far as this Veda offers the means of defence

against the ills of life (disease and posses-

sion by demons); in so far as it presents the auspicious

blessings pronounced at the sacramental points in the

life of the individual, from conception to death, it is

holy by its very terms. Even witchcraft is part of the

religion ; it has penetrated and has become intimately

blended with the holiest Vedic rites ; the broad current

of popular religion and superstition has infiltrated itself

through numberless channels into the higher religion that

is presented by the Brahman priests, and it may be pre-

sumed that the priests were neither able to cleanse their
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own religious beliefs from the mass of folk-belief with which

it was surrounded, nor is it at ail likely that they found

it in their interest to do so. But there is another field

of literature whose roots also reach down to the Veda, in

which judgment must be passed over the more unclean

and sinister phases of Atharvanic activity. The broad

arena on which men meet in daily contact is the true

field for the golden rule. The need of doing unto others

what one would have others do unto oneself, and leaving

the opposite undone, is sure to be felt, and sure to gain

expression in the proper literature. This literature is the

legal literature (dharma), more narrowly that part of it

which deals with the mutual rights and obligations of men,

the vyavahcira-chapters of the legal SOtras and 5Astras.

Here also the Atharvan retains in a measure its place by
virtue of its profound hold upon popular beliefs, because

indispensable sciences like medicine and astrology are

Atharvanic by distinction, and because the Atharvan per-

forms, especially for the king, inestimable services in the

injury and overthrow of enemies. The king's chaplain

(purohita) was in all probability as a rule an Atharvan

priest (cf. Y^^^av. I, 312). But incantations, sorceries, and

love-charms do work injury, and the dharma-literature

pronounces with no uncertain voice the judgment that the

Atharvan, while useful and indispensable under certain

circumstances, is on the whole inferior in character and
position, that its practices are impure, and either stand in

need of regulation, or must be prohibited by the proper

punishments.

The Atharvan is not mentioned very frequently either

in the Dharma-sOtras, the older metrical Dharma-J^stras,

or in the more modern legal Smr/tis. In Vishwu XXX, 37 ;

Baudh. II, 5, 9, 14 ; IV, 3, 4; Yi^^av. I, 44 (cf Manu II,

107) ; xoi ^ (cf. Manu II, 85) ; Aujanasa-smr/ti III, 44 (6^iv^-

nanda, vol. i, p. 514), the Atharvan is mentioned in the

* In this passage, vedalharvapura«ani setih^ani, the Atharvan is kept

distinct from the Irajl, the veda by distinction ; cf. Weber, Indische Literatur-

geschichte', p. 165, note.
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normal Vedic manner, i.e. preceded by the traividya, and

followed by other literary types, especially the itihAsapu-

rd«am. It is worthy of note that in only three of the five

cases (Baudh. II, 5, 9, 14; Yd^«av. I, 44; Au^. Ill, 44),

the older name atharvingirasaA appears ; the other three

have atharvaveda, or atharvan. But it seems altogether

impossible to derive from this any chronological indications

as to the date of a given legal text, since U.fanas, or even

Yi^«avalkya, is certainly later than Baudhdyana and Vishnu.

At this time the names atharvaveda, atharvan, ^tharva;/a

have established themselves as the equivalent of the older

atharvingirasaA, but the older name crops out at times in

a purely chance way. At Yk^nsiv. I, 3 the fourth Veda is

also implied as one of the fourteen foundations of know-

ledge and law, without being mentioned by name ; cf also

Aujanasa-smr/ti V, 66 (C/lv^nanda, vol. 1, p. 531, bottom).

The Atharvan, however, holds also the position of the

fourth Veda in cases where no additional literature is men-

tioned ; at Baudh. Ill, 9, 4 burnt oblations are offered to

the four Vedas and many divinities ; at Baudh. IV, 5, i the

Saman, Rtk, Ya^s, and Atharva-veda are mentioned in

connection with oblations calculated to procure the special

wishes of one's heart (kdmyesh/aya//). At Vas. XXII, 9

the Sawhitas of all the Vedas (sarva/t/zandaAsawhit^) are

counted among the purificatory texts : the Atharvan is

probably intended to be included, especially as the Athar-

vajiras (see below) is explicitly mentioned. In the late

Vr/ddhahdrita-sa;«hitd III, 45^ the dtharvawAni (sc. siikt&ni)

are on a level with the rtko ya^wshi and sAmclni. In the

Aujanasa-smmi III, 86 ((7ivdnanda, vol. i, p. 518) the twice-

born is recommended to read either a Veda, two Vedas, the

Vedas, or the four Vedas, a distinction between the trayi

vidyA and the four Vedas, not explicitly stated elsewhere.

The Atharvajiras, an Upanishad connected with the AV.,

IS mentioned a number of times, Gaut. XIX, 1 2 ; Vas. XXII,

9; XXVIII, 14 ; Aujanasa-smr/ti IV, 5 ; the same text is

mentioned under the name of 5iras at Baudh. IV, i, 28

;

* Sec CTtvinandavidy&s&gara's Dharmajastrasawgraha, vol. i, p. 213.
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Vas. XXI, 6-8 ; XXV, 13 ; Vishnu LV, 9. Certain vows

called 5iras, Baudh. II, 8, 14, 2; Vas. XXVI, 12, also

emanate from the sphere of Atharvanic practices ; so

Govinda at Baudh. loc. cit. More pointedly, and without

the company of the traividya, the sacred texts of the

Atharvan and Angiras (jrutir atharv^hgirasU) are recom-

mended as the true weapons with which the Brdhma/^a

may slay his enemies, Manu XI, 33 ; the king must choose

for his chaplain (purohita) one who is skilled in the Atharvan

and Angiras (atharvdhgirase), Yd^«av. I, 312^; and the

same recommendation is implied at Gaut. XI, 15. 17, where

the king is enjoined to take heed of that which astrologers

and interpreters of omens tell him, and to cause the puro-

hita to perform in his house-fire among other expiatory

rites (^nti), rites for prosperity (mahgala), and witchcraft

practices (abhi^dra) against enemies ^. Such a purohita is

eo ipso an Atharvan priest. In the Atri-sawhitA (G^iv4-

nanda*s collection, vol. 1, p. 45) ^yotirvido . . . atharvA^^aA,

'Atharvan priests skilled in astrology' are recommended

for the performance of ^Addhas and sacrifices (cf. Vish«u

III, 75 ; YA^«av. I, 332). The snAtaka must not live in

a country without physicians, Vish«u LXXI, 66, and the

king should consult his physicians in the morning, YA^«av.

I, 332. At Vish«u III, 87, the king himself is urged to

be conversant with incantations dispelling the effects of

poison and sickness, and at Manu VII, 217, the food of the

king is rendered salubrious by sacred texts that destroy

poison : these passages evidently refer to Atharvanic bhai-

sha^Ani (cf p. 25 ff.), and Atharvan priests skilled in their

use. At Baudh. II, 8, 15,4; Vishwu LXXIII, 11 ; LXXXI,
4, the demons called yitudhdna are driven out by means

of sesame, in perfect accord with AV. I, 7, 2.

Thus far then the dharma-literature expresses regard for

the Atharvan, and distinct dependence upon its literature

and its practices. But the ever dubious quality of the fourth

Veda sounds from notes pitched in a different key. In the

* The king himself is urged (ib. I, 310) to devote himself to the trayl.

* This is the stereotyped summary of the functions of the AV., jdntapush/i-

kibbi^^&rika ; see p. xxix.
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first place we may remark that the conspicuous omission

of this Veda which characterises the ^rauta-literature, with-

out pronounced disapproval of the Atharvan, is continued in

the dharma-texts. Thus notably in the prohibition of the

recital of the other Vedas while the sound of the SAmans
is heard, these texts mention only the rik and the y^iguh ;

see Gaut. XVI, ai; Vas. XIII, 30; Vish«u XXX, 26;

Manu IV, 123. 124. At Baudh. IV, 5, 29; Manu XI,

263-66, the recitation of the traividya is recommended as

a most efficient means of purification and release from sin.

In the cosmogonic account, Manu I, 23, only r^Tc, ya^A,
and sdman are derived from the primeval creation. In

Baudh. II, 8, 14, 4. 5; Manu III, 145, the traividya and

its adherents only appear at the funeral-offerings (.n'^ddha),

though the Atri-sawhitl singles out Atharvans skilled in

astronomy on that very occasion (see above, p. xlviii). At
Manu XII, 112 (cf. Y4^«av. I, 9) adherents of the three

Vedas are recommended as an assembly (parishad) to decide

points of law; at Y^^wav. II, 211 punishment is declared for

him that abuses one skilled in the three Vedas ; at Yl^av.
I, 310 the king is urged to devote himself to the study of

the trayi (vidy^) ; his chaplain, on the other hand, must be

skilled in the manipulation of the atharvSngirasam (ib. I,

312). The inferiority of the Atharvan is stated outright

at Apast. II, 11, 29, 10. II, where it is said that the know-

ledge of women and 5<idras is a supplement of the Atharva-

veda (cf. Biihler, Sacred Books, vol. ii, p. xxix) ; and yet

more brusquely Vish«u V, 191 counts him that recites a

deadly incantation from the Atharva-veda as one of the

seven kinds of assassins.

Still more frequently, performances which imply the

knowledge and use of the Atharvan are decried and

punished, though the writings of the Atharvan are not

expressly mentioned. Thus magic rites with intent to

harm enemies, and sorceries and curses m general, cause

impurity, and are visited with severe penances at Apast. I,

9, 26, 7; 10, 29, 15; Baudh. II, 1, 2, 16; Gaut. XXV, 7;

Vishwu XXXVII, 26; LIV, 25; Manu IX, 290; XI, 198;

Y^«av. Ill, 289. Yet the other side of the coin is turned

[42] d
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1 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

up at Manu XI, 33, where the Atharvan is recommended

as the natural weapon of the Br4hma;«a against his enemies

(see above). Nirada, V, 108, also betrays his hostile

attitude towards sorcery when he remarks that the sage

Vasish/i4a took an oath, being accused of witchcraft ^

With especial frequency and emphasis the impurity of

physicians is insisted upon, Apast. I, 6, 18, 20; 19, 15;

Vishnu LI, 10; LXXXII, 9; Gaut. XVII, 17 ; Vas. XIV,
2. 19; Manu III, 152. 180; IV, 212. 220; Y&^nav. I, 162 ;

III, 240 : we gathered above (p. xxxix) that the practice of

medicine is regarded in the same light in the Br4hma«as

;

the charge, of course, reflects upon the Atharvan. Astro-

logy also, and fortune-telling, are impure occupations,

Baudh. II, I, 2, 16; Manu IX, 258; the practice of astro-

logy is forbidden to ascetics, Vas. X, 21 ; Manu VI, 50;
and the astrologer is excluded from the jrAddha, Vish«u

LXXXII, 7; Manu III, 162. That these practices were

Atharvanic in character we may gather from AV. VI, 128
;

Kaui". 50, 152. An especially pointed reflection against

the AV. is implied in the prohibition of the mulakriyi or

mulakarma, 'practices with roots ^:' at Vishwu XXV, 7

wives are especially forbidden to engage in such practice

;

at Manu IX, 290 magic rites with roots, practised by per-

sons not related to him against whom they are directed,

are regarded as sinful*; at Manu XI, 64 practices with

roots in general are forbidden. Such practices abound in

the AV. and its ritual; see I, 34; III, 18 (= RV. X, 145);

V, 31, 12 ; VI, 138. 139 ; VII, 38, &c., and the performances

connected with them (cf. p. 99 ff. and the commentary on

these hymns). Though they are not wanting elsewhere,

especially in the Gr/Tiya-sutras, the brunt of the charge is

without doubt directed against the Atharvan. Finally, at

Gaut. XV, 16 ; Vishwu LXXXII, 12 ; Manu III, 151 ; IV,

* He has in mind the asseveration of the poet, RV. VII, 104, 15, adySf

murtya yddi ydtudh^ino asmi, Ac, * may I die to-day if I am a sorcerer.*

' Cf. * Seven Hymns of the Atharva-vcda,* Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 484 ff.

(19 flf. of the reprint) ; the present volume, pp. 160, 53a ff.

Cf. the same prohibition in the Mahdbh&rata, below, p. liv.

* The commentator Nirada states that they are permissible, if practised

against a husband or relative.
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205, he who practises for a multitude (grimay^^ka) is

pronounced impure: we may presume that this kind of

activity was largely, if not entirely in the hands of Athar-

van-priests ; cf. the note on p. xl.

The position of the Atharvan in the Mah&bhirata may
be characterised in the single statement that its importance

The AV in
^^ ^ Veda, and its canonicity, are finally and

theMahi- Completely established ; that its practices are

familiarly known and, in general, not sub-

jected to any particular criticism. There is no especial

affinity between the great Epic and the ^auta-literature,

barring the continuance of a considerable quantity of

the legendary materials (^khydna) which are woven into

the descriptions of the Vedic sacrifices in the BrAhma//as

;

hence there is nothing in the Epic to induce preoccupa-

tion with the trayi vidyi. On the other hand, the great

collection deals so largely with the interests of the

Kshatriyas as to preclude any conscious discrimination

against the fourth Veda, since this Veda also is to a very

considerable extent engaged in the interest of the kings

(ra^^karm^m, Kaarika, chapters 14 to 17), and the prac-

tices of their chaplains (purohita) are also largely Athar-

vanic in character. It is true that the MahAbhirata in

common with all Hindu literature, the Atharvan literature

not excluded, mentions frequently only the three Vedas by

their distinctive names, or by the generic terms trayi vidya

and trayo vedi//. Thus in the passages assembled in

A. Holtzmann's sufficiently exhaustive collectanea on this

question in his work on the Epic, Das MahAbhirata und

seine Theile, vol. iv, p. 5, the prevailing Vedic habit of

referring to the Vedas is continued. But there can be little

question that this mode of reference has at this time, as

doubtless in a measure also in the period of Vedic produc-

tivity, become a stereotyped mechanical habit, continued

from the tradition of earlier times ; cf. Biihler, Zqitschr. d.

Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XL, 701, who compares the

German expression * die vier Erdtheile,* and the like. There

is no indication that the mention of the Atharvan is con-

sciously avoided.

d2
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The main proof of the high regard for the Atharvan

and its unchallenged position in the canon, are the quasi-

cosmogonic passages in which the four Vedas figure in the

primordial transactions of the creation of the world, and

its affinity with the personified creator. Thus, at V, io8,

10=3770 Brahman is said to have first sung the four

Vedas; Brahman himself is called A'aturveda, III, 203, 15
= 13560, as similarly Vish«u at XIX, 238, 9 (Bhav.)=

12884; at III, 189, 14=12963; VI, 67, 6= 3019 Vish«u

himself declares that the four Vedas (atharva;?a the fourth)

have sprung from him. According to XIX, 14, 15 (Bhav.)

= 11516, Brahman created first the tristich called Gdyatrt,

the mother of the Vedas, and afterwards the four Vedas

;

according to XIX, 53, 41 (Bhav.)=i32io he carries upon
each of his four heads one of the V^das, or, according to

II, II, 32= 449, the four Vedas dwell bodily in his palace.

At XII, 347, 27= 13476 malicious demons steal the four

Vedas from Brahman, and Vish;«u restores them. Accord-

ingly the Brahman priest and the kings, both of whom
owe it to themselves to be vedavid, are more specifically

described as knowing and reciting the four Vedas, at I, 70,

37= 2880 ff. ; VII, 9, 29=289 ; XIX, 142, I (Vish.)=7993»

where a Br&hma^^a is designated as ^aturvedaA, just as the

divinity Brahman, above. Other instances of the mention

of the four Vedas, with or without other literary composi-

tions, are I, i, 21 ; 1,1,264; 11,11,32= 450; III,43»4i =
1661 (Akhy^napa«itamair vedai-i); III, 58, 9= 2247 (Mature

ved^n sarvdn ^khyinapa^itamdn) ; III, 64, 17= 2417 (>&at-

v^ro ved^A sAngopdngdA) ; III, 189, 14=12963; V, 44, 28

= 1711; VII, 59, 15= 2238; VII, 149, 22= 6470; XII, 236,

1 = 8613; XII, 335, 28= 12723; XII, 339, 8= 12872; XII,

341, 8= 13136 (r/gvede . . . ya^^rvede tathai'V^'tharva-

s^masu, purine sopanishade) ; XII, 342, 97= 13256 AT.; XII,

347, 28= 13476; XIII, 17, 91 = 1205 ff. (where the Athar-

van appears first, atharvajirshaA s4mAsya r/ksahasrimite-

ksha«aA, ya^Ap&dahhugo guhyaA); XIII, iii, 46= 5443;
XIII, 168, 31=7736; XIX, 109, 5 (Vish.)=949i (>&atvdro

sakhiia ved^A sarahasy&A savistarSA) ; XIX, 14, 15 (Bhav.)

= 11665. Cf. Holtzmann, 1. c, p. 6.
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By itself the Atharvan is mentioned numerous times : as

atharv&ngiras (singular), atharv^hgirasa/^ (plural), atharvd-

hgirasa, atharvan, atharva«a, atharv^«a, and atharva-veda.

Invariably the statements presenting these names are either

directly laudatory, or they exhibit the Atharvan in an in-

disputable position of usefulness. At III, 305, 20=17066
Kunti knows mantras, atharv^ngirasi ^ jrutam, for com-
pelling the gods to appear; at II, 11, 19=437 the athar-

vingirasaA, personified, are mentioned honorifically along

with other Vedic ^/shis ; at V, 18, 5= 548 ff. Angiras

praises Indra with atharvavedamantrai^, and Indra declares

that this Veda shall henceforth have the name atharv&iigi-

rasa. At XII, 342, 99= 13258 ff. Pr^^pati declares that

the sages skilled in the Atharvan (viprA atharv&«avidas)

fashion him into an Atharvan priest, devoted to the practice

of the five kalpas (pa«itakalpam atharvA«am). At V, 37,

58=1391 Atharvan practitioners (atharva«dA) are spoken

of in a friendly way :

' For him that has been wounded with

the arrow of wit there are no physicians and no herbs, no

sacrificial formulas, no amulets, no Atharva«as (conjurers),

and no skilful remedies*.' See also I, 70, 40= 2883; III,

251, 24=15147 ; XIII, 14, 3^9= 901 ; XIII, 94, 44=4590.
In a number of places weapons are said to be as fierce

and eflUcacious as the sorcery-practices of the Atharvan

(kr/tydm atharvdhgirasim iva), VIII, 40, 33=1848; VIII,

90, 4=4625 ; VIII, 91, 48=4795 ; IX, 17, 44=907 ; XIII,

98, 13= 4706 : the passages imply neither praise nor blame,

but represent Atharvan practices as familiarly established

among the customs of the people.

It is scarcely to be expected that the Atharvan and its

practices, notwithstanding their establishment in the good

graces of the epic writers, shall come off entirely without

criticism ; there must have been persons aching under its

supposed inflictions, and moods awake to a full sense of its

vulgarity. In such cases the Mah^bhArata reflects entirely

the spirit of the dharma-texts. Thus at XII, 36-28= 1322;

* In the Calcatta edition, atharv&rirasi for athan'&nginii.

' Cf. Bohtlingk, Indische Spriiche, 1497-8.
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XIII, 90, 13= 4282, physicians are declared to be impure

(cf. above, p. 1). Practices undertaken by bad women
with charms and roots (mantram(ilapari strl . . . mQla-

praMra) are inveighed against: the man that has a wife

addicted to them would be afraid of her, as of a snake that

had got into the house, III, 233, 13=14660 ff. ; cf. the

identical prohibition of the dharma-texts above, p. 1) ^.

Women are said at XIII, 39, 6= 2237 ff. (cf. Bohtlingks

Indische Spriiche ^ 6407) to be skilled in the sorceries of the

evil demons Namu^i, 5ambara, and Kumbhinasi. Magic
or sorcery is in general regarded as good. Thus krityk is

regarded as the divinity of witchcraft (abhi/^iradevatA) by
the commentator on VII, 92, 54= 33^4, and kr/tyd, abhi-

>&ara, and miy^ are in general allowable, but yet it is

possible in the view of the Epic to bewitch right to make
it wrong, to be a dharrndbhiiWrin, XII, 140, 42= 5288, or

to use foul mdy^, VII, 30, 15=1316 ff. (see above, p. xxix,

and cf. Hopkins, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XIII, 312 ff.).

• In the R&m&ya;/a the Vedas in general are mentioned

very frequently ; special Vedic names appear to be rare,

the SAma-veda (s^magd//) being mentioned at IV, 27, 10,

the Taittiriya (a^dryas taittiriy^wam) at II, 32, 7 (cf. Ind.

Stud. I, 297). The Atharvan (mantrlr ^i'tharva/zdA)

occurs at II, 26, 21.

In the proverb-literature the Atharvan is scarcely men-
tioned (cf. Mahslbh. V, 37, 58= 139 1 in Bohtlingk's Indische

Spriiche^, 4216), but the mantras of the Athar-
The AY. in

^
• t • , r , , ,

the later van are in the mmds of the poets, though
literature ^hey usually speak of mantras in general

without specification. Thus a comparison

of proverbs 1497-8 with 4216 seems to call up the atmo-
sphere of the Atharvan practices in their mention of ausha-

dh^ni and mantr^;/i ; still more clearly rogaviyogamantra-

mahimd at 2538 refers to the bhesha^Sni of the AV., and
sakya,m vdrayitum . . . vyAdhir bhesha^sawgrahaly ka,

vividhamantraprayogair visham, proverb 6348, both to the

1 The sentiment has become proverbial ; see 6&rng. Paddh., ntti 76 b

(Bohtlingk's Indische Spriiche', 5260).
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bhesha^dni and the charms against poison (see p. 25 ff.).

The knowledge of sorcery, dreaded in women (see the

prohibitions in the dharma, p. 1 above), is alluded to in

proverbial form at 526o=Mah4bh. Ill, 233, 13=14660;
and 6407= Mahabh. XIII, 39, 6= 2237.

In the Da.rakum4ra-itarita the Atharvan is employed
twice, once in an obvious sorcery practice, ^tharva;/ikena

vidhina (chapter iii, p. 108, 13), where priests perform sacri-

fices preliminary to transforming a person from one shape

to another. Another time (chapter ii, p. 94) a marriage

is celebrated with Atharvanic ceremonies (Atharva;/ena

vidhinA). Cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. I, 297; Ind. Streifen,

I, 328.

In the Kiratar^niya X, 10 (cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. I, 289 ;

Muir, Orig. Sanskrit Texts I^, p. 395) there is a passage

which shows that the potency of the Atharvan had not

then waned : anupamajamadiptitAgariy^n kr/tapadapanktir

atharva//ena vedaA, * he (Ar^una), being through unparal-

leled composure and fervour exceedingly powerful, as the

Veda arranged by Atharvan ^*

The Pur^as always speak of the fourfold Veda '^, and

present the Atharvan in the advanced position of the ritual-

istic literature of the AV. itself; cf. below, p. Ivii ff. The
YishnU'pyirkmL, p. 276, assigns the four Vedas to the four

priests of the .rrauta-ritual, the AV. to the Brahman.

Similarly at Prasth^na-bheda, p. 16, 1. 10, there is the

statement, paurohityaw j^ntipaush/ik^ni rSi^nktn atharva-

vedena k^rayed brahmatvaw ka. ; cf. Max Miiller, Ancient

Sanskrit Literature, p. 476. The Bhdgavata-purd«a I, 4,

19. 20 speaks of the fourfold Veda designed for the execu-

* Mallinatha comments upon the passage, and cites an dgama, to wit : s&msiA

jantir abh}i2dayaka/f</c dtptita ngrati abhi^&arak^^e atharva^d vasishMena krita

ra>Hta padana/^i panktir anupiirvo yasya sa vedaj ^aturthaveda^, atharva»as ta

mantroddharo vasishMena krilSi ity agama^. The pasiage has a twofold

interest : it reflects the ancient Atharvanic (abhyudaya) and Ahgirasic (abhi-

J^n) components of the Veda, and it ascribes its redaction to VasishMa ; cf.

above, p. xviii, and below, p. Ixv.

* Cf. Colebrooke, Miscellaneous Elssays, vol. i, p. 10. See, e.g. Vish«u-

puriifa I, 5 (Wilson's translation, vol. i, p. 85), where the Atharvan is said to

be the noithem mouth of firahman.
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tion of the sacrifice (y^«asawtatyai vedam eka;;; iratur-

vidham), mentioning them by name in the sequel. At VI,

6, 19 figures the atharv^ngirasa veda. Also, the Matsya-

pur4«a, as quoted by Sclyawa in the introduction to the

AV., p. 6, orders that the purohita shall compass the

Mantras and the Br^hma^a of the AV. ; and the MS-r-

k^ndcy^'purkna claims that the king consecrated with the

Mantras of the AV. enjoys the earth and the ocean ; see

Sclya/«a, ibid.

In the (7ainist SiddhAnta, fifth anga (bhagavatt), I, 441

;

'

II, 246-7 ; up^nga, I, 76 ; X, 3, the scope of Vedic or

Brahmanical literature is stated as riuveda,

the (7aina ^a^veda, sdmaveda, ahawa«aveda (athav-
andBauddha va«a-), itihSsapawitamaw . . .; see Weber,

Verzeichniss der Sanskrit- und Pr^krit-Hand-

schriften, II, 423-4; and Ind. Stud. XVI, pp. 238, 304,

379, 423, 474 \ According to Weber, ibid., p. 237, the

SiddhUnta is to be placed between the second and fifth

centuries of our era. This mode of describing the Vedic

literature we found above to prevail from the time of the

5at. Br. to the Mah4bh4rata. In the SOtrakr/t^nga-sQtra

II, 27 (see Jacobi's translation, Sacred Books, vol. xlv,

p. 366) the incantations of the Atharvan (atharva^i) are

naturally spoken of in condemnatory language.

As specimens of the view of the Buddhist writings we
may quote the A/Makavagga 14, 13 of the Sutta-niplta

(Fausboirs translation, Sacred Books, vol. x, part ii, p. 176),

where the practice of the Athabba«a-veda is forbidden. To
the condemnation of practices essentially Atharvanic in

character is devoted the Mah4 Silaw, in the second chapter

of the Tevj^ya-sutta ; see Rhys Davids' translation in the

Sacred Books, vol. xi, pp. 196-200, similarly the Vinaya,

Kullavagga V, 32, 2, ibid., vol. xx, p. 152.

* Cf. also Kalpa-sdtra, in Jacobi's translation, Sacred Books, voL xxii,

p. 221.
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III. The Atharva-veda in the view of its

Ritualistic Literature.

It is but natural to expect, and the expectation nowhere

meets with disappointment, that the Atharvan texts in

general should allude with predilection, and

estimate of i^ terms of praise, to their own kind of com-

^Ikmri^ positions, to the mythical sages who are

their reputed authors, and to the priests

devoted to the practices that went hand in hand with the

recitation of the Atharvans and Angiras. We found above,

(pp. xxxii, xlii), a sufficiently marked tendency on the

part of the Sawhitd itself and the Atharvan Upanishads to

do this ; there was occasion to note, too, that this tendency

was followed out naturally and with moderation. Certainly

there is no indication in these texts of any systematic

attempt to make battle against the ancient threefold Veda,

or to enter into polemics against the priests devoted to

their respective duties while reciting or chanting its mantras.

Similarly the ritual texts of the AV. allude preferably,

and yet incidentally, to their own Veda, and as occasion

offers, bring to the front the priests schooled in it. Thus

Kauj. 139, 6 an oblation is offered to Bhr/gu and Angiras

along with other divinities, without mention, however, of

any specific representatives of the other Vedas. The
expression, Kaof. 125, 2, veddbhigupto brahma//d parivr/to

"tharvabhiA j^ntaA ^ illustrates this passive preference for

the Atharvan very well; cf. also 137, 25. Again, Kaius.

6^, 3, four priests descended from i?/shis, skilled in the

bhr«gvangirasaA, are employed very naturally, and simi-

larly allusion is made to Atharvan priests and Atharvan

schools, Kauj. 59, 25; 73, 12; Vait. S(i. i, 5 ; Ath. Pari.f.

46, 2 ; 73, 1
; 77, 4. In the Atharva-parLfish/as Bhr/gu,

Angiras, and Atharvan figure more frequently than any

' The passage reflects also the Atharvanic connection of their Veda with

Bnhmin and the br^ma ; c£ Ath. Parlr. a, 1, brahmaiie brahmavedftya . . .

nimaskrftja, and sec below, p. Ixii fiT.
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other names : they have become the typical teachers of

the trivialities which these texts profess.

But over and above this the ritual texts raise certain

special claims regarding the position of the Atharvan

among the Vedas, and they further make the

especial claims demand with strident voice and obvious
ofthentual polemic intention that certain offices shall be

texts. ^ .11
reserved for the priests conversant with that

Veda. The position of these texts may be stated under

three heads. First, they are not content with the rather

vacillating attitude of the non-Atharvanic texts which refer

in general to a threefold Veda, reserving, as we have seen,

the honorific mention of the fourth Veda to more or less

well-defined occasions, especially to moods when it is felt

desirable to call into requisition the entire range of Vedic

literary composition in addition to the trayi vidyi (e.g.

itihasa, pura«a, gath^, &c.). Secondly, the office of the

Brahman, the fourth priest at the jrauta-ceremonies, who
oversees and corrects by means of expiatory formulas

(prayai-ytitta) the accidents and blunders of hotar, udg^tar,

and adhvaryu, is said to belong to an Atharvavedin, and

the Vaitdna-sQtra in fact exhibits the bhr/gvahgirovid in

possession of that office. Thirdly, a similar claim is

advanced in respect to the office of the purohita. Again

and again it is stated that the purohita, guru, or brahman

of a king, the chaplain or house-priest, shall be conversant

with the Atharvan writings, shall be an Atharvan priest, and

this claim, as we have seen above (p. xlvi), is supported

to some extent by later Brahmanical treatises not derived

from Atharvan schools. Cf also below, p. Ixvii.

The Gopatha-brahma;^a, in its opening chapters I, 1,4-

10, describes the cosmogonic origin of the universe and

^ u *• the Vedas from the lone brahma. Unlike
Exaltntion

of the AV. Other texts, which as a rule ignore the Athar-
in genera

. ^^^ .^ these Creative accounts, the atharvan

and the angiras texts are placed at the head ; the other

Vedic texts (rik^ yajj^u//, and sdman, I, i, 6), as well as the

subsidiary compositions (the five Vedas, called sarpaveda,

pija/taveda, asuraveda, itihcisaveda, and pura«aveda, I, i,
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lo), are relegated to the rear. At Vait. SO. 6, i the

Atharvan is again placed at the head of the four Vedas.

Gop. Br. I, 3, 4 lauds the Atharvan compositions as the

greatest religious manifestation, etad vai bhuyish/^aw

brahma yad bhr/'gvahgirasaA, and at I, 2, i6 (cf. I, 2, i8)

the Atharvan figures as the fourth Veda by the name of

Brahma-veda, being here correlated with the service of the

Brahman-priest as the overseer at the jrauta-ceremonies ^

At I, 1,9 there is quoted a stanza, thoroughly Upanishad

in character, which shows that the Atharvanists correlated

their Veda with the knowledge of brahma, the higher and

subtler religious conception, which at all times is raised

above any special knowledge of the constituent parts of

the Vedic religion :
' The highest Veda was born of tapas,

it grew in the heart of those that know the brahma^.'

The Atharvan ritual texts never cite the trayt vidyel in

formulary order without including the fourth Veda^ differ-

ing in this regard even from the text of the Sa/«hit4 and

the Atharvan Upanishads (see pp. xxxii, xliii). The first

half of the Gop. Br. (1, 5, 25) ends with the assertion that they

who study the tray! reach, to be sure, the highest heaven

(trivish/apa»« tridivaw n^kam uttamam), but yet the Athar-

vans and Angiras go beyond to the great worlds of Brahma
(aia uttare brahmalok^ mahdnta//).

As regards the Brahman, the overseer at the jrauta-

performances, the Vait. SCI. i, i states that he must be

conversant with the Brahma-veda, and in i, 17.

of Brahman '^ this priest is described as the lord of beings,

"*

texts"**^
lord of the world, &c. These expressions

seem to indicate that he is the representa-

tive at the sacrifice of the personified god Brahman. At
II, 2 (cf. Gop. Br. I, 2, 16) the Brahman is again ordered

to be conversant with the atharvihgirasaA, this time in

^tasro va ime hotra. hautram adhvaryavam audgatra;;! brahmatvam.
' Thus according to the version of Siyawa, Introduction to the AV., p. 5,

snsh/Ao hi vedas tapaso«dhi^to brahma^anaiw hn'daye sawbabhOva. Ri^n-
dialilamitra^s edition,xreshMo ha vedas tapaso % dh|^to brahmp^ySnam kshitaye

sa/«babb{iva, ' it was created for the destruction of the oppressors of Brahmans.'
' Sec especially Gop. Br. II, 3, 14, where the atharvdhgirasa^ are added

every time in liturgical formulas to the riJhiA, ya^Owshi, and s&mani.
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Ix HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

expressed contrast with udgdtar, hotar, and adhvaryu

(sAmaveda, r/gveda, yj^rveda). At Gop. Br. I, 2, 18 (end)

the Brahman is described with the words, esha ha vai

vidvin sarvavid brahmi yad bhngvahgirovid. The last

statement is of especial interest as indicating the identifi-

cation of the Atharvan with the sarvavidyi which stands

above the trayi vidyi (cf. below, p. Ixiii). Especially at

Gop. I, 3, 1.2 the futility of the sacrifice without a Brah-

man skilled in the bhrjgvangirasaA is described vividly:

a cow, a horse, a mule, a chariot cannot proceed with less

than four feet, therefore the sacrifice, in order to succeed,

must have four feet : the four Vedas, and the four priests.

Especially characteristic is the following: At Tait. S. Ill,

5, 2, I, &c. (cf. Ind. Stud. X, 34), the well-known legend is

told, according to which VasishrAa * saw Indra clearly,

though the Rtshis (in general) did not see him clearly.'

Indra makes Vasish/Aa his Brahman (purohita), and con-

fides to him moreover a mystery, the stomabhaga-verses.

Since then men have Vasish/^a for their purohita : there-

fore a descendant of Vasish/Aa is to be chosen as Brahman.

The same legend is repeated almost verbatim Gop. Br. II,

2, 13, but the text demurs at the last clause. The Gop. Br.

cannot say tasmdd v4sish/Ao brahmi kiryaA, because it has

previously stated emphatically that a bhr/gvangirovid is the

only person fitted for that exalted office (I, 2, 18 ; 3, i ff.).

At Vait. Sdl. 6, 1 the gcLrhapatya-fire is personified as a

steed which is prepared by the four Vedas for the Brah-

man, and by Pr^^pati for Atharvan : the equation brah-

man=atharvan is implied. The passage, Vait. SO. 37, 2,

a brahmodya or theological contest between the Brahman
and the Udg^tar, betrays perhaps a certain insecurity and

touchiness on the part of the Brahman in his assumed

superiority to the other priests :
* Not art thou superior,

better than I, goest not before me. . . . Thou speakest

these words that are worthy of being learned, (but) shalt

not become equal to me/ The superiority of the Brahman
was occasionally disputed^, and possibly the Atharvanic

* See Haug, Brahma und die BrahmaneD, p. lo.
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INTRODUCTION. Ixi

Brahman felt that he stood in special need of asserting his

dignity.

Even more energetic are the demands of the liturgical

texts in the matter of the office of purohita who is

The office of
l^^ow" ^'so by the name of brahman and

porohita in the guru. * The king who rules the country shall

" ' seek a wise Brahman (brahmd«am). He verily

is wise that is skilled in the bhr/gu and angiras ; for the

bhrigu and angiras act as a charm against all ominous

occurrences, and protect everything ' (Kaar. 94, 2-4 ; cf.

126, 2). The equivalence of brahman, purohita, and

guru is guaranteed by comparing with this Ath. Parij.

3, I, kultnaw jrotriyaw bhr/gvangirovidaw . . . guruw
vrwiy^d bhOpatiA ; and 3, 3, tasmid bhngvahgirovida/«

. . . kury^t purohitam. Cf also 2, 2, brahmd tasmid

atharvavit. Conversely, ' The gods, the Fathers, and the

twice-born (priests) do not receive the oblation of the

king in whose house there is no guru that is skilled in

the Atharvan ' (2, 3). Cf Weber, Omina und Portenta,

p. 346 ff. ; Ind. Stud. X, 138; S^yawa, Introduction to the

AV., p. 6. In Kauj. 17, 4fr. the king and the purohita

(Dirila: r^i, purodh&A) are seen in active co-operative

practice at the consecration of the king ; and again

(brahma r^^ ka,) in 140, 4 ff. at the indramahotsava-

festival.

The Atbarva-parijish/as are not content with these strong

recommendations of their own adherents, but they would
have the adherents of the other Vedas, yea even of certain

branches (skkhk) of the Atharvan itself, excluded from the

purohiti: 'The Atharvan keeps off terrible occurrences,

and acts as a charm against portentous ones . . . not the

adhvaryu, not the Mandoga, and not the bahvr/>&a. . , .

The hahvriisL destroys the kingdom, the adhvaryu destroys

sons, the Mandoga dissipates wealth ; hence the guru must
be an Atharva^a. ... A Paippaldda as guru increases hap-

piness, sovereignty, and health, and so does a 5aunakin
who understands the gods and the mantras. . . . The king

whose purodhi is in any way a (7alada or a Mauda is

deposed from his kingdom within the year* (Ath. Parij.
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Ixii HYMNS OF THE ATHAUVA-VEDA.

2, 2-5)^. The Paippal4das, 5aunakins, (7aladas, and

Maudas are alike representatives of Atharvan schools

(see Kaimka, Introduction, p. xxxiii ff.): the passage

shows how eager the scramble for the office of purohita

had become. That the Atharvans finally succeeded in

making heard their clamorous demand for this office (see

below, p. Ixvii) is probably due, as we shall see, to their

superior, if not exclusive knowledge of witchcraft, which

was doubtless regarded in the long run as the most prac-

tical and trenchant instrument for the defence of king and

people.

In order to estimate at its correct value the claims of

the Atharvanists that their own Veda is entitled to the

name Brahma-veda, and that the so-called

leading np to Brahman-priests and the Purohitas must be
the exaltation adherents of the AV., we need to premise
of the Av.

. . .

'

certain considerations of a more general nature.

In the Vedic religious system, or we might say more
cautiously religious evolution, three literary forms and

correspondingly three liturgical methods of application of

these forms to the sacrifice were evolved at a time prior to

the recorded history of Hindu religious thought and action.

They are the rik^Jt, sdm^ni, and ya^wshi, known also by
a variety of other designations, and characterised to a con-

siderable extent by special verbs expressing the act of

reciting or chanting them ^. Correspondingly the priests

who had learned one of these varieties of religious expres-

sion and its mode of application to the sacrifice appear,

again for aught we know from prehistoric times as indi-

vidual actors (hotar, udgitar, adhvaryu), in no wise qualified

each by himself to shoulder the burden of literary know-

ledge or liturgic technique. The Hindus were at all times

well aware that these religious forms are fragmentary and

parts of a whole. The Rig-veda contains countless expres-

sions indicating the insufficiency of the rikdih to fulfil alone

* Cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. I, 396; the author, Joum. Amer. Or. Soc XJ, 378,

note.

' See Max Miiller, History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 489 ff.

;

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, p. 35 ff.
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INTRODUCTION. Ixiii

the scheme of religious action, and the interdependence of

the three Vedic types. There is a Rig-veda, but no Rig-

vedic religion, as even recent writers on the religions of

India unfortunately tend to assume : the absence of sAmans
would in principle leave Vedic religion just as much muti-

lated as the absence of riks ; the categories are the three

parts of a trio whose melody is carried by each in turn.

A comprehensive vision was never wanting, though the

search for a word for * religion/ or religious practice, as

a whole was at first not very successful. The Brihma^a-

texts still struggle with the notion of the superiority of him
that knows all the Vedas, and they consequently posit a

sarvavidyd^ which is superior to a knowledge of each of

the Vedas. The most successful attempt at describing

the religious literature and action as a whole is the word

brdhma, and, correspondingly, he who knows* the religion

as a whole is a brahmdn. Each of these words appears

occasionally in the fourth place, brdhma after the trayi;

brahman in company with the priests of the trayi. In

a sense the brdhma is a fourth Veda, but it is not co-ordinate

with the other three ; it embraces and comprehends them
and much else besides; it is the religious expression and

religious action as a whole, and it is the learned esoteric

understanding of the nature of the gods and the mystery

of the sacrifice as a whole (brahma in brahmodya and

brahmavddin). Needless to say, this fourth Veda, if we may
so call it, has primarily no connection with the Atharvan,

not even in the Atharva-sawhit^ itself (XI, 8, 23 ; XV, 3, 7 ;

6, 3), nor in the Upanishads of that Veda (e.g. Nr/si;;^ha-

pftrvat^pant Up. V, 2) : the claim that the Atharvan is the

Brahma-veda belongs to the Atharvan ritual. In the

Upanishads this brahma, still frequently contrasted with

the ordinary Ve'das, is taken up eagerly, extolled above all

other knowledge, and in a way personified, so that it fur-

nishes one of the main sources of the various conceptions

which finally precipitate themselves in the pantheistic

' Tait. Br. UI, 10, 11, 4; Tait. Ar. X, 47; cf. .Sat. Br. XIV, 6, 7, 18;

9,4.17-
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IxiV HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

Brahman-Atman. The knowledge of this brahma consti-

tutes the brahmavidyi, which is separated by the widest

imaginable gap from the Brahma-veda in the Atharvanic

sense ; cf. above, p. xliii.

This broader religious knowledge exists again from

earliest times, not only in the abstract, but centres in

persons who grasped it in its entirety, in distinction from

the technically qualified priests devoted to some speciality.

What the brahma is to the trayt, that the brahmdn is to

hotar, adhvaryu, &c. Thus the important stanza, RV. X,

71, II, depicts the activity of four priests at a jrauta-sacri-

fice, the hotar {rik&m p6sham iste pupushvin), the udg^tar

{gkydXrim g^yati ^akvarishu), the adhvaryu {ysLgniiSys,

mSitxkm vl mimite), and the brahmdn. The latter is de-

scribed in the words, brahm^ vddati ^itavidy^m, * the Brah-

man tells (his) innate wisdom ^.' The association of the first

three priests with the three Vedic categories, rik, Sclman,

and y2L£iiA, is expressed with a degree of clearness com-

mensurate with the character of the hymn, which is in the

nature of a brahmodya. But the brahman has no peculiar

Veda ; certainly there is no allusion to the Atharvan. His

knowledge is that of the entire Veda, the sarvavidyd (Tait.

Br. Ill, 10, II, 4), religious knowledge as a whole. By
means of this knowledge he is able to assume in the ritual

practices the function of correcting the mistakes of the

other priests, whose knowledge is more mechanical. The
Brahman is as it were the stage-manager in the sacerdotal

drama, the physician of the sacrifice when it is attacked by
the disease of faulty execution (5at. Br. XIV, 2, 2, 19) ; he

is the mind of the sacrificer (5at. Br. XIV, 6, i, 7)^. As
such he is also conversant with the mystic aspects of the

divine powers, the powers of nature, and the details of the

sacrifice. In the expression, hrBhmi vddati ^tavidy^m,

the * own wisdom ' is the brdhma (neuter), and vidati ^ta-
vidy^m foreshadows the brahmodya, * the holy, or theo-

» Cf. RV. I, 10, I ; n, I, 2 ; IV, aa, 1 ; VI, 38, 3. 4 ; Vll, 33, 14 ; X, 52, a

;

X, 91, 10.

' Cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. X, 135 ff. ; Hang, Brahma and die Brahmanen,

p. 9 flf. ; Ludwig, Dcr Rigveda, III, a8 flf.
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INTRODUCTION. IxV

Ic^cal mystery, or riddle ^/ as well as the ritualist refine-

ments which the Brihma«a and SOtra-texts introduce times

without end with the closely-related expression, brahma-

vadino vadanti. In the non-Atharvanic Vedic texts it is

never suggested that the Atharvan is the specific equip-

ment, above all other things, which shapes the faculties

of this all-round Vedic theologian. On the contrary, the

Kaush. Br. VI, ii raises the rather one-sided claim that

a Rig-veda scholar is the proper Brahman ^. Vasish/Aa was

a celebrated Brahman and Purohita, and the qualifications

for this office were said for a time (probably by the descen-

dants of Vasish/Aa themselves) to be especially at home in

this family. But the Brdhmawa-texts declare explicitly that

this is an ' ubervvundener standpunkt,* an obsolete custom :

every one properly equipped may be a Brahman ; seeWeber,

Ind. Stud. X, 34. 35. 137. There is no original connection

between Vasish/Aa and the Atharvan ^, and it is not going

too far to assume that the distinguished abilities demanded

by the theory of this office were rare enough to admit every

one that had intrinsically valid claims, upon it.

How, then, did the Atharvans come to raise the plea

that the Brahman must be one of themselves, and that,

consequently, the Atharva-veda was the Brahma-veda?

Schematically this was suggested by an obvious proportion.

As the hotar, &c., is to the Rig-veda, &c., so the Brahman

is to the fourth Veda, and as the Atharvan is the fourth

Veda, or rather a fourth Veda, it required no too violent

wrench to identify it with that other comprehensive fourth

Veda, the knowledge of the brahma. Thus the Atharvan

* See the author, Joum. Amer. Or. Soc. XV, pp. 172, 184 fF.

* A broader view, yet one that ignores the Atharvan claim, is taken by

Apastamba, in the Ya^a-paribhdshi-sdtra 19. There the Brahman is said to

perform with all three Vedas. Only the commentator admits that the Atharvan

may be included. See Max Miiller, Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 470;

Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. IX, p. xlvii ; Sacred Books, vol. xxx,

p. 321. Cf. also .Sat. Br. XI, 5, 8, 7, and Madhusddana's statement of the final

orthodox view. Max Miiller, ib. 445 flF. ; Ind. Stud. 1,4. 14.

* The interesting association of VasishMa with the redaction of the Atharvan,

reported by Mallinatha in his comment on Kirit&r^ntya X, 10, may be

founded upon this very title to the office of purohita, and thus show that

purohitas were naturally supposed to be Atharvavedins ; cf. above, p. Iv.

[42] e
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Ixvi HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

became the Brahma-veda. The fact that there was no

systematic sharply-defined provision for the Atharvanists

in the scheme of the hieratic religion must have been

galling at first, until this arrangement was completed

to their own satisfaction. They may have, though we
do not know that they did, gathered courage for this

tour de force by the frequent mention in the AV. itself

of the word brdhma in the sense of charm, prayer, e.g.

I, lo, I ; 14, 44 ; 23, 4, &c. If this was done it was a

proceeding both arbitrary and superficial : the word has

in the AV. the meaning of charm only in so far and

inasmuch as the hymns of that Veda happen to be charms

;

the RV. employs the term freely to designate its own
saktini (e.g. V, 85, i ; VII, 28, i

; 36, i ; X, 13, i ; 61, i).

One misses, too, the plural brdhmdm as the true Vedic type

of designation for a special class of composition, on a level

with rikdihy s^mAni, ya^dlw/shi, atharvdhgirasaA, or athar-

vkndih (bhesha^ni) and ahgirasaA {khhikknkkm). We
may also remember that the Atharvan of all SawhitAs

contains the largest collection of theosophic hymns which

deal explicitly (X, 2), or implicitly (X, 7), with Brahman
and the brahma ^. This may, of course, have helped to

suggest that the Atharvavedin was the truly superior theo-

logian. In the Upanishads the knowledge of just such

theosophic relations is styled the brahmavidyi. SAya«a
in the Introduction to the AV., p. 4, argues that the

AV. is known as Brahma-veda because it was revealed to

Brahman who is called Atharvan *. His authority, however,

is Gop. Br. I, 4 ff., a text that elsewhere identifies the AV.
with that bhQyish/Aam brahma which was produced by the

tapas (cf. AV. VIII, 10, 25), pressing to an unwarranted

degree the relationship of the Atharvan texts with the

sphere of the Upanishads ^ ; cf. above, p. lix.

It may be safe to assume that all these and other notions

^ Cf. also the superabundant Upanishads, composed in Atharvanic schools.

* atharvikhyena brahmawa dr/sh/atv&t tanndmnd ayam vedo vyapadLryate.

* Similarly the Vishwu-purSwa VI, 5 (Wilson's translation, vol. v, p. 210) :

* The Av. also states that there are two kinds of knowledge. By the one which
is the supreme, God (akshara) is obtained ; the other is that which consists of

/•fk and other Vedas/
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INTRODUCTION. Ixvii

flitted through the minds of the systematic theologians

Relation of
^^ ^^^ Atharvan schools as they continued

thejmrohita to insist upoH the name Brahma-veda for

their scriptures, and upon the office of Brah-

man for their priests. A measure of substantiality may,

however, come to their claim from another quarter at

a comparatively early time, in this instance with the passive

support of all Vedic schools. The matter concerns the

oflSce of the purohita, the spiritual and temporal aid of the

king, his chaplain, and chancellor. One would again look

in vain in the non-Atharvanic Sawhit4s, Brdhma/ias, or

Sutras for the direct declaration that the purohita either

was, or should be, an adherent of the Atharvan. These

texts do not mention the Atharvan in this connection any
more than in connection with the office of the Brahman
at the sacrifice. Yet it seems extremely unlikely that the

knowledge of Atharvan practices should not have been

considered a very valuable adjunct, if not a conditio sine

qua non, of the purohiti. Purohitas, whether they are

formal adherents of the AV. or not, are always engaging

in Atharvanic practices, even against one another (cf. Max
Miiller, Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 486). The interests

of the king and his sovereignty (kshatriya and kshatram)

are too obviously dependent upon magic rites to admit

the likelihood that the pretensions to this office on the

part of him that knew them should have been ignored.

At all periods the safety of the king, the prosperity of his

people, his ascendency over hostile neighbours, must have

depended upon the skill of his purohita in magic. The
description. Ait Br. VIII, 24-28, of the purohita, his func-

tions, and his relation to the king, transfer the reader to

the sphere and spirit of the Atharvan. The purohita

secures for the king royalty, strength, empire, and people

(VIII, 24, 7). The purohita is a fire with five flaming

missiles, dangerous when not properly propitiated ; but,

duly honoured, he embraces the king, protecting him with

his flames as the ocean the earth (VIII, 25, i). His people

do not die young, his own life's breath does not leave him

before he has reached the full limits of his life, he lives to

e 2
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Ixvili HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

a good old age, if a Brdhma;?a, imbued with this know-

ledge, is his purohita, the shepherd of his kingdom. The
subjects of such a king are loyal and obedient (VIII, 25,

2. 3). The prescriptions regarding the purohita are fol-

lowed (VIII, 25) by a magic rite, called brahma«aA pari-

m&ra, designed to kill hostile kings, which might have

found a place in the ritual of the Atharvan^ In later

texts, as a matter of fact, the rule is laid down formally

that the purohita should be an Atharvavedin. Thus in

Gaut. XI, 15. 17 ; Y^^^av. 1, 31a (cf. also Manu XI, $3) ; see

p. xlviii, above. Sdyawa in the Introduction to the AV.,

pp. 5, 6, claims outright that the office of purohita belongs

to the Atharvanists (paurohitya;« >ta atharvavidai«va k4-

ryam), and he is able to cite in support of his claim not

only the rather hysterical dicta of the Atharvan writings,

but also jlokas from a number of Pur^as, the Niti^dstra,

&c. ; cf. above, p. Ivi ^. In the Dajakumira-^arita magic

rites, as well as the marriage ceremony, are in fact per-

formed at the court of a king with Atharvan rites, 4thar-

vsinendL (itharvawikena) vidhini, and the statement is the

more valuable as it is incidental ; see above, p. Iv.

I do not desire to enter here upon a discussion of the

question of the original relation between the purohita and

the brahman, whose identity is baldly assumed in many
passages of the earlier Hindu literature^. I believe that

they were not originally the same, but that they were

bound together by certain specific ties. They are similar,

* Cf. the battle-charm, AV. Ill, 19 : the purohita figures in It as well as in

the accompanying performances, Kauj. 14, 22-23 (Darila). And RV. IV, 50,

7-9, perhaps earlier, shows the bWhaspati (purohita) in essentially the same
important relation to the king.

" Cf. Deva at Kdty. St. XV, 7, 11, purohito yoitharvavedavihitiniw xanti-

kapaush/ik&bhiMrakarmaffim karti.

' Cf. Max Miiller, History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 485 ff.

;

Weber, Ind. Stud. X, 31 fi".; RS^sfiya, p. 23, note; Haug, Brahma und die

Brahmanen, p. 9 flf. ; Geldner, Vedische Studien, II, 144 ff. ; Oldenberg, Die
Religion des Veda, pp. 374, 395 flf. Siyawa at RV. VII, 33, 14 equates

purohiu and brahman, and Ait. Br. VII, 16, i exhibits Vasish/^, the typical

purohita, in the office of brahman at a jrauta-rite. At RV. IV, 50, 7 ff. the

activity of a purohita is sketched : the purohita, however, is called br/"haspati

(k brahman).
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INTRODUCTION. Ixix

above all, in this, that they have in charge, each in his

own way, the general interests of their noble employers,

whereas other priests are likely ordinarily to have had

only subordinate charges, because of the technical charac-

ter of their knowledge and occupation. RV. X, 71, 11

expresses clearly the existence of broader theological in-

terests than the mere knowledge of the recitation and

chanting of hymns and the mechanical service of the

sacrifice (hotar, udgdtar, and adhvaryu). This is the Brah-

manship which later forks into two directions, on one side

the general knowledge of the procedures at the sacrifice

(the Brahman as fourth priest), and the theological specula-

tions attaching (brahmav^din) ; on the other, the higher

theosophy which leads ultimately to the brahmavidy^ of

the Upanishads. It is natural that a divine thus qualified

should at a very early time assume permanent and con-

fidential relations to the noble r^^nya in all matters that

concerned his religious and sacrificial interests. His func-

tions are those of chaplain and high-priest. It seems

unlikely that this Brahman was in all casesj too, competent

to attend to those more secular and practical needs of the

king connected with the security of his kingdom, the fealty

of his people, and the suppression of his enemies. These

activities, r^^karmdwi, as the Atharvan writings call them,

must have called for different training and different talents

—they represent rather the functions of a chancellor, or

prime-minister, than those of a chaplain—and there is no

warrant to assume that every Brahman possessed these

necessary qualifications in addition to his expertness in

systematic theology. On the other hand, conversely, there

must have been purohitas incapable of assuming the charge

of their employers' interests on the occasion of the more

elaborate Vedic performances (jrauta), unless we conceive

that in such cases the Brahman was a mere figure-head

and his oflSce a sinecure.

And yet precisely here is to be found the measure of

truth which we may suspect in the Atharvanist claim that

the supervising Brahman shall be an adherent of the AV.
In many cases the tribal king, or r^^d, might have had but

e 3
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IxX HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

one body-priest, well capable of attending to the kingdom's

needs in all manner of charms and sorcery, and thus filling

the paurohitya creditably with the entire armament of the

Veda of charms and sorcery, himself an Atharvavedin. If

the king had about him no systematic theologian re-

splendent in his ^itavidyd, if there was no adherent of that

ideal fourth Veda, the sarvavidyS that looms above the

trayi vidyi, the remoter applicability of the jrauta-practices

to the weal and woe of everyday life, or confidence in the

ability of hotar, adhvaryu, &c., to perform their duties

correctly of themselves, would lead him to entrust the

general supervision of the Vedic performances (in the nar-

rower sense) to his Atharvan purohita. Thus the sweeping

claim of the Atharvan priests may be founded at least

upon a narrow margin of fact, and later the Atharvan

priests are likely to have equipped themselves with a suffi-

ciency of rather external and mechanical knowledge to

perform the function of Brahman with a show of respecta-

bihty, witness the activity of the Brahman in the ^auta-

rites of the Vait^na-sQtra. In very late times the ability

of Atharvan priests to practise jrauta-rites, and the

canonicity of tl^eir jrauta-manual, the Vait^na-sdltra, were

recognised by other Vedic schools, if the matter-of-fact

references to that SOtra on the part of the commentators

to Kdtyfiyan^'s 5rauta-siitras may be regarded as normal

;

see Garbe in the preface to the edition of the Vait. S(i.,

p. vi.

We may remark, however, that the entire question of

the relation of the AV. to jrauta-practices is a very obscure

point in the history of Vedic literature, it

the AV. to being assumed generally that the Atharvan
the jrauta- jj^j originally nothing to do with the larger

Vedic ritual. The assumption in this broad

form is at any rate erroneous, or defective. The existing

Sawhitds of the AV. contain mantras which could have

had no sense and purpose except in connection with jrauta-

performances. A series of formulas, e. g. like AV. VI, 47

and 48, has no meaning except in connection with the

three daily pressures of soma (savana), and the Vait. S(i.
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21, 7 exhibits them, properly no doubt, as part of an ordi-

nary ^auta-rite, the agnish/oma. It would seem then that

the Atharvavedins possessed the knowledge of, and prac-

tised .rrauta-rites prior to the conclusion of the present

redactions of their hymns, and thus perhaps, after all, the

purohita, in case of his being an Atharvan, was not

altogether unequipped for taking a hand in the broader

Vedic rites with the three fires and the usual assortment

of priests. Again, the AV. contains hymns which are

evidently expiatory formulas for faults committed at the

sacrifice. Thus AV. VI, 114 presents itself in the light of

an ordinary pr^yaj^tta- formula, and there are MSS. of the

Vait^na-sutra which add six priyar^itta chapters to the

eight which make up the body of that text ^. The Gop.

Br., more frequently than other Br4hma;^as, refers to defects

in the sacrifice (virish/a, (Una, y^tay^ma) which are to be

corrected (sawdh^na) by certain hymns, stanzas, and for-

mulas ; see I, i, 13 and 2a. Possibly the germs of the corre-

lation of the Atharvan and the Brahman, in his function as

supervisor and corrector of the sacrifice, may also turn out

to be traceable to a period prior to the present redaction

of the Sawhitds.

The present volume of translations comprises about one

third of the entire material of the Atharva-veda in the text

of the ^Saunaka-school. But it represents the contents and

spirit of the fourth Veda in a far greater measure than is

indicated by this numerical statement. The twentieth book

of the Sawhiti, with the exception of the so-called kuntdpa-

siiktini (hymns 127-136^), seems to be a verbatim repeti-

tion of mantras contained in the Rig-veda, being employed

in the Vaitina-s(!itra at the jastras and stotras of the soma-

sacrifice : it is altogether foreign to the spirit of the original

' See Garbe, in the preface of his edition of the text, p. 5 ; Weber, Ver-

zeichniss der Sanskrit und Prakrit Handschriften, II, 8.) ; Kaujika, Introduction,

p. xxxiii.

* One of these, hymn 127, appears in the present volume, p. 197 ff.
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Ixxii HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

Atharvan. The nineteenth book is a late addendum ^ in

general very corrupt ; its omission (with the exception of

hymns 26, 34, ^5, 38, 39, 53, and 54) does not detract much
from the general impression left by the body of the collec-

tion. The seventeenth book consists of a single hymn of

inferior interest. Again, books XV and XVI, the former

entirely Brahmanical prose ^ the latter almost entirely so,

are of doubtful quality and chronology. Finally, books

XIV and XVIII contain respectively the wedding and

funeral stanzas of the Atharvan, and are largely coincident

with corresponding mantras of the tenth book of the

Rig-veda : they are, granted their intrinsic interest, not

specifically Atharvanic^. Of the rest of the Atharvan

(books I-XIII) there is presented here about one half,

naturally that half which seemed to the translator the

most interesting and characteristic. Since not a little of

the collection rises scarcely above the level of mere verbiage,

the process of exclusion has not called for any great degree

of abstemiousness.

These successive acts of exclusion have made it possible

to present a fairly complete history of each of the hymns
translated. The employment of the hymns in the Athar-

vanic practices is in closer touch with the original purpose

of the composition or compilation of the hymns than is

true in the case of the other collections of Vedic hymns.

Many times, though by no means at all times, the practices

connected with a given hymn present the key to the correct

interpretation of the hymn itself. In any case it is instruc-

tive to see what the Atharvan priests did with the hymns
of their own school, even ifwe must judge their performances

to be secondary.

I do not consider any translation of the AV. at this time

as final. The most difficult problem, hardly as yet ripe for

final solution, is the original function of many mantras,

* See Kaujika, Introduction, p. xl ff.

* Translated by Professor Aufrecht, Indische Studien, I, 130, 140.

^ The fourteenth book has been rendered by Professor Weber, Indische

Studien, V, p. 195 ff.; the eighteenth book by the same scholar in the Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Prussian Academy, 1895, p. 815 ff. ; 1896, p. 253 ff.
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after they have been stripped of certain adaptive modifica-

tions, imparted to them to meet the immediate purpose

of the Atharvavedin. Not infrequently a stanza has to be

rendered in some measure of harmony with its connection,

when, in fact, a more original meaning, not at all applicable

to its present environment, is but scantily covered up by
the secondary modifications of the text. This garbled

tradition of the ancient texts partakes of the character

of popular etymology in the course of the transmission of

words. New meaning is read into the mantras, and any
little stubbornness on their part is met with modifications

of their wording. The critic encounters here a very difficult

situation : searching investigation of the remaining Vedic

collections is necessary before a bridge can be built from

the more original meaning to the meaning implied and

required by the situation in a given Atharvan hymn. Need-
less to say the only correct and useful way to translate

a mantra in the Atharvan, is to reproduce it with the bent

which it has received in the Atharvan. The other Vedic

collections are by no means free from the same taint. The
entire Vedic tradition, the Rig-veda not excepted, presents

rather the conclusion than the beginning of a long period

of literary activity. Conventionality of subject-matter,

style, form (metre), &c., betray themselves at every step :

the * earliest ' books of the RV. are not exempt from the

same processes of secondary grouping and adaptation of

their mantras, though these are less frequent and less

obvious than is the case in the Atharva-veda.

Obligations to previous translators : Weber, Muir, Ludwig,

Zimmer, Grill ^, Henry, &c., are acknowledged in the intro-

duction to each hymn. I regret that the work was in the

hands of the printer prior to the appearance of Professor

Henry's excellent version of books X-XH ^. The late

lamented Professor Whitney kindly furnished me with the

' Grill's work, entitled, Hundert Lieder des Atharva-veda, second edition

(1888), is cited as * Grill V My own six series of Contributions to the Interpre-

tation of the Veda, are cited for the sake of brevity as * Contributions.'

* Les livres X, XI, et XII de 1'Atharva-veda. Paris, 1896.
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Ixxiv HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

advance sheets of the late Shankar Pandurang Pandit's

scholarly edition of the AV. with Siyawa s commentary,

as also with many of the readings of the Cashmir text

(the so-called Paippal4da-^4khd) of the AV. Neither the

Paippaldda nor Sdya^a sensibly relieves the task of its

difficulty and responsibility.

MAURICE BLOOMFIELD.

Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore : April, 1896.
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OF THE

ATHARVA-YJELDA.

CHARMS TO CURE DISEASES AND POSSESSION BY
DEMONS OF DISEASE (BHAISHACTTANI).

V, 22. Charm against takman (fever) and

related diseases.

1. May Agni drive the takman away from here,

may Soma, the press-stone, and Varu»a, of tried

skill ; may the altar, the straw (upon the altar), and

the brightly-flaming fagots (drive him away) ! Away
to naught shall go the hateful powers !

2. Thou that makest all men sallow, inflaming

them like a searing fire, even now, O takman, thou

shalt become void of strength : do thou now go

away down, aye, into the depths

!

3. The takman that is spotted, covered with

spots, like reddish sediment, him thou, (O plant) of

unremitting potency, drive'^away down below

!

4. Having made obeisance to the takman, I cast

him down below : let him, the champion of 6aka/«-

bhara, return again to the MahAvr/shas

!

5. His home is with the M(i^vants, his home

[42] B
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HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

with the Mah&vr/shas. From the moment of thy

birth thou art indigenous with the Balhikas.

6. O takman, vySla, vl gada, vydnga, hold off

(thy missile) far! Seek the gadabout slave-girl,

strike her with thy tolt

!

7. O takman, go to the Mftfavants, or to the

Balhikas farther away ! Seek the lecherous ^'ftdra-

female : her, O takman, give a good shaking-up !

8. Go away to the MahAv/'/shas and the M(\^-

vants, thy kinsfolk, and consume them! Those

(regions) do we bespeak for the takman, or these

regions here other (than ours).

9. (If) in other regions thou dost not abide, mayest

thou that art powerful take pity on us ! Takman,

now, has become eager : he will go to the Balhikas.

10. When thou, being cold, and then again de-

liriously hot, accompanied by cough, didst cause the

(sufferer) to shake, then, O takman, thy missiles were

terrible : from these surely exempt us

!

11. By no means ally thyself with bal4sa, cough

and spasm ! From there do thou not return hither

again : that, O takman, do I ask of thee

!

12. O takman, along with thy brother balisa,

along with thy sister cough, along with thy cousin

piman, go to yonder foreign folk

!

13. Destroy the takman that returns on (each)

third day, the one that intermits (each) third day,

the one that continues without intermission, and the

autumnal one; destroy the cold takman, the hot,

him that comes in summpr, and him that arrives in

the rainy season

!

14. To the GandhSris, the Mft^vants, the Aiigas,

and the Magadhas, we deliver over the takman, like

a servant, like a treasure I
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CHARMS TO CURE DISEASES,

VI, 20. Charm against takman (fever).

1. As if from this Agni (fire), that burns and
flashes, (the takman) comes. Let him then, too,

as a babbling drunkard, pass awayl Let him, the

impious one, search out some other person, not

ourselves! Reverence be to the takman with the

burning weapon

!

2. Reverence be to Rudra, reverence to the

takman, reverence to the luminous king Varu»a!
Reverence to heaven, reverence to earth, reverence

to the plants

!

3. To thee here, that burnest through, and

tumest all bodies yellow, to the red, to the brown,

to the takman produced by the forest, do I render

obeisance,

I, 25. Charm against takman (fever),

1. When Agni, having entered the waters, burned,

where the (gods) who uphold the order (of the

universe) rendered homage (to Agni), there, they

say, is thy origin on high : do thou feel for us, and

spare us, O takman

!

2. Whether thou art flame, whether thou art

heat, or whether from licking chips (of wood) thou

hast arisen, Hrft^/u by name art thou, O god of

the yellow: do thou feel for us, and spare us,

O takman

!

3. Whether thou art burning, whether thou art

scorching, or whether thou art the son of king

Varuwa, Hrii^u by name art thou, O god of the

yellow: do thou feel for us, and spare us, O
takman

!

B 2
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4. To the cold takman, and to the deliriously

hot, the glowing, do I render homage. To him

that returns on the morrow, to him that returns for

two (successive) days, to the takman that returns

on the third day, homage shall be

!

VII, 116. Charm against takman (fever).

1. Homage (be) to the deliriously hot, the

shaking, exciting, impetuous (takman) ! Homage to

the cold (takman), to htm that in the past fulfilled

desires

!

2. May (the takman) that returns on the morrow,

he that returns on two (successive) days, the impious

one, pass into this frog

!

V, 4. Prayer to the kush/^-plant to destroy

takman (fever).

1. Thou that art born upon the mountains, as

the most potent of plants, come hither, O kush/iia,

destroyer of the takman, to drive out from here the

takman

!

2. To thee (that g^owest) upon the mountain, the

brooding-place of the eagle, (and) art sprung from

Himavant, they come with treasures, having heard

(thy fame). For they know (thee to be) the de-

stroyer of the takman.

3. The a5vattha-tree is the seat of the gods in

the third heaven from here. There the gods pro-

cured the kush/Aa, the visible manifestation of

am/'/ta (ambrosia).

4. A golden ship with golden tackle moved upon

the heavens. There the gods procured the kush/>4a,

the flower of amma (ambrosia).
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I. CHARMS TO CURE DISEASES.

5. The paths were golden, and golden were the

oars ; golden were the ^ips, upon which they car-

ried forth the kushMa hither (to the mountain). .

6. This person here, O kush/^a, restore for me,

and cure him ! Render him free from sickness

for me!

7. Thou art born of the gods, thou art Soma's

good friend. Be thou propitious to my in-breathing

and my out-breathing, and to this eye of mine

!

8. Sprung in the north from the Himavant (moun-

tains), thou art brought to the people in the east.

There the most superior varieties of the kush/Aa

were apportioned.

9. * Superior,' O kush/Aa, is thy name ;
* superior

'

is the name of thy father. Do thou drive out all

disease, and render the takman devoid of strength

!

10. Pain in the head, affliction in the eye, and

ailment of the body, all that shall the kush/^
heal—a divinely powerful (remedy), forsooth

!

XIX, 39. Prayer to the kush/>4a-plant to destroy

takman (fever), and other ailments.

1. May the protecting god kush/iia come hither

from the Himavant: destroy thou every takman,

and all female spooks

!

2. Three names hast thou, O kush/^, (namely

:

kush/^), na-gh4-m&ra ('forsooth -no -death'), and

na-ghi-risha (* forsooth-no-harm '). Verily no harm

shall suffer (na ghA . . . rishat) this person here, for

whom I bespeak thee morn and eve, aye the (entire)

day!

3. Thy mothers name is /Ivald ('quickening*),

thy fathers name is ^vanta ('living'). Verily no
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harm shall suffer this person here, for whom I be-

speak thee morn and eve, aye the entire day

!

4. Thou art the most superior of the plants, as

a steer among cattle, as the tiger among beasts of

prey. Verily no harm shall suffer this person here,

for whom I bespeak thee morn and eve, aye the

entire day!

5. Thrice begotten by the ^Umbu Angiras, thrice

by the Adityas, and thrice by all the gods, this

kush/^a, a universal remedy, stands together with

soma. Destroy thou every takman, and all female

spooks

!

6. The a,rvattha-tree is the seat of the gods in

the third heaven from here. There came to sight

the amr^ta (ambrosia), there the kush/Aa-plant was

born.

7. A golden ship with golden tackle moved upon

the heavens. There came to sight the amr/ta, there

the kush/^-plant was born.

8. On the spot where the ship glided down, on

the peak of the Himavant, there came to sight the

ambrosia, there the kush/i4a-plant was born. This

kush/^a, a universal remedy, stands together with

soma. Desti'oy thou every takman, and all female

spooks

!

9. (We know) thee whom Ikshviku knew of yore,

whom the women, fond of kush/^a, knew, whom
Vdyasa and Mitsya knew : therefore art thou a

universal remedy.

10. The takman that returns on each third day,

the one that continues without intermission, and

the yearly one, do thou, (O plant) of unremitting

strength, drive away down below

!
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1,12. Prayer to lightning, conceived as the cause

of fever, headache, and cough.

1. The first red bull, born of the (cloud-)womb,

bom of wind and clouds, comes on thundering with

rain. May he, that cleaving moves straight on, spare

our bodies; he who, a single force, has passed through

threefold

!

2. Bowing down to thee that fastenest thyself with

heat upon every limb, we would reverence thee with

oblations ; we would reverence with oblations the

crooks and hooks of thee that hast, as a seizer, seized

the limbs of this person.

3. Free him from headache and also from cough,

(produced by the lightning) that has entered his

every joint ! May the flashing (lightning), that is

born of the cloud, and born of the wind, strike the

trees and the mountains !

4. Comfort be to my upper limb, comfort be to

my nether ; comfort be to my four members, comfort

to my entire body

!

I, 22. Charm against jaundice and related

diseases.

1. Up to the sun shall go thy heart-ache and thy

jaundice : in the colour of the red bull do we envelop

thee

!

2. We envelop thee in red tints, unto long life.

May this person go unscathed, and be free of yellow

colour

!

3. The cows whose divinity is Rohi»!, they who,

moreover, are (themselves) red {rdhinlA)—(in their)

every form and every strength we do envelop thee.
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4. Into the parrots, into the ropawfikfis (thrush)

do we put thy jaundice, and, furthermore, into the
h&ridravas (yellow wagtail) do we put thy jaundice.

VI, 14. Charm against the disease balisa.

1. The internal disease that has set in, that

crumbles the bones, and crumbles the joints, every

balisa do thou drive out, that which is in the limbs,

and in the joints !

2. The bal&sa of him that is afflicted with bal4sa

do I remove, as one gelds a lusty animal. Its con-

nection do I cut off as the root of a pumpkin.

3. Fly forth from here, O bal4sa, as a swift foal

(after the mare). And even, as the reed in every

year, pass away without slaying men !

VI, 105. Charm against cough.

1. As the soul with the soul's desires swiftly to a

distance flies, thus do thou, O cough, fly forth along

the soul's course of flight

!

2. As a well-sharpened arrow swiftly to a distance

flies, thus do thou, O cough, fly forth along the

expanse of the earth

!

3. As the rays of the sun swiftly to a distance fly,

thus do thou, O cough, fly forth along the flood of

the sea

!

I, 2. Charm against excessive discharges from

the body.

1. We know the father of the arrow, Pai^nya,

who furnishes bountiful fluid, and well do we know
his mother, Pmhivl (earth), the multiform 1

2. O bowstring, turn aside from us, turn my body
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into Stone ! Do thou firmly hold very far away the

hostile powers and the haters

!

3. When the bowstring, embracing the wood (of

the bow), greets with a whiz the eager arrow, do

thou, O Indra, ward off from us the piercing mis-

sile !

4. As the point (of the arrow) stands in the way
of heaven and earth, thus may the mu»^-grass

unfailingly stand in the way of sickness and (exces-

sive) discharge

!

II, 3. Charm against excessive discharges from

the body, undertaken with spring-water.

1. The spring-water yonder which runs down
upon the mountain, that do I render healing for

thee, in order that thou mayest contain a potent

remedy.

2. Then surely, yea quite surely, of the hundred

remedies contained in thee, thou art the most superior

in checking discharges and removing pain.

3. Deep down do the Asuras bury this great

healer of wounds : that is the cure for discharges,

and that hath removed disease.

4. The ants bring the remedy from the sea : that

is the cure for discharges, and that hath quieted

disease.

5. This great healer of wounds has been gotten

out of the earth : that is the cure for discharges, and

that hath removed disease.

6. May the waters afford us welfare, may the

herbs be propitious to us ! Indra's bolt shall beat off

the Rakshas, far (from us) shall fly the arrows cast

by the Rakshas

!
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VI, 44. Charm against excessive discharges from

the body.

1. The heavens have stood still, the earth has

stood still, all creatures have stood still. The trees

that sleep erect have stood still : may this disease

of thine stand still

!

2. Of the hundred remedies which thou hast, of

the thousand that have been collected, this is the

most excellent cure for discharges, the best remover

of disease.

3. Thou art the urine of Rudra, the navel of

amma (ambrosia). Thy name, forsooth, is vishi-

«ak&, (thou art) arisen from the foundation of the

Fathers, a remover of diseases produced by the

winds (of the body).

I, 3. Charm against constipation and retention

of urine.

1. We know the father of the arrow, Par^nya, of

hundredfold power. With this (charm) may I render

comfortable thy body : make thy outpouring upon the

earth ; out of thee may it come with the sound bdl

!

2. We know the father of the arrow, Mitra, &c.

3. We know the father of the arrow, Varuwa, &c.

4. We know the father of the arrow, A!andra, &c.

5. We know the father of the arrow, S6rya, &c.

6. That which has accumulated in thy entrails, in

thy canals, in thy bladder—thus let thy urine be

released, out completely, with the sound bil

!

7. I split open thy penis like the dike of a lake

—

thus let thy urine be released, out completely, with

the sound bdl

!
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8. Relaxed is the opening of thy bladder like the

ocean, the reservoir of water—thus let thy urine be

released, out completely, with the sound b^l

!

9. As an arrow flies to a distance when hurled

from the bow—thus let thy urine be released, out

completely, with the sound b^l

!

VI, 90. Charm against internal pain (colic), due

to the missiles of Rudra.

1. The arrow that Rudra did cast upon thee, into

(thy) limbs, and into thy heart, this here do we now
draw out away from thee.

2. From the hundred arteries which are distributed

along thy limbs, from all of these do we exorcise

forth the poisons.

3. Adoration be to thee, O Rudra, as thou casteth

(thy arrow) ; adoration to the (arrow) when it has

been placed upon (the bow) ; adoration to it as it is

being hurled; adoration to it when it has fallen

down !

I, ID. Charm against dropsy.

1. This Asura rules over the gods ; the com-

mands of Varu»a, the ruler, surely come true.

From this (trouble), from the wrath of the mighty

(Vara«a), do I, excelling in my incantation, lead out

this man.

2. Reverence, O king Varu^a, be to thy wrath,

for all falsehood, O mighty one, dost thou discover.

A thousand others together do I make over to thee

:

this thy (man) shall live a hundred autumns

!

3. From the untruth which thou hast spoken, the

abundant wrong, with thy tongue—from king Varu;^a

I release thee, whose laws do not fail.
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4. I release thee from Vai^^inara (Agni), from the

great flood. Our rivals, O mighty one, do thou cen-

sure here, and give heed to our prayer

!

VII, 83. Charm against dropsy.

1. Thy golden chamber, king Varu^a, is built in

the waters! Thence the king that maintains the

laws shall loosen all shackles

!

2. From every habitation (of thine), O king

Varu«a, from here do thou free us ! In that we have

said, ' ye waters, ye cows
;

' in that we have said,

*0 Varu;^a,' from this (sin), O Varuna, free us!

3. Lift from us, O Varu/ra, the uppermost fetter,

take down the nethermost, loosen the middlemost!

Then shall we, O Aditya, in thy law, exempt from

guilt, live in freedom I

4. Loosen from us, O Varuwa, all fetters, the

uppermost, the nethermost, and those imposed by
Varu;^a! Evil dreams, and misfortune drive away
from us : then may we go to the world of the

pious

!

VI, 24. Dropsy, heart-disease, and kindred

maladies cured by flowing water,

1. From the Himavant (mountains) they flow

forth, in the Sindhu (Indus), forsooth, is their as-

sembling-place : may the waters, indeed, grant me
that cure for heart-ache

!

2. The pain that hurts me in the eyes, and that

which hurts in the heels and the fore-feet, the

waters, the most skilled of physicians, shall put all

that to rights

!

3. Ye rivers all, whose mistress is Sindhu, whose
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queen is Sindhu, grant us the remedy for that

:

through this (remedy) may we derive benefit from

you!

VI, 80. An oblation to the sun, conceived as one of

the two heavenly dogs, as a cure for paralysis,

1. Through the air he flies, looking down upon
all beings : with the majesty of the heavenly dog,

with that oblation would we pay homage to thee

!

2. The three kilakAw^ that are fixed upon the

sky like gods, all these I have called for help, to

render this person exempt from injury.

3. In the waters is thy origin, upon the heavens

thy home, in the middle of the sea, and upon the

earth thy greatness. With the majesty of the

heavenly dog, with that oblation would we pay

homage to thee

!

II, 8. Charm against kshetriya, hereditary

disease.

1. Up have risen the majestic twin stars, the

vi^ttau (* the two looseners ') ; may they loosen the

nethermost and the uppermost fetter of the kshetriya

(inherited disease) I

2. May this night shine (the kshetriya) away, may
she shine away the witches ; may the plant, destruc-

tive of kshetriya, shine the kshetriya away

!

3. With the straw of thy brown barley, endowed
with white stalks, with the blossom of the sesame

—

may the plant, destructive of kshetriya, shine the

kshetriya away

!

4. Reverence be to thy ploughs, reverence to thy
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14 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA,

wagon-poles and yokes ! May the plant, destructive

of kshetriya, shine the kshetriya away

!

5. Reverence be to those with sunken eyes (?),

reverence to the indigenous (evils ?), reverence to

the lord of the field ! May the plant, destructive of

kshetriya, shine the kshetriya away

!

II, 10. Charm against kshetriya, hereditary

disease.

1. From kshetriya (inherited disease), from Nirmi
(the goddess of destruction), from the curse of the

kinswoman, from Druh (the demon of guile), from

the fetter of Varu«a do I release thee. Guiltless

do I render thee through my charm ; may heaven

a^d earth both be propitious to thee

!

^ May Agni together with the waters be auspicious

to tnee, may Soma together with the plants be

auspicious. Thus from kshetriya, from Nirr/ti, from

the curse of the kinswoman, from the Druh, from

the fetter of Varu;^a do I release thee. Guiltless

do I render thee through my charm; may heaven

and earth both be propitious to thee

!

3. May the wind in the atmosphere auspiciously

bestow upon thee strength, may the four quarters

of the heaven be auspicious to thee. Thus from

kshetriya, from Nirmi &c.

4. These four goddesses, the directions of space,

the consorts of the wind, the sun surveys. Thus
from kshetriya, from Nirnti &c.

5. Within these (directions) I assign thee to old

age; forth to a distance shall go Nirmi and disease

!

Thus from kshetriya, from Nirmi &c.

6. Thou hast been released from disease, from
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mishap, and from blame; out from the fetter of

Druh, and from Grdhi (the demon of fits) thou hast

been released. Thus from kshetriya, from Nirr/ti &c.

7. Thou didst leave behind Ardti (the demon of

grudge), didst obtain prosperity, didst enter the

happy world of the pious. Thus from kshetriya,

from Nirrni &c.

8, The gods, releasing the sun and the ntam (the

divine order of the universe) from darkness and

from Grihi, did take them out of sin. Thus from

kshetriya, from Nirmi &c.

Ill, 7. Charm against kshetriya, hereditary

disease.

1. Upon the head of the nimble antelope a remedy
grows! He has driven the kshetriya (inherited

disease) in all directions by means of the horn.

2. The antelope has gone after thee with his four

feet. O horn, loosen the kshetriya that is knitted

into his heart

!

3. (The horn) that glistens yonder like a roof

with four wings (sides), with that do we drive out

every kshetriya from thy limbs.

4. The lovely twin stars, the vikritaM (* the two

looseners') that are yonder upon the sky, shall

loosen the nethermost and the uppermost fetter of

the kshetriya

!

5. The waters, verily, are healers, the waters are

scatterers of disease, the waters cure all disease:

may they relieve thee from the kshetriya

!

6. The kshetriya that has entered into thee from

the prepared (magic) concoction, for that I know the

remedy : I drive the kshetriya out of thee.
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7, When the constellations fade away, and when
the dawn does fade away, (then) shall he shine away
from us every evil and the kshetriya

!

I, 23. Leprosy cured by a dark plant

1. Bom by night art thou, O plant, dark, black,

sable. Do thou, that art rich in colour, stain this

leprosy, and the gray spots

!

2. The leprosy and the gray spots drive away
from here—may thy native colour settle upon thee

—

the white spots cause to fly away

!

3. Sable is thy hiding-place, sable thy dwelling-

place, sable art thou, O plant; drive away from

here the speckled spots !

4. The leprosy which has originated in the bones,

and that which has originated in the body and upon

the skin, the white mark begotten of corruption,

I have destroyed with my charm.

I, 24, Leprosy cured by a dark plant.

1. The eagle (supar»a) that was born at first, his

gall thou wast, O plant. The Asurl having conquered

this (gall) gave it to the trees for their colour.

2. The Asurl was the first to construct this remedy

for leprosy, this destroyer of leprosy. She has

destroyed the leprosy, has made the skin of even

colour.

3. * Even-colour ' is the name of thy mother

;

* Even-colour ' is the name of thy father ; thou, O
plant, producest even colour : render this (spot) of

even colour

!

4. The black (plant) that produces even colour has

been fetched out of the earth. Do thou now, pray,

perfect this, construct anew the colours

!
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VI, 83. Charm for curing scrofulous sores

called apaiit.

1. Fly forth, ye apaiit (sores), as an eagle from

the nest ! SOrya (the sun) shall prepare a remedy,

A'andramals (the moon) shall shine you away

!

2. One is variegated, one is white, one is black,

and two are red : I have gotten the names of all

of them. Go ye away without slaying men !

3. The apai^t, the daughter of the black one,

without bearing offspring will fly away; the boil

will fly away from here, the galunta (swelling) will

perish.

4. Consume thy own (proper) oblation with grati-

fication in thy mind, when I here offer svihd in my
mind!

VII, 76. A. Charm for curing scrofulous

sores called apa^it.

1. Ye (sores) fall easily from that which falls

easily, ye exist less than those that do not exist (at

all)
; ye are drier than the (part of the body called)

sehu, more moist than salt.

2. The apaiit (sores) that are upon the neck, and

those that are upon the shoulders ; the apa^^it that

are upon the vi^man (some part of the body) fall

off" of themselves.

B. Charm for curing tumours called ^yfinya.

3. The ^fiyanya that crushes the ribs, that which

passes down to the sole of the foot, and whichever

is fixed upon the crown of the head, I have driven

out every one.

[42] c
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4. The ^ydnya, winged, flies; he settles down
upon man. Here is the remedy both for sores not

caused by cutting, as well as for wounds sharply

cut!

5. We know, O ^fiyAnya, thy origin, whence thou

didst spring. How canst thou slay there, in whose

house we offer oblations ?

C. Stanza sung at the mid-day pressure

of the soma.

6. Drink stoutly, O Indra, slayer of Vr/tra, hero,

of the soma in the cup, at the battle for riches

!

Drink thy fill at the mid-day pressure ! Living in

wealth, do thou bestow wealth upon us

!

VII, 74. A. Charm for curing scrofulous sores

called apa^it.

1. We have heard it said that the mother of the

black apav^it (pustules) is red : with the root (found

by) the divine sage do I strike all these.

2. I strike the foremost one of them, and I strike

also the middlemost of them; this hindmost one

I cut off as a flake (of wool).

B. Charm to appease jealousy. ^

3. With Tvash/ar's charm I have sobered down
thy jealousy; also thy anger, O lord, we have

quieted.

C. Prayer to Agni, the lord of vows.

4. Do thou, O lord of vows, adorned with vows,

ever benevolently here shine ! May we all, adoring

thee, when thou hast been kindled, O Crdtavedas, be

rich in offspring

!
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VI, 25, Charm against scrofulous sores upon

neck and shoulders.

1. The five and fifty (sores) that gather together

upon the nape of the neck, from here they all shall

pass away, as the pustules of the (disease called)

apa^t

!

2. The seven and seventy (sores) that gather to-

gether upon the neck, from here they all shall pass

away, as the pustules of the (disease called) apa^^it

!

3. The nine and ninety (sores) that gather together

upon the shoulders, from here they all shall pass,

away, as the pustules of the (disease called) apa^it

!

VI, 57. Urine (^Idsha) as a cure for

scrofulous sores.

1. This, verily, is a remedy, this is the remedy of

Rudra, with which one may charm away the arrow

that has one shaft and a hundred points

!

2. With /lldsha (urine) do ye wash (the tumour),

with ^dlSsha do ye sprinkle it! The /llisha is

a potent remedy: do thou (Rudra) with it show

mercy to us, that we may live

!

3. Both well-being and comfort shall be ours, and

nothing whatever shall injure us ! To the ground

the disease (shall fall) : may every remedy be ours,

may all remedies be ours

!

IV, 12. Charm with the plant arundhatl

(Idkshfi) for the cure of fractures.

I. Roha;»i art thou, causing to heal (roha»l), the

broken bone thou causest to heal (roha»l): cause

this here to heal (rohaya), O arundhatl

!

c 2
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2. That bone of thine which, injured and burst,

exists in thy person, Dhdtar shall kindly knit to-

gether again, joint with joint!

3. Thy marrow shall unite with marrow, and thy

joint (unite) with joint ; the part of thy flesh that

has fallen off, and thy bone shall grow together

again

!

4. Thy marrow shall be joined together with

marrow, thy skin grow together with skin ! Thy
blood, thy bone shall grow, thy flesh grow together

with flesh

!

5. Fit together hair with hair, and fit together

skin with skin ! Thy blood, thy bone shall grow

:

what is cut join thou together, O plant

!

6. Do thou here rise up, go forth, run forth, (as)

a chariot with sound wheels, firm feloe, and strong

nave ; stand upright firmly

!

7. If he has been injured by falling into a pit, or

if a stone was cast and hurt him, may he (DhStar,

the fashioner) fit him together, joint to joint, as the

wagoner (Rihhu) the parts of a chariot

!

V, 5. Charm with the plant silAil (likshfi,

arundhatt) for the cure of wounds.

1. The night is thy mother, the cloud thy father,

Aryaman thy grandfather. Sili>fl, forsooth, is thy

name, thou art the sister of the gods.

2. He that drinks thee lives; (that) person thou

dost preserve. For thou art the supporter of all

successive (generations), the refuge of men.

3. Every tree thou dost climb, like a wench

lusting after a man. * Victorious,' * firmly founded,'

* saving,' verily, is thy name.
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4. The wound that has been inflicted by the club,

by the arrow, or by fire, of that thou art the cure

:

do thou cure this person here

!

5. Upon the noble plaksha-tree (ficus infectoria)

thou growest up, upon the a,yvattha (ficus religiosa),

the khadira (acacia catechu), and the dhava (grislea

tomentosa)
; (thou growest up) upon the noble nya-

grodha (ficus indica, banyan-tree), and the par;^a

(butea frondosa). Come thou to us, O arundhatt

!

6. O gold-coloured, lovely, sun-coloured, most

handsome (plant), mayest thou come to the fracture,

cure ! * Cure,' verily, is thy name !

7. O gold-coloured, lovely, fiery (plant), with hairy

stem, thou art the sister of the waters, O likshi, the

wind became thy very breath.

8. Sil5>&t is thy name, O thou that art brown as

a goat, thy father is the son of a maiden. With
the blood of the brown horse of Yama thou hast

verily been sprinkled.

9. Having dropped from the blood of the horse

she ran upon the trees, turning into a winged brook.

Do thou come to us, O arundhatl

!

VI, 109. The pepper-corn as a cure for wounds.

1. The pepper-corn cures the wounds that have

been struck by missiles, it also cures the wounds

from stabs. Anent it the gods decreed :
* Powerful

to secure life this (plant) shall be
!

'

2. The pepper-corns spake to one another, as

they came out, after having been created :
' He whom

we shall find (as yet) alive, that man shall not suffer

harm
!

'

3. The Asuras did dig thee into the ground, the
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gods cast thee up again, as a cure for disease pro-

duced by wind (in the body), moreover as a cure for

wounds struck by missiles.

I, 17. Charm to stop the flow of blood.

1. The maidens that go yonder, the veins, clothed

in red garments, like sisters without a brother, bereft

of strength, they shall stand still

!

2. Stand still, thou lower one, stand still, thou

higher one ; do thou in the middle also stand still

!

The most tiny (vein) stands still : may then the

great artery also stand still

!

3. Of the hundred arteries, and the thousand

veins, those in the middle here have indeed stood

still. At the same time the ends have ceased (to

flow).

4. Around you has passed a great sandy dike

:

stand ye still, pray take your ease

!

II, 31. Charm against worms.

1. With Indra's great mill-stone, that crushes all

vermin, do I grind to pieces the worms, as lentils

with a mill-stone.

2. I have crushed the visible and the invisible

worm, and the kur(iru, too, I have crushed. All the

a\gB.ndu and the ^aluna, the worms, we grind to

pieces with our charm.

3. The algaiw^u do I smite with a mighty weapon

:

those that have been burned, and those that have

not been burned, have become devoid of strength.

Those that are left and those that are not left do I

destroy with my song, so that not one of the worms
be left
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4. The worm which is in the entrails, and he that

is in the head, likewise the one that is in the ribs

:

avaskava and vyadhvara, the worms, do we crush

with (this) charm.

5. The worms that are within the mountains,

forests, plants, cattle, and the waters, those that

have settled in our bodies, all that brood of the

worms do I smite.

II, 32. Charm against worms in cattle.

1. The rising sun shall slay the worms, the setting

sun with his rays shall slay the worms that are

within the cattle

!

2. The variegated worm, the four -eyed, the

speckled, and the white— I crush his ribs, and I tear

off his head.

3. Like Atri, like Ka/^va, and like 6^amadagni do

I slay you, ye worms! With the incantation of

Agastya do I crush the worms to pieces.

4. Slain is the king of the worms, and their viceroy

also is slain. Slain is the worm, with him his mother

slain, his brother slain, his sister slain.

5. Slain are they who are inmates with him, slain

are his neighbours ; moreover all the quite tiny worms
are slain.

6. I break off thy two horns with which thou

deliverest thy thrusts ; I cut that bag of thine which

is the receptacle for thy poison.

V, 23. Charm against worms in children.

1. I have called upon heaven and earth, I have

called upon the goddess Sarasvati, I have called
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Upon Indra and Agni :
* they shall crush the worm/

(I said).

2. Slay the worms in this boy, O Indra, lord of

treasures! Slain are all the evil powers by my
fierce imprecation

!

3. Him that moves about in the eyes, that moves
about in the nose, that gets to the middle of the

teeth, that worm do we crush.

4. The two of like colour, the two of different

colour ; the two black ones, and the two red ones

;

the brown one, and the brown-eared one ; the (one

like a) vulture, and the (one like a) cuckoo, are

slain.

5. The worms with white shoulders, the black

ones with white arms, and all those that are varie-

gated, these worms do we crush.

6. In the east rises the sun, seen by all, slaying

that which is not seen ; slaying the seen and the unseen

(worms), and grinding to pieces all the worms.

7. The yevdsha and the kashkasha, the e^tka,

and the ^ipavitnuka—the seen worm shall be slain,

moreover the unseen shall be slain

!

8. Slain of the worms is the yevisha, slain further

is the nadaniman ; all have I crushed down like

lentils with a mill-stone.

9. The worm with three heads and the one with

three skulls, the speckled, and the white— I crush

his ribs and I tear off his head.

10. Like Atri, like Ka/^va, and like 6^amadagni

do I slay you, ye worms ! With the incantation of

Agastya do I crush the worms to pieces.

11. Slain is the king of the worms, and their

viceroy also is slain. Slain is the worm, with him
his mother slain, his brother slain, his sister slain.
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1 2. Slain are they who are inmates with him, slain

are his neighbours; moreover all the quite tiny

worms are slain.

13. Of all the male worms, and of all the female

worms do I split the heads with the stone, I burn

their faces with fire.

IV, 6. Charm against poison.

1. The Brihma»a was the first to be born, with

ten heads and ten mouths. He was the first to

drink the soma ; that did render poison powerless.

2. As great as heaven and earth are in extent, as

far as the seven streams did spread, so far from here

have I proclaimed forth this charm that destroys

poison.

3. The eagle Garutmant did, O poison, first

devour thee. Thou didst not bewilder him, didst

not injure him, yea, thou didst turn into food for

him.

4. The five-fingered hand that did hurl upon thee

(the arrow) even from the curved bow—^from the

point of the tearing (arrow) have I charmed away

the poison.

5. From the point (of the arrow) have I charmed

away the poison, from the substance that has been

smeared upon it, and from its plume. From its

barbed horn, and its neck, I have charmed away the

poison.

6. Powerless, O arrow, is thy point, and powerless

is thy poison. Moreover of powerless wood is thy

powerless bow, O powerless (arrow)

!

7. They that ground (the poison), they that

daubed it on, they that hurled it, and they that let
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it go, all these have been rendered impotent. The
mountain that grows poisonous plants has been

rendered impotent.

8, Impotent are they that dig thee, impotent art

thou, O plant! Impotent is that mountain height

whence this poison has sprung.

IV, 7. Charm against poison.

1. This water (vdr) in the (river) Vara«ivatl shall

ward off (viraydtai) ! AmrttB, (ambrosia) has been

poured into it: with that do I ward off (viraye)

poison from thee.

2. Powerless is the poison from the east, power-

less that from the north. Moreover the poison from

the south transforms itself into a porridge.

3. Having made thee (the poison) that comes from

a horizontal direction into a porridge, rich in fat, and

cheering, from sheer hunger he has eaten thee, that

hast an evil body : do thou not cause injury

!

4. Thy bewildering quality (madam), O (plant ?)

that art bewildering (madivati), we cause to fall like

a reed. As a boiling pot of porridge do we remove

thee by (our) charm.

5. (Thee, O poison) that art, as it were, heaped

about the village, do we cause to stand still by (our)

charm. Stand still as a tree upon its place ; do not,

thou that hast been dug with the spade, cause

injury

!

6. With broom-straw (?), garments, and also

with skins they purchased thee : a thing for barter

art thou, O plant ! Do not, thou that hast been dug
with the spade, cause injury I

7. Those of you who were of yore unequalled in
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the deeds which they performed—may they not

injure here our men: for this very purpose do I

engage you I

VI, ICO. Ants as an antidote against poison.

1. The gods have given, the sun has given, the

earth has given, the three Sarasvatls, of one mind,

have given this poison-destroying (remedy)

!

2. That water, O ants, which the gods poured for

you into the dry land, with this (water), sent forth

by the gods, do ye destroy this poison 1

3. Thou art the daughter of the Asuras, thou art

the sister of the gods. Sprung from heaven and

earth, thou didst render the poison devoid of

strength.

V, 13. Charm against snake-poison.

1. Vani/^a, the sage ofheaven, verily lends (power)

to me. With mighty charms do I dissolve thy

poison. The (poison) which has been dug, that

which has not been dug, and that which is inherent,

I have held fast. As a brook in the desert thy

poison has dried up.

2. That poison of thine which is not fluid I have

confined within these (serpents ?). I hold fast the sap

that is in thy middle, thy top, and in thy bottom, too.

May (the sap) now vanish out of thee from fright

!

3. My lusty shout (is) as the thunder with the

cloud: then do I smite thy (sap) with my strong

charm. With manly strength I have held fast that

sap of his. May the sun rise as light from the

darkness

!

4. With my eye do I slay thy eye, with poison
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do I slay thy poison. O serpent, die, do not live ;

back upon thee shall thy poison turn

!

5. O kairdta, speckled one, upatrZ/^ya (grass-

dweller ?), brown one, listen to me ; ye black re-

pulsive reptiles, (listen to me) ! Do not stand upon
the ground of my friend ; cease with your poison

and make it known (to people ?)

!

6. I release (thee) from the fury of the black

serpent, the taim&ta, the brown serpent, the poison

that is not fluid, the all-conquering, as the bow-

string (is loosened) from the bow, as chariots (from

horses).

7. Both Aligl and Viligl, both father and mother,

we know your kin everywhere. Deprived of your

strength what will ye do ?

8. The daughter of urugfili, the evil one born

with the black—of all those who have run to their

hiding-place the poison is devoid of force.

9. The prickly porcupine, tripping down from the

mountain, did declare this :
* Whatsoever serpents,

living in ditches, are here, their poison is most

deficient in force.'

10. Tibuvam (or) not tdbuvam, thou (O serpent)

art not tdbuvam. Through tdbuvam thy poison is

bereft of force.

1 1. Tastuvam (or) not tastuvam, thou (O serpent)

art not tastuvam. Through tastuvam thy poison is

bereft of force.

VI, 12. Charm against snake-poison.

I. As the sun (goes around) the heavens I have

surrounded the race of the serpents. As night (puts

to rest) all animals except the ha;«sa bird, (thus) do
I with this (charm) ward off thy poison.
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2. With (the charm) that was found of yore by

the Brahmans, found by the -ff/shis, and found by

the gods, with (the charm) that was, will be, and is

now present, with this do I ward off thy poison.

3. With honey do I mix the rivers ; the moun-

tains and peaks are honey. Honey are the rivers

Parushwl and 61p&li. Prosperity be to thy mouth,

prosperity to thy heart

!

VII, 56. Charm against the poison of serpents,

scorpions, and insects.

1. The poison infused by the serpent that is

striped across, by the black serpent, and by the

adder ; that poison of the kankaparvan (* with limbs

like a comb,' scorpion) this plant has driven out.

2. This herb, born of honey, dripping honey,

sweet as honey, honied, is the remedy for injuries
;

moreover it crushes insects.

3. Wherever thou hast been bitten, wherever

thou hast been sucked, from there do we exorcise

for thee the poison of the small, greedily biting

insect, (so that it be) devoid of strength.

4. Thou (serpent) here, crooked, without joints,

and without limbs, that twisteth thy crooked jaws

—

mayest thou, O Br/haspati, straighten them out, as

a (bent) reed

!

5. The poison of the ^arko/a (scorpion) that

creeps low upon the ground, (after he) has been

deprived of his strength, I have taken away ; more-

over I have caused him to be crushed.

6. There is no strength in thy arms, in thy head,

nor in the middle (of thy body). Then why dost

thou so wickedly carry a small (sting) in thy tail ?
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7. The ants devour thee, pea-hens hack thee to

pieces. Yea, every one of you shall declare the

poison of the ^arko/a powerless

!

8. Thou (scorpion) that strikest with both, with

mouth as well as tail, in thy mouth there is no
poison : then what can there be in the receptacle

in thy tail ?

VI, 16. Charm against ophthalmia.

1. O ibayu, (and even if) thou art not dbayu,

strong is thy juice, O ibayu ! We eat a gruel,

compounded of thee.

2. Vihalha is thy fathers name, Madivatl thy

mothers name. Thou art verily not such, as to

have consumed thy own self.

3. O Tauviliki, do be quiet I This howling one

has become quiet. O brown one, and brown-eared

one, go away ! Go out, O dla

!

4. Alasiia thou art first, si\kng^\k\^ thou art the

next, nllagalasiia (thou art third ?) 1

VI, 21. Charm to promote the growth of hair.

1. Of these three earths (our) earth verily is the

highest. From the surface of these I have now-

plucked a remedy.

2. Thou art the most excellent of remedies, the

best of plants, as Soma (the moon) is the lord in

the watches of the night, as Varu«a (is king) among
the gods.

3. O ye wealthy, irresistible (plants), ye do
generously bestow benefits. And ye strengthen the

hair, and, moreover, promote its increase.
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1

VI, 136. Charm with the plant nitatni

to promote the growth of hair.

1. As a goddess upon the goddess earth thou

wast born, O plant ! We dig thee up, O nitatni, that

thou mayest strengthen (the growth) of the hair.

2. Strengthen the old (hair), beget the new!

That which has come forth render more luxurious!

3. That hair of thine which does drop off, and

that which is broken root and all, upon it do

I sprinkle here the all-healing herb.

VI, 137. Charm to promote the growth of hair.

1. The (plant) that G^amadagni dug up to promote

the growth of his daughter s hair, Vltahavya has

brought here from the dwelling of Asita.

2. With reins they had to be measured, with out-

stretched arms they had to be measured out. May
thy hairs grow as reeds, may they (cluster), black,

about thy head

!

3. Make firm their roots, draw out their ends,

expand their middle, O herb ! May thy hairs grow

as reeds, may they (cluster), black, about thy head

!

IV, 4. Charm to promot*^ virility.

1. Thee, the plant, which the Gandharva dug up

for Varu^a, when his virilicy had decayed, thee, that

causest strength \ we dig up.

2. Ushas (Aurora), Sfirya (the sun), and this charm

of mine ; the bull Pra^ipati (the lord of creatures)

shall with his lusty fire arouse him

!

* The original, more drastically, jepaharsha/rtm. By a few

changes and omissions in stanzas 3, 6, and 7 the direct simplicity

of the original has been similarly veiled.
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3. This herb shall make thee so very full of

lusty strength, that thou shalt, when thou art excited,

exhale heat as a thing on fire

!

4. The fire of the plants, and the essence of the

bulls shall arouse him ! Do thou, O Indra, con-

troller of bodies, place the lusty force of men into

this person

!

5. Thou (O herb) art the first-born sap of the

waters and also of the plants. Moreover thou art

the brother of Soma, and the lusty force of the

antelope buck

!

6. Now, O Agni, now, O Savitar, now, O goddess

Sarasvatl, now, O Brahma«aspati, do thou stiffen

the pasas as a bow

!

7. I stiffen thy pasas as a. bowstring upon the

bow. Embrace thou (women) as the antelope buck

the gazelle with ever unfailing (strength)

!

8. The strength of the horse, the mule, the goat

and the ram, moreover the strength of the bull

bestow upon him, O controller of bodies (Indra)

!

VI, III. Charm against mania.

T. Release for me, O Agni, this person here,

who, bound and well-secured, loudly jabbers ! Then
shall he have due regard for thy share (of the offer-

ing), when he shall be free from madness

!

2. Agni shall quiet down thy mind, if it has been

disturbed ! Cunningly do I prepare a remedy, that

thou shalt be freed from madness.

3. (Whose mind) has been maddened by the sin

of the gods, or been robbed of sense by the Rakshas,

(for him) do I cunningly prepare a remedy, that he

shall be free from madness.

4. May the Apsaras restore thee, may Indra, may
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Bhaga restore thee ; may all the gods restore thee,

that thou mayest be freed from madness

!

IV, 37. Charm with the plant a^^rmgl to drive

out Rakshas, Apsaras and Gandharvas.

1. With thee, O herb, the Atharvans first slew

the Rakshas, with thee Ka^yapa slew (them), with

thee Ka«va and Agastya (slew them).

2. With thee do we scatter the Apsaras and Gan-

dharvas. O a£'3srthgi (odina pinnata), goad (a^a)

the Rakshas, drive them all away with thy smell

!

3. The Apsaras, Guggulfi, Plld, Naladl, Auksha-

gandhi, and Pramandani (by name), shall go to the

river, to the ford of the waters, as if blown away

!

Thither do ye, O Apsaras, pass away, (since) ye

have been recognised

!

4. Where grow the ajvattha (ficus religiosa) and

the banyan-trees, the great trees with crowns, thither

do ye, O Apsaras, pass away, (since) ye have been

recognised

!

5. Where your gold and silver swings are, where

cymbals and lutes chime together, thither do ye,

O Apsaras, pass away, (since) ye have been recog-

nised.

6. Hither has come the mightiest of the plants

and herbs. May the sgSisrtngt ar^/akl pierce with

her sharp horn (tlkshma^rmgl)

!

y. Of the crested Gandharva, the husband of the

Apsaras, who comes dancing hither, I crush the

two mushkas and cut off the repas.

8. Terrible are the missiles of Indra, with a hun-

dred points, brazen ; with these he shall pierce the

Gandharvas, who devour oblations, and devour the

avakA-reed.

[42] D
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9. Terrible are the missiles of Indra, with a hun-

dred points, golden ; with these he shall pierce the

Gandharvas, who devour oblations, and devour the

avaki-reed.

ID. All the PLy^as that devour the avaki-reeds,

that burn, and spread their little light in the waters,

do thou, O herb, crush and overcome

!

11. One is like a dog, one like an ape. As
a youth, with luxuriant locks, pleasant to look upon,

the Gandharva hangs about the woman. Him do
we drive out from here with our powerful charm.

1 2. The Apsaras, you know, are your wives ; ye,

the Gandharvas, are their husbands. Speed away,

ye immortals, do not go after mortals!

II, 9. Possession by demons of disease, cured

by an amulet of ten kinds of wood.

1. O (amulet) of ten kinds of wood, release this

man from the demon (rakshas) and the jfit (gr&hi)

which has seized upon (^agriha) his joints! Do
thou, moreover, O plant, lead him forth to the world

of the living

!

2. He has come, he has gone forth, he has joined

the community of the living. And he has become
the father of sons, and the most happy of men !

3. This person has come to his senses, he has

come to the cities of the living. For he (now) has

a hundred physicians, and also a thousand herbs.

4. The gods have found thy arrangement, (O
amulet); the Brahmans, moreover, the plants. All

the gods have found thy arrangement upon the earth.

5. (The god) that has caused (disease) shall per-

form the cure; he is himself the best physician.
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Let him indeed, the holy one, prepare remedies for

thee, together with the (earthly) physician

!

IV, 36. Charm against demons [pisSi^) conceived

as the cause of disease.

1. May Agni Vai,rvfinara, the bull of unfailing

strength, burn up him that is evil-disposed, and

desires to harm us, and him that plans hostile deeds

against us

!

2. Between the two rows of teeth of Agni Vai^-

vSnara do I place him that plans to injure us, when
we are not planning to injure him ; and him that

plans to injure us, when we do plan to injure him.

3. Those who hound us in our chambers, while

.

shouting goes on in the night of the new moon, and

the other flesh-devourers who plan to injure us, all

of them do I overcome with might.

4. With might I overcome the Pi^^as, rob them
of their property; all evil-disposed (demons) do

I slay : may my device succeed

!

5. With the gods who vie with, and measure their

swiftness with this sun, with those that are in the

rivers, and in the mountains, do I, along with my
cattle, consort.

6. I plague the Tis&hiS as the tiger the cattle-

owners. As dogs who have seen a lion, these do

not find a refuge.

7. My strength does not lie with Pi^^as, nor

with thieves, nor with prowlers in the forest. From
the village which I enter the Fiiiias vanish away.

8. From the village which my fierce power has

entered the FisSjhiS vanish away ; they do not devise

evil

D 2
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9. They who irritate me with their jabber, as

(buzzing) mosquitoes the elephant, them I regard as

wretched (creatures), as small vermin upon people.

10. May Nirr/ti (the goddess of destruction) take

hold of this one, as a horse with the halter ! The
fool who is wroth with me is not freed from (her)

snare.

II, 25. Charm with the plant prtsn\p2LTnl against

the demon of disease, called ka;^va.

1. The goddess Pr^^nipar;^! has prepared pros-

perity for us, mishap for Nirr/ti (the goddess of

destruction). For she is a fierce devourer of the

Ka»vas : her, the mighty, have I employed.

2. The TrtsnipsLTul was first begotten power-

ful ; with her do I lop off the heads of the evil

brood, as (the head) of a bird.

3. The blood-sucking demon, and him that tries

to rob (our) health, Ka;^va, the devourer of our

offspring, destroy, O Pr^Vnipar/^1, and overcome

!

4. These Ka«vas, the eflfacers of life, drive into

the mountain
;
go thou burning after them like fire,

goddess Frtsnip3,rnl !

5. Drive far away these Ka^^vas, the effacers of

life! Where the dark regions are, there have

1 made these flesh-eaters go.

VI, 32. Charm for driving away demons (Rakshas

and Vis^dis).

I. Do ye well offer within the fire this oblation

with ghee, that destroys the spook! Do thou, O
Agni, burn from afar against the Rakshas, (but) our

houses thou shalt not consume

!
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2. Rudra has broken your necks, ye Pi^A>^s :

may he also break your ribs, ye spooks ! The plant

whose power is everywhere has united you with

Yama (death).

3. Exempt from danger, O Mitra and Varu^a,

may we here be ; drive back with your flames the

devouring demons (Atrin) ! Neither aider, nor

support do they find ; smiting one another they go
to death.

II, 4. Charm with an amulet derived from the

^angi^a tree, against diseases and demons.

1. Unto long life and great delights, for ever

unharmed and vigorous, do we wear the ^ngi^a, as

an amulet destructive of the vishkandha.

2. From convulsions, from tearing pain, from

vishkandha, and from torturing pain, the ^angi^a

shall protect us on all sides—an amulet of a thousand

virtues

!

3. This ^ngi^a conquers the vishkandha, and

smites the Atrin (devouring demons) ; may this all-

healing ^aiigi^a protect us from adversity

!

4. By means of the invigorating^hgi^a, bestowed

by the gods as an amulet, do we conquer in battle

the vishkandha and all the Rakshas.

5. May the hemp and may the^ngi^a protect me
against vishkandha ! The one (^ngi^a) is brought

hither from the forest, the other (hemp) from the

sap of the furrow.

6. Destruction of witchcraft is this amulet, also

destruction of hostile powers: may the powerful

^gi^a therefore extend far our lives

!
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XIX, 34. Charm with an amulet derived from the

^ngi^a-tree, against diseases and demons.

1. Thou art an Angiras, O ^ngi^, a protector

art thou, O ^iigi^a. All two-footed and four-footed

creatures that belong to us the^ngi^a shall protect

!

2. The sorceries jfifty-three in number, and the

hundred performers of sorcery, all these having lost

their force, the ^figi^a shall render bereft of

strength

!

3. Bereft of strength is the gotten-up clamour,

bereft of strength are the seven debilitating (charms).

Do thou, O ^ngi^a, hurl away from here poverty,

as an archer an arrow

!

4. This ^ngi^jfa is a destroyer of witchcraft, and
also a destroyer of hostile powers. May then the

powerful ^ngi^a extend far our lives

!

5. May the greatness of the ^angi^a protect us

about on all sides, (the greatness) with which he has

overcome the vishkandha (and) the sawskandha,

(overcoming) the powerful (disease) with power!

6. Thrice the gods begot thee that hast grown up
upon the earth. The Brihma/^as of yore knew thee

here by the name of Angiras.

7. Neither the plants of olden times, nor they of

recent times, surpass thee ; a fierce slayer is the

^hgi^a, and a happy refuge.

8. And when, O ^hgi^a of boundless virtue, thou

didst spring up in the days of yore, O fierce (plant),

Indra at first placed strength in thee.

9. Fierce Indra, verily, put might into thee, O
lord of the forest! Dispersing all diseases, slay thou

the Rakshas, O plant

!

10. The breaking disease and the tearing disease,
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the balisa, and the pain in the limbs, the takman
that comes every autumn, may the ^ngi^a render

devoid of force

!

XIX, 35. Charm with an amulet derived from the

^ngi^a-tree, against diseases and demons.

1. While uttering Indra s name the seers bestowed

(upon men) the g^hgida., which the gods in the

beginning had made into a remedy, destructive of

the vishkandha.

2. May that ^iigi^a protect us as a treasurer his

treasures, he whom the gods and the Br&hma«as

made into a refuge that puts to naught the hostile

powers

!

3. The evil eye of the hostile-minded, (and) the

evil-doer I have approached. Do thou, O thousand-

eyed one, watchfully destroy these ! A refuge art

thou, O^ngi^a.
4. May the ^ngi^a protect me from heaven,

protect me from earth, protect (me) from the atmos-

phere, protect me from the plants, protect me from

the past, as well as the future ; may he protect us

from every direction of space

!

5. The sorceries performed by the gods, and also

those performed by men, may the all-healing^ngi^a
render them all devoid of strength

!

VI, 85. Exorcism of disease by means of an amulet

from the vara;^a-tree.

1. This divine tree, the vara^^a, shall shut out

(v4rayitai). The gods, too, have shut out (avlvaran)

the disease that hath entered into this man!

2. By Indra's command, by Mitra's and by
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Varuna's, by the command of all the gods do we
shut out thy disease.

3. As Vrftra did hold fast these ever-flowing

waters, thus do I shut out (viraye) disease from

thee with (the help of) Agni Vairvinara.

VI, 127. The ilpudru-tree as a panacea.

1. Of the abscess, of the balisa, of flow of blood,

O plant ; of neuralgia, O herb, thou shalt not leave

even a speck

!

2. Those two boils (testicles) of thine, O balisa,

that are fixed upon the arm-pits— I know the remedy

for that : the >felpudru-tree takes care of it.

3. The neuralgia that is in the limbs, that is in

the ears and in the eyes—we tear them out, the

neuralgia, the abscess, and the pain in the heart.

That unknown disease do we drive away downward.

XIX, 38. The healing properties of bdellium.

1. [Neither diseases, nor yet a curse, enters this

person, O arundhatl !] From him that is pene-

trated by the sweet fragrance of the healing bdellium,

diseases flee in every direction, as antelopes and as

horses run.

2. Whether, O bdellium, thou comest from the

Sindhu (Indus), or whether thou art derived from the

sea, I have seized the qualities of both, that this

person shall be exempt from harm.

VI, 91. Barley and water as universal remedies.

!• This barley they did plough vigorously, with

yokes of eight and yokes of six. With it I drive off

to a far distance the ailment from thy body.
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1

2. Downward blows the wind, downward burns

the sun, downward the cow is milked: downward

shall thy ailment pass

!

3. The waters verily are healing, the waters chase

away disease, the waters cure all (disease) : may
they prepare a remedy for thee

!

VIII, 7. Hymn to all magic and medicinal plants,

used as a universal remedy.

1. The plants that are brown, and those that are

white; the red ones and the speckled ones; the

sable and the black plants, all (these) do we invoke.

2. May they protect this man from the disease

sent by the gods, the herbs whose father is the

sky, whose mother is the earth, whose root is the

ocean.

3. The waters and the heavenly plants are fore-

most; they have driven out from every limb thy

disease, consequent upon sin.

4. The plants that spread forth, those that are

bushy, those that have a single sheath, those that

creep along, do I address ; I call in thy behalf the

plants that have shoots, those that have stalks, those

that divide their branches, those that are derived

from all the gods, the strong (plants) that furnish

life to man.

5. With the might that is yours, ye mighty ones,

with the power and strength that is yours, with that

do ye, O plants, rescue this man from this disease

!

I now prepare a remedy.

6. The plants ^vali (* quickening'), na-gh4-rishi

(* forsooth-no-harm '),/lvantl (* living '), and the arun-

dhatl, which removes (disease), is full of blossoms,
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and rich in honey, do I call to exempt him from

injury.

7. Hither shall come the intelligent (plants) that

understand my speech, that we may bring this man
into safety out of misery

!

8. They that are the food of Agni (the fire), the

offspring of the waters, that grow ever renewing

themselves, the firm (plants) that bear a thousand

names, the healing (plants), shall be brought hither

!

9. The plants, whose womb is the avak& (blyxa

octandra), whose essence are the waters, shall with

their sharp horns thrust aside evil 1

ID. The plants which release, exempt from Varu»a

(dropsy), are strong, and destroy poison ; those, too,

that remove (the disease) balfisa, and ward off witch-

craft shall come hither

!

11. The plants that have been bought, that are

right potent, and are praised, shall protect in this

village cow, horse, man, and cattle

!

12. Honied are the roots of these herbs, honied

their tops, honied their middles, honied their leaves,

honied their blossoms ; they share in honey, are the

food of immortality. May they yield ghee, and

food, and cattle chief of all

!

13. As many in number and in kind the plants

here are upon the earth, may they, furnished with

a thousand leaves, release me from death and

misery

!

14. Tiger-like is the amulet (made of) herbs,

a saviour, a protector against hostile schemes : may
it drive off far away from us all diseases and the

Rakshas

!

15. As if at the roar of the lion they start with

fright, as if (at the roar) of fire they tremble before
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the (plants) that have been brought hither. The
diseases of cattle and men have been driven out by

the herbs : let them pass into navigable streams f

1 6. The plants release us from Agni VaiA^Anara.

Spreading over the earth, go ye, whose king is the

tree

!

17. The plants, descended from Angiras, that

grow upon the mountains and in the plains, shall be

for us rich in milk, auspicious, comforting to the

heart!

18. The herbs which I know, and those which

I see with my sight ; the unknown, those which we
know, and those which we perceive to be charged

with (power),

—

19. All plants collectively shall note my words,

that we may bring this man into safety out of mis-

fortune,

—

20. The a.n^attha (ficus religiosa), and the darbha

among the plants; king Soma, amma (ambrosia)

and the oblation ; rice and barley, the two healing,

immortal children of heaven

!

21. Ye arise: it is thundering and crashing, ye

plants, since Par^anya (the god of rain) is favouring

you, O children of Frisni (the spotted cloud), with

(his) seed (water).

22. The strength of this amreta (ambrosia) do

we give this man to drink. Moreover, I prepare

a remedy, that he may live a hundred years

!

23. The boar knows, the ichneumon knows the

healing plant. Those that the serpents and Gan-

dharvas know, I call hither for help.

24. The plants, derived from the Angiras, which

the eagles and the heavenly ragha/s (falcons) know,

which the birds and the flamingos know, which all
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winged (creatures) know, which all wild animals

know, I call hither for help.

25. As many plants as the oxen and kine, as many
as the goats and the sheep feed upon, so many plants,

when applied, shall furnish protection to thee

!

26. As many (plants), as the human physicians

know to contain a remedy, so many, endowed with

every healing quality, do I apply to thee

!

27. Those that have flowers, those that have

blossoms, those that bear fruit, and those that are

without fruit, as if from the same mother they shall

suck sap, to exempt this man from injury

!

28. I have saved thee from a depth of five

fathoms, and, too, from a depth of ten fathoms

;

moreover, from the foot-fetter of Yama, and from

every sin against the gods.

VI, 96. Plants as a panacea.

1. The many plants of hundredfold aspect, whose
king is Soma, which have been begotten by Bri-

haspati, shall free us from calamity!

2. May they free us from (the calamity) conse-

quent upon curses, and also from the (toils) of

Varu»a; moreover, from the foot-fetter of Yama,
and every sin against the gods

!

3. What laws we have infringed upon, with the

eye, the mind, and speech, either while awake, or

asleep—may Soma by his (divine) nature clear these

(sins) away from us

!

II, 32. Charm to secure perfect health.

I. From thy eyes, thy nostrils, ears, and chin

—

the disease which is seated in thy head—from thy

brain and tongue I do tear it out.
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2. From thy neck, nape of the neck, ribs, and

spine—the disease which is seated in thy fore-arm

—

from thy shoulders and arms I do tear it out

3. From thy heart, thy lungs, viscera, and sides

;

from thy kidneys, spleen, and liver we do tear out

the disease.

4. From thy entrails, canals, rectum, and. abdo-

men ; from thy belly, guts, and navel I do tear out

the disease.

5. From thy thighs, knees, heels, and the tips of

thy feet—from thy hips I do tear out the disease

seated in thy buttocks, from thy bottom the disease

seated in thy buttocks.

6. From thy bones, marrow, sinews and arteries

;

from thy hands, fingers, and nails I do tear out the

disease.

7. The disease that is in thy every limb, thy

every hair, thy every joint ; that which is seated in

thy skin, with Kafyapa s charm, that tears out, to

either side we do tear it out.

IX, 8. Charm to procure immunity from all

diseases.

1. Headache and suffering in the head, pain in

the ears and flow of blood, every disease of the

head, do we charm forth from thee.

2. From thy ears, from thy kahk^shas the ear-

pain, and the neuralgia—every disease of the head

do we charm forth from thee.

3. (With the charm) through whose agency disease

hastens forth from the ears and the mouth—every

disease of the head do we charm forth from thee.

4. (The disease) that renders a man deaf and
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blind—every disease of the head do we charm forth

from thee.

5. Pain in the limbs, fever in the limbs, the

neuralgia that affects every limb—every disease of

the head do we charm forth from thee.

6. (The disease) whose frightful aspect makes
man tremble, the takman (fever) that comes every

autumn, do we charm forth from thee.

7. The disease that creeps along the thighs, and

then enters the canals, out of thy inner parts do we
charm forth.

8. If from the heart, from love, or from disgust,

it arises, from thy heart and from thy limbs the

baUlsa do we charm forth.

9. Jaundice from thy limbs, diarrhoea from within

thy bowels, the core of disease from thy inner soul

do we charm forth.

10. To ashes (&sa) the balisa shall turn ; what is

diseased shall turn to urine I The poison of all

diseases I have charmed forth from thee.

11. Outside the opening (of the bladder) it shall

run off; the rumbling shall pass from thy belly!

The poison of all diseases I have charmed forth

from thee.

1 2. From thy belly, lungs, navel, and heart—the

poison ofall diseases I have charmed forth from thee.

13. (The pains) that split the crown (of the

head), pierce the head, without doing injury, with-

out causing disease, they shall run off outside the

opening (of the bladder)

!

14. They that pierce the heart, creep along the

ribs, without doing injury, without causing disease,

they shall run off outside the opening (of the

bladder)

!
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15. They that pierce the sides, bore along the ribs,

without doing injury, without causing disease, they

shall run off outside the opening (of the bladder)

!

16. They that pierce crosswise, burrow in thy

abdomen, without doing injury, without causing

disease, they shall run off outside the opening (of

the bladder)!

17. They that creep along the rectum, twist the

bowels, without doing injury, without causing disease,

they shall run off outside the opening (of the bladder)

!

18. They that suck the marrow, and split the

joints, without doing injury, without causing dis-

ease, they shall run off outside the opening (of the

bladder)

!

19. The diseases and the injuries that paralyse

thy limbs, the poison of all diseases I have charmed

forth from thee.

20. Of neuralgia, of abscesses, of inflation, or of

inflammation of the eyes, the poison of all diseases

I have driven forth from thee.

21. From thy feet, knees, thighs, and bottom;

from thy spine, and thy neck the piercing pains,

from thy head the ache I have removed.

22. Firm are the bones of thy skull, and the beat

of thy heart At thy rising, O sun, thou didst

remove the pains of the head, quiet the pangs in

the limbs.

II, 29. Charm for obtaining long life and pros-

perity by transmission of disease.

I. In the essence of earthly bh'ss, O ye gods, in

strength of body (may he live) ! May Agni, SArya,

Bnhaspati bestow upon him life's vigour

!
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2. Give life to him, O G^itavedas, bestow in

addition progeny upon him, O Tvash/ar; procure,

O Savitar, increase of wealth for him ; may this one,

who belongs to thee, live a hundred autumns

!

3. May our prayer bestow upon us vigour, and
possession of sound progeny ; ability and property

do ye two, (O heaven and earth), bestow upon us

!

May he, conquering lands with might, (live), O Indra,

subjecting the others, his enemies

!

4. Given by Indra, instructed by Varu»a, sent by
the Maruts, strong, he has come to us ; may he, in

the lap of ye two, heaven and earth, not suffer from

hunger and not from thirst

!

5. Strength may ye two, that are rich in strength,

bestow upon him; milk may ye two, that are rich

in milk, bestow upon him ! Strength heaven and

earth did bestow upon him ; strength all the gods,

the Maruts, and the waters.

6. With the gracious (waters) do I delight thy

heart, mayest thou, free from disease, full of force,

rejoice! Clothed in the same garment do ye two

drink this stirred drink, taking on as a magic form

the shape of the two A^vins

!

7. Indra, having been wounded, first created this

vigour, and this ever fresh divine food : that same
belongs to thee. By means of that do thou, full of

force, live (a hundred) autumns ; may it not flow out

of thee : physicians have prepared it for thee

!
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II.

PRAYERS FOR LONG LIFE AND HEALTH
(AYUSHYANI).

Ill, II. Prayer for health and long life.

1. I release thee unto life by means of (my)

oblation, from unknown decline, and from consump-

tion. If Gr&hi (seizure) has caught hold (^agriha)

of this person here, may Indra and Agni free him

from that

!

2. If his life has faded, even if he has passed

away, if he has been brought to the very vicinity of

death, I snatch him from the lap of Nirr/ti (the

goddess of destruction) : I have freed him unto a

life of a hundred autumns.

3. I have snatched him (from death) by means of

an oblation which has a thousand eyes, hundredfold

strength, and ensures a hundredfold life, in order

that Indra may conduct him through the years across

to the other side of every misfortune.

4. Live thou, thriving a hundred autumns, a hun-

dred winters, and a hundred springs ! May Indra,

Agni, Savitar, BrzTiaspati (grant) thee a hundred

years! I have snatched him (from death) with an

oblation that secures a life of a hundred years.

5. Enter ye, O in-breathing and out-breathing, as

two bulls a stable ! Away shall go the other deaths,

of which, it is said, there are a hundred more

!

6. Remain ye here, O in-breathing and out-

[42] E
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breathing, do not go away from here ; do ye carry

anew to old age his body and his limbs

!

7. To old age I make thee over, into old age

I urge thee ; may a happy old age guide thee

!

Away shall go the other deaths, of which, it is said,

there are a hundred more

!

8. Upon thee (life unto) old age has been deposited,

as a rope is tied upon a bull. That death which has

fettered thee at thy birth with a firm rope, Br^Tias-

pati with the hands of the truth did strip off from

thee.

II, 28. Prayer for long life pronounced over

a boy.

1. For thee alone, O (death from) old age, this

(boy) shall grow' up: the other hundred kinds of

death shall not harm him ! Like a provident mother

in her lap Mitra shall befriend him, shall save him
from misfortune!

2. May Mitra or Varu^^a, the illustrious, co-

operating, grant him death from old age ! Then
Agni, the priest, who knows the ways, promulgates

all the races of the gods.

3. Thou, (O Agni), rulest over all the animals of

the earth, those which have been born, and those

which are to be born : may not in-breathing leave

this one, nor yet out-breathing, may neither friends

nor foes slay him

!

4. May father Dyaus (sky) and mother Pr/thivi

(earth), co-operating, grant thee death from old

age, that thou mayest live in the lap of Aditi a

hundred winters, guarded by in-breathing and out-

breathing !

5. Lead this dear child to life and vigour, O Agni,
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1

Varu«a, and king Mitra! As a mother afford him

protection, O Aditi, and all ye gods, that he may
attain to old age

!

III, 31. Prayer for health and long life.

1. The gods are free from decrepitude; thou,

Agni, art removed from the demon of hostility.

1 free thee from all evil and disease, (and) unite

thee with life.

2. (y&yu), the purifying (wind), shall free thee

from misfortune, .Sakra (Indra) from evil sorcery

!

I free thee from all evil and disease, (and) unite

thee with life.

3. The tame (village) animals are separate from

the wild (forest animals); the water has flowed

apart from thirst I free thee from all evil and

disease, (and) unite thee with life.

4. Heaven and earth here go apart; the paths

go in every direction. I free thee from all evil and

disease, (and) unite thee with life.

5. *Tvash/ar is preparing a wedding for his

daughter,' thus (saying) does this whole world pass

through. I free thee from all evil and disease, (and)

unite thee with life.

6. Agni unites (life's) breaths, the moon is united

with (life s) breath. I free thee from all evil and

disease, (and) unite thee with life.

7. By means of (life's) breath the gods aroused

the everywhere mighty sun. I free thee from all

evil and disease, (and) unite thee with life.

8. Live thou by the (life's) breath of them that

have life, and that create life ; do not die ! I free

thee from all evil and disease, (and) unite thee with

life.

£ 2
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9. Breathe thou with the (life's) breath of those

that breathe ; do not die ! I free thee from all evil

and disease, (and) unite thee with life.

ID. Do thou (rise) up with life, unite thyself with

life, (rise) up with the sap of the plants ! I free

thee from all evil and disease, (and) unite thee with

life.

II. From the rain of Par^nya we have risen up,

immortal. I free thee from all evil and disease,

(and) unite thee with life.

VII, 53. Prayer for long life.

1. When, O Br/haspati, thou didst liberate (us)

from existence in yonder world of Yama, (and)

from hostile schemes, then did the Arvins, the

physicians of the gods, with might sweep death

from us, O Agni

!

2. O in-breathing and out-breathing, go along

with the body, do not leave it: may they be thy

allies here ! Live and thrive a hundred autumns ;

Agni shall be thy most excellent shepherd and
overseer

!

3. Thy vital force that has been dissipated afar,

thy in-breathing and thy out-breathing, shall come
back again ! Agni has snatched them from the lap

of Nirmi (the goddess of destruction), and I again

introduce them into thy person.

4. Let not his in-breathing desert him, nor his

out-breathing quit him and depart! I commit him

to the Seven 7?zshis : may they convey him in

health to old age

!

5. Enter, O in-breathing and out-breathing, like

two bulls into a stable : this person shall here

flourish, an unmolested repository for old age

!
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6. Life's breath we do drive into thee, disease we
do drive away from thee. May this excellent Agni

endow us with life from every source

!

7. Ascending from the darkness of death to the

highest firmament, to Sftrya (the sun), the god

among gods, we have reached the highest light.

VIII, I. Prayer for exemption from the dangers

of death.

1. To the ' Ender,' to Death be reverence ! May
thy in-breathing and thy out-breathing remain here

!

United here with (life's) spirit this man shall be,

sharing in the sun, in the world of immortality

(amr/ta)

!

2. Bhaga has raised him up. Soma with his rays

(has raised) him up, the Maruts, the gods, (have

raised) him up, Indra and Agni (have raised) him

up unto well-being.

3. Here (shall be) thy (life's) spirit, here thy in-

breathing, here thy life, here thy mind ! We rescue

thee from the toils of Nirmi (destruction) by means

of our divine utterance.

4. Rise up hence, O man ! Casting off the foot-

shackles of death, do not sink down ! Be not cut off

from this world, from the sight of Agni and the sun !

5. The wind, Mdtari,rvan, shall blow for thee, the

waters shall shower amma (ambrosia) upon thee,

the sun shall shine kindly for thy body! Death

shall pity thee : do not waste away

!

6. Thou shalt ascend and not descend, O man!

Life and alertness do I prepare for thee. Mount,

forsooth, this imperishable, pleasant car; then in

old age thou shalt hold converse with thy family

!
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7. Thy mind shall not go thither, shall not dis-

appear! Do not become heedless of the living, do
not follow the Fathers ! All the gods shall preserve

thee here

!

8. Do not long after the departed, who conduct

(men) afar ! Ascend from the darkness, come to the

light ! We lay hold of thy hands.

9. The two dogs of Yama, the black and the

brindled one, that guard the road (to heaven), that

have been despatched, shall not (go after) thee

!

Come hither, do not long to be away; do not tarry-

here with thy mind turned to a distance

!

ID. Do not follow this path : it is terrible ! I speak

of that by which thou hast not hitherto gone.

Darkness is this, O man, do not enter it ! Danger
is beyond, security here for thee.

11. May the fires that are within the waters

guard thee, may (the fire) which men kindle guard

thee, may G^itavedas Vai^vinara (the fire common
to all men) guard thee ! Let not the heavenly (fire)

together with the lightning burn thee

!

12. Let not the flesh-devouring (fire) menace
thee: move afar from the funeral pyre! Heaven
shall guard thee, the earth shall guard thee, the sun

and moon shall guard thee, the atmosphere shall

guard thee against the divine missile

!

13. May the alert and the watchful divinities

guard thee, may he that sleeps not and nods not

guard thee, may he that protects and is vigilant

guard thee!

14. They shall guard thee, they shall protect

thee. Reverence be to them. Hail be to them

!

15. Into converse with the living V4yu, Indra,

Dhitar, and saving Savitar shall put thee ; breath
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and strength shall not leave thee ! Thy (life s)

spirit do we call back to thee,

16. Convulsions that draw the jaws together,

darkness, shall not come upon thee, nor (the demon)

that tears out the tongue (?) ! How shalt thou then

waste away? The Aditjras and Vasus, Indra and

Agni shall raise thee up unto well-being I

1 7. The heavens, the earth, Pra^&pati, have

rescued thee. The plants with Soma their king

have delivered thee from death.

1 8. Let this man remain right here, ye gods, let

him not depart hence to yonder world ! We rescue

him from death with (a charm) of thousandfold

strength.

19. I have delivered thee from death. The
(powers) that furnish strengtli shall breathe upon

thee. The (mourning women) with dishevelled

hair, they that wail lugubriously, shall not wail

over thee!

20. I have snatched thee (from death), I have

obtained thee ; thou hast returned with renewed

youth. O thou, that art (now) sound of limb, for

thee sound sight, and sound life have I obtained.

21. It has shone upon thee, light has arisen,

darkness has departed from thee. We remove from

thee death, destruction, and disease.

VIII, 2, Prayer for exemption from the dangers

of death.

I. Take hold of this (charm) that subjects to

immortality (life), may thy life unto old age not be

cut off! I bring to thee anew breath and life: go

not to mist and darkness, do not waste away

!
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2. Come hither to the light of the living; I rescue

thee unto a life of a hundred autumns ! Loosing the

bands of death and imprecation, I bestow upon thee

long life extended very far.

3. From the wind thy breath I have obtained,

from the sun thine eye ; thy soul I hold fast in thee :

be together with thy limbs, speak articulating with

thy tongue

!

4. With the breath of two-footed and four-footed

creatures I blow upon thee, as on Agni when he is

born (as on fire when kindled). I have paid rever-

ence, O death, to thine eye, reverence to thy breath.

5. This (man) shall live and shall not die : we
rouse this man (to life) ! I make for him a remedy :

death, do not slay the man

!

6. The plant ^val& (* quickening '), na-gh&-rishA

(* forsooth-no-harm '), and ^vantl (* living '), a victo-

rious, mighty saviour-plant do I invoke, that he may
be exempt from injury.

7. Befriend him, do not seize him, let him go,

(O death); though he be thy very own, let him

abide here with unimpaired strength ! O Bhava and

6arva, take pity, grant protection ; misfortune drive

away, and life bestow

!

8. Befriend him, death, and pity him : may he from

here arise! Unharmed, with sound limbs, hearing

perfectly, through old age carrying a hundred years,

let him get enjoyment by himself (unaided)

!

9. The missile of the gods shall pass thee by

!

1 pass thee across the mist (of death) ; from death

I have rescued thee. Removing far the flesh-

devouring Agni, a barrier do I set around thee,

that thou mayest live.

10. From thy misty road that cannot be withstood,
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O death, from this path (of thine) we guard this

(man), and make our charm a protection for him.

11. In-breathing and out-breathing do I prepare

for thee, death in old age, long life, and prosperity.

All the messengers of Yama, that roam about, dis-

patched by Vivasvant's son, do I drive away.

12. Ardti (grudge), Nirmi (destruction), Grdhi

(seizure), and the flesh-devouring Pi^dias (do we
drive) away to a distance, and hurl all wicked

Rakshas away into darkness as it were.

13. I crave thy life's breath from the immortal,

life-possessing Agni G^&tavedas. That thou shalt

not take harm, shalt be immortal in (Agni's) com-

pany, that do I procure for thee, and that shall be

fulfilled for thee!

14. May heaven and earth, the bestowers of hap-

piness, be auspicious and harmless to thee; may
the sun shine, and the wind blow comfort to thy

heart ; may the heavenly waters, rich in milk, flow

upon thee kindly

!

15. May the plants be auspicious to thee ! I have

raised thee from the lower to the upper earth : there

may both the Adityas, the sun and the moon, pro-

tect thee.

16. Whatever garment for clothing, or whatever

girdle thou makest for thyself, agreeable to thy

body do we render it ; not rough to thy touch shall

it be!

1 7. When thou, the barber, shearest with thy sharp

well-whetted razor our hair and beard, do not, while

cleansing our face, rob us of our life

!

18. Rice and barley shall be auspicious to thee,

causing no balisa, inflicting no injury! They two

drive away disease, they two release from calamity.
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19. Whatever thou eatest or drinkest, the grain

of the plough-land or milk, whatever is or is not to

be eaten, all that food do I render for thee free

from poison.

20. To day and to night both do we commit thee :

from the demons that seek to devour, do ye preserve

this (man) for me

!

21. A hundred years, ten thousand years, two,

three, four ages (yuga) do we allot to thee ; Indra

and Agni, and all the gods without anger shall

favour thee

!

22. To autumn thee, to winter, spring and summer,

do we commit ; the rains in which grow the plants

shall be pleasant to thee

!

23. Death rules over bipeds, death rules over

quadrupeds. From that death, the lord of cattle,

do I rescue thee : do not fear

!

24. Free from harm thou shalt not die ; thou

shalt not die : do not fear ! Verily, they do not

die there, they do not go to the nethermost dark-

ness ;

—

25. Verily, every creature lives there, the cow,

the horse, and man, where this charm is performed,

as the (protecting) barrier for life.

26. May it preserve thee from sorcery, from thy

equals and thy kin ! Undying be, immortal, exceed-

ingly vital ; thy spirits shall not abandon thy body

!

27. From the one and a hundred deaths, from

the dangers that are surmountable, from that Agni

Vai^v&nara (the funeral pyre ?) may the gods deliver

thee

!

28. Thou, the remedy called pOtudru, art the body
of Agni, the deliverer, slayer of Rakshas, slayer of

rivals, moreover thou chasest away disease.
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V, 30. Prayer for exemption from disease and

death.

1. From near thy vicinity, from near thy distance

(do I call) : remain here, do not follow ; do not

follow the Fathers of yore ! Firmly do I fasten thy

life's breath.

2. Whatever sorcery any kinsman or stranger has

practised against thee, both release and deliverance

with my voice do I declare for thee.

3. If thou hast deceived or cursed a woman or

a man in thy folly, both release and deliverance

with my voice do I declare for thee.

4. If thou liest (ill) in consequence of a sin com-

mitted by thy mother or thy father, both release

and deliverance with my voice do I declare for

thee.

5. Fight shy of the medicine which thy mother

and thy father, thy sister and thy brother let out

against thee : I shall cause thee to live unto old

age!

6. Remain here, O man, with thy entire soul ; do

not follow the two messengers of Yama : come to

the abodes of the living

!

7. Return when called, knowing the outlet of the

path (death), the ascent, the advance, the road of

every living man

!

8. Fear not, thou shalt not die: I shall cause

thee to live unto old age! I have charmed away

from thy limbs the disease that wastes the limbs.

9. The disease that racks and wastes thy limbs,

and the sickness in thy heart, has flown as an eagle

to a far distance, overcome by my charm.
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10. The two sages Alert and Watchful, the sleep-

less and the vigilant, these two guardians of thy

lifers breath, are awake both day and night

1 1. Agni here is to be revered ; the sun shall rise

here for thee : rise thou from deep death, yea from

black darkness

!

12. Reverence be to Yama, reverence to death;

reverence to the Fathers and to those that lead (to

them) [death's messengers ?] ! That Agni who knows
the way to save do I engage for this man, that he

be exempt from harm !

13. His breath shall come, his soul shall come,

his sight shall come, and, too, his strength ! His

body shall collect itself: then shall he stand firm

upon his feet

!

14. Unite him, Agni, with breath and sight, pro-

vide him with a body and with strength! Thou
hast a knowledge of immortality : let him not now
depart, let him not now become a dweller in a house

of clay

!

15. Thy in-breathing shall not cease, thy out-

breathing shall not vanish ; Sfirya (the sun), the

supreme lord, shall raise thee from death with his

rays

!

16. This tongue (of mine), bound (in the mouth,

yet) mobile, speaks within : with it I have charmed

away disease, and the hundred torments of the

takman (fever).

1 7. This world is most dear to the gods, uncon-

quered. For whatever death thou wast destined

when thou wast born, O man, that (death) and we
call after thee : do not die before old age

!
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1

IV, 9. Salve (A^^na) as a protector of life and

limb.

1. Come hither! Thou art the living, protecting

eye-ointment of the mountain, given by all the gods

as a safeguard, unto life.

2. Thou art a protection for men, a protection

for cattle, thou didst stand for the protection of

horses and steeds.

3- Thou art, O salve, both a protection that

crushes the sorcerers, and thou hast knowledge of

immortality (amr^'ta). Moreover, thou art food for

the living, and thou art, too, a remedy against

jaundice.

4. From him over whose every limb and every

joint thou passest, O salve, thou dost, as a mighty

intercepter, drive away disease.

5. Him that bears thee, O salve, neither curse,

nor sorcery, nor burning pain does reach ; nor does

the vishkandha come upon him.

6. From evil scheme, from troubled dream, from

evil deed, and also from foulness ; from the evil eye

of the enemy, from this protect us, O salve

!

7. Knowing this, O salve, I shall speak the truth,

avoid falsehood. May I obtain horses and cattle,

and thy person, O serving-man

!

8. Three are servants of the salve : the takman

(fever), the balisa, and the serpent. The highest

of the mountains, Trikakud (* Three-peaks ') by

name, is thy father.

9. Since the salve of Trikakud is born upon the

Himavant, it shall demolish all the wizards and all

the witches.
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lo. Whether thou art derived from the (mountain)

Trikakud, or art said to come from the (river)

YamunA, both these names of thine are auspicious

:

with these, O salve, protect us

!

IV, lo. The pearl and its shell as an amulet

bestowing long life and prosperity.

1. Born of the wind, the atmosphere, the light-

ning, and the light, may this pearl shell, born of

gold, protect us from straits!

2. With the shell which was born in the sea, at

the head of bright substances, we slay the Rakshas

and conquer the Atrins (devouring demons).

3. With the shell (we conquer) disease and

poverty; with the shell, too, the Sadinvds. The
shell is our universal remedy; the pearl shall pro-

tect us from straits

!

4. Born in the heavens, born in the sea, brought

on from the river (Sindhu), this shell, born of gold,

is our life-prolonging amulet

5. The amulet, bom from the sea, a sun, born

from Vrhrz, (the cloud), shall on all sides protect

us from the missiles of the gods and the Asuras

!

6. Thou art one of the golden substances, thou

art born from Soma (the moon). Thou art sightly

on the chariot, thou art brilliant on the quiver.

[May it prolong our lives!]

7. The bone of the gods turned into pearl ; that,

animated, dwells in the waters. That do I fasten

upon thee unto life, lustre, strength, longevity, unto

a life lasting a hundred autumns. May the (amulet)

of pearl protect thee

!
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II. PRAYERS FOR LONG LIFE AND HEALTH. 63

XIX, 26. Gold as an amulet for long life.

1. The gold which is born from fire, the immortal,

they bestowed upon the mortals. He who knows

this deserves it ; of old age dies he who wears it.

2. The gold, (endowed by) the sun with beautiful

colour, which the men of yore, rich in descendants,

did desire, may it gleaming envelop thee in lustre

!

Long-lived becomes he who wears it

!

3. (May it envelop) thee unto (long) life, unto

lustre, unto force, and unto strength, that thou shalt

by the brilliancy of the gold shine forth among
people

!

4. (The gold) which king Varuwa knows, which

god Brzhaspati knows, which Indra, the slayer of

Vr/tra, knows, may that become for thee a source

of life, may that become for thee a source of lustre

!
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III.

IMPRECATIONS AGAINST DEMONS, SORCERERS,

AND ENEMIES (AbHIAIrIKANI AND
K/?7TYAPRATIHARAA^ANI).

I, 7. Against sorcerers and demons.

1. The sorcerer (y&tudh&na) that vaunts himself,

and the Kimldin do thou, O Agni, convey hither

!

For thou, O god, when lauded, becomest the de-

stroyer of the demon.

2. Partake of the ghee, of the sesame-oil, O Agni

C^itavedas, that standest on high, conquerest by

thyself! Make the sorcerers howl

!

3. The sorcerers and the devouring (atrin) Kiml-

din shall howl ! Do ye, moreover, O Agni and

Indra, receive graciously this our oblation

!

4. Agni shall be the first to seize them, Indra

with his (strong) arms shall drive them away!

Every wizard, as soon as he comes, shall proclaim

himself, saying, * I am he '

!

5. We would see thy might, O G^&tavedas ; dis-

close to us the wizards, O thou that beholdest men

!

May they all, driven forth by thy fire, disclosing

themselves, come to this spot

!

6. Seize hold, O G^&tavedas : for our good thou

wast born ! Become our messenger, O Agni, and

make the sorcerers howl

!

7. Do thou, O Agni, drag hither the sorcerers,

bound in shackles ; then Indra with his thunderbolt

shall cut off their heads

!
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HI. IMPRECATIONS AGAINST DEMONS, ETC. 65

I, 8. Against sorcerers and demons.

1. May this oblation carry hither the sorcerers, as

a river (carries) foam ! The man or the woman
who has performed this (sorcery), that person shall

here proclaim himself!

2. This vaunting (sorcerer) has come hither:

receive him with alacrity ! O Br^haspati, put him
into subjection ; O Agni and Soma, pierce him
through

!

3. Slay the offspring of the sorcerer, O soma-

drinking (Indra), and subject (him) ! Make drop

out the farther and the nearer eye of the braggart

(demon)

!

4. Wherever, O Agni G^Atavedas, thou perceivest

the brood of these hidden devourers (atrin), do thou,

mightily strengthened by our charm, slay them : slay

their (brood), O Agni, piercing them a hundredfold

!

I, 16. Charm with lead, against demons and

sorcerers.

1. Against the devouring demons who, in the

night of the full-moon, have arisen in throngs, may
Agni, the strong, the slayer of the sorcerers, give us

courage

!

2. To the lead Varu^a gives blessing, to the lead

Agni gives help. Indra gave me the lead : unfail-

ingly it dispels sorcery.

3. This (lead) overcomes the vishkandha, this

smites the devouring demons (atrin) ; with this I

have overwhelmed all the brood of the Piii^as.

4. If thou slayest our cow, if our horse or our

[42] F
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66 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

domestic, we pierce thee with the lead, so that thou

shalt not slay our heroes.

VI, 2. The soma-oblation directed against

demons (rakshas).

1. Press the soma, ye priests, and rinse it (for

renewed pressing), in behalf of Indra who shall

listen to the song of the worshipper, and to my
call

!

2. Do thou, O doughty (Indra), whom the drops

of soma enter as birds a tree, beat off the hostile

brood of the Rakshas

!

3. Press ye the soma for Indra, the soma-drinker,

who wields the thunderbolt ! A youthful victor and

ruler is he, praised by many men.

II, 14. Charm against a variety of female demons,

conceived as hostile to men, cattle, and home.

1. Nissili, the bold, the greedy demon (?dhi-

shawa), and (the female demon) with long-drawn

howl, the bloodthirsty ; all the daughters of K^ncbi,

the Sad4nv4s do we destroy.

2. We drive you out of the stable, out of the axle

(of the wagon), and the body of the wagon ; we
chase you, O ye daughters of Magundt, from the

house.

3. In yonder house below, there the grudging

demons (ardyl) shall exist ; there ruin shall prevail,

and all the witches

!

4. May (Rudra), the lord of beings, and Indra,

drive forth from here the Sad&nv&s ; those that are

seated on the foundation of the house Indra shall

overcome with his thunderbolt

!
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III. IMPRECATIONS AGAINST DEMONS, ETC. 67

5. Whether ye belong to (the demons) of inherited

disease, whether ye have been dispatched by men,

or whether ye have originated from the Dasyus

(demon-like aborigines), vanish from here, O ye

SadAnvds

!

6. About their dwelling-places I did swiftly

course, as if on a race-course. I have won all

contests with you : vanish from here, O ye Sa-

danv&s

!

Ill, 9. Against vishkandha and k&bava (hostile

demons).

1. Of kar^pha and vi^pha heaven is the father

and earth the mother. As, ye gods, ye have

brought on (the trouble), thus do ye again re-

move it!

2. Without fastening they (the protecting plants?)

held fast, thus it has been arranged by Manu. The
vishkandha do I render impotent, like one who
grelds cattle.

3. A talisman tied to a reddish thread the active

(seers) then do fasten on : may the fastenings render

impotent the eager, fiery kdbava

!

4. And since, O ye eager (demons), ye walk like

gods by the wile of the Asuras, the fastening (of the

amulet) is destructive to the k&bava, as the afte to

the dog.

5. I revile thee, tne k&bava, unto misfortune,

(and) shall work harm for thee. Accompanied with

curses ye shall go out like swift chariots

!

6. A hundred and one vishkandha are spread out

along the earth; for these at the beginning they

brought out thee, the amulet, that destroys vi-

shkandha.

F 2
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68 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

IV, 20. Charm with a certain plant (sadaw^pushpd)

which exposes demons and enemies.

1. He sees here, he sees yonder, he sees in the

distance, he sees—the sky, the atmosphere as well

as the earth, all that, O goddess, he sees.

2. The three heavens, the three earths, and these

six directions severally ; all creatures may I see

through thee, O divine plant

!

3. Thou art verily the eyeball of the divine

eagle; thou didst ascend the earth as a weary

woman a palanquin.

4. The thousand-eyed god shall put this plant

into my right hand : with that do I see every one,

the ^Sfldra as well as the Arya.

5. Reveal (all) forms, do not hide thy own self;

moreover, do thou, O thousand-eyed (plant), look

the Kimldins in the face

!

6. Reveal to me the wizards, and reveal the

witches, reveal all the Pi,y^as : for this purpose do

I take hold of thee, O plant

!

7. Thou art the eye of Kaiyapa, and the eye of

the four-eyed bitch. Like the sun, moving in the

bright day, make thou the Fis&Jta, evident tp me

!

8.' I have dragged out from his retreat the sor-

cerer and the Kimldin. Through this (charm) do I

see every one, the .Sfldra as well as the Arya.

9. Him that flies in the air, him that moves across

the sky, him that regards the earth as his resort,

that VisSihi do thou reveal (to me)

!
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III. IMPRECATIONS AGAINST DEMONS, ETC. 69

IV, 17. Charm with the ap4mdrga-plant, against

sorcery, demons, and enemies.

1. We take hold, O victorious one, of thee, the

mistress of remedies. I have made thee a thing of

thousandfold strength for every one, O plant

!

2. Her, the unfailingly victorious one, that wards

off curses, that is powerful and defensive
;
(her and)

all the plants have I assembled, intending that she

shall save us from this (trouble)

!

3. The woman who has cursed us with a curse, who
has arranged dire misfortune (for us), who has taken

hold of our children, to rob them of their strength

—

may she eat (her own) offspring

!

4. The magic spell which they have put into the

unburned vessel, that which they have put into the

blue and red thread, that which they have put into

raw flesh, with these slay thou those that have

prepared the spell

!

5. Evil dreams, troubled life, Rakshas, gruesome-

ness, and grudging demons (ardyl), all the evil-

named, evil-speaking (powers), these do we drive

out from us.

6. Death from hunger, and death from thirst,

poverty in cattle, and failure of offspring, all that,

O apcim&rga, do we wipe out (apa mrigmshe) with

thee.

7. Death from thirst, and death from hunger,

moreover, ill-luck at dice, all that, O apimcirga, do

we wipe out with thee.

8. The apimdrga is sole ruler over all plants,

with it do we wipe mishap from thee : do thou then

live exempt from disease

!
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70 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

IV, 1 8. Charm with the apdmdrga-plant, against

sorcerers and demons.

1

.

Night is like unto the sun, the (starry) night is

similar to day. The truth do I engage for help

:

the enchantments shall be devoid of force

!

2. He, O ye gods, who prepares a spell, and
carries it to the house of one that knows not (of it),

upon him the spell, returning, shall fasten itself like

a suckling calf upon its mother

!

3. The person that prepares evil at home, and
desires with it to harm another, she is consumed by
fire, and many stones fall upon her with a loud

crash.

4. Bestow curses, O thou (apdmdrga), that hast

a thousand homes, upon the (demons) vi^ikha

(* crestless '), and vigrtva (* crooked-neck ') ! Turn
back the spell upon him that has performed it, as

a beloved maid (is brought) to her lover

!

5. With this plant I have put to naught all spells,

those that they have put into thy field, thy cattle,

and into thy domestics.

6. He that has undertaken them has not been

able to accomplish them : he broke his foot, his toe.

He performed a lucky act for us, but for himself

an injury.

7. The ap4m&rga-plant shall wipe out (apa

m&rsh/u) inherited ills, and curses ; yea, it shall

wipe out all witches, and all grudging demons
(arayi)

!

8. Having wiped out all sorcerers, and all grudg-

ing demons, with thee, O apim&rga, we wipe all

that (evil) out.
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III. IMPRECATIONS AGAINST DEMONS, ETC. 7

1

IV, 19. Mystic power of the apimirga-plant,

against demons and sorcerers.

1. On the one hand thou deprivest of kin, on the

other thou now procurest kinfolk. Do thou, more-

over, cut the offspring of him that practises spells,

as a reed that springs up in the rain

!

2. By a Brahma;/a thou hast been blest, by

Ka^va, the descendant of Nr/shad. Thou goest

like a strong army ; where thou hast arrived, O
plant, there there is no fear.

3. Thou goest at the head of the plants, spread-

ing lustre, as if with a light. Thou art on the one

hand the protector of the weak, on the other the

slayer of the Rakshas.

4. When of yore, in the beginning, the gods drove

out the Asuras with thee, then, O plant, thou wast

begotten as apdmdrga (* wiping out ').

5. Thou cuttest to pieces (vibhindatl), and hast

a hundred branches; vibhindant (* cutting to pieces')

is thy fathers name. Do thou (turn) against, and

cut to pieces (vi bhindhi) him that is hostile to-

wards us

!

6. Non-being arose from the earth, that goes to

heaven, (as) a great expansion. Thence, verily,

that, spreading vapours, shall turn against the per-

former (of spells)

!

7. Thou didst grow backward, thou hast fruit

which is turned backward. Ward off from me all

curses, ward off very far destructive weapons

!

8. Protect me with a hundredfold, guard me with

a thousandfold (strength)! Indra, the strong, shall

put strength into thee, O prince of plants

!
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72 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

VII, 65. Charm with the apdmdrga-plant, against

curses, and the consequences of sinful deeds.

1. With fruit turned backward thou verily didst

grow, O apdmdrga : do thou drive all curses quite

far away from here

!

2. The evil deeds and foul, or the sinful acts

which we have committed, with thee, O ap&mSrga,

whose face is turned to every side, do we wipe them

out (apa mrz^finahe).

3. If we have sat together with one who has

black teeth, or diseased nails, or one who is de-

formed, with thee, O apdmdrga, we wipe all that

out (apa mr^^mahe).

X, I. Charm to repel sorceries or spells.

1. The (spell) which they skilfully prepare, as

a bride for the wedding, the multiform (spell),

fashioned by hand, shall go to a distance : we drive

it away

!

2. The (spell) that has been brought forward by
the fashioner of the spell, that is endowed with

head, endowed with nose, endowed with ears, and

multiform, shall go to a distance : we drive it away

!

3. (The spell) that has been prepared by a ^iidra,

prepared by a R^l^, prepared by a woman, prepared

by Brahmans, as a wife rejected by her husband,

shall recoil upon her fabricator, (and) his kin

!

4. With this herb have I destroyed all spells, that

which they have put into thy field, into thy cattle,

and into thy men.

5. Evil be to him that prepares evil, the curse shall

recoil upon him that utters curses : back do we hurl
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III. IMPRECATIONS AGAINST DEMONS, ETC. 73

it against him, that it may slay him that fashions

the spell.

6. Prati^lna (* Back-hurler *), the descendant of

Angiras, is our overseer and officiator (purohita) :

do thou drive back again (pratt^!^) the spells, and

slay yonder fashioners of the spells !

7. He that has said to thee (the spell) :
* go on *

!

upon that enemy, that antagonist do thou turn,

O spell : do not seek out us, that are harmless

!

8. He that has fitted together thy joints with

skill, as the wagoner (^^*bhu) the joints of a chariot,

to him go, there is thy course : this person here

shall remain unknown to thee

!

9. They that have prepared thee and taken hold

of thee, the cunning wizards—this is what cures it,

destroys the spell, drives it back the opposite way

:

with it do we bathe thee.

10. Since we have come upon the wretched (spell),

as upon (a cow) with a dead calf, flooded away (by

a river), may all evil go away from me, and may
possessions come to me !

11. If (thy enemies) have made (offerings) to thy

Fathers, or have called thy name at the sacrifice,

may these herbs free thee from every indigenous

evil

!

12. From the sin of the gods, and that of the

fathers, from mentions of (thy) name, from (evil

schemes) concocted at home, may the herbs free

thee with might, through (this) charm, (and these)

stanzas, (that are) the milk of the 7^/shis

!

13. As the wind stirs up the dust from the earth,

and the cloud from the atmosphere, thus may all

misfortune, driven by my charm, go away from me

!

14. Stride away (O spell), like a loudly braying
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74 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

she-ass, that has been loosened (from the tether)

;

reach those that have fabricated thee, driven from

here by (my) forceful charm

!

15. * This is the way, O spell,' with these words

do we lead thee. Thee that hast been sent out

against us do we send back again. Go this way
like a crushing army, with heavy carts, thou that art

multiform, and crowned by a crest (?)

!

16. In the distance there is light for thee, hither-

ward there is no road for thee ; away from us take

thy course! By another road cross thou ninety

navigable streams, hard to cross! Do not injure,

go away

!

17. As the wind the trees, crush down and fell

(the enemy), leave them neither cow, nor horse, nor

serving-man! Turn from here upon those that

have fabricated thee, O spell, awaken them to

childlessness

!

18. The spell or the magic which they have

buried against thee in the sacrificial straw (barhis),

in the field, (or) in the burial-ground, or if with

superior skill they have practised sorcery against

thee, that art simple and innocent, in thy house-

hold fire,

—

19. The hostile, insidious instrument which they

have brought hither has been discovered ; that which

has been dug in we have detected. It shall go

whence it has been brought hither; there, like a

horse, it shall disport itself, and slay the offspring of

him that has fashioned the spell

!

20. Swords of good brass are in our house : we
know how many joints thou hast, O spell ! Be sure

to rise, go away from hence! O stranger, what

seekest thou here ?
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III. IMPRECATIONS AGAINST DEMONS, ETC. 75

21. I shall hew off, O spell, thy neck, and thy

feet : run away ! May Indra and Agni, to whom
belong the children (of men), protect us

!

22. King Soma, who guards and pities us, and

the lords of the beings shall take pity on us

!

23. May Bhava and ^Sarva cast the lightning, the

divine missile, upon him that performs evil, fashions

a spell, and does wrong !

24. If thou art come two-footed, (or) four-footed,

prepared by the fashioner of the spell, multiform,

do thou, having become eight-footed, again go away

from here, O misfortune

!

25. Anointed, ornamented, and well equipped, go

away, carrying every misfortune! Know, O spell,

thy maker, as a daughter her own father

!

26. Go away, O spell, do not stand still, track

(the enemy) as a wounded (animal) ! He is the

game, thou the hunter : he is not able to put thee

down.

27. Him that first hurls (the arrow), the other,

laying on in defence, slays with the arrow, and while

the first deals the blow, the other returns the blow.

28. Hear, verily, this speech of mine, and then

return whence thou camest, against the one that

fashioned thee

!

29. Slaughter of an innocent is heinous, O spell

:

do not slay our cow, horse, or serving-man!

Wherever thou hast been put down, thence thee do

we remove. Be lighter than a leaf!

30. If ye are enveloped in darkness, covered as if

by a net—we tear all spells out from here, send them

back again to him that fashioned them.

31. The offspring of them that fashion the spell,

practise magic, or plot against us, crush thou, O spell,
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leave none of them ! Slay those that fashion the

spell

!

32. As the sun is released from darkness, abandons

the night, and the streaks of the dawn, thus every

misery, (every) device prepared by the fashioner of

the spell, (every) misfortune, do I leave behind, as

an elephant the dust.

V, 31. Charm to repel sorceries or spells.

1. The spell which they have put for thee into an

unburned vessel, that which they have put into

mixed grain, that which they have put into raw

meat, that do I hurl back again.

2. The spell which they have put for thee into

a cock, or that which (they have put) into a goat,

into a crested animal, that which they have put into

a sheep, that do I hurl back again.

3. The spell which they have put for thee into

solipeds, into animals with teeth on both sides, that

which they have put into an ass, that do I hurl back

again.

4. The magic which they have put for thee into

moveable property, or into personal possession, the

spell which they have put into the field, that do

I hurl back again.

5. The spell which evil-scheming persons have put

for thee into the girhapatya-fire, or into the house-

fire, that which they have put into the house, that

do I hurl back again.

6. The spell which they have put for thee into

the assembly-hall, that which (they have put) into

the gaming-place, that which they have put into the

dice, that do I hurl back again.
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7. The spell which they have put for thee into

the army, that which they have put into the arrow

and the weapon, that which they have put into the

drum, that do I hurl back again.

8. The spell which they have placed down for

thee in the well, or have buried in the burial-ground,

that which they have put into (thy) home, that do

I hurl back again.

9. That which they have put for thee into human
bones, that which (they have put) into the funeral

fire, to the consuming, burning, flesh-eating fire do

I hurl that back again.

10. By an unbeaten path he has brought it (the

spell) hither, by a (beaten) path we drive it out from

here. The fool in his folly has prepared (the spell)

against those that are surely wise.

11. He that has undertaken it has not been able

to accomplish it : he broke his foot, his toe. He,

luckless, performed an auspicious act for us, that

are lucky.

12. Him that fashions spells, practises magic, digs

after roots, sends out curses, Indra shall slay with

his mighty weapon, Agni shall pierce with his hurled

(arrow)

!

V, 14. Charm to repel sorceries or spells.

1. An eagle found thee out, a boar dug thee out

with his snout. Seek thou, O plant, to injure him

that seeks to injure (us), strike down him that pre-

pares spells (against us) 1

2. Strike down the wizards, strike down him that

prepares spells (against us) ; slay thou, moreover,

O plant, him that seeks to injure us

!
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3. Cutting out from the skin (of the enemy) as

if (from the skin) of an antelope, do ye, O gods,

fasten the spell upon him that prepares it, as (one

fastens) an ornament

!

4. Take hold by the hand and lead away the

spell back to him that prepares it 1 Place it in his

very presence, so that it shall slay him that prepares

the spell

!

5. The spells shall take effect upon him that

prepares the spells, the curse upon him that pro-

nounces the curse ! As a chariot with easy-going

wheels, the. spell shall turn back upon him that

prepares the spell

!

6. Whether a woman, or whether a man has pre-

pared the spell for evil, we lead that spell to him as

a horse with the halter.

7. Whether thou hast been prepared by the gods,

or hast been prepared by men, we lead thee back

with the help of Indra as an ally.

8. O Agni, gainer of battles, do thou gain the

battles ! With a counter-charm do we hurl back the

spell upon him that prepares the spell.

9. Hold ready, (O plant,) thy weapon, and strike

him, slay the very one that has prepared (the spell)

!

We do not whet thee for the destruction of him that

has not practised (spells).

ID. Go as a son to his father, bite like an adder

that has been stepped upon. Return thou, O spell,

to him that prepares the spell, as one who over-

comes his fetters

!

11. As the shy deer, the antelope, goes out to

the mating (buck), thus the spell shall reach him that

prepares it

!

1 2. Straighter than an arrow may it (the spell) fly
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against him, O ye heaven and earth ; may that spell

take hold again of him that prepares it, as (a hunter)

of his game

!

13. Like fire (the spell) shall progress in the teeth

of obstacles, like water along its course! As a

chariot with easy-going wheels the spell shall turn

back upon him that prepares the spell

!

VII I, 5. Prayer for protection addressed to a talis-

man made from wood of the sraktya-tree.

1. This attacking talisman, (itself) a man, is

fastened upon the man : it is full of force, slays

enemies, makes heroes of men, furnishes shelter,

provides good lu^k.

2. This talisman slays en'^mies, makes strong

men, is powerful, lusty, victorious, strong ; as a man
it advances against sorceries and destroys them.

3. With this talisman Indra slew Vmra, with it

he, full of device, destroyed the Asuras, with it he

conquered both the heaven and earth, with it he

conquered the four regions of space.

4. This talisman of sraktya assails and attacks.

With might controlling the enemies, it shall protect

us on all sides

!

5. Agni has said this, and Soma has said this

;

BWhaspati, Savitar, Indra (have said) this. These

divine purohitas (chaplains) shall turn back for me
(upon the sorcerer) the sorceries with aggressive

amulets

!

6. I have interposed heaven and earth, also the

day, and also the sun. These divine purohitas

(chaplains) shall turn back for me (upon the sorcerer)

the sorceries with aggressive amulets

!
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7. (For) the folk that make an armour of the

talisman of sraktya—like the sun ascending the sky,

it subjects and beats off the sorceries.

8. With the amulet of sraktya, as if with a seer of

powerful spirit, I have gained all battles, I slay the

enemies, the Rakshas.

9. The sorceries that come from the Angiras, the

sorceries that come from the Asuras, the sorceries

that prepare themselves, and those that are prepared

by others, both these shall go away to a distance

across ninety navigable streams

!

ID. As an armour upon him the gods shall tie the

amulet, Indra, Vish«u, Savitar, Rudra, Agni, Pra^^-

pati, ParameshMin,VirS^,Vairv4nara, and the seers all.

1 1. Thou art the most superb of plants, as if a

steer among the cattle, as if a tiger among beasts

of prey. (The amulet) that we did seek, that have

we found, a guardian at our side.

12. He that wears this talisman, verily is a tiger,

a lion as well, and, too, a bull ; moreover a curtailer

of enemies.

13. Him slay not the Apsaras, nor the Gan-

dharvas, nor mortal men ; all regions does he rule,

that wears this talisman.

14. Ka^yapa has created thee, Ka^apa has pro-

duced thee. Indra wore thee in human (battle)
;

wearing thee in the close combat he conquered.

The gods did make the talisman an armour of

thousandfold strength.

15. He that plans to harm thee with sorceries,

with (unholy) consecrations and sacrifices—him beat

thou back, O Indra, with thy thunderbolt that hath

a hundred joints

!

16. This talisman verily does assail, full of might.
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1

victorious. Offspring and wealth it shall protect,

provide defence, abound in luck

!

17. Remove our enemies in the south, remove

our enemies in the north ; remove, O Indra, our

enemies in the west : light, O hero, place in front

(east) of us

!

18. An armour for me be heaven and earth, an

armour day, an armour the sun ! An armour for me
be Indra and Agni ; Dhfitar shall bestow (dadhitu)

an armour upon me !

19. The armour of Indra and Agni, that is thick

and strong, all the gods united do not pierce. This

great (armour) shall protect my body on all sides,

that I may obtain long life, and reach old age

!

20. The divine talisman has ascended upon me
unto complete exemption from injury. Assemble

about this post that protects the body, furnishes

threefold defence, in order to (secure) strength

!

21. Into it Indra shall deposit manliness: do

ye, O gods, assemble about it for long life, for

life lasting a hundred autumns, that he may reach

old age.

22. May Indra who bestows welfare, the lord of

the people, the slayer of Vmra, the controller of

enemies, he that conquereth and is unconquered,

the soma-drinking bull that frees from danger, fasten

the amulet upon thee : may it protect thee on each

and every side, by day and by night

!

X, 3. Praise of the virtues of an amulet

derived from the vara;^a-tree.

I. Here is my vara^^a-amulet, a bull that destroys

the rivals : with it do thou close in upon thy enemies,

crush them that desire to injure thee

!

[42] G
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2. Break them, crush them, close in upon them

:

the amulet shall be thy van-guard in front ! With
the vara^a the Devas (gods) did ward off (avdra-

yanta) the onslaught of the Asuras (demons) day
after day.

3. This thousand-eyed, yellow, golden vara«a-

amulet is a universal cure ; it shall lay low thy

enemies : be thou the first to injure those that hate

thee

!

4. This vara«a will ward off (vdrayishyate) the

spell that has been spread against thee; this will

protect thee from human danger, this will protect

thee from all evil

!

5. This divine tree, the vara;/a, shall shut out

(vdraydtfii) ! The gods, too, have shut out (avivaran)

the disease that has entered into this (man).

6. If when asleep thou shalt behold an evil

dream ; as often as a wild beast shall run an

inauspicious course ; from (ominous) sneezing, and

from the evil shriek of a bird, this vara«a-amulet

will protect thee (vArayishyate).

7. From Ar&ti (grudge), Nirr/ti (misfortune), from

sorcery, and from danger; from death and over-

strong weapons the varawa will protect thee.

8. The sin that my mother, that 4ny father, that

my brothers and my sister have committed ; the sin

that we (ourselves) have committed, from that this

divine tree will protect us.

9. Through the vara;/a are confused my enemies

and my (rival) kin. To untraversed gloom they have

gone : they shall go to the nethermost darkness

!

ID. (May) I (be) unharmed, with cows unharmed,

long-lived, with undiminished men ! This vara«a-

amulet shall guard me in every region (of space)

!
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11. This vara;«a upon my breast, the kingly,

divine tree, shall smite asunder my enemies, as Indra

the Dasyus, the Asuras (demons)

!

12. Long-lived, a hundred autumns old, do I wear

this vara«a : kingdom and rule, cattle and strength,

this shall bestow upon me

!

13. As the wind breaks with might the trees, the

lords of the forest, thus do thou break my rivals,

those formerly born, and the latter born ! The
vara^a shall watch over thee

!

14. As the wind and the fire consume the trees,

the lords of the forest, thus do thou consume my
rivals, those formerly born, and the latter born

!

The varawa shall watch over thee

!

15. As, ruined by the wind, the trees lie prostrate,

thus do thou ruin and prostrate my rivals, those

formerly born, and the latter born! The varawa

shall watch over thee

!

16. Do thou cut off, O vara«a, before their

appointed time and before old age, those that aim

to injure him in his cattle, and threaten his sove-

reignty !

17. As the sun is resplendent, as in him brilliance

has been deposited, thus shall the amulet of varawa

hold fast for me reputation and prosperity, shall

sprinkle me with brilliance, and anoint me with

splendour

!

18. As splendour is in the moon, and in the sun,

the beholder of men, thus shall the amulet of vara»a

hold fast, &c.

19. As splendour is in the earth, as in this G^dta-

vedas (the fire), thus shall the amulet of vara«a hold

fast, &c.

20. As splendour is in the maiden, as in this

G 2
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appointed chariot, thus shall the amulet of varana

hold fast, &c.

21. As splendour is in the soma-draught, as splen-

dour is in the honey-mixture (for guests), thus shall

the amulet of vara«a hold fast, &c.

22. As splendour is in the agnihotra-oblation, as

splendour is in the call vasha/, thus shall the amulet

of varawa hold fast, &c.

23. As splendour is in the sacrificer, as (splendour)

has been deposited in the sacrifice, thus shall the

amulet of vara«a hold fast, &c.

24. As splendour is in Pra/ipati, as in this Para-

mesh/>6in (the lord on high), thus shall the amulet of

vara«a hold fast, &c.

25. As immortality is in the gods, as truth has

been deposited in them, thus shall the amulet of

varawa hold fast, &c.

X, 6. Praise of the virtues of amulet of khadira-

wood in the shape of a ploughshare.

1. The head of the hostile rival, of the enemy
that hates me, do I cut off with might.

2. This amulet, produced by the ploughshare,

will prepare an armour for me : full of stirred drink

it has come to me, together with sap and lustre.

3. If the skilful workman has injured thee with

his hand or with his knife, the living bright waters

shall purify thee from that, (so that thou shalt be)

bright

!

4. This amulet has a golden wreath, bestows

faith and sacrifice and might; in our house as a

guest it shall dwell

!

5. Before it (the amulet as a guest) ghee, suri
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(liquor), honey, and every kind of food we place.

The amulet having gone to the gods shall, as a

father for his sons, plan for us growing good, more

and more day after day

!

6. The amulet which Br/haspati tied, the plough-

share dripping with ghee, the strong khadira, unto

strength, that Agni did fasten on ; that yields him

ghee more and more day after day : with it those

that hate me do thou slay

!

7. This amulet which BreTiaspati tied . . . that

Indra did fasten on, for strength and heroism ; that

yields him might more and more, &c.

8. The amulet which Bz-^'haspati tied . . . that

Soma did fasten on unto perfect hearing and seeing

;

that verily yields him lustre more and more, &c.

9. The amulet which BrzTiaspati tied . , . that

Sflrya did fasten on, with that he conquered these

directions of space ; that yields him prosperity more

and more, &c.

ID. The amulet which Brehaspati tied . . . wear-

ing that amulet Aandramas (the moon) conquered

the golden cities of the Asuras and the Ddnavas

;

that yields him fortune more and more, &c.

11. The amulet which Br^haspati tied for swift

Vdta (wind), that yields him strength more and

more, &c.

12. The amulet which Br^Tiaspati tied for swift

V4ta, with that amulet, O A^vins, do ye guard this

plough-land; that yields the two physicians (the

A^ns) might more and more, &c.

13. The amulet which Br/haspati tied for swift

Vdta, wearing that, Savitar through it conquered

this light; that yields him abundance more and

more, &c.
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14. The amulet which BWhaspati tied for swift

Vita, wearing that, the waters ever run undimin-

ished ; that verily yields them ambrosia more and
more, &c.

15. The amulet which Brehaspati tied for swift

Vdta, that comforting amulet king Varuwa did

fasten on; that verily yields him truth more and
more, &c.

16. The amulet which Br^Tiaspati tied for swift

Vdta, wearing that the gods did conquer all the

worlds in battle ; that verily yields them conquest

more and more, &c.

17. The amulet which Brehaspati tied for swift

Vita, that comforting amulet the divinities did

fasten on ; that verily yields them all more and

more, &c.

18. The seasons did fasten it on; the divisions

(of the year) did fasten it on. Since the year did

fasten it on, it guards every being.

19. The intermediate directions did fasten it on;

the directions did fasten it on. The amulet created

by Pra^fipati has subjected those that hate me.

20. The Atharvans did tie it on, the descendants

of the Atharvans did tie it on ; with these allied,

the Angiras cleft the castles of the Dasyus. With

it those that hate me do thou slay

!

21. That Dh&tar did fasten on : (then) he shaped

the being. With it those that hate me do thou slay

!

22. The amulet which Br^Tiaspati tied for the

gods, destructive of the Asuras, that has come to

me together with sap and lustre.

23. The amulet . . . has come to me together

with cows, goats, and sheep, together with food and

offspring.
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24. The amulet . . . has come to me together

with rice and barley, together with might and pros-

perity.

25. The amulet . . . has come to me with a stream

of honey and ghee together with sweet drink.

26. The amulet . . . has come to me together

with nourishment and milk, together with goods and

fortune.

27. The amulet . . . has come to me together

with brilliance and strength, together with glory and

reputation.

28. The amulet . . . has come to me together

with all kinds of prosperity.

29. This amulet the gods shall give me unto

prosperity, the mighty amulet that strengthens

sovereignty and injures the rivals!

30. An (amulet) auspicious for me thou shalt

fasten upon (me), together with brahma (spiritual

exaltation) and brilliance ! Free from rivals, slaying

rivals, it has subjected my rivals.

31. This god-born amulet, the sap milked from

which these three worlds revere, shall render me
superior to him that hates me ; it shall ascend upon

my head unto excellence !

32. The amulet upon which the gods, the Fathers,

and men ever live, shall ascend upon my head unto

excellence

!

33. As the seed grows in the field, in the furrow

drawn by the ploughshare, thus in me offspring,

cattle, and every kind of food shall grow up

!

34. Upon whom, O thou amulet that prosperest the

sacrifice, I have fastened thee (that art) propitious,

him, O amulet, that yieldest a hundredfold sacrificial

reward, thou shalt inspire unto excellence

!
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35. This fire-wood that has, been laid on together

with the oblations do thou, Agni, gladly accept:

may we in this kindled Cdtavedas (fire), through

(this) charm, find favour, well-being, offspring, sight,

and cattle

!

IV, 16. Prayer to Varuwa for protection against

treacherous designs.

1. The great guardian among these (gods) sees

as if from anear. He that thinketh he is moving

stealthily—all this the gods know.

2. If a man stands, walks, or sneaks about, if he

goes slinking away, if he goes into his hiding-place
;

if two persons sit together and scheme, king Varu^a

is there as a third, and knows it.

3. Both this earth here belongs to king Varu^a,

and also yonder broad sky whose boundaries are far

away. Moreover these two oceans are the loins of

Varu»a
;

yea, he is hidden in this small (drop of)

water.

4. He that should flee beyond the heaven far

away would not be free from king Varu^a. His

spies come hither (to the earth) from heaven, with

a thousand eyes do they watch over the earth.

5. King Varu»a sees through all that is between

heaven and earth, and all that is beyond. He has

counted the winkings of men's eyes. As a (winning)

gamester puts down his dice, thus does he establish

these (laws).

6. May all thy fateful toils which, seven by seven,

threefold, lie spread out, ensnare him that speaks

falsehood: him that speaks the truth they shall

let go

!
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7. With a hundred snares, O Varuwa, surround

him, let the liar not go free from thee, O thou

that observest men ! The rogue shall sit, his belly

hanging loose, like a cask without hoops, bursting

all about

!

8. With (the snare of) Varu^a which is fastened

lengthwise, and that which (is fastened) broadwise,

with the indigenous and the foreign, with the divine

and the human,

—

9. With all these snares do I fetter thee, O N. N.,

descended from N. N., the son of the woman N. N.:

all these do I design for thee.

II, 12. Imprecation against enemies thwarting

holy work.

1. Heaven and earth, the broad atmosphere, the

goddess of the field, and the wonderful, far-striding

(Vish«u) ; moreover, the broad atmosphere guarded

by V4ta (the wind) : may these here be inflamed,

when I am inflamed

!

2. Hear this, O ye revered gods! Let Bharad-

v^a recite for me songs of praise ! May he who
injures this our plan be bound in the fetter (of

disease) and joined to misfortune

!

3. Hear, O soma-drinking Indra, what with

burning heart I shout to thee ! I cleave, as one

cleaves a tree with an axe, him that injures this

our plan.

4. With (the aid of) thrice eighty siman-singers,

with (the aid of) the Adityas, Vasus, and Angiras

—

may our father s sacrifices and gifts to the priests

aid us—do I seize this one with fateful fervour.

5. May heaven and earth look after me, may all

the gods support me ! O ye Angiras, O ye fathers
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devoted to Soma, may he who does harm enter into

misfortune

!

6. He who perchance despises us, O ye Maruts,

he who abuses the holy practice which is being

performed by us, may his evil deeds be firebrands

to him, may the heavens surround with fire the

hater of holy practices

!

7. Thy seven in-breathings and thy eight mar-

rows, these do I cut for thee by means of my charm.

Thou shalt go to the seat of Yama, fitly prepared,

with Agni as thy guide

!

8. I set thy footstep upon the kindled fire. May
Agni surround thy body, may thy voice enter into

breath

!

VII, 70. Frustration of the sacrifice of an enemy.

1. Whenever yonder person in his thought, and

with his speech, offers sacrifice accompanied by

oblations and benedictions, may Nirr/ti (the goddess

of destruction), allying herself with death, smite his

offering before it takes effect

!

2. May sorcerers, Nirmi, as well as Rakshas, mar

his true work with error ! May the gods, despatched

by Indra, scatter (chum) his sacrificial butter; may
that which yonder person offers not succeed

!

3. The two agile supreme rulers, like two eagles

pouncing down, shall strike the sacrificial butter of

the enemy, whosoever plans evil against us

!

4. Back do I tie both thy two arms, thy mouth

I shut. With the fury of god Agni have I destroyed

thy oblation.

5. I tie thy two arms, I shut thy mouth. With the

fury of terrible Agni have I destroyed thy oblation.
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II, 7. Charm against curses and hostile plots,

undertaken with a certain plant.

1. The god-begotten plant, hated by the wicked,
,

which wipes away the curses (of the enemies), like

water a foul spot it has washed away all curses

from me.

2. The curse of the rival and the curse of the

kinswoman, the curse which the Brahman shall utter

in wrath, all that (do thou put) under our feet

!

3. From heaven her root is suspended, from the

earth it rises up; with her that has a thousand

shoots do thou protect us on all sides

!

4. Protect me, protect my offspring, protect our

goods; let not ill-will overcome us, let not hostile

schemes overcome us

!

5. The curse shall go to the curser; joint pos-

session shall we have with the friend. Of the

enemy who bewitches with (his) eye we hew off

the ribs.

Ill, 6. The arvattha-tree as a destroyer of

enemies.

1. A male has sprung from a male, the aivattha

(ficus religiosa) from the khadira (acacia catechu).

May this slay my enemies, those whom I hate and

those who hate me

!

2. Crush the enemies, as they rush on, O a^vattha,

'displacer,' allied with Indra, the slayer of Vmra,
(allied) with Mitra and Varuwa

!

3. As thou didst break forth, O ayvattha, into the

great flood (of the air), thus do thou break up all

those whom I hate and those who hate me

!

4. Thou that goest conquering as a conquering
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bull, with thee here, O a^vattha, may we conquer

our rivals!

5. May Nirmi (the goddess of destruction),

O a^vattha, bind in the toils of death that cannot

be loosened those enemies of mine whom I hate

and who hate me

!

6. As thou climbest up the trees, O aJrvattha, and

renderest them subordinate, thus do thou split in two

the head of my enemy, and overcome him

!

7. They (the enemies) shall float down like a

ship cut loose from its moorings! There is no

returning again for those that have been driven out

by the * displacer/

8. I drive them out with my mind, drive them

out with my thought, and also with my incantation.

We drive them out with a branch of the arvattha-

tree.

VI, 75. Oblation for the suppression of enemies

(nairbfidhyaw havi^).

1. Forth from his home do I drive that person

yonder, who as a rival contends with us: through

the oblation devoted to suppression Indra has

broken him to pieces.

2. Indra, the slayer of V^^/tra, shall drive him to

the remotest distance, from which in all successive

years he shall not again return

!

3. He shall go to the three distances, he shall

go beyond the five peoples; he shall go beyond

the three ethers, whence he shall not again in all

successive years return, while the sun is upon the

heavens

!
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VI, 37. Curse against one that practises hostile

charms.

1. The thousand-eyed curse having yoked his

chariot has come hither, seeking out him that curses

me, as a wolf the house of him that owns sheep.

2. Avoid us, O curse, as a burning fire (avoids)

a lake ! Strike here him that curses us, as the

lightning of heaven the tree

!

3. He that shall curse us when we do not curse,

and he that shall curse us when we do curse, him
do I hurl to death as a bone to a dog upon the

ground.

VII, 13. Charm to deprive enemies of their

strength.

1. As the rising sun takes away the lustre of the

stars, thus do I take away the strength of both the

women and the men that hate me.

2. As many enemies as ye are, looking out against

me, as I come on—of those that hate me do I take

away the strength, as the sun takes away the strength

of persons asleep (while it rises).
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IV.

CHARMS PERTAINING TO WOMEN (STRIKARMAM).

II, 36. Charm to obtain a husband.

1. May, O Agni, a suitor after our own heart

come to us, may he come to this maiden with our

fortune! May she, agreeable to suitors, charming

at festivals, promptly obtain happiness through a

husband

!

2. Agreeable to Soma, agreeable to Brahma,

arranged by Aryaman, with the unfailing certainty

of god Dhfitar, do I bestow upon thee good fortune,

the acquisition of a husband.

3. This woman shall obtain a husband, since king

Soma makes her lovely ! May she, begetting sons,

become a queen ; may she, going to her husband,

shine in loveliness!

4. As this comfortable cave, O Maghavan (Indra),

furnishing a safe abode, hath become pleasing to ani-

mals, thus may this woman be a favourite of fortune

(Bhaga), beloved, not at odds with her husband

!

5. Do thou ascend the full, inexhaustible ship of

Bhaga (fortune) ; upon this bring hither the suitor

who shall be agreeable (to thee)

!

6. Bring hither by thy shouts, O lord of wealth,

the suitor, bend his mind towards her; turn thou the

right side of every agreeable suitor towards (her)

!

7. This gold and bdellium, this balsam, and
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Bhaga (fortune), too ; these have prepared thee for

husbands, that thou mayest obtain the one that is

agreeable.

8. Hither to thee Savitar shall lead the husband

that is agreeable ! Do thou, O herb, bestow (him)

upon her!

VI, 60. Charm for obtaining a husband.

1. This Aryaman (wooer) with loosened crest

of hair comes hither in front (of the procession),

seeking a husband for this spinster, and a wife for

this wifeless man.

2. This maid, O Aryaman, has wearied of going

to the wedding-feasts of other women. Now shall,

without fail, O Aryaman, other women go to her

wedding-feast

!

3. Dhdtar (the creator) supports (didhira) this

earth, Dhdtar supports the heavens, and the sun.

May Dhdtar furnish this spinster with a husband

after her own heart!

VI, 82. Charm for obtaining a wife.

1. I call the name of him that comes here, that

hath come here, and is arriving ; I crave (the name)

of Indra, Vmra s slayer, the V4sava of hundred-

fold strength.

2. The road by which the A^vins carried away

as a bride Stiryd, Savitar s daughter, * by that road,'

Bhaga (fortune) told me, *thou shalt bring here a

wife'!

3. With thy wealth-procuring, great, golden hook,

O Indra, husband of SdL^t, procure a wife for me
that desireth a wife

!
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VI, 78. Blessing for a married couple.

1. Through this oblation, that causes prosperity,

may this man flourish anew ; may he excel the wife

that they have brought to him with his sap

!

2. May he excel in strength, excel in royalty!

May this couple be inexhaustible in wealth that

bestows thousandfold lustre

!

3. Tvash/ar begot (for thee) a wife, Tvash/ar

for her begot thee as a husband. May Tvash/ar

bestow upon you two a thousand lives, may he

bestow upon you long life!

VII, 36. Love-charm spoken by a bridal couple.

The eyes of us two shine like honey, our foreheads

gleam like ointment. Place me within thy heart

;

may one mind be in common to us both

!

VII, 37. Charm pronounced by the bride over

the bridegroom.

I envelope thee in my garment that was produced

by Manu (the first man), that thou shalt be mine

alone, shalt not even discourse of other women

!

VI, 81. A bracelet as an amulet to ensure

conception.

1. A holder art thou, boldest both hands, drivest

off the Rakshas. An acquirer of offspring and

wealth this bracelet hath become

!

2. O bracelet, open up the womb, that the embryo
be put (into it) ! Do thou, O limit (-setting bracelet),
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furnish a son, bring him here (4 gamaya), thou that

comest here (igame)

!

3. The bracelet that Aditi wore, when she desired

a son, Tvash/ar shall fasten upon this woman, intend-

ing that she shall beget a son.

Ill, 23. Charm for obtaining a son (puwsavanam).

1. That which has caused thee to miscarry do we
drive away from thee, that very thing do we deposit

outside of thee, away in a far place.

2. Into thy womb shall enter a male germ, as an

arrow into a quiver! May a man be bom there,

a son ten months old

!

3. A male son do thou produce, and after him

a male shall be born ! Thou shalt be the mother

of sons, of those who are born, and those whom
thou shalt bear!

4. By the effective seed which bulls put forth do

thou obtain a son ; be a fruitful milch-cow

!

5. Pra^apati s (the lord of creatures) work do

I perform for thee : may the germ enter into thy

womb ! Obtain thou, woman, a son who shall bring

prosperity to thee, and bring thou prosperity to him!

6. The plants whose father was the sky, whose

mother the earth, whose root the (heavenly) ocean

—may those divine herbs aid thee in obtaining

a son

!

VI, II. Charm for obtaining a son (puwsavanam).

I. The a^vattha (ficus religiosa) has mounted the

xaml (mimosa suma) : then a male child was pro-

duced. That, forsooth, is the way to obtain a son

;

that do we bring to (our) wives.

[42] II
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2. In the male, forsooth, seed doth grow, that is

poured into the female. That, forsooth, is the way
to abtain a son ; that has been told by Pra^pati.

3. Pra^pati, Anumati, and Sintv41t have fashioned

him. May he (Pra^pati) elsewhere afford the birth

of a female, but here he shall bestow a man !

VII, 35. An incantation to make a woman
sterile.

1. The other enemies conquer with might; beat

back, O Citavedas, those that are not yet born!

Enrich this kingdom unto happiness, may all the

gods acclaim this man

!

2. Of these hundred entrails of thine, as well as

of the thousand canals, of all these have I closed the

openings with a stone.

3. The upper part of the womb do I place below,

there shall come to thee neither offspring nor birth

!

I render thee sterile and devoid of offspring ; a stone

do I make into a cover for thee.

VI, 17. Charm to prevent miscarriage.

1. As this great earth conceives the germs of the

beings, thus shall thy embryo be held fast, to produce

a child after pregnancy

!

2. As this great earth holds these trees, thus

shall thy embryo be held fast, to produce a child

after pregnancy

!

3. As this great earth holds the mountains and

the peaks, thus shall thy embryo be held fast, to

produce a child after pregnancy

!

4. As this great earth holds the animals scattered
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far, thus shall thy embryo be held fast, to produce

a child after pregnancy

!

I, II. Charm for easy parturition.

1. Aryaman as active hotar-priest shall utter for

thee the vasha/-call at this (soma-) pressing, O
POshan! May (this) woman, (herself) begotten in

the proper way, be delivered, may her joints relax,

that she shall bring forth

!

2. Four directions has the heaven, and also four

the earth : (from these) the gods created the embryo.

May they open her, that she shall bring forth

!

3. May SClshan open : her womb do we cause

to gape. Do thou, O Sdshawi, loosen the womb,

do thou, O Bishkali, let go (the embryo)

!

4. Attached not at all to the flesh, nor to the fat,

not at all to the marrow, may the splotched, moist,

placenta come down to be eaten by a dog ! May
the placenta fall down

!

5. I split open thy vagina, thy womb, thy canals

;

I separate the mother and the son, the child along

with the placenta. May the placenta fall down

!

6. As flies the wind, as flies the mind, as fly the

winged birds, so do thou, O embryo, ten months

old, fall along with the placenta ! May the placenta

fall down I

I, 34- Charm with licorice, to secure the love

of a woman.

1. This plant is born of honey, with honey do we
dig for thee. Of honey thou art begotten, do thou

make us full of honey

!

2. At the tip of my tongue may I have honey, at

my tongue's root the sweetness of honey ! In my
H 2
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power alone shalt thou then be, thou shalt come up

to my wish

!

3. Sweet as honey is my entrance, sweet as honey

my departure. With my voice do I speak sweet as

honey, may I become like honey

!

4. I am sweeter than honey, fuller of sweetness

than licorice. Mayest thou, without fail, long for

me alone, (as a bee) for a branch full of honey

!

5. I have surrounded thee with a clinging sugar-

cane, to remove aversion, so that thou shalt not be

averse to me

!

II, 30. Charm to secure the love of a woman.

1. As the wind tears this grass from the surface

of the earth, thus do I tear thy soul, so that thou,

woman, shalt love, shalt not be averse to me

!

2. If ye, O two A^vins, shall unite and bring

together the loving pair—united are the fortunes of

both of you (lovers), united the thoughts, united the

purposes

!

3. When birds desire to chirp, lustily desire to

chirp, may my call go there, as an arrow-point upon

the shaft

!

4. What is within shall be without, what is with-

out shall be within! Take captive, O herb, the

soul of the maidens endowed with every charm

!

5. Longing for a husband this woman hath come,

I have come longing for a wife. As a loudly neigh-

ing horse I have attained to my good fortune

!

VI, 8. Charm to secure the love of a woman.

I. As the creeper embraces the tree on all sides,

thus do thou embrace me, so that thou, woman.
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shalt love me, so that thou shalt not be averse

to me !

2. As the eagle when he flies forth presses his

wings against the earth, thus do I fasten down thy

mind, so that thou, woman, shalt love me, so that

-thou shalt not be averse to me.

3. As the sun day by day goes about this heaven

and earth, thus do I go about thy mind, so that

thou, woman, shalt love me, so that thou shalt not

be averse to me.

VI, 9. Charm to secure the love of a woman.

1. Hanker thou after my body, my feet, hanker

after my eyes, my thighs! The eyes of thee, as

thou lustest after me, and thy hair shall be parched

with love!

2. I make thee cling to my arm, cling to my
heart, so that thou shalt be in my power, shalt come
up to my wish !

3. The cows, the mothers of the ghee, who lick

their young, in whose heart love is planted, shall

make yonder woman bestow love upon me

!

VI, 102. Charm to secure the love of a woman.

1. As this draught animal, O ye Amns, comes

on, and proceeds, thus may thy soul come on, and

proceed to me

!

2. I draw to myself thy mind, as the leading

stallion the female side-horse. As the stalk of

grass torn by the wind, thus shall thy mind fasten

itself upon me

!

3. A coaxing mixture of salve, of sweet wood, of

kush/^a, and of spikenard, do I deftly pick out with

the hands of Bhaga (good fortune).
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Ill, 25. Charm to arouse the passionate love

of a woman.

1. May (love), the disquieter, disquiet thee; do

not hold out upon thy bed! With the terrible

arrow of KAma (love) do I pierce thee in the heart

2. The arrow, winged with longing, barbed with

love, whose shaft is undeviating desire, with that,

well-aimed, Kdma shall pierce thee in the heart

!

3. With that well-aimed arrow of K^ma which

parches the spleen, whose plume flies forward, which

bums up, do I pierce thee in the heart

4. Consumed by burning ardour, with parched

mouth, do thou (woman) come to me, pliant, (thy)

pride laid aside, mine alone, speaking sweetly and

to me devoted

!

5. I drive thee with a goad from thy mother and

thy father, so that thou shalt be in my power, shalt

come up to my wish.

6. All her thoughts do ye, O Mitra and Varu«a,

drive out of her ! Then, having deprived her of her

will, put her into my power alone

!

VI, 139. Charm to arouse the passionate love

of a woman.

1. Clinging to the ground thou didst grow, (O

plant), that producest bliss for me; a hundred

branches extend from thee, three and thirty grow

down from thee : with this plant of a thousand

leaves thy heart do I parch.

2, Thy heart shall parch (with love) for me, and

thy mouth shall parch (with love for me) ! Languish^
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moreover, with love for me, with parched mouth

pass thy days

!

3. Thou that causest affection, kindlest (love),

brown, lovely (plant), draw (us) together; draw

together yonder woman and myself, our hearts make
the same

!

4. As the mouth of him that hath not drunk dries

up, thus languish thou with love for me, with

parched mouth pass thy days

!

5. As the ichneumon tears the serpent, and joins

him together again, thus, O potent (plant), join

together what hath been torn by love

!

VII, 38. Charm to secure the love of a man.

1. This potent herb do I dig out: it draws toward

me the eye, causes (love's) tears. It brings back

him who has gone to a distance, rejoices him that

approaches me.

2. By (the plant) with which the Asurl allured

Indra away from the gods, by that do I subject thee,

that I may be well-beloved of thee

!

3. Thy face is turned towards Soma (the moon),

thy face is turned towards SClrya (the sun), thy face

is turned towards all the gods : 't is thee here that

we do invoke.

4. My speech, not thine, (in this matter) hath

weight : in the assembly, forsooth, do thou speak

!

To me alone shalt thou belong, shalt not even

discourse of other women !

5. Whether thou art beyond the haunts of men,

or whether across the river, this very herb, as if

a captive bound, shall bring thee back to me

!
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VI, 130. Charm to arouse the passionate love

of a man.

1. This yearning love comes from the Apsaras,

the victorious, imbued with victory. Ye gods, send

forth the yearning love : may yonder man burn

after me

!

2. My wish is, he shall long for me, devoted he

shall long for me ! Ye gods, send forth the yearning

love : may yonder man burn after me

!

3. That yonder man shall long for me, (but) I for

him nevermore, ye gods, send forth the yearning

love : may yonder man burn after me

!

4. Do ye, O Maruts, intoxicate him (with love)
;

do thou, O mid-air, intoxicate him ; do thou, O Agni,

intoxicate him ! May yonder man burn after me

!

VI, 131. Charm to arouse the passionate love

of a man.

1. From thy head unto thy feet do I implant

(love's) longing into thee. Ye gods, send forth the

yearning love : may yonder man burn after me

!

2. Favour this (plan), Anumati ; fit it together,

Aktiti ! Ye gods, send forth the yearning love

:

may yonder man burn after me 1

3. If thou dost run three leagues away, (or even)

five leagues, the distance coursed by a horseman,

from there thou shalt again return, shalt be the

father of our sons

!

VI, 132. Charm to arouse the passionate love

of a man.

I. Loves consuming longing, together with yearn-
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ing, which the gods have poured into the waters,

that do I kindle for thee by the law of Varu»a

!

2. Love's consuming longing, together with yearn-

ing, which the all-gods (vi^ve devd^) have poured

into the waters, that do I kindle for thee by the law

of Varu«a

!

3. Love's consuming longing, together with yearn-

ing, which Indr^wl has poured into the waters, that

do I kindle for thee by the law of Varu«a

!

4. Love s consuming longing, together with yearn-

ing, which Indra and Agni have poured into the

waters, that do I kindle for thee by the law of

Varu;^a

!

5. Love's consuming longing, together with yearn-

ing, which Mitra and Varuwa have poured into the

waters, that do I kindle for thee by the law of

Varuwa

!

IV, 5. Charm at an assignation.

1. The bull with a thousand horns who rose out

of the sea, with the aid of him, the mighty one, do

we put the folks to sleep.

2. The wind blows not over the earth. No one

looks on. Do thou then, befriended of Indra, put

all women and dogs to sleep

!

3. The women that lie upon couches and upon

beds, and they that rest in litters, the women all

that exhale sweet fragrance, do we put to sleep.

4. Every moving thing I have held fast. Eye
and breath I have held fast. I have held fast all

limbs in the deep gloom of the night.

5. Of him that sits, and him that walks, of him

that stands and looks about, of these the eyes we do

shut, just as these premises (are shut).
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6. The mother shall sleep, the father shall sleep,

the dog shall sleep, the lord of the house shall sleep

!

All her relations shall sleep, and these people round

about shall sleep

!

7. O sleep, put thou to sleep all people with the

magic that induces sleep ! Put the others to sleep

until the sun rises ; may I be awake until the dawn

appears, like Indra, unharmed, uninjured!

VI, 77. Charm to cause the return of a truant

woman.

1. The heavens have stood, the earth has stood,

all creatures have stood. The mountains have

stood upon their foundation, the horses in the stable

I have caused to stand.

2. Him that has control of departure, that has

control of coming home, return, and turning in, that

shepherd do I also call.

3. O 6^dtavedas (Agni), cause thou to turn in;

a hundred ways hither shall be thine, a thousand

modes of return shall be thine : with these do thou

restore us again

!

VI, 18. Charm to allay jealousy.

1. The first impulse of jealousy, moreover the

one that comes after the first, the fire, the heart-

burning, that do we waft away from thee.

2. As the earth is dead in spirit, in spirit more

dead than the dead, and as the spirit of him that

has died, thus shall the spirit of the jealous (man)

be dead

!

3. Yon fluttering little spirit that has been fixed
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into thy heart, from it the jealousy do I remove, as

air from a water-skin.

VII, 45. Charm to allay jealousy.

1. From folk belonging to all kinds of people,

from the Sindhu (Indus) thou hast been brought

hither : from a distance, I ween, has been fetched

the very remedy for jealousy.

2. As if a fire is burning him, as if the forest-fire

burns in various directions, this jealousy of his do

thou quench, as a fire (is quenched) with water

!

I, 14. A woman's incantation against her rival.

1. I have taken unto myself her fortune and her

glory, as a wreath off a tree. Like a mountain with

broad foundation may she sit a long time with her

parents

!

2. This woman shall be subjected to thee as thy

wife, O king Yama; (till then) let her be fixed to

the house of her mother, or her brother, or her

father

!

3. This woman shall be the keeper of thy house,

O king (Yama), and her do we make over to thee

!

May she long sit with her relatives, until (her hair)

drops from her head

!

4. With the incantation of Asita, of Kajyapa, and

of Gaya do I cover up thy fortune, as women cover

(something) within a chest.

Ill, 18. Charm of a woman against a rival or

co-wife.

I. I dig up this plant, of herbs the most potent,

by whose power rival women are overcome, and

husbands are obtained.
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2. O thou (plant) with erect leaves, lovely, do
thou, cr^ed on by the gods, full of might, drive

away my rival, make my husband mine alone

!

3. He did not, forsooth, call thy name, and thou

shalt not delight in this husband! To the very

farthest distance do we drive our rival.

4. Superior am I, O superior (plant), superior,

truly, to superior (women). Now shall my rival be
inferior to those that are inferior

!

5. I am overpowering, and thou, (O plant), art

completely overpowering. Having both grown full

of power, let us overpower my rival

!

6. About thee (my husband) I have placed the

overpowering (plant), upon thee placed the very

overpowering one. May thy mind run after me as

a calf after the cow, as water along its course

!

VI, 138. Charm for depriving a man of his

virility.

1. As the best of the plants thou art reputed,

O herb : turn this man for me to-day into a eunuch

that wears his hair dressed !

2. Turn him into a eunuch that wears his hair

dressed, and into one ^hat wears a hood ! Then
Indra with a pair of stones shall break his testicles

both!

3. O eunuch, into a eunuch thee I have turned

;

O castrate, into a castrate thee I have turned

;

O weakling, into a weakling thee I have turned !

A hood upon his head, and a hair-net do we place.

4. The two canals, fashioned by the gods, in

which man's power rests, in thy testicles

I break them with a club.
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5. As women break reeds for a mattress with

a stone, thus do I break thy member . . .^-.ii. . . .

I, 18. Charm to remove evil bodily characteristics

from a woman.

1. The (foul) mark, the laldmi (with spot on the

forehead), the Ariti (grudging demon), do we drive

out Then the (signs) that are auspicious (shall

remain) with us; (yet) to beget offspring do we
bring the ArAti

!

2. May Savitar drive out uncouthness from her

feet, may Varuwa, Mitra, and Aryaman (drive it)

out from her hands ; may Anumati kindly drive it

out for us ! For happiness the gods have created

this woman.

3. The fierceness that is in thyself, in thy body,

or in thy look, all that do we strike away with our

charm. May god Savitar prosper thee

!

4. The goat-footed, the bull-toothed, her who
scares the cattle, the snorting one, the vili^.^1 (the

driveling one), the lalimi (with spot on the fore-

head), these do we drive from us.

VI, no. Expiatory chaim for a child born

under z i unlucky star.

1. Of yore. (O Agni), thou wast worthy of sup-

plication at the sacrifice; thou wast the priest in

olden times, and now anew shalt sit (at our sacrifice) !

Delight, O Agni, thy own body, and, sacrificing,

bring good fortune here to us

!

2. Him that hath been born under the (constella-

tion) ^eshMaghn! (*she that slays the oldest'), or
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under the vi^mdu ('they that uproot'), save thou

from being torn up by the root by Yama (death)

!

May he (Agni) guide him across all misfortunes to

long life» to a life of a hundred autumns

!

3. On a tiger (-like) day the hero was bom ; born

under a (good) constellation he becometh a mighty

hero. Let him not slay, when he grows up, his

father, let him not injure the mother that hath

begotten him!

VI, 140. Expiation for the irregular appearance

of the first pair of teeth.

1

.

Those two teeth, the tigers, that have broken

forth, eager to devour father and mother, do thou,

O Brahma;^aspati 6^cLtavedas, render auspicious

!

2. Do ye eat rice, eat barley, and eat, too, beans,

as well as sesamum ! That, O teeth, is the share

deposited for your enrichment. Do not injure

father and mother

!

3. Since ye have been invoked, O teeth, be ye in

unison kind and propitious! Elsewhere, O teeth,

shall pass away the fierce (qualities) of your body

!

Do not injure father and mother

!
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V.

CHARMS PERTAINING TO ROYALTY
(RAGAKARMAA^I).

IV, 8. Prayer at the consecration of a king.

1. Himself prosperous (bhClto),he does put strength

into the beings (bhClteshu) ; he became the chief lord

of the beings (bhiitAndm). To his consecration

death does come : may he, the king, favour this

kingdom

!

2. Come forth hither—do not glance away—as

a mighty guardian, slayer of enemies ! Step hither,

thou who prosperest thy friends : the gods shall

bless thee !

3. As he did step hither all (men) did attend

him. Clothed in grace, he moves, shining by his

own lustre. This is the great name of the manly

Asura ; endowed with every form (quality) he

entered upon immortal (deeds).

4. Thyself a tiger, do thou upon this tiger-skin

stride (victorious) through the great regions! All

the clans shall wish for thee, and the heavenly

waters, rich in sap

!

5. The heavenly waters, rich in sap, flow joyously,

(and too) those in the sky and upon the earth : with

the lustre of all of these do I sprinkle thee.

6. They have sprinkled thee with their lustre,

the heavenly waters rich in sap. May Savitar thus

fashion thee, that thou shalt prosper thy friends

!
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7. (The waters) thus embracing him, the tiger,

promote him, the lion, to great good fortune. Him,
the leopard in the midst of the waters, as though

standing in the ocean, the beneficent (floods, or the

vigorous priests) cleanse thoroughly

!

Ill, 3. Charm for the restoration of an exiled

king.

1. (Agni) has shouted loud: may he here well

perform his work ! Spread thyself out, O Agni, over

the far-reaching hemispheres of the world ! The all-

possessing Maruts shall engage thee : bring hither

that (king) who devoutly spends the offering

!

2. However far he be, the red (steeds) shall urge

hither Indra, the seer, to friendship, since the gods,

(chanting^ for him the gdyatrl, the br^Tiatl, and the

arka (songs), infused courage into him with the

sautrama;^i-sacrifice

!

3. From the waters king Varu;^a shall call thee,

Soma shall call thee from the mountains, Indra shall

cite thee to these clans ! Turn into an eagle and fly

to these clans

!

4. An eagle shall bring hither from a distance

him that is fit to be called, (yet) wanders exiled in

a strange land ! The Amns shall prepare for thee

a path, easy to travel ! Do ye, his kinfolk, gather

close about him

!

5. Thy opponents shall call thee ; thy friends have

chosen thee! Indra, Agni, and all the gods have

kept prosperity with this people.

6. The kinsman or the stranger that opposes thy

call, him, O Indra, drive away; then render this

(king) accepted here!
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III, 4. Prayer at the election of a king.

1

.

(Thy) kingdom hath come to thee : arise, en-

dowed with lustre ! Go forth as the lord of the

people, rule (shine) thou, a universal ruler ! All the

regions of the compass shall call thee, O king;

attended and revered be thou here

!

2. Thee the clans, thee these regions, goddesses

five, shall choose for empire ! Root thyself upon

the height, the pinnacle of royalty : then do thou,

mighty, distribute goods among us

!

3. Thy kinsmen with calls shall come to thee

;

agile Agni shall go with them as messenger ! Thy
wives, thy sons shall be devoted to thee ; being

a mighty (ruler) thou shalt behold rich tribute

!

4. The A^vins first, Mitra and Varuwa both, all

the gods, and the Maruts, shall call thee ! Then fix

thy mind upon the bestowal of wealth, then do thou,

mighty, distribute wealth among us

!

5. Hither hasten forth from the farthest distance ;

heaven and earth, both, shall be propitious to thee

!

Thus did this king Varu;^a (as if, * the chooser
')

decree that ; he himself did call thee :
* come thou

hither'!

6. O Indra, Indra, come thou to the tribes of

men, for thou hast agreed, concordant with the

Varu«as (as if, ' the electors '). He did call thee to

thy own domain (thinking): 'let him revere the

gods, and manage, too, the people '

!

7. The rich divinities of the roads, of manifold

diverse forms, all coming together have given thee

a broad domain. They shall all concordantly call

[42] I
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thee ; rule here, a mighty, benevolent (king), up to

the tenth decade (of thy life)

!

Ill, 5. Praise of an amulet derived from the par;^a-

tree, designed to strengthen royal power.

1. Hither hath come this amulet of par»a-wood,

with its might mightily crushing the enemy. (It is)

the strength of the gods, the sap of the waters : may
it assiduously enliven me with energy

!

2. The power to rule thou shalt hold fast in me,

O amulet of par«a-wood ; wealth (thou shalt hold

fast) in me ! May I, rooted in the domain of royalty,

become the chief!

3. Their very own amulet which the gods de-

posited secretly in the tree, that the gods shall give

us to wear, together with life

!

4. The par«a has come hither as the mighty

strength of the soma, given by Indra, instructed by

Varu;^a. May I, shining brilliantly, wear it, unto

long life, during a hundred autumns!

5. The amulet of par«a-wood has ascended upon

me unto complete exemption from injury, that I may
rise superior (even) to friends and alliances

!

6. The skilful builders of chariots, and the inge-

nious workers of metal, the folk about me all, do

thou, O par/^a, make my aids

!

7. The kings who (themselves) make kings, the

charioteers, and leaders of hosts, the folk about me
all, do thou, O par;^a, make my aids

!

8. Thou art the body-protecting par«a, a hero,

brother of me, the hero. Along with the brilliancy

of the year do I fasten thee on, O amulet

!
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IV, 22. Charm to secure the superiority of

a king.

1. This warrior, O Indra, do thou strengthen for

me, do thou install this one as sole ruler (bull) of

the Vi^ (the people); emasculate all his enemies,

subject them to him in (their) contests!

2. To him apportion his share of villages, horses,

an4 cattle ; deprive of his share the one that is his

enemy ! May this king be the pinnacle of royalty

;

subject to him, O Indra, every enemy!

3. May this one be the treasure-lord of riches, may
this king be the tribal lord of the Vi^ (the people) I

Upon this one, O Indra, bestow great lustre, devoid

of lustre render his enemy

!

4. For him shall ye, O heaven and earth, milk

ample good, as two milch-cows yielding warm milk

!

May this king be favoured of Indra, favoured of

cows, of plants, and cattle

!

5. I unite with thee Indra who has supremacy,

through whom one conquers and is not (himself)

conquered, who shall install thee as sole ruler of the

people, and as chief of the human kings.

6. Superior art thou, inferior are thy rivals,

and whatsoever adversaries are thine, O king!

Sole ruler, befriended of Indra, victorious, bring

thou hither the supplies of those who act as thy

enemies

!

7. Presenting the front of a lion do thou devour

all (their) people, presenting the front of a tiger do

thou strike down the enemies ! Sole ruler, befriended

of Indra, victorious, seize upon the supplies of those

who act as thy enemies

!

I 2
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I, 9. Prayer for earthly and heavenly success.

1. Upon this (person) the Vasus, Indra, Pflshan,

Varu«a, Mitra, and Agni, shall bestow goods (vasu)

!

The Adityas, and, further, all the gods shall hold

him in the higher light

!

2. Light, ye gods, shall be at his bidding : Sflrya

(the sun), Agni (fire), or even gold ! Inferior to us

shall be our rivals ! Cause him to ascend to the

highest heaven

!

3. With that most potent charm with which,

O 6^dtavedas (Agni), thou didst bring to Indra the

(soma-) drink, with that, O Agni, do thou here

strengthen this one ;
grant him supremacy over his

kinsmen

!

4. Their sacrifice and their glory, their increase

of wealth and their thoughtful plans, I have usurped,

O Agni. Inferior to us shall be our rivals ! Cause

him to ascend to the highest heaven

!

VI, 38. Prayer for lustre and power.

1. The brilliancy that is in the lion, the tiger,

and the serpent ; in Agni, the Br4hma;^a, and SOrya

(shall be ours) ! May the lovely goddess that bore

Indra come to us, endowed with lustre!

2. (The brilliancy) that is in the elephant, panther,

and in gold ; in the waters, cattle, and in men (shall

be ours) ! May the lovely goddess that bore Indra

come to us, endowed with lustre

!

3. (The brilliancy) that is in the chariot, the dice,

in the strength of the bull ; in the wind, Par^nya,

and in the fire of Varu«a (shall be ours) ! May the
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lovely goddess that bore Indra come to us, endowed
with lustre

!

4. (The brilliancy) that is in the man of royal

caste, in the stretched drum, in the strength of the

horse, in the shout of men (shall be ours) ! May the

lovely goddess that bore Indra come to us, endowed

with lustre !

VI, 39. Prayer for glory (ya^as).

1. The oblation that yields glory, sped on by

Indra, of thousandfold strength, well offered, pre-

pared with might, shall prosper! Cause me, that

offers the oblation, to continue long beholding

(light), and to rise to supremacy!

2. (That he may come) to us, let us honour with

obeisance glory-owning Indra, the glorious one with

glory-yielding (oblations) ! Do thou (the oblation)

grant us sovereignty sped on by Indra ; may we in

thy favour be glorious

!

3. Glorious was Indra born, glorious Agni, glorious

Soma. Glorious, of all beings the most glorious,

am I.

VIII, 8. Battle-charm.

1. May Indra churn (the enemy), he, the churner,

5akra (mighty), the hero, that pierces the forts, so

that we shall slay the armies of the enemies a

thousandfold

!

2. May the rotten rope, wafting itself against

yonder army, turn it into a stench. When the

enemies see from afar our smoke and fire, fear shall

they lay into their hearts

!

3. Tear asunder those (enemies), O a^vattha
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(ficus religiosa), devour (khdda) them, O khadira

(acacia catechu) in lively style! Like the ti^d-

bhanga (ricinus communis) they shall be broken

(bha^antim), may the vadhaka (a certain kind of

tree) slay them with his weapons (vadhai^)

!

4. May the knotty 4hva-plant put knots upon

yonder (enemies), may the vadhaka slay them with

his weapons! Bound up in (our) great trap-net,

they shall quickly be broken as an arrow-reed

!

5. The atmosphere was the net, the great regions

(of space) the (supporting) poles of the net : with

these 6akra (mighty Indra) did surround and scatter

the army of the Dasyus.

6. Great, forsooth, is the net of great 5akra, who
is rich in steeds : with it infold thou all the enemies,

so that not one of them shall be released I

7. Great is the net of thee, great Indra, hero, that

art equal to a thousand, and hast hundredfold might.

With that (net) •Sakra slew a hundred, thousand,

ten thousand, a hundred million foes, having sur-

rounded them with (his) army.

8. This great world was the net of great 6akra

:

with this net of Indra I infold all those (enemies)

yonder in darkness.

9. With great dejection, failure, and irrefragable

misfortune; with fatigue, lassitude, and confusion,

do I surround all those (enemies) yonder.

10. To death do I hand them over, with the

fetters of death they have been bound. To the evil

messengers of death do I lead them captive.

1 1. Guide ye those (foes), ye messengers of death;

ye messengers of Yama, infold them ! Let more

than thousands be slain; may the club of Bhava

crush them

!
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12. The Sddhyas (blessed) go holding up with

might one support of the net, the Rudras another,

the Vasus another. (Still) another is upheld by the

Adityas.

13. All the gods shall go pressing from above

with might ; the Angiras shall go on the middle (of

the net), slaying the mighty army

!

14. The trees, and (growths) that are like trees,

the plants and the herbs as well; two-footed and

four-footed creatures do I impel, that they shall slay

yonder army

!

15. The Gandharvas and Apsaras, the serpents

and the gods, holy men and (deceased) Fathers, the

visible and invisible (beings), do I impel, that they

shall slay yonder army

!

16. Scattered here are the fetters of death ; when
thou steppest upon them thou shalt not escape!

May this hammer slay (the men) of yonder army by

the thousand

!

17. The gharma (sacrificial hot drink) that has

been heated by the fire, this sacrifice (shall) slay

thousands ! Do ye, Bhava and 6arva, whose arms

are mottled, slay yonder army

!

18. Into the (snare of) death they shall fall, into

hunger, exhaustion, slaughter, and fear ! O Indra and

6arva, do ye with trap and net slay yonder army

!

19. Conquered, O foes, do ye flee away; repelled

by (our) charm, do ye run! Of yonder host, re-

pulsed by Br/haspati, not one shall be saved

!

20. May their weapons fall from their (hands),

may they be unable to lay the arrow on (the bow)

!

And then (our) arrows shall smite them, badly

frightened, in their vital members

!

21. Heaven and earth shall shriek at them, and
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the atmosphere, along with the divine powers!

Neither aider, nor support did they find; smiting

one another they shall go to death

!

22. The four regions are the she-mules of the

gods chariot, the puro^d^as (sacrificial rice-cakes)

the hoofs, the atmosphere the seat (of the wagon).

Heaven and earth are its two sides, the seasons

the reins, the intermediate regions the attendants,

W^ (speech) the road.

23. The year is the chariot, the full year is the

body of the chariot, Vir^ the pole, Agni the front

part of the chariot Indra is the (combatant) stand-

ing on the left of the chariot, A'andramas (the moon)

the charioteer.

24. Do thou win here, do thou conquer here,

overcome, win, hail ! These here shall conquer,

those yonder be conquered! Hail to these here,

perdition to those yonder! Those yonder do I

envelop in blue and red!

I, 19. Battle-charm against arrow-wounds.

1. The piercing (arrows) shall not hit us, nor

shall the striking arrows hit us! Far away from

us, O Indra, to either side, cause the arrow-shower

to fall!

2. To either side of us the arrows shall fall, those

that have been shot and shall be shot ! Ye divine

and ye human arrows, pierce ye mine enemies

!

3. Be he our own, or be he strange, the kinsman,

or the foreigner, who bear enmity towards us, those

enemies of mine Rudra shall pierce with a shower

of arrows

!

4. Him that rivals us, or does not rival us, him
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that curses us with hate, may all the gods injure

:

my charm protects me from within

!

Ill, I. Battle-charm for confusing the enemy.

1. Agni shall skilfully march against our oppo-

nents, burning against their schemes and hostile

plans; G^dtavedas shall confuse the army of our

opponents and deprive them (of the use) of their

hands

!

2. Ye Maruts are mighty in such matters : ad-

vance ye, crush ye, conquer ye (the enemy) ! These

Vasus when implored did crush (them). Agni,

verily, as their vanguard shall skilfully attack

!

3. O Maghavan, the hostile army which contends

against us—do ye, O Indra, Vmras slayer, and

Agni, burn against them

!

4. Thy thunderbolt, O Indra, who hast been

driven forward swiftly by thy two bay steeds,

shall advance, crushing the enemies. Slay them

that resist, pursue, or flee, deprive their schemes of

fulfilment

!

5. O Indra, confuse the army of the enemy; with

the impact of the fire and the wind scatter them to

either side

!

6. Indra shall confuse the army, the Maruts shall

slay it with might ! Agni shall rob it of its sight

;

vanquished it shall turn about

!

Ill, 2. Battle-charm for confusing the enemy.

1. Agni, our skilful vanguard, shall attack, burn-

ing against their schemes and hostile plans! 6^ata-

vedas shall bewilder the plans of the enemy, and

deprive them (of the use) of their hands

!

2. This fire has confused the schemes that are in
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your mind ; it shall blow you from your home, blow

you away from everywhere

!

3. O Indra, bewildering their schemes, come
hither with thy (own) plan : with the impact of the

fire and the wind scatter them to either side

!

4. O ye plans of theirs, fly ye away ; O ye schemes,

be ye confused! Moreover, what now is in their

mind, do thou drive that out of them

!

5. Do thou, O (goddess) Apv^, confusing their

plans, go forth (to them), and seize their limbs!

Attack them, burn with flames into their hearts

;

strike the enemy with fits, (strike our) opponents

with darkness

!

6. That army yonder of the enemy, that comes

against us fighting with might, do ye, O Maruts,

strike with planless darkness, that one of them shall

not know the other

!

VI, 97. Battle-charm of a king upon the eve of

battle.

1. Superior is the sacrifice, superior Agni, superior

Soma, superior Indra. To the end that I shall be

superior to all hostile armies do we thus, offering

the agnihotra, reverently present this oblation

!

2. Hail be, ye wise Mitra and Varu«a: with

honey swell ye our kingdom here, (so that it shall)

abound in offspring ! Drive far to a distance mis-

fortune, strip off from us sin, even after it has been

committed

!

3. With inspiration follow ye this strong hero

;

cling close, ye friends, to Indra (the king), who
conquers villages, conquers cattle, has the thunder-

bolt in his arm, overcomes the host arrayed (against

him), crushing it with might

!
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VI, 99. Battle-charm of a king on the eve of

battle.

1. I call upon thee, O Indra, from afar, upon thee

for protection against tribulation. I call the strong

avenger that has many names, and is of unequalled

birth.

2. Where the hostile weapon now rises against us,

threatening to slay, there do we place the two arms

of Indra round about

3. The two arms of Indra, the protector, do we
place round about us : let him protect us ! O god

Savitar, and king Soma, render me of confident

mind, that I may prosper

!

XI, 9. Prayer to Arbudi and Nyarbudi for help

in battle.

1. The arms, the arrows, and the might of the

bows; the swords, the axes, the weapons, and the

artful scheme that is in our mind; all that, O Arbudi,

do thou make the enemies see, and spectres also

make them see!

2. Arise, and arm yourselves ; friends are ye, O
divine folk! May our friends be perceived and

protected by you, O Arbudi (and Nyarbudi) I

3. Arise (ye two), and take hold ! With fetters

and shackles surround ye the armies of the enemy,

O Arbudi (and Nyarbudi)

!

4. The god whose name is Arbudi, and the lord

Nyarbudi, by whom the atmosphere and this great

earth has been infolded, with these two companions

of Indra do I pursue the conquered (king) with my
army.
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5. Arise, thou divine person, O Arbudi, together

with thy army ! Crushing the army of the enemy,

encompass them with thy embraces

!

6. Thou, Arbudi, makest appear the sevenfold

spectral brood. Do thou, when the oblation has

been poured, rise up with all these, together with

the army

!

7. (The female mourner), beating herself, with

tear-stained face, with short (mutilated ?) ears, with

dishevelled hair, shall lament, when a man has been

slain, pierced by thee, O Arbudi

!

8. She curves her spine while longing in her

heart for her son, her husband, and her kin, when

(a man) has been pierced by thee, O Arbudi

!

9. The aliklavas and the ^shkamadas, the vul-

tures, the strong-winged hawks, the crows, and the

birds (of prey) shall obtain their fill! Let them

make evident to the enemy, when (a man) has been

pierced by thee, O Arbudi

!

ID. Then, too, every wild beast, insect, and worm
shall obtain his fill on the human carcass, when

(a man) has been pierced by thee, O Arbudi

!

11. Seize ye, and tear out in-breathing and out-

breathing, O Nyarbudi (and Arbudi): deep-sounding

groans shall arise! Let them make it evident to

the enemy, when (a man) has been pierced by thee,

O Arbudi

!

1 2. Scare them forth, let them tremble ; bewilder

the enemies with fright ! With thy broad embrace,

with the clasp of thy arms crush the enemies, O
Nyarbudi

!

1 3. May their arms, and the artful scheme that is

in their mind be confused ! Not a thing shall remain

of them, pierced by thee, O Arbudi

!
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14. May (the mourning women) beating them-

selves, run together, smiting their breasts and their

thighs, not anointed, with dishevelled hair, howling,

when a man has been slain, has been pierced by

thee, O Arbudi

!

15. The dog-like Apsaras, and also the Rflpakds

(phantoms), the plucking sprite, that eagerly licks

within the vessel, and her that seeks out what has

been carelessly hidden, all those do thou, O Arbudi,

make the enemies see, and spectres also make
them see!

16. (And also make them see) her that strides

upon the mist, the mutilated one, who dwells with

the mutilated ; the vapoury spooks that are hidden,

and the Gandharvas and Apsaras, the serpents, and

other brood, and the Rakshas !

17. (And also) the spooks with fourfold teeth,

black teeth, testicles like a pot, bloody faces, who
are inherently frightful, and terrifying

!

18. Frighten thou, O Arbudi, yonder lines of the

enemy ; the conquering and the victorious (Arbudi

and Nyarbudi), the two comrades of Indra, shall

conquer the enemies

!

19. Dissolved, crushed, slain the enemy shall lie,

O Nyarbudi ! May victorious sprites, with fiery

tongues and smoky crests, go with (our) army

!

20. Of the enemies repulsed by this (army), O
Arbudi, Indra, the spouse of 6*3^1, shall slay each

picked man : not a single one of those yonder shall

escape

!

21. May their hearts burst, may their life's breath

escape upward ! May dryness of the mouth over-

take (our) enemies, but not (our) allies

!

22. Those who are bold and those who are
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cowardly, those who turn (in flight) and those who
are deaf (to danger?), those who are (like) dark

goats, and those, too, who bleat like goats, all those,

do thou, O Arbudi, make the enemies see, and

spectres also make them see!

23. Arbudi and Trishawdhi shall pierce our

enemies, so that, O Indra, slayer of Vr/tra, spouse

of Sa^t, we may slay the enemy by thousands

!

24. The trees, and (growths) that are like trees,

the plants and the herbs as well, the Gandharvas

and the Apsaras, the serpents, gods, pious men, and

(departed) Fathers, all those, O Arbudi, do thou

make the enemies see, and spectres also make
them see!

25. The Maruts, god Aditya, Brahma#^aspati did

rule over you ; Indra and Agni, Dhdtar, Mitra, and

Pra^pati did rule over you ; the seers did rule over

you. Let them make evident to the enemies when
(a man) has been pierced by thee, O Arbudi

!

26. Ruling over all these, rise ye and arm your-

selves! Ye divine folk are (our) friends: win ye

the battle, and disperse to your various abodes

!

XI, 10. Prayer to Trisha»/dhi for help in

battle.

1

.

Arise and arm yourselves, ye nebulous spectres

together with fiery portents; ye serpents, other

brood, and Rakshas, run ye after the enemy

!

2. He knows how to rule your kingdom together

with the red portents (of the heavens). The evil

brood that is in the air and the heaven, and the

human (powers) upon the earth, shall be obedient to

the plans of Trishawdhi

!
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3. The brazen-beaked (birds of prey), those with

beaks pointed as a needle, and those, too, with

thorny beaks, flesh-devouring, swift as the wind,

shall fasten themselves upon the enemies, together

with the Trisha/»dhi-bolt (the bolt with three

joints)

!

4. Make away with, O 6^4tavedas Aditya, many
carcasses! This army of Trishawdhi shall be de-

voted to my bidding

!

5. Arise thou divine person, O Arbudi, together

with thy army! This tribute has been offered to

you (Arbudi and Trishawdhi), an offering pleasing

to Trishawdhi.

6. This white-footed, four-footed arrow shall

fetter (?). Do thou, O magic spell, operate, together

with the army of Trishawdhi, against the enemies

!

7. May (the mourning woman) with suffused eyes

hurry on, may she that hath short (mutilated ?) ears

shout when (a man) has been overcome by the army

of Trishawdhi ! Red portents shall be (visible) I

8. May the winged birds that move in the air and

in the sky descend ; beasts of prey and insects shall

seize upon them ; the vultures that feed upon raw

flesh shall hack into (their) carcasses

!

9. By virtue of the compact which thou, O Brt-

haspati, didst close with Indra and Brahman, by

virtue of that agreement with Indra, do I call

hither all the gods : on this side conquer, not over

yonder

!

10. Brehaspati, the* descendant of Angiras, and

the seers, inspired by (our) song, did fix the three-

jointed (Trishawdhi) weapon upon the sky for the

destruction of the Asuras.

11. Trisha/^dhi, by whom both yonder Aditya
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(the sun) and Indra are protected, the gods did

destine for (our) might and strength.

12. All the worlds the gods did conquer through

this oblation, (and) by the bolt which Br^Tiaspati,

the descendant of Angiras, did mould into a weapon

for the destruction of the Asuras.

1 3. With the bolt which Br/haspati, the descendant

of Angiras, did mould into a weapon for the destruc-

tion of the Asuras do I, O Br/Tiaspati, annihilate

yonder army : I smite the enemies with force.

14. All the gods that eat the oblation offered

with the call vasha/ are coming over. Receive this

oblation graciously ; conquer on this side, not over

yonder

!

15. May all the gods come over: the oblation

is pleasing to Trishawdhi. Adhere to the great

compact under which of yore the Asuras were

conquered

!

16. Vdyu (the wind) shall bend the points of the

enemies bows, Indra shall break their arms, so that

they shall be unable to lay on their arrows, Aditya

(the sun) shall send their missiles astray, and A^an-

dramas (the moon) shall bar the way of (the enemy)

that has not (as yet) started

!

17. If they have come on as citadels of the gods,

if they have constituted an inspired charm as their

armour, if they have gathered courage through the

protections for the body and the bulwarks which

they have made, render all that devoid of force

!

1 8. Placing (our) purohita (chaplain), together with

the flesh-devourer (Agni) and death, in thy train, do

thou, O Trisha»/dhi, go forth with thy army, conquer

the enemies, advance

!

19. O Trisha/»dhi, envelop thou the enemies in
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darkness; may not a single one of those, driven

forth by the speckled ghee, be saved

!

20. May the white-footed (arrow ?) fly to yonder

lines of the enemy, may yonder armies of the

enemies be to-day put to confusion, O Nyarbudi

!

21. The enemies have been confused, O Nyar-

budi : slay each picked man among them, slay them

with this army

!

22. The enemy with coat-of-mail, he that has no

coat-of-mail, and he that stands in the battle-throng,

throttled by the strings of their bows, by the fasten-

ings of their coats-of-mail, by the battle-throng, they

shall lie

!

23. Those with armour and those without armour,

the enemies that are shielded by armour, all those,

O Arbudi, after they have been slain, dogs shall

devour upon the ground

!

24. Those that ride on chariots, and those that

have no chariots, those that are mounted, and those

that are not mounted, all those, after they have

been slain, vultures and strcmg-winged hawks shall

devour

!

2$. Counting its dead by thousands, the hostile

army, pierced and shattered in the clash of arms,

shall lie

!

26. Pierced in a vital spot, shrieking in concert

with the birds of prey, wretched, crushed, prostrate,

(the birds of prey) shall devour the enemy who
attempts to hinder this oblation of ours directed

against (him)

!

27. With (the oblation) to which the gods flock,

which is free from failure, with it Indra, the slayer

of Vr/tra, shall slay, and with the Trisha/»dhi-bolt

(the bolt with three joints)

!

[42] K
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V, 20. Hymn to the battle-drum.

1. High sounds the voice of the drum, that acts

the warrior, the wooden (drum), equipped with the

skin of the cow. Whetting thy voice, subduing the

enemy, like a lion sure of victory, do thou loudly

thunder against them

!

2. The wooden (instrument) with fastened (cover-

ing) has thundered as a lion, as a bull roars to the

cow that longs to mate. Thou art a bull, thy

enemies are eunuchs ; thou ownest Indra's foe-

subduing fire

!

3. Like a bull in the herd, full of might, lusty, do

thou, O snatcher of booty, roar against them!

Pierce with fire the heart of the enemy ; with

broken ranks the foe shall run and scatter

!

4. In victorious battles raise thy roar! What
may be captured, capture ; sound in many places

!

Favour, O drum, (our deeds) with thy divine voice
;

bring to (us) with strength the property of the

enemy

!

5. When the wife of the enemy hears the voice of

the drum, that speaks to a far distance, may she,

aroused by the sound, distressed, snatch her son

to her arms, and run, frightened at the clash of

arms

!

6. Do thou, O drum, sound the first sound, ring

brilliantly over the back of the earth ! Open wide

thy maw at the enemies host; resound brightly,

joyously, O drum

!

7. Between this heaven and earth thy noise shall

spread, thy sounds shall quickly part to every side

!

Shout thou and thunder with swelling sound ; make
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music at thy friend's victory, having (chosen) the

good side

!

8. Manipulated with care, its voice shall resound

!

Make bristle forth the weapons of the warriors

!

Allied to Indra do thou call hither the warriors

;

with thy friends beat vigorously down the enemies

!

9. A shouting herald, followed by a bold army,

spreading news in many places, sounding through

the village, eager for success, knowing the way, do

thou distribute glory to many in the battle

!

I o. Desiring advantage, gaining booty, full mighty,

thou hast been made keen by (my) song, and

winnest battles. As the press-stone on the gather-

ing skin dances upon the soma-shoots, thus do thou,

O drum, lustily dance upon the booty

!

11. A conqueror of enemies, overwhelming, foe-

subduing, eager for the fray, victoriously crushing,

as a speaker his speech do thou carry forth thy

sound; sound forth here strength for victory in

battle

!

12. Shaking those that are unshaken, hurrying to

the strife, a conqueror of enemies, an unconquerable

leader, protected by Indra, attending to the hosts,

do thou that crusheth the hearts of the enemies,

quickly go

!

V, 21. Hymn to the battle-drum, the terror

of the enemy.

1. Carry with thy voice, O drum, lack of heart,

and failure of courage among the enemies! Dis-

agreement, dismay, and fright, do we place into the

enemies : beat them down, O drum

!

2. Agitated in their minds, their sight, their

K 2
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hearts, die enemies shall run, frightened with terror,

when our oblation has been offered

!

3. Made of wood, equipped with the skin of the

cow, at home with every clan, put thou with thy

voice terror into the enemies, when thou hast been

anointed with ghee

!

4. As the wild animals of the forest start in fear

from man, thus do thou, O drum, shout against the

enemies, frighten them away, and bewilder their

minds

!

5. As goats and sheep run from the wolf, badly

frightened, thus do thou, O drum, shout against the

enemies, frighten them away, and bewilder their

minds

!

6. As birds start in fear from the eagle, as by

day and by night (they start) at the roar of the

lion, thus do thou, O drum, shout against the

enemies, frighten them away, and bewilder their

minds

!

7. With the drum and the skin of the antelope

all the gods, that sway the battle, have scared away
the enemies.

8. At the noise of the beat of the feet when
Indra disports himself, and at his shadow, our

enemies yonder, that come in successive ranks,

shall tremble

!

9. The whirring of the bowstring and the drums

shall shout at the directions where the conquered

armies of the enemies go in successive ranks !

ID. O sun, take away their sight; O rays, run

after them; clinging to their feet, fasten your-

selves upon them, when the strength of their arms

is gone

!

1 1. Ye strong Maruts, Vrtsms children, with Indra
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as an ally, crush ye the enemies; Soma the king

(shall crush them), Varu;^a the king, Mahideva, and

also Mr^tyu (death), and Indra

!

12. These wise armies of the gods, having the

sun as their ensign, shall conquer our enemies!

Hail!
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VI.

CHARMS TO SECURE HARMONY, INFLUENCE IN

THE ASSEMBLY, AND THE LIKE

(SAi^/MANASYANI, ETC.).

Ill, 30. Charm to secure harmony.

1. Unity of heart, and unity of mind, freedom from

hatred, do I procure for you. Do ye take delight

in one another, as a cow in her (new-) born calf!

2. The son shall be devoted to his father, be of

the same mind with his mother ; the wife shall speak

honied, sweet, words to her husband

!

3. The brother shall not hate the brother, and the

sister not the sister ! Harmonious, devoted to the

same purpose, speak ye words in kindly spirit

!

4. That charm which causes the gods not to dis-

agree, and not to hate one another, that do we
prepare in your house, as a means of agreement for

your folk.

5. Following your leader, of (the same) mind, do

ye not hold yourselves apart! Do ye come here,

co-operating, going along the same wagon-pole,

speaking agreeably to one another ! I render you

of the same aim, of the same mind.

6. Identical shall be your drink, in common shall

be your share of food ! I yoke you together in the

same traces : do ye worship Agni, joining together,

as spokes around about the hub

!

7. I render you of the same aim, of the same
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mind, all paying deference to one (person) through

my harmonising charm. Like the gods that are

guarding the ambrosia, may he (the leader) be well-

disposed towards you, night and day

!

VI, 73. Charm to allay discord.

1. Hither shall come Varu«a, Soma, Agni ; Brt-

haspati with the Vasus shall come hither! Come
together, O ye kinsmen all, of one mind, to the

glory of this mighty guardian !

2. The fire that is within your souls, the scheme

that hath entered your minds, do I frustrate with my
oblation, with my ghee: delight in me shall ye take,

O kinsmen

!

3. Remain right here, go not away from us ; (the

roads) at a distance PCllshan shall make impassable

for you ! VSstoshpati shall urgently call you back :

delight in me shall ye take, O kinsmen

!

VI, 74. Charm to allay discord.

1. May your bodies be united, may your minds

and your purposes (be united) ! Brahma;^aspati here

has brought you together, Bhaga has brought you

together.

2. Harmony of mind (I procure) for you, and also

harmony of heart. Moreover with the aid of

Bhaga s exertions do I cause you to agree.

3. As the Adityas are united with the Vasus, as

the fierce (Rudras), free from grudge, with the

Maruts, thus, O three-named (Agni), without grudge,

do thou render these people here of the same

mind

!
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VII, 52. Charm against strife and bloodshed.

1. May we be in harmony with our kinfolk, in

harmony with strangers ; do ye, O A,rvins, establish

here agreement among us

!

2. May we agree in mind and thought, may we

not struggle with one another, in a spirit displeasing

to the gods ! May not the din of frequent battle-

carnage arise, may the arrow not fly when the day

of Indra has arrived!

VI, 64. Charm to allay discord.

1. Do ye agree, unite yourselves, may your minds

be in harmony, just as the gods of old in harmony
sat down to their share

!

2. Same be their counsel, same their assembly,

same their aim, in common their thought! The
* same ' oblation do I sacrifice for you : do ye enter

upon the same plan

!

3. Same be your intention, same your hearts

!

Same be your mind, so that it may be perfectly in

common to you!

VI, 42. Charm to appease anger.

1. As the bowstring from the/oow, thus do I take

off thy anger from thy heart, so that, having become

of the same mind, we shall associate like friends

!

2. Like friends we shall associate—I take off thy

anger. Under a stone that is heavy do we cast

thy anger.

3. I step upon thy anger with my heel and my
fore-foot, so that, bereft of will, thou shalt not speak,

shalt come up to my wish

!
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VI, 43. Charm to appease anger.

1. This darbha-grass removes the anger of both

kinsman and of stranger. And this remover of

wrath, ' appeaser of wrath ' it is called.

2. This darbha-grass of many roots, that reaches

down into the ocean, having risen from the earth,

• appeaser of wrath ' it is called.

3. Away we take the offensiveness that is in thy

jaw, away (the offensiveness) in thy mouth, so that,

bereft of will, thou shalt not speak, shalt come up

to my wish

!

II, 27. Charm against opponents in debate,

undertaken with the pft/d-plant.

1. May the enemy not win the debate ! Thou art

mighty and overpowering. Overcome the debate

of those that debate against us, render them devoid

of force, O plant

!

2. An eagle found thee out, a boar dug thee out

with his snout. Overcome the debate of those

that debate against us, render them devoid of force,

O plant

!

3. Indra placed thee upon his arm in order to

overthrow the Asuras. Overcome the debate of

those that debate against us, render them devoid

of force, O plant

!

4. Indra did eat the pi/A-plant, in order to over-

throw the Asuras. Overcome the debate of those

that debate against us, render them devoid of force,

O plant!

5. By means of thee I shall conquer the enemy,
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as Indra (conquered) the Sildvr/*kas. Overcome
the debate of those that debate against us, render

them devoid of force, O plant

!

6. O Rudra, whose remedy is the urine, with

black crest of hair, performer of (strong) deeds

—

overcome thou the .debate of those that debate

against us, render them devoid of force, O plant

!

7. Overcome thou the debate of him that is

hostile to us, O Indra ! Encourage us with thy

might! Render me superior in debate!

VII, 12. Charm to procure influence in the

assembly.

1

.

May assembly and meeting, the two daughters

of Pra^pati, concurrently aid me! May he with

whom I shall meet co-operate with me ; may I, O ye

Fathers, speak agreeably to those assembled

!

2. We know thy name, O assembly: 'mirth,'

verily, is thy name ; may all those that sit assem-

bled in thee utter speech in harmony with me

!

3. Of them that are sitting together I take to

myself the power and the understanding: in this

entire gathering render, O Indra, me successful

!

4. If your mind has wandered to a distance, or

has been enchained here or there, then do we turn

it hither : may your mind take delight in me

!

VI, 94. Charm to bring about submission to

one's will.

1. Your minds, your purposes, your plans, do we
cause to bend. Ye persons yonder, that are devoted

to other purposes, we cause you to comply

!

2. With my mind do I seize your minds : do ye
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with your thoughts follow my thought ! I place

your hearts in my control : come ye, directing your

way after my course

!

3. I have called upon heaven and earth, I have

called upon the goddess Sarasvatf, I have called

upon both Indra and Agni : may we succeed in this,

O Sarasvatl

!
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VII.

CHARMS TO SECURE PROSPERITY IN HOUSE, FIELD,

CATTLE, BUSINESS, GAMBLING, AND KINDRED
MATTERS.

Ill, 12. Prayer at the building of a house.

1. Right here do I erect a firm house: may it

stand upon a (good) foundation, dripping with ghee

!

Thee may we inhabit, O house, with heroes all,

with strong heroes, with uninjured heroes

!

2. Right here, do thou, O house, stand firmly,

full of horses, full of cattle, full of abundance ! Full

of sap, full of ghee, full of milk, elevate thyself unto

great happiness

!

3. A supporter art thou, O house, with broad

roof, containing purified grain! To thee may the

calf come, to thee the child, to thee the milch-cows,

when they return in the evening

!

4. May Savitar, Vfiyu, Indra, Br^Tiaspati cunningly

erect this house ! May the Maruts sprinkle it with

moisture and with ghee; may king Bhaga let our

ploughing take root!

5. O mistress of dwelling, as a sheltering and

kindly goddess thou wast erected by the gods in

the beginning ; clothed in grass, be thou kindly dis-

posed
;
give us, moreover, wealth along with heroes

!

6. Do thou, O cross-beam, according to regulation

ascend the post, do thou, mightily ruling, hold off

the enemies! May they that approach thee rever-
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endy, O house, not suffer injury, may we with all

our heroes live a hundred autumns

!

7. Hither to this (house) hath come the tender

child, hither the calf along with (the other) domestic

animals ; hither the vessel (full) of liquor, together

with bowls of sour milk

!

8. Carry forth, O woman, this full jar, a stream

of ghee mixed with ambrosia ! Do thou these

drinkers supply with ambrosia; the sacrifice and

the gifts (to the Brahmans) shall it (the house)

protect

!

9. These waters, free from disease, destruotive of

disease, do I carry forth. The chambers do I enter

in upon together with the immortal Agni (fire).

VI, 142. Blessing during the sowing of seed.

1

.

Raise thyself up, grow thick by thy own might,

O grain ! Burst every vessel ! The lightning in the

heavens shall not destroy thee

!

2. When we invoke thee, god grain, and thou

dost listen, then do thou raise thyself up like the

sky, be inexhaustible as the sea I

3. Inexhaustible shall be those that attend to

thee, inexhaustible thy heaps ! They who give thee

as a present shall be inexhaustible, they who eat

thee shall be inexhaustible!

VI, 79. Charm for procuring increase of grain.

1. May this bounteous Nabhasaspati (the lord of

the cloud) preserve for us (possessions) without

measure in our house!

2. Do thou, O Nabhasaspati, keep strengthening
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food in our house, may prosperity and goods come
hither

!

3. O bounteous god, thou dost command thou-

sandfold prosperity : of that do thou bestow upon

us, of that do thou give us, in that may we share

with thee!

VI, 50. Exorcism of vermin infesting grain in

the field.

1. Slay ye the tarda (* borer'), the samahka

(*hook*), and the mole, O A^vins; cut off their

heads,'and crush their ribs ! Shut their mouths, that

they shall not eat the barley; free ye, moreover,

the grain from danger

!

2. Ho tarda (* borer'), ho locust, ho ^bhya
(* snapper *), upakvasa ! As a Brahman (eats not) an

uncompleted sacrifice, do ye, not eating this barley,

without working injury, get out!

3. O husband of the tardi (-female), O husband

of the vagha (-female), ye of the sharp teeth, listen

to me ! The vyadvaras (* rodents ') of the forest,

and whatever other vyadvaras (there are), all these

we do crush.

VII, II. Charm to protect grain from lightning.

With thy broad thunder, with the beacon, elevated

by the gods that pervade this all, with the lightning

do thou not destroy our grain, O god ; nor do thou

destroy it with the rays of the sun

!

II, 26. Charm for the prosperity of cattle.

I. Hither shall come the cattle which have

strayed to a distance, whose companionship V4yu
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(the wind) enjoys ! (The cattle) whose structure of

form Tvash/ar knows, Savitar shall hold in place in

this stable!

2. To this stable the cattle shall flow together,

Br^Tiaspati skilfully shall conduct them hither!

SinlvAU shall conduct hither their van: do thou,

O Anumati, hold them in place after they have

arrived

!

3. May the cattle, may the horses, and may the

domestics flow together ; may the increase of the

grain flow together! I sacrifice with an oblation

that causeth to flow together!

4. I pour together the milk of the cows, I pour

together strength and sap with the ghee. Poured

together shall be our heroes, constant shall be the

cows with me the owner of the cows

!

5. I bring hither the milk of the cows, I have

brought hither the sap of the grain. Brought

hither are our heroes, brought hither to this house

are our wives

!

Ill, 14. Charm for the prosperity of cattle.

1. With a firmly founded stable, with wealth, with

well-being, with the name of that which is born on

a lucky day do we unite you (O cattle)

!

2. May Aryaman unite you, may Pflshan, Brz-

haspati, and Indra, the conqueror of booty, unite

you ! Do ye prosper my possessions

!

3. Flocking together without fear, making ordure

in this stable, holding honey fit for soma, free from

disease, ye shall come hither

!

4. Right here come, ye cows, and prosper here

like the ^ki-bird! And right here do ye beget

(your young) ! May ye be in accord with me

!
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5. May your stable be auspicious to you, prosper

ye like the ^iri-birds and parrots ! And right

here do ye beget (your young)! With us do we

unite you.

6. Attach yourselves, O cows, to me as your pos-

sessor ; may this stable here cause you to prosper

!

Upon you, growing numerous, and living, may we,

increasing in wealth, alive, attend

!

VI, 59. Prayer to the plant arundhatl for pro-

tection to cattle.

1. Thy foremost protection, O Arundhatf, do thou

bestow upon steer and milch-kine, upon (cattle of)

the age when weaned from their mother, upon (all)

four-footed creatures I

2. May Arundhatf, the herb, bestow protection

along with the gods, render full of sap the stable,

free from disease our men

!

3. The variegated, lovely, life-giving (plant) do

I invoke. May she carry away for us, far from the

cattle, the missile hurled by Rudra

!

VI, 70. Charm to secure the attachment of a

cow to her calf.

1. As meat, and liquor, and dice (abound) at the

gambling-place, as the heart of the lusty male

hankers after the woman, thus shall thy heart, O
cow, hanker after the calf!

2. As the elephant directs his steps after the

steps of the female, as the heart of the lusty male

hankers after the woman, thus shall thy heart, O
cow, hanker after the calf!

3. As the felloe, and as the spokes, and as the
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nave (of the wheel is joined) to the felloe, as the

heart of the lusty male hankers after the woman,

thus shall thy heart, O cow, hanker after the calf!

Ill, 28. Formula in expiation of the birth of

twin-calves.

1. Through one creation at a time this (cow) was

born, when the fashioners of the beings did create

the cows of many colours. (Therefore), when a

cow doth beget twins portentously, growling and

cross she injureth the cattle.

2. This (cow) doth injure our cattle : a flesh-eater,

devourer, she hath become. Hence to a Brahman

he shall give her; in this way she may be kindly

and auspicious

!

3. Auspicious be to (our) men, auspicious to (our)

cows and horses, auspicious to this entire field,

auspicious be to us right here

!

4. Here be prosperity, here be sap! Be thou

here one that especially gives a thousandfold!

Make the cattle prosper, thou mother of twins

!

5. Where our pious friends live joyously, having

left behind the ailments of their bodies, to that

world the mother of twins did attain : may she not

injure our men and our cattle

!

6. Where is the world of our pious friends, where

the world of them that sacrifice with the agnihotra,

to that world the mother of twins did attain : may
she not injure our men and our cattle

!

VI, 92. Charm to endow a horse with swiftness.

I. Swift as the wind be thou, O steed, when
joined (to the chariot); at Indra's urging go, fleet as

[42] L
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the mind ! The Maruts, the all-possessing, shall har-

ness thee,Tvash/ar shall put fleetness into thy feet!

2. With the fleetness, O runner, that has been

deposited in thee in a secret place, (with the fleetness)

that has been made over to the eagle, the wind, and

moves in them, with that, O steed, strong with

strength, do thou win the race, reaching the goal in

the contest

!

3. Thy body, O steed, leading (our) body, shall

run, a pleasure to ourselves, delight to thyself!

A god, not stumbling, for the support of the great,

he shall, as if upon the heaven, found his own light

!

Ill, 13. Charm for conducting a river into a new
channel.

1

.

Because of yore, when the (cloud-) serpent was

slain (by Indra), ye did rush forth and shout (ana-

datd), therefore is your name *shouters' (nadyaA
' rivers') : that is your designation, ye streams

!

2. Because, when sent forth by Varu«a, ye then

quickly did bubble up; then Indra met (ipnot) you,

as ye went, therefore anon , are ye * meeters ' (fipaA

' waters ')

!

3. When reluctantly ye flowed, Indra, forsooth,

did with might choose (avlvarata) you as his own,

ye goddesses I Therefore ' choice * (vir * water *) has

been given you as your name I

4. One god stood upon you, as ye flowed accord-

ing to will. Up breathed (ud dnishu^) they who
are known as ' the great ' (maht^). Therefore * up-

breather* (udakam * water') are they called!

5. The waters are kindly, the waters in truth were

ghee. These waters, truly, do support Agni and
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Soma. May the readily flowing, strong sap of the

honey-dripping (waters) come to me, together with

life's breath and lustre

!

6. Then do I see them and also do I hear them

;

their sound, their voice doth come to me. When,

ye golden-coloured, I have refreshed myself with

you, then I ween, ambrosia (amrzta) am I tasting

!

7. Here, ye waters, is your heart, here is your

calf, ye righteous ones ! Come ye, mighty ones, by
this way here, by which I am conducting you here

!

VI, 106. Charm to ward off danger from fire.

1. Where thou comest, (O fire), and where thou

goest away, the blooming dflrvfi-plant shall grow

:

a well-spring there shall rise up, or a lotus-laden pool

!

2. Here (shall be) the gathering place of the

waters, here the dwelling-place of the sea! In the

midst of a pond our house shall be : turn, (O fire),

away thy jaws

!

3. With a covering of coolness do we envelop

thee, O house ; cool as a pond be thou for us ! Agni

shall furnish the remedy

!

IV, 3. Shepherd's charm against wild beasts and

robbers.

1. Three have gone away from here, the tiger^

man, and wolf Out of sight, forsooth, go the

rivers, out of sight (grows) the divine tree (the

banyan-tree ?) : out of sight the enemies shall retreat

!

2. The wolf shall tread a distant path, and the

robber one still more distant! On a distant path

shall move the biting rope (the serpent), on a distant

path the plotter of evil

!

L 2
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3. Thy eyes and thy jaw we crush, O tiger, and

also all thy twenty claws.

4. We crush the tiger, the foremost of animals,

armed with teeth. Next, too, the thief, and then

the serpent, the wizard, and also the wolf.

5. The thief that approacheth to-day, crushed to

pieces he goeth away. Where the paths are preci-

pitate he shall go, Indra shall slay him with his

bolt!

6. The teeth of the wild beast are dulled, and

broken are his ribs. Out -of thy sight the dragon

shall go, down shall tumble the hare-hunting

beast

!

7. The (jaw, O beast,) that thou shuttest together,

thou shalt not open up ; that which thou openest up,

thou shalt not shut together!—Born of Indra, born

of Soma, thou, (my charm), art Atharvan's crusher

of tigers.

Ill, 15. A merchant's prayer.

1. Indra, the merchant, do I summon: may he

come to us, may he be our van ; driving away the

demon of grudge, the waylayers, and wild beasts,

may he, the possessor, bestow wealth upon me

!

2. May the many paths, the roads of the gods,

which come together between heaven and earth,

gladden me with milk and ghee, so that I may
gather in wealth from my purchases

!

3. Desirous do I, O Agni, with firewood and
ghee offer oblations (to thee), for success and

strength; according to ability praising (thee) with

my prayer, do I sing this divine song, that I may
gain a hundredfold

!

4. (Pardon, O Agni, this sin of ours [incurred
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upon] the far road which we have travelled !) May
our purchases and our sales be successful for us

;

may what I get in barter render me a gainer ! May
ye two (Indra and Agni) in accord take pleasure in

this oblation ! May our transactions and the accru-

ing gain be auspicious to us !

5. The wealth with which I go to purchase, de-

siring, ye gods, to gain wealth through wealth, may
that grow more, not less ! Drive away, O Agni, in

return for the oblation, the gods who shut off gain

!

6. The wealth with which I go to purchase, de-

siring, ye gods, t9 gain wealth through wealth, may
Indra, Pra^dpati, Savitar, Soma, Agni, place lustre

into it for me

!

7. We praise with reverence thee, O priest (Agni)

VairvSnara. Do thou over our children, selves,

cattle, and life's breath watch

!

8. Daily, never failing, shall we bring (oblations to

thee), O G^fitavedas, (as if fodder) to a horse stand-

ing (in the stable). In growth of wealth and nutri-

ment rejoicing, may we, O Agni, thy neighbours,

not take harm

!

IV, 38. A. Prayer for success in gambling.

1. The successful, victorious, skilfully gaming

Apsarfi, that Apsard who makes the winnings in the

game of dice, do I call hither.

2. The skilfully gaming Apsari who sweeps and

heaps up (the stakes), that Apsar4 who takes the

winnings in the game of dice, do I call hither.

3. May she, who dances about with the dice,

when she takes the stakes from the game of dice,

when she desires to win for us, obtain the advantage
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by (her) magic ! May she come to us full of abun-

dance ! Let them not win this wealth of ours

!

4. The (Apsaris) who rejoice in dice, who carry

grief and wrath—that joyful and exulting ApsarA, do

I call hither.

B. Prayer to secure the return of calves that

have strayed to a distance.

5. They (the cattle) who wander along the rays

of the sun, or they who wander along the flood of

light, they whose bull (the sun), full of strength, from

afar protecting, with the day wanders about all the

worlds—may he (the bull), full of strength, delight-

ing in this offering, come to us together with the

atmosphere

!

6. Together with the atmosphere, O thou who
art full of strength, protect the white (karki) calf,

O thou swift steed (the sun) ! Here are many drops

(of ghee) for thee ; come hither ! May this white

calf (karki) of thine, may thy mind, be here

!

7. Together with the atmosphere, O thou who
art full of strength, protect the white (karki) calf,

O thou swift steed (the sun) ! Here is the fodder,

here the stall, here do we tie down the calf What-
ever (are your) names, we own you. Hail

!

Vn, 50. Prayer for success at dice.

1. As the lightning at all times smites irresistibly

the tree, thus would I to-day irresistibly beat the

gamesters with my dice

!

2. Whether they be alert, or not alert, the fortune

of (these) folks, unresisting, shall assemble from all

sides, the gain (collect) within my hands

!
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3. I invoke with reverence Agni, who has his

own riches; here attached he shall heap up gain

for us! I procure (wealth) for myself, as if with

chariots that win the race. May I accomplish au-

spiciously the song of praise to the Maruts

!

4. May we by thy aid conquer the (adversary's)

troop ; help us (to obtain) our share in every con-

test! Make for us, O Indra, a good and ample

road ; crush, O Maghavan, the lusty power of our

enemies

!

5. I have conquered and cleaned thee out (?)

;

I have also gained thy reserve. As the wolf plucks

to pieces the sheep, thus do I pluck thy winnings.

6. Even the strong hand the bold player conquers,

as the skilled gambler heaps up his winnings at

the proper time. Upon him that loves the game
(the god), and does not spare his money, (the game,

the god) verily bestows the delights of wealth.

7. Through (the possession of) cattle we all

would suppress (our) wretched poverty, or with

grain our hunger, O thou oft implored (god) ! May
we foremost among rulers, unharmed, gain wealth

by our cunning devices

!

8. Gain is deposited in my right hand, victory in

my left Let me become a conqueror of cattle,

horses, wealth, and gold

!

9. O dice, yield play, profitable as a cow that is

rich in milk ! Bind me to a streak of gain, as the

bow (is bound) with the string

!

VI, 56. Exorcism of serpents from the premises.

I. May the serpent, ye gods, not slay us along

with our children and our men ! The closed (jaw)
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shall not snap open, the open one not close ! Rever-

ence (be) to the divine folk

!

2. Reverence be to the black serpent, reverence

to the one that is striped across ! To the brown

sva^ reverence ; reverence to the divine folk

!

3. I clap thy teeth upon thy teeth, and also thy

jaw upon thy jaw ; I press thy tongue against thy

tongue, and close up, O serpent, thy mouth.

X, 4. Charm against serpents, invoking the

horse of Pedu that slays serpents.

1. To Indra belongs the first chariot, to the gods

the second chariot, to Varu«a, forsooth, the third.

The serpents' chariot is the last : it shall hit a post,

and come to grief!

2. The young darbha-grass burns (the serpents ?),

the tail of the horse, the tail of the shaggy one, the

seat of the wagon (burns the serpents ?).

3. Strike down, O white (horse), with thy fore-

foot and thy hind-foot ! As timber floating in water,

the poison of the serpents, the fierce fluid, is devoid

of strength.

4. Neighing loudly he dived down, and, again

diving up, said :
* As timber floating in water, the

poison of the serpents, the fierce fluid, is devoid of

strength.'

5. The horse of Pedu slays the kasar«tla, the

horse of Pedu slays the white (serpent), and also

the black. The horse of Pedu cleaves the head of

the ratharvl, the adder.

6. O horse of Pedu, go thou first : we come after

thee! Thou shalt cast out the serpents from the

road upon which we come !

7. Here the horse of Pedu was born ; from here
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is his departure. Here are the tracks of the serpent-

killing, powerful steed

!

8. May the closed (serpent's jaw) not snap open,

may the open one not close ! The two serpents in

this field, man and wife, they are both bereft of

strength.

9. Without strength here are the serpents, those

that are near, and those that are far. With a club

do I slay the vris^iks, (scorpion), with a staff the

serpent that has approached.

10. Here is the remedy for both the aghi^ra and

the svsL^ ! Indra (and) Pedu's horse have put to

naught the evil-planning (aghdyantam) serpent.

11. The horse of Pedu do we remember, the

strong, with strong footing: behind lie, staring forth,

these adders.

1 2. Deprived are they of life's spirit, deprived of

poison, slain by Indra with his bolt. Indra hath

slain them : we have slain them.

1 3. Slain are they that are striped across, crushed

are the adders ! Slay thou the one that produces

a hood, (slay) the white and the black in the darbha-

grass

!

14. The maiden of the Kirfita-tribe, the little one

digs up the remedy, with golden spades, on the

mountain's back.

15. Hither has come a youthful physician: he

slays the speckled (serpent), is irresistible. He,

forsooth, crushes the sva^ and the vris^iks, both.

16. Indra did set at naught for me the serpent,

(and so did) Mitra and Varuwa, Vdta and Par^nya

both.

1 7. Indra did set at naught for me the serpent,

the adder, male and female, the sva^, (the serpent)
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that is striped across, the kasarwtla, and the

dafonasi.

1 8. Indra slew thy first ancestor, O serpent, and

since they are crushed, what strength, forsooth, can

be theirs ?

19. I have gathered up their heads, as the fisher-

man the karvara (fish). I have gone off into the

river s midst, and washed out the serpent's poison.

20. The poison of all serpents the rivers shall

carry off! Slain are they that are striped across,

crushed are the adders

!

21. As skilfully I cull the fibre of the plants, as

I guide the mares, (thus), O serpent, shall thy poison

go away

!

22. The poison that is in the fire, in the sun, in

the earth, and in the plants, the kindi-poison, the

kanaknaka, thy poison shall go forth, and come

!

23. The serpents that are sprung from the fire,

that are sprung from the plants, that are sprung

from the water, and originate from the lightning

;

they from whom great brood has sprung in many
ways, those serpents do we revere with obeisance.

24. Thou art, (O plant), a maiden, Taudl by

name ; Ghr^ta^^l, forsooth, is thy name. Underfoot

is thy place : I take in hand what destroys the

poison.

25. From every limb make the poison start ; shut

it out from the heart ! Now the force that is in thy

poison shall go down below

!

26. The poison has gone to a distance : he has

shut it out ; he has fused the poison with poison.

Agni has put away the poison of the serpent. Soma
has led it out. The poison has gone back to the

biter. The serpent is dead

!
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XI, 2. Prayer to Bhava and ^arva for protection

from dangers.

1. O Bhava and ^Sarva, be merciful, do not attack

(us) ; ye lords of beings, lords of cattle, reverence be

to you twain ! Discharge not your arrow even after

it has been laid on (the bow), and has been drawn

!

Destroy not our bipeds and our quadrupeds I

2. Prepare not our bodies for the dog, or the

jackal ; for the aliklavas, the vultures, and the black

birds ! Thy greedy insects, O lord of cattle (pa^u-

pate), and thy birds shall not get us to devour

!

3. Reverence we offer, O Bhava, to thy roaring,

to thy breath, and to thy injurious qualities

;

reverence to thee, O Rudra, thousand-eyed, im-

mortal !

4. We offer reverence to thee from the east, from

the north, and from the south ; from (every) domain,

and from heaven. Reverence be to thy atmosphere

!

5. To. thy face, O lord of cattle, to thy eyes,

O Bhava, to thy skin, to thy form, thy appearance,

(and to thy aspect) from behind, reverence be

!

6. To thy limbs, to thy belly, to thy tongue, to

thy mouth, to thy teeth, to thy smell (nose),

reverence be!

7. May we not conflict with Rudra, the archer

with the dark crest, the thousand-eyed, powerful one,

the slayer of Ardhaka

!

8. Bhava shall steer clear from us on all sides,

Bhava shall steer clear from us, as fire from water

!

May he not bear malice towards us : reverence be

to him

!

9. Four times, eight times, be reverence to Bhava,
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ten times be reverence to thee, O lord of cattle

!

To thy (charge) have been assigned these five

(kinds of) cattle : cows, horses, men, goats and

sheep.

10. Thine, O strong god (ugra), are the four

regions, thine the sky, thine the earth, and thine

this broad atmosphere; thine is this all that has

a spirit and has breath upon the earth.

1 1

.

Thine is this broad, treasure-holding receptacle

within which all worlds are contained. Do thou

spare us, O lord of cattle : reverence be to thee

!

Far from us shall go the jackals, evil omens, dogs

;

far shall go (the mourning women) who bewail mis-

fortune with dishevelled hair

!

12. Thou, O crested (god), earnest in (thy hand),

that smites thousands, a yellow, golden bow that slays

hundreds ; Rudra s arrow, the missile of the gods,

flies abroad : reverence be to it, in whatever direc-

tion from here (it flies)

!

13. The adversary who lurks and seeks to over-

come thee, O Rudra, upon him thou do^t fasten

thyself from behind, as (the hunter) that follows the

trail of a wounded (animal).

14. Bhava and Rudra, united and concordant,

both strong (ugrau), ye advance to deeds of heroism

:

reverence be to both of them, in whatever direction

(they are) from here

!

15. Reverence be to thee coming, reverence to

thee going; reverence, O Rudra, be to thee standing,

and reverence, also, to thee sitting

!

16. Reverence in the evening, reverence in the

morning, reverence by night,reverence by day ! I have

offered reverence to Bhava and to 5arva, both.

1 7. Let us not with our tongue offend Rudra, who
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rushes on, thousand-eyed, overseeing all, who hurls

(his shafts) forward, who is manifoldly wise

!

18. We approach first the (god) that has dark

horses, is black, sable, destructive, terrible, who
casts down the car of Ke^n : reverence be to him

!

19. Do not hurl at us thy club, thy divine bolt;

be not incensed at us, O lord of cattle ! Shake over

some other than us the celestial branch

!

20. Injure us not, interpose for us, spare us, be

not angry with us ! Let us not contend with thee

!

21. Do not covet our cattle, our men, our goats

and sheep! Bend thy course elsewhere, O strong

god (ugra), slay the offspring of the blasphemers

!

22. He whose missile, fever and cough, assails

the single (victim), as the snorting of a stallion, who
snatches away (his victims) one by one, to him be

reverence

!

23. He who dwells fixed in the atmosphere, smit-

ing the blasphemers of the god that do not sacrifice,

to him be reverence with ten jakvarl-stanzas

!

24. For thee the wild beasts of the forest have

been placed in the forest : flamingoes, eagles, birds

of prey, and fowls. Thy spirit, O lord of cattle, is

within the waters, to strengthen thee the heavenly

waters flow.

25. The dolphins, great serpents (boas), purlkayas

(water-animals), sea-monsters, fishes, ra^asas, at

which thou shootest—there exists for thee, O Bhava,

no distance, and no barrier. At a glance thou lookest

around the entire earth; from the eastern thou

slayest in the northern ocean.

26. Do not, O Rudra, contaminate us with fever,

or with poison, or with heavenly fire : cause this

lightning to descend elsewhere than upon us

!
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27. Bhava rules the sky, Bhava rules the earth;

Bhava has filled the broad atmosphere. Reverence

be to him in whatever direction from here (he

abides)

!

28. O king Bhava, be merciful to thy worshipper,

for thou art the lord of living beasts! He who
believes the gods exist, to his quadruped and biped

be merciful

!

29. Slay neither our great nor our small ; neither

those of us that are riding, nor those that shall ride

;

neither our father, nor our mother. Cause no injury,

O Rudra, to our own persons

!

30. To Rudra's howling dogs, who swallow their

food without blessing, who have wide jaws, I have

made this obeisance.

31. Reverence, O god, be to thy shouting hosts,

reverence to thy long-haired, reverence to thy

reverenced, reverence to thy devouring hosts ! May
well-being and security be to us

!

IV, 28. Prayer to Bhava and ^Sarva for

protection from calamities.

1. O Bhava and 6arva, I am devoted to you.

Take note of that, ye under whose control is all this

which shines (the visible universe)! Ye who rule

all these two-footed and four-footed creatures, deliver

us from calamity

!

2. Ye to whom belongs all that is near by, yea,

all that is far
; ye who are known as the most skil-

ful archers among bowmen
; ye who rule all these

two-footed and four-footed creatures, deliver us from

calamity

!

3. The thousand-eyed slayers of Vmra both do
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I invoke. I go praising the two strong gods (ugrau)

whose pastures extend far. Ye who rule all these

two-footed and four-footed creatures, deliver us from

calamity

!

4. Ye who, united, did undertake many (deeds) of

old, and, moreover, did visit portents upon the

people ; ye who rule all these two-footed and four-

footed creatures, deliver us from calamity

!

5. Ye from whose blows no one either among
gods or men escapes; ye who rule all these two-

footed and four-footed creatures, deliver us from

calamity

!

6. The sorcerer who prepares a spell, or manipu-

lates the roots (of plants) against us, against him,

ye strong gods, launch your thunderbolt ! Ye who
rule all these two-footed and four-footed creatures,

deliver us from calamity.

7. Ye strong gods, favour us in battles, bring into

contact with your thunderbolt the Kimldin ! I praise

you, O Bhava and .Sarva, call fervently upon you in

distress : deliver us from calamity !

VII, 9. Charm for finding lost property.

1. On the distant path of the paths Pflshan was

born, on the distant path of heaven, on the distant

path of the earth. Upon the two most lovely places

both he walks hither and away, knowing (the way).

2. Ptishan knows these regions all ; he shall lead

us by the most dangerless (way). Bestowing well-

being, of. radiant glow, keeping our heroes undi-

minished, he shall, alert and skilful, go before us

!

3. O P(ishan, under thy law may we never suffer

harm : as praisers of thee are we here

!

4. Pftshan shall from the east place his right hand
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about US, shall bring again to us what has been

lost: we shall come upon what has been lost

!

VI, 128. Propitiation of the weather-prophet

1. When the stars made ^Sakadh(ima their king

they bestowed good weather upon him :
' This shall

be his dominion,* they said.

2. Let us have good weather at noon, good

weather at eve, good weather in the early morning,

good weather in the night

!

3. For day and night, for the stars, for sun and

moon, and for us prepare good weather, O king

vSakadhftma

!

4. To thee, O ^akadhftma, ruler of the stars, that

gavest us good weather in the evening, in the night,

and by day, let there ever be obeisance

!

XI, 6. Prayer for deliverance from calamity,

addressed to the entire pantheon.

1. To Agni we speak and to the trees, to the

plants and to the herbs; to Indra, Br/haspati, and

Sflrya : they shall deliver us from calamity

!

2. We speak to king Varu«a, to Mitra, Vish«u

and Bhaga. To AmsB, and Vivasvant do we speak

:

they shall deliver us from calamity

!

3. We speak to Savitar, the god, to Dhdtar, and to

PAshan ; to first-born Tvash/ar do we speak : they

shall deliver us from calamity

!

4. We speak to the Gandharvas and the Apsaras,

to the A^vins and to Brahma«aspati, to the god

whose name is Aryaman : they shall deliver us from

calamity

!

5. Now do we speak to day and night, to SArya
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(sun) and to Aandramas (moon), the twain ; to all

the Adityas we speak: they shall deliver us from

calamity

!

6. We speak to VAta (wind) and Par^nya, to the

atmosphere and the directions of space. And to all

the regions do we speak : they shall deliver us from

calamity

!

7. Day and night, and Ushas (dawn), too, shall

deliver thee from curses ! Soma the god, whom they

call ^andramas (moon), shall deliver me

!

8. To the animals of the earth and those of heaven,

to the wild beasts of the forest, to the winged birds,

do we speak : they shall deliver us from calamity

!

9. Now do we speak to Bhava and 6arva, to Rudra

and Paiupati ; their arrows do we know well : these

(arrows) shall be ever propitious to us

!

10. We speak to the heavens, and the stars, to

earth, the Yakshas, and the mountains ; to the seas,

the rivers, and the lakes : they shall deliver us from

calamity

!

1 1. To the seven j^/shis now do we speak, to the

divine waters and Pra^pati. To the Fathers with

Yama at their head : they shall deliver us from

calamity

!

12. The gods that dwell in heaven, and those that

dwell in the atmosphere; the mighty (gods) that

are fixed upon the earth, they shall deliver us from

calamity

!

13. The Adityas, Rudras, Vasus, the divine Athar-

vans in heaven, and the wise Angiras : they shall

deliver us from calamity

!

14. We speak to the sacrifice and the sacrificer, to

the rtks, the sAmans, and the healing (Atharvan)

charms; we speak to the ysi^s-formulas and the

[42] M
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invocations (to the gods) : they shall deliver us from

calamity

!

15. We speak to the five kingdoms of the plants

with soma the most excellent among them. The
darbha-grass, hemp, and mighty barley: they shall

deliver us from calamity

!

16. We speak to the Ardyas (demons of grudge),

Rakshas, serpents, pious men, and Fathers ; to the

one and a hundred deaths : they shall deliver us

from calamity

!

1 7. To the seasons we speak, to the lords of the

seasons, and to the sections of the year ; to the half-

years, years, and months : they shall deliver us from

calamity

!

18. Come, ye gods, from the south and the west

;

ye gods in the east come forth ! From the east, from

the north the mighty gods, all the gods assembled

:

they shall deliver us from calamity

!

19. 20. We speak here to all the gods that hold to

their agreements, promote the order (of the universe),

together with all their wives : they shall deliver us

from calamity

!

21. We speak to being, to the lord of being, and

also to him that controls the beings ; to the beings

all assembled : they shall deliver us from calamity

!

22. The five divine regions, the twelve divine

seasons, the teeth of the year, they shall ever be

propitious to us

!

23. The amr^'ta (ambrosia), bought for the price of

a chariot, which M^tall knows as a remedy, that Indra

stored away in the waters : that, O ye waters, furnish

ye as a remedy

!
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CHARMS IN EXPIATION OF SIN AND DEFILEMENT.

VI, 45. Prayer against mental delinquency.

1. Pass far away, O sin of the mind! Why dost

thou utter things not to be uttered ? Pass away,

I love thee not ! To the trees, the forests go on

!

With the house, the cattle, is my mind.

2. What wrongs we have committed through

imprecation, calumny, and false speech, either awake,

or asleep—Agni shall put far away from us all

offensive evil deeds!

3. What, O Indra Brahma«aspati, we do falsely

—

may Praietas (* care-taker') Ahgirasa protect us

from misfortune, and from evil!

VI, 26. Charm to avert evil.

1. Let me go, O evil; being powerful, take thou

pity on us ! Set me, O evil, unharmed, into the

world of happiness

!

2. If, O evil, thou dost not abandon us, then do

we abandon thee at the fork of the road. May evil

follow after another (man)

!

3. Away from us may thousand-eyed, immortal

(evil) dwell ! Him whom we hate may it strike, and

him whom we hate do thou surely smite

!

M 2
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VI, 114. Expiatory formula for imperfections in

the sacrifice.

1. The god-angering (deed), O ye gods, that we,

the (Brahman) gods, have committed, from that do

ye, O Adityas, release us, by virtue of the order of

the universe

!

2. By virtue of the order of the universe do ye,

O reverend Adityas, release us here, if, O ye carriers

of the sacrifice, though desirous of accomplishing

(the sacrifice), we did not accomplish (it) !

—

3. (If), when sacrificing with the fat (animal), when

offering oblations of ghee with the spoon, when

desiring to benefit you, O all ye gods, we have

contrary to desire, not succeeded!

VI, 115. Expiatory formulas for sins,

1. From the sins which knowingly or unknowingly

we have committed, do ye, all gods, of one accord,

release us

!

2. If awake, or if asleep, to sin inclined, I have

committed a sin, may what has been, and what shall

be, as if from a wooden post, release me

!

3. As one released from a wooden post, as one in

a sweat by bathing (is cleansed) of filth, as ghee is

clarified by the sieve, may all (the gods) clear me
from sin

!

VI, 112. Expiation for the precedence of a

younger brother over an older.

I. May this (younger brother) not slay the oldest

one of them, O Agni ; protect him that he be not

torn out by the root! Do thou here cunningly
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loosen the fetter of Gr&hi (attack of disease) ; may
all the gods give thee leave

!

2. Free these three, O Agni, from the three fetters

with which they have been shackled! Do thou

cunningly loosen the fetters of Grihi ; release them

all, father, sons, and mother

!

3. The fetters with which the older brother, whose

younger brother has married before him, has been

bound, with which he has been encumbered and

shackled limb by limb, may they be loosened ; since

fit for loosening they are ! Wipe off, O Piishan, the

misdeeds upon him that practiseth abortion

!

VI, 113. Expiation for certain heinous crimes.

1. On Tma the gods wiped off this sin, Tma
wiped it off on human beings ; hence if GrAhi (attack

of disease) has seized thee, may these gods remove

her by means of their charm !

2. Enter into the rays, into smoke, O sin
;
go into

the vapours, and into the fog ! Lose thyself on

the foam of the river! Wipe off, O Pftshan, the

misdeeds upon him that practiseth abortion

!

3. Deposited in twelve places is that which has

been wiped off Tma, the sins belonging to humanity.

Hence if Gr&hi has seized thee, may these gods

remove her by means of their charm

!

VI, 120. Prayer for heaven after remission of

sins.

I. If air, or earth and heaven, if mother or father,

we have injured, may this Agni Girhapatya (house-

hold fire) without fail lead us out from this (crime)

to the world of well-doing

!
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2. The earth is our mother, Aditi (the universe)

our kin, the air our protector from hostile schemes.

May father sky bring prosperity to us from the world

of the Fathers ; may I come to my (departed) kin,

and not lose heaven

!

3. In that bright world where our pious friends live

in joy, having cast aside the ailments of their own
bodies, free from lameness, not deformed in limb,

there may we behold our parents and our children

!

VI, 27. Charm against pigeons regarded as

ominous birds.

1. O ye gods, if the pigeon, despatched as the

messenger of Nirr/ti (the goddess of destruction),

hath come here seeking (us out), we shall sing his

praises, and prepare (our) ransom. May our two-

footed and four-footed creatures be prosperous

!

2. Auspicious to us shall be the pigeon that has

been despatched; harmless, ye gods, the bird shall

be to our house ! The sage Agni shall verily take

pleasure in our oblation; the winged missile shall

avoid us!

3. The winged missile shall not do us injury:

upon our hearth, our fireplace he (the pigeon) takes

his steps ! Propitious he shall be to our cattle and

our domestics ; may not, ye gods, the pigeon here

do harm to us

!

VI, 29. Charm against ominous pigeons and owls.

I. Upon those persons yonder the winged missile

shall fall ! If the owl shrieks, futile shall this be, or

if the pigeon takes his steps upon the fire

!
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2, To thy two messengers, O Nirr/ti, who come
here, despatched or not despatched, to our house, to

the pigeon and to the owl, this shall be no place to

step lipon!

3. He shall not fly hither to slaughter (our) men;
to keep (our) men sound he shall settle here ! Charm
him very far away unto a distant region, that (people)

shall behold you (i.e. him) in Yama's house devoid of

strength, that they shall behold you bereft of power

!

VII, 64. Expiation when one is defiled by a

black bird of omen.

1. What this black bird flying forth towards (me)

has dropped here—may the waters protect me from

all that misfortune and evil

!

2. What this black bird has brushed here with thy

mouth, O NirWti (goddess of misfortune)—may Agni

GArhapatya (the god of the household fire) free me
from this sin

!

VI, 46. Exorcism of evil dreams.

1. Thou who art neither alive nor dead, the

immortal child of the gods art thou, O Sleep!

Varu/^Snl is thy mother, Yama (death) thy father,

Araru is thy name.

2. We know, O Sleep, thy birth, thou art the son

of the divine women-folk, the instrument of Yama
(death) ! Thou art the ender, thou art death ! Thus

do we know thee, O Sleep : do thou, O Sleep, protect

us from evil dreams

!

3. As one pays off a sixteenth, an eighth, or an

(entire) debt, thus do we transfer every evil dream

upon our enemy.
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VII, 115. Charm for the removal of evil character-

istics, and the acquisition of auspicious ones.

1. Fly forth from here, O evil mark, va^^tsh from

here, fly forth to yonder place! Upon him that

hates us do we fasten thee with a brazen hook,

2. The unsavoury mark which flying has alighted

upon me, as a creeper upon a tree, that mayest thou

put away from us, away from here, O golden-handed

(golden-rayed) Savitar (the sun), bestowing goods

upon us

!

3. Together with the body of the mortal, from

his birth, one and a hundred marks are born.

Those that are most foul do we drive away from

here ; the auspicious ones, O G^&tavedas (Agni), do

thou hold fast for us

!

4. These (marks) here I have separated, as cows

scattered upon the heather. The pure marks shall

remain, the foul ones I have made to disappear

!
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IX.

PRAYERS AND IMPRECATIONS IN THE INTEREST

OF THE BRAHMANS.

V, 1 8. Imprecation against the oppressors of

Brahmans.

1. The gods, O king, did not give to thee this

(cow) to eat. Do not, O prince, seek to devour the

cow of the Br4hma«a, which is unfit to be eaten

!

2. The prince, beguiled by dice, the wretched

one who has lost as a stake his own person, he may,

perchance, eat the cow of the Brihma/^a, (thinking),

• let me live to-day (if) not to-morrow '

!

3. Enveloped (is she) in her skin, as an adder

with evil poison ; do not, O prince, (eat the cow)

of the Brihma^a : sapless, unfit to be eaten, is

that cow!

4. Away does (the Brihma;^a) take regal power,

destroys vigour; like fire which has caught does

he burn away everything. He that regards the

Brihma^a as fit food drinks of the poison of the

taimita-serpent.

5. He who thinks him (the Brahman) mild, and

slays him, he who reviles the gods, lusts after

wealth, without thought, in his heart Indra kindles

a fire; him both heaven and earth hate while he

lives.

6. The BrShma^a must not be encroached upon.
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any more than fire, by him that regards his own body!

For Soma is his (the Br&hma«a s) heir, Indra protects

him from hostile plots.

7. He swallows her (the cow), bristling with a

hundred hooks, (but) is unable to digest her, he,

the fool who, devouring the food of the Brahmans,

thinks, * I am eating a luscious (morsel)/

8. (The Brahman's) tongue turns into a bow-

string, his voice into the neck of an arrow; his

windpipe, his teeth are bedaubed with holy fire:

with these the Brahman strikes those who revile

the gods, by means of bows that have the strength

to reach the heart, discharged by the gods.

9. The Brihma/^as have sharp arrows, are armed

with missiles, the arrow which they hurl goes not

in vain
;
pursuing him with their holy fire and their

wrath, even from afar, do they pierce him.

10. They who ruled over a thousand, and were

themselves ten hundred, the Vaitahavya, when they

devoured the cow of the Brihma^a, perished.

11. The cow herself, when slaughtered, came

down upon the Vaitahavyas, who had roasted for

themselves the last she-goat of KesaraprAbandhi.

12. The one hundred and one persons whom the

earth did cast off, because they had injured the

offspring of a Brdhmawa, were ruined irretrievably.

13. As a reviler of the gods does he live among
mortals, having swallowed poison, he becomes more

bone (than flesh). He that injureth a Brihmawa,

whose kin are the gods, does not reach heaven by

the road of the Fathers.

14. Ag^i is called our guide, Soma our heir,

Indra slays those who curse (us) : that the strong

(sages) know.
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15. Like a poisoned arrow, O king, like an

adder, O lord of cattle, is the terrible arrow of the

Brihma«a : with that he smites those who revile

(the gods).

V, 19. Imprecation against the oppressors of

Brahmans.

1. Beyond measure they waxed strong, just fell

short of touching the heavens. When they in-

fringed upon Bhrzgu they perished, the Sring^ys,

Vaitahavyas.

2. The persons who pierced Brehats&man, the

descendant of Angiras, the Brihmawa—a ram with

two rows of teeth, a sheep devoured their offspring.

3. They who spat upon the Br^ma»a,who desired

tribute from him, they sit in the middle of a pool of

blood, chewing hair.

4. The cow of the Brahman, when roasted, as far

as she reaches does she destroy the lustre of the

kingdom ; no lusty hero is born (there).

5. A cruel (sacrilegious) deed is her slaughter,

her meat, when eaten, is sapless ; when her milk

is drunk, that surely is accounted a crime against

the Fathers.

6. When the king, weening himself mighty, de-

sires to destroy the Brihma/^a, then royal power is

dissipated, where the BrAhmawa is oppressed.

7. Becoming eight-footed, four-eyed, four-eared,

four-jawed, two-mouthed, two-tongued, she dispels

the rule of the oppressor of the Brahman.

8. That (kingdom) surely she swamps, as water

a leaking ship ; misfortune strikes that kingdom, in

which they injure a BrAhma^^a.

9. The trees chase away with the words :
* do not
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come within our shade/ him who covets the wealth

that belongs to a Brdhma^a, O Ndrada

!

10. King Varuwa pronounced this (to be) poison,

prepared by the gods : no one who has devoured

the cow of a Brihma«a retains the charge of a

kingdom.

11. Those full nine and ninety whom the earth

did cast off, because they had injured the offspring

of a BrAhma«a, were ruined irretrievably.

12. The kddl-plant (Christ's thorn) that wipes

away the track (of death), which they fasten to the

dead, that very one, O oppressor of Brahmans, the

gods did declare (to be) thy couch.

13. The tears which have rolled from (the eyes

of) the oppressed (Brahman), as he laments, these

very ones, O oppressor of Brahmans, the gods did

assign to thee as thy share of water.

14. The water with which they bathe the dead,

with which they moisten his beard, that very one,

O oppressor of Brahmans, the gods did assign to

thee as thy share of water.

15. The rain of Mitra and Varu;ea does not

moisten the oppressor of Brahmans; the assembly

is not complacent for him, he does not guide his

friend according to his will.

V, 7. Prayer to appease Ardti, the demon of

grudge and avarice.

I. Bring (wealth) to us, do not stand in our way,

O Ardti ; do not keep from us the sacrificial reward

as it is being taken (to us)! Adoration be to the

power of grudge, the power of failure, adoration to

ArAti!
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2. To thy advising minister, whom thou, Ar&ti,

didst make thy agent, do we make obeisance. Do
not bring failure to my wish

!

3. May our wish, instilled by the gods, be fulfilled

by day and night! We go in quest of Ariti.

Adoration be to Ariti!

4. Sarasvatl (speech), Anumati (favour), and Bhaga

(fortune) we go to invoke. Pleasant, honied, words

I have spoken on the occasions when the gods were

invoked.

5. Him whom I implore with Vd^ Sarasvati (the

goddess of speech), the yoke-fellow of thought, faith

shall find to-day, bestowed by the brown soma

!

6. Neither our wish nor our speech do thou frus-

trate ! May Indra and Agni both bring us wealth

!

Do ye all who to-day desire to make gifts to us

gain favour with Arid

!

7. Go far away, failure ! Thy missile do we
avert I know thee (to be) oppressive and piercing,

O ArAti

!

8. Thou dost even transform thyself into a naked

woman, and attach thyself to people in their sleep,

frustrating, O Ariti, the thought and intention of

man.

9. To her who, great, and of great dimension,

did penetrate all the regions, to this golden-locked

Nirmi (goddess of misfortune), I have rendered

obeisance.

10. To the gold-complexioned, lovely one, who
rests upon golden cushions, to the great one, to

that Ariti who wears golden robes, I have rendered

obeisance.
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XII, 4. The necessity of giving away sterile

cows to the Brahmans.

1. * I give/ he shall surely say, * the sterile cow to

the begging Brahmans '—and they have noted her

—

that brings progeny and offspring

!

2. With his offspring does he trade, of his cattle

is he deprived, that refuses to give the cow of the

gods to the begging descendants of the i?/shis.

3. Through (the gift of) a cow with broken horns

his (cattle) breaks down, through a lame one he

tumbles into a pit, through a mutilated one his

house is burned, through a one-eyed one his property

is given away.

4. Flow of blood attacks the cattle-owner from

the spot where her dung is deposited : this under-

standing there is about the va^A (the sterile cow)

;

for thou (sterile cow) art said to be very difficult to

deceive

!

5. From the resting-place of her feet the (disease)

called viklindu overtakes (the owner, or the cattle).

Without sickness breaks down (the cattle) which she

sniffs upon with her nose.

6. He that pierces her ears is estranged from

the gods. He thinks :
* I am making a mark (upon

her),' (but) he diminishes his own property.

7. If any one for whatsoever purpose cuts her

tail then do his colts die, and the wolf tears his

calves.

8. If a crow has injured her hair, as long as she

is with her owner then do his children die : decline

overtakes them without (noticeable) sickness.

9. If the serving-maid sweeps together her dung,
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that bites as lye, there arises from this sin disfigure-

ment that passeth not away.

ID. The sterile cow in her very birth is born for

the gods and Br4hma«as. Hence to the Brahmans

she is to be given : that, they say, guarantees the

security of one's own property.

11. For those that come requesting her the cow

has been created by the gods. Oppression of

Brahmans it is called, if he keeps her for himself.

12. He that refuses to give the cow of the gods

to the descendants of the i?/shis who ask for it,

infringes upon the gods, and the wrath of the

Br&hma»as.

13. Though he derives benefit from this sterile

cow, another (cow) then shall he seek ! When kept

she injures (his) folk, if he refuses to give her after

she has been asked for

!

14. The sterile cow is as a treasure deposited for

the Brihma«as : they come here for her, with whom-
soever she is born.

15. The Brihma;eas come here for their own,

when they come for the sterile cow. The refusal of

her is, as though he were oppressing them in other

concerns.

16. If she herds up to her third year, and no

disease is discovered in her, and he finds her to be

a sterile cow, O Ndrada, then must he look for the

BrAhma^as.

1 7. If he denies that she is sterile, a treasure de-

posited for the gods, then Bhava and ^S^arva, both,

come upon him, and hurl their arrow upon him.

18. Though he does not perceive upon her either

udder, or tits, yet both yield him milk, if he has

prevailed upon himself to give away the sterile cow.
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19. Hard to cheat, she oppresses him, if, when
asked for, he refuses to give her. His desires are

not fulfilled, if he aims to accomplish them without

giving her away.

20. The gods did ask for the sterile cow, making

the Brdhma^a their mouthpiece. The man that

does not g^ve (her) enters into the wrath of all of

these.

21. Into the wrath of the cattle enters he that

gives not the sterile cow to the Brdhma^^s ; if he,

the mortal, appropriates the share deposited for the

gods.

22. Even if a hundred other Br4hma»as beg the

owner for the sterile cow, yet the gods did say

anent her :
* The cow belongs to him that knoweth

thus.*

23. He that refuses the sterile cow to him that

knoweth thus, and gives her to others, difficult to

dwell upon is for him the earth with her divinities.

24. The gods did beg the sterile cow of him with

whom she was born at first. That very one Nirada

recognised and drove forth in company with the

gods.

25. The sterile cow renders childless, and poor in

cattle, him that yet appropriates her, when she has

been begged for by the Brihma^as.

26. For Agni and Soma, for K4ma, for Mitra, and

for Varuwa, for these do the Brdhma^as beg her

:

upon these he infringes, if he gives her not.

27. As long as the owner does not himself hear

the stanzas referring to (the giving away of) her,

she may herd among his cattle
;
(only) if he has not

heard (them) may she pass the night in his house.

28. He that has listened to the stanzas, yet has
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permitted her to herd among the cattle, his life' and

prosperity the angry gods destroy.

29. The sterile cow, even when she rambles freely,

is a treasure deposited for the gods. Make evident

thy true nature when thou desirest to go to thy

(proper) stable

!

30. She makes evident her nature when she

desires to go to her (proper) stable. Then indeed

the sterile cow puts it into the minds of the Brahmans

to beg (for her).

31. She evolves it in her mind, that (thought)

reaches the gods. Then do the Brahmans come to

beg for the sterile cow.

32. The call svadhi befriends him with the

Fathers, the sacrifice with the gods. Through the

gift of the sterile cow the man of royal caste incurs

not the anger of (her), his mother.

33. The sterile cow is the mother of the man of

royal caste : thus was it from the beginning. It is

said to be no (real) deprivation if she is given to the

Brahmans.

34. As if he were to rob the ghee ladled up for

Agni (the fire) from the (very) spoon, thus, if he

gives not the sterile cow to the Brahmans, does he

infringe upon Agni.

35. The sterile cow has the puro^a^a (sacrificial

cake) for her calf, she yields plentiful milk, helps in

this world, and fulfils all wishes for him that gives

her (to the Brahmans).

36. The sterile cow fulfils all wishes in the king-

dom of Yama for him that gives her. But they say

that hell falls to the lot of him that withholds her,

when she has been begged for.

37. The sterile cow, even if she should become

[42] N
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fruitful, lives in anger at her owner :
' since he did

regard me as sterile (without giving me to the

Brahmans), he shall be bound in the fetters of

death!'

38. He who thinks that the cow is sterile, and
(yet) roasts her at home, even his children and
grandchildren Brehaspati causes to be importuned

(for her).

39. Fiercely does the (supposed) sterile cow bum
when she herds with the cattle, though she be a

(fruitful) cow. She verily, too, milks poison for the

owner that does not present her.

40. It pleases the cattle when she is given to the

Brahmans; moreover, the sterile cow is pleased,

when she is made an offering to the gods (Brahmans).

41. From the sterile cows which the gods, re-

turning from the sacrifice, created, N&rada picked

out as (most) terrible the viliptl.

42. In reference to her the gods reflected: *Is she

a sterile cow, or not ?
' And NSrada in reference to

her said :
* Of sterile cows she is the most sterile

!

'

43. * How many sterile cows (are there), O Nd-
rada, which thou knowest to be bom among men ?

'

About these do I ask thee, that knowest :
* Of which

may the non-Brfihma«a not eat ?

'

44. Of the viliptl, of her that has born a sterile

cow, and of the sterile cow (herself), the non-Br4h-

ma«a, that hopes for prosperity, shall not eat

!

45. Reverence be to thee, O NArada, that knowest

thoroughly which sterile cow is the most terrible, by
withholding which (from the Brahmans) destruction

is incurred.

46. The viliptl, O Brehaspati, her that has be-

gotten a sterile cow, and the sterile cow (herself),
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the non-Brihma;«a, that hopes for prosperity, shall

not eat

!

47. Three kinds, forsooth, of sterile cows are

there : the viliptl, she that has begotten a sterile

cow, and the sterile cow (herself). These he shall

give to the Brahmans ; (then) does he not estrange

himself from Pra^pati.

48. 'This is your oblation, O Brdhma^as/ thus

shall he reflect, if he is supplicated, if they ask him
for the sterile cow, terrible in the house of him that

refuses to give her.

49. The gods animadverted in reference to Bheda

and the sterile cow, angry because he had not given

her, in these verses—and therefore he (Bheda)

perished.

50. Bheda did not present the sterile cow, though

requested by Indra : for this sin the gods crushed

him in battle.

51. The counsellors that advise the withholding

(of the sterile cow), they, the rogues, in their folly,

conflict with the wrath of Indra.

52. They who lead the owner of cattle aside, then

say to him :
* do not give/ in their folly they run

into the missile hurled by Rudra.

53. And if he roasts the sterile cow at home,

whether he makes a sacrifice of her, or not, he sins

against the gods and Brdhma«as, and as a cheat

falls from heaven.

XI, I. The preparation of the brahmaudana, the

porridge given as a fee to the Brahmans.

I. O Agni, come into being! Aditi here in her

throes, longing for sons, is cooking the porridge

for the Brahmans. The seven i?eshis, that did

N 2
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create the beings, shall here chum thee, along with

progeny

!

2. Produce the smoke, ye lusty friends ; unharmed

by wiles go ye into the contest! Here is the Agni

(fire) who gains battles, and commands powerful

warriors, with whom the gods did conquer the

demons.

3. O Agni, to a great heroic deed thou wast

aroused, to cook the Brahman's porridge, O G^dta-

vedas ! The seven /?/shis, that did create the beings,

have produced thee. Grant her (the wife) wealth

together with undiminished heroes

!

4. Burn, O Agni, after having been kindled by

the firewood, bring skilfully hither the gods that are

to be revered ! Causing the oblation to cook for

these (Brahmans), do thou raise this (sacrificer) to

the highest firmament

!

5. The threefold share which was of yore assigned

to you (belongs) to the gods, the (departed) Fathers,

and to the mortals (the priests). Know your shares

!

I divide them for you : the (share) of the gods shall

protect this (woman)

!

6. O Agni, possessed of might, superior, thou

dost without fail prevail ! Bend down to the ground

our hateful rivals!—This measure, that is being

measured, and has been measured, may constitute

thy kin into (people) that render thee tribute

!

7. Mayest thou together with thy kin be endowed

with sap ! Elevate her (the wife) to great heroism !

Ascend on high to the base of the firmament, which

they call ' the world of brightness
*

!

8. This great goddess earth, kindly disposed,

shall receive the (sacrificial) skin! Then may we
go to the world of well-doing (heaven)

!
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9. Lay these two press-stones, well coupled, upon

the skin ; crush skilfully the (soma-) shoots for the

sacrificer ! Crush down, (O earth), and beat down,

those who are hostile to her (the wife); lift up high,

and elevate her offspring

!

ID. Take into thy hands, O man, the press-stones

that work together : the gods that are to be revered

have come to thy sacrifice ! Whatever three wishes

thou dost choose^ I shall here procure for thee unto

fulfilment.

11. This, (O winnowing-basket), is thy purpose,

and this thy nature : may Aditi, mother of heroes,

take hold of thee! Winnow out those who are

hostile to this (woman) ; afford her wealth and un-

diminished heroes

!

1 2. Do ye, (O grains), remain in the (winnowing-)

basket, while (the wind) blows over you ; be separated,

ye who are fit for the sacrifice, from the chaff I May
we in happiness be superior to all our equals ! I bend

down under our feet those that hate us.

1 3. Retire, O woman, and return promptly ! The
stable of the waters (water-vessel) has settled upon

thee, that thou mayest carry it : of these (the waters)

thou shalt take such as are fit for sacrifice ; having

intelligently divided them off, thou shalt leave the

rest behind

!

14. These bright women, (the waters), have come

hither. Arise, thou woman, and gather strength

!

To thee, that art rendered by thy husband a true

wife, (and) by thy children rich in offspring, the

sacrifice has come : receive the (water-) vessel

!

15. The share of food that belongs to you of yore

has been set aside for you. Instructed by the ^zshis

bring thou (woman) hither this water! May this
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sacrifice win advancement for you, win protection,

win offspring for you ; may it be mighty, win cattle,

and heroes for you !

1 6. O Agni, the sacrificial pot has settled upon

thee: do thou shining, brightly glowing, heat it with

thy glow ! May the divine descendants of the ^/shis,

assembled about their share (of the porridge), full of

fervour, heat this (pot) at the proper time

!

17. Pure and clear may these sacrificial women,

the waters bright, flow into the pot! They have

given us abundant offspring and cattle. May he

that cooks the porridge go to the world of the pious

(heaven)

!

18. Purified by (our) prayer, and clarified by the

ghee are the soma-shoots, (and) these sacrificial

grains. Enter the water ; may the pot receive you !

When ye have cooked this (porridge) go ye to the

world of the pious (heaven)

!

19. Spread out far unto great extent, with a thou-

sand surfaces, in the world of the pious! Grand-

fathers, fathers, children, grandchildren— I am the

fifteenth one that did cook thee.

20. The porridge has a thousand surfaces, a hun-

dred streams, and is indestructible i it is the road of

the gods, leads to heaven. Yonder (enemies) do I

place upon thee : injure them and their offspring

;

(but) to me that brings gifts thou shalt be merciful

!

21. Step upon the altar (vedi) ; make this woman
thrive in her progeny ; repel the demons ; advance

her! May we in happiness be superior to all our

equals! I bend down under our feet all those that

hate us.

22. Turn towards her with cattle, (thou pot),

face towards her, together with the divine powers

!
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Neither curses nor hostile magic shall reach thee

;

rule in thy dwelling free from disease

!

23. Properly built, placed with care, this altar (vedi)

has been arranged ofyore for the Brahmans porridge.

Put it, O woman, upon the purified awsadhrl
; place

there the porridge for the divine (Brahma;^as)

!

24. May this sacrificial ladle (sru>^), the second

hand of Aditi, which the seven 7?/shis, the creators

of the beings, did fashion, may this spoon, knowing

the limbs of the porridge, heap it upon the altar

!

25. The divine (Br^hmawas) shall sit down to

thee, the cooked sacrifice : do thou again descending

from the fire, approach them ! Clarified by soma

settle in the belly of the Brdhma^as ; the descend-

ants of the 7?^shis who eat thee shall not take harm !

26. O king Soma, infuse harmony into the good

Br&hma;^as who shall sit about thee ! Eagerly do

I invite to the porridge the 7?/shis, descended from

^/shis, that are born of religious fervour, and gladly

obey the call.

27. These pure and clear sacrificial women (the

waters) I put into the hands of the Brdhma;^as

severally. With whatever wish I pour this upon

you, may Indra accompanied by the Maruts grant

this to me

!

28. This gold is my immortal light, this ripe fruit

of the field is my wish-granting cow. This treasure

I present to the Brdhmawas : I prepare for myself

a road that leads to the Fathers in the heavens.

29. Scatter the spelt into Agni G^itavedas (the

fire), sweep away to a far distance the chaff! This

(chaff) we have heard, is the share of the ruler of the

house (Agni), and we know, too, what belongs to

Nirrtti (destruction) as her share.
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30. Note, (O porridge), him that takes pains, and

cooks and presses the soma; lift him up to the

heavenly road, upon which, after he has reached the

fullest age, he shall ascend to the highest firmament,

the supreme heavens

!

31. Anoint (with ghee), O adhvaryu (priest), the

surface of this sustaining (porridge), make skilfully

a place for the melted butter; with ghee do thou

anoint all its limbs ! I prepare for myself a road

that leads to the Fathers in the heavens.

32. O sustaining (porridge), cast destruction and

strife among such as are sitting about thee, and are

not Br4hma«as ! (But) the descendants of the 7?/shis,

that eat thee, being full of substance, spreading forth,

shall not take harm

!

33. To the descendants of the -^/shis I make thee

over, O porridge ; those who are not descended from

liishis have no share in it! May Agni as my
guardian, may all the Maruts, and all the gods watch

over the cooked food

!

34. Thee (the porridge) that milkest the sacrifice,

art evermore abundant, the male milch-cow, the seat

of wealth, we beseech for immortality of offspring

and long life with abundance of wealth.

35. Thou art a lusty male, penetratest heaven : go

thou to the i?/shis, descended from Rtshis ! Dwell

in the world of the pious : there is a well-prepared

(place) for us two

!

36. Pack thyself up, go forth ! O Agni, prepare

the roads, that lead to the gods ! By these well-

prepared (roads) may we reach the sacrifice, standing

upon the firmament (that shines) with seven rays

!

37. With the light with which the gods, having

cooked the porridge for the Brdhma/zas, ascended
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to heaven, to the world of the pious, with that would

we go to the world of the pious, ascending to the

light, to the highest firmament

!

XI I, 3. The preparation of the brahmaudana, the

porridge given as a fee to the Brahmans.

1. (Thyself) a male, step thou upon the hide of the

male (steer) : go, call thither all that is dear to thee

!

At whatever age ye two formerly did first unite (in

marriage), may that age be your common lot in

Yama s kingdom

!

2. Your sight shall be as clear (as formerly), your

strength as abundant, your lustre as great, your

vitality as manifold! When Agni, the (funeral-)

pyre, fastens himself upon the corpse, then as a pair

ye shall rise from the (cooked) porridge

!

3. Come ye together in this world, upon the road

to the gods, and in Yama's realms ! By purifica-

tions purified call ye together the offspring that has

sprung from you

!

4. Around the water united, sit ye down, O
children ; around this living (father) and the waters

that refresh the living ! Partake of these (waters),

and of that porridge which the mother of you two

cooks, and which is called amz-eta (ambrosia)

!

5. The porridge which the father of you two, and

which the mother cooks, unto freedom from defilement

and foulness of speech, that porridge with a hundred

streams (of ghee), leading to heaven, has penetrated

with might both the hemispheres of the world.

6. In that one of the two hemispheres and the

two heavenly worlds, conquered by the pious, which

especially abounds in light, and is rich in honey, in
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that do ye in the fulness of time come together with

your children

!

7. Keep ever on in an easterly direction : this is

the region that the faithful cling to! When your

cooked porridge has been prepared on the fire, hold

together, O man and wife, that ye may guard it

!

8. When ye shall have reached the southerly

direction, turn ye to this vessel ! In that Yama,
associated with the fathers, shall give abundant

protection to your cooked porridge

!

9. This westerly direction is especially favoured :

in it Soma is ruler and consoler. To this hold,

attach yourselves to the pious : then as a pair ye

shall rise from the cooked porridge

!

10. The northerly direction shall make our realm

the very uppermost, in offspring uppermost ! The
purusha is the metre pahkti : with all (our kin),

endowed with all their limbs, may we be united

!

11. This 'firm' direction (nadir) is Vir^ (bril-

liancy) : reverence be to her ; may she be kind to

my children and to me ! Mayest thou, O goddess

Aditi, who boldest all treasures, as an alert guardian

guard the cooked porridge

!

12. As a father his children do thou, (O earth),

embrace us ; may gentle winds blow upon us here

on earth ! Then the porridge which the two divini-

ties (the sacrificer and his wife) are here preparing

for us shall take note of our religious fervour and

our truth

!

13. Whatever the black bird, that has come
hither stealthily, has touched of that which has

stuck to the rim, or whatever the wet-handed slave-

girl does pollute—may ye, O waters, purify (that)

mortar and pesde

!
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14. May this sturdy press-stone, with broad bot-

tom, purified by the purifiers, beat away the Rakshas !

Settle upon the skin, afford firm protection; may
man and wife not come to grief in their children

!

15. The (pestle of) wood has come to us together

with the gods : it drives away the Rakshas and

FisA^s. Up it shall rise, shall let its voice resound :

through it let us conquer all the worlds

!

16. The cattle clothed itself in sevenfold strength,

those among them that are sleek and those that

are poor. The thirty-three gods attend them

:

mayest thou, (O cattle), guide us to the heavenly

world

!

1 7. To the bright world of heaven thou shalt lead

us
;
(there) let us be united with wife and children !

I take her hand, may she follow me there ; neither

Nirr^'ti (destruction), nor Ariti (grudge), shall gain

mastery over us

!

18. May we get past the evil GrAhi (seizure)!

Casting aside darkness do thou, (O pestle), let thy

lovely voice resound; do not, O wooden tool, when
raised, do injury ; do not mutilate the grain devoted

to the gods

!

19. All-embracing, about to be covered with ghee,

enter, (O pot), as a co-dweller this space !—Take hold

of the winnowing-basket, that has been grown by

the rain : the spelt and the chaff it shall sift out

!

20. Three regions are constructed after the

pattern of the Brihma/^a : yonder heaven, the earth,

and the atmosphere.—Take the (soma-) shoots, and

hoTd one another, (O man and wife) ! They (the

shoots) shall swell (with moisture), and again go
back into the winnowing-basket

!

21. Of manifold variegated colours are the
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animals, one colour hast thou, (O porridge), when
successfully prepared.—Push these (soma-) shoots

upon this red skin ; the press-stone shall purify

them as the washer-man his clothes

!

22. Thee, the (pot of) earth, I place upon the

earth : your substance is the same, though thine,

(O pot), is modified. Even though a blow has

cracked or scratched thee, do not therefore burst:

with this verse do I cover that up

!

23. Gently as a mother embrace the son : I unite

thee, (pot of) earth, with the earth ! Mayest thou,

the hollow pot, not totter upon the altar, when thou

art pressed by the tools of sacrifice and the ghee

!

24. May Agni who cooks thee protect thee on the

east, Indra with the Maruts protect thee on the south!

May Varu«a on the west support thee upon thy foun-

dation, may Soma on the north hold thee together

!

25. Purified by the purifiers, the (waters) flow pure

from the clouds, they reach to the spaces of heaven,

and of the earth. They are alive, refresh the living,

and are firmly rooted : may Agni heat them, after

they have been poured into the vessel

!

26. From heaven they come, into the earth they

penetrate ; from the earth they penetrate into the

atmosphere. May they, now pure, yet purify them-

selves further ; may they conduct us to the heavenly

world

!

27. Whether ye are over-abundant or just suffi-

cient, ye are surely clear, pure, and immortal : cook,

ye waters, instructed by the husband and wife,

obliging and helpful, the porridge

!

28. Counted drops penetrate into the earth, com-

mensurate with the breaths of life and the plants.

The uncounted golden (drops), that are poured into
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(the porridge), have, (themselves) pure, estabh'shed

complete purity.

29. The boiHng waters rise and sputter, cast up

foam and many bubbles. Unite, ye waters, with

this grain, as a woman who beholds her husband in

the proper season

!

30. Stir up (the grains) as they settle at the

bottom : let them mingle their inmost parts with

the waters ! The water here I have measured with

cups ; measured was the grain, so as to be according

to these regulations.

31. Hand over the sickle, with haste bring

promptly (the grass for the barhis); without giving

pain let them cut the plants at the joints ! They
whose kingdom Soma rules, the plants, shall not

harbour anger against us

!

32. Strew a new barhis for the porridge : pleasing

to its heart, and lovely to its sight it shall be ! Upon
it the gods together with the goddesses shall enter

;

settle down to this (porridge) in proper order, and

eat it

!

33. O (instrument of) wood, settle down upon the

strewn barhis, in keeping with the divinities and the

agnish/oma rites ! Well shaped, as if by a carpenter

(Tvash/ar) with his axe, is thy form. Longing for

this (porridge) the (gods) shall be seen about the

vessel

!

34. In sixty autumns the treasurer (ofthe porridge)

shall fetch it, by the cooked grain he shall obtain

heaven ; the parents and the children shall live upon

it Bring thou this (man) to heaven, into the presence

of Agni

!

35. (Thyself) a holder, (O pot), hold on to the

foundation of the earth : thee, that art immoveable
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the gods (alone) shall move ! Man and wife, alive,

with living children, shall remove thee from the

hearth of the fire

!

36. Thou hast conquered and reached all worlds ;

as many as are our wishes, thou hast satisfied them.

Dip ye in, stirring stick and spoon ! Place it (the

porridge) upon a single dish

!

37. Lay (ghee) upon it, let it spread forth, anoint

this dish with ghee ! As the lowing cow her young

that craves the breast, ye gods shall greet with

sounds of satisfaction this (porridge)

!

38. With ghee thou hast covered it, hast made
this place (for the porridge) : may it, peerless, spread

afar to heaven! Upon it shall lest the mighty

eagle
;
gods shall offer it to the divinities

!

39. Whatever the wife cooks aside from thee,

(O husband), or the husband (cooks) unbeknown of

thee, O wife, mix that together : to both of you it

shall belong ; bring it together into a single place

!

40. As many of her children as dwell upon the

earth, and the sons that have been begotten by him,

all those ye shall call up to the dish : on shall come
the young knowing their nest

!

41. The goodly streams, swelling with honey,

mixed with ghee, the seats of ambrosia, all these

does he obtain, ascends to heaven. In sixty autumns

the treasurer (of the porridge) shall fetch it

!

42. The treasurer shall fetch this treasure: all

outsiders round about shall not control it! The
heaven-directed porridge, that has been presented

and deposited by us, in three divisions has reached

the three heavens.

43. May Agni burn the ungodly Rakshas; the

flesh-devouring Pi^iia shall have nothing here to
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partake of! We drive him away, hold him afar from

us : the Adityas and Angiras shall stay near it

!

44. To the Adityas and the Angiras do I offer

this (food of) honey, mixed with ghee. Do ye two,

(man and wife), with clean hands, without having

injured a BrsLhma^a, performing pious deeds, go to

that heavenly world

!

45. I would obtain this highest part of it (the

porridge), the place from which the highest lord

permeates (the all). Pour butter upon it, anoint it

with plentiful ghee : this here is our share, fit for

the Angiras

!

46. For the sake of truth and holy strength do

we make over *':is porridge as a hoarded treasure

to the gods : it shall not be lost to us in gaming or

in the assembly; do not let it go to any other

person before me

!

47. I cook, and I give (to the Brahmans), and so,

too, my wife, at my religious rite and practice.—With

the birth of a son the world of children has arisen

(for you) : do ye two hold on to a life that extends

beyond (your years)

!

48. In that place exists no guilt, and no duplicity,

not even if he goes conspiring with his friends.

This full dish of ours has here been deposited : the

cooked (porridge) shall come back again to him that

cooks it

!

49. Kind deeds we shall perform for our friends :

all that hate us shall go to darkness (hell)!—As
(fruitful) cow, and (strong) steer, they (man and

wife) shall during every successive period of their

lives drive away man-besetting death

!

50. The fires (all) know one another, that which

lives in plants, and lives in the waters, and all the
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(light-) gods that glow upon the heaven. The gold

(here) becomes the light of him that cooks (the

porridge).

51. This (naked skin) among the hides is born

upon man (alone), all other animals are not naked.

Clothe yourselves, (ye Brahmans), in sheltering

garments : (even) the face of the porridge is a home-

spun garment

!

52. What falsehood thou shalt speak at play

and in the assembly, or the falsehood that thou

shalt speak through lust for gain—put on together,

(O man and wife), this same garment, deposit upon

it every blemish

!

53. Produce rain, go to the gods, let smoke arise

from (thy) surface; all-embracing, about to be

covered with ghee, enter as a co-dweller this

place

!

54. In many ways heaven assumes within itself

a different form, according to circumstances. It (the

heaven) has laid aside its black form, purifying itself

to a bright (form) ; the red form do I sacrifice for

thee into the fire.

55. Thee here we hand over to the eastern direc-

tion, to Agni as sovereign lord, to the black serpent

as guardian, to Aditya as bowman : do ye guard it

for us, until we arrive ! To the goal here he shall

lead us, to old age ; old age shall hand us over to

death : then shall, we be united with the cooked

(porridge)

!

56. Thee here we hand over to the southern

direction, to Indra as sovereign lord, to the serpent

that is striped across as guardian, to Yama as bow-

man : do ye guard it for us, until we arrive ! To the

goal here, &c.
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57. Thee here we hand over to the western direc-

tion, to Varu;^a as sovereign lord, to the przdkku-

serpent as guardian, to food as bowman : do ye guard

it for us, until we arrive. To the goal here, &c.

58. Thee here we hand over to the northern

direction, to Soma as sovereign lord, to the svs^a-

serpent as guardian, to the lightning as bowman :

do ye guard it for us, until we arrive. To the goal

here, &c.

59. Thee here we hand over to the direction of the

nadir, to Vish;m as sovereign lord, to the serpent

with black-spotted neck as guardian, to the plants

^s bowmen : do ye guard it for us, until we arrive.

To the goal here, &c.

60. Thee here we hand over to the direction of

the zenith, to Br/haspati as sovereign lord, to the

light-coloured serpent as guardian, to the rain as

bowman: do ye guard it for us, until we arrive.

To the goal here, &c.

IX, 3. Removal of a house that has been presented

to a priest as sacrificial reward.

1. The fastenings of the buttresses, the supports,

and also of the connecting beams of the house, that

abounds in treasures, do we loosen.

2. O (house) rich in all treasures ! the fetter

which has been bound about thee, and the knot

which has been fastened upon thee, that with my
charm do I undo, as Br/haspati (undid) Vala.

3. (The builder) has drawn thee together, pressed

thee together, placed firm knots upon thee. Skil-

fully, as the priest who butchers (the sacrificial

animal), do we with Indra's aid disjoint thy limbs.

[42] o
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4. From thy beams, thy bolts, thy frame, and

thy thatch ; from thy sides, (O house) abounding in

treasures, do we loosen the fastenings.

5. The fastenings of the dove-tailed (joints), of

the reed (-covering), of the frame-work, do we loosen

here from the * mistress of dwelling/

6. The ropes which they have tied within thee

for comfort, these do we loosen from thee ; be thou

propitious to our persons, O mistress of dwelling,

after thou hast (again) been erected

!

7. A receptacle for Soma, a house for Agni, a seat

for the mistresses (of the house), a seat (for the priests),

a seat for the gods art thou, O goddess house

!

8. Thy covering of wicker-work, with thousand

eyes, stretched out upon thy crown, fastened down
and laid on, do we loosen with (this) charm.

9. He who receives thee as a gift, O house,

and he by whom thou hast been built, both these,

O mistress of dwelling, shall live attaining old age

!

10. Return to him in the other world, firmly

bound, ornamented, (thou house), which we loosen

limb by limb, and joint by joint!

1 1. He who built thee, O house, brought together

(thy) timbers, he, a Pra^pati on high, did construct

thee, O house, for his progeny (prc^yai).

12. We render obeisance to him (the builder);

obeisance to the giver, the lord of the house

;

obeisance to Agni who serves (the sacrifice) ; and

obeisance to thy (attendant) man

!

13. Reverence to the cattle and the horses, and

to that which is born in the house ! Thou that hast

produced, art rich in offspring, thy fetters do we
loosen.

14. Thou dost shelter Agni within, (and) the
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domestics together with the cattle. Thou that hast

produced, art rich in offspring, thy fetters do we
loosen.

15. The expanse which is between heaven and

earth, with that do I receive as a gift this house of

thine ; the middle region which is stretched out

from the sky, that do I make into a receptacle for

treasures ; with that do I receive the house for

this one.

16. Full of nurture, full of milk, fixed upon the

earth, erected, holding food for all, O house, do

thou not injure them that receive thee as a gift

!

17. Enveloped in grass, clothed in reeds, like

night does the house lodge the cattle; erected

thou dost stand upon the earth, like a she-elephant,

firm of foot.

18. The part of thee that was covered with

mats unfolding do I loosen. Thee that hast been

enfolded by Varu;^a may Mitra uncover in the

morning

!

19. The house built with pious word, built by

seers, erected— may Indra and Agni, the two

immortals, protect the house, the seat of Soma

!

20. Chest is crowded upon chest, basket upon

basket; there mortal man is begotten from whom
all things spring.

21. In the house which is built with two facades,

four facades, six facades ; in the house with eight

facades, with ten facades, in the * mistress of dwell-

ing/ Agni rests as if in the womb.

22. Turning towards thee that art turned towards

me, O house, I come to thee that injurest me not.

For Agni and the waters, the first door to divine

order, are within.

o 2
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23. These waters, free from disease, destructive

of disease, do I bring here. The chambers do

I enter in upon in company with the immortal

Agni (fire).

24. Do thou not fasten a fetter upon us ; though

a heavy load, become thou light ! As a bride do we
carry thee, O house, wherever we please.

25. From the easterly direction of the house

reverence (be) to greatness, hail to the gods who
are to be addressed with hail

!

26. From the southerly direction of the house, &c.

!

27. From the westerly direction of the house, &c.

!

28. From the northerly direction of the house, &c.

!

29. From the firm direction (nadir) of the

house, &c.

!

30. From the upright direction (zenith) of the

house, &c.

!

31. From every direction of the house reverence

(be) to greatness, hail to the gods who are to be

addressed with hail

!

VI, 71. Brahmanical prayer at the receipt of

gifts.

1. The varied food which I consume in many
places, my gold, my horses, and, too, my cows, goats,

and sheep : everything whatsoever that I have re-

ceived as a gift—may Agni, the priest, render that

an auspicious offering

!

2. The gift that has come to me by sacrifice, or

without sacrifice, bestowed by the Fathers, granted

by men, through which my heart, as it were, lights

up with joy—may Agni, the priest, render that an

auspicious offering!

3. The food that I, O gods, improperly consume,
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(the food) I promise, intending to give of it (to the

Brahmans), or not to give of it, by the might of

mighty Vaixvinara (Agni) may (that) food be for

me auspicious and full of honey!

XX, 127. A kuntipa-hymn.

1. Listen, ye folks, to this : (a song) in praise of

a hero shall be sung ! Six thousand and ninety

(cows) did we get (when we were) with Kaurama
among the Ru^amas,

—

2. Whose twice ten buffaloes move right along,

together with their cows ; the height of his chariot

just misses the heaven which recedes from its touch.

3. This one (Kaurama) presented the seer with

a hundred jewels, ten chaplets, three hundred steeds,

and ten thousand cattle.

B.

4. Disport thyself, O chanter, disport thyself as

a bird upon a flowering tree ; thy tongue glides

quickly over the lips as a razor over the strop.

5. The chanters with their pious song hurry on

blithely as cows ; at home are their children, and at

home the cows do they attend.

6. Bring hither, O chanter, thy poem, that which

earns cattle and earns good things ! Among the

gods (kings) place thy voice as a manly archer his

arrow

!

C.

7. Listen ye to the high praise of the king who

rules over all peoples, the god who is above mortals,

of Vairvdnara Parikshit!
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8. * Parikshit has procured for us a secure dwell-

ing, when he, the most excellent one, went to his

seat/ (Thus) the husband in Kuru-land, when he

founds his household, converses with his wife.

9.
' What may I bring to thee, curds, stirred

drink, or liquor ?
' (Thus) the wife asks her husband

in the kingdom of king Parikshit.

10. Like light the ripe barley runs over beyond

the mouth (of the vessels). The people thrive

merrily in the kingdom of king Parikshit.

D.

11. Indra has awakened the poet, saying: 'Arise,

move about, and sing ; of me, the strong, verily, sing

the praises ; full every pious one shall offer thee

(sacrificial reward)
!

'

12. Here, O cattle, ye shall be born, here, ye

horses, here, ye domestics ! And PAshan also, who
bestows a thousand (cows) as sacrificial reward,

settles down here.

13. May these cattle, O Indra, not suffer harm,

and may their owner not suffer harm ; may the

hostile folk, O Indra, may the thief not gain posses-

sion of them

!

14. We shout to the hero with hymn and song,

we (shout) with a pleasing song. Take delight in

our songs ; may we not ever suffer harm

!
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X.

COSMOGONIC AND THEOSOPHIC HYMNS.

XII, I. Hymn to goddess Earth.

1

.

Truth, greatness, universal order (ri'ta), strength,

consecration, creative fervour (tapas), spiritual ex-

altation (brahma), the sacrifice, support the earth.

May this earth, the mistress of that which was and

shall be, prepare for us a broad domain

!

2. The earth that has heights, and slopes, and

great plains, that supports the plants of manifold

virtue, free from the pressure that comes from the

midst of men, she shall spread out for us, and fit

herself for us!

3. The earth upoti which the sea, and the rivers

and the waters, upon which food and the tribes of

men have arisen, upon which this breathing, moving

life exists, shall afford us precedence in drinking

!

4. The earth whose are the four regions of space,

upon which food and the tribes of men have arisen,

which supports the manifold breathing, moving

things, shall afford us cattle and other possessions

also

!

5. The earth upon which of old the first men
unfolded themselves, upon which the gods overcame

the Asuras, shall procure for us (all) kinds of cattle,

horses, and fowls, good fortune, and glory

!

6. The earth that supports all, furnishes wealth,
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the foundation, the golden-breasted resting-place of

all living creatures, she that supports Agni Vairvd-

nara (the fire), and mates with Indra, the bull, shall

furnish us with property

!

7. The broad earth, which the sleepless gods

ever attentively guard, shall milk for us precious

honey, and, moreover, besprinkle us with glory

!

8. That earth which formerly was water upon

the ocean (of space), which the wise (seers) found

out by their skilful devices ; whose heart is in the

highest heaven, immortal, surrounded by truth, shall

bestow upon us brilliancy and strength, (and place

us) in supreme sovereignty!

9. That earth upon which the attendant waters

jointly flow by day and night unceasingly, shall

pour out milk for us in rich streams, and, moreover,

besprinkle us with glory

!

10. The eartli which the A,yvins have measured,

upon which Vish;«u has stepped out, which Indra,

the lord of might, has made friendly to himself; she,

the mother, shall pour forth milk for me, the son

!

11. Thy snowy mountain heights, and thy forests,

O earth, shall be kind to us ! The brown, the black,

the red, the multi-coloured, the firm earth, that is

protected by Indra, I have settled upon, not sup-

pressed, not slain, not wounded.

12. Into thy middle set us, O earth, and into thy

navel, into the nourishing strength that has g^own

up from thy body
;
purify thyself for us ! The earth

is the mother, and I the son of the earth ; Par^nya
is the father ; he, too, shall save us

!

13. The earth upon which they (the priests) in-

close the altar (vedi), upon which they, devoted to

all (holy) works, unfold the sacrifice, upon which
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are set up, in front of the sacrifice, the sacrificial

posts, erect and brilliant, that earth shall prosper us,

herself prospering

!

14. Him that hates us, O earth, him that battles

against us, him that is hostile towards us with his

mind and his weapons, do thou subject to us,

anticipating (our wish) by deed!

15. The mortals born of thee live on thee, thou

supportest both bipeds and quadrupeds. Thine,

O earth, are these five races of men, the mortals,

upon whom the rising sun sheds undying light with

his rays.

1 6. These creatures all together shall yield milk for

us ; do thou, O earth, give us the honey of speech !

17. Upon the firm, broad earth, the all-begetting

mother of the plants, that is supported by (divine)

law, upon her, propitious and kind, may we ever

pass our lives!

18. A great gathering-place thou, great (earth),

hast become
;
great haste, commotion, and agitation

are upon thee. Great Indra protects thee unceas-

ingly. Do thou, O earth, cause us to brighten as if

at the sight of gold : not any one shall hate us

!

19. Agni (fire) is in the earth, in the plants, the

waters hold Agni, Agni is in the stones; Agni is

within men, Agnis (fires) are within cattle, within

horses.

20. Agni glows from the sky, to Agni, the god,

belongs the broad air. The mortals kindle Agni,

the bearer of oblations, that loveth ghee.

21. The earth, clothed in Agni, with dark knees,

shall make me brilliant and alert

!

22. Upon the earth men give to the gods the

sacrifice, the prepared oblation; upon the earth
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mortal men live pleasantly by food. May this earth

give us breath and life, may she cause me to reach

old age

!

23. The fragrance, O earth, that has arisen upon

thee, which the plants and the waters hold, which

the Gandharvas and the Apsaras have partaken

of, with that make me fragrant : not any one shall

hate us!

24. That fragrance of thine which has entered

into the lotus, that fragrance, O earth, which the

immortals of yore gathered up at the marriage of

Siiryi, with that make me fragrant : not any one

shall hate us

!

25. That fragrance of thine which is in men, the

loveliness and charm that is in male and female,

that which is in steeds and heroes, that which is in

the wild animals with trunks (elephants), the lustre

that is in the maiden, O earth, with that do thou

blend us : not any one shall hate us

!

26. Rock, stone, dust is this earth ; this earth is

supported, held together. To this golden-breasted

earth I have rendered obeisance.

27. The earth, upon whom the forest-sprung trees

ever stand firm, the all-nourishing, compact earth, do

we invoke.

28. Rising or sitting, standing or walking, may
we not stumble with our right or left foot upon the

earth

!

29. To the pure earth I speak, to the ground, the

soil that has grown through the brahma (spiritual

exaltation). Upon thee, that boldest nourishment,

prosperity, food, and ghee, we would settle down,

O earth

!

30. Purified the waters shall flow for our bodies

;
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what flows off from us that do we deposit upon him
we disHke : with a purifier, O earth, do I purify

myself!

31. Thy easterly regions, and thy northern, thy

southerly (regions), O earth, and thy western, shall

be kind to me as I walk (upon thee) ! May I that

have been placed into the world not fall down

!

32. Do not drive us from the west, nor from the

east ; not from the north, and not from the south

!

Security be thou for us, O eardi : waylayers shall

not find us, hold far away (their) murderous weapoti

!

33. As long as I look out upon thee, O earth,

with Sdrya (the sun) as my companion, so long shall

my sight not fail, as year foUoweth upon year

!

34. When, as I lie, I turn upon my right or left

side, O earth ; when stretched out we lie with our

ribs upon thee pressing against (us), do not, O earth,

that liest close to everything, there injure us

!

35. What, O earth, I dig out of thee, quickly

shall that grow again : may I not, O pure one,

pierce thy vital spot, (and) not thy heart

!

36. Thy summer, O earth, thy rainy season, thy

autumn, winter, early spring, and spring ; thy decreed

yearly seasons, thy days and nights shall yield us

milk

!

37. The pure earth that starts in fright away
from the serpent, upon whom were the fires that

are within the waters, she that delivers (to destruc-

tion) the blasphemous Dasyus, she that takes the

side of Indra, not of Vrztra, (that earth) adheres to

*Sakra (mighty Indra), the lusty bull.

38. Upon whom rests the sacrificial hut (sadas)

and the (two) vehicles that hold the soma (havir-

dhdne), in whom the sacrificial post is fixed, upon
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whom the Brihma^^as praise (the gods) with rtks

and sAmans, knowing (also) the ya^r-formulas; upon

whom the serving-priests {rztvig') are employed so

that Indra shall drink the soma ;

—

39. Upon whom the seers of yore, that created

the beings, brought forth with their songs the cows,

they the seven active (priests), by means of the satra-

offerings, the sacrifices, and (their) creative fervour

(tapas) ;—
40. May this earth point out to us the wealth

that we crave ; may Bhaga (fortune) add his help,

may Indra come here as (our) champion!

41. The earth upon whom the noisy mortals sing

and dance, upon whom they fight, upon whom re-

sounds the roaring drum, shall drive forth our

enemies, shall make us free from rivals

!

42. To the earth upon whom are food, and rice

and barley, upon whom live these five races of men,

to the earth, the wife of Par^anya, that is fattened

by rain, be reverence

!

43. The earth upon whose ground the citadels

constructed by the gods unfold themselves, every

region of her that is the womb of all, Prsi^pati

shall make pleasant for us

!

44. The earth that holds treasures manifold in

secret places, wealth, jewels, and gold shall she give

to me ; she that bestows wealth liberally, the kindly

goddess, wealth shall she bestow upon us

!

45. The earth that holds people of manifold

varied speech, of different customs, according to

their habitations, as a reliable milch-cow that does

not kick, shall she milk for me a thousand streams

of wealth

!

46. The serpent, the scorpion with thirsty fangs,
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that hibernating torpidly lies upon thee ; the worm,

and whatever living thing, O earth, moves in the

rainy season, shall, when it creeps, not creep upon
us : with what is auspicious (on thee) be gracious

to us

!

47. Thy many paths upon which people go, thy

tracks for chariots and wagons to advance, upon

which both good and evil men proceed, this road,

free from enemies, and free from thieves, may we
gain : with what is auspicious (on thee) be gracious

to us

!

48. The earth holds the fool and holds the wise,

endures that good and bad dwell (upon her) ; she

keeps company with the boar, gives herself up to

the wild hog.

49. Thy forest animals, the wild animals homed
in the woods, the man-eating lions, and tigers that

roam; the ula, the wolf, mishap, injury (/-zTcshlka),

and demons (rakshas), O earth, drive away from us

!

50. The Gandharvas, the Apsaras, the Ariyas

and Kimldins; the Pis&^s and all demons (rakshas),

these, O earth, hold from us

!

51. The earth upon whom the biped birds fly

together, the flamingoes, eagles, birds of prey, and

fowls; upon whom Mitari^van, the wind, hastens,

raising the dust, and tossing the trees—as the wind

blows forth and back the flame bursts after ;

—

52. The earth upon whom day and night jointly,

black and bright, have been decreed, the broad

earth covered and enveloped with rain, shall kindly

place us into every pleasant abode

!

53. Heaven, and earth, and air have here given

me expanse ; Agni, Sflrya, the waters, and all the

gods together have g^ven me wisdom.
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54. Mighty am I, * Superior' (uttara) by name,

upon the earth, conquering am I, all-conquering,

completely conquering every region.

55. At that time, O goddess, when, spreading

(pratham&nfi) forth, named (pmhivl * broad') by

the gods, thou didst extend to greatness, then pros-

perity did enter thee, (and) thou didst fashion the

four regions.

56. In the villages and in the wilderness, in the

assembly-halls that are upon the earth; in the

gatherings, and in the meetings, may we hold forth

agreeably to thee

!

57. As dust a steed did she, as soon as she was

born, scatter these people, that dwelt upon the

earth, she the lovely one, the leader, the guardian

of the world, that holds the trees and plants.

58. The words I speak, honied do I speak them

:

the things I see they furnish me with. Brilliant

I am and alert : the others that rush (against me)

do I beat down.

59. Gentle, fragp-ant, kindly, with the sweet drink

(kllala) in her udder, rich in milk, the broad earth

together with (her) milk shall give us courage

!

60. She whom Virvakarman (the creator of all)

did search out by means of oblations, when she had

entered the surging (flood of the) atmosphere, she,

the vessel destined to nourish, deposited in a secret

place, became visible (to the gods) and the (heavenly)

mothers.

61. Thou art the scatterer of men, the broadly

expanding Aditi that yields milk according to wish.

What is wanting in thee,Pra^pati, first-born of the

divine order (Wta), shall supply for thee !

62. Thy laps, O earth, free from ailment, free
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from disease, shall be produced for us! May we
attentively, through our long lives, be bearers of

ball-offerings to thee

!

63. O mother earth, kindly set me down upon

a well-founded place! With (father) heaven co-

operating, O thou wise one, do thou place me into

happiness and prosperity

!

XIII, I. Prayer for sovereign power addressed to

the god Rohita and his female Rohiwl.

1. Rise up, O steed, that art within the waters,

enter this kingdom, rich in liberal gifts! Rohita

(the red sun) who has begotten this all, shall keep

thee well-supported for sovereignty

!

2. The steed that is within the waters has risen

up : ascend upon the clans that are sprung from

thee ! Furnishing soma, the waters, plants, and cows,

cause thou four-footed and two-footed creatures to

enter here

!

3. Do ye, strong Maruts, children of Frisni (the

cloud), allied with Indra, crush the enemies ! Rohita

shall hear you, that give abundant gifts, the thrice

seven Maruts, who take delight in sweet (nourish-

ment) !

4. Rohita has climbed the heights, he has

ascended them, he, the embryo of women, (has

ascended) the womb of births. Closely united with

these women they found out the six broad (direc-

tions); spying out a road he has brought hither

sovereignty.

5. Hither to thee Rohita has brought sovereignty;

he has dispersed the enemies : freedom from danger

has resulted for thee. To thee heaven and earth
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together with the revatt and ^akvart-stanzas shall

yield gifts at will

!

6. Rohita produced heaven and earth ; there

Paramesh/^in (the lord on high) extended the thread

(of the sacrifice). There A^ Ekapdda (the one-

footed goat, the sun) did fix himself; he made firm

the heavens and earth with his strength.

7. Rohita made firm heaven and earth, by him

the (heavenly) light was established, by him the

firmament. By him the atmosphere and the spaces

were measured out, through him the gods obtained

immortality.

8. Rohita did ponder the multiform (universe)

while preparing (his) climbings and advances. Having
ascended the heaven with great might, he shall

anoint thy royalty with milk and ghee !

9. All thy climbings, advances, and all thy ascents

with which thou, (Rohita, the sun), fiUest the

heavens and the atmosphere, having strengthened

thyself with their brahma and payas (spiritual and

physical essence) do thou keep awake (do thou

watch over) among the people in the kingdom of

the (earthly) Rohita (the king)

!

10. The peoples that have originated from thy

tapas (heat, or creative fervour), have followed here

the calf, the giyatrl. They shall enter thee with

kindly spirit ; the calf Rohita with its mother shall

come on

!

11. High on the firmament Rohita has stood,

a youth, a sage, begetting all forms. As Agni he

shines with piercing light, in the third space he did

assume lovely (forms).

12. A bull with a thousand horns, 6^dtavedas

(fire), endowed with sacrifices of ghee, carrying
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soma upon his back, rich in heroes, he shall, when

implored, not abandon me, nor may I abandon thee

:

abundance in cattle and abundance in heroes procure

for me

!

13. Rohita is the generator of the sacrifice, and

its mouth ; to Rohita I offer oblations with voice,

ear, and mind. To Rohita the gods resort with

glad mind : he shall cause me to rise through eleva-

tion derived from the assembly

!

14. Rohita arranged a sacrifice for Vi^vakarman
;

from it these brilliant qualities have come to me.

Let me announce thy origin over the extent of the

world

!

1 5. Upon thee have ascended the br/hatl and the

pahkti (metres), upon thee the kakubh with splendour,

O 6^dtavedas. Upon thee the vasha/-call, whose

syllables make an ush^iha, has ascended, upon thee

Rohita with his seed has ascended.

16. This one clothes himself in the womb of the

earth, this one clothes himself in heaven, and in

the atmosphere. This one at the station of the

brown (sun) did attain unto the worlds of light.

1 7. O V^aspati (lord of speech), the earth shall

be pleasant to us, pleasant our dwelling, agreeable

our couches ! Right here life's breath shall be to

our friend; thee, O ParameshMin, Agni shall

envelop in life and lustre!

18. O V^aspati, the five seasons that we have,

which have come about as the creation of Virva-

karman, right here (they and) life's breath shall be

to our friend; thee, O ParameshMin, Rohita shall

envelop in life and lustre

!

19. O Vfi^fctspati, good cheer and spirit, cattle in

our stable, children in our wombs beget thou ! Right

[42] V
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here lifes breath shall be to our friend; thee, O
Paramesh/^in, I envelop in life and lustre.

20. God Savitar and Agni shall envelop thee,

Mitra and Varu«a surround thee with lustre ! Tread-

ing down all powers of grudge come thou hither

:

thou hast made this kingdom rich in liberal gifts.

21. Thou, O Rohita, whom the brindled cow,

harnessed at the side, carries, goest with brilliance,

causing the waters to flow.

22. Devoted to Rohita is Rohi«t his mistress,

with beautiful colour(complexion), great, and lustrous:

through her may we conquer booty of every descrip-

tion, through her win every battle

!

23. This seat, Rohi;^t, belongs to Rohita; yonder

is the path on which the brindled (female) goes

!

Her the Gandharvas and the Ka^yapas lead forth,

her the sages guard with diligence.

24. The radiant bay steeds of the sun, the im-

mortal, ever draw the delightful chariot. Rohita,

the drinker of ghee, the shining god, did enter the

variegated heavens.

25. Rohita, the sharp-horned bull, who surpasses

Agni and surpasses Sfirya, who props up the earth

and the sky, out of him the gods frame the creations.

^26. Rohita ascended the heaven from the great

flood ; Rohita has climbed all heights.

27. Create (the cow) that is rich in milk, drips

with ghee : she is the milch-cow of the gods that

does not refuse ! Indra shall drink the Soma, there

shall be secure possession ; Agni shall sing praises :

the enemies do thou drive out

!

28. Agni kindled, spreads his flames, fortified by
ghee, sprinkled with ghee. Victorious, all-conquering

Agni shall slay them that are my rivals

!
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29. He shall slay them, shall burn the enemy that

battles against us ! With the flesh-devouring Agni

do we bum our rivals.

30. Smite them down, O Indra, with the thunder-

bolt, with thy (strong) arm ! Then have I over-

powered my rivals with Agni's brilliant strengths.

31. O Agni, subject our rivals to us; confuse,

O Br^Tiaspati, the kinsman that is puffed up ! O
Indra and Agni, O Mitra and Varu«a, subjected they

shall be, unable to vent their wrath against us

!

32. Do thou, god Sftrya (the sun), when thou

risest, beat down my rivals, beat them down with

a stone : they shall go to the nethermost darkness

!

33. The calf of Virc^, the bull of prayers, carry-

ing the bright (soma) upon his back, has ascended

the atmosphere. A song accompanied by ghee they

sing to the calf; himself brahma (spiritual exalta-

tion) they swell him with their brahma (prayer).

34. Ascend the heavens, ascend the earth

;

sovereignty ascend thou, and possessions ascend

thou ! Offspring ascend thou, and immortality ascend

thou, unite thy body with Rohita

!

35. The gods that hold sovereignty, who go

about the sun, with these allied, Rohita, kindly

disposed, shall bestow sovereignty upon thee

!

36. The sacrifices purified by prayer lead thee

forth ; the bay steeds that travel upon the road carry

thee : thou shinest across the swelling ocean.

37. In Rohita who conquers wealth, conquers

cattle, and conquers booty, heaven and earth are

fixed. Of thee that hast a thousand and seven

births, let me announce the origin over the extent

of the world

!

38. Glorious thou goest to the intermediate direc-

p 2
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tions and the directions (of space), glorious (in the

sight) of animals and the tribes of men, glorious in

the lap of the earth, of Aditi : may I like Savitar

be lovely

!

39. Being yonder thou knowest (what takes place)

here ; being here thou beholdest these things. Here

(men) behold the inspired sun that shines upon the

sky.

40. A god thou praisest the gods, thou movest

within the flood. They kindle (him), a universal

fire ; him the highest sages know.

41. Below the superior (region), above the inferior

(region) here, the cow has arisen supporting (her)

calf by the foot. Whither is she turned ; to which

half (of the universe), forsooth, has she gone away

;

where, forsooth, does she beget ? Verily not in this

herd!

42. One-footed, two-footed, four-footed is she;

eight-footed, nine-footed became she, the tfiousand-

syllabled (consisting of thousand elements) pankd

(quinary stanza) of the universe: the oceans from

her flow forth upon (the world).

43. Ascending the heaven, immortal, receive

kindly my song ! The sacrifices purified by prayer

lead thee forth ; the bay steeds that travel upon the

road carry thee.

44. That do I know of thee, O immortal, where

thy march is upon the sky, where thy habitation is

in the highest heaven.

45. Sdrya (the sun) surveys the sky, Sflrya the

earth, Sflrya the waters. Sflrya is the single eye of

being : he has ascended the great heavens.

46. The broad (directions) where the fagots that

fence in (the fire), the earth turned itself into a fire-
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altar. There Rohita laid on for himself these two

fires, cold and heat.

47. Laying on cold and heat, using the moun-

tains as sacrificial posts, the two fires of Rohita who
knows the (heavenly) light, into which (the fires)

rain (flowed) as ghee, carried out the sacrifice.

48. The fire of Rohita who knows the (heavenly)

light is kindled by prayer. From it heat, from it

cold, from it the sacrifice was produced.

49. The two fires swelling through prayer, in-

creased through prayer, sacrificed into with prayer

;

the two fires of Rohita who knows the (heavenly)

light, kindled through prayer, carried out the

sacrifice.

50. One is deposited in truth, the other is kindled

in the waters. The two fires of Rohita who knows

the (heavenly) light, kindled through prayer, carried

out the sacrifice.

51. The fire which the wind brightens up, and

that which Indra and Brahma^aspati (brighten up),

the two fires of Rohita who knows the (heavenly)

light, kindled through prayer, carried out the

sacrifice.

52. Having fashioned the earth into an altar,

having made the heavens (his) sacrificial reward,

then having made heat into fire, Rohita created all

that has breath through rain (serving) as ghee.

53. Rain fashioned itself into ghee, heat into fire,

the earth into an altar. Then Agni by (his) songs

fashioned the high mountains.

54. Having fashioned by means of songs the high

(mountains), Rohita spake to the earth : In thee all

shall be bom, what is and what shall be.

55. The sacrifice first, (and then) what is and
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what shall be was born. From that this all was

born, and whatever here appears, brought hither by

the sage Rohita.

56. He who kicks a cow with his foot, and he

who micturates towards the sun—of thee do I tear

out the root; thou shalt henceforth not cast a

shadow

!

57. Thou that passest across me, casting thy

shadow against me, between me and the fire—of

thee do I tear out the root ; thou shalt henceforth

not cast a shadow

!

58. He, O god Sdrya, that to-day passes between

thee and me, upon him our evil dream, our foulness,

and our misfortunes do we wipe off.

59. May we not miss our way, may we not, O
Indra, miss the sacrifice of him that presses the

soma ; may not the powers of grudge intercept us

!

60. The (guiding) thread stretched out among the

gods, that accomplishes the sacrifice, that, by pour-

ing oblations, may we attain

!

XI, 5. Glorification of the sun, or the primeval

principle, as a Brahman disciple.

1. The Brahma>^rin (Brahmanical disciple) moves
inciting both hemispheres of the world ; in him the

gods are harmonised. He holds the heavens and

the earth, he fills the teacher with creative fervour

(tapas).

2. The fathers, the divine folk, and all the gods

severally follow the Brahma^^Srin ; the Gandharvas

did go after him, six thousand three hundred and

thirty-three. He fills all the gods with creative

fervour.
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3. When the teacher receives the Brahma^drin

as a disciple, he places him as a foetus inside (of

his body). He carries him for three nights in his

belly: when he is born the gods gather about to

see him.

4. This earth is (his first) piece of firewood, the

heaven the second, and the atmosphere also he fills

with (the third) piece of firewood. The Brahma-

^rin fills the worlds with his firewood, his girdle,

his asceticism, and his creative fervour.

5. Prior to the brahma (spiritual exaltation) the

Brahma^^rin was born ; clothed in heat, by creative

fervour he arose. From him sprung the br&hma«am
(Brahmanic life) and the highest brahma, and all the

gods together with immortality (amreta).

6. The Brahmaiirin advances, kindled by the

firewood, clothed in the skin of the black antelope,

consecrated, with long beard. Within the day he

passes from the eastern to the northern sea; gather-

ing together the worlds he repeatedly shapes them.

7. The BrahmaitSrin, begetting the brahma, the

waters, the world, Pra^pati Paramesh///in (he that

stands in the highest place), and Virdf, having

become an embryo in the womb of immortality,

having, forsooth, become Indra, pierced the Asuras.

8. The teacher fashioned these two hemispheres

of the world, the broad and the deep, earth and

heaven. These the Brahma^&rin guards with his

creative fervour (tapas) : in him the gods are har-

monised.

9. This broad earth and the heaven the Brahma-

^irin first brought hither as alms. Having made
these into two sticks of firewood he reveres them

;

upon them all beings have been founded.
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10. One is on the hither side, the other on the

farther side of the back of the heavens ; secretly are

deposited the two receptacles of the brihma/^m
(Brahmanic life). These the Brahma^Arin protects

by his tapas (creative fervour) ; understandingly he

performs that brahma (spiritual exaltation) solely.

11. One on the hither side, the other away from

the earth, do the two Agnis come together between

these two hemispheres (of the world). To them

adhere the rays firmly; the Brahma^irin by his

tapas (creative fervour) enters into the (rays).

12. Shouting forth, thundering, red, white he

carries a great penis along the earth. The Brahma-

/^&rin sprinkles seed upon the back of the earth;

through it the four directions live.

1 3. Into fire, the sun, the moon, Mdtari^van (wind),

and the waters, the Brahmaidrin places the firewood;

the lights from these severally go into the clouds,

from them come sacrificial butter, the purusha

(primeval man), rain, and waten

14. Death is the teacher, (and) Varu;^a, Soma, the

plants, milk ; the clouds were the warriors : by these

this light has been brought hither.

15. Varu»a, having become the teacher, at home
prepares the ghee solely. Whatever he desired

from Pra^pati, that the Brahmaidrin furnished, as

Mitra (a friend) from his own itman (spirit, or

person).

16. The Brahma^Arin is the teacher, the Brahma-

Hrin Pra^Apati. Pra^pati rules (shines forth, vi

r^ig^ti); Vir^ (heavenly power, or light) became
Indra, the ruler.

17. Through holy disciplehood (brahma^ryam),
through tapas (creative fervour), the king protects
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his kingdom. The teacher by (his own) brahma-

k^rysLxn (holy life) seeks (finds) the Brahmaidrin.

1 8. Through holy disciplehood the maiden obtains

a young husband, through holy disciplehood the

steer, the horse seeks to obtain fodder.

19. Through holy disciplehood, through creative

fervour, the gods drove away death. Indra, forsooth,

by his holy disciplehood brought the light to the gods.

20. The plants, that which was and shall be, day

and night, the tree, the year along with the seasons,

have sprung from the Brahma^rin.

21. The earthly and the heavenly animals, the

wild and the domestic, the wingless and the winged

(animals), have sprung from the Brahmai&rin.

22. All the creatures of Pra^pati (the creator)

severally carry breath in their souls. All these

the brahma, which has been brought hither in the

Brahmaifirin, protects.

23. This, that was set into motion by the gods,

that is insurmountable, that moves shining, from it

has sprung the brdhma^am (Brahmanical life), the

highest brahma, and all the gods, together with

immortality (amre'ta).

24. 25. The BrahmaiArin carries the shining

brahma : into this all the gods are woven. Pro-

ducing in-breathing and out-breathing, as well as

through-breathing ; speech, mind, heart, brahma, and

wisdom, do thou furnish us with sight, hearing, glory,

food, semen, blood, and belly

!

26. These things the Brahmai&rin fashioned upon

the back of the (heavenly) water. He stood in the

sea kindled with tapas (creative fervour). He, when
he has bathed, shines vigorously upon the earth,

brown and ruddy.
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XI, 4. PrA«a, life or breath, personified as the

supreme spirit.

1. Reverence to Pri;^a, to whom all this (universe)

is subject, who has become the lord of the all, on
whom the all is supported

!

2. Reverence, O Priwa, to thy roaring (wind),

reverence, O Pri;^, to thy thunder, reverence, O
PrS;/a, to thy lightning, reverence, O Pr4«a, to thy

rain

!

3. When Pri/Mi calls aloud to the plants with his

thunder, they are fecundated, they conceive, and

then are produced abundant (plants).

4. When the season has arrived, and Pri»a calls

aloud to the plants, then everything rejoices, what-

soever is upon the earth.

5. When Prd;/a has watered the great earth with

rain, then the beasts rejoice
;
(they think): * strength,

forsooth, we shall now obtain.*

6. When they had been watered by Prd^a, the

plants spake in concert :
* thou hast, forsooth, pro-

longed our life, thou hast made us all fragrant'

7. Reverence be, O Prdwa, to thee coming, reve-

rence to thee going; reverence to thee standing,

and reverence, too, to thee sitting

!

8. Reverence be to thee, O Pri»a, when thou

breathest in (prdwate), reverence when thou breath-

est out ! Reverence be to thee when thou art turned

away, reverence to thee when thou art turned

hither : to thee, entire, reverence be here

!

9. Of thy dear form, O Priwa, of thy very dear

form, of the healing power that is thine, give unto

us, that we may live

!
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10. Pra»a clothes the creatures, as a father his

dear son. Prfi«a, truly, is the lord of all, of all that

breathes, and does not breathe.

11. Prd«a is death, Prd»a is fever. The gods

worship Pr&»a. PrA»a shall place the truth-speaker

in the highest world

!

1 2. Prd^a is Vir^ (power, lustre), Pr&«a is Desh/rl

(the divinity that glides) : all worship Pri;^a. Prd«a

verily is sun and moon. They call Pr&«a Pra^pati.

13. Rice and barley are in-breathing and out-

breathing. Pri«a is called a steer. In-breathing,

forsooth, is founded upon barley ; rice is called out-

breathing.

14. Man breathes out and breathes in when within

the womb. When thou, O PrS»a, quickenest him,

then is he born again.

15. They call Frkua, MAtari^van (the wind);

Prdwa, forsooth, is called Vdta (the wind). The
past and the future, the all, verily is supported upon

PrS^a.

16. The holy (&tharva;^a) plants, the magic (ingi-

rasa) plants, the divine plants, and those produced

by men, spring forth, when thou, O Pr4«a, quick-

enest them.

1 7. When Pr&»a has watered the great earth with

rain, then the plants spring forth, and also every sort

of herb.

18. Whoever, O Pr&«a, knows this regarding

thee, and (knows) on what thou art supported, to

him all shall offer tribute in yonder highest world.

19. As all these creatures, O FtSlub., offer thee

tribute, so they shall offer tribute (in yonder world)

to him who hears thee, O far-famed one

!

20. He moves as an embryo within the gods;
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having arrived, and being in existence, he is born

again. Having arisen he enters with his mights the

present and the future, as a father (goes to) his son.

21. When as a swan he rises from the water he

does not withdraw his one foot. If in truth he were

to withdraw it, there would be neither to-day, nor

to-morrow, no night and no day, never would the

dawn appear.

22. With eight wheels, and one felloe he moves,

containing a thousand sounds (elements), upward in

the east, downward in the west. With (his) half he

produced the whole world : what is the visible sign

of his (other) half?

23. He who rules over this (all) derived from

every source, and over everything that moves

—

reverence be to thee, O PrA^a, that wicidest a swift

bow against others (the enemies)

!

24. May PrA«a, who rules over this (all) derived

from every source, and over everything that moves,

(may he) unwearied, strong through the brahma,

adhere to me

!

25. Erect he watches in those that sleep, nor does

he lie down across. No one has heard of his sleep-

ing in those that sleep.

26. O Pr4«a, be not turned away from me, thou

shalt not be other than myself! As the embryo of

the waters (fire), thee, O Pr4»a, do bind to me, that

I may live.

IX, 2. Prayer to K&ma (love), personified as

a primordial power.

1. To the bull that slays the enemy, to K4ma, do
I render tribute with ghee, oblation, and (sacrificial)
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melted butter. Do thou, since thou hast been ex-

tolled, hurl down my enemies by thy great might

!

2. The evil dream which is offensive to my mind

and eye, which harasses and does not please me,

that (dream) do I let loose upon my enemy.

Having praised Kfima may I prevail!

3. Evil dreams, O Kdma, and misfortune, O Kima,
childlessness, ill-health, and trouble, do thou, a strong

lord, let loose upon him that designs evil against us

!

4. Drive them away, O Kdma, thrust them away,

Kdma; may they that are my enemies fall into

trouble ! When they have been driven into the

nethermost darkness, do thou, O Agni, burn up

their dwelling-places!

5. That milch-cow, O Kdma, whom the sages

call V^ Viiaf (ruling, or resplendent speech), is

said to be thy daughter; by her drive away my
enemies ; breath, cattle, and life shall give them

a wide birth

!

6. With the strength of Kfima, Indra, king

Varu«a, and Vish«u, with the impelling force (savena)

of Savitar, with the priestly power of Agni, do

1 drive forth the enemies, as a skilled steersman

a boat.

7. My sturdy guardian, strong Kima, shall pro-

cure for me full freedom from enmity! May the

gods collectively be my refuge, may all the gods

respond to this, my invocation

!

8. Taking pleasure in this (sacrificial) melted

butter, and ghee, do ye, (O gods), of whom Kfima

is the highest, be joyful in this place, procuring for

me full freedom from enmity

!

9. O Indra and Agni, and Kdma, having formed

an alliance, do ye hurl down my enemies; when
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they have fallen into the nethermost darkness, do

thou, O Agni, burn up after them their dwelling-

places !

ID. Slay thou, O Kfima, those that are my ene-

mies, hurl them down into blind darkness. Devoid

of vigour, without sap let them all be ; they shall

not live a single day

!

11. Kfima has slain those that are my enemies,

a broad space has he furnished me to thrive in.

May the four directions of space bow down to me,

and the six broad (regions) carry ghee to me

!

12. They (the enemies) shall float down like a

boat cut loose from its moorings ! There is no

returning again for those who have been struck by

our missiles.

13. Agni is a defence, Indra a defence. Soma a

defence. May the gods, who by their defence ward

off (the enemy), ward him off!

14. With his men reduced, driven out, the hated

(enemy) shall go, shunned by his own friends ! And
down upon the earth do the lightnings alight ; may
the strong god crush your enemies

!

15. This mighty lightning supports both move-

able and immoveable things, as well as all thunders.

May the rising sun by his resources and his majesty

hurl down my enemies, he the mighty one

!

16. With that triple-armoured powerful covering

of thine, O Kdma, with the charm that has been

made into an invulnerate armour spread (over thee),

with that do thou drive away those who are my
enemies; may breath, cattle, and life give them a

wide berth

!

17. With the weapon with which the god drove

forth the Asuras, with which Indra led the Dasyus
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to the nethermost darkness, with that do thou,

O K&ma, drive forth far away from this world those

who are my enemies

!

1 8. As the gods drove forth the Asuras, as Indra

forced the demons into the nethermost darkness,

thus do thou, O Kima, drive forth far away from

this world those who are my enemies

!

19. Kdmawas bom at first; him neither the gods,

nor the Fathers, nor men have equalled. To these

art thou superior, and ever great; to thee, O Kdma,
do I verily offer reverence.

20. As great as are the heavens and earth in

extent, as far as the waters have swept, as far as

fire ; to these art thou superior, &c.

21. Great as are the directions (of space) and the

intermediate direction on either side, great as are

the regions and the vistas of the sky ; to these art

thou superior, &c.

22. As many bees, bats, kurtiru-worms, as many
vaghas and tree-serpents as there are ; to these art

thou superior, &c.

23. Superior art thou to all that winks (lives),

superior to all that stands still (is not alive), superior

to the ocean art thou, O K4ma, Manyu ! To these

art thou superior, &c.

24. Not, surely, does the wind equal Kima, not

the fire, not the sun, and not the moon. To these

art thou superior, &c.

25. With those auspicious and gracious forms of

thine, O K&ma, through which what thou wilst

becometh real, with these do thou enter into us, and

elsewhere send the evil thoughts

!
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XIX, 53. Prayer to K&la (time), personified as

a primordial power.

1. Time, the steed, runs with seven reins (rays),

thousand-eyed, ageless, rich in seed. The seers,

thinking holy thoughts, mount him, all the beings

(worlds) are his wheels.

2. With seven wheels does this Time ride, seven

naves has he, immortality is his axle. He carries

hither all these beings (worlds). Time, the first

god, now hastens onward.

3. A full jar has been placed upon Time ; him,

verily, we see existing in many forms. He carries

away all these beings (worlds) ; they call him Time
in the highest heaven.

4. He surely did bring hither all the beings

(worlds), he surely did encompass all the beings

(worlds). Being their father, he became their son

;

there is, verily, no other force, higher than he.

5. Time begot yonder heaven. Time also (begot)

these earths. That which was, and that which shall

be, urged forth by Time, spreads out.

6. Time created the earth, in Time the sun burns.

In Time are all beings, in Time the eye looks

abroad.

7. In Time mind is fixed, in Time breath (is

fixed), in Time names (are fixed) ; when Time has

arrived all these creatures rejoice.

8. In Time tapas (creative fervour) is fixed; in

Time the highest (being is fixed) ; in Time brahma
(spiritual exaltation) is fixed; Time is the lord of

everything, he was the father of Pra^pati.

9. By him this (universe) was urged forth, by him
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it was begotten, and upon him this (universe) was

founded. Time, truly, having become the brahma

(spiritual exaltation), supports ParameshMin (the

highest lord).

10. Time created the creatures (pr^^^), and Time
in the beginning (created) the lord of creatures

(Pra^pati); the self-existing Ka^yapa and the tapas

(creative fervour) from Time were born.

XIX, 54. Prayer to Kdia (time), personified as

a primordial power.

1. From Time the waters did arise, from Time
the brahma (spiritual exaltation), the tapas (creative

fervour), the regions (of space did arise). Through

Time the sun rises, in Time he goes down again.

2. Through Time the wind blows, through Time
(exists) the great earth ; the great sky is fixed in

Time. In Time the son (Pra^pati) begot of yore

that which was, and that which shall be.

3. From Time the jRzks arose, the Ya^^s was

bom from Time ; Time put forth the sacrifice, the

imperishable share of the gods.

4. Upon Time the Gandharvas and Apsarases

are founded, upon Time the worlds (are founded),

in Time this Angiras and Atharvan rule over the

heavens.

5. Having conquered this world and the highest

world, and the holy (pure) worlds (and) their holy

divisions ; having by means of the brahma (spiritual

exaltation) conquered all the worlds, Time, the

highest God, forsooth, hastens onward.

[4^] Q
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XI, 7. Apotheosis of the uii^ish/a, the leavings

of the sacrifice.

1. In the u>^Mish/a are deposited name (quality)

and form, in the ui>&^ish/a the world is deposited.

Within the u>^^^ish/a Indra and Agni, and the all

are deposited.

2. In the uiMish/a heaven and earth, and all

beings, are deposited ; in the u>^/^^ish/a are deposited

the waters, the ocean, the moon, and the wind.

3. In the u^Mish^B, are both being and non-being,

death, strength (food), and Pra^pati. The (creatures)

of the world are founded upon the u>fMish/a
; (also)

that which is confined and that which is free, and the

grace in me.

4. He who fastens what is firm, the strong, the

leader, the brahma, the ten creators of the all, the

divinities, are fixed on all sides to the nkkhishtdi as

the (spokes of the) wheel to the nave.

5. Rt\i, Siman, and Ya^s, the singing of the

sdmans, their introductions, and the stotras are in

the Mkkh\s\it2L. The sound * him ' is in the ukkhisYildi,

and the modulations and the music of the ssiman.

That is in me.

6. The prayer to Indra and Agni (aindrfignam),

the call to the soma, as it is being purified (piva-

minam), the mahinimnl-verses, the singing of the

mahdvrata, (these) divisions of the service are in the

wkkkishidL, as the embryo in the mother.

7. The ceremony of the consecration of the king

(rS^stiya), the v^^peya, the agnish/oma, and the

cattle-sacrifice belonging to it, the arka and the

horse-sacrifice, and the most delightful (sacrifice) for

which fresh barhis is strewn, are in the u^^^ish/a.
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8. The preparation of the sacred fire (agnyd-

dheyam), the consecration for the soma-sacrifice

(dlksh&), the sacrifice by which (special) wishes are

fulfilled, together with the metres, the sacrifices that

have passed out, and the extended sacrifices (satra),

are founded upon the Ui^^^ish/a.

9. The agnihotra, faith, the call vasha/, vows and

asceticism, sacrificial rewards, what is sacrificed (to

the gods) and given (to the priests) are contained in

the Ui^/f^ish/a.

10. The (soma-sacrifice) that lasts one night

(ekaritra), and that which lasts two nights (dvirdtra),

the (condensed soma-sacrifice called) sadya^krt, and

(that which is called) prakrl, the (songs called) ukthya,

are woven and deposited in the u>^>^^ish/a; (also

the parts) of the sacrifice subtle through (higher)

knowledge.

11. The soma-sacrifice that lasts four nights

(>fattiratra), five nights (pa^iaritra), six nights

(shaflfrfitra), and along (with them) those that last

double the time ; the sixteenfold stotra (shodBsin),

and the soma-sacrifice that lasts seven nights

(saptarcitra), all the sacrifices which were founded

upon immortality (amr/ta), were begotten of the

ui>&^ish/a.

12. The pratihdra-passages (in the sdman-songs),

and their final syllables, the (soma-sacrifices called)

vi.fva^t and abhi^it, the soma-sacrifice that ends

with the day (sfihna), and that which lasts into

the next day (atircitra), are in the ui^ish/a—the

soma-sacrifice also that lasts twelve days. That is

in me.

13. Liberality, accomplishment, possession, the

call svadhd, nurture, immortality (amrzta), and might,

Q 2
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all inner desires are satisfied according to wish in

the u>^>&^ish/a.

14. The nine earths, oceans, heavens, are founded

upon the Ui^^^ish/a. The sun shines in the u^Mishia,,

and day and night also. That is in me.

1 5. The (soma-sacrifice called) upahavya, the offer-

ing on the middle day of a sacrifice lasting a year

(vishfivant), and the sacrifices that are secretly pre-

sented, U^>&>4ish/a, the sustainer of the universe, the

father of the generator (Pra^pati), supports.

16. U^i//ish/a, the father of the generator, the

grandson of the spirit (asu), the primal ancestor

(grandfather), the ruler of the universe, the lusty

bull dwells upon the earth.

17. Order (r/ta), truth (satya), creative fervour

(tapas), sovereignty, asceticism, law and works

;

past, future, strength, and prosperity, are in the

uMAish^B,—force in force.

18. Success, might, plans, dominion, sovereignty,

the six broad (regions), the year, libation (i^a), the

orders to the priests (praisha), the draughts of soma
(graha), oblations (are founded) upon the uMAish^B,.

19. The (liturgies called) /fciturhotira^, the dprt-

hymns, the triennial sacrifices, the (formulas called)

nivid, the sacrifices, the priestly functions, the cattle-

sacrifice and the soma-oblations connected with it,

are in the o^^^ish/a.

20. The half-months and months, the divisions

of the year together with the seasons, the resounding

waters, thunder, the great Vedic canon (^ruti) are in

the u^>&^ish/a.

21. Pebbles, sand, stones, herbs, plants, grass,

clouds, lightning, rain, are attached to, and are

founded upon the u>^i^ish/a.
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22. Success, attainment, accomplishment, control,

greatness, prosperity, supreme attainment, and well-

being rest upon, rest in, have been deposited in the

u^>^^ish/a.

23. Whatever breathes with breath, and sees with

sight, all gods in the heavens, founded upon heaven,

were born of the u/^Mish/a.

24. The riks and the sAmans, the metres, the

ancient legends (purfiwam) together with the y^fus,

all gods in the heavens, founded upon heaven, were

born of the u>fi//ish/a.

25. In-breathing and out-breathing, sight, hearing,

imperishableness and perishableness, all gods in the

heavens, founded upon heaven, were born of the

26. Joys, pleasures, delights, jubilation and merri-

ment, all gods in the heavens, founded upon heaven,

were born of the u^>&^ish/a.

27. The gods, the (deceased) Fathers, men,

Gandharvas and Apsaras, all gods in the heavens,

founded upon heaven, were born of the u^>^^ish/a.

IX, I. Hymn to the honey-lash of the A^vins.

1. From heaven, from earth, from the atmosphere,

from the sea, from the fire, and from the wind,

the honey-lash hath verily sprung. This, clothed in

amr/ta (ambrosia), all the creatures revering, acclaim

in their hearts.

2. Great sap of all forms (colours) it hath—they

call thee moreover the seed of the ocean. Where
the honey-lash comes bestowing gifts, there life's

breath, and there immortality has settled down.
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230 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

3. Men severally, contemplating it profoundly,

behold its action upon the earth : from the fire and

from the wind the honey-lash hath verily sprung, the

strong child of the Maruts.

4. Mother of the Adityas, daughter of the Vasus,

breath of life of created beings, nave of immortality,

the honey-lash, golden-coloured, dripping ghee, as

a great embryo, moves among mortals.

5. The gods begot the lash of honey, from it

came an embryo having all forms (colours). This, as

soon as born, (while yet) young its mother nourishes;

this, as soon as born, surveys all the worlds.

6. Who knows it and who perceives it, the inex-

haustible, soflia-holding cup that has come from the

heart of it (the honey-lash) ? 'Tis the wise priest

:

he shall derive inspiration from it

!

7. He knows them, and he perceives them, the

inexhaustible breasts of it (the honey-lash), that yield

a thousand streams. Nourishment they pour out

without recalcitration.

8. The great (cow) that loudly gives forth the

sound * him,' that bestows strength, and goes with

loud shouts to the holy act, bellowing with lust for

the three (male) gharmas (fires), she lows, and drips

with (streams) of milk.

9. When the waters, the mighty bulls, self-sove-

reign, wait upon (the cow), swollen with milk, (then)

they, the waters, pour nourishment (upon her), and

cause her to pour nourishment at will for him that

knoweth this.

ID. The thunder is thy voice, O Pra^pati ; as

a bull thou hurlest thy fire upon the earth. From
the fire, and from the wind the honey-lash hath

verily sprung, the strong child of the Maruts.
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1

11. As the soma at the morning-pressure is dear

to the A^ns, thus in my own person, O A,yvins,

lustre shall be sustained!

1 2. As the soma at the second (mid-day) pressure

is dear to Indra and Agni, thus in my own person,

O Indra and Agni, lustre shall be sustained

!

13. As the soma at the third pressure (evening)

is dear to the i?/bhus, thus in my own person,

O i?ebhus, lustre shall be sustained

!

14. May I beget honey for myself; may I obtain

honey for myself! Bringing milk, O Agni, I have

come : endow me with lustre I

15. Endow me, O Agni, with lustre, endow me
with offspring and with life! May the gods take

note of this (prayer) of mine; may Indra together

with the i?/shis (take note of it)

!

16. As bees carry together honey upon honey,

thus in my own person, O A,rvins, lustre shall be

sustained

!

1 7. As the bees pile this honey upon honey, thus

in my own person, O A^vins, lustre, brilliance,

strength, and force shall be sustained

!

18. The honey that is in the mountains, in the

heights ; in the cows, and in the horses ; the honey

which is in the surd (brandy) as it is being poured

out, that shall be in me

!

19. O A,rvins, lords of brightness, anoint me
with the honey of the bee, that I may speak forceful

speech among men

!

20. The thunder is thy speech, O Pra^pati ; as

a bull thou hurlest thy fire upon earth and heaven.

All animals live upon it (the earth), and she with it

(Pra^pati's fire) fills nourishment and food.

21. The earth is the staff, the atmosphere the
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232 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

embryo, the heaven the whip (itself?), the lightning

the whip-cord ; of gold is the tip (of the whip ?).

22. He that knoweth the seven honies of the whip

becomes rich in honey
;
(to wit), the Brihma/^a, the

king, the cow, the ox, rice, barley, and honey as the

seventh.

23. Rich in honey becomes he, rich in honey

become his appurtenances, worlds rich in honey does

he win, he that knoweth thus.

24. When in a bright sky it thunders, then Pra^a-

pati manifests himself to (his) creatures (pra^^).

Therefore do I stand with the sacred cord suspended

from the right shoulder (pri^^inopavita), saying,

* O Pra^Spati, watch over me !

' The creatures

(pra^^) watch over him, Pra^pati watches over

him, that knoweth thus.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE RITUAL
TEXTS AND COMMENTARY.

I, 2. Commentary to page 8.

The ritual application of this hymn is a twofold one. It is

employed as a medical charm and, again, as a battle-charm,

owing to the belief that certain diseases are inflicted upon

mortals by the arrows of Par^anya, a belief which intro-

duces into the context a large number of words redolent of

battle, as well as some designations of diseases. Cf. with

this the double treatment, e.g., of AV. I, 13. As a battle-

charm the present hymn figures in Kauj. 14, 7 in a lengthy

list (ga;za) of hymns called s^wgr4mik^«i (or apar^^tagawa)

;

this list is employed in connection with warlike practices in

the subsequent Siitras (14, 8-13, and more especially Sdtra

12). Still more secondarily, the entire list (aparc^ita) is

employed in Kauj. 139, 7, along with certain other ga«as,

at the ceremonies connected with the beginning of the study

of the Veda (upikarma)^ Cf. also the 5intikalpa 17

and i8«.

In its medicinal construction the hymn is a charm against

diarrhoea, being followed by AV. I, 3, a charm against dis-

eases of the opposite character, constipation and retention of

urine. It is handled in this sense at Kauj. 25, 6-9, along

with AV. II, 3, in a practice which, according to Ddrila, is

directed against diarrhoea (atisdra) ; Ke^ava and Sciya«a

construe it more broadly as against fever, diarrhoea, exces-

* See the introduction to VI, 97.

^ Quoted erroneously by Sdyawa as the Nakshatrakalpa.
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234 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

sive urine, and even flow of blood, i.e. against excessive or

unnatural flows from the body in general. The practices

are as follows : 25, 6. * While reciting the two hymns I, 2

and II, 3 the (practising priest) ties the head of a stalk of

mu^^-reed (saccharum munja) with a cord (made from the

same plant, as an amulet, upon the patient ^). 7. Having

ground up a natural lump of earth, and earth from an

ant-mound 2, he gives (a solution of this to the patient)

to drink. 8. He smears him with ghee. 9. He blows

upon (the rectum of the patient ^y

The hymn has been translated and analysed by Weber,

Ind. Stud. IV, pp. 394-5 ; and the present writer, in * Seven

Hymns of the Atharva-veda,' Amer. Joum. Phil. VII,

pp. 467-9. Cf. also Florenz in Bezzenberger s Beitrage,

XIV, pp. 1788'.; and, as a specimen of an interpretation

which assumes that no Vedic passage has previously been

correctly understood, Regnaud, L'Atharva-V6da et la

mdthode d'interpr^tation de M. Bloomfield, pp. 8-10.

Stanza 1.

a. Pai^nya is the god of rain (hence his epithet bhfiri-

dhAyas), and his outpourings upon the earth seem to be

compared with a shower of arrows ; hence in RV. VI, 75,

15 the arrow is said to come from the semen of Par^nya
(par^nyaretasa fshvai). Possibly, however, the arrow is

Par^nya's child, because arrow-reeds (ssLri) grow in conse-

quence of the rain. It seems further that the discharges

from the body are compared with Par^nya's rain, and are

therefore under his control ; cf. I, 3, i below. Hence the

• The passage in brackets is derived from the Commentaries.

• For the role of the ant-mound, see the note on II, 3, 4, and

more especially VI, 100.

• So according to Ddrila, apdne dhamati ; Ke^ava and Sdya«a,

in accordance widi their more liberal construction, cause the blow-

ing to be performed upon the particular opening in the body from

which the excessive discharge flows (S4ya;2a, apdnajLrnand^/fvra^a-

mukhdndm dhamanam). For apina, a euphemism for 'rectum,'

see Kaurika, Introduction, p. Iv, bottom.
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double construction of this hymn as a battle-charm, and as

a remedy against excessive discharges.—For the knowledge

which imparts power and control, cf. VII, la, 2 ; 76, 5, and

elsewhere. Also 5at. Br. IX, i, i, 17, * no damage comes
from him who has been recognised and addressed/

b. The earth as mother of the plants yields the shafts

for the arrows.

Stanza 2.

a. Weber's translation * Bogenschnur ! schlinge dich um
uns,' is not in accordance with the quotable uses of the

verb pari nam. Sdyawa, quite correctly, asmAn parihr/tya

. . . tnSim vihAya anyatra xaraw preraya. Cf. II, 13, 4 b ;

Tait. S. IV, 6, 6, 4.

c. Sdyawa, who throughout this hymn identifies Par^-
nya and Indra (cf. Biihler, Orient und Occident, I, p. 329 ;

Bergaigne, III, p. 25), refers viduA to Indra. But it refers

to the bowstring; cf. vWfl 5yudha, RV. I, 39, 2; and

similarly, RV. VI, 47, 26.

Stanza 8.

a. Literally, ' when the cows embracing the tree.' The
singular or plural of the stem go for ' sinew,* and some word

for tree in the sense of * bow,' occur also RV. VI, 47, 26

;

75, 11; X, 27, 22.

b. Sdya/^a, anusphura^ pratisphura/^a/;;, sphur saw^a-

lane . . . ar^anti . . . prerayanti.

Stanza 4.

d. Cf with this the tying of the amulet in the practices

of the SOtra. SAya^a, mu^^eshikd-nirmitA rsggMA. Cf.

the introduction to I, 12.

I, 3. Commentary to page io.

The Kaujika prescribes this hymn against retention of

urine and constipation; the stanzas themselves seem to refer

to difficulties in micturation only, and very possibly, the

Siitra adds the other feature. The hymn is the pendant
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to I, 2, which aims to obviate the opposite difficulties.

The practices in Kau^. 25, 10-19 are as follows: 10.

* While reciting AV. i, 3 (the practitioner) ties on (as an

amulet upon the patient) a substance promoting mictura-

tion^ II. He gives him to drink a solution of earth

from a molehill, of pCitika (a stinking plant, guilandina

bonduc), of pulverised, dried pramanda ^, each mixed with

(wood-) shavings ^. 1 2. While reciting the last two stanzas

of the hymn, he gives him an enema. 13. He makes him

take a ride in a vehicle. 14. He shoots off an arrow. 15.

He opens the urethra. 16. He probes the bladder*. 17.

Having poured twenty-one barley-grains with water into

a milk-pail, placing an axe behind (the patient), he pours

the water from the grain ^ (upon the suffering part). 18.

He gives him to drink a decoction of ila ®, lotus-root, and

ula'. 19. The same treatment is prescribed for one suffer-

ing from constipation.' The performances are in part

therapeutic, in part symbolic (the shooting of the arrow).

Cf. Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, pp. 364 ff.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. IV,

pp. 395-6. Cf. also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique,

p. 130.

Stanza 1.

Cf. I, 2, I above. The expression jatavr/sh«ya refers

to the abundant semen (rain) of Par^nya ; cf. especially

* According to the commentators, harttakt, * gall-nut,' and kar-

pftra, * camphor,' are such substances.

* Darila, at Kaor. 8, 1 7, glosses tliis with induka.

' The sense and the construction of the long compound in this

Sfttra are not altogether clear. Cf. Kaujika, Introduction, p. Ixii ff.

* According to Sdya^ia, in the introduction, he probes the

bladder with a copper instrument. So also Kexava.

* The text, phalato: this seems to refer to the twenty-one

barley-grains.

* * Apparently a kind of creeper or weed in grain-fields.' Darila,

godhftmavyddhi^i ; Kejava, yavagodhiimavallt. See Kaujika, Intro-

duction, p. xlvii.

^ Darila, kasturikd^ka, ' musk ;
' Kejava, pivikd.
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RV. VI, 75, 15. Hence the repetition of the same expres-

sion with four other gods is secondary and mechanical.

The medicine man wants to make sure that he does not

neglect and offend. S&y^na, justifies the mention of Mitra

and Varu«a by a reference to Tait. S. II, 4, 10, 2 ; of

A!^andra by saying, asya oshadhljatv^t jarasya pitr/tvena

vyapaidesa/i ; and of Sflrya by relying again upon Tait. S.

II, 4, 10, 2.

Stansa 6.

a. Sdya«a explains gdv!nyor by, Antrebhyo vinirgatasya

mfttrasya mtitrlrayapr^ptis^dhane pdrjvadvayasthe ni^fyau

gavinyau ity u^yate. The urethra and the ureter? Cf.

the dual gavinyau in Tait. S. Ill, 3, 10, 1 ; and gavinike,

AV.I, 11,5; IX, 8, 7.

b. The majority of the MSS. read sdw^rutam ; but one

of Shankar Pandit's MSS. has sawsrutam. For the root

.yru, *flow,' see Bloomfield and Spieker, Proc. Amer. Or. Soc,

May, 1886 (Journal, vol. xiii, p. cxx). For years I have

had sd^writam written as a possible emendation on the

margin of my copy of the text, and now Sdya«a persis-

tently (three times) comments upon the same reading.

Stanza 7.

b. The MSS. are divided between the readings vdrtram

and vdrtam. Siy^na comments upon the latter, vartam

vartate pravahati ^lam atre«ti varto m&rga^, and some of

the MSS. of Kaof. 25, 16, a Sfitra coined with evident

reference to this stanza (vartiw bibhetti, see the translation

above), also read vartam. DArila comments, vartaw mO-

trabilam. I do not feel certain that this is not the correct

word for the text :
* like the outlet of a lake.* For vdrtra,

see Tait. S. I, 6, 8, i ; Maitr. S. I, 4, 10.

I, 7. Commentary to page 64.

This and the following hymn are directed chiefly against

the species of beings called yAtudh^na, a term which oscil-

lates between the meaning * human sorcerer ' and * hostile
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demon/ The entire tradition, S(itras and Commentaries,

give the word the latter bent, but we can see from RV.

V, 12, 2 ; VII, 104, 15, 16, that men might practise yAtii,

and, therefore, be y^tudh&ia. Both hymns are catalogued

in a series (ga«a) called ^Atana, * driving away (demons, &c.)/

in Kau^. 8, 25, and the Ga;»am41A, Ath. PanV. 32, 3 (>&&-

tanaga//a) : for their employment, see Kaofika, Index B,

under ^AtanAni, and 54ntikalpa 16. With the subject-

matter of these hymns cf. in general RV. VII, 104, and

III, 30, 14 ff. Both hymns have been rendered by Weber,

Indische Studien, IV, 398ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III,

523 ; cf. also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique,

p. 131 ff.

Stanza 1.

Throughout this and the next hymn SAya«a takes the

root stu in its ordinary holy sense of * praise,' a mistake

which leads to the most contorted renderings, and to an

utter disregard of grammatical construction, excused by
assuming interchanges of inflections (vibhaktivyatyaya).

He seems to be shy to attach any sinister sense to the root,

or to connect it in any way with evil beings. For kimidin,

see the note on IV, 20, 5.

Stanza 2.

c. taildsya in the vulgata is an emendation of the MS.
reading taulisya (Sdyawa, tulAvat h(iyam4na-dravyasya).

d. vf l^paya, ' make howl,' obviously includes as a double

entente the other possible sense of the word * annihilate/ as

causative from the root li.

Stanzas 4, 6.

A great deal of stress is laid in these hymns upon the

confession of the ydtudhSna himself. Half the battle is

won when their true nature is made apparent. Cf. I, 8, 4
and the note on I, 2, i. Hence the neat difference between

the active prd briihi in 5 b, said of Agni (cf. RV. X, 87, 8

=AV. VIII, 3, 8), and the middle prabruvA;/^ in 5d, said

of the yitudhfoa. Stanzas 5-7 are perhaps of a later
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hand, since the hymns of the first book ordinarily present

only four stanzas ; cf. the introduction to I, la.

I, 8. Commentary to page 65.

For the employment of this hymn in the Atharvanic

practices, and previous translations, see the introduction to

the preceding hymn.

Stanza 4.

c. In order to obtain a trish/ubh line we may either

resolve both t&ms or tvdm, or insert ^hi after tvam.

I, 9. Commentary to page 116.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rig^eda,

III, 456, and entitled r^^Abhisheke, *at the coronation of

a king.' Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 163, renders it

in the same spirit. The Kaujika, however, in its descrip-

tion of the coronation (chapter 17), does not rubricate this

hymn, but rather IV, 8 (cf. also Vait. Sa. 36, 7), and the

Gawam&li, Ath. Parij. 32, 30, again only counts IV, 8 as

the abhishekaga«a (see Kau^. 17, 1 note). Weber, Ind.

Stud. IV, 401, entitles it ' Segensspruch fiir einen Fiirsten,*

but this also seems to be too narrow : the Sfltra, advisedly

no doubt, employs it in practices designed to confer glory,

lustre upon any one at all.

At Kaof. II, 19. 20, the hymn is employed along with

I, ^5 and V, 28 in a practice designed to make one success-

ful (sa»«patkarma), to wit :
* an amulet made of a pair of

kr/shwala-berries (abrus precatorius linnaeus) ^, which has

* Or the weight of two kr/*sh«ala in gold ? All the commentators

explain yugmakr/'sh^ialam as 'gold.' Ddrila, raktike<ti (see Pet.

Lex.) prasiddhibhidhina ayam kz sauvar/iama^i^ ; Kexava, suvar^a-

ma«i^, hira«yama«i>i (here, and at Kaof. 52, 20). Cf. the word

hirawya in I, 9, 2 ; 35, i ; V, 28, 6. A very sflbilar performance

undertaken with the same three hymns is stated at Kaor. 52, 20.

21, being a rite which bestows long life (dyushyakarma). See also
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been steeped (in honey during certain three days, Kau^. 7,

1 9), is tied on. Then a mess of porridge, cooked in the milk

of a cow with a calf of the same colour, is shaped in the

figure of a man, enriched during twelve days with the

dregs of ghee, and consumed with averted face K

Further, at Kaar. 16, 27. 28, the hymn is associated with

a practice intended to restore the loyalty of a disaffected

people *
: the king is given to eat a porridge prepared from

an after-growth of rice ^ cooked in the milk of a cow with

a calf of the same colour, upon a fire of kimpila-branches

(crinum amaryllacee), which have grown out where they

have been previously cut. A neat bit of symbolism : the

milk of the cow with a calf of the same colour represents

complete harmony ; the after-growth of rice and kdmpila

represents the resumption of the sharply interrupted rela-

tions between the king and his people.

Once more the hymn is recited for obvious reasons at

Kau^. 55, 17, along with a list of others at the investiture of

the young * twice-born* (cf. also the scholiast at 17, 31),

and it figures in one of the two var^asyagaz/as, * series of

hymns which confer lustre,* in the Ga«am^li, Ath. ParLr.

32, 10 (see Kauj. 13, i note).

Stanza 2.

The abrupt change of person in PAda c suggests the pos-

sibility of emending asmdt to asm^t, * inferior to him.* But

cf. the same formula in st. 4 c.

6antikalpa 17 and 19 (quoted by Saya^ia erroneously as Naksha-

trakalpa). Cf. also Tait. Br. I, 3, 6, 7.

* As the porridge-man drips with ghee, thus the real man shall

live in abundance.

' rish/rdvagamanam. Dirila, ^napada^ tasyd>vagamanakaram

. . . anurigakaram. Sayawa, 'a jDerformance designed to restore

a king, driven from his kingdom by an enemy.' Cf. the hymns
III, 3 and 4.

* The commentators state explicitly that rice which has grown

anew upon the place, where it has previously been cut, is to be used.

See Ddrila, Kexava, and Sayaiia (IQnapunarutthits^m odanam).
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1

Stanza 3.

Allusion seems to be made here to the rape of the soma
in Indra's behalf by Agni, the heavenly eagle (jyena).

According to our interpretation, in Contributions, Fifth

Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XVI, 1 ff., this Agni, the

eagle, is the lightning.

I, 10. Commentary to page ii.

Varu«a punishes crime, especially falsehood (cf. AV. IV,

16 ; Tait. Br. I, 7, 2, 6, &c.), with his disease, the * water-

belly,' dropsy^. The performance of the Kau.rika is

purely symbolic : 25, 37. ' While reciting the hymn (the

priest) sprinkles the patient over the head (with water) by

means of twenty-one tufts of darbha-grass together with

reeds taken from the thatch of a house.* The water in the

body is supposed to be washed out by the water sprinkled

upon it (attractio similium).

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. IV,

403-4; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 445 ; cf. also Bergaigne

et Henry, Manuel V^dique, p. 133.

Stanza 1.

b. Weber regards vis^ as fern. sing. ; Whitney, in the

IndexVerborum, as nom. plur. masc. ; Sdyawa, as neut. plur.,

vaxi va^ni. Varuwa and Asura are, of course, the same

divinity.

c. Weber, * durch mein gebet von da herauss dich reis-

send
;

' Ludwig, * mit meinem brahma hervor mich tuend ;

'

SAyawa, brahma«i mantrena . . . .ylrad^naA atyartham

tlkshnaJi . . . prdptabalaA.

Stanza 2.

c, d. The passage is a reverberation from the legend of

Sum/isepdL ; cf. Ait. Br. VII, 15.

^ Varu«a is the lord of the waters (see the note on IV, 16, 3)

:

the dropsy is therefore conceived to be due to his infliction.

[4*] R
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d. For tdv4«ydm, cf. VIII, 2, 20 d. Ludwig suggests

that the sufferer, being a kshatriya, is said to be the man
of Varuwa, the king (kshatriya). Weber construes it as

though it were an ethical dative, * dieser lebe dir (i. e. durch

deine gnade) hundert Herbste.' S^ya«a, identically the

same way, tava anugrah^t.

Stanza 4.

a, b. Ludwig, rendering * von dem grossen meere Vaij-

vAnara,' thinks that the lower regions are alluded to, since

death overtakes him that has been seized by Varu;/a.

S^ya;/a over-ingeniously connects vai.rvinara with the

digestive fire (^//^ardgni), i. e. in this connection, digestive

disturbance. But AV. VIII, 2, 27 shows that nothing

more is intended than the funeral fire. Cf. for the entire

stanza, Vait. SA. 38, i.

I, II. Commentary to page 99.

The ceremonies connected with this hymn are described

in Kauj. 33, i ff. They are in part intended to procure

easy and natural parturition, but the attention of the sOtra-

kdra seems to be engrossed even more by certain oracles

which shall tell whether the woman is in danger, and

whether or not she will give birth to a male child. As
the practices, in spite of their unusual length, do not ex-

hibit any very close connection with the hymn, we may
only present the first six Sfltras, as follows: i. * While

reciting AV. I, 11, four portions of the dregs of ghee are

poured into a water-pail, and four mu«^a-reeds are plucked

(and placed) eastward upon the head (of the pr^nant
woman *). 2. The sheaths (of the mu%a-reeds) are placed

westward. 3. If (these reeds and stalks) should break,

there is danger. 4. (The practitioner) washes her with

warm water, b^inning with the braid of hair to the right.

* Cf. the four directions mentioned in the second stanza of the

hymn.
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5. The joints of the house are loosened^. 6. On both

sides of her a cord and a wagon-rope is fastened/ The
remaining Sfitras are not all of them clear ; they seem to

be devoted wholly to oracles for finding out whether it is

to be a boy or not.

Practices similar to the above, in part built up upon

mantra-materials of a similar character, are known in the

Grihya-siitras and elsewhere by the name of soshyanti-

karma; see 5at Br. XIV, 9, 4, 22= Br/h. Ar. VI, 4, 23;

P^r. Grih. I, 16, 1 ff. ; 5dhkh. Grih. I, 23 ; Gobh. Grih. 11,

7, 13 ff. ; KhAd: Grih. II, 2, 28 ff. ; Hir. Grih. II, 2, 8 ff

;

Apast. Grih. VI, 14, 13 ff.

The hymn has been treated by Roth, Ueber den Atharva-

veda (Tubingen, 1856), pp. 15 ff. ; Weber, Indische Studien,

IV, 404-5 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 478.

Stanza 1.

a, b. The point of the first hemistich is the punning

comparison of the birth (sdti) with the act of pressing the

soma. This makes of it a sacrifice; Aryaman, as the

hotar-priest, utters the vasha/-call for PCishan who is, as

it were, the adhvaryu-priest ; cf. Ind. Stud. X, 324. Lud-

wig's surmise that SCishan is to be read for PQshan (cf.

stanza 3) is untenable. The association of the two in

matters connected with marriage (RV. X, 85, 36, 37) is

well known ^. For h6t4 vedh^, see Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, pp. 223-4; vedh^, however, is not derivable from

the root vidh, but is equal to Avestan vazdanh (Geldner,

Studien zum Avesta, p. 58).

c. The P^da is very difficult. Roth emends freely, sisri-

tktn Tikry r/tdpra^to, * (a child) begotten at the proper time

shall detach itself, O woman!' He compares, for this use

of s/sr/tam, V^^. S. VIII, 28, ev&'yAm diram4syo asrat,

* Symbolic action calculated to loosen the foetus ; cf. in general

AV. IX, 3.

* The mantra quoted in Kauj. 33, 7 is also based upon the

same hymn, RV. X, 85, 40 (the siirya-siikta).

K 2
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where asrat is, however, to be derived from sra;«s, * fall.'

Weber regards n&ry r/tdpr^t4 as parenthetic, and com-
bines sfsratdm with pirvkni, * lass nachgeben—mog die frau
richtig gebaut sein!—lass weichen die glieder!' Ludwig,
' es lose sich die frau als eine richtig gebarende.' We have
adhered closely to the text, but sfsratAm as a third singular

middle imperative is problematic, and perhaps Roth's emen-
dation (sisntam) is to be adopted. Possibly some deriva-

tive of sraws stood in place of the word (sfsrasat, ' may-
she cause the child to fall ' ?).

Stanza 2.

d. The editio princeps reads t&m vy{ir«uvantu sCitave

;

Shankar Pandit, following the minority of his MSS. and
SAya«a, reads tim, which was also proposed by Roth, 1. c,

p. 15, and adopted by Weber, 1. c, p. 405. I have trans-

lated tkntf because the womb and not the foetus (cf. AV.
IV, 2, 8) is opened at birth.

Stanza 3.

a. We shall, in all probability, never be able to unravel

the tangle of mixed, punning notions which have given rise

here to the &tt. Aey., the proper name SQshan. Ludwig is

impressed with it so much as to endow the entire hymn
with the title SCishan. In the first place it is a modification

of PCishan, suggesting the future or desiderative of the root

sO, * beget;' cf sfishyanti, RV. V, 78, 5, Then, there is

surely an allusion to ush5(A) vydrnvRti in RV. I, 92, 11,

that is, sdshA is dimly felt to be su + ush5, * beautiful Ushas
;'

cf Tait. S. IV, 7, 3, 2. Siya«a plainly and mechanically

offers this as one of three explanations, ix)bhanll ush^
sQshd. And again the words su *weir and san 'obtain'

may also have flitted before the eyes of the versifex, cf

sOsha^e in Pdda c Sdya«a offers two explanations in addi-

tion to the above, s{jshA savitrt pra^anayitri devatd, and

suva;« sanott«ti sOsh^. The Pada is catalectic, but scarcely

stands in need of emendation ; cf Oldenberg, Die Hymnen
des Rigveda, pp. 34 AT.
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b. Cf. RV. V, 78, 5 ; Ait. Br. V, 15, 4-

c. Sdlshawe {iir. Xey, as siish^ in P4da a) may be a voca-

tive from either stishawi or s{isha//i S^yawa, he sftshawe,

suvam sanoti prsLya^kAati . . . sukhaprasavakiri«i devat^.

d. Still more problematic is bishkale. S4ya«a explains

it as either from bishka, an imitative word, and the root

lA * take ' or * make/ or else from a combination of the roots

vish 'permeate* and kal *go!' According to the 5abda-

kalpadruma, bishkalA is the domestic sow (grdmya^karaA)

called bahv-apatya, * having abundant offspring/ on account

of its prolificness.

Stanza 4.

Cf. P&r. Grih. I, 16, 2; Hir. Grih. II, 3, 3. SAyaz/a,

supported by some MS. authority, reads mAwsena, as does

PAraskara. SAyawa quotes from an unquotable Vedic text

(nigam4ntaram)another form ofthis mantra, svavity (!) avapa-

dyasva na mdwseshu na snAvasu na baddham asi ms^asu.

o. 5^valam is problematic. The scholiast to P^raskara

renders it * moist, slimy,' and the Petersburg lexicon s sus-

picion that this is a purely etymological rendering based

upon the name of the water-plant .yaivAla is fully borne out

by S&yandLS statement, jevalam ^lasyoparisthitajaiv41avat

Antar4vayavAsa;«baddham. Roth, 1. c, p. 16, suggests

kevalam, * alone
;

' cf for the interchange between s and k,

Bloomfield and Spieker in the Proc. Amer. Or. Soc. for

May, 1886 (Joum., vol. xiii, p. cxxi).

Stanza 6.

Cf. Tait. S. Ill, 3, 10, I ; AV. I, 3, 6. S4ya«a, gavinike

yoneA pArjvavartinyau nirgamanapratibandhike n&dyau.

Stanza 6.

Cf RV. V, 78, 7. 8; 5at. Br. XIV, 9, 4, aa; V%-. S.

VIII, 28; Nirukta III, 15; Hir. Grih. II, 3, i; Apast.

Mantrabr. II, 11, 15; Bh4r. Gr/h. I, 21; Baudh. Grih.

Parirish/5a II, 2.
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I, 12. Commentary to page 7.

The history of the interpretation of this hymn is of
uncommon interest, because it illustrates forcibly the par-

ticular closeness of relation between the hymns of the

Atharvan and the practices reported in connection with

them. Professor Weber, Indische Studien, IV, p. 405,

translated the hymn under the caption ^Gegen hitziges

fieber,* and, guided especially by the more immediate

meaning of ^^r&yu^^y * the product of the placenta, after-

birth,' he thought that the hymn referred to puerperal

fever, or the fever of a child. Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III,

p. 343, surmised that the hymn was directed against inflam-

mation, and Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 390, refers to

it in connection with the word vAta in the first stanza,

which he would translate by * wound ;

' he aioo identifies

vdta with * wound ' etymologically. The compound v5ta-

bhr^^^s in the first stanza, as he understands, means
* suffering from wound-fever.' But Zimmer*s theory that

the word vdta ever means 'wound' has not sustained

itself: v^ta is *wind in the body;' vAtikr/tan£rani (VI, 44,

3^) is 'destroyer of the disease which comes from wind

(of the body) ;' cf. bdta byadhi (vAtavyddhi), ^diseases pro-

duced by wind (in the body),' in Wises Hindu System of

Medicine, p. 250, and see Contributions, Fourth Series,

Amer. Journ. Phil. XII, p. 427.

In Seven Hymns of the Atharva-veda, 1. c, VII, pp.

469 ff., I presented a full discussion of the hymn, and,

aided by the indications of the Kaorika-stitra, showed that

the hymn referred to lightning, which is regarded as pro-

ductive of certain diseases mentioned in the context, to

wit, fever (cf. the word sokish§i in st. 2), headache, and

cough. The pivotal word in the hymn is gSirky\\g^, and

it is interesting to note why it is especially misleading.

The first book of the Atharvan is a miscellaneous coUec-

* Cf. the note there, at VI, 109, 3, and IX, 8, 20.
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tion of hymns containing for the most part, though not

unfailingly, four stanzas each (cf. AV. XIX, 23, i ; Atharvd-

nukramam I, i, 13; Ath. Parii". 48, 9 and 10; Gop. Br. I,

1,8; Ind. Stud. IV, 433 ; XVII, 178). There is no definite

order in the arrangement of the hymns within the book,

but there appears a marked tendency to group together

two or even three having the same or a similar subject.

This concerns especially hymns 11-13. The eleventh is

a charm for easy delivery in childbed. The last three

stanzas end with the refrain, dva ^arfiyu padyatim, ' may
the placenta come down ;

' in addition to this the word

^r^yu occurs thrice more in the course of the last three

verses. Now, there can be no doubt that the redactor

placed our hymn (I, 12) after I, 1 1 simply because it b^ins
with the word g^rkyu^i K This does not argue that he

misunderstood the true nature of the hymn ; on the con-

trary it ifcr^ite clear that he recognised its association

with lightning, because he has placed after it I, 13, a hymn
which is evidently a prayer to lightning (ndmas te vidyiite,

&c.). He placed I, 12 after I, 11 simply because the word

g2LrSLy^giiA offered as good a point of linkage as any other

at hand, the fundamental difference in its value notwith-

standing. But it is natural that European readers should

have seized upon this erroneous suggestion, so as to be

influenced by it in deciding the purpose of the hymn.

The native treatment of the hymn exhibits considerable

divergence, owing to its duplex character. It is a hymn
to lightning ; and, on the other hand, the diseases attributed

to lightning present even more salient and practical points,

destined to be prominent in its designation and ritual

application. So the Anukramawl describes it as a yaksh-

manlfanaw siiktam, *a hymn which cures consumption'

(cf. the word kisis ' from cough ' in st. 3) ; in the Ga«a-

milci, Ath. Pari^. 32, 7, it is one of the takman^janaga;/a,

* Note the words stdna^i and stanayitniir respectively, in VII, 10

and VII, II, as the probable, and even more inane reason for the

juxtaposition of the two hymns in the redaction.
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*a group of hymns designed to cure takman, fever' (cf.

Kaus, 26, I, note). Kaofika employs it twice, presenting

its two main characteristics. In 38, 1-7 it is used in a

charm against thunderstorms, preceding the employment

in a similar charm of AV. I, 13 and VII, 11, both of which

are palpably hymns addressed to lightning. But in a6,

1-9 it is employed further in a performance which is dis-

tinctly described by Ddrila as a jirorogabhaisha^aw, * cure

for headache ' (cf. munki jtrshaktyfi in st. 3 a), and by
Ke^va as,atikAse jfrshaktijirovedanAyAw ka. karm&«i, 'rites

against excessive cough and pains in the head.'

The latter practice is as follows : i. * While reciting AV.
I, 12 (the priest) lets (the patient) drink of fat^, honey,

ghee, and sesame-oil. 2. (The patient), his head covered

with a turban made of mu^^-grass^ (saccharum munja

roxburgiense), goes along carrying in his left hand parched

grain ^ in a sieve, from which he scatters it with his left

hand. 3. (The patient then goes on, carrying) in his left

hand the sieve and the turban, in his right hand a how-

string and an axe. 4. The (patient goes) in front of the

priest who gives the orders^. 5. On the spot where the

disease seizes upon him he puts down the sieve and

the turban. 6. And (also) the bowstring. 7. He returns

home ^. 8. (The patient) puts ghee up his nose. 9. (The

priest) while supporting the patient's head with a staff (of

bamboo) having five knots mutters (the hymn).* The
sense of these practices, obscure though they are in many

^ Kejava, mdmsameda^.

Kauj. mau«^-prajna ; Darila, praxna uslwitshaw; Ke^va,

mau^^-induka (cf. indva in the Pet. Lex., and especially in Kaof.

26, 30).

' Kaux. pftlySni ; Kej. l^in. Symbolic scattering of the fever.

* Kexava here is the least obscure of the commentators, vyS-

dhitam agre knlvL
* The text of the Siitra is very obscure. One MS. of the text

reads dvra^nam ; the rest, avra^tam. Ddrila has ivra^^zm twice

(see notes 7 and 10 on p. 71 of the edition); this may be for the

participle dvra^an, and has served as the basis of the translation.
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details, is clearly a symbolic act of drawing the disease

out of the head, and depositing it where it is supposed to

have come from ; cf. the introduction to VI, 26. One is

tempted, at first sight, to accuse the medicine man of the

banality of employing mu/?^-grass simply because it puns

with muiiki, 'release,* and this would be no more than

Atharvanesque. Possibly, however, there is a little more

contained in the practice. In 5at. Br. VI, 3, i, 26 we have

the following legend :
* Agni went away from the gods, he

entered the mu^^-grass. Therefore that is hollow, and

for that very reason it is as it were disfigured by smoke.

The mu^^ is the womb here of Agni.' In that case we
have here the usual attractio similium. The mu«^ is

employed in drawing off the effect of lightning, because

it is the natural home of fire (lightning). Cf also Sat, Br.

VI, 6, I, 23.

Uncanny is the rite which the Kaiuika prescribes in

connection with the hymn at 38, 1-7. It is directed against

stormy weather, durdina, the relation of which to lightning, of

itself obvious, is stated explicitly in the Harivawua 9609,

tumulaw durdina»« ^&«*sid vidyutstanayitnumat, *and there

arose a crashing storm accompanied by lightning and

thunder.' The passage of the SCltra may be translated as

follows : I. * When one goes against a storm he faces it
^

while reciting AV. I, 12. 2. Stanza by stanza (he faces

the storm hurling) jets of water* (against it). 3. (And he

faces it) with a sword, a firebrand, and a club ^ 4. (And

he faces it) naked while wiping his forehead. 5. Into

a coal-pan which he has removed outside (of the house)

he makes an oblation of (the leaves of) the horse-radish

* Kexava. durdinam abhimukham upatish/^ate.

* udava^ai^: the Brdhma«as have innumerable times the ex-

pression va^o vd dpa^, e.g. -Sat. Br. VII, 2, i, 17.

* kishkuru (with variants) is unknown elsewhere, but Kexava in

glossing it with laku/a=lagu</a is clearly well-informed. The word

is doubtless identical with kishku, which the scholiast at Pa^^. Br.

VI, 5, 12 glosses with dam/a.
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tree^ and pebbles. 6. He puts on (fagots of) the ker4*

and arka (calotropis gigantea) plants. 7. Beaten by the

rain, with dishevelled hair^, going thrice around a pit he

quickly buries into it the arka-wood.' The symbolism of

this performance is not altogether transparent ; the use

of the arka is doubtless founded upon a double entente

:

arka is ' flash of lightning/ and its cessation is coaxed by
burying the arka-wood in the pit.

Stansa L

a. For ^r4yu-^a, ' bom of the (cloud-)womb,' cf. abhra-^

in St 3, and such expressions as vidyun meghdsakh^, ' the

lightning whose companion is the cloud/ in the Supar«/1-

khy^na 3, 2., The more literal meaning of the word is

* placenta-born,' an idea thoroughly Indie. Cf. 5at. Br.

VI, 5, 3, 5, trivr/d dhi pra^tiA pitd mAti putro«tho garbha

ulba»« ^arelyu. Cf. also VI, 6, i, 24. Professor Kern some

years ago was good enough to impart to me his own some-

what different view :
* As to ^rdyu^d-, I think that is

what the Norse skalds called a kenning, an oratorical peri-

phrasis of vatsa, and this is a veiled expression for light-

ning ; cf. ^paim vatsa as denoting the fire of lightning, and

the jrivatsa, the lightning figure on the breast of Vishnu.'

(Letter of May 10, 1887.)—For the epithet vrfehan as

applied to lightning see now my article on jiishma. Con-

tributions, Sixth Series, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Mor-

genlandischen Gesellschaft, XLVIII, 565 ff. The entire

passage has a good parallel in RV. IX, 74, 3, ise y6
vr/sh/^r itd usriyo vr/shSi ap^w net5 yd itdOtir rigmiyaA,

where Soma is obviously compared with lightning.

b. The edition reads v5tabhra^(A), but the text is not

absolutely certain, as Siya«a comments upon vAtavr^g:^ *.

' Darila, s'lgnipzirinu

* Ddrila,kerdparm«ti yd surish/re puw</arike«ti; Ke^va, paitr-

akasamidha^.

' pralilomakarshitas is explained in the light of kexeshu karshiia

in the Mr/>t>tAaka/ikd 16, 25.

* Sdyawa refers the entire stanza to dditya, * the sun/
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1

Both readings are worthless; I have substituted in my
article on the Seven Hymns, v^ta-abhra-^^. It is

refreshing to see for once an emendation rendered abso-

lutely certain by a later discovery. The entire P^da

presents the stereotyped four component parts of a storm,

vAta, abhra, stanayitnu, and vr/sh/i ; in this way they are

catalogued in a variety of Vedic texts ; see the article on

^shma just quoted, 1. c, pp. 569-70.

c Read tanvar^g6 with crasis of sandhi-hiatus. The
juxtaposition of rigiigd and ru^dn is of the punning order.

d. Read trayadhd ^—Cf. the statements about Vishwu,

who himself single passes through three regions, e.g. RV.
VIII, 29, 7, trl«y eka urug^y6 vi >&akrame. Resting upon

this parallelism I have taken ^kam 6^s as in apposition

with the subject of the clause.

Stanza 2.

a. sokls, the salient symptom of fever, AV. I, 25, 2, 4

;

V, 22, 2 ; VI, 20, 3.

o. I have translated ahkd as ' crook ' and samahkd

synonymically as *hook.' Both translations are purely

tentative ; ahka may mean * hook,' and at present any ren-

dering of samahkd is an enfant perdu. The word occurs

once more in the Atharvan, VI, 50, i, apparently as the

name of some pestiferous insect, or animal which destroys

grain. I do not know how to mediate between the two

uses of the word. SAya;?a, ankdn a^/ranajil^n sOryasya

anuibtrSn samank^n sama^/^na^fl&n samipe vartam&nSn

antarahg^n api pariv^rabhOtdn dev^n.

d. The text of the SawhitA reads asyd, the Padapd/Aa,

asya. If the latter is correct in its interpretation, this is

the only instince in the Rig and Atharvan-vedas of asyd

as a masculine. Looked at purely by itself asy4 grdbhitd

may stand for asyA(//) grdbhitd, and this opens out the

* Cf. my article, On certain irregular Vedic subjunctives or

imperatives, Amer. Joura. Phil. V, p. 27 (12 of the reprint).
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possibility that the stanza stood originally in some other

connection where a feminine was appropriate.

Stansa 3.

The stanza, in accordance with its context, is employed

in KaiLf. 27, 34, along with the so-called mr/gira-sOkt^ni,

in a more general remedial charm, designated by Ddrila as

a sarvabhaishs^^am.

a. ^frshaktf
,
probably for jfrshasaktf with haplology ; see

Proceedings of the American Oriental Society, 1893

(Journal, vol. xvi), p. xxxv. The poet puns upon the

word in Pdda d with sa^atdm, although sakti is more likely

to come from sa«^, rather than sa>t.

b. The masculine y6 is difficult. I have referred it to

the lightning (usrfyo vr/sh4, or jiishmaA), which involves

a considerable ellipsis, indicated by the parenthesis in the

translation. But it seems to me possible to refer yd to

k4sa(A) in P4da a, and to translate more simply, * Release

him from headache, and also from cough, which has entered

every joint of him.' Namely k&, feminine, jostles with its

thematic pendant kisd, masculine, in AV. V, 22, 10 and

II (kis4, instrumental feminize in 10; but kdsim, accusa-

tive masculine in 11). It requires no violent stretch of the

grammatical imagination to suppose that the poet uncon-

sciously has shifted his position from the feminine in Pdda a

to its masculine doublet kdsd in Pdda b. The masculine

form prevails in the classical period.

o. For jiishmo, see the article on the word, cited above,

where several close parallels to this passage are assembled.

I, 14. Commentary to page 107.

The history of the interpretation of this hymn is of

interest. Weber, Ind. Stud. IV, 408 (cf. also V, 218);

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 459 ; and Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 314, translated and interpreted the hymn
as a marriage-hymn. Zimmer thought that the stanzas

were spoken at the end of the ceremony, as the bridegroom
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assumed charge of the bride. The present writer, foJlowing

the indications of the practices connected with the hymn in

the Kanaka (36, 15-17), thought that it was a charm of

a woman against a rival, and dealt with the hymn and the

ritual in this sense in an article devoted to the subject in

Seven Hymns of the Atharva-veda, Amer. Journ. Phil.

VII, pp. 473-6. It is of interest to find now that S4ya«a

construes the hymn in the very same spirit.

The proceedings in the Kaui*. are somewhat as follows :

36, 15. 'While reciting AV. I, 14, the wreath, pillow (?),

tooth-brush, and hair (of the woman against whom the

charm is undertaken are placed) into the skin of a cow
slain by Rudra, or of a funeral cow, and buried in the cavity

of a mortar under a pile of three stones ^ 16. The hymn
is recited while the wreath is being ground up. 17. Three

tufts of hair are tied (each) with a black thread (and buried

under) a pile of three stones, the stones each alternately

above (each tuft).' Then follows in Sutra 18 a subsidiary

rite for digging the 'fortune ' up again (Ke^ava), saubh&gya-

karawam :
' Then one digs her fortune up with the formula,

" That fortune of thine which they have buried into a pile

of three stones, or four stones, that we now dig up, along

with offspring and wealth.*'

'

Throughout the hymn and the ritual the spirit of fierce

hatred manifests itself in allusions to the burial rites. Thus

in the ritual the anustara«i; in stanzas 1,3, the word pitr/shu,

translated above * with her relatives,' may also mean (with

* The Siitra bristles with difficulties; nishpramanda has been

translated by 'pillow,* because Siya«a says, tadupabhuktamilya-

kandukadantadhivanakexandm. . . (ni)khanan^dikarm^»i. But the

word nishpramanda is none too certain ; some MSS. and Kejava

read nipramanda, and Ddrila's comment on the word is unintel-

ligible (krif/^yavargS^enduka^ ; cf. pramanda=indukaA, Kauj. 8,

17; 25, II
; 32, 29, and Kaujika, Introduction, p. lii). I trans-

late koja by 'skin/ because Kejava says, tjSnahata tasy^^ ^armaw^

««vesh/ya (the passage is not extracted in the edition). But cf.

the word anta^korim in st. 4 c. Both Ddrila and Kexava explain

f,yanahat^, ' slain by Rudra,' as=^arahatd, ' killed by fever.'
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double entente) ' among the Fathers or manes.' The first

hemistich of the third stanza, considered by itself, might be

readily interpreted as being uttered at the funeral of a

maiden; indeed, it seems possible that material of this

sort has been worked over for the occasion. The secondary

employment of stanzas, composed primarily for the burial

service, is possibly to be assumed for stanzas 2-4 of RV.
VII, 55 (see Aufrecht, Ind. Stud. IV, 342), and for AV. II,

I %, 7-8 (q. v.). The Anukramawi makes the following curious

statement in regard to our hymn: namas te astu (I, 13),

bhagam asyi (I, 14), iti sOkte vaidyute dve dnush/ubhe,

prathama;;^ vaidyutaw para;^ vkrumm vo«ta yimyai« vi,

prathamena vidyutam astaud, dvittyena tadartha#« yamam.
There seems to be no reason for associating these hymns,

nor for regarding I, 14 as having any relation to lightning^.

Stanza 1.

Pddas a and o, apparently each hypermetric, may be

restored by reading, with elision and crasis, bhigdsyS, and

mahjbudhneva.

d. pitH'shu, ' with her relatives,' as stated more explicitly

in St. 2, So also SAya«a. Cf. the words pitr/shad and

ami^r in the lexicons. But there seems to be intended,

too, an allusion to the manes, i. e. to death ; cf. the intro-

duction.

Stanza 2.

a, b. Siya«a, here and in the next stanza, refers rSig^n to

Soma, supporting his hypothesis by a reference to RV. X,

85, 40, where Soma is said to have been the first to woo
the maiden, being followed by Gandharva, Agni, and man.

Cf. also Vas. Dharm. XXVIII, 5.

o, d. It depends upon circumstances whether the girl

lives with her (widowed) mother, or her father, or, after the

decease of her parents, with her brother ; cf. for the latter

contingency, AV. I, 17, 1.

* Unless the word ijdnahata, Kauj. 36, 15, has misled the author

of that very late and bungling performance.
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Stanza 3.

a. S4ya//a comments upon kulapd instead of kulap5(A) of

the Sa;»hit^ and Padap&Ma.

d. The MSS. unanimously have this PSda in the form

& sirshuaA jam6pydt (Padap.,^m 6pydt). Siya//a emends to

sam6pyit, commenting, jirasaA sawvapanAt bhfimau sawpa-

tan^t, ' until her head sinks to the ground.' This coin-

cides with the reading of the PaippalAda, and is accepted

by Shankar Pandit and Whitney ; see Fcstgruss an Rudolf

von Roth, p. 90. For the interchange between s and s, see

our article in the Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, May, 1 886 (Journal,

vol. xiii, p. cxx). The text in this form might mean * until

she scatters from her head,' i. e. * until she becomes bald.'

Even after the authority of the Paippaldda I venture to

repeat, very hesitatingly, my suggestion (Amer. Journ. Phil.

VII, p. 476), that i sirshniA kdram 6pydt may have been

the original text of the 5aunakiya-jdkhA. ' Let her scatter

her hair from her head,' or ' let her scatter the hair of her

head,' either by growing bald, or as a sign of mourning (cf.

Contributions, Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, pp.

336 ff.). Opya as a noun is very strange, and sam + A +
upyit (precative) would seem to require an expressed

object in the accusative. We are reminded, too, of the

expression kisAn prd vapanti, *they let down their hair,'

AV. XIX, 32, a, as a sign of mourning.

Stanza 4.

a, b. The juxtaposition of Karyapa and Gaya reminds

one of Kajyapa of Gayd, who plays a conspicuous part in

the Buddha legend. Asita is another worthy in the same

narrative. See the words in the Pet. Lex., and cf. our note

on IV, ao, 7.

o. ^mf, in the broader sense of the word in the later

language, * female relatives of the householder.' Siya;/a,

striyaA ; cf. Nirukta III, 6.
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I, 16. Commentary to page 65.

The Kaui-ika, 47, 23-4, presents this hymn in the sixth

book, devoted to the witchcraft practices (dbhiHrikfim), as

follows: 23. * While reciting AV. i, 16 he who performs

the practice collects ground lead, and puts it into the food

(of his enemy), or upon the ornaments (upon his person).

24. With a staff, made from a decayed bamboo-reed, as

long as an arm, and ornamented ^, he strikes (the enemy).'

According to the Paribh^shil-sfttra, Kauj. 8, 18, the word
* lead * in these practices is to be construed very broadly,

including both lead itself, * river-lead '
(i. e. according to the

commentators, river-foam), iron-filings, and the head of

a lizard. In Contributions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or.

Soc. XV, pp. 157 ff., I have endeavoured to show that

this class of practices is founded upon the famous legend of

Indra and Namu^i, in which Indra slays Namu^^i with the

* foam of the waters.' The other substances seem to be

substituted for practical reasons, being more easily obtained

and more readily handled. They may, of course, have

been r^^rded as available for this purpose for other

reasons, that escape us.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. IV,

409; GrilP, pp. I, 75. The Anukramawt describes the

hymn as ^^tanam, ' charm to chase away with,* and accord-

ingly it figures in the series called ^Atanaga«a in the

GansLTnkliiy Ath. ParLf. 3a, 3 ; see Kslus, 8, 25 note.

Stanza 1.

a. In Apastamba's DharmasOtra I, 11, 31, 21 we have:
* During the day the sun protects the creatures, during the

night the moon. Therefore let him eagerly strive to pro-

tect himself on the night of the new-moon by purity, con-

^ The term ala/«kr/'ta here seems to mean technically *anointed

(with ghee);' see Ddrila at Kaur. 48, 3, and cf. Kaof. 47, 40. 44.
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tinence, and rites adapted to the season.' Cf. also AV. IV,

36, 3 ; Tait. S. II, a, 2, % ; Maitr. S. II, i, 11. The accu-

sative ritrim is not favoured by the metre, and we should

expect rS\xy&m. S&ya/ia, sarvasy&i/i rdtrau udasthu^ uttish-

//ianti.

b. Sdya;ia reads bhr^g^m for vri^dm^ to wit: xktntn

xzg^xiXm hht^igditn bhr^^m&ndm ; or again, bhr^^m^nam
. . . purushai/i hi/»situm udasthu^. He repeats this read-

ing when quoting the stanza in his comment on II, 9, 1.

Cf. also the note on vitdbhra^dA, I, 12, I^

o. Siya^a takes turiya in the sense of * fourth,' as allud-

ing to the well-known legend of the three older brothers of

Agni who were worn out in the sacrificial service before the

present Agni ; see RV. X, 51 and S% ; 5at. Br. I, 2, 3, i
;

Tait. S. II, 6,6', Mahibh. Ill, aza, 7= 14214, &c. (cf.

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, V, 504-5). But turfya is the equiva-

lent of turd, e. g. RV. VIII, 52, 7-

Stanza 2.

For the uses of lead in the ritualistic texts, see Weber,

1. c, p. 410, and our article on Indra and Namu>H, quoted

above in the introduction.

Stanza 3.

For a full discussion of vfshkandha, either some disease,

or, as seems to us more likely, a kind of demon, see the

note on II, 4, i.

I, 17. Commentary to page as.

This charm against flow of blood is the only one of the

kind in the Atharvan. Ke^ava specifies that it is employed

against internal and external flow of blood and (excessive)

menstruation, atha lohita;« vahati jariramadhye bahir ^a

. . . rudhiravrawe . . . str!ra^so«tipravartane bhaisha^aw^

rudhiraprav^he ^a. The Kaurika attaches to it the fol-

lowing performances at 26, J 0-13: * While reciting AV. I,

17 (the practitioner) strews dust and sand around (the

wound) with a bamboo-staff containing five joints (accord-

[42] S
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ing to Kejava he places the staflFupon the wound [cf. Kaof.

a6, 9, sawstabhya], and then strews the dust and sand ^).

II. He ties on mud from a marsh*. 12. He gives (the

patient a solution of it) to drink. 13. He (also) gives (him)

to drink a mixture of curds and ground sesame, along with

four tips of millet-grass.' The chief point of relation be-

tween the practices and the hymn is the application of

a bandage or poultice of dust and sand which seems indi-

cated in the fourth stanza with the words sfkatAvati

dhanSr.

The first stanza of the hymn is quoted with variants in

YAska's Nirukta, HI, 4, from an unknown source ; the

Anukrama«i designates the hymn as yoshiddevatyam.

Previous translations by Weber, Ind. Stud. IV, 441 ; Lud-

wig, Der Rigveda, HI, 508; Grill ^ pp. 16, 76; cf. also

Hillebrandt's Vedachrestomathie, p, 46.

Stanaa L

In YAska's Nirukta, III, 4, the stanza occurs in the fol-

lowing version : amOr yk yanti^mayaA sarvA lohitavisasai

;

abhrAtara iva yoshds tish/Aanti (Durga, tish/^antu) hata-

vartmana^. Durga declares this to be an Atharvan-stanza,

and says that the women are the blood-vessels (n«U/yaA)

which shall stand«still, like brotherless maidens, debarred

* The word pa/nsusikatdbhi^, which I have translated as a copu-

lative compound, *dust and sand,' is regarded by the commen-
tators as a descriptive. Dirila, pd/nsuvat jlaksh^iadbCili^ sikatd

vdlukd ; Ke^ava, rathySyd^ pS/wsiin.

' It is not quite clear whether the armakapdliki is tied on as an

amulet or as a bandage upon the wound : usually badhndii is the

terminus technicus for the tying on of an amulet. Nor are the

commentators agreed as to the meaning of the word ; Ker. ked^-

ramri'ttiki, and pahkamriltild. But the word occurs also in Tait.

Ar. V, 2, 13 (cf. also Tait. S. V, i, 6, 2), and in the commentary

on the Tait Ar., p. 394, it is explained as * potsherds deposited in

the decayed portion of the village,' ^rawtane ^rwagrdmadere

avasthiti bhindimsih, Sdya;ia to our passage, xushkapankamrit-

tikd keddramrntika v^.
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from the sawtAnakarma and the pindadknai (ancestral rites)

practised by the family of their husband. In AV. I, 14, a

the girl who has lost her father and mother is depicted as

living in the house of her brother. Cf. Roth's comment,

p. 25, and Zimmer, p. 328. The exact point of the com-

parison is not quite clear, and Zimmer s translation of hata-

var>feas as * deprived of support or protection ' seems to

import an occidental idea not in the text. See RV. I, 124,

7 ; IV, 5, 5, and especially the statement, nA*bhrdtrim

upaya^Aeta, * one may not marry a brotherless girl,' in the

commentary on Nirukta III, 5 ; Manu III, 1 1 ; Y^wavalkya
I, 53 ; Vasish/>5a XVII, 16 ; Gautama XXVIII, 20.

b. lohita, with double entente, * red ' and * blood.*

c. Read abhr^tareva ; the Anukrama^i, upon the strength

of the apparently additional syllable, designates the stanza

as a bhuri^.

Stanza 3.

b. Ludwig rather whimsically translates sahdsrasya hirS-

nSim *von dentausend gelben.' It would seem as though

the stanza intends to bring out a distinction between hir^ and

dhamdni, the former being the smaller and the latter the

larger blood-vessels. Accordingly, * veins* and * arteries.'

And yet in VII, 35, 2 (see the note there) both hiri and

dhamdnt apparently have the more general sense of * inte-

rior canals,' such as entrails, vaginal passage, and the like.

Naturally, the knowledge of internal physiology is of the

vaguest sort. For hiri, see Aufrecht in Kuhn's Zeitschrift,

III, 199 ; Weber, Omina und Portenta, p. 346.

Stansa 4.

Our translation of this stanza derives its main support

from the practices above, which seem to imply that sand is

put upon or about the wound. S&ya«a gives the passage

a totally different bent ; he takes sfkat^vati dhanflr brihati

as the designation of one of the canals in the body which

contains the sand that results in calculi in the bladder,

sikat4 ra^;«si tadvatt n^, *sikatd, i.e. sand, the canal

containing that.' He says, further, that it is the canal

S 2
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(nS^/l) which generates calculi (amiart), and finally describes

it more explicitly as a * kind of canal crooked like a bow,

and the seat of the urine/ dhanur dhanurvad vakro rndtrA-

ssiyo n&dlviscshdiA, And he quotes a similar statement from

a Smriti, mfttrlrayo dhanur vakro vastir ity abhidhiyate ^.

It would seem accordingly that he imagines the bladder,

or some similar vessel, capable as it is of producing sand or

calculi^ a fitting agent to stop the flow of blood—an inter-

esting conceit at any rate! Grill thinks that the entire

stanza is a later addition. But Kau^ika, at any rate,

found it where it is, and the original diaskeuasis of the

AV. postulates four or more stanzas for each hymn of

the first book ; see Seven Hymns of the Atharva-veda,

Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 470 ff. Against this, there is only

the deviation in the metre.

o. The Pcida is a formula ; see RV. I, 191, 6.

I, 18. Commentary to page 109.

S4ya«a, in the introduction to the hymn, describes the

practices associated with it at Kaui*. 42, 19-21 as designed

to remove the blemishes of a woman afflicted with the

evil characteristics mentioned in the sAmudrika-treatises.

These blemishes are supposed to be on her face, hands,

feet, and other members, mukhahastapididyaiigeshu sdmu-

drikoktadurlaksha«ayuktdy4A striyis taddoshanivrittaye.

The sdmudrika-books (treatises on chiromancy) treat of

both good and evil characteristics, for in his comment on

St. I c he says, yini sdmudrika^dstraprasiddhini . . . sau-

bhdgyakar^;7i >&ihn^ni santi. Cf. Pet. Lex. under 2. s4mu-

dra, and Kejava to Kauj. 42, 19, s4mudrike strilaksha^aw

vydkhyAtam, and note also Kauj. 18, 38, samudra ity

&^akshate karma.

The practices of the Kaorika are as follows : 42, 19.

'While reciting AV. I, 18, the face of the woman afflicted

' Cf. with these statemenis Sdya/ia's comment on vasti, I, 3, 6,

dhanurdkSro mUtiis^yo vastir u^jate.
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1

with evil characteristics is sprinkled after each verse, com-
mencing at the braid of hair at the right, ao. Having

made an offering of chaff from a vessel made of the wood
of a pallra-tree (butea frondosa), he pours the rest (of the

chaff) after (the first oblation). 21. Chaff, husks, refuse of

grain, and shavings are placed upon the heel of her left

foot;

There are good and evil characteristics (lakshmi = lak-

sha^a, cf. AV. VII, 115), and the main point of the prac-

tices is their removal by washing, and by placing all kinds

of offal where it will easily drop from the person under

treatment, and cause symbolically the removal of the bad

points.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

IV, 411 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 498 (cf. also 338)

;

and Geldner, Vedische Studien, I, pp. 313 ff., where the

charm is interpreted erroneously as directed against the

house-cat Cf. our brief criticism in the Journ. Am. Or.

Soc. XV, 153, note.

Stanza 1.

a. S4ya«a reads lakshmam for lakshmyim, commenting,

asaubhigyakara;;^ ^ihnam. To lalAmyim he remarks,

laldme bhavaw tilakasthdnagatam.

d. The PAda is hypermetric, unless we read prsg-iiy&rktim

with double sandhi. Ludwig would cure the passage by
substituting nfr for pra^yai, but the latter word seems

guaranteed by AV. V, 25, 8, prs^yai tvS (tvd i) nay^masi,

and possibly this is the original reading (cf. Geldner, 1. c,

314). In adhering to the traditional text I have supposed

the meaning to be that she who has the character of an

Ariti is rendered fit for marriage and child-birth by the

charm. Very problematic this is, to be sure. SAya«a

takes prs^^yai with PAda c, yani . . . saubhAgyAni ^ihndni

. . . tAni . . . 3Lsm&kB,m pr£^y4i . . . bhavantu, . . • y^ni pOr-

v2Lm ni^sArit&ni asaubhdgyakard;ii y&ihndni . . . SLT&tint iatrum

. . . prclpay^maA I
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Stansa 2.

a. dra^im is iir. Xey., reminding us of dra«a, * strange,*

dranya, * waste, forest/ and SLVSinyknl (-«?), the personified

goddess of the forest, RV. X, 146. Siya;;a reads ara^im,

commenting, arama/^tm alakshmii;i daurbh^gyakara;;! ^ih-

nam . . . yadvd aramani;;; sarvad^ parya/anak^i«im Srti-

kariw v4 alakshmim. Shankar Pandit retains the reading

of the MSS., sAvishak (for sdvishat in our edition), but

S4ya«a reads sAvishat Cf. the V^. S. in the Ka«va-

^akha X, 2, i; XX, I, I (=IX, 5; XVIir, 30 of the

M4dhya;«dina-j4khd), and Weber, Ind. Stud. IV, 248, 412;

XIII, 108. See ako Apast St. XIII, 7, 13.

Stanza 4.

Sclya^ia treats all these epithets as referring directly to

a woman ; we prefer to regard them as personifications of

evil qualities, imagined as dwelling within the person whose

characteristics are foul. Siya«a, vr/shasye«va dantd yas-

y^A sA vr/shadatt sthOladantA n^ri . . . gaur iva sedhati

ga^^Aati'ti gosedhi strt . . . vik/'itaw dhamati jabd^yate

iti vidhamd, phCitk^rddivividha^abdak^ri^i . . . lal^myaf/i

laldmasthine lald/aprdnte bhavam . . . vili^Ayaw vijeshe;/a

lidAsLfn vili^///am, vilW^am iva sthitaw kes&nSim prdtilo-

myarCipam. Our rendering of vilidhyini is not at all

certain.

I, 19. Commentary to page 120.

The hymn is one of a list of battle-charms, siwgr&mi-

kini (sc. silktini), rubricated in Kaui*. 14, 7, and associated

with ceremonies of a general character, preparatory to

going to battle. The Ga;iamdlcL, Ath. Parii*. 32, 13, has

a similar list, somewhat more extensive, which is entitled

apar^itaga//a : see the note at Kauj*. 14, 7, and cf. the

introduction to I, 2. The hymn is also employed against

certain portentous occurrences, as when Brihma;/as carry

arms (Kauj. 104, 3), when images of the gods dance, shake,

laugh, sing, or indulge in other freaks (Kauj. 105, 1), or
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when a bull sucks a cow (Kauj. 113, 3). Cf. also Ath.

Parij. 17, n. The hymn has been translated by Weber,

Indische Studien, IV, 413 ; cf. also Bergaigne et Henry,

Manuel V^dique, p. 134-

Stanzas 3, 4.

These two stanzas are an expanded version of RV. VI,

75, 19. The latter part of that hymn contains suggestions

which have been freely utilised in the battle-charms of the

Atharvan.

I, 2a. Commentary to page 7,

The proceedings of the practitioner, Kao?. a6, 14-2 r,

are entirely symbolic ; the main effort is to banish the

yellow colour to yellow creatures and objects (the sun),

where it properly belongs, and to derive for the patient

redness from that quarter where it is peculiarly at home,

namely a red bull ; cf. RV. I, 62, 9, and Aufrecht in the

introduction to his edition of the Rig-veda, vol. ii, p. xvii.

The practices are as follows

:

26, 14. ' While reciting AV. I, 22 (the priest) gives (the

patient water) to sip, which is mixed with hair from (a red

bull) the object mentioned in the mantra (st. x). 15. And
having poured (water) upon the back of the bull (he lets

the patient drink it). 16. He ties on as an amulet upon

the (patient) sitting upon the skin of a bull (the piece of

skin) pierced by the peg with which it is fastened (when it

is spread out)^ after having steeped it in cow's milk and

anointed it with the dregs of ghee*^. 17. He gives (the

patient the milk) to drink. 18. He feeds (the patient) with

* The words * the piece of skin,' &c, are all of them a tentative

rendering of jankudhanam, to which Ddrila, >&arma«o vistdrdya

kilakabandha^ ^hkusthapanam. Sdyana, in the introduction to

the hymn, raktago^rma>^^idrama/iim . . . tanma/iibandhanam.

Kejava, go rakta^arma^^idramamm. Cf. also Kauj. 27, 29, to AV.

Ill, 7, I.

* Cf. Kau^. 7, 15.
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porridge made of haridra (turmeric, or curcuma, a yellow

plant), daubs him from head to foot both with the remnants

of the porridge and (additional porridge) from which he has

not eaten, (places him upon a couch), ties the (three birds)

mentioned in the mantra ^ by their left legs to the foot of

the couch, and washes (the patient) off (upon the birds).

19. He makes the patient step forward (after having first

given him a stirred drink, mantha, in accordance with the

paribhishA at Kaof. 7, 18). ao. He makes (the patient)

address (with the hymn) the chattering (birds). 21. Having

glued together with lac the hairs from the breast (of the

red bull) and getting them covered with gold (the patient

ties that on as an amulet).'

SkysLHSL in his introduction defines the purpose of the

hymn as against heart-disease and jaundice, hr/drogakci-

mil^dirogopa^Antaye ; Kejava advances a broader construc-

tion, according to which it cures in addition epilepsy and

fainting (vismaya ?), apasmdra-vismaya-hr/droga-k^ma-

lakarohi«ak4ni bhaishs^gySni. Adalbert Kuhn, in Kuhn's

Zeitschrift, XIII, 1 13 ff., has assembled from Greek, Roman,

and Teutonic sources notions and practices analogous to

those elaborated by Kaorika, The principle that the yellow

disease belongs by right to yellow objects, birds, and plants,

is there again applied practically, with a touch, here and

there, of similia similibus curantur. In addition to

Kuhn's translation we note Weber's, Ind. Stud. IV, 415 ff.

;

cf. also Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 343 ; Bergaigne et Henry,

Manuel V^dique, pp. 134-5 ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben,

p. 388 ; Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, 247 ff. fespe-

^ The juka, ropa/iakd, and haridrava mentioned in st. 4. Saya«a,

in his introduction, ^kaldshMajukagopttanakikhydn&;n paicshi-

wdm. Ddrila defines hSridravi^ by haridravar/ilf ^ka^. Ke^va,
sukiA kdsh/^(mu)sukam (1) ^a gopitilak^ ka,. They seem to

refer respectively to the parrot, the thrush, and the yellow wagtail,

all doubtiess birds prevailingly yellow. The yellow jaundice of the

patient, accentuated by his coat of yellow curcuma, is washed

down upon the yellow birds, where it belongs. Cf. the notes on

St. 4, and the introduction to VII, 1 16.
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daily 249, where turmeric still appears prominent among

the curative agencies). Stanzas similar to I, 23 occur,

RV. I, 50, 11-12; Tait Br. Ill, 7, 6, 22-23; Apast. Sr.

IV, 15, 1.

Stanza 1.

b. For hriddyoti the RV., Tait. Br., and Apast. Sr. have

hr/drogd (cf. Ridraga, Wise 321); see also AV. V, 20, 12
;

VI, 24, I. Still another name is hr/daydmayd, AV. V, 30,

9 ; VI, 14, I ; 127, 3. For the root dyut, cf. AV. IV, 12,

2; XII, 3, 22: hr/d-dyotd literally means 'heart-break;'

S^ya«a takes it as * heart-burning,* hr/dayaw sawtApayati

(cf. Lat. splendida bilis).

o. The Vedic Hindu is deeply impressed with the red-

ness of the cow, which is contrasted with its white milk,

RV. I, 62, 9, &c. * O sage mir wie geht es zu, gibt weisse

milch die rothe kuh.' Perhaps we have here, too, an allu-

sion to the divine Rohita in the thirteenth book of the

AV. ; see Henry, Les Hymnes Rohitas, and our Contribu-

tions, Fourth Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XII, 429 flF.

Stansa 2.

The anacoluthon in Pddas c, d, seems to be occasioned

by aydm, which is a sort of vox media fit for both second

and third persons singular.

Stanza 3.

a. I have followed Bergaigne and Henry, Manuel V^-

dique, p. 135 note, in emending the unintelligible r6hi«lr

devaty^*(A) to r6hi«idevatyd(A), 'the cows whose divinity

is Rohi«i.' I differ from these scholars in co-ordinating it

with givo, rather than supplying r/kaA; see the above-

mentioned Contributions, p. 437. Rohi«i is the female

of Rohita, a personification of the red, ascending (ruh),

ruling sun. The stanzas devoted to Rohi;«i occur AV.
XIII, I, 22 ff. Sdya«a's comment on Pddas a, b, is, deva-

tyiA devatisu bhavdA . . . uktavar«d (sc. rohinl/t) ydA kd-

madhenvcldayo giva^ santi, uta api ySiA manushyasa;/!-
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bandhinyo rohi;^!^ rohinyaA Iohitavar;i& gava^ santi tILbhiA

ubhayavidhAbhir gobhiA.

Stanza 4.

b. ropa«4k4 is glossed by SAya«a at RV. I, 50, 12 by
^riki, * thrush ;' S^yana, on our hymn, twice, kish/!^amka

(harit pakshi : the word is not in the lexicons). Dcirila at

Kaor. 26, 20. haridravar«4y /&i/ak^A (not in the lexicons

;

cf. ^i^^tika, RV. X, 146, 2). Kejava, kish//6a(mu)sukam (!),

and kAsh/>4aai(sh)ka^andana (1 a kind of sandal). The com-
mentators seem therefore to waver between a bird and

a plant.

o. h^ridrava is glossed by SAya//a at RV. VIII, 35, 7

by pakshin, but the same work at I, 50, 12, as also the

scholiast at Tait. Br. Ill, 7, 6, 22, has haritdladrumeshu

(a kind of tree !). S^ya/za on our hymn, twice, gopltana-

kzlkhyi haridvar«4// pakshi«aA (gopitanaka is not in the

lexicons, but goplta is * wagtail ') ; D^rila, ib., ptiks kUakkA ;

Ke^ava, twice, gopitilakS.

I, 23. Commentary to page 16.

The practices connected with this and the next hymn
are defined by the commentators as a cure for white

leprosy, Jvetakush/MpanodanAya (S^ya/za), j-vetakush/Aa-

bhaisha^dni (Kejava). They are stated at Kauj. 26, 22-

24, as follows ; 22. * While reciting AV. I, 23 and I, 24 (the

priest) having rubbed dung (upon the sores) until they are

red, smears upon them the substances, mentioned in the

mantras^. 23. He cuts off the white (scurf). 24. (The

patient?), having been covered, performs the rites to

the Maruts.' The latter, described at Kauj. 41, 1-7, are

* Ke^ava and Sayawa mention bhrmgara^a (eclipta prostata;

note the pun between ra^a and ra^ni, &c. in I, 23, i), haridra

(yellow sandal, or yellow turmeric), indravarum (colocynth), and

niliki. Darila has a somewhat different statement, too corrupt to

be reported here.
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primarily designed to produce rain, and their employment

here, secondarily, may be intended to put the patient into

a sweat. The point is problematic and not cleared up by

the scholiasts.

The entire hymn is repeated with variants at Tait. Br.

II, 4, 4, I. 2. The third stanza of the next hymn is there

added to the charm.

Both this and the next hymn have been translated by

Weber, Ind. Stud. IV, pp. 416 flF. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 506, 509; GrilP, pp. 19, 77 ff. ; cf. Wise, Hindu Sys-

tem of Medicine, pp. 258 ff. ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben,

p. 391 ; and Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel Vddique, p. 135.

The Anukrama^i designates I, 23 as vinaspatyam, and

I, 24 as ^surivanaspatidevatyam.

Stanza 1.

Sdya^a refers the adjectives dark, &c., to the plants,

indicated by Kaofika s commentators. The word ra^ni

(as well as all others designating night) has also the mean-

ing 'curcuma longa.' Cf. the scholiast at Tait. Br. II, 4,

4, I, ra^anakshame oshadhe . . . atra haridrd r^^nl'ti

ke^it. The two meanings are blended with the idea of

* rich in colour,' by virtue of which the word puns with

rs^aya.

Stanza 2.

b. A considerable number of MSS., here as well as in

3 d, followed by SAya//a, read pr/thak for pr/shat, which

also makes good sense. The Tait. Br. also reads pr/shat.

o. This seems to be addressed to the patient : his natural

colour shall return to him. Grill takes offence at the

parenthesis ^ and proposes to refer swiJi to the plant ; cf.

also Ludwig, and Bergaigne et Henry, 1. c, note. But the

plants are of a colour different from the leper^s spots (hence

their virtue), and sva// is inappropriate. SAya^a, as in our

translation, he rug«a . . . svaktyaA prdg avasthito var;/a//.

* Cf Aufrecht, Festgruss an Otto von Bohllingk, p. 3.
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And Still more explicitly the scholiast at Tait. Br., dehasya

svakiyaA piirvasiddho v2jn?Ji.

I, 24. Commentary to page 16.

For the application of the hymn in the ritual, and
previous translations, cf. the introduction to I, 23. Stanza 3
is repeated at Tait. Br. II, 4, 4, 2.

Stanza 1.

Sdya;/a states the little legend (dkhyiyikd) as follows

:

The dark plant here in question was the gall (pitta, dosha)

of the primordial bird supar«a (garutm^n). The Asuri

{diSMxkfikm mkyk ki^ana stri) engaged in battle with him
and conquered. The gall captured in the battle she

embodied into the form of trees (nilt, and so forth). This

neat story would commend itself at once but for the word

g\X&^ which does not mean * she conquered ' (Siy., ^tavati),

but * she was conquered.' The story is so pat as to tempt

to the emendation ^itvfi, or (as Ludwig suggests) ^tim.
In general, of course, asura in the Atharvan, as elsewhere,

stands for the hostile powers conquered by the Devas,

e. g. AV. II, 27, 3. 4 ; IV, 19, 4 ; VI, 7, 2 ; VIII, 5, 3 ; IX,

2,17.18; X,3, 11; 6,22-8; XI, 5, 7; 10,10.15; XII,

1, 15. But a different tone prevails occasionally. In

VI, 108, 3 the Asuras are said to know wisdom ; in

VI, 100, 3 the ant (upa^ik^), which is employed as an

antidote against poison, is called the daughter of the

Asuras; in II, 3, 3; VI, 109, 3 they dig remedies into

the ground, and finally, in VII, 38, 2, the Asurt attracts to

herself Indra from the company of the gods, so that,

according to K4///. S. XIII, 5, he lives with the Asuras (cf.

Ind. Stud. Ill, 479 ; V, 250, 453). The sense of SAya«a's

story is therefore not irrelevant. Note also that dsurf itself

is the name of a magic plant (cf. Magoun, Asurt-kalpa,

Amer. Joum. Phil. X, 165 ff.). If, on the other hand,^t5

of the text is retained, it is hard to see how she possessed

herself of the gall of the supar//i, unless by way of revenge,
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or theft. Hence we have, hesitatingly, adopted the emen-

dation ^itv4. A later transcriber, shocked by the imputation

that the Asuri was victorious, might easily have made the

change.

Weber, 1. c, p. 418, regards supar//d as the sun and dsur?

as the night, who, having been conquered by the sun, with-

draws into the forest and assumes the form of trees :
* Der

vogel, der zuerst erstand, dessen gall' du gewesen bist.

Die Asuri im kampf besiegt machte die baum' zu ihrer

form.' But there is scarcely any occasion here for a

mythical eagle: the eagle and the boar naturally find

plants, the one with his eye, the other with his snout (see

II, 27, 2 ; V, 14, 1), and the legend must in some way rest

upon this natural fact. This translation, too, establishes no

connection between the first and second parts of the stanza.

Very similarly Grill.

d. For vdnaspatln the Paippaldda has vdnaspdti^ in

accordance with the common usage of the Brihmawas,

e.g. ajvo rflpam kWtv4, Tait. Br. IH, 8, 12, 2; Apast. 5r.

V, 2, 4 ; kr/sh«o rCipaw^ kr/tvi, Tait. Br. Ill, 7, 4, 8. See

Delbriick, Altindische Syntax, p. 103 ; Pet Lex. s.v. rOpa

(column 421); Ind. Stud. X 1 1 1, 1 1 1 . This makes a decidedly

better construction :
* having assumed the form of a tree.'

Ludwig, translating the 5aunak!ya-text, *(die Asuri) hat es

2ur farbe der baume gemacht,' and similarly Selya;/a,^yena

labdha;^ tat pittaw rOpaw ^akre, oshadhyitmani sevyam

^k&ram akirshit, tad eva rOpam dha, vanaspatin nily^din.

I have followed their lead, though I am for my part

unacquainted with any such construction of kar (with three

accusatives ; note also the middle, ^akre).

Stanza 2.

a, b. Sdya^a treats idam as follows : ida/» supar;;apittena

nirmitaw nilyddikam, which corresponds with his and our

interpretation of st. 1. In the later literature Asuri is

a branch of medicine ; see the Pet. Lex. under dsuri 3) and

m&nusha. The metre of the two P&das is irregular : idam

kil&sanlfanam seems to be a gloss.
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Stanza 4.

a. The European edition reads skm&, which Ludwig puts

forth as the title of the hymn. The PaippalAda, as also

two of Shankar Pandit's MSS., have sy§itni (cf. j^mAka =
jyim^ka, Kslus. 8, 11); this is undoubtedly correct, and

corresponds with ra^ni in I, 23, i.

I, 25. Commentary to page 3.

The practice which Kaorika reports for this hymn is

similar in character, but totally different in detail from

those connected with AV. V, 22 and VI, 20. The practising

priest, according to Siitra 26, 25, has an axe heated ; then

the axe is quenched in water, and the water thus heated is

poured upon the patient: yad agnir iti pararu/w ^pa,ms
tdpayati kv&thayaty avasi^^ati. DArila renders this quite

clear, parajunA kvithayaty udaka;« . . . taptenodakend

'V2iS\mk2Lii TOgmdLfH, The heated water is supposed doubt-

less to draw the heat of the fever out of the patient, as it

flows from him (attractio simil ium). Kejava describes the

performance as a ^arabhaisha^aw, nitya^are vel^^are

satat^gvare ekdntarits^^are ^dturthika^are ^a rtti^fvare

idi ; cf. stanza 4 c, d. Similarly S^ya^a in the introduction,

aikahik^dlfita^arasa/wtata^araveli^aradijdntaye. The
hymn has been treated by Weber, Indische Studien, IV,

419 ff. ; Grohmann, ib. IX, 384 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 511 ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, pp. 381, 384 ;

Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique, p. 136. It is

quoted also at Kslus. 26, i note, as one of the takmani-

janaga;;a of the Ga/^am&ld, Ath. ParLy. 32, 7.

Stanza 1.

The stanza is not quite clear. S4ya«a refers to the

practices in the SOtra, which are, of course, themselves

based upon suggestions derived from the mantra. * When
Agni having entered the waters burned ' refers doubtless to

the circle of well-known legends that deal with Agni's escape

to the waters. Two hymns of the Rig-veda, X, 51 and
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52, deal with this subject, and it is one of the stock-legends,

with protean variations, in the Brihma;ms (of, Indische

Studien, III, 467), e.g. 5at. Br. I, 2, 3, i
; 3, 3, 13-16;

Tait. S. II, 6, 6, I ff. ; VI, 2, 8, 4 ff. For later forms of the

same legend, see Adolf Holtzmann's essay, Agni nach den

Vorstellungen des Mah&bhirata, p. 11, and especially

Mahabh. Ill, 14214^= 222, 7 ff. The basis of these

legends is the plain observation that lightning con>es from

the clouds, that is, the waters (cf. Nirukta VII, 23), and

perhaps, again, that it strikes the water upon earth, and

disappears in it. This again connects the takman with

lightning, which is conceived as a cause of fever, &c. See

our introductions to V, 22, and I, 12. It is perhaps not

going too far to suppose that the connection of fever with

lightning is another way of saying that fever is associated

especially with the rainy season, and that indeed seems to

be the purport of the stanza : the period of the lightning is

the time when the takmin originates. Cf. Grohmann, 1. c,

p. 403 ; Zimmer, Lc, p. 384.

a. 5po, the nominative for the accusative, especially in

the AV., as conversely apdA the accusative aj^ears as

nominative ; see Whitney's Sanskrit Grammar, § 393 a.

The expression 4po . . . pravfjya, as in RV. X, 51, i,

pravivdrithi »pdA.

b. dharma-dhr/taA with alliteration. The expression

does not refer to pious men, as is assumed by Weber,

Grohmann, and Zimmer; and that too, although their

translation would seem to receive support from RV. X, 51 , 5,

ehi mdnur devayur ya^nikSima/i, 'come (O Agni), pious

men desire to sacrifice.' The meaning of the first two

Peldas would according to this be as follows : When Agni

hid himself in the waters, and men being thus deprived of

the carrier of the sacrifice approached him humbly, with

the purpose of inducing him to resume his functions ^. . . But

* Weber, l.c., to be sure, quite differently, refers the humble

attitude of the pious to tlie dread of the supposed consequence of

Agni's action, namely, the fever.
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dharma-dhr/taA cannot refer to men, and Ludwig is quite

correct in his view, * die erhalter der satzungen (die gotter}/

The dhdrman is upheld by the gods; so, e.g. Vish«u is

described as dhdrm^«i dh&rdyan in RV. I, 22, x8; Indra

as dharma-kr/t in VIII, 98, i ; cf. also the epithet dhr/ta-

vrata as applied to Varu«a at AV. VII, 83, 1. Reference

is therefore made to the suppliant attitude of the gods, as

they induce Agni by promises to come forth from the

waters and attend to his business.

c. Weber translates tatra . . . parama/«^nftra/« * dort is

hauptsachlich dein Entstehen,' and Grohmann and Zimmer
adopt this very pregnant rendering. Ludwig, on the other

hand; says, *da war deine erste geburt.' It seems to me
that neither translation is correct. The Pada is formulaic

;

in RV. I, 163, 4 (the hymn to the horse, arvastuti) we have,

yitrk ta &huA paramdw ^nftram, and Ludwig translates

(902), • wo man sagt, dass dein hochster geburtsort.' Cf.

also param6 ^anftre in X, 56, i. The expression paramaw
^anitraw, moreover, is the equivalent of param^ ^nman in

RV. II, 9, 3, which is contrasted with avar^ sadhdsthe.

The former obviously refers to Agni, the lightning, and,

as the takman is the effect of that Ag^i, the same origin

is assumed for him. Hence I have translated the expres-

sion by ' origin on high/

Stanza 2.

b. Literally, * or whether thy origin is a splinter-seeking

one,' a bold figure as applied to the takman. But throughout

this hymn the paralleh'sm betwoe^i fire and the takmdn is

uppermost in the mind of the poet, and the phenomenon of

Agni's growth, as he eagerly licks the split wood, is meta-

phorically transferred to his disease. Weber translates

prettily, *sei Splitterfeuer, ziingelndes, dein geburtsort.'

Zimmer, less vividly, * oder wenn deine geburtsstatte glim-

mend ist.' Ludwig does not comment upon his obscure

result, * oder mag spitze stachel suchend (stechend) deine

geburt sein ;
' he, at any rate, unnecessarily abandons the

metaphor of the fire. Sdyawa, jakalya/« d^hyaw kAshZ-Aa-

samOham i^^ati .rakalye/ agni^.
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o. I have left the word hrfl^u ^ untranslated, as I have

not been able to discover any basis for the existing trans-

lation, * cramp,' which Weber, 1. c, p. 420, proposes, and
Ludwig adopts. Weber's result is derived from etymo-
logical considerations of insufficient cogency, and the

recorded symptoms of the takmdn or the ^ara fail to

include cramps. The word occurs only in this hymn, in

evident alliteration with haritasya, and I should not wonder
if the word would yet turn out to have some connection

with * yellow.* For haritasya deva, see the note on V,

22, 2 a.

Stanza 8.

b. The takmdn as a son of Varu;/a presents a snatch of

that broader and deeper view of the origin of disease,

according to which it is due to the violation of the laws

of Varu«a, who has in his charge the order of the universe,

and punishes the sinner by his * fetters ' of disease, especially

the dropsy ; see, e.g. AV. IV, 16, 6, 7 ^. In general, to be

sure, the lower view prevails in the Atharvan : possession

by demons, and the witchcraft of enemies, are the causes of

sickness.

Stanza 4.

The metre is irregular : PAda a, anush/ubh ; b and c,

trish/ubh; d,^agati.

b. For rCiri, see the note on V, 22, 10 a.

o. y6 anyedyur . . . abhyeti (see also VII, 116, 2) refers

to a fever which attacks, ^r becomes highest, every twenty-

four hours ; cf. perhaps the /el^l^ara, mentioned by Ke^va

* Some MSS., according to Weber, read hru</u, and Whitney,

Index Verborum, s. v., reports also hUdii, hrildrUf and rddu, Saya«a

reads rO^u^ (rohaka^ purushajartre ulpddaka^). Shankar Pandit

notes still other variants.

* I prefer this view to another suggested by Grohmann, I.e.,

p. 406 ff., according to which the malarial takmdn in marshy (i. e.

watery) regions is especially pointed out. Varu/ia, being the god

of the sea (water), this variety of takmdn might thus be regarded as

his son. This seems rather far-fetched.

[42] T
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to Kauj". 26, 25. Such is the interpretation of all authorities

(Grohmann, p. 387; Zimmer, p. 382), and Wise, p. 232,

describes the Anye^uka (Sujruta's anyedyushka) as

follows: * If the paroxysm of fever recurs at the same

hour daily, it is called Anye^uka.' It is therefore equiva-

lent to the rhythmus quotidianus. SAya;^a, anye-

dyuA anyasmin paradine yaA rfta^araA abhyeti.

—

y6 . . .

ubhayadyiir abhyeti, * he who returns for two successive

days/ i.e. with the implication that the next day (as we
should say, the third day) is free from fever ^ Grohmann,

p. 388. and Zimmer, p. 382, identify this with the rhythmus
quartanus complicatus, aformofthe disease in which the

attacks repeat themselves on two successive days, the third

day being exempt. This would remind us of the ekdntarita

mentioned by Kej-ava, 1. c. But it seems to fit also the

^Aturthaka viparyaya. Wise, 1. c, says, * In Chiturthaka

the paroxysms of this fever occur every fourth day. When
the paroxysm continues for two days, the fever is that

called Chaturthaka Bipar^aya.' None of these construc-

tions, however, is certain. Sdyawa here says, ubhayadyuA

ubhayasmin dvitiye»hani . . . Ay^ti, and, still more ex-

plicitly at VII, 116, 2, yas ka. ubhayedyuA (!) ubhayor

divasayoA, atitayor iti jeshaA, abhyeti, iJiturthiks^^ara ity

artha^. This means a kind of fever that omits two days

and returns on the third day, and would thus be identical

with the tr/tiyaka, according to the current construction

(see PAda d). But see the Pet. Lex. under ubhayadyuA

and ubhayedyiiA.

d. For tr^tiyaka, see the note on V, 22, 13 a.

I, 34. Commentary to page 99.

This hymn belongs to a quite extensive class ofAtharvan

charms, the object of which is either to generate love in

a person of the opposite sex, or restore alienated affection.

In general, charms of this class are rubricated in the second

* Cf. our not altogether certain interpretation of vitn'ttyd, V,

22, 13 a.
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part of the fourth book of the Kaujika (32, 28-36, 40).

This is designated by the commentators as strikarmA«i,

* women's rites,' and presents the greatest variety of prac-

tices connected with the life of women and their relations

to men ; see Kau^ika, Introduction, p. Ixv, and cf the fol-

lowing hymns. Yet this particular hymn is not mentioned

in the book in question, though it is otherwise worked up

three times, Kau^. 38, 17 ; 76, 8. 9 ; 79, 10. In the first

of these passages, 38, 17, the hymn is employed in a simple

practice uttered by an intending disputant before entering

upon a debate in the sabhi or parishad, the village assembly

:

' While reciting AV. I, 34 he approaches the assembly

from the north-east, chewing licorice.' The commen-

tators do not quite agree as to the special purpose of the

practice. Ke^ava says that it produces victory in disputa-

tion (vivAde ^yakarma//^w vidhiA) ; D&rila, more mildly,

says that it is an expiatory performance to wipe out the

guilt incurred in defeating an opponent (in debate), praty-

artha^ayadoshajamanaw ^ pr4yay^ittam. Either of these

manipulations of the hymn is reasonable if we regard

k&mfni in stanza 5 as referring to the parishad or sabh& ^,

and there is therefore no absolute guarantee that the hymn
had originally anything to do with sexual love. Cf. how-

ever II, 30, I.

In Kauj. 76, 8. 9 the bridegroom, while reciting this

hymn, ties to his little finger an amulet of licorice-wood

(madugha), fastening it with thread coloured red with lac,

^ The MSS. have pratyartha^pa-, but this does not yield good

sense. The correction was suggested by Professor Cowell in a

kind note. Correct accordingly our treatment of the passage in

Seven Hymns of the Atharva-veda, Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 481

(p. 16 of the reprint).

* There is, too, a bare possibility that the fifth stanza is of later

origin, especially if we attach any weight to the tradition that the

first book of the AV. consisted of hymns of four stanzas each ; see

the introduction to I, 12 (p. 247). The meaning of that tradition

seems, however, rather to be that each hymn consisted of at least

four stanzas, or more, since many of them, in fact, consist of more.

T 2
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and placing it so that the amulet is on the outside of the

finger, the knot within (the hand). In SQtra 10 he leads

the bride forth, and the amulet is, therefore, obviously

intended to make him attractive to the bride. This in-

volves the construction of the hymn which we have pre-

sented in our translation, i.e. the bridegroom, by means of

the amulet, secures the love of the bride ^.

Once more, in Kau.f. 79, 10, at the consummation of the

marriage, a ceremony, involving this hymn, is enacted by the

married couple. The bridegroom takes hold of the amulet

of licorice (which he has put on previously, Kauj. 76, 8.

9), puts it into bull's grease, and while reciting the pre-

sent hymn and AV. XIV, 2, 71. 72, they embrace one

another. Kejava, more explicitly, states that the amulet is

first ground up, madughamawiw pishA^A aukshe * prakshipya

abhimantrya parasparam varavadhvau samdlabhete. The
purpose of the performance is not quite clear ; it seems

to be designed to render the affection mutual ^ Cf. AV.
II, 36, 7, and our discussion there.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. IV,

429 (cf. V, 218); Grill^ pp. 52, 78. The Anukrama^i

designates it as madughamawisOktam, * the hymn of the

amulet of licorice.'

* Dr. Haas in the Indische Studien, V, 386, makes the bride-

groom fasten the amulet upon the bride's finger. There is nothing

to indicate this proceeding, which is contrary to the context of the

hymn. Dr. Haas, to be sure, erroneously refers the pratika iya»i

virudh to AV. VII, 56, 2 ; hence he did not see that the bridegroom

desires to make himself lovable in the sight of the woman (see I,

34, 5).

' For aukshe, see our note on II, 36, 7.

* Professor Weber in his translation of this passage, Ind. Stud.

V, 401, takes madughamawi to mean * hymen,' for reasons not

apparent to me. I fancy that Ke^ava's pish/vd removes the possi-

bility of such a construction, and the madughamawiprayar/fttta

quoted by the same scholar on p. 404, refers simply to the loss of

the amulet here in question ; this is restored by making another

amulet from the p(itudaru (devadiru)-tree.
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Stanza 1.

Honey is the symbol of personal agreeableness from

earliest times. Cf. e. g. RV. X, 40, 6, ' From you, O
Ajvins, the bee took honey in its mouth, as a woman
goes (with honey in her mouth) to an assignation ^* The
dJgging of the plant with honey is not to be taken too

literally, as S^ya«a does, madhurOpewa khanitrddinA, or

madhurewa prakire«a, but rather, * with the influence of the

sweetness of honey, prompting or supporting him who digs

after the licorice-root/ Cf. AV. VII, 56, 2,

Stanza 2.

The second half is a formula, being repeated almost

literally at III, 25, 5 and VI, 9, 2 ; Pida d, at VI, 42, 3 ;

43^3-
Stanza 4.

e, d. The passage contains an elliptic comparison, as indi-

cated by the brackets in our translation. Without the

ellipsis supplied there is no good sense : Weber, * mich

allein drum du lieben magst wie einen honigsiissen zweig
;

'

Grill, ' so sei denn ich das liebste dir, gleich einem honig-

siissen zweig.* But what human being regards a branch

sweet as honey as the most precious possession ?

Stanza 6.

a. The clinging sugar-cane is used here metaphorically

for sweetness and attractiveness; no practice of this cha-

racter is indicated anywhere.

c, d. The passage is a formula; see II, 30, i ; VI, 8, 1-3.

II, 3. Commentary to page 9.

The hymn is joined with I, 2 at Kauj*. 25, 6-9, in a

charm against excessive discharges from the body ; see the

treatment at I, 2. The particular part of Kau.fika's prac-

tices, which is based on our hymn, is contained in S(itra

* A different interpretation is suggested by Bergaigne, La syntaxe

des comparaisons v^diques (Melanges Renier, p. 89).
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25, 7. It is founded upon the conception that ants are

endowed with the faculty of producing water, and that, too,

healing-water, wherever they appear, and consequently

whenever they are applied as a remedy. Hence they are

here given to the patient to be drunk in water. For

fuller statements of this belief, see the introduction to VI,

100, and Seven Hymns of the Atharva-veda, Amer.

Journ. Phil. VII, pp. 482-4.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

XIII, 138 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 507 ; GrilP, pp. 17,

79 fir. The Anukrama«! designates it as bhaish2\^iyurdha-

nvantaridaivatam.

Stanza L

b. The difficult word here is avatkd. In the Paippal&da

XIX, 8, 2 (see Bohtlingk's lexicon s.v.) occur the two

hypermetric P&das, avataka;^ mama bhesha^m avatakaw

pariv^anam. Here the metre suggests emendation to

avatka, but at the same time shows pretty clearly that the

word is a derivative of avata, * spring.' S&ya;/a is very mis-

leading. Having in mind the performances of the SCitra, he

identifies avatkd with tnungSLsiraA in Kslus. 25, 6, and the

mountain mentioned in the stanza with the Mu%avat, to

wit: atra parvata^abdena muwg-av&n n^ma parvato viva-

kshitaA ^
. . . tasmdt adaA viprakr/sh/aw« yat prasiddham

avatka/;; vy^dhiparihdre;fa rakshaka;;; mun^^irdJi ava-

dhllvati avaruhya bhQmau dh&vati. This involves an im-

possible rendering of avadh^vati, and leaves out of sight

the possibility that this hymn may have nothing to do with

the mu«^-reed, being concerned rather with the healing

water, procured by the ants ; see the introduction.

o, d. The passage as it stands in the text, and our trans-

lation, can be sustained only on the supposition that the

water is added to some other substance, not indicated in

the stanza. Ludwig, feeling this difficulty, emends siibhe-

shc^m to siibhesh^g'o, ' so that you (the patient) may have

a powerful remedy.' A simpler emendation is to change

* Cf. the note on V, 22, 5.
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asasi to isati, * that do I make into a remedy for you, so

that it may contain goodly remedy.' But the next stanza,

as it stands, seems also to point to a mixed remedy ; hence

I have adhered to the text. Siya^a comments against

sense and grammar.

Stanza 2.

I have adhered to the unanimous reading of the MSS.;
the PaippalAda offers no help, 4d aiigd skaitsim (!) yad bhe-

sha^ni te sahasraw vA gha ydni te (cf. also VI, 44, 2). The
sense of the passage, as it stands, seems to be that all

the remedial substances which are combined with the

avatkd are, after all, inferior in healing capacity to the

avatkd itself. This is much as SAya«a construes it, tava

sawbandhini s^^tiyini ^atam . . . ydni . . . bhesha^ni

tesh^w bhesha^niw madhye tvam uttamam utkr/sh/ata-

mam asi. Ludwig and Grill emend te to me * dann wird's

doch wohl geschehen, dass von meinen hundert Arzenei'n

du selbst die allerbeste bist ' (Grill). I am not convinced

that this is right.

a. &d ahgi, * then surely ;' kiivid ahgd, * yea, quite surely ;

*

the latter phrase is a rhetorical question (* art thou) surely ?

'

Cf. Ydska's Nigh. I, 3, and Nirukta IV, 15.

Stanza 3.

a. The Asuras, the demons, here either hide away the

remedies by burying them deep in the ground (cf. VI, 109,

3), or they bury them for secure keeping, so that they may
become available on occasion (cf. I, 24, 2). See in general

the note on I, 24, i.

b. aru^A)sr^am is emended well by Ludwig to aru(A)-

^rSwam, from root stSl^ *cook.' The DhAtupA/>4a, 22, 22,

has sr4 (sr^yati) p4ke, and S4ya;/a also avails himself

of this root in one explanation of the word, aruA sr^yati

pakvam bhavati anena ; and (under st. 5), arusho vrawasya

p^>^nam. That is ' a remedy which causes the wound to

ripen or heal.' We seem to have here the very source for

the root sr4 of the Dh^tupA/Aa. For the interchange of

the sibilants, see Bloomfield and Spieker, Proc. Amer. Or.
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Soc, May, 1886 (Journ., vol. xiii, pp. cxvii ff.). Possibly

the word isravd may have had something to do with the

change of -srkfia, to -srciwa.

d. SAyawa reads a^ljamat for aninajat ; cf. st. 4.

Stanza 4.

For upa^ik^A, *ants/ see the introduction to VI, 100.

S^ya^a, valmikanishpddikd vamryaA.

Stanza 6.

The stanza consists of 12 + 11 + 11 syllables ; the last

word rakshasdm, obviously a gloss, is metrically super-

fluous. For P4da c, cf. I, 19, i.

II, 4. Commentary to page 37.

The plant called ^ahgi^a illustrates very perfectly the

absence of any boundary line between disease and demon-

ology in the Atharvan. On the one hand it is employed

against a variety of diseases, fever (takmdn), internal sores

(balfisa), and other minor manifestations, or symptoms,

designated as ^mbhd, vizard and vl^artka, irarlka, and

pr^sh/yimayd (II;, 4, a ; XIX, 34, 10), receiving therefore

the epithet vLrvdbhesh^a, * all-healing/ XIX, 35, 5 ; it is

moreover the specific against rheumatic troubles, if vf-

shkandha and sawskandha (11,4, 1 ff- ; XIX, 34, i. 5; 35, 1}

shall turn out ultimately to have this meaning (see the note

on St. I c). On the other hand it obviates all the dangers

arising from hostile demons and sorceries, as is expressly

stated in all the three hymns devoted to its praise (II, 4 ;

XIX, 34 and ^5). The plant is not mentioned outside of

the Atharvan which, in lieu of description, indulges in the

customary vague rhodomontades. The gods themselves

have thrice produced the ^hgirfd, Indra has put strength

into it, and (XIX, 34, 6) the seers of yore are said to have

known it by the name of Ahgiras—a very pretty conceit,

but for the fact that it harbours nothing more than a stolid

pun {£^hg\dis and angiris). From the Kau^ika and its

commentaries we learn at least one thing that it is a tree.

In the Siitra, 8, 15, it occurs in a list of *holy' {sSLtiiSiA)
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1

trees, as is expressly stated by Kerava, atha j4ntavr/kshd

u^'ante. Ddrila at 8, 15 ; 42, 23 describes it as a white

tree growing in the Dekkhan, aiyunaA a^ala iti dikshi^^-

tyaA ; Kerava at 8, 15, and Sdya«a at II, 4, i say that it

is familiar in Benares, vird//asy&m prasiddha^. S^ya^a, in

the introduction to our hymn, as also to AV. XIX, 34, has

^angi^/avr/ksha, and in the commentary at XIX, 34, i he

places the home of the tree in the north, uttaradeje pra-

siddhaA, all of which would seem to show that the tree is

known in many parts of India.

The following is the literature on the ^hgidA : Groh-

mann, Indische Studien, IX, 417 ff. ; Weber, ib. XIII, 141

;

Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 65.

The hymn II, 4 is employed, Kauj. 42, 23, in a practice

which, according to D&rila, is destined to drive away
demons (pis&kakSitaim) ; according to Kerava—I state the

text literally—it is, purushahave (cod. purusho have ; cf.

XIX, 34, 3) ak^ryakarawena vighnajamanakarma ; and

further, kr/tyAd(isha;74rthe (cod. kriivk-) Apydyati vigh-

na^amanarakshikara«a// vighna^ viskandhe(!) yaA (the

latter passage is not printed in my extracts from that

authority in the edition). The practice consists in tying on

as an amulet the substance mentioned in the hymn : dir-

ghAyutv4ye»ti mantroktaw badhndti. D^rila says ^ahgi-

^ama//im, and Keyava more explicitly states that an amulet

derived from the^hgirfd be tied on with a thread of hemp,

^hgi^/ama«iw ja«asOtre«a badhvd sawpity4*bhimantrya

badhniti. The hemp refers to stanza 5, and it seems to me
quite likely that Kerava is right in thus describing the

association of the hemp with the ^hgirfa as altogether

external. The hymn has been translated by Weber,

Indische Studien, XIII, p. 140 ff.

Stanza 1.

This hymn, as many others, begins with an irregular

stanza, two trish/ubh and two anush/ubh P&das ; cf. RV.

VII, 103; AV. IV, 12; VI, III, &c.

b. S^ya«a reads raksham4«aA for ddksham^^aA.
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c. The meaning of vfshkandha, I regret to say, is not

clear. Both ancients and moderns have etymologised upon

the word, and in all instances have arrived at the conclusion

that the word refers to some disease. But the results,

though consistent in the one point of disease, betray their

weakness in differing as to its special nature. The scho-

liast atTait. S. VII, 3, ii, i—the only known occurrence

of the word outside of the Atharvan literature (cf. also Gop.

Br. I, 5, 25)—explains it by vir{ipi(A) skandhSdyavayavi

yasya tad vishkandham (sc xarlram), *the body whose

members, shoulders, and so forth, are deformed is vish-

kandha.' Siya/va, at AV. I, 16, 3 (and similarly here)

says, gatipratibandhakaw r3kshB.ApisSLi&dikrita.m vighna-

^tam, ' a disease which hinders from walking, produced by
Rakshas, Pi^i^as, &c., instigated by (some hostile) disturb-

ance.* The same fatuous authority, however, at XIX,

35y 5 says, vishkandham vi^lish/askandham evaf^niminaiM

Vcitavi^eshaf;^ mah&rogam, Wishkandha, a serious disease of

that name, caused by wind (in the body), producing dislo-

cation of the shoulders.' Professor Weber is the author

of the modem interpretation of the word, * drawing the

shoulders apart, rheumatism' (see Indische Studien, IV,

410 ; Xlil, 141 ; XVII, 215, and cf.the Pet. Lex. ; Zimmer,

1. c, 390 ; Grill*, p. 75). I have been struck by the fact

that both Ddrila and Kejava in their comments upon Kaux.

42, 23 ; 43, I. 2, the Sfitras which rubricate AV. II, 4 and

111,9, the principal sources of our knowledge of the vfsh-

kandha, omit all mention of disease of any kind. To begin

with, these passages of the Siitra are not part of the bhai-

shajgydni (Kauj. 25, 1-32, 27). Further, Ddrila speaks only

of plrA^anlfanam and pijAita>&4tanam, Ke^ava of vigh-

najamanam and vishkandhavighnaramano (ma^iA). Ob-
servation has taught me that the commentators' knowledge

of the practices is superior to their knowledge of the mean-
ings of words— all India is in this regard an easy prey to

its perverse etymological habits^—and I should think it

* I recommend a continuous reading of Ydska's Nirukta to any
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more conservative for the present to hold that vfshkandha,

as well as the opportunistic siwskandha at AV. XIX, 34, 5,

are designations of hostile demoniac forces. One may
easily be convinced, by examining, with the aid of Whit-

ney's Index Verborum, all the passages in which the word

occurs, that the latter meaning suits as well as the former.

Of course the boundary-line between disease and possession

by demons is an evanescent one in all Atharvan writings.

The formation vfshkandha, moreover, suggests vyiwsa

(RV. I, 32, 5, &c.) and vigriva (RV. VIII, 4, 24), both of

them designations of demons (cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. IV,

410). Thus it has seemed best to leave the word untrans-

lated for the present.

Stanza 2.

a. ^mbhd, * convulsions, cramps, or colic* The transla-

tion is reasonably certain. Weber, Ind. Stud. XIII, 142,

describes the trouble as an infantile disease, perhaps teeth-

ing; cf. also Zimmer, 1. c, 392, and Henry, Le livre VII de

rAtharva-v6da, p. $^. The etymology of the word, and the

epithet sawhanu, 'shutting the jaws/ at AV. VIII, i, 16,

seem to lend themselves at first sight to such an interpreta-

tion, but it is after all too narrow. Sdya^a, ^mbhit
hi^sakdt kr/ty&deA, yad vd ^mbha iti dantavijeshasya

&khy&, rikshasadantavij'eshakr/tdt kh^dan^t. See, how-

ever, his very different interpretation at VIII, i, 16. At
Kauj". 32, I

; 35, 15 occurs the word ^mbhagr/hita.

D&rila at 32, i defines it as^ambho rakshaA,tena gr/hitaA

;

according to Kaofika and Kejava, the patient is an infant

which is put to the mother's breast and fed with rice

and fennel steeped in milk ^. All this would still pass

readily as a cure of diseases connected with teething. But

in Kauj. 35, 12-15 we have the following performance:

one who wishes to know how much grain may be found among the

chaff. And Ydska is the high priest ; how much worse are the

epigoni

!

' Kau^. ^mbhagr/httdya {Kes. bdlakdya) stana/« praya^^ati,

priyahguta;7^uldn abhyavadugdhSn pdyayati.
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. . . garbhadrmhawcini, ^mbhag;7'hit&ya . . . gy^fn trir ud-

grathya badhnAti. losh/&n a,nvrika,m pri^ayati. jydmasi-

kat&bhiA jayanaw parikirati. The scene here is child-birth,

the passage is part of the strikarmA«i, ^ women's rites ' (32,

28-36, 40), and the ^mbhd has seized the baby or the

foetus, either at the moment of birth, or prematurely.

Hence the title of the ceremony, ' performances for steady-

ing the womb or foetus.' According to DArila, the woman
herself receives the treatment, being tied about with a three-

fold bowstring (^mbhena grzhito garbho yasyi striyaA

tasyd gy^m tngxin^m kr/tv4 badhndti), fed with lumps of

earth (^mbhagr/hitiw [!] prlyayati), and having her bed

strewed about with black sand. Here ^mbhd seems to

refer to some irregular behaviour of the foetus ; cf. Wise,

Hindu System of Medicine, pp. 423 (middle), and 421

(bottom), and the introduction to VI, 17. The word has

at any rate no special connection with the teeth, as may be
seen, too, from Tait S. IV, 5, 11, 2.

Our translation of vij-ara by ' tearing pain ' {Sky,

jarlravi^ara/^^t) is of the etymologising sort. The Pet.

Lex., more cautiously, regards it as the name of a demon.

Cf. v/.fartka at XIX, 34, 10, which S&ya«a glosses by
vLreshewa hi;;/sakam.

Stanza 6.

I am quite agreed with Kerava and SAya«a (ma«iban-

dhanasiitraprakr/tibhiita>4) in not regarding the juxtaposition

of the hemp with the ^ahgirfa as due to some biological

relationship, or therapeutic virtue (cf. Weber, Ind. Stud.

XIII, 142). The hemp represents the thread with which

the amulet of ^ngi^a was tied on. A thread, or rope of

hemp is mentioned also at Kauj. 25, 28; 72, 15. See the

introduction to the hymn. The hemp, of course, comes

from the sap of the furrow
;
^ahgirfa, the tree, from the

forest.

Stanza 6.

The same stanza with variants occurs at AV. XIX, 34, 4.

The last PAda is a formula, occurring in addition at IV, 10,

6; XII, 2, 13; XIV, 2,67.
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II, 7. Commentary to page 91.

S^ya^a (and similarly Kejava) define the purpose of this

hymn as a charm to obviate curses, evil eye, and danger

from the attack of demons : laukikavaidik^kro.yayor brih-

ma^a^Ape krOrayfakshu^purushadr/sh/inipftte pLrcl/feaya-

kshddibhaye. According to Kauj. a6, 35 the procedure

consists in investing the person threatened with (an amulet

made of) the substance mentioned in the mantra. The
commentators define this as yavama«i, * an amulet of barley ^*

The word yiva is not mentioned in the hymn, the nearest

approach to it is japatha-y6pani, ' wiping out curses/ As
o and ava have almost identical phonetic values in the Veda
(cf. our statement ofthe facts, Amer. Journ. Phil. V, pp. 25 ff),

we must suppose that ydva has been read by the ritualists

out of the syllable y6- of y6pani ; cf. too, the synonym

.Kipatha-ylLvani at IV, 17, 2, and the well-known formula

yavo'si ycivayi*smad dveshaA, ' barley art thou, ward off

hatred from us' (Tait. S. I, 3, 1, i ; 5at. Br. Ill, 6, i, 11
;

Hirawyak. Sr. IV, 2, 42, in addition to the places mentioned

in KaujikasOtra, index C). Upon this basis the word and

the article ydva are suggested. The pun is so familiar as

to leave no room for doubt in the mind of the Hindu

acquainted with this style of literature. Cf. the intro-

duction to VI, 91 ; and the note to IX, 2, 13.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

XIII, i4« ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 508 ; GrilP, pp. 24,

81 ff. The Anukramawf, bhaisha^Ayurvanaspatidaivat-

yam. Cf. also 5dntikalpa 19 ^

Stanza 1.

At Apast. 5r. VI, 20, 2 the stanza occurs in the following

corrupt form : atharvyush/i devj^t^ vlrfu ^//apatha^m-

bhani^ : ^po malam iva pr&n\g^nn asmatsu .rapathcifi adhi.

Cf. II, 25, 4. 5.

* Sdya^a, however, commenting on vimdh in st. i, dQrvd yavo va.

Cited erroneously by Sdya«a as Nakshatrakalpa.
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Stanza 2.

b. We may note GriU's ingenious emendation oigkmy&h

to gkmydih, an adjective from g^mi. But no such form

occurs. Cf. AV. IT, lo, i; RV. IV, 4, 5- S^ya^a,

gkmy^ g&mih sahottpanni bhaginf.

Stanza 8.

A number of the attributes stated in this and the pre-

ceding stanzas are repeated at VI, 43, i. 2 ; XIX, 32, 1. 3.

7

in connection with the holy darbha-grass. The terms are

too general and fabulous to permit definite conclusions as

to the plant which the poet here has in mind.

Stanza 4.

a. The MSS. are divided between the readings pAri

*m5m (so our edition) and pdri m^m. I have followed

Sdya;/a and Shankar Pandit in adopting the latter version.

c, d. The metre is irregular (Anukr. vir^ uparish/^dbr/-

hati) : c is a catalectic P4da ; d has ten syllables, one of

which may be suppressed by reading tSrshur.

Stanza 6.

b. For the sentiment cf, Tait. Ar. II, 6, 2. SAya/ia, yaA
purushaA suh^rt . . . tena suhr^'dayena mitre«a saha naA

asm^kam, sukhaw bhavatu iti j'eshaA, ' we together with our

friend shall be happy.* I am not convinced that this is

correct. Are we to read, yih suhirt t^na vaydm sahA ?

c. ^dkshurmantra, * he who bewitches with his eye,' also

in XIX, 45, I. SAyawa separates ^akshur from mantrasya,

explaining the latter by gupta;« bh^shamdwasya pij'unasya,

* the calumniator who speaks secretly.' But cf. the ' thou-

sand-eyed curse' at VI, 37, i; amitra^akshus at Kauj.

39, II ; and ghoxint ^dkshus, ' evil eye/ at IV, 9, 6 ; XIX,

35^ 3-

II, 8. Commentary to page 13.

The word kshetriyi is interpreted by the Atharvavedins

quite unanimously as * inherited disease.' Three hymns,
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IT, 8 and 10; III, 7 (cf. also IV, 18, 7; V, 30, 4), are

designed to drive it out, and the Kaujika rubricates all of

them among the medical charms (bhaisha^dni), 26, 41-27, 4;

27, 7-8 ; 27, 29-31. Darila at 26, 43 defines it as * family

disease/ kaulo vyidhiA ; Ke^va at 27, 4 1 as, pitr/parydgataA

kshetriyarogaA kush/^akshayarogaA grahawidoshaA sarva-

^riraspho/akiraA ; similarly Sdy. at II, 8, 1. The scholiast

at Tait. Br. II, 5, 6, 3 (p. 628) has kshetraw garbhasthdnaw

tatrotpannatv&t, i.e. 'disease which has arisen while in the

womb' (rather differently at II, 5, 6, i, pp. 626-7). The
practices connected with these hymns are obscure in detail,

and their application is remote.

Kauj. 26, 41-27, 4 deals with our hymn, to wit : 41.

' While reciting AV. II, 8, 1 (the practitioner) washes the

patient outside (of the house). 42. While reciting AV.
II, 8, 2 (he washes him outside of the house) at dawn.

43. While reciting AV. II, 8, 3 he pulverises the plants

mentioned in the stanza (see the translation), as also natural

mud, and mud from an ant-hill, sews this up into the skin

of a living animaP (freshly slain), and fastens it (as an

amulet upon the patient). 27, i. While reciting II, 8, 4 he

places a plough with its span of cattle over the head of the

patient * and pours water over it. 2. While reciting AV.
II, 8, 5 he pours the dregs of ghee into (a vessel full of)

water (placed) within an empty house. 3. He pours more

(dregs of ghee) into an old ditch into which grass from the

thatch of the house has been placed. 4. Placing the patient

into this ditch he gives him of the water to drink, and rinses

him with it.* The symbolism of these practices is not clear,

but they seem at any rate to be built up on the derivation

of the word kshetriyd from ksh^tra in the sense of ' field/

rather than in the sense of * womb.' See especially the last

* For ^ivakosha«t see Kauxika, Introduction, p. 1. Other sub-

stances derived from living animals occur at Kdty. Sr, IX, 2, 16;

Pdr. Grth. Ill, 7, 2.

* That is, he puts the patient under the plough with its span,

vnshabhayuktasya halasya adhastdd vyddhitam avasthdpya (Siya^ia

in the introduction to the hymn).
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Stages of the performance, SOtra 27, i (the plough and the

span of cattle), and Siitras 27, 3. 4, which aim to wash off

the illness into the very ground, whence (according to this

conception) it has been derived. And the hymn itself is

redolent of fields, plants, ploughing, &c., and calls upon

(st. 5) ' the lord of the field ^/ Thus Professor Weber was

led repeatedly to look upon this hymn as a charm to

counteract injuries to fields^; see Ind, Stud.V, 145 note
;

XIII, 149 ; Nakshatra II, 292. And yet, I think, all this

is mere play upon the two meanings of kshetra, ' field,' and

*womb^;' the poet, thinking that the disease derives its

name from the field, conjures with the properties of the

field, or, perhaps, adapts secondarily stanzas constructed

originally for practices in the field.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

XIII, 149 ff. ; and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, 111,513. The
Anukrama«i describes it as vdnaspatyaw yakshmanlrana-

daivatyam.

Stanza 1*

The last three PAdas are repeated at III, 7, 4; the

first half in VI, 121, 3. The point in all these cases

is the supposed etymology of the constellation vi^fVtau

(later mulabarhawt, and mfila) from vi krit, * loosen;' this

enables the word to figure wherever there is question of

the * fetters * of disease. Cf. in general, Weber, Nakshatra

II, 292, 310, 374, 389; Zimmer, pp. 356, 392. For an

opposite construction of the function of the vi^r/tau, see

the note on VI, no, 2.

^ See, however, the note on this expression below.

* Cf. also Piwini V, 2, 92, and commentaries ; Ind. Stud.V, 145

note; XIII, 159 note; XVII, 208 note; Zimmer, 391 fF.

• Note especially the passage from KdM. S. cited by Weber,

Ind. Stud. XIII, 150 note. The expression svakr/ia iriwe does not

prove that a field is in the view of a performer. A spot where there

is a natural rift in the ground is frequently, in witchcraft, made the

theatre of the performance, without any such special end in view.

Cf. the passages in the Pet. Lex., and the paribhdshi to the abhi*

^ira performances, Kaux. 49, 6.
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Stanza 2.

a, b. I have translated dpa u^Aatu transitively ; cf. Ill, 7, 7

;

RV. I, 48, 8, &c. Weber and Ludwig, contrary to ordinary

usage, take it intransitively :
* hinschwinden moge jetzt die

nacht/ and ' weg geh mit ihrem liechte diese nacht.' S4ya«a,

in agreement with our version, * the night at the time of

dawn (usha//k^lin4 rdtri) shall chase away (vivdsayatu)/ In

PAda b I read, for the same reason, with one of Shankar

Pandit's MSS., dpo^Aatu for Apok/tantUy making it govern

abhikr/tvariA. Weber, * die zauberspinnerinnen (mogen

schwinden) hin
;

' Ludwig, * weg gehn soUen die bezau-

bemden.' S4ya«a, retaining the plural, forces, it seems to

me, the meaning of abhikf/tvariA in translating it byabhitaA

rogSLsAntim kurv4«^, * working a cessation of disease all

about/ And recognising the futility of the first, he also,

alternatively, takes dpo>&//antu as an intransitive, . . . pisk-

kydJi apaga^Aantu I Cf. the note on III, 7, 7.

Stanza 8.

a, b. According to our translation the words babhr6r

iirgunBkknddLsydL qualify ydvasya ; Ke^ava (and Siya^a who
repeats Kejava's substance) make the two words represent an

independent plant : ar^nak4sh/^am yavabusaw tilapi«^k4;«

kdi ekatra trXni baddhvA. And D^rila also recognises three

plants, the first of which he describes as babhruvar«asyi

* i^nasya tasya ka«^/a^esham (l for k^/z^/avLfesham). Ac-

cording to these constructions the first substance is a branch

from the tree (SAya«a in commenting on the word in our

stanza, ar^nAkhyavr/kshavijeshakish/Aasya) ar^na (ter-

minalia arjuna). But the construction renders this extremely

unlikely, and we prefer to render the text philologically.

b. The word te, * thy,' would seem at first sight to refer

to a field, and, as stated in the introduction, this would

show that the poet here looks upon kshetriyd as a derivative

of ksh^tra, * field,' and that he therefore introduces the para-

phernalia of the field in his incantation. But this cannot

stand against the ordinary value of the word, nor is it

[42] U
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impossible to imagine the introduction of these substances

simply on the ground of the supposed (etymological) deri-

vation of the name of the disease. At any rate we have

Kaujika on our side.

Stanza 6.

a. sanisrasikshd is &tt. Xey. ; sanisrasA occurs once at AV.
V, 6. 4 as a designation of the intercalary month (cf. AV.
XIII, 3, 8; Weber, Nakshatra II, p. 336 note). Our
translation is conjectural and etymological ; the only sup-

port I find is in srastclksha (Sujruta 1, 115, 7), 'with sunken

eyes.' S&ya/^a leans with his full weight on the Kaujika's

employment of the stanza (27, 2 ; see the translation of it

above), in which an * empty house ' figures, and he identifies

the word with s\\nyagrthAA (sanisrasyamin4ni ati^ayena

visra;«sam4n4ni visirya,mknkn\ aksh^;/i gaviksh4didv4r4«i

yeshknt te sanisrasdkshdA, jQnyagr/M ity arthaA), i.e. in

brief, *the decayed doors of the empty house.' Credat

Judaeus ! Does * with sunken eyes ' refer to the demon of

the disease ?

b. The difficulty is much increased by the unintelligible

sawdejyebhyaA which Sdya«a, who reads sawdejebhyaA,

again identifies with the ^ratkh^ta, ' the old ditch,* in the

S(itra, 27, 3. 4: saw dijyante tya^yante tadgatamr^'dAddnene

«ti S3Lntdes^A ^radgartil^ ! The word seems to refer to

some kind of evil (pApd) at AV. X, i, 11. 12 ; in IV, 16, 8

(where it is contrasted with videjyi, * foreign *) it refers to

the * fetter of Varuwa,' i. e. disease. Weber, * den auftrag'

ausfiihrenden verneigung sei
;

' Ludwig, * anbetung den zu

beauftragenden (sich fiigenden).' The entire stanza is

highly problematic ; its relation to the SQtra very obscure.

II, 9. Commentary to page 34.

The disease which the hymn is designed to exorcise is,

according to DArila, possession by the kind of demons
called FisSika,. Kejava (followed by SAya«a) describes it

as due to brahmagraha, a word hitherto not quoted from

any text, but reported by the lexicons as equal to brah-
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1

mar&kshasa. The practices connected with the hymn at

Kauj. 27, 5. 6 are as follows: 5. * While reciting AV. II, 9

a talisman consisting of splinters (from ten kinds of wood is

fastened upon the patient). 6. Ten friends (of the patient)

while muttering the hymn rub him down/ The commen-
tators (cf. Kauj. 13, 5 ; 26, 40) understand the word ^kala

to mean * a talisman made of ten kinds of holy wood/ and

these are derived from the list of holy trees catalogued at

Kaar. 8, 15. Cf.also the splinters from the (holy) kdmpila-

wood, Kaar. 27, 7 (see the introduction to II, 10), used

against kshetriyd (hereditary disease). For similar Germanic

uses of nine kinds of wood to allay disease, see Wuttke, Der

Deutsche Volksaberglaube der Gegenwart, §§ 121, 538;
Mannhardt, Baumkultus der Germanen, p. 18.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

XIII, 153 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 506 ; Grill^pp. 8,

82 ff.; cf. also the author in Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 478,

and Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique, p. 137. The
hymn figures in "the takmanlranaga^a of the Gawamdld,

Ath. Parij. 32, 7 (see Ka.us, 26, 1 note) ; the Anukrama«i

describes it as Vclnaspatya;;/ yakshmanlfanadaivatam. The
PaippalAda presents the hymn, the stanzas arranged as

follows: 1,5,4, 2,3-

Stanza 1.

The metre is irregular, paAkti (Anukr., virA/ prast&ra-

pankti). The PaippalAda has the first half as follows :

dafavrtksha mu^yfemam ahiw/sro gr&hy&s ^a.

Stanza 8.

a. For ddhltlr the Paippaldda reads adhitam. S4ya«a,
* the Vedas, which he has read formerly, or their meaning,

which is to be remembered, he has recalled
!

' Cf. KA&nd.

Up. VI, 7. Ludwig emends adhiter, and translates * from

insensibleness he has come away,' but the translation con-

flicts with the meaning of adhi gk ; cf. RV. II, 4, 8.

c, d. The Sdtra embodies the indefinite large numbers

IOC and 1000 in the amulet often kinds of wood, and the

U 2
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ten friends (Brahmans according to the scholia) who attend

the patient.

StAlUMt 4.

The word kltim occurs only in this stanza, and is very

problematic. The Pet. Lex. and Weber, * sammeln ;

*

Ludwig, 'pfliickung;* S4ya«a, * covering.' We are con-

necting the word with ^n6ti in the sense of * arrange, build

up/ having in mind the peculiar amulet or remedy dara-

vriksha, ' consisting of ten woods/ in st. i. The sense then

would be that the gods have found out the magic arrange-

ment of the woods, while the Brahmans contribute the

practical knowledge of the woods which are endowed with

the healing property. Cf. Griirs similar exposition.

Stanza 6.

I have followed Sdyawa who, relying alternatively upon

RV. II, 33, 4, and Tait. S. IV, 5, i, 2, makes ijvaraA, ' lord/

the subject of the sentence, trvara eva he rug«a tubhyam

idAnlf;/tanabhishagr{!ipe«a bhesha^ni karotu. But the text

of PAda d is awkward, and rendered somewhat doubtful by
the Paippalida, whose version of c, d is, sa eva tubhyaw
bhesha^w ^ak^ra bhisha^ti ^a. Upon the basis of this

reading Grill suggests for Pida d, krwavad bhish^^ti ka..

Ludwig suggests suk'u Vedic accus. plur. neut. in agreement

with bhesha^ni ; Weber, bhishd^iw for bhishd^ SAya«a
thinks also of .fii^in^ for sukiA. 1 have translated the

unanimous text of the 5aunakiya-school.

II, 10. Commentary to page 14.

The practice associated with this hymn at Kau.f. 27, 7. 8

is colourless: 7. * While reciting AV. II, 10 (the prac-

titioner) fastens upon the limbs (of the patient who has

been placed) upon a cross-road ^ splinters of k^mptla-wood

(crinum amaryllacee), and washes him off with (water

* The favourite place to divest oneself of evil influences ; see the

note in the introduction to VI, iii.
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dipped out) by means of a bunch of grass. 8. (Or) he

sprinkles (him in the same way)/ Cf. the practices under

II, 8. A closely parallel mantra-passage occurs at Tait.

Br. II, 5, 6, 1-3 ; this the commentator on the authority of

BaudhAyana (see p. 628, bottom) connects with the cere-

monies at the birth of a child (^takarma). According to

Baudh. Grih, II, i and 7, the child is bathed with these

stanzas, and this prescription is borne out by Hir. Grih.

II, 3, 10 ff., where the same stanzas are quoted. They
occur also in Apast. Mantrabr. II, 12, 6 (cf. Apast. Grth.

VI, 15, 4). This usage does not really conflict with the

Atharvanic employment of the hymn, since it aims to free

the child from diseases and troubles derived from the womb
of the mother. The conception borders closely on that of

original sin. That the Atharvavedins regardeB the kshe-

triyd in this hymn as a disease may be gathered from the

.employment of the hymn among the bhaisha^ydni in the

Kaujika ; it figures also in the takmanlranaga«a, ' the list

of hymns destructive of fever,' in the Ga«amciia ; see Kauj.

26, I note.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

XIII, 156 ff., and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 513.

Stanza 1.

a. ^mLya^sd is equivalent togkmySiA ^apdtha^ in II, 7, 2;

the word recurs at AV. IX, 4, 15, and Tait. Br. II, 5, 6, 3

(where it is glossed by AlasyaprakhyApakAt). S^ya«a,

bandhavo^mayaA, apr4pt4bhilashit4n4;« teshkm ^awsandt

dkroja^anitdt pSpdt.

Stansa 8.

The sense of this and the following two stanzas is

interrupted by the refrain ; PAda 3 b is in catenary con-

struction with Pdda 4 a. The other version of the hymn
(Tait. Br.) docs not exhibit the refrain, and the connection

of the passages appears undisturbed.

a. Skyana reads vayodhiA for vayo dhftife, glossing it by

V2iya,s&m pakshi^tr^^ dh&t& dh&rayitd.
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Stanza 8.

The stanza alludes to the well-known legend which

makes the demon SvarbhAnu smite with darkness (eclipse)

the sun, who is then freed by Indra and Atri ; see RV.
V, 40, 5-9 ; Tait. S. II, 1, 2, 1 ; Yiktk. S. XII, 13 ; 5at. Br.

V, 3, a, 2 ; Pa«f>&. Br. IV, 5, 1 ; XIV, 11,14; XXIII, 16, %
;

5inkh. Br. XXIV, 3. 4. The moralising cause of the sun's

mishap, his ^nas (sin), is not expressed distinctly anywhere,

nor is it to be taken au grand s^rieux. By comparison it

is treated as a disease, and, like disease or misfortune in

general, ascribed to some moral delinquency, requiring

expiation (pr4yaj>Htti) ; cf. st. i.

II, 12. Commentary to page 89.

The essays on the interpretation of this hymn form

an interesting chapter in the history of Vedic study, and

we have devoted to the subject an article in the second

series of our Contributions, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, 330 ff.,

entitled 'On the so-called fire-ordeal hymn, AV. II, 12.'

The hymn was first interpreted in the sense of a fire-ordeal

by Emil Schlagintweit, in an address before the Royal

Bavarian Academy in 1866, entitled *Die Gottesurtheile

der Indier ;* this interpretation was adhered to by Weber,

Ind. Stud. XIII, 164 ff.; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, 111,445;

Zimmer, p. 183 ff.; cf..?*l''0 Kaegi, 'Alter und Herkunft

des germanischen Gottesiirtheils,' Festschrift zur Begriis-

sung der XXXIX. Versauimlung deutscher Philologen und

Schulmanner in Zurich (1887), p. 51 ^ The interpretation

which is presented here is founded upon our above-men-

tioned article, where Kaarika's significant employment of

the hymn was first brought forward ; in essential agree-

^ See also Stenzler, * Die Indischen Gottesurtheile,' Zeitschrift der

Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, IX, 661-82.
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ment with it is the translation and exposition in Grill^,

pp. 47, 85 ff

The hymn is employed in the sixth book of the Kaorika

which professes to deal with abhiMra, * witchcraft.' At

47, 12 it is designated as the bharadv^fapravraska, *the

hewer, or cleaver of Bharadv^?^ ' (the reputed author ; cf.

II, 12, 2) :
* With the cleaver of Bharadv^^ one cuts a staff

for practices pertaining to witchcraft.' A staff so procured

is then employed variously in Kauj. 47, 14, 16. 18; 48, 22.

The direct ritual application of the hymn is indicated in

Kauj. 47, 25-29, to wit: 25. 'While reciting the hymn
II, 12, one cuts the foot-print of an enemy, as he runs in

a southerly^ direction with a leaf from a pararu-tree ^.

26. He cuts three (lines) along (the length of the foot-

print of the running enemy), and three (lines) across (the

same). 27. aksh«ay4 sawsthApya^. 28. He ties dust

derived from the cut foot-print into a leaf of the pallya-tree

(butea frondosa), and throws it into a frying-pan. 29. If

the dust crackles (in the pan) then (the enemy) has been

overthrown.' The S(itra then proceeds to prescribe still

more elaborate and potent charms for the purpose of down-

ing the enemy. Of any connection with the fire-ordeal the

tradition makes no mention. There are points of contact

between our hymn and RV. VI, 52 ; VII, 104. The Anu-
krama;;! describes the hymn as n^nadevatyam, composed

by Bharadvc^a.

Stanza I.

d. Schlagintweit, *may these be burned here, if I am
burned.* So also Weber, Luu,. g, and Zimmer. Grill

correctly, ' die soUen gliihen jetzt, wenn ich ergliihe.' Cf

* South is the region of Yama and the departed, i.e. of death.

' Or, with the blade of an axe. At any rate symbolically. The

commentators diflfer as to the meaning of pararupalSjena ; see

Kaujika, Introd. p. li, bottom. Siya^a, as usual, follows Kejava.

See also the note on Kaor. 30, 14 in the introduction to VI, 25.

• The text of this Sfttra is not altogether secure, its meaning and

the scholia are obscure.
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RV. X, 34, 10; 95, 17 ; AV. XIX, 56, 5. SAya«a, mayi

abhiHrake tapyam&ne diksMniyamena upav4sAdinA kluya-

m4ne sati tapyantA»« sawtaptA bhavantu. That is, heaven

and earth shall participate in the consecration (dikshA) of

the performer for the sorcery-practices against his enemy.

The appeal to heaven and earth in P^da a, and the mis-

interpreted fourth Pida, are really the sole cause of the

hypothesis of a fire-ordeal. An appeal to heaven and

earth is in occidental minds associated inseparably with

asseverations of innocence. A similar construction of it for

India is apparently unwarranted.

Stanza 2.

b. For Bharadvd^a, see IV, 29, 5; XVIII, 3, 16; XIX,
48, 6 ; and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, pp. ia8 ff.

d. Schlagintweit, *der diesen (unsern) geist beschadigt

(i.e. schwur bezweifelt).' Weber, *wer diesen meinen sinn

beschadigt, i. e. meinen schwur antastet, mein wort bezwei-

felt.' Ludwig, *der diesen meinen sinn anklagt (verlaum-

det).' All these renderings are founded upon the theory

of the fire-ordeal. S&ya;/a, p<irv3.m sanm4rgapravr/ttaw

manaA mdnasaw hinasti. There is no lack of evidence

that religious performances were at times the object of

enmity and the butt of abuse ; cf. stanza 6 ; RV. VI, 56,

and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, IV, 219 ff.

Stansa 3.

a. The first P4da is defective, but occurs in the same
form in the PaippalAda. It may be corrected by reading

somap4van, somapiyin, somapd tvdm, or the like. But
Atharvan metres are so generally capable of improvement,

that we are in danger of singing our own, rather than

Atharvan hymns, when we apply ourselves to the task of

improving them.

Stanza 4.

a. Professor Weber, I.e., pp. 167-8, has assembled some
interesting statements in reference to the connection of the
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number 80 with the fire-ritual. S4ya«a attaches a certain

significance to the number three, which he connects with

the tr/>tas of the Sfima-sawhit&s. The number is solemn

and formulary.

o. A clear instance of a Vedic parenthesis ; cf. Aufrecht,

Festgruss an Otto von Bohtlingk, pp. 2 ff. For ish/4-

pftrtim, see Windisch, ib., pp. 115 ff. Cf. also RV. X, 14,

8; AV. 111,12,8.

d. Schlagintweit supplies * firebrand ' in the last P4da,

and translates, * nehme ich jenen (feuerbrand) an mich mit

gottlicher inbrunst.' Weber, in still more direct adherence

to the hypothesis of a fire-ordeal, supplies with amiim

'gliihendes beil,' and translates, *mit gottlicher gluth nehme
ich diesen an mich.' Ludwig, 'jenen (den verlaumder)

erfasse ich mit der gottlichen glut.' Zimmer, * halte ich

jenen (? feuerbrand, ?axt) mit gottlichem griff.' S4ya«a

properly refers amiim to the enemy, and takes hiras in

the sense of krodha (hdras etymologically = 6ipos\ cf. II,

2,2).

Stanza 6.

a. didhithim for didhiydtham. S4ya«a, Adipte bhavatam.

Stanza 6.

Recurs with variants at RV. VI, 52, 2 ; the connection

there is less pregnant.

o. Sciya«a differently, tapClwshi t^pakdni ttgktnsl Syu-

dhAni vd vr^^nani var^k&ni bddhakSni santu, i.e. 'may
our zealous deeds or weapons be destructive to him.'

Perhaps this is simpler.

Stanza 7.

This and the following stanza seem to be adapted from

the funeral ritual (see Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 476; XI,

335, 336 ff.). Such as they are they occur also in the same

connection in the Paippaldda; cf. RV. X, 14, 13; 16, 2.

Stanzas of this character lend themselves naturally to
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imprecation and incantation. Here the poet takes the

offensive against the thwarting enemy.

a. For saptd prkftSin, cf. Tait. Br. I, 2, 3, 3. Shankar

Pandit, on the basis of a considerable number of his MSS.
(both Sawhita and Padapi/Aa), reads manyiA for ma^ni/t.

So also SSiyajts,, manyaA dhamanyaA ka^/Aagatd n^uAvi-

seshAA, The MSS. frequently write y for ^, especially in

connection with nasals (anaymi and yunaymi for ana^^mi

and yun^^mi) ; cf. Maitr. S. I, 3, 35 (p. 4a, note 4), and

Ind. Stud. IV, 271 note. On general textual and ex^^-
tical grounds the reading vazgnih is preferable.

Stanza 8.

Schlagintweit translates P&das c, d, * (entweder) soil das

feuer in deinen leib einkeliren, (oder) deine rede gehe zu

leben.' The sense he imagines to be :
* If the word of the

accuser is true, then he shall remain unharmed ; if not he

shall be injured by fire.' Essentially in the same spirit are

Weber's, Zimmer's, and Kaegi's renderings. Cf. RV. X,

X5» 14.

II, 14. Commentary to page 66.

It is regretable that this textually and exegetically

difficult hymn is illumined but very little by its abundant

employment in the practices of the Atharvavedins. In its

more general aspects it figures as one of the ^dtan^i (so.

sOkt^ni), * hymns designed to chase away (demons and

diseases),' at Kaar. 8, 25 ; next, it occurs in another cycle

(ga«a) of hymns of a somewhat problematic character,

called mr/girasCiktini or mr/garS«i, 'purificatory hymns' (?),

at Kauj. 9, I (cf. 27, 34). In this sense it is employed

twice, Kaui". 72, 4; 82, 14, to purify the entrance to a house,

nissAlim iti jAlAnivejanaw sawprokshya. If we could only

trust that punning juxtaposition of -sildm and .^li-, it

would remove one of the chief cruxes in its interpretation I

As regards its narrower application, it is associated dis-

tinctly with difficulty in bearing offspring: at Kauj. 34,

3-n it is employed in a charm for preventing miscarriage

;
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at 44, II ff. it forms part of an elaborate practice to obviate

sterility in cattle. The first of these practices is as follows

:

34, 3. * While reciting II, 14 (the practitioner) pours dregs

of ghee into water (in tubs standing) in three huts which

have doors to the east and doors to the west (cf. Kau^. 24,

3), in behalf of the woman afflicted with miscarriage, she

being dressed in a black garment. 4. Additional (dregs of

ghee he pours) upon lead^ placed into (the leaf of) a pallra-

tree (butea frondosa). 5. Placing (the woman) over the

lead he washes her (with the above-mentioned water).

6. Having deposited the black garment (where she has

been washed) she goes. 7. The Brahman kindles the hut

8. The same performances take place in the two easterly

(huts) * in connection with materials brought on separately

(for each hut). 9. He performs the practices with the

branches, mentioned (above, SCl. i : he pours consecrated

water over her head as she is seated upon branches of sim-

japa [dalbergia sisu ; cf. Kauj. 8, 16] by the side of a body

of water). 10. Having put down to the west of the fire

two reeds upon a stalk (? ktindt ishtke), over the two doors

(of the huts) ^, he causes firewood derived from an udum-
bara-tree (ficus glomerata) to be put on the fire. 11. To
the woman as she comes home last (of those returning ?),

cakes of rice, and ornaments of pramanda (cf. Kaujika,

Introduction, p. Hi), anointed with the dregs of ghee, are

given (cf. Kauj. 32, 29 ; 34, i).'

At Kauj. 44, I ff. there is an elaborate practice of the

expiatory kind (prdya^^itta), in which a sterile cow is sacri-

ficed to remove the blemish of sterility from the house.

After the cow has been slain, *(the priest) while reciting

II, 14 carries a firebrand (around her) thrice from right to

left without moving (the firebrand) around himself (SA.

44, 21). Later on *he stops her breath ' while reciting II,

* Cf. AV. I, 16, and the practices connected with it.

' The practices up to this point therefore have taken place in

that one of the three huts furthest to the west.

' Extremely problematic; cf. dhdyine, Kaujika, Introduction,

p. li, and the scholiasts.
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14, 5 (S{i. 44, 15). All this is too general in character,

and fails to cast light on the real difficulties of the hymn.
Cf also Ath. ParLf. 17, 2. The Anukrama«t classifies it as

jAl&gnidevatyam uta mantroktadevatyam. For previous

translations, see Weber, Ind. Stud. XIII, 175 ff. ; Ludwig,

Der Rigveda, III, 52a ; Grill^, pp. i, 89 ff.

Stanza 1.

a. The PAda might have better been left untranslated :

the text is certainly corrupt, and especially dhisina, mas-

culine, imbedded as it is in half a dozen feminines, is open

to suspicion. The Paippal&da has niss^l^w dhish«yaf/i

dhisha;/am, and, since dhish;{ya means * seat of the priest,'

the suggestion arises that nis is to be separated from sdld.m

(=^lam, ' house ')^ and is to be taken with nijayimaA in

PAda d, making some such sense as the following: *we
drive out from the house, from the seat of the priest (dhish-

«ya), and from the fire-place (dhisha;/d) ^.' Cf the use of

the hymn in Kauj. 72, 4; 82, 14 above, and the Anukra-
ma«t, ^Idgnidevatyam. But the construction of nir nlya-

ydmaA with the accusative of place from which is unheard

of, and the change of all three words to ablatives would

amount to an independent composition. Besides, the em-
ployment of the Kaujika, and the statement of the Anu-
krama;/t, just mentioned, may be due to a more or less

conscious, punning perversion of the syllables sdlAm, for

the purpose of extracting sklk, ' house,* from them. Grill

composes a new Pdda, nfs silivr/kyiw dhsLTshinim, 'out

(do we drive) the bold S§AkvrikV Weber, * die dreiste, zahe,

ausspringende (? correcting to dhishaw^m) ;
* Ludwig—who

entitles the hymn, * Gegen die Sclld ? '—translates, * die aus

dem hause befindliche (die aus der s^lcl holle gekommene ?)

freche verlangende,* or, alternatively, * hinaus die s41A,' &c.,

and, once more, as a third possibility, * aus dem haus hinaus

die freche begerliche.' Siyawa knows nothing about it :

' Cf. I, 18, I ; VI, 14, 2.

' Cf. Hillebrandt, Soma und verwandte GOtter, 175 ff., 181.
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niss414 IS either the name of a female demon, or s41a a kind

of a tree (vrj"kshaviresha>6, tato nirgatd nissdW).

b. Siyawa to ekavAdySm, ' she who gives forth a single

sound of gruff character/

o. KindsL is the name of a demon, in. Xey. in RV. and

AV., but frequently mentioned elsewhere, especially in

connection with Marka; see 5at. Br. IV, 2, 1,4. 9. 10. 14.

20. Siya«a, kruddhasya . . . p&pagrahasya.

d. sad^nvA, * female demon,' seems to be connected with

d&u and ddnava. Sdyawa follows Nirukta VI, 30 in ex-

plaining it as * ever noisy,' sadA nonClyamdndA.

Stanza 2.

b. SAyawa takes dksha as * gambling-house ' (akshakri-

^/asthAna, dyCltaj^ld), and up^nasA either as 'granary'

(anasa>6 samipam up&nasam dhAnyagrAam) or as * wagon
full of grain' (dh^nyapClrwaw jaka/am). RV. X, 105, 4
does not render the word clear.

o. Nothing is known of the iir. Xcy. magundt (S4ya;za,

kli^ana pisSikt); cf. Weber's combinations, 1. c, p. 177.

Read duhitro (as in the dialects), and cf. our note on

VII, 12, I ; also Ait. Br. VII, 13, 8.

Stanza 3.

a, b. The word adhar^d, * below,' alludes with double

entente to hell (adham^ titn&msi). S4ya«a, p^tAlaloko»sti;

cf Zimmer, p. 420. This class of writings are fond of con-

juring diseases and misfortunes upon others, strangers and

neighbours ; cf. AV. V, 22, 4 ff. ; RV. X, 155 ; and the

common formulary expression, anySws te asmdt tapantu

hetdyaA ^ in the Ya^s-texts.

Stanza 4.

The stanza occurs in another connection in the Paippa-

lAda, and may not originally have stood here, since the

^ 'Heiliger Sanct Florian,

Schatz unser haus zQnd' andre an!'

Cf. Amer. Joum. Phil. XI, 346 ff.
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second book of the AV. in general consists of hymns of

five stanzas.

a. SAya/ia glosses bhutapdtir correctly, htidtSinkm pAlako

rudraA. The word hhdta, here suggests more narrowly

*evil beings.'

d. {ndro is metrically superfluous^ and may be spared

from the context. Anukrama^ii, uparish/^&dviri^ hrih2t\.

Stansa 5.

a. I have taken kshetriy&nSim in the sense which it

ordinarily has in the AV. (II, 8 and lo ; III, 7) ; S4ya«a,

kshetr^t parakshetrSt mAtApitrwartrdd SgatinAm . . . rog^-

«4m. Weber and Ludwig, * coming from the field/ Grill,

' ob ihr zum wild des Felds gehort.'

Stanza 6.

b. In the MSS. the Padap. reads, Iriir g5sh/A4m iv4saran ;

the edition emends g5sh/A4m to k5sh/44m, and we, with

most translators and S&ya«a, read ivAsaram. Sdya«a reads

gl4sh/Adm, glossing, paridhAvanena gldnaA san yatra tish-

Mati sd gUsh/M (* goal,' ' resting-place ' ?). Cf. VI, 67, i.

II, 25. Commentary to page 36.

The plant pr/jnipar«i (hemionitis cordifolia ; S&ya«a,

^itraparwi oshadhiA) is here employed to off-set the activity

of demons called kinva,, of varied pernicious influence,

but especially conceived as devourers of the embryo in the

womb. According to Sujruta I, 377, 7 it serves, mixed
with milk, as a preventive against miscarriage (garbhasrAve).

Kerava, at Kauj. 26, 36, prescribes it as a far more general

remedy, for one overtaken by misfortune, against mis-

carriage, still-birth, and demons of various sorts. D&rila

says it destroys the demons called pis&ka. The practice at

Kaof. 26, 36 consists in smearing the plant mixed with

the.dregs of ghee upon the patient. The hymn is one of

a list of six grouped together at Kau^. 26, 33 for all sorts

of diseases (SAya/za in the introduction, sarvarog^bhaisha-
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^yakarma«i), which the Ga«am414 (Ath. Paru. 32, 24)

describes as the ga«akarm4ga«o (I a list for collective prac-

tices). Kauj. 8, 25 mentions it further among the ^&ta-

niini, * hymns with which demons are exorcised/

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

XIII, 187 ff. ; Grill ^ pp. 20, 92. The Anukrama;?! de-

scribes it as vAnaspatyam.

Stanza 4.

For -y6pana in this and the next stanza, see Amer. Journ.

Phil. XII, 414 ff. Cf. II, 7, 1.

II, 26. Commentary to page 142.

This is a hymn connected with a species of oblation

(havfs) \ whose object is to concentrate (sawsrdvyi) wealth

and prosperity upon the sacrificer. Cf. I, 15 and XIX, i.

Our hymn aims at prosperity in the stable, and accord-

ingly it is rubricated along with III, 14 ; VII, 75 ; VI, 1 1,

3, at Kauj. 19, 14 ff. in a series of * stable-ceremonies

'

(gosh/AakarmAm), to wit: 19, 15. * He (the owner) drinks

the new milk of a cow that has thrown her second calf,

mixed with the spittle (of the calf)^. 16. He presents

a cow (to the Brahman). 17. He pours out (into the

stable) a vessel full of water. 18. Having swept together

the (previously moistened dung), placing his left hand

upon it, he scatters half of it with his right hand. 19.

Having placed lumps of excrement, bdellium, and salt into

milk from a cow with a calf of a colour identical with hers,

he buries (the mixture) behind the fire. 20. On the fourth

morning he eats of it. 21. If the milk has turned ^ then

(the performance) is a success.'

The hymn occurs also in the Paippaldda ; it has b^n
translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. XIII, p. 26 ff. ; Ludwig,

^ Cf. the introduction to VI, 39.

* Sdyawa, vatsalildmi^ritam. Cf. Khid. Grih. Ill, i, 47. 48.

' Cheap magic. The milk is sure to turn 1 Is vikrne to be

emended to avikr/te ?
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Der Rigveda, III, 371 ; Grill^, pp. 64, 92 ff. Cf. also

Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique, p. 138. The
Anukramawi designates it as pajavyam, the author being

Savitar.

Stanza 1.

b. Viyu, the wind, the husband of the distant regions

(II, 10, 4), who goes in every direction, is naturally regarded

as the companion of the cattle, when away from home

—

a truly poetic conception I Cf. Tait. Br. Ill, 2, i, 4.

c. r^ipadh^ydni is taken by the Pet. Lex. as a copulative

compound, * form and colour/ But the analogous bhiga-

dh^ya and ndmadh^ya do not favour such a construction.

Perhaps * formation' is the safest rendering of the word.

Cf. e.g. Tait. S. I, 5, 9, i ; Tait. Br. Ill, 8, 11, 2.

Stanza 2.

o, d. Sinivdlt, the goddess of the new-moon, and Anumati,

the goddess of the full-moon, as representatives of the

bright part of the month, are fit to illumine the way home.

They also preside over the act of procreation; cf. Zimmer,

p. 352. Siyawa, unsupported by MS. authority, comments
upon anugate instead of anumate.

Stanza 4.

o. * Poured together,' i. e. * united, or accumulated.' The
translation is stiffer than the original, where sim siw^Ami

and simsiktSiA play upon one another.

Stanza 5.

For the change of verb-form, cf. the note on II, 29, 5.

II, 27. Commentary to page 137.

The history of the interpretation of this hymn is told

by the translator in Seven Hymns of the Atharva-veda,

Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 479 ff. It is of interest, because it

marks very clearly the value and continuity of the Hindu
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tradition. It had been regarded previously by all inter-

preters as a charm against robbers of provisions, until the

obviously correct conception of D4rila in his comment on

Kaof. 38, 1 8 ff. was presented. The translation of this

passage, along with the bracketed commentary, is as fol-

lows : 38, 18. * While reciting AV. II, 27 (one approaches)

the person against whom the debate is directed (from the

north-east, while chewing) the root of the pd/i-plant ^ 19.

He addresses (with the charm his opponent). 20. He ties

on (the p4/4-root as a talisman). 21. He wears (upon his

head) a wreath of seven leaves (of the pA/l).' Cf. also

5Antikalpa 1 7 and 19 *. Previous translations of the hymn :

Weber, Ind. Stud. XIII, 190 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, HI,

461 ; Grill*, pp. 23, 93 ff. The Anukramawi desigfnates the

hymn as vdnaspatyam.

Stanza 1.

The Anukrama«! defines the purpose of this stanza cor-

rectly by ariniro^^astvam aprArthayat, * he desired absence

of strength in the enemy.*

a. S4ya«a, incorrectly, takes pr^ as a noun of agency,

prash/iraw vAdinam *
; see, however, Kauj. 38, 24, prlram

Akhy^syan (D4r. pratipra^am Akhy&syan ; cf. Vait. S{i.

37f ^ ; 38, 6). Neither this word nor pritiprlr and prati-

prlrita (Kauj. 38, 18 ; D4rila, prativAdin) have any con-

nection with root a.r, * eat,' but are derivatives from the

root praj, * ask.'

o. The construction of prSisatn prdtiprlro ^hi is not

quite certain. S4ya«a takes both as accusatives, *the

* The p^/i is, according to Sdyawa at st. 4, identical with the

later pdMd (clypea hernandifolia) ; cf. Kauj. 37, i ; i?/gvidhdna IV,

12, I (MSS. ipi/H). See Ind. Stud. XVII, 266 (the passage quoted

from Apastamba is to be found Apast. Gr/h. Ill, 9, 5). The word

pi/i is doubtless, like other words for plants (apdmlrga, anindhatt),

etymologically suggestive ; cf. the root pa/, ' tear.'—For the words

supplied by Ddrila, cf. Kaur. 38, 17.

* Erroneously quoted by Sdya«a as Nakshatrakalpa.

* But in St. 7 he falls into line with pratikftlaprarnarftpa/« vdkyam.

[42] X
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debater and the counter-debaters strike.* We regard prdti-

prlfo as gen. sing, dependent upon prlram (cf. st. 7 a), in

which case one should like to emend aras^n in Pida d to

aras^m (cf. Ludwig). If not, prdtiprlr is to be regarded

as a collective, * the opposition.' Possibly both are accusa-

tives, * overcome the debate and the debaters.'

d. arasin, with double entente, * without sap or moisture

(in their throats),* and 'without force.' Sdya«a, ^sh-

Stanza 2.

a, b. The same hemistich occurs at V, 14, i ; cf. I, 24, j.

S&y2LnaL, suparnaA . . . vainateya//, i. e. Garutmant, Garu//a.

But there is no myth in all this : the eye of the eagle, and

the nosing boar find the secret seat of the plant.

Stanza 3.

S^yawa, in the teeth of the Padapd/^a, comments both

here and in the next stanza on taritave instead of stdrttave.

The Sawhitd may be construed either way.

Stanza 6.

a. s^kshe (SawhitA and Padapi/Aa), probably for s^kshye

(5at. Br. I, 3, 3, 13) ; cf. our note on IV, 20, 7.

b. Sdya«a glosses s&i&vrikin by ara«yajvAna^, in accord-

ance with many other scholia, assembled by Weber, 1. c,

p. 191. Doubtless jackals, as devourers of corpses, are

meant.
Stanza 6.

For ^14shabhesh^^ see Contributions, Fourth Series,

Amer. Journ. Phil. XII, 425 ff., and cf. especially AV. VI,

44,3-
Stanza 7.

d. Sciya«a, with some MSS., reads prlram for prlrf

(prijam prash/ciraw vAdinaw m^m uttaram . . . kuru).

II, a8. Commentary to page 50.

The hymn is counted in the Ga«am414, Ath. PanV. 32, 4,

as one of a list * calculated to bestow long life ;
* see

Kauj. 54, 1 1 note. It is worked up more especially in the
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god4na, the ceremony of shearing the first whiskers of

a youth. Father and mother, while reciting the hymn, hand

the boy over thrice to one another and feed him with

dumpHngs, prepared with ghee (Kauj. 54, 13. 14). Cf.

,Sihkh. Grih, I, 28, 15, and A^. Grih, I, 4, 4, where the

related stanzas RV. IX, 66, 19-ai are rubricated, and, in

general, Maitr. S. II, 3, 4; Tait. S. II, 3, 10, 3 ; Tait. Ar.

II, 5. The Anukramawi designates it as^rimSyurdevatam,
* devoted to the divinity which bestows life unto old age ;

*

cf. Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 341. Previous translations

by Weber, Ind. Stud. XIII, 192 flf. ; Grill^, pp. 48, 94 ff.

Stanza 1.

b. The favourite formulary number for all possible varie-

ties of death is one hundred and one : AV. I, 30, 3 ; III,

I ^1 5- 7 ; VIII, 2, 27 ; XI, 6, 16. The Pida is hypermetric,

and may be relieved by throwing out imdm or any^.

d. The play of words in mitr& enaw mitrfydt cannot be

reproduced in English ; cf. RV. IV, 55, 5.

Stanza 2.

a. ns&d^ is not analysed by the Padap^/Aa, being repro-

duced by most MSS. as ris&diiA, by some as ris^dk (dual,

agreeing both with Mitra and Varu;/a ? cf. Vi^. S. XXXIII,

72). S^ya«a takes it as nom. sg., hi;;/sak4nam atti, and the

scholiasts generally, beginning with Y4ska, Nirukta VI, 14,

though they differ in their etymological analysis, arrive at

similar interpretations. Aufrecht, in Bohtlingk's Lexicon,

VI, 305, and Grill, p. 95, take it to mean *very distin-

guished,' the latter scholar comparing it with ipiKvbris. One
would fain look for d&s, * giving,' in the last part of the

word. At Maitr. S. I, 10, 2 (p. 140, 1. 10)= Tait. S. I, 8,

3, I, the expression mariito yB^n&v&hsLsaA occurs as the

version of mariito rij^dasaA in V^^. S. Ill, 44 ; this may
be noted for future reference. I have surrendered the

version of the native etymologists in favour of Aufrecht

and Grill, though the latter has failed to convince me with

his fascinating etymological combination.

X 2
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o, d. The relation of this hemistich to the preceding is

obscure ; it seems to have been introduced secondarily and

loosely. Agni purifies life (RV. IX, 66, 19) : so far he fits

in with the preceding. But Agni also knows all the races

of the gods (RV. IV, a, 18= AV. XVIII. 3. 23) : this, the

major part of the hemistich, belongs to a different sphere of

conceptions ; see the author in Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XVI,

16 flf. Pdda d is obviously formulary, being repeated liter-

ally in a different connection at IV, i, 3. For vayun4ni,

see Pischel, Vedische Studien, I, 295 flf.; Ludwig, Ober

Methode bei Interpretation des Rigveda, pp. 31 ff. Sdyawa,

here as elsewhere, in accordance with Y^ska, Nir. V, 14, &c.,

pra^^clndmai « tat, iha tu ScimartliyAt pra^wdtavydni vidvdn,

&c.

Stanza 3.

b. The edition of Roth and Whitney has ^nitvdA, which

is the Paippal4da reading. Most MSS. used by Shankar

Pandit read ^anftra//; so also Szlyawa, ^nitriA ^nish-

yam&«4A. But ^nitra is not quotable as an adjective

:

I accept the more recondite reading ^nitviA.

Stanza 5.

The last stanza occurs in Tait. S. II, 3, 10, 3 ; Maitr. S.

II, 3, 4 ; Tait. Ar. II, 5, i (the last two with variants).

II, 29. Commentary to page 47.

The tenor of the hymn is vague, and it exhibits strong

traces of patch-work, being compiled from a variety of

sources. In the ritual it is applied chiefly as a remedial

charm against a disease in which thirst plays a prominent

rdle (trishnkgrihilB. ; cf. st. 4). It is described at Kauj.

27, 9-13, as follows: 9. 'While reciting II, 29 (the per-

former) at sunrise seats (the patient and a healthy person)

back to back. 10. Having seated upon branches the patient

with his face to the east, and the healthy person with his

face to the west, having churned a stirred drink in a cup

made of vetasa-reed by means of two (vetasa-reeds, used as)

stirrers, upon the head of the person afflicted with thirst, he
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presents it to the person not suffering from thirst. 11.

(Thus) to him he transfers the thirst. 12. (To the patient)

he gives water (freshly) drawn to drink \ 13. While re-

citing the second half of st. 6 he does as there stated (i.e.

he covers them with one and the same garment, and lets

them drink of the stirred drink).' The performance implies

the transference (vaguely suggesting the modern trans-

fusion) of the disease upon some friend or menial. Cf.

Kaiya/ia to Pawini V, 2, 92, as cited by Weber, Ind. Stud.

XIII, 159 note. In the Teutonic folk-practices, transfer-

ence of disease takes place without knowledge of the

healthy; cf. Wuttke, Der deutsche Volksabei^laube,

§ 49a ff. The nature of the disease which harasses the

patient with thirst is not stated ; it is, of course, likely to

have been febrile in character.

The hymn figures also at Kauj. 54, 18 in the ^O^icLkarawa,

the ceremony of tonsure. This in its character as a life-

giving hymn (iyushya; cf, sts. i, 2). The third stanza,

a familiar Ya^s-formula, is quoted at Vait. SCl. 22, 16.

Previous translations: Weber, Ind. Stud. XIII, 194 ff.
;

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 493.

Stanza 2.

The special quality of Agni as a bestower of life is

alluded to very frequently, e.g. II, 13, i ; 28, i ; cf. the

parallels cited in the introduction to the latter hymn.

P^da d is repeated elsewhere, e.g. I, 10, 2d.

Stanza 8.

The stanza, quoted at Vait. Su. 22, 16, is repeated with

variants in Maitr. S. IV, 12, 3 ; K^/A. S. V, 2 ; Tait. S. Ill,

2, 8, 5 ; Kkty. Sv. X. 5, 3. The second hemistich also in

KSiiA. S. XXXII, 2. In all these the difficult duals dhattam

and sd/&etasau are replaced by the singulars dadh^tu and

sivar>&asam (Ki///. siivar^asam), and all these texts under-

stand lyfr to be the nominative of the stem ksk, * milk added

to soma '/ see especially Vait. S6. and K4ty. 5r., 1. c. (Sjiram

' Cf. stanzas 5 and 6 of the liymn.
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in the text of the SCitra). This construction fails here, and

we have, as also Sciya«a (alternatively), and the former

interpreters, taken ksih from stem Irfs, ' prayer.' The dual

dhattam in Pclda b seems to refer proleptically to dy&v4-

pr/thiv! in st. 4, as Sciyawa assumes without hesitation.

The entire stanza is adapted secondarily ; we must in such

cases follow the adaptation sympathetically, not the original

sense which is entirely out of keeping with the situation.

o. ^yam in the MSS. (SawhitA and Padap^/Aa) seems to

stand for ^yan (the other versions saw^yan). SAya//a

takes ^dya;« as the noun, * victory and lands obtaining/ &c.

This, too, is possible.

d. For any^rt sapdtn^n, cf. Nala, I, 13, 14; III, 2, and

expressions like woAird)!/ /col t(av iXkoav ^ivoav, very common
in Greek ; see the author in Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 101.

Stanza 5.

The transition from the praying modal form in Padas

a, b to the prophetic aorist in c, d, b a common one in the

Atharvan, e. g. II, 26, 5.

Stanza 6.

o, d. Cf. the SOtra in the introduction above. It seems

difficult to conceive this hemistich in any other connection

than that indicated by the Sutra. There it fits admirably.

The patient and the healthy person clothed in the same
garment assume a magically deceptive identity, like that

of the Aj-vins \ so that the disease passes from one to the

other. And yet this may not be a sautra mantra, but an
adaptation of materials^ originally composed in a different

connection for a different purpose I Saya«a, here as else-

where, follows the SOtra through thick and thin.

Stanza 7.

a. Siya«a says that Indra was struck by the demons,

Vr/tra, &c., but does not refer to any particular narrative.

* The Ajvins, moreover, are the heavenly physicians, presumably

conceived as being themselves free from disease. Thus both

persons engaged in the practice are symbolically made healthy.
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Cf. RV. I, 32y 11^. 14 ; Tait. S. VI, 5, 5, 2. Weber suggests

that the mention of Indra's injury indicates that the patient's

thirst is due to fever consequent upon wounds.

II, 30, Commentary to page ioo.

The practices in the Kau^ka (part of the strlkarm4;/i,

32, 28-36, 40) are stated at 35, 21. They seize upon and

embody with rather delicate symbolism the comparisons

and metaphors which naturally appear in such poems. The
performances are, however, not built up upon this hymn
alone, but upon three others, VI, 8, 9, and 102, as follows

:

* While reciting the four hymns just mentioned, he places

between two chips, taken respectively from a tree and

a creeper which embraces it, an arrow ^, sthakara-powder*,

salve, kush/^a (costus speciosus), sweet-wood, and a stalk

of grass which has been torn by the wind ; he mixes them
with melted butter and anoints (the woman he loves)V
Cf. the following stanzas of the hymns : VI, 8, 1 ; II, 30, 3 ;

VI, 102, 3 ; II, 30, I ; and VI, 102^ 2. The paraphernalia

and emotions of love are concretely embodied in a mixture,

and drastically transferred upon the woman.

Previous translations: Weber, Ind. Stud. V, 218; XIII,

197 ff.; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 517; Grill^ pp. 52,

97 ff. The Anukrama«i, kimin!mano«bhimukhikara;?a-

k^ma^.

Stanza 1.

b. The use of the root manth suggests the later man-

matha, ' god of love.*

^ This represents, of course, Kdma's, the love-god's, arrow. Cf.

Weber, Ind. Stud.V, 225; XVII, 290.

" No less than four forms of this word occur, sthakara, sthagara,

tagara (-rt), and takart. It is a fragrant powder ; see, e. g Tait.

Br. II, 3, 10, 1-3; Gobh. Grih. IV, 2, 29.

' So Sdya«a, striyd ahgam anulimpet. Differently Kejava,

zhgajn samdlabhet ni^artham, i. e. ' he anoints himself so as to

make himself attractive.'
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d, e. The two PAdas are formulary ; see I, 34, 5 ; VI, 8,

1-3-

Stanza 2.

a, b. Weber, Ludwig, and Grill regard kfimfni as dual,

* the loving pair.' I have adopted this, and not followed

S&ya«a in construing it as instrumental singular. The
sense would then be, * if ye shall unite her with (me), her

lover.' The two Ajvins, who woo SAryA for Soma (RV.

X, 85, 8. 9. 14. 15), play here the part of gods of love ; cf.

AV. XIV, I, 35. 36; 2, 5. 6; VI, 102, 1. The anacolu-

thon between the two hemistichs is reproduced in the

translation.

c. bhigdso, * fortunes, good fortunes/ possibly with a

double entente (bhdga = vulva) ; cf. st. 5. The P4da,

moreover, suggests secondary adaptation; vSm seems to

refer primarily to the A^ins, * your fortunes (i. e. the good

fortune bestowed by you) have arrived.'

Stanza 8.

The sense seems to be that the time of the birds' amorous

chirping, when they call to one another to mate, is the

proper time for the lover's call to his mistress. Weber,

Ind. Stud. V, 219, and Ludwig suggest, however, that the

cry of the birds is regarded as a good omen. S4ya«a,

vaktum i/^Aavo bhavanti. In speaking of the arrow-point

and the shaft, the poet has in mind the arrow as the

weapon of the god of love ; see III, 25, 1. 2 ; Ind. Stud. V,

225 ; XVII, 290 ; Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch.

XIV, 40, 269.

Stanza 4.

a, b. The entire mental condition of the maiden, and

perhaps also her utterances, shall be altered : the passage

is formulary. SAya«a, *by this the conflict between her

speech and her thought is removed.'

c. S&ya«a on visvsLrdpkn&m, * having limbs full of fault-

lessness, and not previously enjoyed (in sexual love).* But

the word may mean simply * of all sorts.'
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Stanza 6.

d. bhdga here seems to be used in a double meaning

(* fortune/ and * vulva ') ; it is to be noted that S^ya«a does

not paraphrase the word. Cf. XX, 136, 5. The Anukra-

manl, dampat! parasparaw manograha«am akurutim.

II, 31. Commentary to page az.

The Atharvan contains three charms against worms, II,

31 and 32 ; V, 23^. The first of these seems to be of the

general sort; the second is directed against worms in

cattle; the third is intended to cure worms in children.

We must not, in my opinion, suppose that the assumption

of the presence of worms was preceded by acute diagnosis.

Professor A. Kuhn, in his admirable treatise on the con-

nection between Teutonic and Vedic medicinal charms

(Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung, XIII, pp.

49 ff. ; X13 ff.), has shown that the greatest variety of

diseases are regarded in the naive view of folk-medicine

as due to the presence of worms (see pp. 135 ff.) ; doubtless

similar conceptions are at the base of the Hindu formulas.

This accounts for 'worms in the head* (II, 31, 4); *the

variegated worm, the four-eyed* (II, 32, 2), and the like.

Cf. also Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, pp. 98, 393 ; Wise,

Hindu System of Medicine, pp. 307, 348 ff. ; and Mann-
hardt, Der Baumkultus der Germanen, pp. 1 2 ff. Less

certain is the same scholar's view that the similarity of the

conceptions in this matter points back to proethnic charms,

since the equal endowment of the two peoples (Hindus and

Germans) may of itself suffice to account for the parallel

results. But I must say that the more modern scepticism

' Cf. elsewhere, Tait. Ar. IV, 36; Apast. Sr. XV, 19, 5; Gobh.

Gr/h. IV, 9, 19 ; Mantrabrdhmawa of the Sdma-veda II, 7 ; also

Maitr. S. Ill, 14, 11 ; Tait. S. V, 5. 11, i ; Y^g, S. XXIV, 30;

and the correlated hymn, RV. I, 191.
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which Stoutly denies the possibility of such productions in

Indo-European times is at the present time more dogmatic

than is at all warranted by the evidence. It is likely

a priori that some of these folk-notions had crystallised

in prehistoric times ; if there was an Indo-European people

—some will deny even that—there was also a crude Indo-

European folk-lore. Cf. also the introduction to IV, 12.

Kau^ika implicates this hymn in a rather elaborate and

difficult practice, 27, 14-20, as follows : 14. * While reciting

AV. II, 31 he makes an oblation of black lentils ^ the kind

of worms called alga«^u^ and hanana, (all) mixed with ghee.

15. The young (of worms: Darila, kr/mi«o bil^n^) he

winds about from right to left upon a black-spotted arrow

(Dan, kalm4shavar«e j-are), and then smashes (the arrows)-

16. He roasts (the worms in the fire). 17. He then lays

on (the worms with the arrow as firewood in the fire : Dar.,

tdn b^l4n sa^rdn). 18. With his left hand, his face turned

to the south, he throws up dust and scatters it (over the

patient, Ke^ava). 19. He (the patient) grinds up (the dust).

20. He then lays (ordinary) firewood on the fire.' The
unsavoury practice, introduced by Ke^ava with the words

arushi-udaraga»^/ulaka-bhaisha^Any u^feyante *, comports

well with the fierce imprecation : the acts symbolise the

destruction of the imaginary worms in the patient, and

contain various allusions to the wording of the hymn.

The hymn has been translated by Kuhn, I.e. 137 ; Weber,

Indische Studien, XIII, 199 ff.; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III,

323 ; Grill*, pp. 6, 98. The Anukrama/^i describes the

divinity to which the hymn is addressed as mahtdevatyam

^ The word khalvanga, thus translated, is not altogether clear.

It is discussed in Kau^ika, Introduction, p. xlix.

* Thus, not al^ndu ; see Kau^ika, Additions and Corrections, and

cf. the note on AV. II, 31, 3.

' But Kejava very differently, govala(fw) ^itritaw jarasawdhyaw

parivesh/ya, i. e. the hair of a cow's tail is wound about an arrow

!

Cf. Siitra 26, and the introduction to II, 32. Cf. also Kexava's

explanation of Kaor. 29, 20. Sdyawa follows Ke^ava.

* For ga«</ulaka, cf. perhaps algawe^, above, and in stanza 2.
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(!cf. the word maht in st 1) uta ^^dndram; its author is

Kam^a.
Stanza 1.

a. In RV. VII, 104, 2a = AV. VIII, 4, 22, Indra is called

upon to crush the Rakshas as with a mill-stone : the present

passage seems to realise the comparison, so that indirectly

Indra's bolt (vd^ra) is in the mind of the poet; cf. also

arman and pdrvata in st. 19 of the same hymn.

d. Cf. the symbolic crushing of lentils in the practice,

Kau^. 27, 14, where khalvanga takes the place of khdlva

;

so also in Kauj. 27, 26 (cf. Kaujika, Introduction, p. xlix).

Kerava defines both khalvanga and khdlva as kr/sh«a^a-

«ak4A. Read here metri gratia khdlu^n. Cf. also V, 23,

8c,d.
Stanza 2.

a. At V, 23, 6. 7 SidHshts. is an epithet of kr/mi ; ad;Ysh/a

by itself is used substantivally in AV. VI, 52, 2 (= RV. I,

191, 4), and 3; cf. also RV. I, 191, 9=AV. VI, 52, 1 and

AV. V, 23, 6, where the sun is designated as the slayer,

adrish/^hdn, of unseen (vermin); cf. Zimmer, p. 98. In

AV. VIII, 8, ]5 both drishti and adr/sh/a also occur as

designations of vermin, and it seems quite likely that

dr/sh/d is an afterthought in the style of sura after asura

;

diti after aditi, and the like.

b. The Paippaldda and S4ya«a read kuriram for kurff-

rum; the latter defines it, kuriram ^Alaw tadvad antar

avasthitaw kr/mikulam.

e. The MSS., both of the hymn and the Stitra, hesitate

between the two writings algAndu and al&fidu, and I had

decided in the Additions and Corrections to the Kau^rika

(p. 76, SA. 14) in favour of algd/w^u. This is the reading

adopted by Sdya«a and Shankar Pandit. In the Ndgart-

character the two forms are almost identical (Iga is 14 as

soon as the g-stroke is prolonged downward) ; hence the

confusion. Sdya«a, jo«itam4;«sadiishakan ^ntiin. S4ya«a

has jalgdn for .ralundn. Here, as in st. 4 c, d, krfmln is

obviously a gloss; the Anukrama/zi, uncritically, defines

the metre of the stanza as uparish/advir^^r/hati.
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Stanza 3.

a, b. The mighty weapon is the charm which is called

outright 'thunderbolt* (vd^a) in VI, 134 and 135. Perhaps

the fire of the symbolic bolt is supposed to burn them
(diin^ iddink/i). The ritual (SCltras 16 and 17, above) em-
bodies the idea in practice, and we are not in the position

to say but what this particular act was associated with the

stanza from the start—a question of principle which seems

destined for ever to divide the doctors. Sdya«a obviously

has in mind paritapati in SCl. 16 in his gloss paritaptd

aparitapti//.

c, d. To render doubly certain the complete destruction

of the disease, even those which are prima facie already

driven out are submitted to this phase of the charm.

Stanza 4.

a, b. Read dnvAntriam jtrsha;^{am dtha u, &c. Cf. with

this Mantrabrdhmawa (of the Sima-veda) II, 7, 2, krimiw

ha vaktratodinafw krimim dntrdnu>&4ri«am. S^ya«a (with

some MSS.) reads p4rsh«eyam, * in the heel,* and Ludwig,

rather arbitrarily, translates ' im Riicken,* as though pArsh-

/Aeyam stood in the text.

c. avaskava, like most of the names in the charm, is

Att. Acy. Weber, I.e. 201, and Zimmer, p. 393, define it as
' he who peels, pares off.* S^ya«a, av^ggamanasvabh^vam.

By the side of vyadhvard (this form twice in VI, 50, 3)
*

we have vyadvard in 5at. Br. VII, 4, i, 27 (defined by the

scholiast as adanajilo danda^Clk^diA) and vyadvari (with

different accent) in AV. Ill, 28, 2^ One or the other is

a folk-etymological modification: vyadhvard, 'piercing,'

and vyadvara, * gnawing.* The Padap4/Aa divides vi adh-

vara (most futile), and Ludwig in his translation of VI, 50, 3

^ So the vulgata. Sdya«a and Shankar Pandit with most of his

MSS. vyadvari. See the note there.

' Here Sdya«a reads vyadhvart (du^khahetur dush/amargaA

tadvatJ) ; see the note on the passage.
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has arrived at the same result, * abseits vom w^e*(Der
Rigveda, III, 500). The same analysis in Sdya«a to our

stanza, vividhamcirgopetam, ninddvdrciwi kritvA tatra gaJ^A-

antam.—krfmin here, as in 2 c, is a gloss, misunderstood

by the Anukrama«i, as above.

Stanza 6.

c. S&yana, reads te for ye and tanvas for tanvim.

II, 32. Commentary to page 23.

This charm against worms in cattle (Ke^ava, gokr/mi-

bhaisha^dni) elicits the following treatment in the Kau^ika

27, 21-26: *(The performer) chants the hymn at sunrise,

and pronounces the name of the cow, " O thou, N. N." *

At the end of the hymn, while exclaiming " the (worms) are

slain," he throws darbha-grass (upon the cow). He goes

through the same performance at noon. In the afternoon

he (throws the darbha-grass) upon the cow, her face turned

to the west *. Having cut off a tuft of the (cow's) tail he

continues as in Siitra 14 (the performance in connection

with AV. II, 31, which see).'

Charms closely related with this are found in Tait. Ar.

IV, 36 (cf. Apast. 5r. XV. 19, 5), where verses similar to

stanzas 3 and 4 are employed to relieve the cow who yields

the milk for the gharma, if she is sick with worms ; further

in the Mantrabr4hma;/a of the Sama-veda II, 7 (see the

Calcutta Journal UshA, vol. i, fasc. 7)^, and in Gobh. Grih.

IV, 9, 19. 20, where the stanzas of Mantrabr. are employed

to destroy worms both in man and cattle.

The hymn has been translated by A. Kuhn, in Kuhn's

^ Cf. Gobh. Grih, III, 8, 3 ; Ld/y. St, III, 6, 3 ; and Katy. ^r.

XXVI, 5, I, where i^^ is mentioned as the typical name of a cow.

* The implication is that in the preceding steps of the ceremony

the cow's head is turned to the east; cf. Ddrila, p. 77, note 7.

' The same work has also been printed in Serampore (xaka

i794=A.D. 1872).
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Zeitschrift, XIII, 138 ff. ; Weber, Indische Studien, XIII,

201 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 500; GrilP, pp. 7, 100

;

cf. also Hillebrandt's Vedachrestomathie, p. 47. The
Anukramawi, Adityadevatyam, aneno«ktarshir (i.e. Ka«va:

cf. the introduction to II, 31) uktakriyAm akarot.

Stanza 1.

The removal of hantu in P&da i restores a good gfiyatri

stanza (read, Aditfa^). The Anukrama;/t designates it as

trip4d bhuriggcLyatri.

a. The rising sun and Ushas, the dawn, are especially

calculated to dispel the evils associated primarily with

night, and then, generally, misery and disease ; cf. RV.
I, 50, II, 13; AV. I, 22, I ; V, 23, 6; IX, 2, 15; 8, 22;

XIII, 1, 32.

Stanza 2.

The stanza is repeated at V, 23, 9 with the variants

tnsirshSiHam trikakiidam in Pdda i ; these readings com-

bined show that the poet in designating the worms has in

mind the demon Ytsvardpa, who is familiarly known to

have had three heads. Cf. also Mantrabr. II, 7, 2. krimiwr

dvijirsham ar^unaw dvisirshaw ka, ^aturhanum. Professor

Kuhn, 1. c. 147, lays especial stress upon the agreement of

the Vedic and Teutonic charms, in that they point out the

colours of the worms.

a. S^ya«a, y\svsir(ip3,m ndndk&ram; Ludwig, 'den volU

gestaltigen.' The epithet * four-eyed* is originally at home
with the four-eyed dogs of Yama, and is due, primarily,

to some mythological conception; cf. our note on IV,

20, 7. But in the view of the Hindus * four-eyed * means
* with spots over the eyes ; ' see Contributions, Third

Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 165 note. S^yana^

^aturnetram.

b. The Pet. Lexs. render sArdnga by ' bunt, scheckig
;

'

Weber, * schwarzlich
;

' Ludwig, *braunlich.* The native

explanations of the word are stated by Prof. Weber, Indische

Studien, VIII, 275.

o. The P^da is a catalectic anush/ubh.
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Stanza 3.

The stanza recurs in V, 23, 10. The Tait. Ar. IV, ^6,

and Mantrabr. II, 7, i. 2 have similar stanzas: atri«d tv4

krime hanmi kawvena ^amadagninA, vijvcivasor brahmawi

(Tait. Ar.) ; and, hatas te atri^d krimir hatas te ^madag-
nind, gotamena tinikr/to*tr4i*va tv4 krime brahmavadyam
avadya. bharadv€^asya mantre/ra sawtinomi krime tv&

(Mantrabr.) Reliance upon the great seers of the past is

a common-place expression in charms and exorcisms ; cf.

e.g. I, 14,4; IV, 20,7.

c. Hillebrandt and Grill regard vaA as a gloss. But it

is written also in V, 23, 10, and its expulsion does not effect

good metre, the final cadence being n^— \j.

Stanza 4.

Recurs in V, 23, 11. The Tait. Ar. reads at IV, 36,

hataA krimt«^;w rS^A, apy esh§im sthapatir hataA, atho

mitd'tho pita, atho sthfiri atho kshudrd^, atho krishnk

atho ^et^, atho Ir^tiki^ hatdA, svGt&bhiA saha sarve

hsit&A ; cf. also the next stanza of our hymn. For sthdpati,

see Weber, Ind. Stud. XIII, 202 ff. ; Ober den Vd^peya,

9, 10 (769, 770), Sitzungsberichte der Koniglich Preussischen

Akademie, XXXIX (1892); Ober die Konigsweihe, p. 65

(Transactions ofthe same Academy, 1 893). Sdya;/a, sa^ivaA.

The scholiast at Tait. Ar. has anyo«pi ri^vyatiriktaA

prabhuA. The etymologies suggested are unsatisfactory

(see Pet. Lex. and Weber, 1. c.) ; it has occurred to me
that possibly the word might be a loan-word with folk-

etymological modification, being Avestan shoithrapaiti (cf.

Achemenian khshatrapdvan), * satrap,' a word which later

again finds its way into Indo-Scythian coins in the form

* Scholiast, Sgatya jdtyamdnd^ asmabhir eva bddhyamdna^. Cf,

with this also Mantrabr. II, 7, 4. krimim indrasya bdhubhy^m

avd^^/71 p&tay&masi, hatd^ krimayaA slritikd^ sanflamakshikSA.

The scholiast defines s^jdtikd^ by gUdtikayd (! for djitikayd ?) saha

vartamin^.
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kshatrapa ; cf. Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlaades,

III, i6i ; IV, i86, 200.

Stanza 6.

Repeated in V, 23, 12. The Mantrabr. II, 7, 3 presents

a passage which concerns stanzas 4-6 of our hymn, hata^

krimtnkm kshudrako hati mAti hatd piti, athai«shAm

bhinnakaA kumbho ya eshAw vishadhdnakaA.

a, b. Sdya«a, without regard to the oxytone accent of

ve^as (nomen agentis), renders ve^dso . . . pdriverasaA as

follows, niveyasthdncLni mukhyagrih&A . . . paritaA sthitM

samtpagrAAA. Weber renders the two words by ' diener
'

and * umdienenden ;
* Grill by *horige' and * zugehorige ;

'

Ludwig and Hillebrandt by 'horige' and *der horigen

horige/
,1

Stanza 6.

The metre of the stanza is quite irregular ; the Anukra-

ma«i describes it at >&atushpin nivr/dush;iik. The first

and third P&das are catalectic ; in the second P4da yStihyAm

is yibhiSm, or the like; the fourth Pdda may also be

sustained as a catalectic anushAibh by substituting tava for

te, or resolving te into tat or taya,

e,d. The Paippalida reads, atho bhinadmi taw kumbhaw
yasmin te nihataw (! for nihitaw ?) visham ; cf. also the

parallel stanza RV. I, 191, 15. Siya«a substitutes shu-

kambham for kushiimbham, and he has the support of

some MSS. His comment is avayavavijesha, * some part

of the body.* Ludwig translates kushumbham by *tail,'

but the parallel passages of the Paippalida and Mantrabr.

obviously point to some word like * receptacle.' This word

as well as kujumbha and kusumbha, ' water-pitcher of

hermits,* seem to me to be extensions of kumbha by

popular etymology, introducing the influence of kosha,

ko^a, ' basket,' and perhaps in the case of ku,rumbha the

stem jumbhd-, * purify.* Direct etymological analysis of

such words is difficult because they become so readily the

play-ball of kindred notions ; cf. Weber, 1. c. 204.
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1

II, 33. Commentary to page 44.

The commentators fitly treat this charm as a cure for all

diseases (sarvabhaishc^gyam). The practices at Kslus. 27,

2J-S are of the simplest sort, and their symbolic relation

to the hymn superficially obvious : 27. * The stanzas of the

hymn are recited over the patient while (fetters with which

he has been bound) are being torn off. 28. He is sprinkled

with water mixed with the dregs of ghee from a water-

vessel.' The hymn figures also in a list designed to bestow

long life (dyushyagawa) in the GawamAl^, Ath. Party. 32, 4

;

see Kauj. 54, 1 1 note. According to S4ya/^a the hymn is

also a member of the a;/{holingaga;;a, ' a list characterised

by (driving away) distress,' consisting of II, 33 ; III, 11

;

IV, 13; V, 30; .X, 8. But the Ga«amA14, Ath. Parij. 32, 31,

strings together a very different group under the same

caption ; see Kauj. 32, 27 note. Cf also Vait. SCl. 38, i

;

Ath. ParLf. 33, 3.

The hymn recurs with variants, RV. X, 163 ; AV. XX, 96,

17-22 ; the first stanza at P^r. Grth. Ill, 6, 2. In its Rig-

veda form it constitutes also a part of the Apast. Mantra-

brdhma^^a I, 17, 1-6, employed at Apast. GrA. Ill, 9, 10

;

see Winternitz, Das Altindische Hochzeitsritual, p. 99.

The many, often perplexing designations of the parts of

the body are paralleled in the catalogues of the parts of the

horse's body, at the horse-sacrifice, TS. V, 7, 11 ff. (cf. also

I, 4, 36 ; VII, 3, 16); Maitr. S. Ill, 15, i ff ; Vi^. S.

XXV, I ff Cf. also AV. X, 2 ; XI, 8.

The hymns in question have been translated and com-

pared with certain Teutonic charms by Adalbert Kuhn in his

ever-charming work on * Indische und germanische Segens-

spriiche,' Kuhn*s Zeitschrift, XIII, 63 ff. These comparisons

are of permanent interest for folk-psychology, even though

the genetic relationship of the charms may be doubted.

The Atharvan version has been rendered in addition by

Weber, Ind. Stud. XIII, 205 ff.; for RV. X, 163 see

Ludwig's and Grassmann's translations.

[42] Y
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Stanza 2.

a. Sdya«a here defines ushwfhfibhyaA etymologically as,

hrdhysLtn snigdhdbhyaA raktidinA utsnatibhyo vk nSufi-

hhydiA, but at RV. sn^yubhyaA for nsUflbhyaA. Cf. AV.
VI, 134, 1 ; IX, 8, 11 ; X, 10, 20, and the schol. at F&nini

HI, 2, 59.

Stanza 8.

b. hdliksh«at is obscure: Sdya^a, tatsambandhdd (tat

refers to klomndA) mS»/sapi//^/avijeshdt, ' a ball of flesh

adjoining the lungs.' The word may possibly be related

to hir4, * canal, vein/

Stanza 6.

e, d. The tautological use of bhasadyam and bh^sadam

is justified in the mind of the Atharvan poet, because it

heightens the effect of the cumulative pun upon bhdiMsasaA.

RV. X, 163, 4 exhibits but two of these stems.

Stanza 7.

d. karydpasya vfbarhewa (sc. brAhma;/d). For Kajyapa,

see the notes on I, 14, 4 ; IV, 20, 7.

II, 36. Commentary to page 94.

The practices associated with this hymn are part of the
* women's rites' (Kauj. 32, 28-36, 40), and they are prcr

sented under the special rubric of pativedandni (Kexava,

patilibhakarmci^i), 'practices by which a husband is ob-

tained,' Kau^. 34, 12-16 (cf. also Kau^. 75, 7), as follows:

13. 'While reciting the hymn the maiden is given to eat

a pudding of rice and sesame, such as is cooked for guests.

14. Upon an altar, made out of clay from a cave inhabited

by animals (cf. stanza 4), are placed the substances recited

in the hymn (gold, bdellium, &c. ; cf. st. 7) ; these are

anointed with the dregs of ghee, and given to the maiden
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at the door\ 15. Having sacrificed by night rice and

barley from a copper vessel to GSimi ^, the maiden walks

forth with her right side turned towards (the vessel ; cf.

St. 6). The maiden, having been washed and cleaned to

the west of the fire, while stanza 5 of the hymn is being

recited, is made to do what is told in the stanza (upon

a ship) anointed with the dregs of ghee (i. e. she is made

to ascend the ship).' After that follow certain oracles to

decide whether the maiden shall succeed in obtaining the

husband or not.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

V, 219 ff. ; XIII, 214 ff. ; Ludwig, Rigveda, III, 476;
Grill^, pp. 55^ 102 ff.; cf. also Zimmer, p. 306.

Stansa 1.

a. Literally, * may a suitor come to our favour,' i. e.

a suitor who shall gain our favour. Sdya^a, sobhdinkm

buddhim d gamet . . . kaly^jtim buddhiw prdpya. Cf.

5dnkh. Grih. I, 6, iff.; Apast. Grih, I, 2, 16 ; 4, 1-2

;

Ind. Stud. V, 276, 291 ff.

b. The suitor comes * with our fortune,' since the betrothal

of a daughter is regarded in that light.

o. Sdya^ia, samaneshu samdnamanaskeshu . . . yad vd

samdnaw manyam&neshu sahr/dayeshu.

d. Sciya^a reads (isham for oshdm, and glosses, Clsham

Clshati n\^ti apanudati du^kha^tam iti xlshsim sukha-

karam.

Stanza 2.

a,b. Cf. RV. X, 85, 40. 41, where Soma, Gandharva, and

Agni are said to be the mythical first husbands of every

maiden. Sdya«a has in mind the same passages, since he

glosses brahma with gandharva, and identifies Aryaman
with Agni, leaning upon the slender support of A.yv. Grih.

^ So that she may adorn and anoint herself with them.

* The personified goddess of femininity, or maternity ; Dirila,

^mika (?) miiriki. Cf. AV. V, 1,4, and Kauj. 34, 20.

V 2
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I, 7, 13. Cf. AV. XIV, 1,31, which shows that simhhritam

alludes consciously to ssimhhsAi, in st. i.

c. Dhdtar, the god of divine order and creation, just as

the three gods in the first hemistich, is especially charged

with the arrangement of marriage ; see VI, 60, 3.

Stanza 4.

S4ya«a, with one of Shankar Pandit's MSS., reads

maghavdn (mawhaniyalihogyapad&rthayuktaA), in agree-

ment with dkharaA ; also abhirAdhayantt, which he glosses

by abhivardha5ranti, yad v4 . . . putrapajvidibhiA samr/ddhd

bhavantl. For the juxtaposition of Indra and Bhaga, cf.

VI, 82. For Bhaga in relation to matters of love, VI, loa, 3.

Stanza 6.

a, b. Judging from IV, 22, 3; V, 23, 2; X, 10, 11, the

divinity addressed as * lord of wealth ' is Indra (Maghavan
in St. 4).

c, d. The sense is : Every suitor who approaches her

shall indicate his esteem, or admiration, so that the event

shall not fail to result auspiciously. Cf. the symbolic

realisation of this arrangement in Kauj. 34, 15, above.

Stanza 7.

a. Some MSS. read giilg^lu for guggulu (Sdya/ia,

dhtipanadravyavi^eshaA).

b. auksha, * balsam/ according to SAya^a = pralepana-

dravyam. It seems to be simply * bull's grease;' see the

jloka quoted by Kejava at Kau^. 34, 14 (repeated by
SAya//a on our passage), as also by Ddrila, Kejava, and

Ath. Paddh. at Kau^. 79, 9 (in elucidation of the word
aukshe), and cf. our introduction to AV. I, 34. See also

the analogous passage AV. VI, 102, 3, and aukshagandhi

as the name of an Apsaras, IV, 37, 3.

o. For the plural pdtibhyaA, see Ind. Stud. V, 205 ff., 221.

d. pratikdm^ya is emended by the Pet. Lex. to prati-

kcLmy^'ya (cf. sts. 5, 6, 8, and VI, 60, 3) ; Siya/^a, cniim

kanyd^w kdmayam^nam. The Paippaldda reads patikimdya,
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which makes good sense, * in order to obtain the love of

a husband/

Stanza 8.

The second nayatu seems superfluous, derived, perhaps,

from some parallel expression in which nayatu was the last

word. The entire stanza is loosely connected with the

hymn ; the plant addressed seems to have no reference to

the proceedings in hand. Cf. AV. Ill, 18.

Ill, I. Commentary to page 121.

In accordance with our title for this and the following

hymn is their designation in the ritual as mohandni (sc.

sfiktdni), 'charms for causing bewilderment
;

' see Kau^. 14.

17. With them go in the subsequent Siitras (18-21) the

following performances : 18. * Chaff (of rice), underlaid with

porridge, is sacrificed from a mortar. 19. (Or) in the same

way small grain ^ (is offered). 20. Twenty-one pebbles are

shaken (in a winnowing-basket *) against (the enemy). 21.

(A pot of rice) is offered to the goddess Apvi.' The sym-

bolism is obvious : the chaff or the small grain symbolises

the dispersion of the enemy ; the pebbles shaken against

them the destructive attack of the sacrificing king. An
offering is made to the goddess of evacuation (from the

body). See the note on III, 2, 5. The present hymn has

been rendered by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 518 ; Weber,

Ind. Stud. XVII, 180 ff. The Anukrama;/!, sendmohanam.

Stanza 1.

Agni, the fire, figures largely as the typical leader of the

vanguard of armies, e. g. in the battle-hymn, RV. X, 84, 2,

and in Tait. S. I, 8, 9, i ; Tait. Br. I, 7, 3, 4. A special

' army-fire,' senftgni, is mentioned at Kauj. 60, 5, and in the

^ Dirila, ka/iikvik^ ; Kerava, kanika^ ; Sdya;ia, ka;/ikikdm.

^ Cf. Ddrila and Ke^ava on the Siitra, and emend sfirye in both

texts to xi^rpe.
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scholion to P^raskara's Gr/hya-sCktra I, lo. The preparation

of such a fire is described at Kauj. i6, 9 ff. Professor

Weber, 1. c, suggests that the name of the war-god Kumira
(Skanda) is in reality one of the manifestations (miirti) of

Agni-5iva-Rudra ; of. our introduction to XI, 2.

Stanza 2.

Professor Aufrecht in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, XXVII, 219,

advances very good reasons for believing that this stanza

IS constructed awkwardly out of Rig-veda reminiscences.

Especially noteworthy is his emendation of dmimr/«an to

imtmridan, * they have taken pity,* in the light of RV. II,

29, 4 ; VI, 50, 5 ; X, 34, 3. Yet we must question whether

the Atharvan versifex did really compose that ideal stanza,

suggested by Aufrecht, or the more uncouth performance,

handed over to us by the redactors. I incline to the latter

view, and have rendered the text as reported unanimously

in the vSaunakiya-tradition ^ though fully conscious that

dmimr/^an is the better reading in the abstract The
stanza puns upon marut and the base tnrina,.

Stanza 3.

The anacoluthon in the two hemistichs can be removed,

as Sdya«a does, by emending tin in Pdda c to t5m. Magha-
van in Pdda a, in reality goes with Indra in P4da c.

Stanza 4.

Repeated with variants at RV. Ill, 30, 6. S^ya^a com-
ments upon the Rig variant pra sfl ta (te), not upon prdsiitaA

(Padapd/Aa). In P4da d, I have emended (independently

from Weber) v/shvak satydm to vfshvaksatyam, literally,

* having fulfilment away,* i. e. * bereft of fulfilment.'

' The Paippalada also has amtmr/Vian.
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III, a. Commentary to page lai.

For the employment of the hymn in the practices, see

the introduction to the preceding. Previously translated

by Weber, Indische Studien, III, 183 ff. ; cf. also Bergaigne

et Henry, Manuel V^dique, p. 139 ff The Anukramawf,

sen&mohanam.

Stanza 5.

Repeated with variants at RV. X, 103, 12. For the

variants pratimohdyanti and pratilobhdyanti see Contri-

butions, Fourth Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XII, 422 ff The
goddess Apv4 (metrically apuvd), * impurity,' is a drastic

embodiment of 'defecation from fear.* The enemy shall

not contain themselves from fear. Cf. udarabhedi bhayam
at Bhdgavata Pur4«a, III, 15, 33, and passages like Tait. S.

VI, 2, 2, 5 ; 3, 2, 3. Ydska, Nirukta IX, 33, as restored by
Weber, clearly explains the word in this way. See in

general Ind. Stud. IX, 482 ; XVII, 184 ; and AV. IX, 8, 9.

Ill, 3. Commentary to page 112.

This and the following hymn are made the basis, at

Kbus. 16, 30-33, of a performance that ensures the restor-

ation of a king who has been driven out from his kingdom

by a hostile king (parard^ena, according to D4rila), to wit

:

30. * In the domain of the kingdom, from which the king

has been driven out, a rice-cake in the form of a couch

(jayanavidham) ^ is placed upon darbha-grass, and sub-

merged in water. 31. A lump of earth taken from that

' This reading is not quite certain : most MSS. of the Siitra, and

Darila read jayanavidhim. Kexava, however, and after him Saya/ia,

read sendvidham (sendkiram), * having the form of an army ;

' cf.

for the interchange between aya and e our remarks in Amer. Journ.

Phil. V, p. 27. Either reading makes good sense : the couch would

symbolise permanent, peaceful possession of the kingdom; the

army, its conquest by force of arms.
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(region) is spread over the fire-place^, and (the king) con-

sumes a mess of porridge, mixed with milk. 32. The
utensils are taken from the same place as the lump of

earth. 34. On the morning of the fourth day (the king)

eats the (submerged) rice-cake, and then he is called (to

his kingdom)/ Professor Weber remarks that an exiled

potentate could scarcely expect to be restored by any more
simple device. The symbolism of the practice is obvious

:

especially the bed and the clod of earth from the native

sod (* heimathsschoUe *) are suggestive. Cf. Kaujika's rite

at 16, 27. 28 in connection with AV. I, 9 (introduction).

Stanzas i and 2 are rubricated at Vait. Sii. 9, 2 and 30, 27.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 441 ff. ; Weber, Indische Studien, XVII, 185 ; cf. also

Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel Vedique, p. 140 ff. The
Anukramawi, ndn^idevatyam ut&"gneyam.

Stanza 1.

Agni figures here as the war-god, capable of bringing vic-

tory to the cause of the dethroned king. Cf. Ill, i and 2.

With him are united the fighting Maruts who hitch up
Agni that he may bring (vah) the king. S4ya//a, curiously,

makes the king subject of d^ikradat (cf. RV. X, 45, 4),
* the

king calls (!) upon thee that he may again enter his king-

dom.* In Pdda d amiim is perhaps replaced by the name
of the king, in the manner of the ritual ; cf. e. g. V^. S.

IX, 40; Tait Br. Ill, 2,3,7.

Stanza 2.

The stanza is difficult and full of double intent. The
crucial word seems to us to be sautrdmaz/y^. This is a
sacrifice originally devised by the gods to cure Indra from

the effects of over-indulgence in soma ; see our Contribu-

tions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc, XV, 153 ff.

;

Oldenberg, Nachrichten von der Koniglichen Gesellschaft

^ The S(itra,^yoiir&yatanam; Ddrila, ^yotisha dyatana/ra sthdnam

uttaravedim avaktrya.
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der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, 1893, p. 34a ff. But

secondarily this rite is also employed by an exiled king,

who is also shaky, as it were (mahkur iva ^a^dra, like the

somAtiptita, vSat Br. V, 4, 11, 13) ^. Throughout this stanza

Indra is both the god, and the dethroned king ; the gods

are the heavenly physicians (the Ajvins and Sarasvati), as

well as the Brahmans who are engaged in the restoration

of the king. We have therefore rendered sautrdmawy^

dadhr^hanta by * infuse courage with the sautrcLma«i-sacri-

fice.* The veiled sense of the entire passage is :
* However

far the king (Indra) is he shall come back to friendly

relations with his people, when the priests {devSik) chant

their songs and apply the sautrimawi to his restoration.

Indra is the typical king, AV. IV, 6, 11 ; VI, 98, i ; Tait. S.

II, 2, 11,6; the Brihmawas are the human devas, times

without end, 5at. Br. II, a, a, 6 ; Tait. S. I, 7, 3, i ; Maitr.

S. I, 4, 6 ; Kauj. 6, 26 ; cf. Indische Studien, IX, 152 ; X,

16, 35, 36.

Stanza 3.

Varu«a*s relation to water appears here as in IV, 16, 3

(see the note there); Soma grows upon the mountains

(Veda and Avesta). The sense is : Even if the exiled king

is separated by mountain and sea from his people, let him

quickly, untrammelled by such restraints, as an eagle, come

to them.

Stanza 4.

a. The accent of havydm is suspicious : we should

expect hdvyam. It is either to be emended, or indicates

that the P^da has been adapted from a different sphere.

The eagle brings the soma from a distance to be offered to

Indra. For such adaptations, cf. e. g. the hymn I, 2.

^ For the sautrdmam in general, see Weber, Indische Studien, X,

349, and especially the same author's recent treatise, *t)ber die

K5nigsweihe (r^^sfiya),' in the Transactions of the Royal Academy

at Berlin, 1893, p. 91 ff.
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Stansa 6.

d. We have rendered dva gamaya, * render accepted,'

because the word does not mean elsewhere * bring down '

(Weber). Our authority is Dclrila on Kauj. 16, 27, avaga-

mana= anur^ga, 'affection ;' see the introduction to I, 9.

S^yawa, imaw rS^nam asmin rdsh^e bodhaya (similarly

Ludwig).

Ill, 4. Commentary to page 113.

The Siitra treats this hymn along with the preceding as

a charm for the restoration of a king ; see the introduction

to III, 3. Support for such a construction may be derived

from St. 5. This, however, is not borne out by the text

of the stanzas themselves. These are more general in

character, and seem to indicate as their theme the election

of a chief. See Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 250; Zimmer,

Altindisches Leben, p. 162 ff. Note especially st. a, and

the play upon the word vdruwa (as if from root var, * choose
')

in sts. 5, 6. The hymn has been translated by Ludwig,

III, 252; Zimmer, p 164; Weber, Indische Studien, XVII,

190 ff. ; cf. also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique,

p. 141 ff. The Anukrama«i, aindram.

Stansa 1.

The first hemistich is hypermetric, and Weber, Zimmer,

and Bergaigne-Henry each differ in their attempts at

restoration. We are not at all certain that this need is

urgent : Pdda a is a good ^^agatt-line, ending at ud ihi ; for

Pida b see Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des Rigveda, pp. 66,

67. If the pruning-knife must be used pdtir in b is most

easily spared, and a most natural interpolation.

a. gan is vox media, either injunctive, or perfect-aorist.

The latter in its sense of prophetic aorist is in the Atharvan

stylistically very close to the injunctive : often things

desired are stated as having been already accomplished.

See e. g. I, 23, 4.
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1

Stansa 2.

Recurs with marked variants at Tait. S. Ill, 3, 9, 2;

Maitr. S. II, 5, 10.

Stanzas 5, 6.

The expression aydw rS^k vdru«aA in st. 5 a is too pointed

to signify merely * that king Varu«a
:

' vdru^a is used here

with false etymological intent as 'chooser;' the word plays

upon the sense of ahvat, and vr///at&m in st. 2. Similarly

vdru»ai^ in the next stanza means (Indra), with the remain-

ing gods (Varuwa, Mitra, &c.), all choosing the king, and

again, with double entente :
* Come on, O king, thou hast

come to an agreement with the leaders of thy people who
are the electors' (cf. Ill, 5, 7). All this is thoroughly

Atharvanesque.

Stanza 7.

Cf. Vait. SQ. 13, 2, where this stanza is employed in con-

nection with a personified PathyS Svasti, the wife of Piishan

(ib. 15, 3), *the prosperous path,' as an embodiment of

success and well-being. Cf. also ib. 24, 8
; 37, 20, and the

Pet. Lex. under pathyi 3. In Pdda d most MSS., both of

the Sawhit& and Padapd///a, read vara, * rule
;

' some MSS.,

S4ya«a, and the Western authorities, vasa/ dwell.* Cf. AV.
XII, 4, 27. For the interchange of s and s, see the present

writer in the Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, May, 1886 (Journ., vol.

xiii, p. cxvii ff.). Cf. also the note on V, 19, 5.

Ill, 5. Commentary to page 114.

The par«a-tree figures in many sacerdotal performances,

being identical with the pallra (butea frondosa). Its

branches and especially its wood are employed directly,

and in the form of utensils, at most sacrifices (cf. Zimmer,

Altindisches Leben, p. 59) ; its sanctity is accentuated by
myths which derive the plant directly from heaven, and

that, too, in connection with the descent of the soma (cf

St. 4). A divine archer, who guards the soma, shoots at
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the eagle that robs the soma ; the eagle looses a feather

(parwa), which alights upon the earth and becomes the

par«a-tree. See RV. IV, 26 and 2,7, and the extensive legen-

dary material attaching thereunto, and cf. Adalbert Kuhn,

Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gottertranks, pp. 148,

192 ; Contributions, Fifth Series, Joum. Amer. Or. Soc.

XVI, ao, 24.

No very specific instructions are recorded in the ritual

regarding the manipulation of the hymn. At Kau^. 19, 22,

in the course of the so-called pushrfkarmi^i, 'practices

designed to engender prosperity' (Kauj. 18, 19-24, 46), we

have the mere statement that this and other hymns, dealing

with amulets, are recited, while the amulet in question

(mantrokta), after it has been steeped in sour milk and

honey for three days (Kauj. 7, 19), is fastened on the

person desiring its protecting influence \ Accordingly,

the Atharvawiya-paddhati (Kauj. 19, i note) mentions it

in a long list of push/ik& mantri^. Cf. also 5dntikalpa

17, and 19^. The Anukrama//i describes it as saumyam
(cf. St. 4) . . . (etena) parwamawim uktarshir (i.e. Athar-

van) astaut. Translated by Weber, Indische Studien,

XVII, 194 ff.

Stanza 1.

d. For dpray&van of the vulgata, read dpray&vam (gerund)

with the Index Verborum; cf. XIX, 55, i, and Va^. S.

XI, 75-

Stanza 4.

For the relation of the par«a to soma, see the introduc-

tion above.

In Pdda c Weber emends priy4sam to bhriy4sam, and
S&ydina, hovered on the edge of the same correction, priyd-

sa,m bhriyisa;^ dhirayeyam. It is, however, not certain,

for in Ld/y. Sr. Ill, 2, 10 (also Dr^hyiyawa) we have manas
taniishu piprataA, parallel to manas tanClshu bibhrataA, RV.

* S^ya/ia, te^obal^yurdhanddipush/aye.

' Cited erroneously by Sdya^a as Nakshatrakalpa.
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X, 57, 6 ; V4f. Ill, 56 ; Kauj. 89, 1 ; Tait. Br. II, 4, 2, 7. Nay,

we have the passage with piprata^ in another place in the

Tait. Br. (Ill, 7, 14, 3) itself, and it would seem, therefore,

that piprataA (Pet. Lex. * erhalten') has a meaning closely

analogous to that of bibhrata^.

Stansa 5.

Both Weber and S4ya/;a cite in illustration of the meaning

*^ friend* for aryamdn the passage Tait. S. II, 3, 4, i, *he,

verily, who gives, is a friend (aryamdn).' Weber renders

Pdda d, * iiber die gunst des freundes selbst,' a rendering

which rather forces the meaning and position of utd.

Stanzas 6, 7.

The two stanzas prove conclusively that the hymn belongs

to the sphere of practices connected with the consecration

of a king, and the firm establishment of his royalty. The
four classes of persons whose aid is regarded as desirable

for the king belong to the so-called ratna, 'jewels,' of the

court, 1. e. they are honoured and indispensable members

of his household. Their number altogether is about a

dozen, and according to Tait. Br. I, 7, 3, i ff., they are the

' givers and takers of royalty (r^sh/rasya praddtdraA, rdsh-

/rasyd' pdd^tira^).' As a preliminary to the consecration

of a king they must be conciliated, and an oblation is

offered in the house of each. See for the entire subject

Professor Weber's notes on the two stanzas, and his still

more elaborate exposition of this interesting theme in his

monograph, Uber die Konigsweihe, p. 19 ff. ; cf. also Zim-

mer, Altindisches Leben, p. 252 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 246, 249, 251-

7 a. Weber in the note on this passage, and Uber die

Konigsweihe, p. 22 ff., presents serious evidence in favour

of reading y^»r^no (ar^^no) for y6 r^no, *they who
make kings, though themselves not kings :' see 5at. Br.

Ill, 4, I, 7. 8; XIII, 2, 4, 18. Certainly this suits the

character of the sCitd and grdmam better than the title ra(^.

Nevertheless minor potentates, influential in the choice of

a greater king, may be alluded to here ; cf. the expressions
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rSig^ vdru«aA and vdru/iaiA in III, 4, 5. 6, and our note to

the passage. Weber himself has not embalmed his sugges-

tion in the translation, ' die kon' ge konigsmacher auch.'

Ill, 6. Commentary to page 91.

The a$vattha-tree (ficus religiosa) is a strong tree of hard

wood whose branches gi'ow into other trees, resulting in

their destruction ^. On the other hand the union of the

two trees is regarded as sexual (VI, 11), and emblematic of

strength. In this hymn, as well as in the associated prac-

tices, the arvattha is employed to destroy enemies. At

Kauj. 48, 3-6, the hymn is worked up in the following

sorcery-practice (Abhi^drika) : 3. * While reciting III, 6 (the

performer) ties on as a talisman the substance mentioned

in the hymn (i. e. wood from an arvattha-tree which has

fastened itself upon a khadira-tree), after an oblation has

been poured upon it, and it has been anointed (with ghee).

4. As many enemies (as this practice is aimed at) so many
fetters, anointed with ihgi^a-oil \ besmeared with the dregs

(of that same oil?), (the performer), having recited the

hymn over them, (places) along with the threads^ into

a soma-vessel, and digs them into the vital spot * (of the

enemies). 5. While reciting st. 8 of this hymn along with

IX, 2, 4 (q. v.), he pushes off what is mentioned in the

stanza (namely, a boat) by means of a branch (of the

a^attha-tree). 6. While reciting st. 7 he causes (the fetters)

to float down (tfie water).' The practices are not quite

clear, nor do the commentators seem to understand them
at all points. Cf. also 54ntikalpa 19 *.

* Cf. KA//i. S. XIX, 10, esha (so. arvattho) vai vanaspatlni^i

sapatnasdha^.

* The oil of ingiefa takes the place of ghee (d^ya) in witchcraft

;

see the paribhdshd, Kzus, 47, 3, and cf. 14, 28 ; 25, 30.

' Which threads ? Darila, s(itre«a sa/wbandhaw kr/tvd.

* This presupposes an effigy of the enemy who is thus reached

by proxy. Cf. 47, 51.

* Erroneously quoted by Sdya«a as Nakshatrakalpa.
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The hymn has been translated by Kuhn, Die Herab-

kunft des Feuers\ p. 0,24 ; Weber, Ind. Stud. XVII, 204 ff.;

Grill ^, pp. ai, 104 ff. ; cf. also Zimmer,Altindisches Leben,

pp. 58, 25y. The Anukrama«i, vdnaspatylnratthade-

vatyam.
Stanza 1.

Both ajvatthd and khadird are masculines, 1. e. males

;

hence the virility of the ajvatthd is, as it were, in the second

power. The a,rvatthd, moreover, is intimately related with

the production of fire (cf. Tait. Br. I, i, 3, 9), being in fact

an embodiment of the lightning. Hence its special fitness

for aggressively hostile practices ; see Weber s note, L c.

Stanza 2.

b. Sdya«a reads vdibddha dodhata^ without support from

the MSS. (Sawhita or PadapA/^ia). We have adopted this

emendation which is indeed self-evident in the light of

St. 7. It is of interest to note that the Pet. Lexs., Weber,

and Grill felt constrained to resort to the same remedy.

The name * displacer * for the ajvattha becomes clear in the

light of the natural history of the tree ; see the introduction

above, and Lassen, Indische Altertumskunde I *, 304 ff.

Sdyawa takes vaibidha as ' sprung from the vib4dha, i e.

the khadira,* the latter being so-called because it strikes

with its thorns (ka«/kkair b4dhate).

Stanza 3.

a. Sdya^a with the Paippaldda reads nir abhinaA (nir-

bhidya utpanno«si) ; some of Shankar Pandit*s MSS. (both

Padapd/Aa and Sawhit&) support this by reading nirdbhinno

(ni^ dbhinna^) ; cf. Pdda c.

b. Seiya«a, correctly, arwave antarikshe; cf. RV. VIII,

26,17; TS. IV, 5, II, I.

o. S^ya«a, the Paippal4da, and some of Shankar Pandit's

MSS., nfr bhinddhi ; cf. Pftda a.

Stanza 4.

a. SAydinB,, the Paippal&da, and some of Shankar Pandit*s

MSS., kirsLtl
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Stanza 7.

The stanza is repeated at IX, a, la with the variant

sSyakapraz/utt^ndm for vaib4dhdpra;2Utt5lnam. The similes

in this and the next stanza are put into practice in the rites

of the SCltra ; see the introduction above.

Ill, 7. Commentary to page 15.

This hymn and the practices connected with it harbour

the peculiar conception that the horn and the skin of the

antelope have the power to drive out inherited disease.

Kauj. 27, 29-31 we have the following performances: 29.

* While reciting AV. Ill, 7 (the practitioner) fastens (an

amulet made from the horn of an antelope upon the patient),

gives him (water) to drink, lets him rinse himself (with

water), and at the time when the stars fade away (at dawn)

he sprinkles him with water which has been warmed by
quenching in it the kindled piece of antelope's skin pierced

by the peg with which it is fastened (when it is spread out) ^

30. From a heap of undetermined measure he offers as

much barley (cf. AV. II, 8, 3) as can be taken up by a

single grasp (of the hand). 31. He gives food (to the

patient).* The relation of the antelope and the practices to

the kshetriyd are extremely obscure. Again as in II, 8 it

seems to rest upon a rapprochement with kshetra, * field,' at

least ifwe trust the vague suggestion of the obscure stanzas,

Wkg. S. XXIII, 30. 31 ; Maitr. S. Ill, 13, i ; Tait. S. VII,

4, 19, 2 ; cf. also Tait. Br. Ill, 9, 7, 2 ; 5at. Br. XIII, 2, 9,

8. Here the antelope is said to eat grain (ydd dhari«6

ydvam dtti; cf. yava in Kau.f. 27, 30). But we are

^ The words * he sprinkles him, &c.' to the end of the sentence

are all of them a paraphrase with the help of the scholiasts of the

words jahkudhSna^g^alena . . . avasi^^ati. For jahkudhdna, see

Kauj. 26, 16, as explained in the introduction to I, 22 (p. 263) ; for

ava^ala, cf. also Kauj. 28, 2, in the introduction to IV, 6 (p. 374),

and Kaiu. 27, 33 ; 29, 8; 30, 8; 32, 10.
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attempting to explain obscurum per obscurius. Perhaps the

swiftness of the animal (st. i) symbolises the rapid removal

of the disease. The skin of the antelope is used for an

amulet at Kslus. 16, 3, the horn at 5at. Br. Ill, a, 2,

20; Apast. St. X, 9, 17; 54ntikalpa 17, and 19. We
must not forget, of course, that vish^d, * horn,' suggests

vf shyati, * loosen,* and that the entire employment of the

horn may therefore be in its capacity as a * loosener ' of

disease (cf. the introduction to VI, 44). The hymn puns

freely upon these words; cf. sts. i, 2. In general there are

many points of contact between Kaujika's practices and the

stanzas. The first two stanzas occur (with variants) at

Apast. 5r. XIII, 7, 16; the second ib. X, 10, 3. The
hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. XVII,
208 ff. ; GrilP, pp. 8, 105 ff. The Anukramawi has, sap-

t^rhim yakshmanlranadevatam uta bahudevatyam, 4nush-

/ubham, bhr/gvangirft ddydbhis tisr/bhir hariwam astaut,

parayd (st. 4) tdrake, paray4 (st. 5)'paA, par4bhydm (sts. 6,

7) yakshmanlranam.

Stanza 1.

a. At Apast. Sr. XIII, 7, 16 most MSS. read raghush-

yato, genitive of the participle raghushyant, but two MSS.
report the reading of our text.

o, d. vish5«ayA vishClHnam are in punning alliteration

with one another and with vf shyati, * loosen ' (understood ;

cf. vfshcL«e vf shya in st. 2).

Stanza 2.

b. For padbhff the Apast. ^r., ib., reads padbhis; see

our Contributions, Second Series, Amen Journ. Phil.

XI, 350 ff. (cf. also vSat. Br. XIII, 2, 7, 6), and especially

pp. 352-3, where we have endeavoured to prove that the

expression * with (four) feet ' has come to have the general

value of * quickly, nimbly, briskly.' The fact that human
beings have but two feet, the swifter animals four, is of far

greater salience to the Hindu mind than to ours; cf.

Maitr. S. I, 5, 10 (p. 78, 1. la). Ait. Br. Ill, 31, 13, and

especially Tait S. V, 4, 12, i.

[42] z
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c. Two of Shankar Pandit's MSS. have gulphitim for

gushphitdm; they are supported by S^ya«a (gulphitaiw

gulphavad grathltam), and the unanimous reading of the

MSS. at Apast 5r. X, lo, 3; XIII, 7, 16. Another

variant of the word is gushritam, 5at. Br. Ill, 2, 2, 20.

Stansa 8.

b. * The roof with four wings (sides) ' alludes vaguely to

the antlers of the antelope, compared with the roof upon

a house ; the exact meaning of paksha, as part of a house,

is not clearly defined ; see our notes on AV. IX, 3, 4. 21.

Siya^/a, ^atushko«am ^Aadir iva. Possibly Grill is right in

translating * a roof which rests upon four posts ;' he thinks

that the four feet of the animal (st. 2) are compared with

posts.

Stanza 4.

The stanza is closely parallel with II, 8, i ; see'the dis-

cussion there.

Stanza 6.

Parallel passages, at RV. X, 137, 6; AV. VI, 91, 3,

mark the stanza as formulaic ; its connection with the rest

of the stanza is probably purely liturgical. The hymns of

the third book are theoretically entitled to six stanzas only

(or to six stanzas at least) ; see AV. XIX, 23, 3, and cf,

the literature cited in Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 470 (bottom).

Stanza 6»

a. Weber translates dsut^A, ' through the act of propaga-

tion.' This would comport well with hereditary disease^

but does not accord with the use of the word and the root

i su in general. Saya;/a, strikriyami«4y& AsuteA, SsQyate

&sL6yate ity dsutir dravibhutam annam.

b, d. Note the alliteration between vy4na^^ and nlyay^mi.

Stanza 7.

d. I have, very hesitatingly, construed dpa . . . u^^atu

transitively, in accordance with the usual force of the ex-
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pression, and the close parallelism with II, 8, 2 c, d (cf. also

VI, 83, i), where kshetriydm is an accusative dependent upon

apa . . . u^^atu. For the subject of the verb cf. si in sL i.

Perhaps apav&s^ in Pidas a, b is also to be taken transitively,

• when the constellations shine away (as they fade out in

the morning the evil powers of night), &c.' Sdya«a, as the

Pet Lex. s. v. dpa vas, construes all the derivatives from

root vas in this stanza intransitively ; cf. our note on II, 8, 2.

111,9. Commentary to page 67.

The hymn, one of the most perplexing in the AV., is

directed against a variety of bodily disorders, or demon-

iacal forces, among which vfshkandha and kdbavd stand

out most clearly. For vfshkandha see our discussion in the

introduction, and in the note on the first stanza of II, 4.

The Kaujika rubricates the hymn at 43, i, 2, where Ddrila

describes the performance as a pi^d^tan^janam, Ke^ava (and

SkysLua, in his introduction) as a vighna^amanam, to wit

:

43, I. 'While reciting III, 9, an amulet of aralu (calosan-

thes indica, a tree) is fastened (to the sufferer) by a red-

dish brown thread (cf. st. 3) ; he is given a staff" to carry

(cf. St. 2), and he also carries a weapon ^. 2. He is fumi-

gated with (the smoke of burning) grain-chaff".*

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

XVII, 215 ff". The Anukrama«i designates it as dydv4pn-

thiviyam uta vairvadevam.

Stanza 1.

a. The Pet. Lexs. and Weber see in karj-apha and vi^-

aphi (both iir. Xey.) the designations of certain demons or

diseases (Weber, * des Abmagernden, Durchdringenden ').

S&ya^a operates on the same line by means of character-

istic etymologies, kar^aphasya (kararaphasya) kr/^a^aphasya

* The commentators prescribe that the staff shall be anointed

with the dregs of ghee and then be polished off, as in Kauj. 23, 11.

The same treatment is also prescribed for the weapon.

Z 2
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vSl jvApadasya vy^hrideA, vi^phasya vigataraphasya

spardham&napurushakdlasarp&de^ vispash/afaphasya v^

IcrflragomahishcideA. But the statement that beneficent

heaven and earth are father and mother of demons is

startling ^ ; the usual Atharvanic way is to say that heaven

and earth are the parents of some curative plant : III, 23, 6;

VIII, 7, a, &c. There is nothing in the way of such an

interpretation, and it is to be noted that the amulet of

aralu-wood, Kauj. 43, i (see above), is not otherwise indi-

cated in the hymn. I do not venture to decide.

Stanza 2.

a. S^ya/ia with some MSS., both Sa/;2hiti and Padap^/^a,

and the Paippaldda read ajleshmSLna/i for aj-reshmd/za//.

Our translation is purely conjectural. Skyana. depends

upon the practices of the SCitra :
' They (the people) carried

the aralu-talisman, the staff, &c., being a.fleshmi;^aA, i.e.

unaffected (ajlish/lA) by troubles, &c. ;' or, * the gods, being

free from phlegmatic diseases (jleshmopalakshitatridosha-

diishitajarirarahit^//), carried them.' The first of these

suggestions, barring the precision of its application, appears

to contain something of the truth.

Stanza 3.

a. Siya«a, quoting in support RV. II, 39, 4, and relying

upon Bharatasvdmin's interpretation, renders khr/galam by
tanutri«am, ' protection of the body,' and KaaFika s opera-

tions seem to render this quite likely: he prescribes the

fastening of an amulet by a reddish-brown thread. But in

the RV., khr/gale'va visrdsaA, the word seems to mean
* crutch, support.'

o. S&ya«a with some MSS., SawhitA and Pada, and the

Paippal&da read jravasydm ; k&bavd is explained charac-

teristically as follows : kabuA karburavarwaA krOra// prl/ii,

tatsawbandhi vighnaA k^bavaA.

^ It seems, however, to derive support from RV.I, 191, 6, which

Sdyawa quotes very aptly.
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1

d. bandhiiraA, apparently plural of bandhiir, is hopelessly

obscure ; our translation * fastenings * is no better than

SSya;/a's asm&bhir baddha^, or his alternate bandhura/;

asmdbhir dhdryamd«4A ma«idaf///Adaya4. The word ought

to be identical with the stems vandhiir, RV. I, 34, 9 (trayo

vandhiSra^ ; cf. trivandhurd), b^ndhiira, and vandhiira, * the

seat of a wagon.' The matter is complicated still further

by bdndhur^ with discordant accent in st. 4.

Stanza 4.

The basis of this translation is again very unstable owing

to the word bdndhurd which is lexically and grammatically

obscure. Sdya«a presents an entirely different result :

* O ye people who desire glory (by conquering the enemy),

but go (into battle) bewildered as the gods by the wile of

the Asuras, may your weapons (bandhuri sawbaddhd

dhr/td kharfg&dirCip4 hetiA !) destroy the k^bava as the ape

the dog I

'

Stanza 6.

SSya«a upon the basis of many MSS. (both Sawhitd and

Padap^/Aa) reads bhatsy^mi (badhn&mi). Shankar Pandit

adopts this reading. In P^da d, S4ya«a with some MSS.
reads >&arishyatha for sarishyatha ; cf. st. 4.

Ill, II. Commentary to page 49.

This hymn, whose first four stanzas are essentially the

same as RV. X. 161 = AV. XX, 96, 6-9, must have

originally had the general value indicated by our title.

But the SCitra (Kauj*. 27, 32-33) specialises, and directs its

employment against gr^mya (sc. vyAdhi), 'venereal disease,'

(D^rila, mithunasawyogdt). Kerava prescribes it against

children's diseases and venereal diseases (bdlarogagrAite kdi

maithunadoshabhaisha^gy^ny u^^ante . . . maithunar^^-

yakshmawi bhaisha^am); S4ya«a, against diseases of

children, or disease contracted from women (b^agraharoge

nirantarastrisawgat4fanitayakshma;ii ^a). The practices
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are as follows : 27, 3a. *While reciting the hymn the patient

is given to eat a porridge containing rotten fish ^. 32. He
is taken to the forest^, and (in the morning), when the

constellations begin to fade, he is sprinkled with water

which has been warmed by quenching in it burning sesame,

hemp, cow-dung, and sacred firewood * (all gathered in the

forest).'

The hymn figures in the takmand^anaga^a (Ath. Parlr.

32, 7), and the Ayushyaga«a (ib. 32, 4) of the Ga«am41i

;

see Kauj". 26, i note; 54, 11 note. See also 58, 11, and

Vait. Sft. 38, I. Stanza 4 is quoted in Ath. Party. 18*, i.

The Anukrama;/!, aindr^nam dyushyam. The hymn has

been translated by Weber, Ind.Stud. XVII, 231. There is

no basis, as far as can be seen, for his caption, * Bei schwerer

Geburt.'

Stanza 1.

For the disease a^«^tayakshma (cf. AV. VI, 127, 3), and

rSj^yakshmd, see Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, p. 32 1 flF.

;

Grohmann, Ind. Stud. IX, 400 ; Zimmer, p. 375 ff.

Stanza 2.

d. Most of Shankar Pandit's and, apparently, all of Roth
and Whitney's MSS. read dspdrjam. S&ya;/a, as the

vulgata, dsp^rsham (prabala»« karomi).

Stanza 3.

a. The divine attribute * thousand-eyed,' predicated to

Indra, Agni, Vish;^u, &c. (see Pet. Lex. s. v. sahasr&kshd), is

here transferred to the powerful oblation. Cf. the note on

IV, 20, 4'.

' For piitLraphart, see Kaujika, Introduction, p. lii.

* In order to wipe away the effects of the dissolute habits of the

village (grdmya).

' For^ala, cf. Kauj. 27, 30 in our introduction to III, 7 (also

Kauj. 28, 2 ; 29, 8). For jdnid, see Kaur. 8, 15. 16.
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Stanza 8.

The correktion of the hymn with diseases of children

(Ke^va and S^ya;ia) is based upon this stanza. Kau^ika,

however, has other matters in mind.

Ill, I a. Commentary to page 140.

The hymn forms in the ritual a part of a ga«a or series

entitled vistoshpatiyAni (sc. sfiktAni), * hymns pertaining to

VAstoshpati, the lord of the homestead/ Kauj*. 8, 23 ff.

(see index B, p. 384^ of the edition). More specifically it

is employed in Kaiir. 43, 8-11 as part of an extensive

ceremony at the erection of a house entitled by the Atharva-

Paddhati (see p. 118, note 11) as briha>&>^A^lAkarma, 'the

great ceremony of house-building,* in distinction from a

less elaborate ceremony at Kaiir. 23, i ffi, entitled laghu-

j^ldkarma (see p. 61, note 12).

The performances at Kauj. 43, 3 ff. begin with an intro-

ductory rite in connection with AV. VII, 41, designed to

remove obstacles in the way of the builder; apparently

this is known by the special name of jyenaydga, or

syene^k. See the discussion of this somewhat obscure

point in the fifth series of our Contributions, Journ.

Amer. Or. Soc. XVI, p. 12. Then the materials for

building are brought on, and the excavation for the

house is made, and next the actual work of erection is

accompanied by the recitation of the stanzas of our hymn,

to wit : 43, 8. * The hymn AV. Ill, 12 is recited while the

(central post^) is being fixed and erected. 9. Having

anointed it, the sixth stanza of the hymn is recited while

the act stated in it is being performed (i. e. while the cross-

beam is being placed upon the post). 10. Having taken

a pitcher of water, and the fire, they enter the house while

reciting the eighth stanza. 11. (The house) is rendered

* So according to Ddrila, madhyamasth(i«dm ; Kejava and Aih.

Paddh., more generally, jdlam. Cf. Hir. Grih. I, 27, 2, dvdrasthft-

»am u^/^>4rayati ; also Apast. Gnh. VII, 17, 3.
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firm by reciting the two * firm * stanzas (dhruv&bhyAm, sts.

I and 2). The ceremonies are concluded in Kaiir. 43,

12-15 with sprinkling the house, the recitation of more

mantras, an especial oblation to VAstoshpati, feeding the

Brahmans, and final blessings.

The hymn has been treated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 463; Zimmer, p. 150 ff.; Weber, Ind. Stud. XVII,

234 ff. ; Grill ^ pp. 59, 108 ff. ; cf. also Hillebrandt, Veda-

chrestomathie, p. 45. The Anukrama;it designates the

hymn as .f&l^Ciktara, and vdstoshpatirdl&daivatam. Similar

themes are treated in Asv. Grih, II, 8 ; PAr. Grfh. Ill, 4 ;

SSinkh. Grih. Ill, 2, 3 ; Hir. GrA. I, 27 ; Apast. GWh. VII,

17; Apast. Mantrabr. II, 15; Bhiradv^'s Grih, II, 3;
cf. Oldenberg, Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxix, pp. 92,

212, 345 ff.

Stanza 1.

a, b. The words dhruvS;;^ and kshdrae convey each the

idea of good settlement, and sound foundation ; cf. V4^.

S. XVIII, 7 ; Tait. S. IV, 7, 3, i, ks6maj ^a dhritis ka., and
RV. I, 73,4; VII, 88, 7, dhruvfeu kshitfshu. Hence the

renderings of Ludwig, Weber, and Hillebrandt * im gliicke,

in frieden,' &c., do not quite catch the point. Cf.also AV.
IV, I, 4-

d. lipa saw >&arema seems to convey the idea of close

union. In the only other passage quoted by the Pet. Lex.
it refers to sexual intercourse, bhartdram upasaw^aret

(Br/hat-SawhitA 77, 26). Sclya;/a, vyavaharema.

Stanza 2.

The wording of the stanza is formulaic. In Pir. Grih.

II, 17, 9 Pada b is applied to the furrow of the field ; see

also the other Gr/hya-texts, cited in the introduction.

For sCinrft&vati, *full of abundance,* see Oertel in the

Proceedings of the Amer. Or. Soc, May, 1891 (Journ., vol.

XV, pp. xcv ff.), and our Contributions, Fifth Series, ib. XVI,
p. 19. Ludwig, *reich an trefflichkeit

;

' Zimmer, * reich an
wonne ;

' Weber, * reich an frohen liedem ; ' Hillebrandt,

* reich an lieblicher rede ;' Grill, * reich an herrlichkeiten.'
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Stanza 3.

Hillebrandt and Grill r^ard the first two Pddas as

defective, but they are anush/ubh, no poorer than many
others in the AV. The Anukr., bnhatt.

a. dharu«I is in intentional relation with dhruvS, hence
* a supporter ;

* cf. Tait. S. IV, 3, 7, 2. Grill, * vielfassend,

vielbergend
;

' Zimmer and Hillebrandt, *geraumig/ The
Plida is catalectic.

b. hrihikkAandSiAy * with broad roof.* The translation is

problematic, the word being iir. Aey. >^^dndas does not by
itself ever occur in the meaning * roof {^^adis, >^^adman).

Some support may be derived from st. 5 c, trinant vdsftnA,

since in Hir. Grih. the roof is smoothed with a stanza

containing the same P&da. The words there used are

^AannAm (sc. sklkm) abhimr/Vati. Siya«a, prabh0ta>&^4-

dana, mahadbhij >&Aandobhir devair upeti vk. For pdti-

dhknyk ^ of the text of the 5aunakiya-^&khcl, the Paippalcida

reads pfttadhAnyA ; this underlies our translation. Cf.

paripOteshu dh^nyeshu, Manu VIII, 331, and perhaps also

the expression kritS, dhinSA, RV. Ill, 35, 7.

d. Cf. ^Ankh. Grih. Ill, 3, 9, & syandantSw dhenavo

nityavatsAA. The majority of Shankar Pandit's MSS.
(both PadapAMa and SamhitA) read ^spandam&n^^.

Stanza 4.

o. Most MSS., and the editio princeps, read ukk/iintu
;

Sdya^a, Shankar Pandit, with some MSS., and the Paippa-

lAda, ukshcintu, the basis of our translation. Again^ our

translation presupposes the reading udn£ for unnS, of the

edition: the MSS. read utn5 (cf. VII, 45, 2 ; VII, iS, i,

and the Index Verborum, p. 67). The PaippalAda,

Shankar Pandit with some of his MSS., and S&ysjta, have

udn5; cf. RV. I, 85, 5, (mariitaA) udabhir vy imdanti

bhfima.

' Saya»a, with desperate literalness, pftiigandhopet^fmadhanya-

yuktd, * endowed with evil smelling, old, grain 1
* Ludwig suggests

pratidhdnyd or prdtidhdnyS, * gut zu verschliessen.'
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d. For nf tanotu, cf. AV. VII, 90, 3 ; VII, 31, 3, and the

plant nitatnJ, used to prevent the falling out of hair at AV.
VI, 136, I. Siya«a, nitarll;;^ karotu.

Stanza 6.

a. The words mAnasya patni are addressed directly to

the house (j^ld), as may be gathered from IX, 3, 21 ; the

house, after it is erected, is deified, since the weal or woe of

its inhabitants are now dependent upon its behaviour.

SAya«a, mAnantyasya vistupateA patni, *0 wife of V^stupati

who is to be honoured ^
!

' Grill's etymological combinations

are superfluous ; his comparison of Zend nmdn6-pathni and

nmAn6-paiti (Githic, demina) contrary to phonetic law.

Ludwig and Weber, * herrin des maasses ;
* Ludwig at IX,

3, 5 ff. (Der Rigveda, III, pp. 464-5), * herrin des verweilens
;

'

Zimmer and Hillebrandt, ' genie des baues
;

' Grill, * hort der

rast.'

b. Sdya«a reads nirmitA for nimitci.

Stanza 6.

a, b. The expression S. roha, * ascend,' harbours two double

ententes, borrowed from other well-known events in life.

First, sexual connection, in a manner similar to the union

of the two sticks with which fire is churned (see e. g. VI,

11,1, and cf. Ill, 6, i) ; secondly, the various acts of ascend-

ing which form parts of the consecration of a king, the

rSig^sdysL (cf. Kslus. 17, 3. 9 ; AV. IV, 8). The rule of the

king is indicated clearly in the next Pdda (cf. AV. I, 10, i),

and in the anointing of the post, prescribed at Kaius, 43,

10. The word vir£^n in PAda b, which we have rendered

'ruling,* again suggests the alternate meaning, * shining;'

cf. 'the shining roof in AV. Ill, 7, 3. The vams^, is a

very important part of the house ; sometimes it splits, and
elaborate performances are prescribed in Kaor. 135 to meet
that misfortune.

^ Still worse is the alternate interpretation, mtyam&na^z dhin-

yadika^x mdna/w tasya patni pdlayitr;.
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o, d. Both PAdas are hypermetric ; the first may be

mended by excluding grih&nSLtn (so in our version), which

seems to have crept in from st. 9 c ; the second by chang-

ing sirvaLviriiA to siivJrAA or sivtrkA. The translators render

upasatt^ro, erroneously, by * inmates;' this is certainly

incorrect, as may be gathered from YSig. S. XXVII, 2. 4,

m^ ks, rishad upasattS te agne ; AV. II, 6, 2, rait te rishann

upasatt^ro agne. S^yawa, upavadanakartdra^T^Ludwig,

fancifully, *nicht sollen dich verletzen die belagerer der

hauser I

*

Stanza 7.

Occurs with many variants in the Gr/hya-siitras of A^fv.,

P4r., 5£lnkh., Hir., Apast., Bharadvl^, M4nava ; see the

introduction, and Professor Kirste's edition of the Hira«ya-

karin, p. 54, notes.

b. The reading ^gatd sahd, also in Hir. and Bhdr.

;

Min. has ^agad^ saha ; P^r. ^fagadaiA saha ; the other

texts show still greater differences. For^gat, see Zimmer,

p. 150, and AV. IX, 3, 17. Oldenberg in the Sacred Books,

vol. xxix, pp. 345, 395, and xxx, p. 205, renders both ^gat
and ^gada by * companion;' Ludwig, *mit dem lebenden;'

Weber, ' nebst allem was sich riihrt.* The others, as above.

S&ya/^a, gamanartlena gav&din^ saha.

o, cL S4ya«a has kumbhdA which approaches the reading

of 54nkh., kumbhyAA ; and kalaytr, like Apast. and Bh^r.

The last seems preferable to kalirair of our texts ; cf. the

note on VI, 59, 2 b.

Stanza 8.

In the PaippalAda this stanza is wanting here, appear-

ing (with variants) in another hymn ; Grill in his transla-

tion places it before stanza 7, without a statement of his

motive. Cf. Kau^. 43, 10; Vait. SQ. 16, i (with the vikSra,

adhvaryo for n^ri), and in general AV. IX, 3, 22, and Kau.r.

66, 25.

o. S&ya^ia reads p&trim and samindhi (sa/;/dipt^n kuru).

Shankar Pandit, with most of his MSS., reads imS.m p^tr/h,

referring imltm to the house.
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d. Weber emends, abhf kshar^ty cnAn, but neither change

is necessary. See II, la, 4, ish/Sipiirtdm avatu naA.

Stanza 9.

Identical with AV. IX, 3, 23, and quoted frequently in

the Atharva-PanVish/^ (16 ; 19 ^ 3, &c.).

Ill, 13. Commentary to page 146.

The first six stanzas of this hymn recur in Tait. S. V, 6, i,

2-4 ; Maitr. S. II, 13, i, in connection with certain oblations

of water (kumbhesh/ak^, or apkm grahd^), and they are evi-

dently originally at home in the Y^^s-ritual. The etymolo-

gical puns, heaped up in the first four stanzas, explain the

various names of water quite in Nirukta and Brdhma«a-style.

The seventh stanza does not occur in the Yagiis-sawhitAs ; it

is the one that is characteristically Atharvanic : it narrows

down the general subject of the praise of the waters to

the special subject in hand, the deflection of a river from

its course \ The Kaiirika, 40, 1-6, supplies the very inter-

esting practices engaged in for the same purpose, to wit

:

* I. He who desires that a river shall go a certain way, walks

along that way, pouring out water, while reciting the pre-

sent hymn. 2. He sticks up the (kinds of grass or reeds

called) k^ja, dividhuvaka, and vetasa^ 3. While reciting

St. 7 a, he places gold upon the mouth of the river (that is,

the point from which the river shall branch into the desired

channel). 4. With st. 7 b he ties a frog, striped like the

reed-plant ishikd, through the arm-pits (pits of the fore-

feet) with two threads, one red and the other blue ^ (and

places him into the outlet). 5. With st. 7 c he envelopes

* For its employment in the Vaitdna-sfttra, see the note on the

stanza.

' For the explanation of these varieties of water-plants, see

D^rila and Ke^va. Saya»a, kSxafaivilapa/erakavetasajikhai(.

' Cf. the introduction to VII, 116, and the notes on IV, 17, 4 ;

VIII, 8, 24.
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the frog in an avak^-plant (blyxa octandra) ^. 6. With st.

7 d he pours water (over the frog) ^.'

The symbolism of these performances is unmistakable

:

they anticipate the presence of the water with all its life.

The gold (40, 3) reflects * the golden-coloured, clear, pure

waters ' (AV. 1, 33, i : see also st 6 of our hymn) ; the river

grasses and reeds symbolise the river-vegetation. Above
all the frog, securely tied so that he cannot leap away,

and the water-bringing avakS affiliate this practice with

one of the most interesting practices of Vedic common life

;

see our article, * On a Vedic group of charms for extin-

guishing fire by means of water-plants and a frog,' in the

second series of Contributions, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, 342 ff.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Indische

Studien, XVII, 240 ff. ; cf. also Bergaigne et Henry,

Manuel V6dique, p. 143. The Anukramawi, vkrunsLtn (cC

Kaor. 40, 7), uta sindhvabdaivatam.

Stanza 1.

The etymologies in this and the next three stanzas are

dominated by that punning spirit which has made etymo-

logy by far the feeblest product of the linguistic endeavours

of the Hindus. In the present instance, however, the deri-

vation of nad?, * river,' from nad, * roar,' is likely enough.

The mythological event alluded to is the well-known rush

of the waters over the dead body of the (cloud-) dragon

VWtra, slain by Indra ; cf. c.g. RV. I, 3a.

Stanza 2.

Varuwa (and Mitra) are also instrumental in procuring

water, but it is rather the quiet streaming down of refresh-

^ Cf. Amer. Joum. Phil. XI, p. 349, and add ^at. Br. XIII, 8,

3, 13; L4/y.&. Ill, 5, 13 ff.

' Kaor. 40, 7-10 continues with an expiatory performance, con-

sisting chiefly of oblations to Varu«a, the god of the waters, in case

this new watercourse should threaten the surrounding country with

an inundation. The hymn is employed further with many others

at Kauj. 41, 12 for sprinkling certain oblations, offered by one

about to start upon a business tour. Cf. also Ath. Parix. 10.
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ing rain, than the storm-flood at the time of the monsoon.

The notion of conquest by thunderbolts, as weapons used

against demon serpents, is not present. See Bergaigne, La
Religion Vddique, III, 12a ff. (especially pp. 125-6). The
root valg, which here represents the motion of the waters,

seems to contain an almost playful touch : it is used of the

gamboling of animals. The allusion to Indra's * meeting of

the waters as they went ' is obscure. The Maitr. S. reads

saLmprikyutSi for yat pr6shit4.

Stanza 3.

b. The lexicons and the translators derive dvivarata from

var, * enclose.' SAya;/a, correctly, it seems to us, from var,

* choose,' avivarata vr/tav^n yushmdn sv^tmas^t kartum

SiikkAsit What sense is there in saying of Indra that he

hindered the waters, and when did the waters flow against

his will (* contre le gr^ d'Indra,* Bergaigne)? An obvious

paradox. Soma is said, RV. IX, 94, i, to purify himself by
acting wisely in choosing the waters : ap6 vrtnkniA pavate

kaviyan; cf. also V, 48, i. Indra here is said to appro-

priate the waters for his purpose, the benefaction of men.

Stanza 4.

The exact mythic attitude of this stanza is not clear. Is

Indra the subject of dpy atish///at or some god hindering,

or trying to hinder? Cf. RV. VIII, 6, 16: • He, O Indra,

who lay confining thy great waters, him didst thou smite.'

Cf. also RV. I, 32, 12, where one god, or a certain god

(devd ^kaA), resists Indra. The verb dpy atish/Aat means

either to stand upon (so SAya«a, adhyatish/Aat), or * stand

in the way ' (Pet. Lex.). We incline to the former view.

The way in which the word mahfr in P^da c is utilised is

somewhat obscure : it seems to be brought in partly for the

sake of furnishing an etymological basis (sit vcnia verbo)

for the m of udakim, and partly (note the iti), to infuse

a dash of archaism into the reminiscence.

Stanza 7.

This seems to be distinctly ritualistic (sautra) in charac-

ter. The calf may be the frog of the SQtra above. Cf.
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1

also its use in Vait. Sh. 29, 13, for which see the introduc-

tion to VI, 106. The waters are cows, because the frog,

the water-animal, is their child. Or the new river-bed may
be the calf; cf. RV. Ill, 33, i.

Ill, 14. Commentary to page 143.

For the employment of the hymn in the ritual, see our

introduction to II, 26. Cf. also Ath. Parij. 16. The Anu-
krama;ii, ndnAdevatyam uta goshMadevat^kam. Previous

translations: Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 469; Weber, Ind.

Stud. XVII, 244 ff. ; Grill 2, pp. 64, 112 ff.

Stanza 1.

o, d. Siya«a defines ahar^td by ahany-ahani ^dyate.

The expression occurs once more, V, 28, 12, and * aus-

picious' comes very near to its sense. Its opposite is

anahar^ta, 5&hkh, 5r. XIV, 51, 2-5, *born on an unlucky

day'=pApanakshatre ^taA, Kaor. 46, 25, and elsewhere.

Cf. Weber, Nakshatra, II, 314-15 note. Either it is,

' born on a good (pu//ya) day,' or * born by day in distinction

from night ' (cf. naktaw^tA, I, 23, i). The word adA^sh/a,

II, 31, 2; RV. I, 191, I ff., &c., would then approach the

opposite meaning. Cf. aharbhS^ and ahardr/j*. *With

the name * may mean * with the kind, or species
;

' cf. V,

4,8.

Stanza 3.

Both milk and honey are frequently added to the Soma.

Hence the milk is here spoken of as honey. Soma being the

middle term as it were. Cf. Hillebrandt, Soma und ver-

wandte Gotter, pp. 219, 238 ff.

Stanza 4.

b. ^ke'va (Padap. siki, iva) has occasioned unnecessary

discussion. The word is not treated at all independently

in the lexicons. The Western authorities generally regard

it as ace. plur. neut. of sikrity saknis, &c. S&ya;;a's sakA
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makshikA has good support in the literature. At Tait S.

V, 5, 12, I ; Maitr. S. Ill, 14, 13 ; Vd^. S. XXIV, 32 the

word occurs in connection with other animals (Mahidhara,

jakunti ; MSdhava, ss\cSl makshike^ty eke, dirgha-kar«o

mr/gavlyesha ity apare), and as the word is preceded or

followed there by ^uka, * parrot,* and j4ri (see the note

on St. 5), there is no doubt but what S&yana has hit the

point. I should not be surprised to find the sikk identical

with the kma, mentioned at Kauj. 10, a, along with ,ruka

and sArikA. Cf. also Tait. S. V, 5, 18, i, and commentary.

Grill suggests an improbable remedy, ^keva=^ka(m) iva

or skkk iva, 'like vegetables' (cf. German, ' wie 's unkraut^.

Stanza 6.

b. ^ri^keva (Padap. skrisikk iva) is doubtful. S4ya//a,

helplessly, kshawena sahasrajo «bhivardham&niA pri^ivi-

scsh&A ; the suggestion seems incredible even from Siyawa.

^ri (=sdri, ^riki, and sdrik^) is a certain bird which, like

the parrot (^uka), imitates the human voice ; see Tait. S. V,

5, 12, I ; Maitr. S. Ill, 14, 14; V4^. S. XXIV, 33. It

appears there in connection with ,ruka, * parrot,' and sakk (cf.

St. 4). It seems hardly possible that our passage does not

harbour these very two words, and accordingly I have

emended to xiri,mkeva (= jdri-fukAA iva, with double sandhi).

Cf. also Kauj". 10, 2. The translators have again endea-

voured to find sikrity .raknis in the second part of the

word. For further suggestions, all of which seem to me
to be silenced by the considerations advanced in this and

the preceding notes, see Grill, 1. c.

Ill, 15. Commentary to page 148.

The SCitra rubricates the hymn in various non-significant

practices. At Kauj. 50, 12 the merchant, while reciting

the hymn, sets up (or, loads up) his ware (or, his shop),

after it has been anointed with the dregs of ghee. At 59, 6

the person who desires merchandise recites the hymn. Cf.

Gohh. IV, 8, 19 ff. ; Kh4d. IV, 3, 7. The hymn is also
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worked up in the comparatively late indramaha or indra-

mahotsava festival, Kaiw. 140, 16; Ath, Park 19 ^ ; and sts.

7, 8, which are scarcely connected with the body of the

hymn, are rubricated in Kauj. 70, 13. 14. The Anukrama«t,

vairvadevam utai«ndr&gnam ; the author is pa^yakdmo
*tharv4.

Previous translations: Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 215;

Zimmer, p. 258 ; Weber, Ind. Stud. XVII, 247 ff. ; Grill 2,

pp. 69, 113 ff. Cf. also Hillebrandt's Vedachrestomathie,

p. 38.

Stanza 1.

Indra who gathers in the stakes at all contests (dhana-

^t, dhsLnsimgayi) is their possessor (tdna), and hence in the

position to bestow wealth (dhanad^). The same attributes

are given to Agni in various passages of the RV., justifying

the appeal to him in the sequel (st. 3 ff.).

Stanza 2.

The first two Pddas are repeated in a different connec-

tion at VI, 55i I ; cf. Tait. S. V, 7, 2, 3.

Stanza 3.

Cf. RV. Ill, 18, 3, where the stanza occurs in its proper

connection. The word i>&^dm&no doubtless suggested its

adaptability for the present mixtum compositum.

Stanza 4.

The brackets about the two first Pddas are designed to

show the looseness of the connection with the rest ; but

there is no reason for doubting that they were put here by
the Atharvan poet. They were put here because they

speak of the ' far road which we have travelled.' S4yaf/a

treats them as an independent (fourth) stanza, and then

continues with the following divisions, thoroughly subver-

sive of good sense : our 4 b-f and 5 a, b (six Pddas)=5 ; our

5 c, d and 6 a, b=6 ; our 6 c,d= 7 ; our 7 = 8 ; our 8= 9.

a. Weber emends sarinim to sard/jim, translating, * Diesen

Weg du glattestest uns, o Agni !

'

[42] A a
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a The Paippal&da reads, sa/«rara;/a havir ida^« ^sha-
ntam. But the plural is vague.

f. ksLTitiim and litthitam arc rendered in accordance with

Grill and S&ya/m, ^aritam &idiTita.m vikray^dikam utthi-

tam tasm&d vyavah&r&d utpanna/;/ l^bhayuktaf» dhanam.

The other translators, flatly, 'our going and our departure.'

Stanza 6.

d. dev5n is metrically superfluous : the sense, too, * devas

who shut off" gain,* has an Avestan rather than a Vedic ring.

The word is a gloss, suggested by dev^ in P4da b.

Stanzas 7, 8.

The two stanzas seem to have no connection with the

rest of the hymn. They are Ya^s-formulas (st 8, with

variants in Tait. S. IV, i, lo, i ; Maitr. S. II, 7, 7 ; Kd/A. S.

XVI, 7 ; V^^. S. XI, 75), and are employed fittingly as

puronuvAkycl and y^^y^ in connection with a piir«^huti at

Kauj. 70, 13. 14, on the occasion of the ceremony of build-

ing the householder's fire (agny&dhcinam). The Atharvan

tradition regards six stanzas as the normal number for the

hymns of the third book (see AV. XIX, 22 and 23, and
Ath. Parij. 46, 9. 10).

Ill, 18. Commentary to page 107.

This hymn is a repetition with variants of RV. X, 145.

The Anukramawt there gives it the name indri«y-upanishad

(Sha^/guruJlshya, indr&nyrishikk ; S^ya«a, indvAnyk 4r-

sham)^. It constitutes also a part of the Apast. Mantra-

brAhma«a I, 15, 1-6, and the stanzas are employed at

Apast. Grih. Ill, 9, 5. 6 (cf. Kaor. 33, 7 ; Gobh. Grih. 11,

6, 6 ff.) in a charm practised with the pA/A-plant (clypea

* Cf. for the relation of Indrawt to marital life, our Contribu-

tions, Sixth Series, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morg. Gesellsch. XLVIII,
55^ ff.; 579.
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hernandifoUa ; cf. our introduction to II, 27). The prac-

tices of Kaujika (^6, 19-21) differ entirely from those of

Apastamba. The plant which is used there is the h^nSi-

parwi (so also Kauj. ^6, 38). Ddrila glosses, jarapuhkh& ;

Ke^va, mdsik4 (cf. Kaujika, Introduction, p. liii)^. It

seems to have been suggested to the ritualist by the epithet

utt&napar;;d in stanza 2, but Sdya;/a there has in mind
again the p^/A, since he quotes AV. II, 27, 4, and in his

comment on st. i says outright, pS/AAkhy^m oshadhim.

Kaujika s performance is as follows : 36, 19. * While

reciting III, 18, a b^//^parm-plant is mashed, mixed with

a spray (of milk) from a red she-goat, and scattered round

about the bed (of the rival womanj. 20. While reciting

stanza 6 a, a leaf (of the plant) is fastened beneath the bed.

21. While reciting stanza 6 b (a leaf) is thrown upon the

(bed).' We would draw especial attention to the totally

different employment of the stanzas in Apast. Grih, III, 9,

5. 6, in illustration of the loose, subjective symbolism which

governs their manipulation. The general purpose of the

practice is. however, there the same as with Kaujika.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. V,

222; XVII, 264 ff. ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 307.

The Rigveda version by Ludwig (932) and Grassmann in

their well-known works ^ ; the version of the Apast. Man-
trabr. by Winternitz, Das altindische Hochzeitsrituell, p. 98.

The Ath. Anukramawi, atharva«nena sQktena sapatni-

pra«uttyai wknkpsirnSim oshadhim astaut.

Stanza 2.

a. S^ya^a here and at RV., utt4napar«e utt^n^ni (irdhva-

mukhAni parnkni patr^wi yasy^A.

* According to the Pet. Lex. the common name for this plant is

tuwhdlt, similar to the indigo-plant ; it is also known as s(iryava;wjf.

Both bS«dpar«t and jarapuhkhd seem to mean * having arrow-form

leaves.'

* The RV. version seems on the whole secondary to that of the

AV. : dhama for «uda in st. 2 c ; kuru for kr/dhi in 2 d.

A a 2
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Stanza 4.

c. I read adha, * now/ upon the basis of adhd in some
MSS., SAya^a's adha, and with reference to ith& in the

RV. Most MSS. read adhaA (' low shall be my rival/ &c.) ;

this is the text adopted by the vulgata, and Shankar

Pandit.

Stanza 6.

A very similar stanza occurs XII, J, 54; Sdya«a is

seduced by its pratlka, ahdm asmi sdham^na(^), to confuse

it with the present, and to suppose that Kaor. 38, 30 quotes

it, instead of XII, i, 54.

Stanza 6.

The Siitra does not place the plant about and upon the

husband, but about and upon the rival. Siya^a follows

through thick and thin. Apast. Grih. Ill, 9, 6 correlates

the stanza with the husband :
' she embraces the hus-

band with her arms,* with the stanza alluding to the word
upadhUna (Mantrabr. I, 15, 6).

Ill, 23. Commentary to page 97.

This hymn furnishes the mantras for the well-known

house-practice, called pu;;/savanam in the Gr/hya-s(itras ^.

The Atharvanic form of it is described in Kaor. 35, 1-4, as
follows: I. Now the rites for producing a son. 2. (They
are made) in behalf of the woman after she has laid aside

the linen soiled by her menses, under a male constellation.

3. While reciting III, 23 an arrow is broken to pieces over

her head, and (a piece of the arrow) is fastened (upon her

as an amulet). 4. Into a cup made from a plough (the

practitioner) puts milk of a cow which has a calf of a colour

identical with her own, and rice and barley, mashes it up,

adds to the mixture two adhya«rf^ plants, or leaves from

a great palija (butea frondosa) and a vidari (batatas pani-

^ Cf. Sihkh, I, 19. 20; Ajv. I, 13; Par. I, 14; Gobh. II, 6;
Khdd. II, 2, 17 fr. ; Hir. II, 2 ; Apast. VI, 14, 9.
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culata), and does with the mixture as in the case of the

paidva-ceremony (i.e. he puts it up the right nostril of

the woman with his right thumb; cf. Kaui-. 32, 21, in the

introduction to X, 4) ^.

Stanzas 2-4 are repeated with variants in 5ahkh. Grih,

I, 19, 6 ; stanzas 2, 4, 5 (entire or in part) in Hir. Grih, I,

25, I. The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud.

V, 223 ; XVII, 285 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 477 ff.

;

Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 319. The Anukrama^f,

^dndramasam uta yonidevatyam, brahm4«nena putra;«

pr&rthayad yonim abhish/flya pr^g&yk iti.

Stanza 2.

d. Ten lunar months reconcile this statement with the

biological facts; see Weber, Nakshatra, II, 313; Zimmer,

366.
Stanza 4.

Hir. Grih, I, 25, i, y^ni prabh{i«i vtrykny r/shabhi ^ana-

yantu naA, tais tvaw garbhi«i bhava . . . prasdir dhenugA

bhava. 5dhkh. Grih. I, 19, 6, purushiA for rishabhSiA,

Stanza 6.

a. Ludwig, *das pr^^patyam vollziehe ich dir;' Zim-

mer, *ich verschaffe dir Zeugungsfahigkeit ;' Weber, Mch

thu dir an das Zeugungswerk ' (Ind. Stud. XVII, 286);

* ich schafF dir Zeugungsfahigkeit * (ib. V, 224) ; Sfiya«a,

pra^patind . . . nirmitaw pra^otpattikaraw karma.

Stanza 6.

Cf. VIII, 7, 2, and perhaps III, 9, i. The plants are

undefined ; see the Sfitra, and 54nkh. Grih. I, 19, i ; 20,

3.4.

* The complicated practice is not clear in every detail. For

phila^masa and adhya«</e, see Kaujika, Introduction, pp. Hi and

xlv, and *SShkh. Grih. I, 19, i ff. The Grihya-texts, cited in the

preceding note, contain quite a number of parallels. There seems

to be a cheap symbolism in the choice of the names of the two

plants, adhyaw^d : a«</a, * egg/ and vidari : vi dar, * burst, cleave.'
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Ill, 25. Commentary to page 102.

The practices of the Siitra, Kaui*. 35, 22-28, embody

symbolically a large portion of the statements and similes

of the hymn, to wit: 22. 'While reciting the hymn he

(who wishes to subject a woman) pushes her with his

thumb (cf. St. i). 23. He puts on (the fire) twenty-one

(pieces of k(id!-wood) *, with their thorns to the east (or

forward ; cf. st. 3), adorned (i. e. anointed with ghee), over

which the hymn has been pronounced. 24. (Then he puts

on the fire) the twenty-one tips of the kiidi, together with

threads (which have been wound about them). 25. For

a period of three days (literally, nights) he burns thrice

each day kush/>ia (costus speciosus) dipped in butter, 26.

Having put the mattress (?) of his couch face downward he

sleeps upon it (three nights) ^. 27. He places warm water

into a tripod, fastens ^ it to the foot (of his bed), and lies

agitating it with his great toes. 28. By means of a bow
which is delrbhyilsha (? cf. Kaui*. 32, 8, in the introduction

to Vn, 74, and Kau^ika, Introduction, p. li), and has

a bowstring of hemp, with an arrow whose barb is a thorn,

whose plume is derived from an owl, whose shaft is made
of black ^la-wood (see Kaujika, Introduction, p. xlvi), he

* The word kQdi is to be supplied from the next Sfttra. For

kiidi=badart, 'Christ's thorn,' see Kaujika, Introduction, p. xliv.

Darila observantly sees in this practice the symbolic realisation of

St. 3, yd plihanam iii lihgal.

* This translation of the Sfttra is a doubtful paraphrase of

Kejava's and Sayawa's statements. The Stitra is: dirghotpale

ivagnhya sa/wvijati. Ddrila, maw^akeje (! ? ma^/^am) adha^

kr/'td (? kr/lva) tatra sawvLrati; Kejava, kha/vdm adhomukhapaA
/ika/w gr/hitvd . . . svapiti ; Sdyawa, kha/vaya adhomukhapa//ika/v

gr/hitva triratra;?/ svapiti. The practice refers symbolically to

St. lb, * do not hold out upon thy bed.' All this does not explain

dirghotpale ; cf. the equally difficult utpale, Kauj. 36, 7 (see the

introduction to IV, 5).

' Read, apparently, with Saya/ra and one MS. prabadh^'i- for

prabaddhd-.
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pierces the heart of an effigy ^ made of potter's clay ' (ibid.

p. xlvii). The last Sutra embodies st. 2.

For Kdma in general as a cosmic force, see the introduc-

tion to IX, 2. For Kdma as the god of love, Weber, Ind.

Stud. V, 225 ; Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, 407

;

Zimmer, p. 300. In both forms he is brought into close

relation with Agni (fire) ; cf. Hir. Grih. I, 3, 7.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. V,

224; XVII, 290 ff. ; Muir, 1. c, p. 407 ; Ludwig, Der Rig-

veda, III, 516 ; Zimmer, p. 307 ; GrilF, pp. 53, 115 ff.; cf

also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique, p. 144. The
Anukramawi, maitr«lvaru«aw k^meshudevatdka»« ka,.

Stanza 1.

b. S4ya«a reads dr/thAA, glossing, .rayanavishayam dda-

ram md, kHrshiA, * have no regard for matters connected

with the bed (sleep).*

Stanza 2.

b. sawkalpa, literally * determination.* S«lya;!ra, with

naive picturesqueness, idaLtn me sykd idaw me sy^d iti

bhogavishayasawkalpanam. Cf. Tait. S. Ill, 4, 7, 3.

Stanza 4.

c. Grill regards nfmanyuA as the equivalent of nfrman-

yu//, *versohnt.' The word seems, however, to have a

slightly different meaning, lit. 'having laid down your

pride or anger.' Sclya//a, nyakkritapra/^ayakalah^.

Stanza 6.

c, d. The passage is formulary, being repeated at I, 34,

2 ; VI, 9, 2 ; PAda d is repeated at VI, 42, 3 ; 43, 3.

Ill, 28. Commentary to page 145.

Contrary to modem superstitions which regard the birth

of twins as auspicious, and prize animals born in pairs,

the prevailing Hindu view is that the birth of twins is an

' Cf. Kaor. 36, 14 in the introduction to VI, 130.
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ominous occurrence to be expiated by diverse performances,

and that the cattle itself is, as a rule, to be given to the

Brahmans. But there are not wanting indications that

a favourable view of such events also existed, and one may
suspect shrewdly that the thrifty Brahmans, who stood

ever ready to gather in all sorts of odds and ends (cf. the

elaborate oratio pro domo, XII, 4, in connection with the

va^«l), gave vigorous support to any tendency towards

superstitious fear which might show its head in connection

with such occurrences. Weber, Indische Studien, XVII,

298 ff., has assembled quite a number of passages which

represent the Hindu attitude towards twins. Cf. also Tait.

S. II, I, 8,4.

The hymn is rubricated thrice in the Kau^ika, in the

thirteenth book, which is devoted to expiatory perform-

ances {pr&y3Lskitti)y in connection with all sorts of omens
and portents. It is employed in chapters 109, 5; no, 4;
III, 5, on the occasion of the birth of twins from cows,

mares, asses, and women. The practices consist in cook-

ing a porridge in the milk of the mother, offering ghee,

pouring the dregs of the ghee into a water-vessel and upon

the porridge. Then the animal and its young are made to

eat of the porridge, to drink of the water, and they are

also sprinkled with the same water. The mother is then

given to the Brahmans, and in the case of the human
mother a ransom 'according to her value, or, in accordance

with the wealth (of the father),' is paid. Cf. Weber, Omina
und Portenta, p. 377 ff.

The hymn has beea translated by Weber, Indische

Studien, XVII, ^97 ff. The Anukramawi, yAminyam . .

.

brahmd«nena yaminim astaut pamposha«4ya.

Stansa 1.

. Since the mother of the twins was bom under an arrange-

ment which made a separate act of creation necessary for

each individual, the birth of two at a time is apartu, * un-

seasonable, portentous.' P^da b is hypermetric and may
be relieved in a measure by throwing out bh(itakr/'to, but
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1

even this does not yield good metre. In Pclda d, riphat?,

* growling/ is not altogether certain. SAya«a, upon the basis

of the Dhdtupd/Aa (riph rinph, hiws&yim), renders it by
bhakshayanti, * eating.' In Apast. Sr. XII, 2 a, 7 the root

occurs in the sense of rikh, likh, * scratch,' which suits the

context quite as well. For the interchange of gutturals

and labials, see Contributions, Sixth Series, Zeitschr. d.

Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVIII, 557 note, and the

note on XI, 2, 25.

Stansa 2.

Cf. XII, 4, 5. 10-12. In Pdda b, vyddvari, * devouring,'

looks very well by the side of kravy^d, 'flesh-eating.' In

the form vyadvard the word occurs also at 5at. Br. VII, 4,

T, 27, and the scholiast derives it from ad, *eat.' But at

II, 31, 4; VI, 50, 3 (twice) we have vyadhvard^, and

Sdya«a reads vyadhvari in our stanza (' causing misfortune,

afflicted with an evil way'), duAkhahetur dush/amdrga^

tadvati. The two words are blended and diversified by

popular etymology, and it may be that one of them only

is original. Cf. the note on II, 31, 4.

Stanzas 6, 6.

The mother of twins is invited to enter the world of the

blissful which is described in all its attractiveness, and yet,

implicitly, is not desired, for the time being, by the owner

of the cow. In yamfnt, * mother of twins,' there is a pun

*fit for Yama, the god of heaven, and death :' this makes

it still more appropriate that she shall go there. The first

hemistich is formulaic: see VI, 120, 3. Cf. also XVIII, 2,

24; 3»9-

III, 30. Commentary to page 134.

In Kauj. 12, 5 this hymn heads a ga«a or series of seven

Atharvan charms (III, 30; V, 1, 5; VI, 64; 73; 74; 94;

VII, 52), which are designated as s^wmanasyani (sc. sOk-

* Thus the vulgata. Shankar Pandit's edition with Sdyawa and

most MSS., vyadvard.
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t&ni), * designed to produce harmony.' The practices which

are undertaken with them are stated in the sequel, Kau^.

1 2, 6-9, as follows : 6. 'A jar full of water, anointed with

the dregs of ghee, is carried about the (quarrelling) throng

and poured out in their midst. 7. The same proceedings

are undertaken with a jar full of brandy (surd). 8. (They

who desire peace) are given to eat the pickled flesh of a

young cow three years old. 9. Food, brandy, and water

from the (public?) drinking-place are anointed with the

dregs of ghee (and consumed).* In justification of this

translation, see the commentaries here, .and at Kauj. ^5,

19: the relation of the proceedings to the charm are not

clear in every detail ; see especially st. 6, and VI, 70, 1.

The hymn has been treated previously by Muir, Original

Sanskrit Texts, V, 439 ; Metrical Translations, p. 139

;

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 256, 516; Zimmer, p. 316;

Weber, Ind. Stud. XVII, 306 ff.; Grill^, pp. 30, 116 ff.;

Hillebrandt, Vedachrestomathie, p. 45. The Anukramawi

designates the hymn as i'dndramasaw sdwmanasyam, its

author being Atharvan. The Atharvan abounds in such

songs of harmony ; they occur also outside of the Athar-

van literature, e. g. RV. X, 191 ; Maitr. S. II, a, 6 ; Ka/A.

S. X, 12 ; Tait. Br. II, 4, 4, 4 ff*. See also the charm

against family quarrels (kule kalahini) in Kaus. 97, and cf.

in general Zimmer, p. 316.

Stanza 1.

SayaA/a reads s^;«manushyam in Pada a, and aghnyds in

Pada d.

Stanza 2.

The opposite of this picture of peace is portrayed vividly

at 5at. Br. IV, i, 5, 3 ff"., where a certain tribe is described

as not living in peace :
' father fought with son, and brother

with brother.' See also the story of A'yavana as told in

the G^aiminiya-Brcihma«a, Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, 1883

(Journal, vol. xi, p. cxlv) :
* then neither did mother know

son, nor son mother.'

b. Sdyawa reads tnktk for mktrSi.
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c. Our edition has i-antivSn; Shankar Pandit and the

Paippaldda, i-antivAm, which is obviously the correct read-

ing, and is at the base of Sdyawa's comment, sukhayuktam.

Stansa 3.

a. Sdya^a reads dvishydt for dvikshat

Stanza 4.

a. S^ya^^a, indr^dayas . . . vimati;;; na prApnuvanti.

Prof. Weber suggests that the gods here referred to are

the Brahmans ; this is not necessary since the gods are

frequently endowed with human foibles: see the note on

VI, 111, 3. The point is, that a charm, strong enough to

prevent even the bickerings of the gods, will surely produce

harmony among men.
Stanza 6.

a. S4ya«a glosses ^^yasvantas by ^esh/AakanishMa-

bh&vena parasparam anusarantas, i.e. following one another

in the order of age, the younger after the older. Ludwig,

p. 256, renders it * vorziiglich ;
' p. 516, * iiberlegen.* For

^ittfnaA I am tempted to suggest *of the (same) mind,*

cf. sahd ^ittdm eshdm in AV. VI, 64, 2 ; RV. X, 191, 3

;

Maitr. S. II, 2, 6 (p. 20, 1. 12): Tait Br. II, 4, 4, 5.

b. Our translation of sawrAdhdyantaA agrees with Sa-

ya«a*s, samanasa/wsiddhik^, samAnak4ry4A.—* Going along

the same wagon-pole,* i. e. pulling at the same wagon like

a team.

d. Cf. V^^. S. VII, 25 c. The Pada is hypercatalectic

;

the Anukramawi designates the stanza on this account as

vir^^^gati, Weber suggests sadhri^in, by way of cure;

Grill, the omission of vaA, or a change to sadhri^o; cf.

St. 7.

Stanza 6.

The stanza is irregular (Anukr., prastdrapahkti), the

second half being an anush/ubh. Since stanzas 5 and 7

are connected by concatenation (Pdda 5 d = 7 a), stanza 6

might be regarded as a very early intrusion. But Kaujika

employs it particularly for his practices (see above), and
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364 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

thus the criticism must be made for a very early period, to

say the least. The stanza may, however, have stood in

a different position in the hymn.

Stansa 7.

The stanza concatenates with 5 ; cf. e. g. the relation of

RV. II, 38, 7 and 9, where st. 8 interrupts a similar relation.

b. Sciya«a reads ekajnush/in. On p. 256 Ludwig emends

sawvinanena to savanena, but on p. 516 he adheres to the

text and translates it by * versohnungsspruch.' Siy., vart-

karawena anena s^wmanasyakarma^i.

c. In RV. I, 71, 9, Mitra and Varu«a are said to be

guarding the amrjta.

d. Ludwig on p. 516 emends saumanascS to saumanasdm,

but this is unnecessary if we remember that the leader or

chief is referred to in ^y^yas-, in st. 5 a, and eka-, in 7 b.

Moreover at Tait. S. IV, 7, 3, i, saumanasdA, masc., is an

abstract = saumanasdm.

111,31. Commentary to page 51.

This extraordinary composition makes draughts upon

a variety of m5rthological and philosophical (psycho-

physical) conceptions for the purpose of accentuating the

desired separation from misfortune, and union with life.

Accordingly each of its eleven stanzas ends in a refrain

which states this desire distinctly. Further the hymn is

divisible into two halves, the first of which (sts. 1-4) has

for its key-note the subject of separation illustrated by
cosmic examples ; the second (6-11) illustrates union with

the principles of life. The intermediate stanza is more

problematic ; it has been discussed by the translator in

connection with his treatment of the marrij^e of SaranyQ

in the third series of his Contributions, Joum. Amer. Or.

Soc. XV, pp. 181 ff

The principal employment of the hymn in the ritual is in

connection with the initiation (upanayana) of the young

Aryan into the Brahmanical community. At Kauj. 58, 3
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the hymn is recited in the presence of the young man, in

connection with a list of kindred hymns. The last two

stanzas are employed at Kauj. 24, 31, along with others, on

the occasion of the solemn rising from a couch, at the cere-

mony of the full-moon of the month %rah4ya;/a. Cf. also

Vait. Sii. 13, 10. The Ga^amdla, Ath, Pari^. 3a, 6, counts

this hymn as one of three which make up the pApmaga;/a

and are p&pmahan ; see Kaar. 30, 17 note. Similarly the

Anukrama«i (p^pmahddevatyam). It has been translated

by Weber, Ind. Stud. XVII, 306 ff.

Stanza 1.

a. The MSS. read avr/tan, which Roth and Whitney
have emended to a^r/tan. S^ya«a reads vyavr/tam (viyo-

^yatam), and takes dev^ correspondingly as vocative dual

(devau ajvinau). This reading with m I find also in the

pcipmaga«a of the Ga«amdl^, cited above, and one wonders

whence it comes from. I would suggest the emendation

avntran (avr/tram), literally *the gods have separated

themselves from old age.' The gods are ^^ra, * free from

old age,' and Agni is mentioned particularly RV. VI, 68, 9

(cf. PAda b). The middle passive of vi + vart in this sense

governs the instrumental ; see Pet. Lex., vol. vi, col. 775.

The metre, however, does not favour the suggestion.

Stanza 4.

b. The paths are the heavenly paths, travelled by the

gods (devay^n^yi) ; cf. Ill, 15, 2; VI, S5y i; Tait. S. V,

7, 2, 3.

Stanza 6.

Cf. RV. X, 17, I ; AV. XVIII, I, 5?^. The passage as

it appears here is doubtless the product of adaptation.

Prof. Weber has interpreted it as an additional instance of

thorough separation, the motif of the first four stanzas.

According to his view Tvash/ar is making preparations to

marry his own daughter, and everybody (tout le monde)

is scattering in consternation at the unholy proceeding.

I have subjected Prof. Weber's construction to a detailed
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criticism in my essay quoted above. The chief difficulty

is in v( y^ti, which means ' pass through/ not * go apart,

scatter.' The passage seems to mean that the whole world

on the occasion of the marriage of Tvash/ar's daughter to

Vivasvant—not to himself—pass through (a given point of

observation) to witness the marriage. Thus they might

illustrate separation from their ordinary places of abode.

Or, a still more literal and philological translation of the

passage would be :

*

" Tvash/ar is preparing a marriage for

his daughter," thus saying (or noting) he (who ? Tvash/ar or

Vivasvant?) passes through the entire world.' But the

other versions read sdm eti, and all the following stanzas

(6-1 1) have for their theme union with the principle of life.

Since, now, v( occurs no less than thirty times in the entire

hymn, it is possible that sdm has given place to it, and the

passage would thus revert to its original meaning in RV.
X, 17, I ; AV. XVIII, I, 53.' S^yawa takes v( y^ti in the

sense of going asunder, vahatum . . . prasthApayati iti bud-

dhy4 tasya avakd^aw ditum id^m visva,m bhuvanaw pr/thi-

vyantarikshddiriipa;« vi y&ti paraspara»« vigata;« bhavati.

Stanza 6.

a, b. Or, * Agni bestows life's breaths.* Agni is frequently

identified in the Upanishads with the breaths of life : see

Maitri-Upanishad VI, 5. 9. 33 ; Prarna-Upanishad I, 7.

Sclya«a, ' the Agni of the belly, the cause of the digestion

of food and drink.' Similarly the sun (cf. the next stanza)

in Maitri-Up. VI, i. 5; Pra^na-Up. I, 5; II, 8 ; Tait. Ar.

I, 14, 1.

Stansa 11.

For vr/sh/y6d (Padapi/>ia, vrishtyS, lid) read vr/sh/y5(//)

lid with Roth, Zeitschrift d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch.

XLVIII, 684.

IV, 3. Commentary to page 147.

At Kauj. 51, 1-6 the following practices are prescribed :

I. * While reciting AV. IV, 3 (the shepherd) follows the

cattle, (alternately) raising and digging into (the ground)
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a pole of khadira-wood (acacia catechu, a hard wood), which

has been anointed with the dregs of ghee^ 2. He pours

out water, sweeps together the (moistened dust) ^ ; then he

offers, while walking, thrice to Indra milk of a cow with

a calf of the same colour as herself. 3. He offers the ball

(tribute offering) to the (four) regions. 4. He reveres each

of the regions^. 5. In the middle (between the four

regions) he offers a fifth bali-offering. 6. The remainder

he pours down (upon the ground).* The hymn is one of

the raudraga^^a in the Ga«amAl^, Ath. Parii". 32, 17; see

Kauj. 50, 13 note. The Anukramawi accordingly desig-

nates it as raudram uta vyAghradevatyam. It has been

translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 499; GrilP,

PP-33' 118 ff.

Stanza 1.

S^ysLna, suggests, very properly, that the man (purusha)

in question is the robber mentioned below. P^da d is

difficult ; Ludwig compares RV. I, 24, 7, which according

to Geldner, Vedische Studien, I, 113 ff., refers to the ban-

yan-tree (nyagrodha, va/a). The branches of that tree take

root anew, are ni/tina, or nihita, and therefore grow until they

are out of sight (hfruk, an antarhitan^madheyam, a word

for 'out of sight' according to Y^skas Naigha«/uka, III,

25). Prof. Roth, as quoted by Grill, p. ii8, suggests an

arrow, or spear, but the expression dev6 vdnaspiitir (cf. VI,

85, i) is favourable to the other construction. S4ya«a,

helplessly, van^ndm adhish/^M^ devas tatri»ntarhito var-

tate tadvad vyighridayo'pi antarhitd bhavantu.

* The symbolism is transparent : he pierces the imaginary track

of the dreaded hostile creatures, and thus pierces the creatures

themselves.

* According to Ke^va and Sdyawa he then places his left hand

upon the dust and with his right scatters half of it. The words

ninayana/n samuhya refer back to the practice at Kauj. 19, 17. 18
;

see the introduction to II, 26, p. 303.
' According to Ke^ava he recites in this connection AV. Ill, 26

;

cf. Kauj. 14, 25.
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Stanza 2.

c. *The rope full of teeth/ by familiar figure of speech,

the serpent ; cf. VII, io8, i ; XIX, 47, 7. 8 (partially verbal

parallelism with our stanza) ; Sat. Br. IV, 4, 5, 3.

Stansa 6.

o. Literally, * let him go on the falling down of the paths,'

i. e. * where the paths are precipitate/ Siyawa arrives at

a similar result, even though he handles his text very

freely, sa ka, pathiw madhye dhvawsena dhva/«sakena

kash/ena mdrge«a apa ga^y^atu, Ludwig, *wo die pfade

abbrechen ;
* Grill, * auf nachstem wege pack' er sich.'

Stanza 6.

b. Sciya;/a reads api skshn&Aj glossing, jirasi bhavi him-

sak^A jrmgddayaA avayavd api mO^Ad bhavantu, ' the de-

structive members of the body on the head, horns, &c.,

shall be dulled/

c. All translations, including our own, are mere guesses,

nimriik, * sunset,' is not found except in connection with the

setting of the sun. SHya^s dr/sh/ivishayo na bhavati has

suggested our ' out of sight shall go.' Grill has in mind

the root mar^, * injure,' something like nimr/kto, 'injured,

destroyed ;
' but there is no such word, godhi (Pet. Lex.

* sinew ') is equally difficult. Siya«a, * a kind of wild beast.'

As it has also the meaning * large lizard,' we have said

* dragon,' a pure conjecture. Ludwig s * in der tiefe soil das

krokodil gehn ' does not differ materially. Grill, * mit lah-

mer sehne geh's zu grund.'

d. szsaynr (fiir. Acy.) mrig&A is also not clear. Sdya^a,
* the evil beast inclined to lie down.' Ludwig, *tief hinab-

springend geht das wild.' We have adopted with profound

misgivings the translation of the Pet. Lex., Grill, and

Zimmer (p. 79). The latter regards .ya^ayiir as an epithet

of the tiger (cf. sts. i, 3, 4, 7) ; cf., however, ja^aghitin, and
sas&da,, names of birds of prey. Prof. Roth, however, as

quoted by Grill, holds now a different opinion, * a bird of

prey which swoops down from on high.'
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Stanza 7.

a, b. Cf. VI, 56, 1 ; X, 4, 8, a similar formula calculated

to r^ulate the snapping of the serpent's mouth. The Pa-

dapd/Aa treats sawydmaA both times as a noun-compound,

but it is easier to construe it as saw ydmaA, an injunctive

aorist. The sense is the same. S^ya^a treats vl yamaA
also both times as a noun, sawyamaA sa;«yamanaw samyag

vySighTSidtnSLfn mantrasimarthyena myamana.m yad asti nk

«sau viyamaA viruddhayamanaw bhavati, &c. The passage

seems to refer to the jaws of the wild beasts.

c, d. This may either refer to brdhma, * charm,' or to

some plant or amulet, of which the SCltra, to be sure, makes

no mention. The hemistich is hypermetric, fairly curable

by throwing out dtharva^/am. The Anukrama«!, kakum-
matl garbhoparish/adbrAatt.

IV, 4. COMMENTAR\ TO PAGE 3I.

A characteristic mixture of pharmaceutical applications

and drastic symbolism constitutes the practices of the

ritual, Kauj. 40, 14 ff., as follows: 14. 'The hymn IV, 4,

and, in addition, the following mantra is recited :
" Bulls

have dug thee up, thou art a bull, O herb! Thou art

a bull, full of lusty force ; in behalf of a bull do we dig

thee up!" During these recitals the plants ukkAustimd,

and parivyHdha ^ are dug up with an iron instrument (Ddrila,

a ploughshare). 15. Two decoctions are made from these

plants, poured into milk, a drawn bow is placed into the

lap, and then the decoctions are drunk 2. 16. (The same

* Ddrila and Kexava, u^^Aushmd kapika^^Au (mucuna pruritus)

parivyddhaA suravdlaka^ (or, siikaravilakaA) ; Sdyawa ,.mentions

only one plant, kapitthakamiilam, the root of feronia elephantum.

For u^/^Aushmi, cf. st. 4.

We now correct SiHtra 15 as follows, dugdhe phin/siw adhi^yam

(sc. dhanur) upastha ddhdya pibati. Cf. Kaujika, Introduction,

p. Iviii if. The symbolism is quite apparent; see stanzas 6 and 7

of the hymn.

[42] Bb
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performance takes place) while he sits upon a stake or

a pestle^' (generous suggestions! cf. VII, 90, 3). For

hymns (and their collateral practices) dealing with the

same subject, see VI, 72 ; 101 ; VII, 90 ; Kaus. 40, 16-18

;

36, 35-7.

Stansa 1.

The Gandharvas, the divine libertines (IV, 37, 11), who
enjoy themselves in the company of the heavenly nymphs,

the Apsaras, are peculiarly likely to stand in need, and have

a knowledge of regenerating plants. Hence the Gandharva

digs them up. But why should Varuwa need an aphro-

disiac ? At VII, 90, 2, a charm for inhibiting the redundant

sexual power of an enemy, the divine law ofVaru«a

'withers excessive fire.' The paradox may be only a

seeming one. Varu«a, as is well known, not infrequently

appears in opposition to Indra, and his name even is occa-

sionally, by etymological play (root var), assimilated to

Vrttra, the demon, whom Indra at RV. I, 32, 7 turns in

a castrate (vddhri); cf. RV. IV, 42, 7; X, 124, 4. 5, and

Bergaigne, La Religion V^dique, III, 144 ff. S^ya«a does

not comment upon this extraordinary imputation against

Varu^a, the most highly respected of all the gods.

Stanza 2.

c. I have followed S&ya«a in regarding lid ^atu as

transitive, udvr/ttaw karotu, and, utkr/sh/aviryayuktaw

karotu. Cf. the similar double use of the root lid ar (lid

iyarti), and the simple root ir. The Pet. Lex., * sich riihren,

sich erheben.' This translation fits poorly for Pdda c.

Stansa 3.

a, b. SSya^a with some MSS. (Sawhiti and PadapA/Aa)

reads virohito for vir6hato, and construes it as an epithet of

the penis, putrapautr^diriipewa viroha«asya nimittaw pu«r-

* The first part of Sfitra 16 in the edition is to be regarded with

Ke^va as an independent SAtra. Kexava was not at hand until

the body of the text was in print.
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1

vya«^nam. The sense is changed very little. Our trans-

lation of abh/taptam iv5«nati by * exhales heat like a thing

on fire ' is somewhat uncertain, since dnati means * breathe/

The Pet. Lexs., 'nach luft schnappen, lechzen;* accord-

ingly * longs for cooling like a thing on fire.'

Stansa 4.

a, b. S&ya«a supplies irayatu with lid. This is at least

approximately correct, as may be learned from RV. X, 97,

8, \xk Mushmd oshadhin&w g5vo gosh/>4id ive^rate. The
only question is whether the simple verb, rather than the

causative, is to be supplied :
' The fire of the plants &c.

shall arise.' The ritual embodies with stereotyped sym-

bolism the words \iA ^AiishmA in the plant wkkhushm^ ; see

the introduction.

c, d. Sdya«a, supported by a few MSS., reads sawpiishdm

and tan(iva.ram, glossing, samyak poshayitr!//dm oshadhtndm

sawbandhi yad vrishnydLtn vtryam asti tad asmin purushe

tan<ivajaw jarirAdhlnawi kr/tvd dhehi.

Stanza 7.

Repeated at VI, 101, 3; cf. the practice, Kauj. 40, 15,

above.

d. Siya//a, with one of Shankar Pandit's MSS., reads

anu valguyatd (nr/tyat4 manas^). The Pet. Lexs. and

Whitney, Index Verborum, regard sadd as the instrumental

of a &7r. Aey. sdd, ' mounting.' But such a root-abstract is

naturally feminine, and the participle dnavagldyatd is

neuter, agreeing with pdsasd supplied from Pdda a. S^ya;/a

correctly takes sddd as * ever.'

IV, 5. Commentary to page 105.

The purpose of this hymn, regarded from within ^ is clear,

and its position in the ritual in connection with one of the

strikarm^«i (Kaar. 32, 28-36, 40) makes it certain that the

Atharvavedins dealt with it in the light indicated by our

B b 2
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372 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

title. Four of its stanzas (i, 3, 5, 6) appear in a different

arrangement, and in connection with other material, in RV.
VII, 55, and, as usual, the Atharvan recension smacks of

adaptation to a particular purpose^. The Rig^eda form

itself, however, is open to the same suspicion ; both ver-

sfons may have draughted into service materials whose

origifial connection in olden times (pur^^a) has passed out of

sight. Professor Aufrecht, Ind. Stud. IV, 337 ff., presented

as early as 1858 a peculiarly lucid interpretation of both

hymns ^(cf. Zimmer, pp. 149, 308), and more recently Pro-

fessor Pischel, Vedische Studien, II, 55 ff., has made a

determined attempt—in our opinion unsuccessful—to vin-

dicate the interpretation of the Rigveda version as under-

taken,by Sha^/gurujishya and the BWhaddevatd. Accord-

ing to Pischel, Vasish/Aa entered the house of Varu«a after

he had fasted three days in order to steal food, and

employed this charm to put all waking persons and dc^s

to sleep ^.

There is at any rate no question as to the purpose of the

stanzas as arranged by the Atharvan diaskeuasts. Dirila

describes it as maithuna^ra^avighnanAjakartar, * removing

obstacles in the way of an assignation.' The practices are

stated at ICauj. 36, 1-4, as follows: i. 'While reciting

IV, 5 a sleeping-charm is performed. 2. The house is

sprinkled with water from a vessel which has been anointed

with the dregs of ghee, and the rest is poured upon the

inside of the door. 3. The same act is repeated naked.

4. Then a mortar ^ is addressed (with the hymn) ; next, the

northern corner (of the house), the southernmost foot of the

* Note especially asyai in st. 6 of the AV. for sdrve in st. 5 of

RV. ; also svdptu for sdstu (archaic) in the same stanzas.

* Pischel argues that Brahmans are known to have committed

thefts in later times {Mrikk/iBkaAki 46, 10, &c. ; see also jRig-

vidhdna I, 26, 2 ; Manu XI, 251). On the same principle it

might be argued that Vedic Rishis acted as clowns (vidOshaka) and
even cooks, as in modern times. Cf. also Pa^^. Br. XXI, 11, 2.

.

' Does the mortar symbolise the vulva, just as the pestle the

membrum virile, Kauj. 40, 16 (see IV, 4, introduction)?
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woman's bed, and the ropes (of the bed)/ The hymn is

rubricated also in Ath. Parij. 8, 1, and it has been trans-

lated by Aufrecht, I. c; Grill^ pp. 5^, 119 ff. The Anu-
krama^i, vdrshabham.

Stanza 1.

a. * Having a thousand horns/ of Agni, RV. V, 1, 8
;

Tait. Br. Ill, 7, 2, 7; AV. XIII, i, 12 (cf. RV. V, 2, 9).

Sdya«a, both here and at RV. VII, 55, 7, suggests SOrya,

the sun ; Aufrecht, 1. c, p. 344, the moon, the father of

sorcery; Grassmann, in his translation of the Rigveda,

I» 343, the starry heaven. In RV. I, 154, 6 the stars are

said to be bhflri-jrmga, ' having many horns;' this seems

to fortify Grassmann's view. Agni is also fitted for this

epithet, since his flames and sparks may be viewed as

horns. But fire (light) little befits the occasion.

Stanza 3.

c. Sdyawa, puwyagandhayaA jobhanagandhayukt^A.

Pischel, 1. c, p. 57 ff., adduces proof that the Hindus of

later times imagined that their women gave forth fragrance

during intercourse ; hence, that the women here mentioned

are awaiting their lovers. This narrow construction of the

word is hardly necessary in the light of Manu V, 130

;

Mkrksindeya Purd^a XXXV, 12, quoted by Pischel himself.

Stanza 5.

d. S&ya«a, idaw dr/jyamdnaw harmyaw yathA dar.fa-

najaktijCinyaw tathi, * as these premises, though seen, are

(themselves) devoid of the power of seeing.'

IV, 6. Commentary to page 25.

According to the commentators, Dirila, Ke^ava, and

Sdya/^a, the performances for removing poison at Kauj. 28,

1-4 include the recitation of this as well as the next hymn
(IV, 7). Kaujika, however, rubricates only IV, 6, as fol-

lows : I. * While reciting IV, 6, in a low voice, and making
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374 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

obeisance to Takshaka ^, the patient is made to sip water

and is sprinkled with water, a. The same performance

takes place with water into which has been put a branch

of the kr/muka-tree, which has been ground to pieces, and

then the patient is sprinkled with water warmed by quench-

ing in it a heated old garment *, or a heated old skin of

an antelope, or a heated wisp of a broom ^ 3. In a water-

vessel which has been smeared with the dregs of ghee

a mixed drink is stirred by means of two arrows (whose

points) have been daubed (with poison ; cf. st. 7), and whose

points are upward *
; then lumps of earth * are broken into

it (while the hymns are being recited) stanza by stanza,

and the mixture is drunk until vomiting takes place. 4.

Then the patient is given to drink yellow curcuma in ghee

(cf. IV, 7, 2, and especially 3).*

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rig-

veda, 111,512.

Stanza 1.

For the cosmogonic conception in the first hemistich, cf.

Muir, Orig. Sanskrit Texts, P, p. 2t. In the R&mkyam
(cf. IV, 10, 22), the demon R^va/ra is represented as a

' Takshaka Valrdleya, a serpent-god ; cf. Kaivr. 29, i ; 32, 20;

56, 13, and Ind. Stud. I, 35.

* Ddrila, ^rwavdsa^; Kexava, dunnaka^, or dullakaA. The
passages are not given in the edition.

' The SQlra abounds in subtle syml.olic allusions. The kr/Vnuka-

tree embodies the bow (kirmuka) ; cf. sts. 4, 6. The garment, and

the old antelope-skin refer to IV, 7, 6. For gvih cf. Kauj. 27, 29,

in the introduction to III, 7. Ddrila glosses avakara by ukura-

/ikdtr/Viani ; Kejava by ukari^ikd mSr^nikdtr/Viam ; Sdya/ia has

patitamar^nikarakalai^ ; cf. Kauxika, Introduction, p. xlv, bottom.

* For (irdhvaphaldbhyim see Kauxika, Introduction, p. lii, s.v.

phala. The poisoned arrows with their points upward symbolise

the flight of the poison away from the patient ; cf. sts. 4, 5.

'^ Ddrila glosses rayidhdra;iapi;{<i^n by bhiimis tanmaydn p\n<^n.

But Ke^va (and Sdya/^a with him, as usual) has madanaphaldni,

* fruit from the madana-plant.' And Kexava remarks anent this

plant, yathd ^^ardayati.
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Br^ma;;a with ten heads. SAyansL identifies the Br&hma//a

with Takshaka, in accordance with the SQtra, above.

Stanza 2.

Cf. V^^. S. XXXVIII, 26, and for the seven rivers,

Max Miiller, Chips from a German Workshop, I, 63;

Muir, 1. c, p. 490, note ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben,

p. 21.

Stanza 8.

The poison is evidently a plant (S4ya;/a, kandavisha),

since the eagle is constantly associated with the origin and

functions of medicinal and magic plants; see I, 24, i; II,

27, 2 ; IV, 20, 3 ; V, 14, I, and especially our note on IV,

20, 3. For amimadaA in Pdda c, cf. madavati in IV, 7, 4 a.

Stanza 4.

o. The rendering of apaskambhd is mere conjecture.

Neither the root skambh nor stambh occurs with the pre-

position dpa. The Pet. Lexs., and Zimmer, 1. c, p. 300,
' the fastening of the point upon the shaft of the arrow

;

'

Ludwig, ' widerhaken.' Sdya;^a has two explanations neither

of which is satisfactory, apaskabhyate vidhAryate antarikshe

iti apaskambhaA kramukavr/kshaA (cf. Kslus. 28, 2, above)

tasya s&lykd ^kaldt . . . yadvA avaskabhyate dhanushi

dhdryate iti apaskambho h&naA. Our own * tearing (arrow)
*

is based upon the supposition that apa + skambh may
mean * uproot,' or the like, as opposite of skambh.

Stanza 6.

For the parts of the arrow as described here, sec

Zimmer, 1. c, p. 300. Sdya«a, prd^an&t pralepat . . .

aipksh/Akt apakr/sh/ivasthdd etatsamr^^dd vishop^d^nit.

We have translated ap4sh/A5* kAHhgkt, * from its barbed

horn,' deriving aplsh/Ad from the root aj in ajri, * corner ;

'

cf. ash/^tvantau, ' the knees.'

Sdya«a ascends the dizziest height of absurdity in his

rendering of kulmal^t, to wit : kutsitapr&^iimali^ ka, yad
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udbhutaw visham, *the poison sprung from the filth of

loathsome animals/
Stanza 7.

S^LyanB. agrees with all Western authorities in deriving

dptshan from the root pish, to wit : aushadham apiwshan.

He glosses vishagirf by kandamOl^divishofpattihctuA par-

vataA.

IV, 7. Commentary to page 26.

The practices, Kauj. a8, 1-4, obviously refer to this

hymn as well as IV, 6. See the introduction to the pre-

ceding hymn. Translations are offered by Ludwig, Der
Rigveda, III, 201 ; GrilF, pp. 28, 121 ff. The Anukrama«i,

v&naspatyam.
Stanza 1.

All Western interpreters regard vara//£vati as a river
;

cf., in addition to the authorities given above, Zimmer,

Altindisches Leben, p. 20. SAya;«a, vara«4 ndma vnksha-

viseshSJt te asy&/« santi-ti vara«4vat! ; cf. vara«d (crataeva

roxburghii), AV. VI, 85, i ; X, 3, 2 ff., where the same
puns upon derivatives of the root var are displayed. The
formation of the word vara«5vati might be compared

with jitikdvati and hiadikdvati in RV. X, 16, I4=AV.
XVIII, 3, 60 ; see our Contributions, Second Series,

Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, p. 341 ff. Cf also madSvati in

St. 4 (cf. IV, 6, 3 c), as a designation of the poisonous plant.

varawKvatt would then be the name of the curative plant,

the antidote, * affording protection.' But the ceremonies in

the S(itra (28, 1) begin with the use of water, and the

appearance of v^r in Pdda a also points to the name of

a river.

Stanza 2.

d. Cf. RV. I, 187, 10; Apast. 5r. XII, 4, 13. Cf. for

this and the next stanza the ritual, above, Kauj. 28, 4.

Stanza 8.

a. In deciding upon the meaning of tiryim we have had

in mind the evident concatenation of st. 2 with 3 a, b. The
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thought is continued, and, as is customary in catenary con-

structions, a new motif is added, tiryclw (sc. visham) in

addition to the pr§ikykmy &c. of stanza 2. Since prkkykm,

&c. indicate directions, we have r^arded tiryim in the

same light, Le. as a variant of tirydw* ; cf. X, 2, 11. 24. 25.

28 ; 8, 1 9 ; XI; 4, 25 ; XV, 3, 6. SSyawa also attributes

tiryim to vishdm, but in the sense of * secret, hidden,* tiro-

bhava^ pra^Aannatvena prayuktam. This rendering is

certainly possible. The Western translators all err because

they attribute the word to karambhdm: Pet. Lexs. and

Zimmer=tilya, 'made from sesame;' Ludwig, * einen

breiten kuchen;' Grill emends to atiriya (=ati + riya),

* overflowing.*

b. The vulgate reads ptbasphAkdm (Padapd/Aa in Whit-

ney's Index, ptbaA + ph^kdm). Shankar Pandit*s MSS.
read pibaspdkdm (Padap. ptbaA + pikdm) ; Siyawa, ptva-

sp^kam, *a rich mess.' For udAratWm, see RV. I, 187, 10.

The Pet. Lexs., and Grill, * dampfend ;
* Ludwig, * hoch-

aufgegangen ; ' Sdyawa, * prosperous ' (udriktdrti^anakam).

Our own translation, * cheering,' is equally conjectural.

Stanza 5.

Far from clear (cf. VI, 44, 1). Ludwig, * wie einen wall

(eine aufschiittung) um das dorf richten wir auf;' Grill,

upon the basis of the Pet. Lex., * als wie mit einer heeres-

schaar umstcllen wir dich mit dem wort.' S4ya«a, ' the

poison which is heaped up like a throng of people ' (^ana-

samflham iva upa^itaw visham). He adds that the com-

parison with the throng suggests the power of the poison

(^T^madr/sh/intena vishasya pr&balyam uktam), and thus

nearly meets our own rendering, which, to be sure, suggests

the frequency of the poison, rather than its strength.

Stanza 6.

a, b. The S(itra (28, 2) ought to be helpful here. Three

articles are mentioned there, diir^a, a^ina, and avakara, two

of which are given here in the same terms. It would seem

to follow that the third, avakara, is identical with pavdsta,
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and accordingly S&yana, says outright, pavastai^ pavan^ya

astai/: ssLmmSir^^mtrinaiA. All this may be correct : the

implication appears to be that the poisonous plant, itself

worthless, is bartered for worthless things, stray wisps of

broom-straw, old garments, and worn-out skin. But the

word ^rat, * old,' is not mentioned in the hymn, and the

symbolism of the Siitra is obscure; we cannot therefore

regard all this as in any way secure. Moreover the diffi-

cult task of making this interpretation fit the only other

occurrence of pavasta (dual, pavdste), RV. X, 27, 7, remains.

SkyRfta, quotes the passage and glosses the dual by dy4vi-

pr/thivi, here as well as in the RV.

Stanza 7.

Repeated at V, 6, 2 in an equally obscure connection.

Sdya«a, * those enemies, O people, who were hostile to you
in the witchcraft-practices which they performed, may they

not by these practices injure our men here/

IV, 8. Commentary to page hi.

This hymn is founded upon certain practices, well known
in connection with the consecration of a king throughout

the Vedic literature. Professor Weber has recently devoted

to this subject a characteristically excellent treatise, * Ober
die Konigsweihe, den Rkgasdya,* Transactions of the Royal

Prussian Academy of Sciences, 1893. Two noteworthy

performances are indicated in the hymn : the king is

sprinkled with water, derived from holy rivers, and mixed
with the essence of holy plants (^ntyudakam : see Kaar.

17, I, and 9, I ff.); and he steps upon a tiger-skin. Both
practices figure prominently in the descriptions of the

r^gasuya in the Ya^s-sawhitAs, Br4hma;/as, and Siitras:

see the index to Weber's treatise under *salbung,' and
* tiger-fell.' The hymn reflects throughout the spirit of

antique popular institutions, and a genuine appreciation

of the dignity of royalty.

The Atharvan ritual presents it in connection with a
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double treatment of the r^gasQya, either as a more solemn

and elaborate priestly jrauta-practice, or a more popular

and direct gr/hya-practice. The former is given at Vait.

SO. 36, 1-13 : it presents in a compendious form the

practices current in other ^auta-works, with particular

attention to the chronology of the months. The sprinkling

(abhishe^antya) and the tiger-skin figure as the prominent

points. The more popular phase of the practice is stated

in a double form at Kaux. 17, 1-29. The first (Kauj. 17,

i-io) is the simplest. Only the king and his chaplain

(purohita) are here actively engaged: i. 'While reciting

the hymn he who is about to sprinkle a king prepares at

the banks of a great river ^ " holy water " from the ingre-

dients prescribed (in st. 5 ; cf. Ka,us. 9). 2. He causes

a porridge to be cooked, and sprinkles the king who stands

upon darbha-grass on the south-side of the vedi (called)

parigrAyA ^. 3. He seats tlie king upon a couch (placed)

on a bull's skin ^ 4. They (the king and the purohita) fill

for one another a water-vessel (with water). 5. They
exchange them. 6. The Brahman says :

" In common to

us be the good we do, in common the bad." 7. (The king

says) :
" He (of us two) who shall do evil, his may the evil

be; the good deed alone shall belong to both of us."

8. (The purohita) gives the porridge (to the king) to eat.

9. Then he causes him to mount a horse, and turn to the

north-eastern direction (apar5^t4, "the unconquered '').

* According to Darila near the rivers Ganga, Yamund, or

Sarasvatt.

' Ddrila, parigrihyd parignliyavedi^ parigrahawam, sa yo^o(!).

Cf. Tait. S. II, 2, 10, 5; Maitr. S. I, 6, 3 (p. 89, 1. 14); Apast.

St. IV, 5, 4, and AV. XII, i, 13.

' I fail to see why Professor Weber (1. c, p. 140, note 5) ignores

my obvious emendation of talpdrshabham to talpa (i. e. talpe)

drshabham. The bull's skin takes here the place of the tiger-skin.

The more elaborate ceremony (mahdbhisheka), described in the

sequel (Kaiu. 17, 11 if.), brings in the tiger-skin. The present

form of the rd^asftya is the * simple one ' (laghu, laghvabhisheka),

according to Kexava and Sdyana.
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10. A thousand (cows), or a choice village, is the fee for

the priest/

The Kaorika continues further with another mode of

consecration for an ekar^^, *sole ruler ^.' In this the

tiger-skin takes the place of the bull's skin. Four princes

and a number of servants and subjects participate in this.

See Weber, 1. c, p. 141 ff.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 458; Weber, I.e., 139. By itself it figures as the

abhishekaga«a in the Ga«am41d, Ath. Parij. 32, 30.

Stanza 1.

e, d. The king is all-powerful. But there is yet another

king, more powerful than he, death. Death is present in

person now, as at all times, but he shall assent to the rule

of the king.

Stanza 8.

This stanza recurs in a hymn to Indra, RV. Ill, 38, 4.

The manly Asura is primarily Indra. Since Indra is the

typical king (kshatriya), stanzas in praise of Indra lend

themselves readily to adaptation to praises and beatifica-

tion of royalty; cf III, i, 4; a, 5, and elsewhere.

Stanza 4.

The tiger, as well as the lion (st. 7), is the king of animals :

5at. Br. V, 5, 4, 10 ; XII, 7, i, 8 ; hence his skin is a mark
of royalty. Control of the regions is a sinequa nonof
royalty; cf. e.g. Maitr. S. II, 1, 12, and the dig-vyisthS-

pana-mantrdA at Tait. S. I, 8, 13, i. 2 ; Tait. Br. I, 7, 7, i. 2.

' I am inclined to think that * sole ruler,' and not * simple king,'

as Weber (p. 141) renders it, is the meaning of ekar^^; cf.

ekar%^ in Ait. Br. VIII, 15, i (scholiast, eka eva r^); AV. Ill,

4, I ; RV. VIII, 37, 3, and ekavr/shd, AV. IV, 22, i. 5, a hymn
which is rubricated in the sequel of this description (Kauj. 17, 28).

Ke^va, moreover, introduces Sfttra 11 with the words, mahi-

bhishekavidhiw vakshyama^. The entire passage Kaof. 17, 11-29

deals with this more pompous ceremony.
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1

See in general, Contributions, Fourth Series, Amer. Journ.

Phil. XII, 432.

d. The heavenly waters are the very ones with which

the king is consecrated. By a bold figure of speech they,

as they are about to moisten him, are said to long for

him!

Stanza 6.

a. Some MSS. and Sdya;/a read ihhi . . . asr/^n for

abhi . . . SisinksLn. SkyanB, glosses, clbhimukhyena ssLmsri^-

antu.

Stanza 7.

c, d. The passage is not quite clear : subhuva^ may refer

to the waters, or to the attendant priests (so Sdyawa, seva-

ka^n^A). The word dvipfnam harbours a double entente :

dvipa is * island.' Vaguely, the position of the king, as he

is surrounded by the consecrating water, suggests an island

in the ocean.

IV, 9. Commentary to page 6i.

The hymn is rubricated at Kauj. 58, 8 in a practice

calculated to bestow long life upon the young Aryan, after

he has been invested with the holy cord (cf. Hir. Grih, I,

1 1> 5)> to wit :
* While reciting IV, 9, an amulet of salve is

fastened (upon the youth).' See also 6'&ntikalpa 17 and

19*; Ath. ParLf. 4, i. A persistent tradition has it that

the mountain Trikakud (* Three-peaks '), in more modem
times Trik(i/Sa or Tri^^ota, between the Penjdb and the

Him&layas, is the source from which the salve is derived.

See the Pet. Lex. under ^«^na, trikakud, and traikakuda,

and Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, pp. 39, 69. The Anu-

krama;^! describes the hymn as traikakud&^anadaivatam
;

it has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigvcda, III, 507 ;

Grili^ pp. 35f 123 ff., and exhibits noteworthy points of

contact with RV. X, 97.

' Erroneously quoted by Sdya»a as Nakshatrakalpa.
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Stanza L

b. The majority of Shankar Pandit s MSS. read akshyim

;

this he has taken into the text. Other MSS. read dkshyam.

But there is also MS. authority for dksham, the reading of

the Vulgate, and Saya«a, who glosses it by ^akshu^, * eye/

But dksham does not mean * eye/ and akshyam is other-

wise unquotable. Nevertheless, we have translated akshyam,

for the passage seems to be a tantalising reverberation of

•Sat. Br. Ill, I, 3, 12. * When Indra slew Vr/tra, he trans-

formed that eye of his (Vr/tra s) into the mount Trikakud,

The reason, then, why (ointment) from mount Trikakud (is

used) is that he thereby puts eye into eye.' This seems

to show that the ointment was applied about the eye^, and
apparently silences Professor Roth's objection, as reported

by Grill, that this is too narrow a view of the usefulness of

the ointment. Cf also Maitr. S. Ill, 6, 3; Tait. S. VI, i,

I, 5, which are equally pertinent.

Stanza 8.

c, d. The Paippal^da reads, ut4*mr/tatvasye«*jisha utH

«saA pitubho^nam. P&da e looks like an appendage ;

cf. XIX, 44, 2.

Stanza 4.

Cf. RV. X, 97, i2=V^. S. XII, 86. The difficult word
of the stanza is madhyamajir, all the renderings of which,

both native and western, are mere conjectures. S^yaiia,

here, either * wind '
(i. e. who dwells in the middle region),

or, arir mitram arer mitram iti nltlfcistroktama/i^alama-

dhyavarti r^Lg-L The gloss at RV. is similar to the latter

interpretation. Still more fanciful is Mahidhara at V^g". S.

Stanza 5.

Cf. II, 4, 2, and for the meaning of vfshkandha, see the

note on II, 4, i.

' Saya^a on st. 3, anakti >^kshushi anenc'ti ^^^^anam.
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Stanza 7.

d. We have taken piirusha in the sense which it fre-

quently has in the Veda, namely, 'menial, servitor/ Cf.

RV. X, 97, 4 ; AV. X. 1, 1 7 ; 5at. Br. VI, 3, i, 22 ; and

probably also RV. VI, 39, 5 (discussed erroneously by
Pischel, Vedische Studien, I, 43). Ludwig, * und dein leben,

o mensch ;
* Grill, * auch deinen lebensgeist, du mann !

'

Sciya//a reads purushas with some MSS. (both Sawhit4 and

Padap4/Aa), all of which, however, present the word as an

enclitic without uddtta. With the nominative the sense is,

• may I as thy servitor (O salve) obtain horses, &c.'

Stanza 8.

For balKsa, see the discussion in the note on V, 22, 11.

The poison of the serpent is considered as a disease ; hence

it is mentioned along with takmdn and bal^sa.

Stanza 9.

Cf. Tait. Ar. VI, 10, 2 ; Hir. Grih. I, 11, 5.

IV, 10. Commentary to page 62.

The hymn is employed at Kauj. 58, 9 in connection with

a practice for bestowing long life and prosperity upon the

young Brahmanical disciple after the investiture: 'While

reciting IV, 10 an amulet of pearl is fastened (upon the

youth).' Cf. also 5dntikalpa in the introduction to XIX, 34.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Dcr Rig-

veda. III, 462; Grill 2, pp. ^6, 124 ff. Cf. also Pischel in

Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morg. Gesellsch. XXXVI, 135 ff. The
Anukrama^i, jankhamamsi^ktam.

Stanza 1.

In this and the subsequent stanzas the fanciful sources

of the pearl, some of which become commonplace in the

later literature, are paralleled with great fidelity in the

imaginations of Arabic and classical writers ; see Pischel,

1. c. The glint on the surface of both pearl and shell
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suggests gold ; and the changes are rung upon this com-

parison. See also YAska's Nigha«Ai I, a, where krtraoa Isr

put among the names for gold ; cf. especially st. 6.

Stanza 2.

a. S4ya«a, ro^anin&w ro^mindnd/w bhasvar4«4^ nak-

shatrddin^m. He has in mind, doubtless, the beautiful

stanza RV. X, 68, 11, * as a black steed with pearls, thus

did the Fathers stud the sky with stars/

Stanza 8.

b. For sad^nvlA, see our note on II, 14, i d.

Stanza 5.

b. Siya^a, * from the body of Vr/tra, or from the cloud.'

The latter alternative hits the point. According to the

familiar Hindu notion, the pearl is a drop of rain, and thus

it here breaks through the cloud, like the sun, itself a small

sun.

Stanza 6.

P4da a accounts for the presence of the word krwana

among the names for gold, YAska's Nigh. I, a. With Pida c

cf. RV. I, 35y 4. The extra fifth PAda is formulaic, and
betrays its character as an appendage by the change of

person (tdrishat) ; see the note on II, 4, 6.

Stanza 7.

e. The MSS. available for the vulgate read kar.ranas;

so also the majority of Shankar Pandit's MSS. The
emendation of the Pet. Lex. to k5r.yanas is now substan-

tiated by S^yawa (kdr^naA krwanasawbandht ma«iA), and
a minority of Shankar Pandit's MSS.

IV, 12. Commentary to page 19.

The purport of this hymn is manifest both from its

wording, and its function in the ritual. It is to cure

external lesions, and fractures of bones. The Kaorika
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deals with it twice, 28, 5. 6, and 28, 14. The practice

described in the former place is assigned by Ke^va to the

healing of broken bones, wounds, and flow of blood caused

by weapons (asthibhange rudhirapravdhe jastr^bhighdtAdau

bhaisha^am). It consists in sprinkling the patient at dawn
when the stars fade (with a decoction of the Idkshd-plant,

Kejava adds), then giving him to drink a so-called pr/sh4-

taka ^, a mixture of ghee and milk (so Ddrila ; cf. Kau^.

49, 15), and finally anointing him with it: 28, 5. rohawi'ty

avanakshatre»vasi«^ati. 6. pnshitakaw^ p^yayaty abhy-

anakti. At Kauj. 28, 14 the performance is very similar,

Idkshdlihg^bhir (sc. righhir) dugdhe ph^«/dn pdyayati, Svhile

reciting the stanzas characterised by the mention of the

IdkshA-plant (according to the commentators, AV. V, 5 in

addition to our hymn) he gives the patient to drink a decoc-

tion (of the plant) in milk/ Ddrila distinctly describes this

as a cure for wounds (arusho bhaish^fyam), while with

Kejava the scope of the charm is broader, namely, * against

wounds from knives, clubs, stones, burns, in fact all wounds

of the body/

The name liksh^, under which the plant addressed in this

hymn goes consistently in the ritual books, does not occur

in our hymn, but instead arundhatf. In AV. V, 5, 7 the

lAksha is mentioned—apparently a Stt. Aey. in the Mantras

—and it there appears distinctly as an alternate designation

of the creeper called arundhatf, or silcL^P, a parasitic plant

which grows up on the stems of many trees (V, 5, 5), and

which is otherwise described in the same hymn; cf. also

Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 67. Since the plant is

employed to cure wounds (arus), the student of the Atharvan

need hardly be warned that there is a punning symbolic

connection between the disease and the simple ; cf. Ddrila's

^ For pnshdtaka, see Gobh. Grih. Ill, 8, i if. ; Gr/hyasa/wgraha

II, 59, and my note on the same, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl.

Gesellsch. XXXV, p. 580.

* Possibly also r6ha«t; seethe note on stanza i. Siyawa at VI,

59, I explains arundhal? as sahadevi (cf. the text, of VI, 59, 2).

[42] C C
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statement, arusho bhaisha^'am, at Kaiw. 28, 14, and the

doubtless conscious mention of ariis and anmdhatf in V,

5) 4- 5 ; cf. also VIII, 7, 6. The word is, however, likely

to be a-rundhatf, a feminine present participle with a priva-

tive ; so Saya«a at VI, 59, 2.

Adalbert Kuhn, Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprach-

forschung, XIII, 58 ff. ; 151 ff., has compared the hymn
with the Merseburg charm, and a considerable variety of

related materials from German, Scandinavian, and English

sources. And, having in view more particularly AV. V,

5, 8. 9, he believes that the creeper was used primarily to

heal the fractured limbs of horses—a construction which

seems to me too narrow. Any kind of genetic connection

between the Hindu and the German charm is none too

certain, since the situation may have suggested the same

expressions independently. Yet as a strongly-marked line

in the folk-psychological character of the peoples in question,

the parallels are extremely valuable and instructive. The
hymn has also been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 508, and Grill 2, pp. 18 and 125 ff. ; cf. also Hillebrandt,

Vedachrestomathie, p. 48. The Anukrama«i designates

the hymn as v^naspatyam, * devoted to Vanaspati,* its author

being Ribhn (cf. st. 7).

Stanza 1.

a, b. I take it that the three occurrences of the word
r6ha/?i in the stanza are intended to convey the same word
in at least a double meaning. The plant is a creeper

growing upon trees, as is stated distinctly in AV. V, 5, 3,

vr/kshaw-vr/ksham S, rohasi, * every tree thou doest ascend.'

The poet is very likely to have in mind this meaning of

the root ruh in addition to the more direct one, * cause to

grow,' at least in connection with the first occurrence of the

word. It seems necessary to construe one of the two
r6ha«i in the first Pada as a proper name ; Ludwig in his

translation goes farther than that, and seems to take one of

them as vocative, * Roha;ii[, die wachsen macht,] bist du,

o Roha«!, &c.' The passage with its three identical nomi-

natives has a parallel in the traditional text of XIX, 35, i,
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^hgidd'si ga,hgid6 rdkshitd«si £^h^diA (so the MSS. ; the

edition corrects to ihglrk asi ^angirfa, &c.). The tempta-

tion in both cases is to change at least one of the nomi-

natives to a vocative ; see the note on XIX, 35, i. Grill

translates the two r6ha«i in Pida a by two synonymic

expressions, 'Verheilung wirkst du, ja du heilst/ This

simply veils the difficulty. It may be worth noting that

the MSS. of the Kaujika in quoting the hymn at a8, 5 read

unanimously rohiwt ; this is the reading of Siya«a, and of

the Paippalida for all three occurrences of the word, and

it suggests * red,' a quality which is borne out by certain

epithets of the plant, hira«yavar«d, ' golden-coloured,' in

V, 5> 6. 7 ; sCiryavar«d, * sun-coloured,' in V, 5, 6 ; ^ishmi,
* fiery/ in V, 5, 7. The name of the plant, IdkshA, * lac-dye'

—

cf. the Pet. Lex. s. v. 2—also suggests * red,' and this may
be a third thought which runs through the mind of the

versifex while composing the stanza. I attach no text-

critical significance to the metre of the stanza (gAyatri),

which differs from that of sts. 2-5 on the one hand, and

6 and 7 on the other; cf. e.g. RV. VII, 103 ; AV. II, 4

;

VI, III, &c.

Stanza 2.

b. I have reluctantly refrained from emending dsti to

dsthi ^, * bone.' The rather superfluous copula at the begin-

ning of the Pida is suspicious, and the translation of pdsh-

fram by * bone ' is not at all certain. Both the related pi.yit4

and pesi mean * flesh,' and that, not * bone,' may be the

meaning of p&h/ram. This fits here as well as at AV.
VI, 37, 3, the only other place where the word occurs, and

Hillebrandt in the vocabulary of his Vedachrestomathie

states a similar view, * losgeschlagenes stiick fleisch, fleisch-

fetzen,' although his derivation from the root pish, * crush,'

separates needlessly our word from pijitd and pejf. With

this change, Pddas a, b should be translated * what bone and

flesh in thy person has been injured and burst, (may Dh&tar,

* By way of illustrating the easy confusion of these two words

-we may mention that Sdyawa at IV, 10, 7 a, reads asti for dsthi.

C C 2
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&c.)/ Note, too, the parallelism which is thus established

with P^das c, d in st. 3 (dsthi in, both stanzas, and p6sh/ram

= m&msAsy3l). Siyawa comments upon presh/^am instead

of pdsh/ram.

c, d. dhdt£ in alliteration with dadhat.

Stanza 3.

Almost every feature of the detailed account of the parts

of the body, here and in the following two stanzas, may be

paralleled from the Teutonic charms, e.g. Kuhn, 1. c, p. 51 :

' ben zi bena bluet zi bluoda

lid zi geliden sose gelimida sin.'

The Norwegian charm mentioned on the same page

recites marrow, bones, and flesh :

'marv i marv, been i been, kj5d i kj5d.'

A charm from the Orkneys recites (1. c, p. 54) :

* Sinew to sinew, joint to joint,

Blood to blood, and bone to bone,

Attend thou in God's name !

'

a. As the Pida stands it is hypercatalectic. The Paippa-

l^da omits te, which may have crept in from Pdda c. But

even this leaves a bad final cadence : perhaps bhavatu is to

be read dissyllabically (bhotu, in the manner of the Prakrit

hodu). For the metrical equivalence of ava and o, see the

author's article, * On certain irregular Vedic Subjunctives,'

Amer. Journ. Phil. V, 25 ff. (p. 10 ff. of the reprint). Saya/^a

reads jam for sdm in each of the four Pidas.

Stanza 6.

The metre is veiy irregular ; the Anukramawi describes

the stanza as tripada yavamadhyA bhuriggdyatrJ, not a bad
characterisation, as the middle P^da is larger than the other

two. By reading sottish/Aa we obtain a good octosyllabic

Pfida a; b is a trish/ubh, and c is a catalectic anush/ubh (read

drdhuiA), Hillebrandt and Grill assume that this and the

following stanza are later accretions, and both metre and
sense seem to bear them out. But these matters are so
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very subjective I Ludwig does not construe Pdda b as

a comparison, but translates ' gutes rad, gute felge, gute

nabe hat der wagen.' Evidently, he also has in mind an

exoteric origin of the stanza.

Stanza 7.

Cf. RV. VI, 54, 7. The stanza consists of two eleven-

syllable and two octosyllabic Pddas. The first PAda may
be righted by reading patitul[, or possibly yidi v& kartdm,

&c. (cf. yadi vA in P^da b). The Anukramawi baldly counts

thirty-six syllables as they stand, without resolution, and

designates the stanza as br/hatt.

o, d. The subject of sim dadhat seems to me (as to

Grill) to be Dh^tar, the fashioner in st. 2 ; rthhd belongs

to the comparison, as in X, i, 8. The i?/bhus are known
to have constructed the chariot of the Ajvins, but they are

not counted among the divine physicians (Rudra, the Ajvins,

the waters, and Sarasvatt). Kuhn and Ludwig make ribhu

the subject of sim dadhat, but the former regards it as an

epithet of Dhdtar.

IV, 16. Commentary to page 88.

Professor von Roth, who first treated this hymn in his

well-known essay, entitled * Abhandlung iiber den Atharva-

veda' (Tubingen, 1856), remarks on p. 30: * There is no

other hymn in the entire Vedic literature which presents

divine omniscience in terms so emphatic, and yet this

beautiful fabric has been degraded to serve as an introduc-

tion to an imprecation. One may surmise, however, in

this case as well as in the case of many other parts of this

Veda, that fragments of older hymns have been utilised to

deck out charms for sorcery.'

We may remark, however, that the stanzas of this hymn
do not occur in any other connection, and there is no

tangible evidence that they were constructed for any other

purpose than that before us. Certainly the Atharvavedins

had nothing better in view, and accordingly the hymn is

rubricated in the sixth book of the Kaorika which is
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devoted to sorcery (ibhi/^irika). At Kauj. 48, 7 the con-

juring enemy, as he comes on, is met by the recital of this

hymn; at 127, 3 the third stanza, in praise of Varu«a,

figures in an expiatory rite when the constellation, *the

seven Rishis ' (the dipper), is ominously obscured by some

nebulous mass, or comet (yatra dhClmaketuA saptarshin

upadhClpayati). The Anukrama«i describes the hymn as

satyAnrrtinvikshawasClktam, *a hymn which searches out

truth and untruth.'

There are many translations of the piece : Roth, 1. c,

pp. 29 ff. ; Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morg. Gesellsch. VII, 607 ;

Max Miiller, Chips from a German Workshop, I, 40 ff. ;

Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, 6^ ff. (cf. also II, 451)

;

Metrical Translations, p. 163 ; Kaegi, Der Rig-veda^,

p. 89 ff. (p. 65 ff. of Arrowsmith's translation) ; Ludwig, Der
Rigveda, III, 388; Grill ^ pp. 32, 126 ff.; cf. also Hille-

brandt's Vedachrestomathie, p. 38 ff. ; Bergaigne et Henry,

Manuel V^dique, p. 146 ff.

Stanza 1.

Cf. Psalms xxxiii. 13; cxiii. 5 ; cxxxviii. 6 ; cxxxix. 2; Jer.

xxiii. 23, and see for scriptural parallels to the next stanzas

the notes to Kaegi*s translation. S^ya^/a refers eshim to

the enemies ; most translators, to the human race in general.

We supply devl[n4m from dev^ in Pfida d. Some MSS.
of the Padap^/Aa read tdydt and ^irat ; the latter is adopted

by Siyawa, /^aranajila/w ka, najvaraw ka, vastu manyate.

Stanza 2.

a. S^yawa explains vinkati by kau/ilyena pratArayati,

' leads astray by means of guile/ CC the formula, namo
va^^ate, parivaw^ate, st^yundw pataye namaA, Mait. S. II,

9, 3 ; Tait. S. IV, 5, 3, i ; V^^. S. XVI, 21, addressed as

part of the jatarudriya-litany to god Rudra in his capacity

of master-thief (Mahidhara also, va^^ati pratdrayati). The
Paippal^da reads, yas tish/Aati manasd yas ka va;i^ati, sup-

porting in a measure Sclya«a*s and Mahfdhara's glosses.

b. The Padapci/Aa reads ni.l^yan, a participle, not a
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1

gerund ; pratdnkam is left as an accusative dependent upon

kB,r, a verb of motion. The meaning * hiding-place ' for

pratahka suits its only other occurrence, AV. V, 13, 8 :
* the

poison of all (serpents) who have run into their hiding-

place is 'without force.' Cf. also pratdkvan, Maitr. S. I, 3,

12 ; Tait. S. I, 3, 3, i ; V^f. S. V, 32. and Pet. Lex. (epithet

of a pit). S^yawa reads nil^yam, and glosses pratankam

with prakarshe«a krikkArag^WdLnsim pripya. The Paippa-

l&da has praldyam, absolutive, in the place of pratdnkam.

Stanza 3.

c, d. The last two Pddas foreshadow Varu;/a's later func-

tion as Neptune (ap^w patiA) ; cf. RV. II, 38, 8 ; AV. Ill,

3, 4 ; Maitr. S. II, 6, 8 ; Tait. S. I, 8, 12, i ; V, 6, i, i

;

V^^. S. X, 7, and Weber, R^suya, p. 44, note i. The
two oceans are the heavenly and earthly oceans ; cf. RV.
X, 136,5; AV. XI, 2, 25; 5,6.

Stanza 4.

Varu«a*s spies are the stars, * the eyes of night ' (RV. X,

127, i), * the beholders of men,' AV. XIX, 47, 3 ff. Cf. our

Contributions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV,

p. 170.

Stanza 6.

b, c. SAyawa reads purastAt for pardstit, and construes

sdwkhyiti as the nom. of the stem sa/«khyAtar (pram^;?a-

yita).

d. The P^da is exceedingly difficult, nf minoti has the

sanction of all MSS., and is apparently the reading of the

Paippalida also. The gamester throws down (ni vapati,

Kauj. 41, 13) his dice, and it is implied here, of course, that

it is done successfully, that the player obtains the stakes

(kr/tam, see Pet. Lex., s. v. kriti 3 c), because Varuwa

cannot be otherwise than successful. As the player plants

down these (successful dice) thus does Varu«a establish

these laws (t^ni, sc. vratdni?). S^ya«a, who did not

primarily influence our conclusion, in part approaches the

same interpretation, t4ni pipinfiw jiksh&karmAwi tattatp&-
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pknuskrertSL ni minoti ni kshipati . . . yathd kitavai aksh&n

itmano ^ydrthafw nikshipati. The Pet. Lex. (V, 764

;

VII, 409) emends to ni Minoti and vf Minoti without real

gain, tempting as the emendation is in the light of RV. X,

42, 9 = AV. VII, 50, 6, and AV. IV, 38, 2. Grill suggests

ni minoti (or minoti) in the sense of * reducing, causing to

vanish the strength of men' (cf. Sdyawa), but neither

expression will bear such an ftiterpretation (nf minoti does

not occur). The translators offer the greatest variety of

versions, without, as a rule, adhering closely to the text.

Stanza 6.

Siya«a reads visitiA and rushantaA (so also the Paippa-

Idda). For sinantu of the vulgate the MSS. have ^Ainantu,

/^Ainattu, and jinantu (SAya«a, Minattu >&Aindantu).

Stanza 7.

a. varu«a is metrically superfluous, an obvious gloss.

c. The MSS. read .rrawjayitv^ and jra;«sayitv4. S^ya;*a,

correctly, sra/«sayitvA (^lodararogewa srasta;;! kritvSi).

d. S^ya;/a, followed by Shankar Pandit, reads abandhdA

for abandhrd//. The Pet. Lex. s. v. 2 kart, * like a leaking

tub wound about with rags ' (to stop the leakage). Sdya/ia,

aseA koja iva parikr/tyamdnaA (kr/tt ^Aedane), Mike the

broken sheath of a sword.'

Stanza 8.

Literally, ' with Varu«a who is fastened lengthwise, &c.'

The word wininaA could be well spared from all three

PSdas, if it were not for the metrical symmetry with the

next stanza. Or it might be changed to the vocative

varu//a. For samcimy6 and vydmy6, cf. AV. XVIII, 4, 70

:

the words are clear. Ludwig and Sdya«a erroneously

connect them with ^maya, ' disease.' videjyi is naturally

derived from videja, * foreign country ;
' in that case saw-

desyk is an artificially formed opposite * native, indigenous.*

So S4ya«a. Both words are iir. Acy. An alternate possibility
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is to render sawdejyi, * subject to command ; ' then videsyh

is * exempt from command.' Or, again, each may be

translated independently: sawdejy^, * subject to command ;'

vide^a, ' foreign
:

' their juxtaposition in a magic formula

may be of the punning order. For ssimdesyk, cf. our note

on II, 8, 5 b. The divine and the human (noose of) Varu«a

refers either to divine and human disease (so, apparently,

SAyawa), or to diseases instigated by gods and men. The
formula grovels in the lowest bathos of hocus-pocus.

IV, 17. Commentary to page 69.

This and the two following hymns are addressed to the

ap&mArga-plant (achyranthes aspera) ^. It is employed to

ward off all kinds of evil and witchcraft, and its qualifica-

tions in that direction are guaranteed to the Atharvanic

Hindu by its real or supposed etymology. The name is

hardly ever mentioned without bringing in its trail the verb

apa mar^, * to wipe out.' The pun assumes the most lively

reality : diseases, enemies, demons, and sins are wiped out

by its influence. See Zimmer, p. 66 ff. ; our Contribu-

tions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 161

;

Weber, RA^sOya, p. 18. Cf. also 5at. Br. XIII, 8, 4, 4.

The three hymns figure at Kauj. 39, 7 in a list which is

almost identical with the krrty^pratihara«4ni (sc. sftktini),

or the krAydgawa, a series of hymns designed to counteract

sorcery, in the Ga«am^l^, Ath. Pari^. 32, 2.

The Kaujika, 39, 7-12, prescribes in connection with

these hymns a lengthy procedure, which begins with * the

pouring of the great consecration' (mahlrintim dvapate).

Cf. K3LUS, 39, 27 ; 43, 5 ; 44, 6 ; 46, 7 ; ^^nkh. Grih. V,

II, 2. The mahlf^nti consists in pouring together ' holy

water' (jdntyudakam) during the recitation of the four

ga;2as of hymns, described in Kauj. 8, 23-9, 6. The * holy

water' itself is prepared at Kauj. 9, 8 ff. with elaborate

ceremonies, the chief of which is the placing of *holy plants
*

* Sdya/Ki regularly glosses the word by sahadevi.
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(Kauj. 8, 1 6) into the water. Obviously the meaning of all

these performances is purification, and the warding off of

impure influences. Then follow in Sfitras 39, 8-12 a variety

of rather complicated practices, too lengthy and obscure

for exposition in this connection. They concern more

narrowly some such hymn, belonging to the kr/tydprati-

hara«Ani, as X, i ; see the introduction to that hymn. The
fifth stanza of IV, 17 naturally figures in the du>4svapna-

nd^naga«a, * series of hymns calculated to drive away evil

dreams,' of the Ga;iamdli ; see Kauj. 46, 9, note.

The hymn has been translated by Zimmer, p. 66; Grill ^,

pp. 37, 130 ff. The Anukramafrf, apAmirgavanaspatideva-

tyam. Cf also Ath. Parij. 18 2, 4.

Stanza 2.

a. Siyawa with one MS. reads for .fapathaySvanim the

synonymous japathay6panim ; cf. II, 7, i.

b. The epithet punaAsarl[ does not somehow seem to me
to be so clear as to the editors of the Pet. Lexs., Zimmer,

and Grill. They render it by * zuriickgeschlagene bliithen

habend.' This is based upon the statement at IV, 19, 7,

* thou didst grow backward, thou hast fruit which is turned

backward ' (cf VII, 65, 1 ; 5at. Br. V, 2, 4, 20), and the

epithets par^kpushpi, pratyakpushp!, and pratyakpamt in

native lexical works. In RV. VII, 55, 3 punaAsara is an

epithet of the barking dog, * running back and returning

again (to the attack).' The two other occurrences of the

word, AV. VI, 129, 3 ; X, 1, 9, are not disposed of satis-

factorily by the renderings of the Pet. Lexs. It seems to

me that 'attacking' or 'defending' is better, and that the

word pratisard, 'defensive amulet^,' is closely related to it.

Cf. 5at. Br. V, 2, 4, 20, and Seven Hymns, Amer. Joum.
Phil. VII, 478 ff. S^yawa, similarly, punaApunaA dbhi-

ksh;?yena bahutaravy^dhinivr^'ttaye sarati.

^ The pratisara turns the spell as a boomerang upon him who
performs it See AV. VIII, 5, 5, pratfi^i^ kriiy&h pratisarafr

s^ntu, and cf. the note on VIII, 5, i.
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Stanza 3.

Identical with I, 28, 3. The Pet. Lexs., Zimmer, and

Grill regard mffram = mOlam, * root (of an injurious plant)/

Sdya^a, mOr^AApradam. P^das c, d perhaps rather, * she

who has taken in hand the (magic substances) created to

rob strength . . /

Stanza 4.

Cf. V, 31, 1, and the note on Kauj. 39, 31. The unburned

vessel seems to symbolise the fragility, destructibility (5at.

Br. XII, I, 3, 23) of the person upon whom enchantments

are practised. At 5at. Br. XIV, 9, 4, 11 = Br/h. Ar. VI,

4, 1 2 it figures in a sorcery practice against a wife's para-

mour. The compound nilalohitd is also connected with

sorcery from the first. It occurs in RV. X, 85, 28 = AV.
XIV, I, 26 = Apast. Mantrabr. I, 6, 8 (Apast. Grih. II, 5,

23)=Baudh. Grth. I, 8 ; AV. VIII, 8, 24. The Atharvan

ritual, Kaor. 16, 20 (rubricating AV. VIII, 8, 24 d) ; 32, 17;

40, 4 ; 48, 40 ; 83, 4, leaves little room for doubt that in its

view a dark blue and a red thread are here intended. This

is also the tradition of Apast. Grih. II, 5, 23, and similarly

5dhkh. Grih. I, 12, 8 prescribes, in connection with RV.
X, 85, 28, a red and black cord upon which amulets are

fastened. Only Baudh. I, 8 treats the compound as a

symbolic representation of night and day ; see Winternitz,

Das Altindische Hochzeitsrituell, pp. 6, 12, 67. It is, of

course, possible to conclude that this is the true source of

the symbolism : day and night rendered concrete by these

two colours. SAya;ia seems to have lost his grip upon

Atharvan tradition when he says to our passage, *the fire

which is black from the rise of smoke and red from its

flame.* Zimmer and Grill both co-ordinate nilalohite with

SLm6 p^tre, *an das ungebrannte' and *am rotgebrannten/

obviously against the spirit of the Atharvan tradition. Cf.

also the introduction to VII, 116, and Tait. S. IV, 5, 10, i.

o. Raw meat is eaten by demons, and therefore realises

symbolically their presence ; see V, 29, 6 ; VIII, 6, 23.
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Stanza 6.

Identical with VII, 23. I have translated abhvim by
* gruesomeness/ because it has occurred to me at various

times that it, as well as ibhii (cf. RV. X, 1 29, 3), is related

to ndbhas, * fog, cloud,' being in the current terms of

comparative grammar = nbhy6-, and Abhii from root nebh.

For this and the following two stanzas, cf RV. V, 36, 3

;

VII, 1,19 ff.

Stanza 6.

b. The clever emendation of the Pet. Lex. anapatydtim,

for anapadydtclm, as is the reading of the MSS. of the vulgate,

is now authenticated by quite a number of Shankar Pandit's

MSS., and S^ysina, (apatyar^hityam) ; cf. the words apra-

£^tSL and apr^^stvd.

IV, 18. Commentary to page 70.

For the treatment of this hymn in the ritualistic texts,

see the introduction to IV, 17. The hymn has been trans-

lated by Grill^ pp. 25, 131 ff.

Stanza 1.

The Atharvanist loves to point to cosmic correspond-

ences and harmonies as the foundation of his own righteous

undertakings. This harmony furnishes the satyam, the

unfailing basis (cf. r/tam) for his own operations against

the powers of evil. Professor Roth, as quoted by Grill,

refers £-y6tiA to the light ^ of the moon (cf. ^otsni), thus

establishing a closer parallelism between Pidas a and b.

I doubt whether the text will bear this strain. S^yawa

literally, * the light of thee (the ap^m^rga-plant) ;' cf. IV,

19, 3. The night is frequently viewed as illumined, starry

(RV. X, 127 ; AV. XIX, 47, i
; 49, 6. 8).

b. kr/tvariA either * enchantments ' or * witches.'

Stanza 3.

In our view the solution of the difficulty here lies in the

assumption of a change of gender from yds in PAda b (the

* Correct * Night ' at the beginning of the stanza to * Light.'
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male sorcerer) to tasyAm (the witch) in P^da c. The entire

second hemistich describes the punishment of sorcerers, for

which cf. V, 23, 13. If we were to change tisy&m dag-

dhSyAm to tismin dagdhe the sense would be obvious.

Cf. V, 14, 6, yidi strfyddi vA piimdn krity&m /^ak^ra p^p-

mdne. Grill emends am5 to km&.ykm. (sc. sthdly^m) with

a result somewhat as follows :
* He who practises sorcery

in an unburned vessel and then puts it upon the fire to

bake, his magic vessel cracks as though hit by great stones.'

Saya/za deprives himself of possible helpfulness by reading

dugdh^y^m for dagdh^yAm (pratik^re«a vikiXkrkkykm . . .

kr/ty^ydm, 'upon his sorcery rendered impotent by the

counter-charm *).

Stanza 4.

b. The vulgate s vfgriv^/w MdpayA (Padapd///a, vfgriv^n

jdpaya) is at the base of our rendering. Shankar Pandit's

MSS. seem to read unanimously ^/ziyayd (j^yaya), *lay.'

S^ya«a, kshdyaya (kshaya»i pr^paya). Cf. RV. VII,

104, 24-

Stanza 6.

The first three PAdas are identical with the first three of

V,3i, II.

IV, 19. Commentary to page 71.

For the employment of this hymn in the ritualistic texts,

see the introduction to IV, 17. It has been translated by

Grill^ pp. 34, i3Ci ff. Cf. Zimmer, pp. 66-67.

Stanza 1.

The sense of the first hemistich seems to be that the

plant in its dual r61e of destroyer of enemies and protector

of friends depletes and increases families or clans. S4ya;/a

erroneously derives -kr/'t from root kart, * cut,' to wit, ^trO-

n&m kartakaA . . . ^mayaA saha^A jatravaA teshdm api

kartayit^ asi. For P^da d, cf. VI, 14, 3 c.

Stanza 2.

The words kd«vena n^rshaddna (RV. X, 31, 11) seem to

be a gloss upon brahma«6na ; cf. IV, 37, 1 ; VI, 5ii, 3, &c.
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S4ya;fa regards the Stt. Xcy. pdryuktA as = pdriyuktA (vini-

yukti'si); cf. our remarks on haplology, Proc. Amer. Or.

Soc, April, 1893 (Joum., vol. xvi, p. xxxiv ff.). But pari

yi^^ IS not quotable elsewhere. The stanza figures in one

of the abhayaga;«a of the Ga^amAli ; see Kau^r. 16, 8, note.

Stanza 4.

The order of the statement here is really to be reversed :

when thou, O plant, wast begotten as ap&m^rga (' wiping

out '), then the gods drove out the Asuras with thee.

Stanza 6.

For *thy father's name,' cf the note on V, 5, i. For
pratyak, see pratydh and prat!>6maphalas in st. 7, and the

note on IV, 17, 2.

Stanza 6.

A cosmogonic brahmodya, pressed into the service

of incantation ! Cf. Contributions, Third Series, Joum.
Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 172 ff. We have presented a purely

philological translation of the stanza without attempting to

bend it to the situation any further than is warranted by
the wording.' Grill takes dsat in the sense of * wrong,' and

similarly S^ya«a, asatkalpaw kr/tyArdpam. But a glance

at the word in Jacob's Concordance to the principal Upani-

shads reveals the subjective character of the proceeding.

The dsat is simply * chaos,' manipulated as one of the

primary cosmic forces: the sat, tad, satyam, or ritSLtn

would apparently have done just as well. For kartSram

in the sense of * evil-doer,' cf. V, 14, 11.

IV, 20. Commentary to page 68.

The hymn is addressed to a magic plant which is sup-

posed to impart the power to expose hidden demons,

wizards, and their hostile practices. The attributes of the

plant are not stated in the hymn with sufficient clearness

to enable us to point out its place in the redundant Indian
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flora. The Kaujika, 28, 7, mentions the name of the plant

as sadawpushpi ; this is glossed by Ddrila with trisaw-

dhySi and by Ke^va with sa^^dhyA (probably a corruption

of trisawdhyd). The Sfttra reads: &, pajyati»ti sadaw-

pushpSim2Lmm badhndti, * with AV. IV, 20 he ties on as an

amulet the plant sada;«pushpA.' The plant is mentioned

again along with others in a charm directed against witch-

craft in 39, 6, and Sdya^^a defines it in agreement with

Kaujika, he devi sada;;«pushp^khye oshadhe ; cf. also

sadfipushpi in the lexicons. The plant seems to be the

calotropis gigantea; cf. A'araka-sawhitd I, 4, 3. For
amulets derived from the vegetable kingdom see Seven

Hymns of the Atharva-veda, Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 478,

and for amulets in general Kauj. 7, 19. The hymn is

rubricated further in the list of stanzas designated as ^^ta-

n4ni (sc. s(iktAni), * hymns to chase away with/ in Kauj.

8, 25, and the Gawam^ld, Ath. Parij. 32, 4, adds it also to

the three hymns which Kaor. 8, 24 describes as the m^tr/-

n4m^ni (sa siiktdni). The reason for this classification is

the expression devy (oshadhe) in stanzas i and 2. See the

note at Kauj. 8, 24, and cf for the rnktrigansi our remarks

in the introduction to VI, iii. The Anukrama«i follows

these secondary considerations, designating the hymn as

m^trm^madaivatam, its author being M^tr/ndmarshi.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rig-

veda, III, 525, and GrilP, pp. 2, 133 ; cf. also Hillebrandt's

Vedachrestomathie, p. 48.

Stanza 1.

For the description of the plant in this stanza, cf. mdw-
pasyi in VII, 38, i, and see the introduction to VI, 139.

I have upheld in my translation the text of the edition,

guaranteed as it is by the unanimous tradition of the MSS.
of the 5aunakiya-jikhd. All corrections, including the

important variant paryasi for paiyati throughout the stanza

in the Paippalida, seem to me in this instance to amount

to the substitution of a better literary performance for a

poorer one ; they do not bring with them the proof that
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the priests of our school ever had any other text, or, what

is more to the point, that the original versifex had com-

posed differently. The merit of the PaippalAda's paryasi

is so obvious that it may be due to a conscious improve-

ment on the part of its author. The metre of the stanza

is irregular (Anukrama«i, svard^) ; the first Pdda is hyper-

catalectic, the third P^da may be sustained by reading,

with elision and crasis, dfvAntdriksham for dfvam anta-

riksham. Hillebrandt s suggestion, accepted by Grill, that

^d be thrown out seems to me unnecessarily violent.

a. Hillebrandt would restore the PAda: piryati priti

pajyati ; Grill (with the help of the Paippalida), S, pajyasi

pra pajyasi, continuing with pasyasi throughout Siya«a

retains the third person, referring the stanza to the person

who wears the amulet : he devi sadawpushpakhye oshadhe

tvadvikcirama«idh&rako*yaw ^nas tvatpras^d^d dparyati

4gAmibhayakdra«aw pratihartuw ^n^ti, ' O goddess plant,

sadafwpushpi by name, this person here, who wears an

amulet fabricated out of thee, by thy favour perceives the

cause of approaching danger, and knows how to repel it*

The emendation of prati to pra (Grill) is especially unde-

sirable, as the same expression occurs in a closely parallel

situation, AV. VII, 13, 2.

b. Grill suspects the second payyati, and imagines oshadhe

in its place.

d. The temptation to emend the vocative devi to the

nominative dev? is great. The sense then would be that

the amulet itself sees all dangers. Grill, as we have seen

above, adopts the Paippalida reading paiyasi, is thus

enabled to retain devi, and also obtains essentially the

same sense.

Stanza 2.

a. Read pr/thvfA. The three heavens are well known

;

see, e.g. AV. V, 4, 3 ; VI, 95, i
J
XVIII, 2, 48 ; XIX, 39,

6 (cf. the note on V, 4, 3). For the three earths see RV.
I, 108, 9 ; II, 27, 8 ; III, 56, 2 ; AV. VI, 21, i, and Muir,

Original Sanskrit Texts, V, p. 30,5, note ; Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 357 ; Bergaigne, La Religion V^dique, I,
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239. Cf. also Yasna XI, 7 : madhemd thrishvd aihhdo

zemo, * in the middle third of this earth/

Stanza 3.

a, b. divyasya supar«isya . . . kanihiki is rendered by
Ludwig, 'dises himlischen adlers kleine tochter ;' by Grill,

* der Augenstem des Adlers, der am Himmel ist* S^ya«a

glosses supar^d by garutmant, which suggests RV. I, 164,

46. Grill follows the Pet. Lex. [s.v. 2 a), a)] in regarding

the divine eagle as the sun. But perhaps the lightning-fire

is in the mind of the poet. At V^. S. XVII, 72 ; XVIII,

51 ; 5at. Br. IX, 2, 3, 34 ; 4, 4, 3, the divinity addressed,

suparwo«si garutm^n, is treated distinctly as Agni, and

Mahldhara states this plainly. In Maitr. S. I, 2, 5 ; Vi^.

S. IV, 32; Tait. S. VI, I, 7, 3, 'the eye-ball (kaniniki,

kanmaka) of Agni*s eye' is spoken of. The expression

divyA supar/zd may be the exact equivalent of divdA ^^na,

and that, I believe I have proved, is Agni, the lightning,

personified as a divine eagle; see Contributions, Fifth

Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XVI, i flf. The descent of

this eagle, or the Giyatri, as the Br^hma//as have it, is

frequently disturbed by a heavenly archer Krisknu who
wounds the eagle, so that he loses a feather which falls to

the earth, and grows up as a plant or tree. See Adalbert

Kuhn, Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gottertranks,

p. 148 (first edition). The use of the word supar^id in our

edition is, in my opinion, intended to convey a double

entente, * bird ' and * having beautiful leaves.* Cf Tait. S.

VI, I, 1, 5, where Vr/tra's eye-ball (kaniniki) flies away

after he had been slain by Indra, and turns into salve

(i«,^anam). Ludwig does not comment upon his transla-

tion of kanfnikli by * kleine tochter,' rather than * eye-ball
;'

it may possibly turn out correct when RV. X, 40, 9 yields

up its meaning. We have there as follows: ^dnish/a

y6sh4 patdyat kanlnak6 vf k&'Tuhan viriidhaA, a passage

which suggests the situation in our stanza completely and

yet vaguely. But it is interpreting obscurum per obscurius

[42] D d
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to bring the RV. stanza into play. Cf. also our note at

V, 5, «.

o. Sdya«a, ^gagadrakshdrtham oshadhirupe«a bhClmdv

avatir«d«si.

Stanza 4.

a. 'The thousand-eyed god.' In X, 3, 3 an amulet

derived from the vara«a-tree is designated as sahasrAksha ;

in XI, 2, 3. 7. 17 ; 5at. Br. IX, i, i, 6 Rudra is so called ;

in IV, 28, 3 Bhava-5arva ; in IV, 16, 4 Varu«a's spies ; in

RV. I, 23, 3 Indra and Vdyu; in Tait. S. II, 3, 14, 4.

Indra. Further, we have the * thousand-eyed p4pman,
evil,' in AV. VI, 26, 3; japatha, 'curse,' in VI, 37, i.

Grill fancies that the god of the plant here in question is

meant, but this seems faint after the plant herself has been
personified as a goddess, devy oshadhe, in st. 2. Perhaps

rather Agni, said to be * thousand-eyed ' with especial

frequency, is meant; see RV. I, 79, 12; Y^, S. XVII,
71 (XIII, 47) ; 5at. Br. VII, 5, 2, 32 ; IX, 2, 3, 32 ; Apast.

Sr, VI, 25, 10. Agni particularly chases away evil spirits,

agn7 rikshtmsi sedhati, RV. VII, 15, 10 ; AV. VIII, 3, 26 ;

Tait. Br. II, 4, 1, 6 ; agnir hi rakshasdm apahantd, Sa,t,

Br. XIV, 3, I, II.

b. i dadhat. Zimmer, I.e., 204, construes this as an
augmentless imperfect. In the SawhitA the augmented
form would not differ, £dadhat. The sense is satisfactory

either way.

o. Sdya«a comments upon tvdy^ instead of tayA, as in st a.

d. * The 5iidra and the Arya,' i. e. every kind of person,

as we should say in America * black and white.' The
phrase is formulaic, as may be seen from the compound
sMriLtySiU (Mahidhara, jddravaLryau), V^^. S. XIV, 30 ;

5at. Br. VIII, 4, 3, 12. See in general Muir, Original

Sanskrit Texts, II, 368; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 212
;

Zimmer, I.e., 117 ff., 204, 216, 435.

Stanza 6.

a, b. rdpini and £tm&nam are antithetical : rCip^^i, ' the

outer forms of things ;' ^tm«lnam, * thy own nature.' It is
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a controlling characteristic of Vedic conceptions that the

inner, true nature of any divinity, or instrument of power,

must be understood in order to control its influence or

power : ya eva#« veda, and ya evdim vidv4n in the Br4h-

ma«as are crystallisations of this idea ; cf. AV. I, 13, 3

;

VI, 46, a; VII, 12, 2, &c.

c. sahasra^aksho, here, and XIX, 35, 3, as epithet of the

plant ^ngirfa, is a vocative from a stem sahasra-zfeakshu.

The beginnings of a stem ^akshu, a pendant of kakshus in

the ablative >&akshos, RV. X, 90, 13. Transition forms

between the us- and u-declensions (as also between the

is- and i-declensions) are not uncommon in the Veda ; see

Lanman, in the Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. X, 568 flf.

d. For the class of demons called kimidfn, see AV. I, 7 ;

I, 28 ; II, 24; VIII, 3, 25 ; 4, 2; 6, 21 ; XII, I, 50.

Stanza 6.

For ydtudhSna, -nf, and pis&ka, see the hymns I, 7 and 8.

Stanza 7.

a. Kayyapa is a name to conjure with in the Atharvan

writings ; amulets and charms handled by him are peculiarly

powerful (e.g. I, 14, 4 ; IV, 37, i ; VIII, 5, 14). He rises

to the dignity of the supreme self-existing (svayaw-bhii)

being in AV. XIX, 53, 10; cf. also Tait. S. V, 6, i, i,

and see the Pet. Lex. s. v. 2 b. He is also intimately

related with forms of the sun, SCrya and Savitar, as is

stated expressly in Tait. Ar. 1, 7, i ; see also Tait. Ar. I, 8,

6, and compare Tait. S. V, 6, i, i with AV. I, 33, i b. This

fact may by itself account for the expression ka^yapasya

i&dkshur asi. In fact ka^dpa is the sun as a tortoise, that

creeps its slow course across the sky ; cf. the conceptions

of the sun as a hermit, and a Brahman disciple, XI, 5,

introduction. Only we must not forget that these writings

neglect no opportunity of being guided in their construc-

tions by puns, even of the most atrocious sort, and ka^dpa
surely suggests payyaka, * seer,' to the Atharvan mind, as is

written distinctly in Tait. Ar. I, 8, 8, karyapa// payyako

D d 2
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bhavati yat sarva^ paripa^yati. The name karyapa is in

some special relation to the Atharvan writings, not as yet

fully cleared up ; cf. the author in the Journ. Amer. Or. Soc.

XI, p. 377-

b. The MSS. read ^aturaksh^, but S4ya«a fitly com-

ments upon itaturakshySA, the form as emended in Roth

and Whitney's edition ; cf. aksh6s for akshy6s in AV. V,

4, 10 (see the note). The * four-eyed bitch' is Sarami the

mother of the two four-eyed dogs of Yama \ 5y«Lma and

Cabala, which I have explained as the sun and the moon

;

see Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 163 ff. The epithet * four-

eyed ' seems possibly to be derived from the same view,

namely the capacity of the two dogs to see both by day

(the sun), and by night (the moon). The Paippaldda as

quoted by GrilF, p. 135, makes the notable statement

that *the four-eyed dog (obviously the moon) overlooks

by night the sphere of the night,' yath^ svSl iaturaksho

ratri;« nakt^«tipajyati. In practice the fiction of a four-

eyed dog is materialised both by the Hindus and Iranians

in the form of a dog with marks over the eyes ; see

my article, I.e., p. 165, note i, and Ka^i in the Philolo-

gische Abhandlungen fiir Heinrich Schweizer-Sidler, p. 64,

note 57.

o. vidhr^, lit. * in the clear sky ;

' Ludwig, * im hellen
;

'

Grill, *heiteren tags.' sCiryam iva is to be read as three

syllables, as frequently elsewhere, either sflryeva or sflryam

va.

Stanza 8.

c. tdna may be either masculine, referring to the divinity

in St. 4, or neuter, agreeing with brihma, * charm.'

IV, 22. Commentary to page 115.

The hymn is employed twice in the so-called r5^karma«i,
* the royal practices,' Kauj. 14-17. The first is characterised

by the scholiasts, Kejava and S^yawa, as a battle-charm

* In RV. I, 29, 3 the two messengers (dogs) of Yama are per-

sonified as females.
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(^yakarma, sawgrdmajgayirtham), and its rather colourless

proceedings are as follows: 14, 24. 'While reciting IV, 22

and 23 he performs the ceremonies which culminate in

the presentation (of the bow to the king).' These are

described in SCitras 8-11 of the same chapter, to wit: 8.

' An oblation of ghee and grits is poured out. 9. Upon
a fire made of bows a bow is laid on as a fagot. 10. Like-

wise an arrow (is laid on) upon a fire made of arrows.

1 1. The bow (of the king), smeared with the dregs of the

ghee, is presented to him.'

The other performance, Kaor. 17, 28-9, is part of the

consecration of a chief ruler (ekar^^, Kau^. 14, 11; cf.

ekavnshd in our hymn, sts. 1, 5, 6, 7). The special solem-

nities of the consecration have been absolved, but every

morning the royalty of the king has to be renewed, to wit

:

28. * Every morning the hymn IV, 22 (or its first stanza?)

is recited to the king (by the purohita, the house-priest).

29. They (the king and the purohita) then perform the

above-mentioned pouring of water (each into a vessel), and

the exchange (of the vessels).' This refers to SQtras 4 and .5

of the same chapter ; cf. the introduction to IV, 8, and

Professor Weber's discussion of the passage in his treatise,

Ober die Konigsweihe, p. 140 (Transactions of the Royal

Prussian Academy, 1893). The hymn, further, is one of

a cycle (ga«a) devoted to the gain of royal power (r^sh/ra-

sawvarga), grouped together in the indramahotsava, Ath.

Parij. 19, 1 (cf. Kauj. 140, 6, note). See also Ath. Parij^.

4, I and 16. The fanciful analysis of the hymn by the

Anukrama/zi may be seen in Grill's introduction.

The hymn appears again in Tait. Br. II, 4, 7, 7 ff. ; it

has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 457

;

Zimmer, 165; Grill^ 67, 135 flf. ; cf. Hillcbrandt's Veda-

chrestomathie, p. 43.

Stanza 1.

The speaker is the purohita, the house-priest, or chaplain

of the king ; he figures prominently in all the r4^karm^«i,

Kauf. 14-17.

b. S^ya;/a with one of Shankar Pandit's MSS. reads
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vrtshkm ekavfTsham, and glosses, seianasamarth&niw virya-

vatkm purush4;/4/« madhye itm.m r^g^nam . . . mukhya-

sektliram asah^yayCram . . . kuru; cf. our note on III, 5, 7.

c. nfr akshwuhi, lit. ' castrate,* continuing the picture of

the preceding Pdda : the king is to be a bull, his enemies

castrated. Cf. RV. I, 33, 6 ; 5at. Br. IV, 4, 2, 13 ; XIII,

4, a, 5, and the word mah4nirash/a. Ludwig, * drive out;'

Zimmer, * zerstreue ; ' Siyawa, sawkuiJitaprabhdv&n kuru.

d. Sdyawa divides aham uttareshu, with the result, * I

(the purohita) put him among the highest rulers.* Cf.

XII, 4, 50.

Stanza 2.

o. The Tait. Br. II, 4, 7, 7, the Paippaldda, and S^ya«a

read vdrshman, loc. sing. I see no cogent reason for giving

up (with Zimmer, Hillebrandt, and Grill) the reading of our

MSS., vdrshma.

IV, 28. Commentary to page 158.

Bhava and 5arva, two of the well-known forms (murti)

of Rudra (cf. especially their epithet ugrd in sts. 3, 6, 7) \

are implored by virtue of their cosmogonic powers to afford

protection against calamity, and, with the familiar Athar-

vanic specialisation, to destroy sorceries and demons. The

ritual, Kaoy. 28, 8, regard the hymn as medicinal (sarva-

vyadhibhaishs^gyam, ' a remedy for all diseases '). Seven

cornucopias are made from (leaves of) the kampila (crinum

amaryllacee), filled with water, and anointed with the

dregs of ghee. With the right hand the water is poured

upon the patient, and the cornucopias are thrown behind

the patient. The connection between the prayer and the

practice is not manifest. The hymn is rubricated also in

takman^janagawa of the Ga«am41d, Ath. Parir. 32, 7 ; see

Kdius. 26, I, note. It has been translated by Muir, I.e.,

P- 33^'

^ See the introduction to XI, 2 for the Vedic texts, and the

Western literature, dealing with this subject.
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Stanza 3.

b. The periphrastic expression stuvdnn emi is so strange

to the padak^ra as to induce him to divide it into stuvdn

nemi. S4ya«a blunders still further, reading stuvan nemt

(stuvan pram/Msan . . . nema^ a,rdha.m balam asy&'Sti«ti

nemi).

Stanza 6.

a. mQlakr/t, ' manipulator of roots,' is so characteristic

a feature in sorcery-practice, as to give rise to specific

prohibition of the act ; see Vish«u-smr/ti XXV, 7 ; Manu
IX, 290, and cf. N«lr4ya;/a on the latter passage in Biihler's

translation of Manu, Sacred Books of the East, XXV, 394.

IV, 36. Commentary to page 35.

The hymn is one of the ^AtanSni (sc. siikt&ni), * hymns
which drive away demons and diseases,' Kaus. 8, 25. The
entire list (ga«a) is employed at Kauj. 25, 22, among the

bhaisha^^ni, ' remedial charms,* against bhiita and pLrd^a
;

the performance connected with the recital of the ga»a is

identical with the so-called apanodandni, * practices to drive

away,' described at Kaus. 14, 14 ff. They consist chiefly

in burning chaff, spelt, offal of grain, and wood shavings,

symbolizing, doubtless, rapid consumption or destruction.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 526; Grill*, pp. 3, 136 ff. The Anukrama«i, satyau-

^^asam ^gneyam (cf. st. 1).

Stanza 3.

The first hemistich is not at all clear, ^gar^ being iir. Aty.

and uncertain. We have taken it with the Pet. Lexs. and

Ludwig as=AgAra, and it is to be noted that two MSS. of

S^ya«a's commentary (§ Kd) read ftgdro for igaro. Cf.

also agira at Asv. Grth. I, 7, 21. S4ya«a etymologises,

igiryate samantAd bh^gyate mAwsa.yo«itAdikam atre*ti

Agaro yuddharahgaA. Grill, supported by a more recent

utterance of Roth, renders * unter rufen.' In that case Agard

would be ' shouting to * (cf. 4kro.ra, Ke^va, p. 327, and
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often elsewhere), pratikroja, 'shouting back/ i.e. 'under

shouting and counter-shouting.' We have taken amliv^sya

as an adjective =Am^v^sya, * in the night of the new moon '

(PA«ini IV, 3, 30. 31). Cf. our note on I, 16, i. SAya/ia

aptly quotes from the Apast. Sr. the following passage :

' In the night of the new moon one shall offer to Agni, the

slayer of Rakshas, a rice-cake in twelve cups/ Note the

concatenation between this and the following stanza.

Stanza 5.

The sense is that the superior gods who vie with the sun

(RV. 1, 98, I ; 123, 12 ; V, 4, 4 ; IX, 27, 5) shall afford pro-

tection against the FisAkas to man and beast.

Stanza 7.

Note the pun between pis^k^iiA and jaknomi, and the

concatenation with the following stanza. For gr^ma, see

the note on VIII, 7, 11.

Stanza 8.

a. Skyansi with some MSS. reads lipitS^ (upadigdhd//

saw/krintiA), and Whitney in the Index, guided perhaps by

the pada-MSS., which read lapitS without visarga, suggests

lapitvi. But the text seems well enough as it stands.

d. alpajayftn is uncertain : Sdya«a, alpakiyiA . . . kl/i//,

and we accordingly. Ludwig (c, d), *mein ich, sind sie

ungliicklich, nur kurze zeit mer im volke verweilend ' (cf.

RV. 1,31, 2; 111,55,6; IV, 18, 12).

IV, 37. Commentary to page 33.

The plant a^a^yrmgr^, or, as it is called synonymously by
DSrila, meshayrmgi, * goat's horn ' (Sayawa, again synonym-
ously, vish^wi), is the odina pinnata ; see Zimmer, p. 68.

The hymn is directed against Tiskkas, Apsaras, and Gan-

* In stanza 6 it has the additional obscure epithet arS/akf.

Saya»a, ard . . . d/ayati u>^&tayati.
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dharvas, and, according to Darila at Kauj. 28, 9-1 1, it is em-

ployed in a remedial charm against one possessed by VisSJkaiS

(pLyA^agr/Tiita). Kejava and SSya/za, more broadly and

correctly, sarvabhfltagrahabhaisha^^am. The practices are

stated as follows : 9. * While pronouncing IV, 37 the prac-

titioner takes pulverised ^ml (i.e. the pulverised leaves, or

fruit, of the prosopis spicigera) from a basket (and puts it)

into the food (of the patient) ^. 10. (He puts it also) into the

cosmetics (of the patient). 11. He scatters (the pulverised

jami) around the house (of the patient) ^.' The hymn is

also rubricated among the idtan&ni (sc. sOktIini) ' hymns to

drive away with,' Kauj. 8, 25. Cf. 5^ntikalpa 17 and 21 ^.

Adalbert Kuhn, in Zeitschr. f. vergl. Sprachf. XHI, 1 18 ff.,

has translated this hymn and compared it with parallel

conceptions in the Teutonic folk-lore. Especially good

are the parallels drawn between the Apsaras, who, from the

time of RV. X, 95 onwards, are engaged in enticing heroes

and divine seers *, with the Germanic elfs who fascinate the

wanderer at night with their dance. The hymn has also

been rendered by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, HI, 352.

Stanza 3.

The description of the natural abode of the Apsaras in

this and the following stanzas is in accord with the Brah-

manical view from earliest times. Cf. the dpyd ydshsl.

* water-woman,' RV. X, 10, 4 ; Bergaigne, La Religion

V^dique, H, 35, 40, 96 ; HI, 65 ff. ; A. Holtzmann, Zeitschr.

d. Deutsch. Morg. Gesellsch. XXXIII, 631 ff. The fanciful

list of names embodies largely a superficial personification

of fragrant cosmetics and ointments: bdellium, spikenard,

fragrant salve, &c.

* According to Ke^va and Siyawa he puts pulverised leaves of

.famf into a xamt-fruit, and feeds the patient upon that. Cf. Kaux.

47, 23.

' As there is no mention of the jamt in the hymn, one is almost

tempted to identify the a^urnngt with it.

' Shankar Pandit, erroneously, Nakshatrakalpa 17 and 21.

* Cf. our note on VI, 1 1 1, 4.
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For aukshdgandhi, cf. aukshdm in our note on II, ^^6^ 7,

and in the introduction to I, 34 ;
pramandanl' reminds us

of pramanda, Kaujika, Introduction, p. Hi. See also Kuhn,

1. c, 127.

b. Bohtlingk, in his lexicon, proposes dvajvase, dative

infinitive, * to blow away/ S^ya«a and the Paippalida

read iva svasam for ava^vasam. The former glosses,

sush/Au nauprera«akujalam yath& titirshavo ^n^ upaga-

f. Sdya/za reads pratibaddh&A for prdtibuddh&A (nirud-

dhagataya//) in this and the subsequent stanzas.

Stanza 4.

We have adopted Shankar Pandit's arrangement of

sts. 4-6, to wit : his st. 4 is made up of vulgata 4 a, b + 3 e, f,

which is repeated by ail his MSS. ; his st. 5 is the rest of

vulg. 4 ; and his st. 6 is vulg. 5 + 6. S4ya/^a does not

insert the additional hemistich, but he also differs from the

vulgate in his arrangement.

b. The Pet. Lex. suggests ^ikhawrfini//, vocative, * crested,*

as an epithet of the Apsaras ; cf. the same epithet of the

Gandharva in st. 7. Sdya«a simply * peacocks.' We prefer

the poetic figure : the crowns of the great trees are likened

unto crests.

Stanza 7.

a. For the epithet Anr/tyataA, cf. the parinr^tyati apsar^

in IV, 38, 3.

Stanza 8.

o, d. The epithet avakddd, * devouring avak4-reeds ' (blyxa

octandra), is clear. The Gandharvas live on the shores of

waters, and the dvakd is the typical water-plant. See

our Contributions, Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI,

342 ff. (especially 349 ff.) ; Roth, in Festgruss an Otto von

Bohtlingk, p. 97 ff. Less certain is havirada, * devouring

oblations.* The sense of the hemistich might be taken

pregnantly: The Gandharvas who devour our oblation,

though their natural food is the dvakd-reed, &c But
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I have in mind RV. X, 95, 16, where the Apsaras Urvari

exclaims that upon eating a drop of ghee her appetite was

cloyed for ever (cf. Harivawja T377 ; Vish«u-piir4f^a IV,

6, 28, and Geldner, Vedische Studien, I, pp. 263, 282).

The Atharvan is reminiscent, and fond of generalising

salient features of legends. It seems possible that the

Gandharvas are substituted for the Apsaras who represent

the Apsaras par excellence, Urvai-i. Sdya^a on the AV.
evinces his customary and astonishing talent of dodging

difficulties by means of bad variant readings, to wit : abhi-

hrad^n abhigatAhlddAn prapta^llraydn vL

Stanza 10.

Professor von Roth in Festgruss an Otto von Boht-

h'ngk, pp. 97 ff., proposed to read ^otayamAmak^n (Pada-

pA///a, ^otaya mSixnakSin) as one word, and interprets the

word in his inimitably ingenious manner as=pijAitadfpikA,

* will o' the wisp. Jack o' lanthorn.' Yet we have adopted

the simpler solutio;i of the xlifficulty^ proposed by Whitney

in Festgruss an Rudolf von Roth, p. 91. He proposes

^^otayamdnak^n^ comparing pravartamAnaka, RV. I, 191,

16. In both cases the suffix ka is truly diminutive, indi-

cating that the action of the verb is undertaken by a dimi-

nutive agent ; cf. also avai'arantik|(, AV. V, 13, 19 (see the

note there), and the MantrabrAhma«a of the Sftma-veda

II, 7, 3, athai'sh^w (sc. krim!/?Sm) bhinnakaA kumbha//.

* Little shiner ' wouW be the literal translation of ^otaya-
mdnak^n, and Roth s comparison with the will o' the wisp

may yet hold good.

Stanza 11.

b. The epithet sarvake^kd reminds one of hairiness as

a sig^ of sexual power, RV. I, 126, 7 ; X, 86, 16, a very

suitable attribute of the Gandharva ; cf. also kapi in

vr/sh£kapi in X, 86. But the word for 'hair' in both

these passages is r6ma, while sarvakejakd naturally refers

to the hair of the head ; RV, X, 136, 6. Yet the two

conceptions may be connected.
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IV, 38. Commentary to page 149.

Both the internal evidence of the stanzas themselves

(including the metre), and their employment in the ritual

prove the composite character of this hymn. The Anu-

kramawi, too, significantly describes the hymn as dvideva-

tyam. A gambling song of four stanzas is combined with

cattle-charm of three stanzas, apparently for the purely

formal reason that every hymn of the fourth book must

consist of at least seven stanzas ; cf. AV. XIX, 23, 4 ; Gop.

Br. I, I, 8; Ath. Parij. 46, 9. 10 ; Ind. Stud. IV, 433;
XVII, 178 ; Kaujika, Introduction, p. xli. Sdya;«a is the

only authority that makes a blend of the two parts. He
comments upon yHskm r/shabh6, &c., in st. 5, as follows

:

ydsam apsaras^m . . . se^anasamartha// patiA.

A.

The practices connected with the gambling-song are

reported at Kauj. 41, 10-13, as follows: 10. * Under the

constellation piirv4 ashdrfAliA^ the gambler digs a pit (in

the gambling-house), ti. Under the constellation uttara

2ishiidAii/i he (again) fills up the pit. 12. He smoothes

the place where the play takes place. 1 3. While reciting

IV, 38, 1-4 ; VII, 50 ; and VII, 109 he throws dice which

have been steeped (in curds and honey during the three

nights [and days] beginning with the thirteenth day of the

month ; see Kauj. 7, 19).'

This part of the hymn has been rendered by Muir,

Original Sanskrit Texts, V, 430; Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

111,4.54; Grill^, pp. 71, 140 ff.; cf also A. Holtzmann,

Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morg. Gesellsch. XXXIII, 631 ff.

* The name 2Lsh^dhah means * invincible/ Here, as frequently

elsewhere, its symbolic suggestiveness is utilised to secure success

or victory for the person who performs under the two constellations

of that name; cf. Weber, Nakshatra, II, 374, 389.
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Stanza 1.

Cf. Zimmer, pp. 283-5. The kr/tdm, or the kriiini in

P4da c (cf. sts. 2 c and 3 b), are either the winnings, or the

winning numbers, or combinations, of the dice. Cf. Apast.

Sr. V, I, 20.

Stanza 2.

a. SAyawa, viiinvatim ekatra nirbidhe kosh/Ae tri>&aturlin

akshdn vi^eshewa samu^>frinvatiw sawghikurvatim. Muir,

* who collects and scatters
;

' Ludwig, * die aufhaufende,

zuschiittende.' These technical terms are very obscure:

the scholiasts are untrustworthy because they have in mind
different games and different times.

Stanza 3.

Sdya;/a combines P4das e and f with 4 a, b, making his

fourth stanza, and then continues as follows : 4 c, d -f 5 a, b=
5; 5 c—f=6; 6= 7; 7= 8. His comment on this stanza

is rendered very problematic through bad readings : 4da-

dhlLnas for ^dad&nd ; jeshanti (avajeshayanti) for sishdti

;

prahdn for prahSm. For parinr/tyati, cf. knritydXdJi . . .

gandharvasya, IV, 37, 7. We have assumed with great

reluctance that sishati is a desiderative participle from

sa= san, *gain.'

Stanza 4.

We read pram6date for pram6dante with Siya«a and two

of Shankar Pandit's MSS., and b/bhratf for bfbhrati. The
anacoluthon in the second hemistich is thus easily removed.

B.

The three stanzas are designated at Kau.r. 21, 11 as

karkipravAdd/: (sc. WiaA), 'the stanzas that mention the

word karkt (cf. sts. 6, 7).' They are employed in a rite,

designed, according to the scholiasts, to secure the pros-

perity of cattle (Sdya;/a, gopush/ikarma ; Keyava, gojdnti),

as follows: 'The karkiprav^da stanzas are recited over

a young cow, upon which are placed twelve halters, and

which is anointed with the dregs of ghee. Then, while
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pronouncing P4das 7 c and 7d, the things indicated in (these)

mantras are done (i. e. fodder is given to the young cow,

and she is fastened with the halters).* In consideration of

these practices, and the statements of the stanzas them-

selves, we have thought that the purport of the hymn is

a more special one, to wit, to secure the return of the

young cows from pasture, and have formulated the caption

accordingly. The stanzas are also employed at Kauj. 66,

13 at a so-called sava, or formal bestowal of the dakshi«a

:

a karki (young white cow), together with an aniibandhy^,

a cow designed for the cattle-sacrifice, are given to the

priests as a particular kind of reward.

This part of the hymn has been rendered by Ludwig,

Der Rigveda, III, 455-

Stanza 5.

Because the Tait. S. Ill, 4, 7, i mentions an Apsaras by
the name of mari^i, SAya;/a connects this stanza with the

preceding gambling charm. The true sense seems to be
that the cows which wander * in den tag hinein ' are in

charge of the daily sun ; as he comes daily without fail, so

do the young cows return. But the text is vague and
fanciful, marred moreover by an anacoluthon.

Stanza 6.

S^ya«a explains kark5f by karkavar«4 Jubhr4 iyaw gauA.

Accordingly we, * white calf.*

V, 4. Commentary to page 4.

Next to the soma-plant the kush/>4a is one of the most
valued members of the Vedic flora. According to the

medical books it is costus speciosus, or arabicus. The
word is not mentioned in the Rig-veda, but is common in

the Atharvan where three hymns, V, 4 ; VI, 95 ; XIX, 39,
are devoted to accounts of its origin and its healing

properties. It is the prince of remedies, like unto the steer

among domestic animals, and the tiger among the beasts

of prey. Like the soma, his good friend and companion.
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he grows upon the mountains, especially upon the high

peaks of the Himalaya. In fact both soma and kush/>4a

came from the third heaven ; the kush/Aa grew originally

under that wonderful ajvattha-tree (ficus religiosa), under

whose shelter the gods themselves are accustomed to

assemble. A pretty myth tells how a golden ship (soma, the

moon ?), with golden tackle and oars, descends from heaven,

and alights upon the Himavant mountains, bringing kush/Aa,

the visible embodiment of the heavenly ambrosia. The
use of the plant is varied, its effect most reliable. Hence
It is designated as virvabhesha^j^ * all-cure,* and vijvadh^-

virya, * potent at all times.' Headache, consumption, and

afflictions of the eye are cured by it. But especially it

seems to have been regarded as the specific against fever

(takmdn) in all its forms. It seems to have been a fragrant

plant since in AV. VI, 102, 3 it is employed in a love-charm

in connection with salve, licorice, and spikenard. The
kush/^ itself must have been prepared as a salve, since

in Kauj. a8, 13 the patient h anointed with a mixture of

ground kush/^a with butter ; cf. especially Kejava*s gloss

to the passage. Curiously enough in the later literature

kushMa is the ordinary designation of leprosy, doubtless

a species of euphemism ; cf. Wise, Hindu System of

Medicine, p. 258 ff. Excellent accounts of the fcush/Aa-

plant are given by Grohmann, Indische Studien, IX,

p. 419 ff., and Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 6^ ff.

The employment of this hymn in the Kaofika-sQtra is of

a general character : all the stanzas of the Atharvan which

contain the word kush///a are classed together at 28, 13 as

kush/Z/aling^ (sc. riksJi) ; while they are being recited the

patient is anointed with kush/Aa, ground up with butter,

which is rubbed in without pressure (apratiharam : see Pet.

Lex. s.v. har with prati, and Bohtlingk*s Lexicon, vol. ii.

p. 290 c). D^rila describes this, quite predsely, as a cure

for fever, while Ke^ava sets it up for a variety of diseases,

r^^yakshma (a kind of consumption; see Zimmer, I.e.,

p. 375), headache, leprosy (kush/Aa), and pain in all limbs.

The Ga«am41A, Ath. Pari.y. 32, 7, counts the hymn as
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takmanlrana, * destructive of takman' (see Kaar. 26, i,

note), but the Anukrama^t describes it as yakshmanlfana-

kush/Aadaivatyam, the author being Bhrigu-Angiras. The

hymn has been translated by Grohmann, 1. c, 419 ff.

;

Zimmer, I.e., 63 ff., and Grill ^ pp 9, 141.

Stanza 2.

b. Himavant is identical with Himalaya.

o. Professor Roth, cited by Grill in his note, suspects

jrutvS and suggests srutvS. The latter seems more difficult,

and I am at a loss to appreciate why the reputation of the

kush/Aa among men might not be so stated.

Stanza 8.

The entire verse is repeated in AV. VI, 95, 1 ; and with

a single variant in XIX, 39, 6.

a. A tree as the seat of the gods occurs in RV. X, 135, i,

yasmin vrtksh6 supsMsi deva{A sampibate yama//, * the tree

of beautiful foliage within which Yama drinks with the

gods;' cf. also RV. I, 164, 20. 22, and Kuhn, Die Herab-

kunft des Feuers und des Gottertrankes \ pp. 1 26 ff.

b. tr/tiyasy^m it6 divi indicates the parallelism which

this myth establishes between the kush/>^a and the soma.

The ajvattha-tree is elsewhere said to drip with soma
(Kuhn, I.e., 128). The same expression is employed for

soma at Tait. S. VI, i, 6, i ; Tait. Br. I, i, 3, 10; III,

2, I, I; cf our Contributions, Fifth Series, Journ. Amer.

Or. Soc. XVI, II ; also the Pet. Lex. s.v. div. i, c, and

tridivd.

o, d. For amr/tasya ^aksha«am, cf. RV. I, 13, 5. The
Pada is replaced in AV. XIX, 39, 6. 7 by tiita// kush/Ao

^^ayata ; the word avanvata is rendered variously : Roth,

in Grill's note, ' (dorthin) wollten haben ; ' Grohmann, p. 421,
' spendeten

;

' Zimmer, p. 64, * dort besassen ;
' Grill, *dort

ward den Gottern zu teil.'

Stanza 4.

o. The vulgata here and at VI, 95, 2, which is a repeti-

tion of this stanza, reads piishyam. We have rendered
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piishpam, with some of the MSS., and Whitney, Index

Verborum, s.v. If we retain pushyam the sense would not

be changed materially; the two words are hopelessly

blended, since the writing of Devan^gar! MSS. in such

a case is totally unreliable.

Stanza 6.

a. The Anukrama«t designates the stanza as bhuri^, on

account of the apparently hypermetrical first Pdda. This

may be corrected so as to yield an anushAibh, either by

crasis of pdnthfina Ssan, or by substituting the older form

panthi(s). The former is the more conservative alternative,

since the nominative plural pdnthds does not occur in the

Atharvan.

d. nir^vahan with its two prepositions indicates vividly

the two chief features of the myth : nir, ' forth (from heaven)
;

'

&, * to (the mountain upon which it grows).'

Stanza 6.

The stanza, both by its metre (g^yatri), and subject

matter, betrays its character as an interruption of the

mythological history of the kiish/Aa. It seems, too, in

a measure, modelled after VI, 95, 3, with which it shares

its last Pdda. Nevertheless I would not go as far as Grill

does, and print the stanza at the end of the hymn, because

it may have been composed as a liturgical interruption of

the mythological account. To say that it was inserted

because of the assonance of S, vaha in Pcida b with nirSvahan

in 5 d is begging the question, since this assonance may be

part of the original endeavour. To be sure, the redactors

of the Atharvan are quite capable of such b^tises, but they

should not be charged with them except for good cause

!

b. & vaha, * restore,' literally, 'bring hither.' The word

is not otherwise quotable in this sense. Similar expres-

sions, however, are employed to indicate the restoration of

a disturbed mind ; here, perhaps, with reference to the

delirious ravings of the fever-patient ; cf. piinar d4, AV.
VI, III, 4, and perhaps S, gk and lid gd, II, 9, 2. The sense

[42] E e
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is fairly secure owing to its juxtaposition with nfsh kar (cf.

St. lo, and II, 9, 5, &c.).

Stanza 7.

b. Cf. AV. XIX, 39, 5. 8 for s6masya sakhl

d. ^dkshushe, * to my eye,' not in the sense of the oculist,

there being no implication of disease of the eye, as is the

case in the expression upahaty^m aksh6s in st. 10. The
poet has in mind that eye with which *to see the sun'

(sfiryaw dris6j dmaye sifrydya, or svar <iris6) is the poetic

prayer for life. This is quite clear. The eye here is that

which finally does go to the sun, sCfryaw ^dkshur ga^^//atu,

RV. X, 16, 3 ; cf. with this and the preceding Pclda the

formula at the animal sacrifice, e.g. Ait. Br. II, 6, 13,

* may thy eye go to the sun ; may thy breath unite with

the wind/
Stanza 8.

c, d. n^mAny uttam^ni : literally, * highest names
;

' cf.

AV. XIX, 39, 2, where the names are stated with much
fancy.

Stanza 9.

For the diction of this stanza, cf. AV. VI, 95, 3; XIX,

39» 3' 4 ; and V, 22, 2; XIX, 34, 10.

Stanza 10.

The stanza is rubricated separately as a member of the

takmanlranaga«a in the Ga«am^l4 ; see Kau.?. 26, i, note.

The Ailukrama^i designates it as ush«iggarbh& nlkrit

(nivrit), because Pclda b seems defective. By reading

akshi6s taniivo the defect is remedied : aksh6s here, as

well as in part of the MSS. at XIX, 60, i, stands for

akshy6s with defective presentation of the sound-group

kshy as ksh. See also IV, 20, 7, where all MSS. read

>6aturaksh^s for ^aturakshySs. The case is the same as

appears in mekshimi for mekshy^mi, AV. VII, 102, i
;

s^kshe for sdkshye, II, 27, 5 ; vibhuhksham4;Mi- for -ksh>'a-

in&na,', Kslus. 23, 9 ; 38, 26, and more remotely like sim&
for ^^m^, AV. I, 24, 4, and sSitn&ksL for jy&mdka, Kaor.
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74, 16. Morphological deductions, such as Professor

Hopkins, Amer. Journ. Phil. XIII, 21 ff., bases upon

these defective writings, are therefore subject to the gravest

suspicion. In general, DevanAgari MSS. must be watched

very closely for the loss of y, especially if preceded by two

consonants; cf. especially the hopeless confusion between

the words arghya and argha.

V, 5. Commentary to page 20.

The only mention of this hymn in the practices of the

Kaujika is the one implied in 28, 14, UkshAlihgAbhir (sc.

r/gbhir) dugdhe phd«/dn piyayati, where the commentators

agree in presenting our hymn along with AV. IV, 12, as

*the stanzas characterised by the mention of the lAkshA-

plant.' For the practices connected with the plant that

goes by the names Arundhati, Sild^i, Ldkshd (possibly

also Roha//i), see the introduction to IV, 12, and the note

on its first stanza.

The hymn has been translated by Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, p. 67 ; GrilP, pp. 10, 143 ; the last two stanzas by
Kuhn, Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachforschung, XIII,

p. 61. The Anukramawi designates it as Idkshikam, * per-

taining to the Wkshd-plant.'

Stanza 1.

a. The Atharvan poets signalise with great predilection

their knowledge of the power of any substance which they

employ by stating that this knowledge extends to the

father, mother, and other relatives of the substance. Or,

again, they indicate their control over any disease, or hostile

force, by assuming the same knowledge of their kindred.

Of the latter class are the boasts made in V, 13, 7; VI, 61,

I, and VII, 74, 1. The former class concerns plants exclu-

sively. Dyaus, the heaven, and Pr/thivl, the earth, are

father and mother of plants, III, 23, 6; VIII, 7, 2, and

perhaps also III, 9, 1. Fanciful names are given to the

parents of plants : I, 24, 3, sdrQp^ n^ma te m^tS sdriipo

n^ma te pit4 (cf. Kauj. 26, 22, note) ; VI, 16, i, vihilho nSma

£62
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te pM madlfvatt n^ma te mAti (of the plant Sbayu, mus-

tard) ; XIX, 39, 2, ^val5 nfima te m^t^ ^vant6 n£ma te

pit5 (of the plant kiish/>4a) ; V, 4, 9, uttam6 n^ma te pit5

(of the same plant). The names of the ancestors in our

stanza are pecuh'arly fanciful and heterogeneous.

o. sil&>&r, only in this hymn; cf. sil4^14 (sil4;%a + 41a),

VI, 16, 4 ; Kauj. 51, 16 ^, * a creeper or weed growing in

grain-fields.' See Kaujika, Introduction, p. xlv, and cf. also

our note on st. 9 c.

Stanza 2.

d. For nyinisLtily cf. nyd«>&anam, AV. IV, 36, 6, and RV.
VIII, 27, 18, where S4ya;/a explains the word by nitariw

gamanam.

Stanza 8.

a. Cf. with this the designation of the plant in IV, 12, i,

roha^i (r6hi«i), and the note there.

b. kanydIA here and XIV, 2, 52 ; the suffix -14 with dis-

paraging function as in vr/shald.

o. ^yanti occurs also as the proper designation of a plant,

equal to the common ^vanti : see the lexicons.

d. spdra;/! calls to mind Lat pro-sper and spes, but

sphird and the root sphai (I. E. sph^i) have a better claim

upon these words.

Stanza 4.

b. harasA is translated by Zimmer, ' durch einen schlag

(griflf)
;

' by Grill, * mit gewalt.' This is a possible alterna-

tive. There are two hdras in the Veda, one from the root

har, 'take,' and the other from ghar. The latter is Oipo^
;

cf. Zeitschrift fiir vei^leichende Sprachforschung, XXV, 80,

133 note, 168. Examples of the latter are AV. VIII, 3,

4ff. ; XVIII, 2, 36. 58 ; 3, 71 ; XIX, 65 and 66 ; and espe-

cially II, 19, 2 ; 20, 2 ; 21, 2 ; 22, 2 ; 23, 2, where the word

occurs in the series tdpas, hdras, ar^^fs, soMs, and t^^s.

* The MSS. of the Kaujika read jil%^ld with palatal s. By

changing silaitf to ^a^f we obtain the possible etymology * she that

creeps upon stones.'
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Stanza 7.

For the epithets of the plant in this and the preceding

stanza, see the note on IV, 12, i.

b. For ^shme, see Contributions, Sixth Series, Zeit-

schrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft,

XLVIII, 565 ff. ; for loraa^avaksha^e, Pischel, Vedische

Studien, I, 178.

d. Cf. V, 9, 7; RV. X, 16, 3; Ait. Br. II, 6, 13 ; 5at Br.

XIV, 6, 2, 13, &c.

Stanza 8.

a, b. I have translated the passage with strict adherence

to the text which is certainly not above suspicion. The
Paippaldda offers no help. Inasmuch as the father is

mentioned, it seems likely that both parents are somehow
contained in the passage, and the change from k^nin6 to

k&nln^ has su^ested itself to all translators (Pet. Lex.,

Zimmer, Grill). The first PAda would then be, ' Silkki

by name art thou, daughter of a maiden.* I would draw

attention here, as at IV, 20, 3, to RV. X, 40, 9, ^fdnish/a

ydshd, patayat kaninak6 v{H«ruhan vinidhaA (cf. also RV.
X, 3, 2 and AV. XII, 3, 47 ?), where the origin of plants

occurs somehow in connection with a woman and a kani-

nakd. But the passage is buried in obscurity for the

present. If the emended kinlnfi is taken to refer to the

mother of the plant, it would certainly seem natural to see

in i^babhru the father. The word as it stands can be

nothing but a vocative from a formally and lexically un-

quotable feminine aj^ababhrti; Grill suggests the change

to the nominative masculine a^babhrus, an emendation

which Zimmer's translation also implies. Grill, too, thinks

that the mother and father thus reconstructed for these

passages must be identical with those in st i, namely, night

and cloud—a conclusion which, in our opinion, is not at all

coercive. He points out that night is designated in XIX,

48, 2 as * mother,' and in XIX, 49, 1 as a blooming young

woman (ishiri y6sh^ yuvatfA) ; as regards ^gababhru he has

in mind the goat of Piishan in his relation to sunset and
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dawn (cf. RV. VI, 55, i, and Ludwig's note, vol. iv, 147).

All this is possible, but excessively problematic.

c, d. The cloudy allusions of the preceding Padas are

obfuscated further by the statement here that the plant

has been sprinkled with the blood of the brown horse of

Yama, an expression which may also harbour an allusion

to night (cf. sy&vt, RV. I, 71, i ; III, 55, u ; NaighawAika

I, 7). Elsewhere the horses of Savitar (RV. I, 35, 5), Agni

(RV. II, 10, 2), Rudra (AV. XI, 2, 18) are designated as

sy&vi. The Padapd/Aa reads ksni, * by the mouth,' and

Zimmer adopts this reading, against the Pet. Lex., Kuhn
(p. 61), Whitney in the Index Verborum, and Grill. The
PadapcL///a itself has SLsnih in the next stanza—an obvious

inconsistency. I cannot rid myself of the impression that

there is some connection between this and a statement m
the Maitr. S. IV, 9, 19 ; Tait. An IV, 29, asr^hmukho

rudhire«a«bhyakto yamasya dAta^, * the messenger of Yama
bloody-mouthed, bedaubed with blood

;

' if so the brown

horse of Yama may be a variant of the two dogs of Yama
called sykmsi and cabala, * sun and moon/ or * day and night

*

(cf. Contributions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV,
1 63 ff.), and this would again lead back to the word r£tri

in St. 1 . Non liquet. Grill :
* It is conceived that the plant

has absorbed the blood of a divine animal with which it has

been sprinkled, and has acquired thereby corresponding

strength and virtue.'

Stanza 9.

a, b. Zimmer :
* aus des rosses maul (cf. the preceding

note) herausgefallen lief sie an die baume ;

' Kuhn :
* vom

blut des rosses hergeeilt, glitt sie sogleich den baumen zu ;

'

Grill :
* entsprungen aus des pferdes blut lief diese zu den

baumen hin.' simpaXitk is not altogether satisfactory ; the

Pet. Lex. translates it * zusammengeflossen, zusammenge-

ronnen.' The entire picture is vague, and is not rendered

less so by the next PSda.

o. The meaning of this Pdda is by no means established.

It is formulary in character and always employed in con-

nection with plants. In the oshadhistuti, RV. X, 97, 9

;
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V^^. S. XII, 83 the version is slrAA patatr{«i sthana ; Tait.

S. IV, 2, 6, 2 ; Maitr. S. II, 7, 13, sar^A patatrteiA sthana;

Kd/A. S. XVI, 13, sar^ patatrteiA stha ; Kap. S. XXV, 4,

surSJi patatri;f!// sthana (so also a variant of Maitr. S.).

Skyana, at RV. explains the word by sara^a^il^, while

Mahidhara at V^f. S. suggests no less than three other

interpretations in addition to that of Siya«a, none of them

usable. Note also sir^ (pattrasird), RV. I, 121, 11, which

may fairly claim relationship with this group ; cf. also the

expression ap^m asi svasd in st. 7. Kuhn, 1. c, p. 61, had

in mind ^ara in his translation * befliigelt wurde sie ein

pfeil.' Certainly a * winged brook' strains the limits of

common sense. But I have no better suggestion to make.

The word sar5 seems to contain a punning allusion to the

name of the plant siUH.

V, 7. Commentary to page 172.

The Veda, especially the Atharvan, is much given to

personify evil qualities as female divinities, e.g. nfrr/ti,

ardddhi, ^rti, ardyT, and particularly ardti. The present

hymn aims to appease the powers of avarice and grudge

personified as Ardti ; more particularly the poet has in

mind the dakshiwd of the priest ; that shall not be with-

held, but shall accrue abundantly. Cf. st. i ; K4///. Up.

I, 1. The 5&stras expressly forbid the withholding of the

dakshi;/^, e.g. Vish«u-smr/ti LIV, 15. See also in general

RV. X, 107; AV. V, 18 ; 19 ; XII, 5 ; Gop. Br. I, 5, 25.

In the Atharvan rites our hymn figures in a variety of

connections. At Kaar. i8, 14, in the course of the so-called

nirr/tikarmAm (18, i~i8), grain is offered to the goddess of

misfortune while the hymn is being recited. At Kauj. 41,8

a person about to engage in a business venture makes an

offering (upadadhlta ^) while pronouncing our hymn, as well

as III, 20 and VII, i. The intention is to remove obstacles.

* For the meaning of this technical term, see Kerava to Kauj. 6

(p. 309 of the edition). The upadhdna according to this consists

in offering one of thirteen different kinds of havis.
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Once more in Kaiu. 46, 6 he who has a request to make,

recites sts. 5-T0 along with VII, 57, in order that his request

shall not be refused. The hymn has been translated by

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 305 ; Grill 2, pp. 39, 145 ff.

Stanza 2.

a, b. purodhats^, lit. *dost make thy agent or purohita;'

piirusha, * servant, minister
;

' parirApfn, * suggesting, prompt-

ing, advising ;' cf. XII, 4, 51.

Stansa 6.

The jraddh^ is 'faith, religious zeal,* that makes the

sacrificer liberal to the priests. Cf. D&rila to Kauf. 46, 6.

It is the same jraddh^ which entered Na^iketas, Kd/A. Up.

I, 7, ff., to such an extent that he desired to be given himself

as sacrificial reward to his priests. This zeal is naturally

bestowed by the brown soma, i.e. in the course of solemn

sacrifice, and through the inspiration that comes from the

hymns (V^^ Sarasvati), sung while drinking the soma. The
previous translations seem to me to miss the point wholly

:

Ludwig, *den (anteil, den) ich verlange . . . den soil heute

5'raddh& finden.' But yim refers to the person supplicated,

not to favours asked. Grill, * wen ich angehe mit dem spruch

. . . der werd heut inne mein vertraun, und nehm den

braunen soma hin.' Cf. also Zimmer, p. 272.

Stanza 6.

d. The Pet. Lex. suggests for this single occurrence of

prdti hary the meaning * verschmahen, zuriickweisen,'

though the word ordinarily means 'delight in, long for.*

The passage seems to contain the euphemistic insinuation

that Arciti when suflSciently cajoled is favourable to

generosity. Or, those who desire to be generous must

curry favour with Ardti ; otherwise she frustrates their

intentions. Cf. I, 8, 2.

Stanza 8.

ArSti is here connected with nightmare. Her appear-

ance as a naked woman recalls the German *alp,' or *mahre*
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which also manifests itself as a woman; see A. Kuhn,

Zeitschr. f. vergl. Sprachf. XIII, 125 ff. For the spirit of

this and the subsequent stanzas, cf. the description of the

Apsaras, IV, 37.

V, 13. Commentary to page 27.

This charm against snake poison claims interest chiefly

from its designations of serpents, mostly of obscure mean-

ing, and reaching down to the bed-rock of folk-lore. Kau-
jika's performances 29, 1-14 ai'e very explicit : they follow

the hymn stanza by stanza. But they are not as instruc-

tive as they might be owing to their symbolism, and their

own obscurity. They begin with the performances in

honour of Takshaka, described at 28, 1-4 in connection

with IV, 6 and 7 (see the introduction to IV, 6), and con-

tinue with additional doings, based upon each stanza of our

hymn. These will be referred to most profitably under the

head of each separately. The hymn exhibits noteworthy

points of contact with RV. I, 191.

Stanza 1.

Cf. RV. I, 191, 7. II. We have translated saktam by
* what has been fastened;* cf. RV. I, 191, 10. The Pet.

Lex. s. V. sa«^ 4),
* inherent.*

Stanza 2.

Kauj. 29, 2-4 :
* WitTi the second (sianzia) thie acit of con-

fining (the poison) takes place ^. 3. Tlie (priest) walks

about (the patient) towards the left (Keirava, savyam=r

* dvitiyaya grahawi. Ddrila', ka/akabandha ity artha>^, ' with the

second stanza a rope is fastened (about' the pktient) ' ? Cf. agra-

bham, and gr/Tiwdmi in the mantra. The feminine gender of

grahawi is peculiar. We should expect' eitlier grahanam, or dvittyi

grahaxif. Kejava, vishaw na visarpati dcjasthita/^ bhavati jarire

na sarpati vishastambhana/Ti bhavad.
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apradakshwam). 4. He fastens a bunch of grass ^ to the

border of the (patient's) tuft of hair.'

b. et^su, feminine, with reference to the numerous female

reptiles in sts. 7 ff.

Stanza 3.

Kauj. 29^ 5 :
^ With the third (stanza) he drives the

poison forth.' Ke^ava, da;;^j4d visham anyatra gsikkAzti.

In Pddaa, vr/shd me rdva^ suggests perhaps the fire which

is built to frighten away serpents; see RV. I, 94, 10 ; VII,

79, 4 ; X, III, 2. At RV. X, 146, 2=Tait. Br. II, 5, 5, 6

vrzshdravd is the designation of a croaking bird. P^da d

echoes RV. I, 191, 8 : the rising sun symbolises the qui-

escence or destruction of all harmful powers.

Stanza 4.

Kau^. 29, 6. 7 :
* While reciting the fourth stanza, along

with VII, 88^, the (serpent's) bite is rubbed' with grass,

and the grass thrown upon the serpent. 7. (Or in the

absence of the serpent he throws it) where the biting took

place.' Cf. Kauj. 32, 25. The ceremony is an attempt

at the complete realisation of the mantra.

Stanza 5.

Kauj. 29, 8 :
' With the fifth stanza he sprinkles the

poisoned person with waiter hj^ated by quenching in it

^ The virtue of this manipulation rests apparently in the pun

between stamba and the root stambh, * fasten, confine '

!

* * Go away, thou art an enemy, an enemy surely art thou

!

Thou hast mixed (thy) poison into poison, thou hast certainly

mixed poison. To the serpent himself do thou go away. Him
slay !' Cf. Ludwig, Rigvec^a, III, 5^1; Henry, Le livre VII de

TAtharva-v^da, pp. 36, 106.

^ Kejava, pra^alya, * heating the bite with burning grass.' This

is due to confusion of this performance with Kauj. 32, 24, daz^wma

nitapya.
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burning reeds from a thatch ^ mixed with grains of sesame.*

For ava^Ala, cf. Kau^r. 27, 29 (introduction to III, 7);

Kauj. 27, 33 (introduction to III, 11); 28, 2 (introduction

to IV, 6). The punning symboh'sm which connects this

practice with lipatn^ya, and perhaps also dlfk^A (as though

it were vallka) in the mantra, represents the low-water

mark of banale attempts to construct a practice upon the

indications of the mantra. The names of the serpents in

this and the following stanzas are for the most part very

obscure (cf. Zimmer, pp. 94, 95) : for kafrAta, see X, 4, 14,

for babhrii, VI, 56, 2. asitd is a more common designation,

VI, 56, 2 ; VII, 56, I, &c., and cf. the note on VI, 56, 2.

o. st^mSnam, iir. key., we have rendered as though it

were sthim^nam (masculine!). Cf. our remarks on the

interchange between surd aspirates and non-aspirates,

Amer. Joum. Phil. XII, pp. 436 ff., and Roth in the

Zeitschr. d. Dewtsch. Morg. Gesellsch. XLVIII, 105 ff.

The Pet. Lex. under sthi + api suggests srdm^^am, without

interpreting the passage in this form.

Stanza 6.

Kauj. 29, 9 :
* With the sixth (stanza) a bowstring taken

from the notched end of the bow is fastened upon the

patient.' Again, the vaguest kiijid of symbolism in refer-

ence to Pdda d. For taim^ta, see V, 18, 4. The rendering

of dpodaka is very uncertain. Though in accord with the

apparent meaning of the same word in st. 2, it jars here

:

we should rather expect another designation of serpents,

' one that does not live in the water (?).'

Stanza 7.

Kauj. 29, 10 :
* With the two oext stanzas (7 and 8) the

patient is given to drink water with the earth of a bee-hive.'

(Kejava, however, madhfldvApa= madhuvr^Tcshamr/ttikA).

The relation of the practice to the stanzas is profoundly

obscure. Cf. the note on V, 5, i.

* Cf. the introduction to VI, 24.
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Stanza 8.

b. We are tempted to change the instrumental isiknyi

to the ablative AsiknyAA, *born of the black serpent/ or

* born of the black night/

o. For pratinkam, see our note on IV, 16, 2; cf. also

XII, I, 46 ; 5at. Br. VII, 4, i, 28 (ye va^va/eshu jerate),

and Ait. Br. VI, i, 3.

Stanza 9.

Kauj. 29, 1 1 :
' With the ninth (stanza) the patient is

given to drink water containing the excrement of a porcu-

pine. With a prick (of the porcupine) that has three white

stripes he feeds meat to the patient \* Cf. the closely cor-

related RV. I, 191, 16.

a. The Pet. Lexs. and Zimmer, p. 82, translate kar«5 by
* long-eared.* But has the porcupine long ears ? I have

preferred to think of his pricks (.falali) as giving rise to the

somewhat fanciful adjective. The prickly porcupine may
naturally not live on good terms with serpents, being hard

to tackle.

b. ava^arantik^, left untranslated by the Pet. Lexs , in the

light of pravartam^nakdA, RV. I, 193, 11, is obviously

a diminutive participle ; see our note on IV, 37, 10.

Stanza lO.

Kauj. 29, 13: * With the tenth (stanza) the patient is

given wafer to sip' from a gourd.' This looks as though

there was some connection in the mind of the Stitrakira

between tibiiva and alibu. At any rate ttoiiva, and tas-

tiiva^ in the next stanza, seem to be a cure for poison.

This and the next stanza are wholly problematic.

Stanza 11.

Kaar. 29, 14 :
* With the eleventh stanza he ties (a gourd)

to the navel of the patient.' For tastvivam some MSS.,

according to Bohtlingk s lexicon, read tasriivam.

^ Cf. Kauj. 10, 16, and the Gr/hya-sOtras, where the prick wiih

three stripes figures frequently ; see Stenzler's index, s. v. trye«i.
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V, 14. Commentary to page 77.

The hymn is one of the kr/tyipratihara«4ni, a series of

hymns which counteract spells, given in the list at Kauj*.

39, 7. See the introductions to IV, 17; V, 31 ; VIII, 5;
X, 1, &c. The plant which figures prominently (sts. i, 2,

4, 9) is not specified. It may be the apimirga, as in IV,

17-19; cf. the Anukramawt, vAnaspatyam. The hymn
has been translated by Zimmer, p. 396 ff. ; GrilP, pp.

26, 147 ff.

Stanza 1.

The first hemistich is repeated at II, 27, 2 ; see the note

there.

Stanza 9.

In the course of the performances undertaken with the

kr/tyiga^^a at Kauj. 39, 7-12 (cf. the introduction to IV,

17) this stanza is rubricated (S(itra 11), preceded by the

words kr/tyay4*mitra>&akshush4 samikshan, which seems

to be mantra, either entirely, or in part; cf. DArila and

Ke^va, p. 341. The sense of the Sutra, as much else in

the same passage, is very obscure.

Stanza 10.

a. As a son goes to his father, thus do thou, O spell,

return to thy father, i. e. to him that has prepared thee.

c, d. Grill, following Roth's lead, reads bandhum iva and

translates, * wie sich der fliichtling heimwarts kehrt, &c.'

We do not feel constrained to accept the emendation, ava +
kram ordinarily means * overcome,' hence we have trans-

lated avakrdmf by * one who overcomes.' The comparison

is as good, if not better. Zimmer, * wie den Banden

entfliehend eile zuriick &c.'—a forced construction of the

accusative, bandhdm.

Stanza 11.

A doubtful stanza in changed metre (gSyatr!). It may
have slipped in because of mrigim iva in the next stanza.
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The sense seems to be : as surely as the antelope, shy

though she be, mates with the buck, so surely shall the

spell strike him who prepares it. Cf. IV, 4, 7= VI, 101, 3,

and VII, 115, 2. But abhiskdndam is iir. Aey. : we have

followed Grill in referring it to the mounting buck. The
Pet. Lex. regards it as a gerund, and Whitney, Index Ver-

borum, emends to abhiskdndan, a masculine participle,

yielding a very problematic construction. Zimmer, 'wie

die scheue Antilope, die Gazelle dem Angreifer (entflieht,

so du, o Kranker, dem Zauber).'

V, 18. Commentary to page 169.

The object of the two hymns V, 18 and 19 is clearly to

present in the most drastic language the danger which

arises from the oppression of Brahmans, and usurpation of

their property ^ Especially the cow of the Brahman,

given to him as his sacrificial stipend {dakshink ; cf. XII,

4), is sacred and inviolable. The point is accentuated by
the practices connected with them. The two hymns are

rubricated at Kauj. 48, 13 ff. under the name brahma-

gavyau (i.e. the two brahmagavi-hymns). The practices

are intended to compass the death of him that robs or

slays the cow of a Brahman ; they are as follows : 13. ' (The

Brahman) recites the two brahmagavi-hymns against (the

robbers)^. 14. He recites them while the activity (of killing

and cutting up the cow is being performed). 15. vi^Wtati

(Dclr. uvadhye havi/!kr/te*ty artha^^). 16. (He recites the

hymns) over the excrement within the entrails ^ 17. And

* This is the a^eyatd, * freedom from oppression,' of the

Brahman ; cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. X, 60 ff.

' Ddrila and Ke^ava add to this the related hymn XII, 5 (mixed

prose and verse).

• Excessively doubtful; Dirila has the following as text and

scholion : ka^ kriyd anvaha, dbadhye, dveshya/n manasi (Cod.

anasi) kr/tvi saptaminirde^at. Cf XII, 5, 39, where the excrement

of the cow is described as fit for sorcery-practices.
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1

also at a burial-ground ^ 18. Thrice he exclaims: "Slay

those yonder.*' 19. While reciting the second (brahma-

gavi-hymn) he hides a stone in the excrement. 20. Twelve

nights does he rest observing every vow (of the brahma-

kSirm). 21. When the sun has risen twice (after the twelve

days, the enemy) is laid low.' Cf. especially AV. XII, 4
and 5, and 5at. Br. XIV, 6, 7, 4= 3^11. Ar. Up. Ill, 7, i.

The Anukrama/^i designates the two hymns as brahma-

gavldevatye.

Both hymns have been translated by Muir, Original

Sanskrit Texts, P, 285 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III,

447 ff., 451 ff. (cf. also 154); Zimmer, 199 ff. ; Grill 2, 41,

148 ff. ; cf. also Hillebrandt's Vedachrestomathie, p. 42.

Stanza 3.

Ludwig very ingeniously suggests the change of mS to

y& at the beginning of P^da c ; this yields a more concin-

nate construction :
* Enveloped in her skin, as an adder

with evil poison, sapless, unfit to be eaten is the cow of the

Br^hma;/a.' Shankar Pandit with all MSS., si.

Stanza 4.

This and the following stanza, as also 8, 9, and 13 are in

trish/ubh metre, and bear no reference to the cow of the

Brahman : they deal with the Brahman himself. Muir,

Ludwig, and Zimmer refer the verbs to the cow.

Stanza 6.

b. nd y&itt^t, lit. 'not as the result of thought
;

' cf. d^itty^,

V, 17, 12, and malvdA, V, 18, 7.

Stanza 6.

b. The Paippal&da reads agncA priyataniA tanCi^, and the

Pet. Lex. suggests agn^A priy^ tanur iva; cf. st. 14, and

XII, 5, 41.73-

o. Soma is the heir of the Brahman, i. e. Soma is bene-

fited by the service of the priest; or, perhaps, Soma is

' Ddr. xmirdne p&kasth&ne (^badhyavat.
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432 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

interested in the Brahman's cow (implied throughout the

hymn), because her milk is mixed with Soma; cf. st 14.

See also 5at. Br. V, 4, 2, 3.

Stanza 7.

Cf. RV. X, 85, 34. niAkhfdam, h't. ' to throw out.' Pro-

fessor Roth su^ests ni-khfdam, * to get down.' niAkhid is

certainly iir. Aey. and might be for nishkhid=ni-shkhid, re-

minding us of the MSS. of the Tait. S. which write khkhid

in the interior of words (after augment and prepositions)
;

see Ind. Stud. XIII, 106-7. But the statement, that the

oppressor of Brahmans swallows the cow, and that he then

cannot get her out again, because she sticks in his throat,

is equally suitable.

Stanza 8.

b. The expression nSuUkS, ddnt^s tapas&'bhfdigdhAA

seems to me to contain a double entente, * his windpipe

(shaft of the arrow), his teeth (points of the arrow), are

bedaubed (like the arrow with poison) with holy fire.' A
striking figure of speech, hardly to be misunderstood

!

Muir, 'his windpipe is arrow-points smeared with fire;'

Ludwig, * die na^3fik4 (speiserore oder luftrore ?) die zahne

vom tapaA bestrichen
;

' Zimmer, * seine luftrohre mit

Gluth bestrichne Pfeilspitzen
;

' Grill, * die Luftrohr Pfeil-

spitze, in des Eifers Gluth getauchet'

Stanza 10.

d. vaitahavyd, patronymic from vftdhavya, a proper

name; cf. st. 11, and V, 19, i. Zimmer, pp. 132, aoo-i,

translates the word by * die aus habsucht opfernden,' and

*die opfergierigen,* but the word per se has no disparaging

meaning ; cf. vitihotra.

Stanza 11.

o, d. Ludwig, ' die der Kesaraprdbandhd letztgeborene

gebraten.' This involves the emendation of hLTzmSg^m to

^arama^^m (sc. vatsam, * calf), and mak^ Kesarapr4-

bandhdthe name of a cow ; cf. prathama^d. That cows
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had names may be seen from our introduction to II, ^2,

but this name, * having her hair braided/ is clearly that of

a woman. Apparently the iniquity of the Vaitahavyas

reaches its height, when they do not spare the only goat of

the poor woman. If the text were only as sound as the

moral I

Stanza 12.

a. Cf. V, 19, II, where the number 99 takes the place of

loi. Both are formulaic.

Stanza 14.

Cf. St. 6 and XII, 5, 4. 58.

c. hdntdbhfjast^ndras ought, in the light of stanza 6, to

mean * Indra slays the curser,' or * Indra destroys curses.'

Accordingly the Pet. Lex. proposes hdnti'bhfjastim (cf.

Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar^, §§ 271 d, 946); hdnt^

»bhf.faster is equally possible (cf. 1. c, § 1182 d). The text

might possibly be sustained by reading hdntA'bhfjasti

(ace. plur. neut.). Ludwig takes both words as nomina-

tives of tar-stems, * Indra toter flucher.' Zimmer, still

differently, reads hdnt^'bhfjastam.

d. For vedhis, cf our note on I, 1 1, i b.

V, 19. Commentary to page 171.

For the employment of this hymn in the ritual, and other

general considerations, see the introduction to V, 18.

Stanza 1.

o. Bhrigu is a typical name for an Atharvan priest ; cf.

4ngirasd in st. 2; bhr/gvahgiras, like atharv^hgiras, is a

name of the Atharva-veda itself; see Kauj. 63, 3 ; 94, 3. 4.

Like Atharvan and Angiras, the Bhrigu are connected

with the production of fire ; cf Ludwig, III, 140.

For the Srtng-ayBs, see Weber, Ind. Stud. I, 208 ff., 232 ;

Ludwig, III, 154; Zimmer, 132; Weber, *Episches im
vedischen Ritual/ Sitzungsberichte der Koniglich Preu-

ssischen Akademie, July 23, 1891, vol. xxxviii, p. 797

[42] F f
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434 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

(p. 31 of the reprint). The legend which is alluded to here

(and in V, 18, 10. 11) is not to be found elsewhere. One
may fairly question whether it is not, in a measure at least,

trumped up in deference to a supposed etymology : -^ya
in sHngdiyz, suggests * conquer, oppress ' (cf. g\yit^ in st. 6,

and brahma^dsya in st. 7); the syllable srin (Padap4/Aa

sr/n «^ya) is not above the suspicion of having suggested

jrmgin, 'horned animal,' RV. I, 32, 5, &c. ; cf. the later

writing sri^gaya, Vish//u-pur4«a, &c. Note however Tait-

S. VI, 6, 6, 2, and 5at. Br. XII, 9, 3, i ff., in both of which

places the Sring-ay^is come to grief.

Stanza 2.

o. The text has ubhaySdam, which we have emended
(with Grill) to ubhay^dann, * having two rows of teeth/

The ram is ordinarily a harmless animal ; but, just as he
portentously devours a lioness at RV. VII, 18, 17, so he
here appears armed with extra teeth, and capable of doing

mischief. Possibly, however, ubhaySdam is an accusative

from ubhay^da = ubhay^dant, * horse,' and * the goat de-

voured the horse ' is another way of marking the ominous

destruction of the property of oppressors. Cf. RV. X, 90, i o,

and the Pet. Lexs., s.v. ubhaydtodant, ubhaydtodanta, ubha-

y^dant.

Stanza 3.

b. I have accepted Professor Weber's not altogether

certain emendation of ^uklim to julkdm (Ind. Stud. XVII,

304). This is based upon Muir's perfectly secure parallel

correction at III, 29, 3 (Original Sanskrit Texts, V, 310).

These two passages are the only ones upon which the Pet.

Lex., s.v. 2d, bases the meanings 'auswurf, schleim, rotz'

for sukli ; otherwise the word means * white.' It must be

conceded, however, that the reading ^kdm disturbs the

parallelism between Pddas a and b, and that the construc-

tion of ish with the locative of the person from whom
something is desired is strange. The text as it stands

would yield, *who threw slime upon him.*

o, d. This punishment broaches upon the later infernal
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fancies of the MArksindeysL-pur^nB. ; see Scherman, Roman-
ische Forschungen, V, 539 ff. ; Materialien zur Geschichte

der Indischen VisionsHteratur (Leipzig, 189a), and F^r,

Journal Asiatique, Eighth Series, vol. xx, p. 185 ff. ; Ninth

Series, vol. i, p. 1 1 a ff. ; cf. also Zimmer, 420 ff.

Stanza 4.

b. * As far as she reaches or penetrates/ i.e. wherever she

is distributed and eaten (?). Ludwig, * wohin sie uberhaupt

gewandelt,' i. e. wherever she has been during her life-time.

Zimmer (and similarly Grill), * wahrend sie noch unter dem
beile zuckt.'

Stansa 5.

b. I read ajyate for asyate with Zimmer and Grill ; cf.

V, 18, 3 d. See also the note on III, 4, 7, and Proc. Amer.

Or. Soc, May, 1886 (Joum., vol. xiii, p. cxvii ff.).

Stansa 7.

The last word, brahma^dsya, is a gloss (Anukr. upari-

sh/adbrAatl). The cow is described as portentous, hence

she forebodes destruction ; cf. VIII, 6, 22.

Stanza 0.

o. The Pet. Lex., s. v. man with abh/, reads tdd dhdnam
for sdd dhdnam. The emendation is not urgent.

d. Ndrada is the typical interlocutor in the Purd^as ; in

AV. XII, 4, 16. 24. 41 ff., he is especially engaged in pro-

curing the brahmagavf.

Stanza 11.

Cf. V, 1 8, 1 2. For ndva navatdyaA, see Whitney, Sk. Gr.*

§ 477 d-

Stanza 12.

A favourite method of imprecation in the Atharvan

consists in threatening with the ceremonies of funeral, or

even employing stanzas and formulas originally constructed

for burial; cf. the introduction to I, 14, and the note on

II, 12, 7. The present stanza, as well as sts. 13, and

F f 2
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XII, 5, 47 ff., contain such threats against the oppressor

of Brahmans ; cf. our Contributions, Second Series,

Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, p. 336 ff. (especially pp. 339 ff.).

In this stanza reference is made to the custom of tying

a kCidi'-plant (according to Dirila at Kslus. ai, 2. 13, &c.=

badarf, * Christ's thorn ; ' cf. Kauj. Introduction, p. xliv) to

the dead, so that it trails after him and effaces the track of

death : death shall not tind the path again and turn upon

his trail for further victims. Cf. Antoninus Liberalis 23,

kirjirre hi iK Ttjs ovpas irp^s (kootov {fAryi;, is hf ra Ixyrf t«v

Pow i<f>ai;C(rp. To this rough embrace, symbolic of death,

the oppressor is here assigned. See Roth in Festgruss an

Bohtlingk, pp. 98-9 ; and the present translator, Amer.

Journ. Phil. XI, 338 ; XII, 416.

Stanza 14.

Cf. Asv. 5raut. VI, 10, a ; Asv. Grih. IV, i, 16 ; Max
Muller,*DieTodtenbestattungbeiden Brahmanen,' Zeitsch.

d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. IX, p. ii.

Stanza 16.

a. For the relation of Mitra and Varu;/a to rain, see

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 314.

o. Cf. VI, 88, 3; Khad. Grih, III, i, 6; and Ludwig,

1. c, p. 256.

V, 20. Commentary to page 130.

The purpose of the hymn is obvious. At Kauj. 16, i, it

is rubricated along with VI, 126, i, and accompanied by

the following solemnities. All musical instruments are

washed, dipped into a mixture which contains the fragrant

substances tagara (powder of the tabernaemontana coro-

naria) and ujfra (the root of andropogon muricatus) ; they

are next anointed with the dregs of ghee (cf. V, 21, 3), and

finally the chaplain (purohita) of the king sounds them

thrice and hands them over to the warriors as they go forth

to battle. Cf. also Vait. S(i. 34, 1 1 ; Ath. Parij. 5, 4.
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The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 460 ff. ; Grill^, pp. 68, 153 ff. Cf. Zimmer, p. 289.

The Anukramawi, vdnaspatyadundubhidevatyam . . .

sapatnasendpar^^ayAya devasen^v^faydya.

Stanza 1.

Cf. V, 21, 3. The Padapd/Aa satvana*y4n, * going with,

or to, the warriors.' Grill, * wann sie in den kampf ruft.'

As regards the resonance of the wood, Tait. S. VI, i, 4, i

has the following pretty conceit :
* Ykk, speech, once upon

a time escaped from the gods, and settled in the trees.

Her voice still resounds in wooden instruments.'

Stanza 2.

a. druvAya (cf. XI, i, 12), with an obscure suffix vaya,

perhaps = miya ; cf. our remarks on the interchange of

V and m in the Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, May, 1886 (Journ.,

vol. xiii, pp. xcvii ff.) *. Ludwig, * an beiden holzern nach

beiden seiten befestigt.'

b. The MSS. read vdsit^m, emended in the vulgate to

v&sit&m. This we have translated. Ludwig also adopts

vksltim,hut renders * losbriillend wie ein stier auf die kiihe.'

Cf.VIII,6, i2;.XI, 9, 22.

Stanza 3.

c. Possibly vf vidhya is to be read forvidhya (haplology
;

cf. Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, April, 1893; Journal, vol. xvi,

p. xxxiv ff.) ; see I, 8, 2 ; VI, 66, 1 ; XI, 9, 23.

d. hitvi gr^mdn, * with broken ranks,' or, * having aban-

doned the villages ' (so Pet. Lex. and Ludwig).

Stanza 7.

c. For utpip4naA, see our discussion, Contributions,

Fourth Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XII, p. 441 ff-

d. In the light of ^atrutiJrya and vr/tratfirya one is

* Perhaps, however, druv-dya, formed upon a denominal verb-

stem ; cf. gav-ayd, * bos gavaeus :
* go, * cow.'
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tempted to read amitratftrydya, notwithstanding the metre.

The sense would be the same in the end. svardhf (stem

sv-ardhfn), &tt. Aey., we have translated philologically

'having the good side;' cf. RV. II, 27, 15. The PeL
Lexs. and Grill, * ein guter parteigenosse (kampfgenosse)/

but the word is certainly a bahuvrihi. Ludwig's * sinnend

auf liecht (gewinn) ' presupposes svar-dhfA, but there is no
reason for the loss of the visarga.

Stanza 8.

a. The metre suggests for dh!bh(A the synonymous dhitf-

hhiA ; cf. RV. 1, 161,7 with III, 60, 2. Likewise, vadSsi for

vad^ti would harmonise better with Pdda b.

e. Ludwig takes sdtvano as nominative of satvana, * Indra-

freund und held lass dich nennen.'

Stanza 9.

Treated by Roth, Festgruss an Otto von Bohtlingk, p. 99.

His translation implies that the drum heralds the return of

the warriors after the battle, and announces the respective

merits of the participants ^. This breaks the connection,

and imports over-pregnant sense into PcLdas c, d, * das

verdienst sachverstandig abschatzend (but vayundni vidv5n

is a mere formula I), teile vielen lob aus im kri^e/ i.e. *fur

ihre haltung im kriege (for their conduct in battle}.' For
dvir^g^a, cf. duellum, bellum.

Stanza 10.

o, d. A blurred comparison. The press-stones are placed

over the skin into which the juice trickles, adhish4va//am

(sc. ^arma)^ ; cf. Hillebrandt, Soma und verwandte Gotter,

p. 181 ff. They dance upon (beat down upon) the stems

^ Note XII, I, 41, dkrand6 yisyim vddati dundubhf^ *upon

whom (sc. the Earth) resounds the roaring drum.'

adhishdva«am by itself means the pressing-board, and so it

may be understood here without altering the sense materially. Only

the simile in that case is still further diluted.
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of the plant over the skin. Thus the drum-sticks beating

upon the skin for victory, as it were, dance upon (beat

upon) the booty. The Pet. Lex. and Grill change ddri to

idhri, apparently as though it were the MS. reading (* man
konnte an eine verwechselung mit ddri denken/ Pet. Lex.

s. V. Adhri). But there is no word ddhri, and according to

the Index Verborum the MSS. read ddri^. The expression

gr^v^ idriA seems to be a composite phrase, * press-stone
;

'

cf. Hillebrandt, I.e., 152 ff.

Stanza 12.

c. For viddtha ni^^fkyat cf. RV. IV, 38, 4. It seems to

mean * like a leader (puroet^) attending to the troops.'

Ludwig, * der opferversammlungen gedenkend ; ' cf. Der
Rigveda, III, 259 ff. I believe that viddtha primarily

means * family;' cf. su-viddtra, a. v^dana (pativ^dana), pdri

vid, &c.

V, ai. Commentary to page 131.

The practice connected with this hymn at Kauj. 16, 2. 3
is as follows :

' (The purohita) while reciting the hymn
makes an offering aloud, and swings the sacrificial spoon

about high in the air *. Then he sews a soma-branch upon

(a piece) of the skin of an antelope, and fastens it (as an

amulet) upon the king.' The performance on high sym-

bolises the shrill sound of the drum (cf. V, 20, i) ; the

amulet seems to be a blended, vague embodiment of the

soma-shoot in V, 20, 10, and the antelope's skin in V, 21, 7.

Stanza 12 of our hymn is rubricated in the apar^^itaga;/a

of the G3in2LTnk\Si, Ath. Parij. 32, 13. The hymn has been

translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 373-4.

Stanza 7.

b. The skin of the antelope seems thus to have been

used for the covering of the drum just as the skin of the

' Some of Shankar Pandit's MSS. do, however, read Adhri.

' Ddrila, ^rdhvBM parivartayan . . . homaj ^a u^^i^.
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COW (V, ao, I ; 21, 3). But the matter is not altogether

clear, since in the Sfltra above the antelope's skin is com-
bined with a soma-shoot. This points, rather, to some use

of it either at the soma-pressing, or, perhaps, at some
preparatory stage (dikshA). The black antelope's skin is

regularly employed at the diksh4; cf. Ait. Br. I, 3, 17 ;

Lindner, Die Dlkshd, p. 27 ff. ; Oldenberg, Die Religion

des Veda, pp. 87, 399 ff.

Stanza 8.

The first hemistich is altogether obscure. One may-

imagine that the poet desires to accentuate Indras (and

implicitly the king's) power by stating that the enemies

are frightened at the beat of his feet, even when he is

amusing himself; cf. Mahibh. Ill, 14882, yadi prakri^fctte

sarvair devaiA saha jatakratuA, * if (Indra), of hundredfold

power, disports himself in the company of the gods.' The
words khkyiyk sahd would naturally mean ' in the company
oikkky&' and one is almost tempted to suspect sikyk {skkx^)^

* in the company of 5a^i.' But it is possible to extract the

meaning, *the enemies are frightened at the beat of Indra's

feet and at his shadow.' Ludwig, *mit denen Indra spilet

mit dem fussgerausch und seinem schatten*(!).

Stanza 9.

Ludwig, *nur wie der laut einer bogensene sollen die

dundubhi herschreien, von den heeren der feinde, welche

besigt sind, und mit ihrer front nach alien weltg^enden

gehn.* But gy^ghoshSJi is not a possessive compound,
witness the accent, and the sense of abhf krojantu must

be the same as that of abhf krand in V, 20, 2. 7 ; 21, 4-6.

Stanza 10.

The picture is that of interference of the sun and its rays

with the operations of the enemy, patsangfntr, * clogging

their feet,' is not quite clear. Ludwig may be right in

regarding it as an independent noun, * schlingen,' * traps ;
*

cf. Kau^. 16, 16.
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1

V, 2%. Commentary to page i.

The word takmdn is not mentioned at all in the Rig-

veda, but occurs very frequently in the Atharvan. Four

hymns, I, 25; V, 22; VI, 20; VII, 116, are devoted

exclusively to its cure ^ ; the word is mentioned frequently

elsewhere in the Atharvan ; and there are descriptions of

diseases, such as are stated in AV. I, 12, which are very

closely allied in character to the takmdn, but the word is

not mentioned in the text. The Gawamdld, the 32nd

of the Atharva-Parijish/as, presents in its seventh paragraph

a series (ga«a) of no less than nineteen hymns, supposed

to be devoted to the cure of this disease (takmanlrana)

;

see Kau^. 26, i, note. Sdyawa to AV. XIX, 34, 10 explains

takmdn as follows: kr/>&Mra^vanakartdraw yasmin sati

'krikkhven?i g\v2Ji2Lfn bhavati. Professor Roth in his famous

tract, *Zur Litteratur und Geschichte des Veda' (p. 39),

published in 1846, thought that the takmdn referred to

leprosy because the name of the plant kiish/Aa (costus

speciosus), the specific against takman, is in the later

medical writings also a designation of leprosy. Adolphe

Pictet in an article entitled *Die alten Krankheitsnamen

der Indo-Germanen,' published in Kuhn s Zeitschrift, V,

337, thought he found etymological support for this view

in Persian tdkhtah and Erse tachas, tochas, both of which

refer to leprosy, or the like. Professor Weber, judging

from the symptoms described in AV. I, 25, recognised

fever as the chief feature of the takmdn (see Indische

Studien, IV, 119); after him Dr. Virgil Grohmann published

in the same Journal, IX, 381 if., a careful and exhaustive

essay which corroborated Weber's view. This was still

further supported by Professor Zimmer in his Altindisches

Leben, p. 379 ff., and now Ddrila and Ke^ava, the com-

mentators of the Kaujika-sOtra, everywhere gloss the word

* Cf. also the hymns to the kiish/^-plant, V, 4 and XIX, 39.
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by ^ara ^ The descriptions of ^ara as offered by the

Hindu medical 5istras are such as to leave no doubt that

the two diseases are essentially the same. Just as the word

takmin is lost in the later literature, the word ^ara is

totally wanting in the Atharvan : the two words comple-

ment one another. Only one must not expect to find

lucidly expressed di^nosis and consistent therapeutics in

Atharvan writings ; the descriptions are frequently vague,

being blended with that of other diseases, and the treat-

ment frequently symbolic. In many passages, moreover,

the takmin is a person, and belongs to the same class of

demoniacal manifestations as graha, amtva, rakshas, and

the like.

Briefly, the disease is described as having for its chief

symptom the change between heat and chills ; inter-

mittency, arriving either every day at the same time,

every third day, or omitting every third day^; jaundice,

which suggests true malarial fever, especially during the

rainy season ; and the association with a variety of other

diseases, some of which are none too clear in character.

Headaches, coughs are alluded to unmistakably; in addition

the diseases called balSsa (AV. IV, 9, 8 ; XIX, 34, lo), and

his 'brothers son,' the p^mdn (V, 2a, 12). Almost all

diseases in India show a tendency to be accompanied by
febrile symptoms, and the frequency of malarial fevers is

notorious. Sujruta designates fever as * the king of diseases
;

'

fever is present when man comes into the world, and it is

also present when he leaves the world. Gods and men alone

survive its ravages (Sujruta, Uttaratantra, chapter 39). No
wonder, then, that the burning weapons of Takman are

dreaded so much in the Atharvan. The effort is made to

drive him out, either with polite words (I, 25 ; VI, 20)

;

with potent charms (IX, 8, 6); or with plants used as

specifics, especially the kiish/Z/a (costus speciosus), which is

^ We may mention also that Dr. Muir translated the word by

* consumption :
' Original Sanskrit Texts, IV, p. 280.

« Cf. AV. I, 25, 4; VII, 116, 2.
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therefore designated as takman&.yana (V, 4, i. 2), and the

^^gidi, an unexplained member of the Indian flora \ In

V, 22 the gods, Agni, Soma, Varu«a, the Adityas, and the

deified press-stones (pressing the soma) are appealed to for

help. Cf. in addition to the authorities mentioned above,

Edmund Hardy, Die Vedisch-Brahmanische Periode, p. 198,

and, for detailed descriptions of fever and its treatment in

the medical 5^stras, Wise, Hindu System of Medicine,

p. 219 ff.

The treatment of AV. V, 22 in the ritual, Kauj. 29, 18.

19, is as follows : *(The priest) gives (the patient) gruel made

of roasted grain to drink. The dregs (of the gruel) he

pours from a copper vessel over the head (of the patient)

into fire derived from a forest-fire ^' The treatment is

intensely symbolical, being based upon the attractio si-

milium, with a touch of homoeopathy. The roasted grain

represents heat and therefore fever; the copper vessel

(lohitap^tra), with the other meaning of lohita, *red,' in

mind, again suggests heat and fever, and the forest fire,

d&v&gni, figures in preference to ordinary fire because it is

occasioned by lightning, and lightning is conceived as the

cause of fever and its related diseases. See our treatment

of AV. I, 12, and cf. Seven Hymns of the Atharva-veda,

Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 469 ff\ (p. 4 ff". of the reprint).

Note also the very parallel treatment which the fever

patient undergoes at the hands of Kanaka in 25, 26, in

connection with AV. I, 25.

The hymn has been translated many times, either entirely

or in part. See Roth, 1. c, p. 38; Grohmann, Indische

^ Ddrila at Kauj. 8, 15, ^ngi^o*r^na^ a^ala iti dakshi«dtya>i.

Keiava, ib., g2ihg\do vdrdwasyd/^ prasiddha^. It is the name of

a tree in any case ; see XIX, 34 and 35.

• Kaujika's language is of the most concise Sditra sort : 18 . . .

l^n pdyayati. 19. ddve lohitapdtrewa mftrdhni sawpitdn dnayati.

The translation above is with the help of Ddrila. The employment

of the dregs after the act of dplavana is technical ; see the Pari-

bhishd-sfttra Kaux. 7, 15. For the sa/wp&ta, see also Gr/hyasaw-

grahal, 113.
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Studien, IX, p. 381 ff. (especially pp. 411-12); Ludwig,

Der Rigveda, III, 510 ; Zimmer, 1. c, pp. 380 ff. ; GrilP,

pp. 12, 153 ff. ; cf. also Hillebrandt,Vedachrestomathie,p.49.

The Anukramawi designates it as a takmanlranadevatyam

(sc. sdiktam) ; Bhrigu-Ahgiras are the authors.

Stanza 1.

a. Because the first P4da is a ^agati followed by three

trish/ubh Pddas the Anukramawt designates the stanza as

a bhuri^. It is possible, however, to obtain a trish/ubh by
reading dpabSdhatetclA with elision and crasis ; cf. Roth in

Kuhn's Zeitschrift, XXVI, 50 ff. I prefer to retain the

^agati, because it frequently appears in trish/ubh stanzas,

without the possibility of a change.

b. piitddaksh^ (stem pfltidakshas) is not easily rendered.

Roth, I.e., *von unversehrter kraft ;* the Petersburg lexicons,

Grohmann, and Grassmann, * von reiner gesinnung
;

' Hille-

brandt, ' von gelauterter gesinnung ; ' Grill, 'lautern sinnes
;'

Ludwig, * von geheiligter kraft
;

' Max Miiller, Vedic

Hymns, Sacred Books of the East, vol. xxxii, p. 493,
* endowed with pure strength.' But 'lautere gesinnung'

idealises over much, and ' pure strength ' is vague. Perhaps

after all our translation * of tried skill or strength ' comes

nearest to the true sense of the original. Cf. RV. Ill, 1,5,

krdtuw pundna^ kavibhiA pavftraiA, * purifying his intellect

by wise means of purification.' The epithets p(ita-daksha

and p{itd-dakshas are employed very frequently in connec-

tion with the Adityas, singly or collectively, and it is

perhaps significant that Daksha is one of the Adityas.

d. Ludwig takes the words amuy5 bhavantu in their

plainest sense, * sollen nach jener seite hinweggehn.' But

amuy^ frequently has a sinister, contemptuous meaning,

' in that well-understood, suitable, evil manner ;' it is a kind

of euphemism like English * gone,' German (slang) * caput.'

Cf. amuy^ ^dy^nam, RV. I, 32, 8
;
p^pdyd-muy^ RV. I,

^9> 5> &c. ; and Grill's note, p. 155.
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Stanza 2.

a. In India malarial fever is frequently accompanied by
jaundice ; cf. AV. VI, 20, 3,

* thou that makest all forms

yellow/ and I, 25, 2. 3, where the takmdn is designated as

haritasya deva, *the god of the yellow (colour).* Cf.

Grohmann, ib. 393.

b. Between the expression agnfr ivi'bhidunvdn and

the d^vdgni of the ritual practice (Kauj. 29, 19) there is

a thread of symbolic connection. Cf. AV. I, 25, 2. 3 ; VI,

20, I.

d. nykh and adhar^h are synonymous to such an extent

as to render it difficult to preserve the flavour of the original

:

literally, * do thou go away down, or lower I

'

Stanza 3.

a. For parushd and pdrusheyd, Ludwig reads arusha and

Arusheya, and translates * der rot ist von rotem '—an un-

necessarily severe handling of the text.

b. avadhvawsd is Sir. Aey., but the meaning is fairly clear

;

cf. the expression ^{ir;/air avadhvaws in the Pet. Lex., s.v.

dhvaws. The eruption (Grohmann, 394) produces roughness

of the skin's surface, and the Hindus look upon such super-

ficial changes as coming from without ; cf. Contributions,

Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, 323 (5 of the reprint).

c. vifvadh&virya would seem to refer to the kush///a-

plant, if we consult AV. XIX, 39, 10. But the ritual does

not indicate its employment.

Stanza 4.

a, b. Note the concatenation between this and the pre-

ceding stanza, effected by Pddas 3 d and 4 a. The expres-

sion nimaA kr/tv^ indicates a polite modification of the

power of the charm, calculated to engage the co-operation

of the demon Takman himself. P4da a is trochaic ; in b

read kritui.

o. Literally, 'the fist-fighter of 5akawbhara,* i.e. the

champion carrier of excrement, or the chief of diarrhoea
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producing diseases: saka,mhharaL seems to be the personifica-

tion of abnormal evacuation.

Stanza 5.

I do not consider the versifier incapable of a certain kind

of punning intention in the choice of ethnic communities to

which he would relegate the takman : mahivrtsha, here,

and elsewhere in the hymns, may suggest to him * a very

strong * tribe, better fitted to cope with the ravages of the

disease; bdlhika surely suggests to his mind bihika and
bahis, 'without,* i.e. not his own people^ ; and even m£(fa-

vant may suggest mu«^-grass, the plant which figures

among Kaujika*s remedies for the disease ; see the intro-

duction to I, 12, and cf. mu^^vant in Ydska's comment at

Nirukta IX, 8, as the equivalent of mQ^vant *. Rigorous

geographical deductions derived from the juxtaposition of

these names are therefore to be avoided. They are, how-
ever, as also the Gandhiri, Aiiga^ and Magadha in the

sequel, true ethnical designations ; see Roth, Zur Literatur

und Geschichte des Weda, p. 39 ; Zimmer, pp. 29, 129, 431,

433, and Weber's article, ' Cbcr Bdhlt, Bihltka,' Proceed-

ings of the Berlin Academy of November, 1892, voL xlvii,

p. 985 ff.

a,b. Note the concatenation with 4 d.

c, d. TheAnukrama^i designates the stanza as viri/pathy4

brihatl, but takmaf^s is in all probability interpolated. Its

removal ensures a fairly good anushAxbh.—nyo^ari is iv.

Xey., its form being perhaps twisted in some measure in

deference to the obvious pun with 6kas in a, b (* gel^en-

heitsbildung ') ; it also suggests doubtless in its suffix the

^ Cf. especially, Zimmer, p. 433, top.

• The name mff^vant, however, is typical for a region far dis-

tant; see Tait. S. I, 8, 6, 2 ; Vl^. S. Ill, 61, and .Sat. Br. II, 6, 2,

17, in all of which Rudra with his destructive bow is entreated to

depart beyond the MQ^avants : esha te rudra bhdga^ . . . teni

svasena paro m{^vato*ti*hy avatatadhanvd, &c. * Here is thy

share, O Rudra; provisioned with it go beyond the M{^vants
with thy bow strung, &c.'
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word ^ara, 'going.' Ludwig's translation is very literal,

* wie gross du auch geboren bist, so gross hist du heimisch

bei den Bahlikas.*

Stansa 6.

a, b. I really see no present possibility of translating the

words vy51a vf gada vyinga ; everything suggested is mere

guess-work. A brief history of the interpretation of the

words may be given in lieu of any personal conviction as

regards their meaning, vyfila, according to the lexicons,

means either * malicious, wily,' or * serpent,' or some other

ferocious animal, any of which meanings might be given to

the demon of a severe disease. Ludwig translates it

' schlange,' a rendering which is supported in a measure

by vyiiiga, * limbless ; ' Grill and Hillebrandt prefer * tiick-

isch.' The text of the Sa»«hiti and the Padap4/>4a both

have vf gada, which is doubtless felt to be an imperative.

Accordingly Ludwig translates it ' sprich heraus
;

' Grill in

the first edition of his ' Hundert Lieder,' pp. 1 1, 63, emended

vf gadha, and rendered * lass los.' Whitney in his Index

Verborum, s.v. gad and vfgada, as also in his ' Roots, Verb-

Forms,' &c., under root gad suggests the reading vfgada,

vocative, and this is now accepted by Grill in the second

edition, who renders it *stumm,' and Hillebrandt, s.v.

vfgada, who entertains the same view : etwa * wort-, sprach-

los.' With this emendation in mind the word might also

be translated * O chatterer,' referring to the delirium of

the patient. One may be permitted, too, to consider the

possibility that gada, ' sickness,* is at the bottom of the

word : vfgada, ' free from sickness ' (euphemistic address to

the demon of the disease) ; cf. Bohtlingk*s Lexicon, s. v.

In that case vfgada would be synonymous with agada, 'free

from disease,' and this would remind us strongly of RV.

X, 16, 6; AV. XVIII, 3, 55; Tait. Ar. VI, 4, 2, y^t te

"krishniA sakxxni dtut6cfa pipili^ sarpd utd vd jv^pada^,

agnfsh tid visvSid agaddw kr/«otu, * If the black bird

(vulture) has bitten thee, the ant, the serpent, or even

the wild animal, may all-devouring Agni restore (agadiw

krinotu) that.' And further, we may remember that the
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kiish/Aa-plant, the specific against takmdn, renders agada

a person suffering from takmin in AV. V, 4, 6 ; VI, 95, 3.

vyanga again calls up a variety of possibilities. If we

translate vy^la by ' serpent/ we will not fail to remember

that vyanga, 'limbless,' occurs in AV. VII, 56, 4 as an

epithet of the serpent, and render accordingly. So Ludwig

and Grill in the second edition. Hillebrandt more vaguely,

* korperlos.' The Petersburg Lexicons, and Grill in the first

edition, translate it by *fleckig' (vi + a%), which might be

justified by some symptom of the disease. Non liquet.

—

With bhflri y^vaya we have supplied vd^am from Pdda d.

o. nish/akvarim with the following pun in mind: n(sh

takm^nam (suva, or the like), * drive out the takman.' The
word is ill. Xey., but fairly clear as a synonym of prakirw^ \

pumskally vipravr^^ini, hahukSirinlj &c. Such a person is

correlated with the cross-roads; see the citations in our

edition of the GrAyasa/wgraha II, 23, note 3 (Zeitschr. d.

Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XXXV, 573), and add Kauj.

37»9-

Stanza 7.

b. The etymology of bdlhika in the mind of the poet

(bAhika * externus
;

' cf. note on st. 5) accounts for para-

star^m * farther away.' The statement may not be utilised

for geographical purposes.

d. vNva dhunClhi, * shake her through as it were* with

humorous intent. The symptom referred to is ague, and it

is paralleled by the use of the root vip in st. xo (cf. also IX,

8,6).

Stanza 8.

b. I have translated in accordance with the vulgata,

bdndhv addhi par^tya, but not without a strong temptation

to emend to bandhv adhi pardtya, and translate, 'having

passed over to thy kinfolk, the MahAvr/shas and the Mii^-

vants.' * Eat your kinfolk ' seems exceedingly crude even

for the present production. The MSS. exhibit indigestible

variants.

^ Schol. at Gr/hyasa/wgraha II, 22, gr/he-gr/he gamanaxila.
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d. anyakshetrl[«i vi imif seems to refer to other countries,

nearer to the speaker than those mentioned in the stanza

;

perhaps, as Grill remarks, the Ahga and Magadha men-

tioned in St. 14.

Stanza 9.

The exact connection between the various statements

made in this stanza is not easy to find. Perhaps as fol-

lows : Takman does not take pleasure in the other regions

(near by), that is, he remains in the country of the person

praying ; therefore he seems to be implored not to damage
him personally, but to seek out other victims. But (after

all?) Takman has got himself ready and will go to the

remotest region, that of the Balhikas, that being the final

outcome announced by the priest in charge of the exorcism.

Ludwig translates anyakshetr^ ' in andrer leib ;* neither his,

nor Grill's translation makes clear the sequence of thought.

b. The P^da is formulaic=VI, 26, 1 b.

o. The translations of pr&thas, our own included, are

practically guess-work. The Pet. Lexicons, * ausriistung zur

reise ; ' Ludwig, * begirig nach der feme ; ' Grill, in the same

spirit, *schon riistet Takman sich zur reis;' Hillebrandt,

' bereitwillig.* I have translated simply upon the basis of

the denominative prirthayati, ' desire, demand.* The metre

demands pra-arthas.

Stanza 10.

a. We have translated rQra by * deliriously hot.' In the

Atharvan it occurs only as a form of thetakmdn (see st. 13,

and I, 25, 4 ; VII, 116, i, and cf Tait. S. II, 5, a, 3), but in

the T&ndysi'BrSAimanB, VII, 5, 10 it occurs as an epithet of

Agni, ind the scholiast is pretty nearly right in commenting,

r(ir<i iti ^bd^yamlino dahatt»ti vhtSiA. The word is indeed

to be derived from the root ru, * howl/ and it expresses both

the heat and delirium of the fever. For agnir rCiraA, cf. also

the mantra in Kauj. 71, 6, addressed to Agni, m4 no ruroA,

&c. S4ya«a at AV. I, 25, 4, ^tftnantarabh4vine ^ariya.

b. For dvepayaA, cf. the note on stanza 7 d. Read kis5

AvepayaA.

[42] Gg
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Stanza 11.

b. We have not rendered bal^a by * consumption/ with

most of the authorities, on account of our distrust of the

commentators: Mahldhara at Vi^. S. XII, 97, kshaya-

vyidhi . . . balam asyati kshipati, and SAya;^ at AV. XIX,

34, 10, balasya asanakartira^^ balakshayaklirakam. The
explanations are of the etymologising sort, and the utter-

ances of the texts as gathered by Zimmer, p. 385 ff., are not

conclusive. The strongest evidence in favour of the identity

or similarity of bal£sa and consumption is the parallel-

ism of VI, 14, I with V, 30, 9, but even that is not conclu-

sive. Further, the formal parallelism with kilSsa, which

means ' some kind of eruption, or leprosy,' points to a

similar conclusion, * sore, or swelling,* for balfca. Such,

indeed, was Grohmann's view, Ind. Stud. IX, 396 ff. (cf.

also Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, pp. 296 and 311),

and we do not see that it is supported by a lesser array of

intrinsic evidence. The question is still sub judice, and is

not likely to be settled until the medical 5dstras reveal

their treatment of the disease more fully. We have there-

fore not undertaken to translate the word for the present.

Ludwig renders it by 'dropsy,' upon what authority, we
fail to see.—Note the masculine thematic form k^sim fol-

lowing closely upon the fem. kksS, in st. 10 b ; we may, of

course, resort to a correction of the accent (k^sam), but see

our note on I, 1 2, 3 b. udyuga is an, Aey., and might per-

haps better have been left untranslated. We are permitting

the word udyoga, * exertion,' and Ludwig s rendering of

udyuga by * angestrengter husten ' to entice us. Grill

retains the original, 'mit Schwindsucht, Husten, Udyuga ;'

Zimmer, p. 384, * den Balisa und den sich anschliessenden

KAsa.'

Stanza 12.

o. For pAmdn, see Grohmann, 1. c, p. 401 AT.; Zimmer,

1. c, p. 388, and Wise, I.e., p. 261. The latter describes

the disease in accordance with A'araka's teachings as fol-

lows : * Small tubercles in great numbers of a dark or
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1

purplish hue with a copious bloody discharge accompanied

with burning and itching/ In the AV. the word is in. Xey.

The schol. at 5at. Br. Ill, 2, i, 31 renders p&mSi by vikaLT-

^iki, * scurf, eruption/

Stanza 13.

a. Zimmer, 1. c, 382, suggests upon rather slender evi-

dence another explanation of tr/tfyaka, * he who produces

death after the third paroxysm/ Skyana, at AV. XIX, 39,

10 comments upon the traditional text sirshalokim tr/ttya-

kaw (which Roth and Whitney have emended in their

edition to slrshasokim tr/tiyakam), with the result, ' Thy
head (O kush/Aa-plant) is in the third heaven,* thus omit-

ting an opportunity to tell us what tr/tiyaka is. At I, 25, 4,

however, he has, tr/tiyadivase ^gSLkkkaXe. Without doubt

the takman tr/tiyaka is identical with ^vara tritiyaka, Su-

jruta II, 404, 7 ; 405, 14, tf/ttyakas tr/tiye*hni (pravartate),

i.e. the rhythm us tertian us. Wise, 1.c, p. 232, says,

rather obscurely, ' When the fever returns at an interval of

one day it is called Tritfyaka.'—vitWtiya is in. A<y. and not

altogether clear. Grohmann, 1. c, p. 388, regards this as

equivalent to the tertiana duplicata, consisting of daily

attacks which, however, correspond in every other day as

regards the time of day in which they take place, or as

regards their intensity. But vitrttiyi translated philolo-

gically means * leaving aside the third day,* and there is no

evidence to connect it with the tertiana duplicata. Ac-

cording to our construction the vitWttyd would appear to

be identical with the takman of whom it is said, yd . . .

ubhayadyur abhy^ti, I, 25, 4 (see the note there), and VII,

116, 2.

b. s3,daLmd{ is probably the equivalent of the sa^;rtata-

^ara, or satata-^ara (Wise, 1. c, 231), a kind of fever which

continues without interruption for a longer period, seven,

ten, or twelve days, is then followed by an interval, and

again occurs and remains for several days. Sdyawa at AV.
XIX, 39, 10 blunderingly refers sada;«d{ to the kush/Aa-

plant, and renders it by sad4 rogkn^Lm khaw^ayiti, 'the

constant crusher of diseases.' He has in mind no doubt

Gg2
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the root 3. dA, 'divide/ and in this sense it may be an

epithet of the takmdn, 'always cutting/ The Pet. Lex.

suggests derivation from 2. di, *fur immer fesselnd/

which is no less apt an etymology than the preceding.

Zimmer s suggestion, 1. c. 383, note, is ingenious and

enticing. He would see in the word an abbreviation of

*sada»f-dina, made like madhya»^-dina, and meaning there-

fore 'belonging to everyday;* this etymology may per-

haps now be supported by sadadf (adverb), 'commonly/

which occurs quite frequently in the Maitriya«i-sawhit4, I,

5, la (80, 18); I, 10, 9 (149, 15), &c.—^^rada here, along

with grafshma and v^rshika in the next PAdas show that

the takmdn raged at various seasons ; it seems, however,

to be associated most persistently with the autumn, at least

if we may trust the adjective vLrvdj^rada ^ in AV. IX, 8, 6

;

XIX, 34, 10. Wise, 1. c, p. 233, remarks: 'The type of

fever varies according to the season of the year.*

Stanza 14.

o. Read ^nam iva as three syllables, either ^neva (cf.

Roth, Kuhn's Zeitschrift, XXVI, 45 ff.), or gindLtn va, with

reference to the Pr^kritic form.—jevadhfm, i. e. they shall

hold on to the takmdn like a treasure, that he may not

return.

V, 23. Commentary to page 23.

The practice connected with this hymn at Kauj. 29, 20-

26 is an amplification of that described in Kaui*. 27, 14-20

in conjunction with AV. II, 31, being supplemented by
a distinct therapeutical treatment of the patient, as follows

:

20. ' While reciting AV. V, 23 the practitioner uses the root

ofa (reed-grass called) karira ^ performing the rite described

in connection with the arrow (at Kaui'. 27, 15) upon a cer-

* Sdyswa at AV. XIX, 34, 10 glosses the word with, sarvasja

sarvadi vd vijarawakartdram

!

* According to Kejava he lies it on as an amulet, but according

to Kauj. 27, 14 he offers it as an oblation (^hoti).
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tain part of it^ 21. The dust (which forms part of the

performance in 27, 18) he takes from the village (using it

the same way as in Kauj. 27, 18. 19). 22. He places (the

sick child) upon the lap of its mother to the west of the fire,

and with the bottom of a pestle (heated in the fire, and)

greased with butter, he warms the palate (of the child) by

thrice pressing upon it. 23. He anoints it with (a mix-

ture of the leaves^ of a) horse-radish tree and butter. 24.

He takes twenty-one (dried) ui'fra-roots (andropogon muri-

catus^), pronounces over them the hemistich V, 23, 13 c, d,

and performs upon them the acts mentioned therein (i.e.

he mashes the roots and bums their surfaces with fire,

Kejava). 25. He presents the ujira-roots (to the patient),

26. He pours water (upon the patient) along with the

twenty-one (ujira-roots).* The practice is by no means

clear in every detail, SOtra 20 being especially obscure.

The hymn has been translated by Kuhn, Zeitsch. f. vgl.

Sprachforsch. XHI, 140 ff., and Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

in, 501. Cf also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel Vedique,

p. 148.

Stanza 1.

Cf. VI, 94, 3. The meaning of the stem 6ta- {& uta-) is

not altogether certain; see Whitney, Roots, p. 11, under u,

* proclaim.' But I do not see how the meaning of the stem

can be derived from the root vA, * weave,' and the preposi-

tion Si (cf the Pet. Lex. under 5. vi), as Whitney suggests.

Cf S^yawa in the note on VI, 94, 3. Heaven and earth

are called upon in a general way to protect against enmity

and trouble, cf II, J 2, 1, and especially VI, 3, 2. The

* That is, according to Ddrila and Ke^va he winds the young

ofworms around a certain spot of the karira-stalk (Ddr. kartraika-

de.ram), mashes the stalk, roasts the worms in the fire, and places

the stalk upon the fire (correct Ddrila's vratapatySdadhdti simply to

pratapaty ddadhdti).

« Cf Ddrila at 38, 5, jigrupatrim.

' The roots are dried (^tr«a, ^rant) : see D^rila to the passage,

and the ParibhSshd-siitra, Kauj. 8, 1 7. Ddrila to the latter passage

describes them as an odorous substance (gandhadravyam).
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goddess Sarasvat! is invoked perhaps as the heavenly phy-

sician ; Indra and Agni as driving away evil spirits. Cf.

also the Mantrabrihma^a of the S4ma-veda, II, 7, 4i

krimim indrasya b^hubhydm BV^nkdim pdtaydmi, and Indra's

mill-stone, AV. II, 31, i.

Stanza 2.

b. Indra as king of the gods, like the earthly king, is the

guardian of treasures ; cf. IV, 22, 3, where the king is called

dhdnapatir dhdndn^m.

Stanza 8.

a. A parallel to worms in the eye, in Teutonic folk-

lore, is cited by Prof. Kuhn, 1. c, p. 150. In the medical

5Astras a disease of the eye is known under the name kri-

migranthi, * sty ;
* this may be related to the disease which

is here imagined rather fancifully.

o. * The worm which gets to the middle of the teeth

'

is similarly described in the later medicinal works as kr/-

midantaka, * caries ' (Pet. Lex.), and dantcida (krimi). Wise,

P« 349 ; cf. also the krtm\d(^sh\ta,m dantavarwaw, by which

the ^A-Prati^khya XVII, 10 describes jyliva ; see Reg-

niers edition, III, 189.

Stanza 4.

For the fanciful descriptions of forms, colours, and names
in this and the following stanzas, see Kuhn, 1. c., p. 147, and

cf. the note on II, 32, 2.

c. The formula babhriij ka. babhriikarwaj ka, is repeated

in VI, 16, 3 c: the hymn is described by the commentators

at Kauj. 30, I ff., as a charm against ophthalmia. It is

there also implicated in a fanciful list of personified

diseases.

d. For k6ka, cf. VIII, 6, 2, where Sclya«a glosses the

word by ^akravika.

Stanza 5.

a, b. For the epithets jitikdksha and ritibShu, cf. V^. S.

XXIV, 2. 4. 7 ; Tait. S. V, 5, 20, i ; 6, 13, i ; Maitr. S. Ill,

3. 3- 5- 8.
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Stanza 6.

See the notes on II, 32, i and 2, and cf. especially AV.
VI,52, T=RV. I, 191, 9.

Stanza 7.

a, b. All designations are obscure. The K^/A. S. has

a pendant yavAsha, perhaps a popular modification of

ydvdsha, in deference to yava, * barley ^ ;' kashkasha, e^tka,

and jipavitnuki are Att. Acy. A natural explanation for

^fatkd suggests itself, * active, mobile.*

Stanza 8.

b. nadanimdn, * roaring, or buzzing.* This, again, is iir.

Acy.

(c. mashmashS krz Irecurs in the YAth. S. XVI, 7; the

Maitr. S. II, 7, 7 (p. 84, 1. 3) has mr/smns4 (van mr/smrw&)

in its place ; the Tait. S. IV, i, 10, 3, and some of the

MSS. of the V4^. S. XI, 80 (supported by the Pr^ti^akhya,

V, 37) read masmas4, an interesting onomatopoetic aggre-

gation.

d. The Pdda is repeated at II, 31, i.

Stanza 9.

With the exception of the first P^da this stanza is iden-

tical with II, 32, 2 ; so also the next three stanzas repeat,

without change, II, 32, 3-5. See the notes there.

V, 30. Commentary to page 59.

The present hymn is of essentially the same character as

VIII, I and 2, and its manipulation in the ritual texts,

Kaor. 58, 3. II, and the ^yushyaga;^a (Kauj. 54, 11, note),

coincides with both of these. See the introduction to

VIII, I. Previous renderings by Muir, Original Sanskrit

Texts, V, 441 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 494 ff.

' Cf. Contributions, Fourth Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. Xll, 429.

note 2.
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Stanza 1.

The first hemistich is verbose and obscure. Muir, * from

thy vicinity, from thy vicinity, from a distance, from thy

vicinity (I call) to thee;' Ludwig, without construing,

* deine nahe nahe, deine feme nahe/ We have taken the

two P^das as quasi-intensive expressions, equivalent respec-

tively to ivdtas te, and pardvdtas te.

Stanza 2.

Cf. for PAda b the Italian proverb :

—

Da chi mi Mo, guarda mi, Dio,

Da chi mi non, mi guarder6 io.

—

Stanza 5.

Cf. Ath. Parij. 4, i. We have regarded the stanza, not

without hesitancy, as a plea of the professional medicine-

man in behalf of his art, and against domestic remedial

expedients (* hausmittclchen '). The expression pratyik

sevasva looks as though it meant ' refuse with thanks,' and

our rendering of sdi^ta^ aims to reproduce the supposed

satirical flavour of the passage.

Stanza 10.

Cf. VIII, I, 13, and the note on the passage.

Stanza 12.

b. The construction of the P&da is not quite clear.

Ludwig, * anbetung denen die zu den vatem fiihren
;

' Muir.
* reverence to the Fathers, and to those who guide us.'

Both renderings are non-committal ; we have in mind the

dogs of Yama as the subject of uta y6 ndyanti.

Stanza 18.

Cf. Ath. Pari^. 13, 3.

V, 31. Commentary to page 76.

The hymn belongs to the kr/ty4pratihara«4ni, a series of

hymns designed to repel spells. It is closely similar in

character to X, i, together with which it is employed in the
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practices described at Kauj. 39, 7 ff. ; see the introduction

to X, I. The particular point of interest in this hymn is

the full catalogue of animate and inanimate objects within

which spells were instituted. It seems that these objects,

through which the prosperity of an enemy was attacked,

went in the ritual by the name of marm^^^i, * vital spots
;

'

see Kaus. 39, 28. 31. The notion appears to be that a man
is vulnerable through his belongings as well as his own
person. Cf. in general, Maitr. S. Ill, 3, 8 (106, 11) ; Tait.

S. VI, 2, II, I ; 5at. Br. Ill, 5, 4, 2.

Stanza 1.

For the entire stanza, cf. IV, 17, 4, and our notes there.

a. An unburned vessel figures also in a witchcraft

practice, 5at. Br. XIV, 9, 4, 11 = Brih, Ar. Up. VI, 4, 12.

The symbolic aspect of an unburned vessel, namely its

fragility, is in evidence at Sat, Br. XII, i, 3, 23 ; Manu III,

179. We would remark in passing that the Padap4/>4a*s

yad ykmim kakriir at VI, 116, i is to be emended to yady

kmiim ^akriir. Correct accordingly the Index Verborum.

Stanza 2.

b. It is difficult to decide whether kurlrfwi refers to some

individual animal, * a crested animal,' perhaps * peacock,' or

whether it is to be regarded as an epithet of * goat ' in PAda

a. Geldner,Vedische Studien, 1, 1 30, renders it * horned,* but

this is based upon a misinterpretation of VI, 138, 2; see

the note there. Cf Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 91.

Stanza 3.

The solipeds, horse, ass, &c., have one hoof, and incisors

above and below, in distinction from the animals called

anydtodant, 'those that have incisors only in the lower

jaw.' They are contrasted with the pasture-animals in the

preceding stanza. See Zimmer, 1. c, pp. 74, 75.

Stanza 4.

a, b. The meaning of am(A&ykm and xiaxkky&m (vinarA-

^y^m ?) is problematic. Our translation is of the etymological
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sort, and the feminine gender of the words is difficult to

account for. But the suggestion of the Pet. Lexs. that

both are designations of plants does not commend itself.

See the passages cited under amQld.

Stanza 9.

c. mrokd and nird^hd are desigpiations of two kinds of

destructive fire ; cf. XVI, 1, 3. Our rendering of both

words is purely tentative.

Stanza 10.

o. maryddhfrebhyaA is very obscure. The Padap^///a,

mary^-dhirebhyaA, as a compound. At Maitr. S. I, 4, 8

(56, 18) we have maryddhafrye/za, and the absence of the

vr^'ddhi of the first syllable suggests that maryi may be an

independent word, the enclitic mary^, for which see Pischel,

Vedische Studien, I, 61 ff. We might then translate, * The
fool verily has prepared (the spell) against the wise.* But

Pischel's treatment of the word is not altogether con-

vincing.

Stanza 11.

The first three P&das are identical with the corresponding

PadasoflV, 18,6.

Stanza 12.

b. mOKn, ' he that practises witchcraft with the roots of

plants :
' mfilakriyd, Vishwu XXV, 7 ; mCilakarman, Manu

IX, 290; XI, 64; Mahlibh. Ill, 233, 13= 14660 ff. Cf.

Winternitz, Das Altindische Hochzeitsrituell, p. 98.

VI, 2. Commentary to page 66.

The hymn is employed at Vait. SO. 16, 13 in the course

of the agnish/oma. The second stanza is made the pivot

of a small charm against Rakshas (rakshobhaishs^am) at

Kauj. 29, 27. * While reciting AV. VI, 2, 2 the performer

eats milk-porridge that has been cooked upon a fire built

up of birds* nests.' The symbolic connection with the

stanza is apparent.
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The hymn has been translated by Florenz, Bezzenberger's

Beitrage, XII, 251.

Stanza 1.

b. & dhivata (cf. RV. VII, 32, 6) is not altogether clear.

S^ya/ia, §LdhkvsLnB.m n&ma ad&bhyagrah^rtha;;^ gr^littasya

vasativari^lasya (cf. Vait. Sd. 16, i) . . . yad vi . . .

dajipavitrewa sarvataA jodhayata.

Stanza 8.

The first hemistich is identical with RV. VII, 32, 8 a, b.

VI, 8. Commentary to page ioo.

The rites connected with this charm are stated in the

introduction to II, 30, above. The hymn has been trans-

lated by Weber, Ind. Stud. V, 261 ff.; Florenz, Bezzen-

berger's Beitrage, XII, 257; Grill 2, pp. 54, 158 ff. The
Anukrama^l designates it as k&m&tmadaivatam.

Stanza 1.

Cf. RV. X, 10, 13. The formulaic refrain occurs also at

1. 34, 5 ; n, 30, 1.

stanza 2.

* Large birds, as they start to fly, beat the ground with

their wings, unable, as it were, to get off. Thus the mind

of the woman shall not be able to free itself from her lover.'

See Professor Roth, as quoted by Grill, and cf VI, 1 8, 3

;

70, I.

VI, 9. Commentary to page loi.

For the practices connected with this charm, see the

introduction to 1 1, 30, above. Previous translations : Weber,

Ind. Stud. V, 264 ff.; Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XIT,

10. The Anukrama/zi, kdm&tmadaivatam.

Stanza 1.

Cf. Ill, 25, 3. 4, and the spirit of that hymn in general.
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Stanza 2.

The second hemistich is formulaic; see I, 34, 2 ; III, 25,

5 ; the last PAda at VI, 42, 3 ; 43, 3.

Stanza 8.

a. Literally, * whose relations are a licking/ 1. e. * whose

young furnish constant occasion for licking.' Licking the

young is typical for fond maternity, e. g. AV. V, 1,4.

VI, II. Commentary to page 97.

The hymn is employed in a ceremony calculated to

ensure the birth of a male child (Ke^ava and Dirila,

pu»/savanam) at Kauj. 35, 8-10, to wit : 8. * While reciting

the hymn a fire is churned from the (two kinds of wood
jami and a.fvattha) mentioned in the hymn, the fire is

thrown into ghee (prepared from the milk) of a cow with

a male calf, and then the ghee is treated like the paidva

(i. e., it is put with the right thumb up the nose into the

right nostril of the pregnant woman) ^. 9. (Casting the fire)

into a stirred drink with honey it (the stirred drink) is given

to the woman to drink. 10. (The fire) is surrounded with

the wool of a male animal ^ and the wool is tied (as an

amulet) upon the woman.* The symbolism of these acts is

in general very clear. In the act of churning the fire jamt

is the female, and ajvattha the male; cf. Ad. Kuhn, Die

Herabkunft des Feuers\ p. 71 ff. ; Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, pp. 58, 59.

The hymn has been rendered by Weber, Indische Studien,

V, 264 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 477 ; Zimmer, 1. c,

^ Cf. Kauj. 32, 21 in the introduction to X, 4.

' We emend kr/sh/iorwdbhi^ to vri*sh«a {ir«dbhi^ with double

sawdhi ; cf. Kaujika, Introduction, p. Iviii ff. Some MSS. read

vr/sh«o-, and vish«o-, and there is apparently no sense in black

wool ; on the other hand the wool of a male animal is exceedingly

suggestive.
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1

319; Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 2,60 ff. The
Anukrama/if, retodevatyam uta mantroktadevatyam.

Stanza 1.

b. * The male child ' is the fire, which plays, therefore, an

important part in the practices stated above.

Stanza 2.

cL Pragipati, the god of procreation, is, of course, the

prime authority in these matters ; they are, therefore, said

to be of his dictation.

Stanza 8.

Sinivill and Anumati are two of the personifications of

the four phases of the moon. They all preside over the act

of procreation, and special rites in their behalf are practised

by those desirous of offspring. See Weber, 1. c, p. 228 ff.

;

Zimmer, 1. c, p. 352.

VI, 12. Commentary to page 28.

According to the text of Kauj. 29, 28. 29 in our edition

the performances connected with this hymn consist in

quickly (jibham) giving the patient honey to drink, and

then continuing with the practices described in connection

with IV, 6 at Kauj. 28, 2 ff. ; see the introduction to IV, 6.

But Kefava and Siya^/a (who regularly bases his presenta-

tion of the ritual upon Kejava) have madhukrWam for

Kaujika's madhu jibham ^ ; Ddrila s full text is, mawt/a-

kaw (* broth ') sdktasya karmdbhimantrya pdyayati. It

seems likely, therefore, that madhujibham is to be regarded

as a compound meaning some kind of honey mixture.

Shankar Pandit prints accordingly madhujibham as a

compound '.

' Kexava reads also once, madhu^awtam.
* FoTg3,p2jns kzy Kaux. 29, 29, Sdyawa reads ^pddi/«j hi. This

docs not commend itself: since the passage refers to the rites

described in Kaiir. 28, a we should expect ^pddini (sc. karmd/fi) ksL.
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The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rig-

veda, III, 501 ff. ; Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII,

262 ff. Cf. also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique,

p. 149. The Anukrama^i, takshakadaivatam (cf. Kaitr. 28,

1 ; 29, I, and the introduction to IV, 6).

Stanza 1.

Imperfect metaphors. In the second half the notion is

that night puts a stop to all activity, and thus the physician

stops the action of the poison. In P^da c the notion seems

to be that the hawsd is awake at night ; cf. Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 90. Sdya;;a takes ha;;/si in the sense of

Atman, soul (cf. brahmin = paramahawsa), * as the entire

body, but not the soul, is at rest.' Perhaps hawsd is here, as

frequently elsewhere, the sun. Can we trust the present

poet to know that the sun is at work by night in another

hemisphere ? The sense would then be that every creature

but the hawsa (i. e. the sun) is at rest. Cf. RV. X, 136, 5.

Ludwig, * wie die nacht das iibrige lebende totet (? dhvan-

sAt),* or, *as night separates the remaining living things

from the sun (haw^sa).*

Stanza 2.

o. fisanvAt (Padap. Asan-vdt) is iir. Xey., literally *that

which has a mouth.' Sd)'a;/a, Asyayuktam. In effect the

word seems to mean * the present * (* that which can speak,

or breathe ? * highly and grotesquely poetic, if true). The
Pet. Lex. suggests that it is either an obscure derivative of

root as, * be,* or a corruption of dsannam. Does it stand for

asthanvdt, * corporeal ;
* cf. Avestan astvat ? The change

of asthan to Asan may have crept in from ^sn6 in 3 d. Or
possibly, Itmanvat. The Paippal&da has isunvat.

Stanza 8.

o. Parushwi is the name of a river : Zimmer, 1. c, p. 11.

5tpdl4 seems to be a fanciful, typical river, or lake, named

after the water-plant jipslla, avakd (blyxa octandra), ib.,

p. 71. The avakd quenches fire, see Contributions, Second

Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, p. 342 ff. The entire stanza
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contains the statement that the poet with his song is

sweetening all waters and (the plants of) the mountains.

In the practice honey is added to water and other

ingredients, as a potion for the invalids,

VI, 14. Commentary to page 8.

For the nature of the disease balSsa, see our discussion in

the note at V, 22, 11, and cf. VI, 127. This particular

charm is defined by Ke^ava (and Skyana) as a j-leshma-

bhaisha^am, *cure for phlegm,' in agreement with the

medical 5istras ; cf. Wise, Hindu System of Medicine,

p. 311. We may suppose that it refers to some virulent

swelling of the throat. The indications of the Kaujika, 29,

30, are not helpful : the practice is purely symbolic. A reed

is placed into the water (of a river) and then the patient is

washed with water by means of a branch from a * holy

'

tree (Dlrila, jdntavr^ksharakalena ; cf. Kau.f. 8, 15), so that

the water flows down upon the reed. The perishable reed

upon which the disease has been washed out of the patient

is supposed to float away ; cf. sts. 3 c, d.

The hymn has been translated by Florenz, Bezzenberger*s

Beitrage, XII, 265 ff. The Anukrama«i, baldsadevatyam.

Stanza 1.

Cf. the parallel stanza, V, 30, 9, where very similar

qualities are ascribed to consumption, yikshma. But we
must not, on that account, go so far as to identify balSsa

outright with yakshma.

a, b. Note the alliteration between asthi- and ^sthitam.

Stanza 2.

a, b. The Paippal&da has kr/«omi for kshi/^omi. The
Pet. Lex. suggests, most ingeniously, the reading nfr . . .

aksh^^omi for nfr . . . kshi«omi (cf. IV, 22, i, and for the

sense in general III, 9, 2). But perhaps the iir. Xey., niA

kshiffomi, 'remove, destroy,' simply suggests the other

verb by way of zeugma. S4ya«a with the Paippaldda
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escapes the difficulty by reading pushkaram, * as a lotus

that has grown up in a great lake thus it is torn up by the

root.' Possibly this is the true solution. Cf. also VI,

o, d. Cf. RV. VII, 59, 1 2. The Paippaldda, mdlam ulvdlvo

yathl.

Stanza 8.

b. S^ya;/a reads susukdiA, ' as a wild animal of that name
(jonika) runs to a distance.* The word is not quotable.

The Pet. Lexs., on the other hand, suggest that ksumga, is

the name of some bird. Neither suggestion commends
itself.

o. For the reed that passes away in a year's time, cf. IV,

1 9, I. On the other hand reeds grow profusely and quickly,

VI, 137, 2. 3. Siya«a reads ita for {/a.

VI, 16. Commentary to page 30.

This hymn, full of hocus-pocus and singular diction,

represents the extreme Atharvanesque manner, and for this

reason alone is worth reproducing. All details are ex-

ceedingly obscure, and the rather full elaboration of it in

the ritual is not very helpful. The commentators agree in

regarding it as a charm against ophthalmia (akshirogabhai-

sha^am) ; the performances, Kauf. 30, 1-6, are as follows :

I. * While reciting the hymn (an amulet derived from the

mustard-plant), anointed with the dregs of mustard-oil ^, is

fastened (to the patient). 2,. (And) the stem (of the mus-

tard-plant) smeared with (mustard-oil is also fastened upon

him as an amulet). 3. The leaf (of the mustard-plant)

mixed (with the oil) is given (to the patient) \ 4. (Then)

four fruits of the Jclka-tree (tectona grandis) are given (to

^ We would now read sdrshapatailasampdtam in accordance with

the comments of Darila, Kexava, and Sdya^a. The latter s&rsha-

patailena sampdtitam.

' Saya/ra, sdrshapatailena hhrtsh/Sim sarshapapatrardkam >biksh{i-

rogagrastdya praya^^^et.
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the patient). 5. A paste made from the sap of the plant

is smeared (upon the eyes of the patient) ^. 6. (The

patient) eats (of the sap)/ We are permitted to judge

from these practices that the mustard-plant, and perhaps

other plants (the J^ka-tree) are referred to in the hymn,

but the identification is uncertain.

The fourth stanza is rubricated at Kams, 51, 15. 16 in

a practice that seems to be calculated to remove weeds

from a field (^labhesha^m)*. The practice consists in

burying three tips of the sild%41a-plant (cf. Kau^ika, In-

troduction, p. xlv) into the middle of a furrow.

The hymn has been translated by Florenz, Bezzenber-

ger's Beitrage, XII, 268 ff. The Anukrama«i, mantrokta-

deVatyam uta ^Andramasam.

Stanza 1.

Siya^ia reads ivayo and an^vayo, which he derives from

ivayati, ' eat,' and accordingly, with complete dependence

upon the SCltra, *0 mustard that art being eaten, and,

O mustard-stalk that art not eaten.' It must be admitted

that there is a punning correlation between these two words

and SvayaA in st. 2 d, which Skya.na, renders, bhakshitam

akaro// ; it is quite likely, too, that dbayu is more or less

identical with the mustard-plant. But here our guesses

end. Siya;za glosses karambhdm again after the SQtra,

sdrshapatailami^rabhr/sh/aw tatpatra^kam (Kauj. 30, 3).

Stanza 2.

a, b. The mention by name of the father and mother of

a plant is typical and formulaic; cf. the note on V, 5, i.

Shankar Pandit reads vihdhlo ; S^ya«a, viha;«14khyaA

kdiskit pitA. For mad^vati, cf. IV, 7, 4, and the note on

vara//5vatl, IV, 7, 1.

c, d. For h{ nd of the vulgata Shankar Pandit with the

* Siya«a, mftlakshtram abhimantrya vyadhitasya akshiwi a^^yit.

^ For ala, see Kaujika, Introduction, p. xlvii. But Sayawa reads

annabhesha^ara, ' curing of food
:

' annasvastyayanakSma^ tisra^

sasyavallir abhimantrya kshetramadhye nikhanet. Cf. also Kejava.

[423 H h
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majority of his MSS., both Sa»/hitA and Padapd/Aa, reads

hi na (both enclitic). The sense of the extremely obscure

passage seems to be, that the plant does not consume itself

in vain, but confers the benefits expected from it So also

Siya;/a, dtmano hfini^/ prdpyi«pi paropaklraparo bhavasi,

* even when thou hast arrived at thy own destruction thou

hast for thy highest aim the benefaction of others/

Stanza 8.

Sdya«a regards tauviliki as the name of a female demon
that causes disease. And thus also babhru and babhrii-

kar;«a are two personified rogahetd ^. We have rendered

ailaba^ by * howling one * (SAya«a, rogavijeshaA) ; better,

*howr (abstract): cf. XII, 5, 47. In Pdda d the Pada-

pd//^a reads niA ^la as two separate words, and we have

taken dla as a vocative. The word, according to Dirila

to Kauj. 25, 18 (cf. the introduction to I, 3, p. 236), seems

to mean * a kind of weed.' Whitney in the Index Ver-

borum suggests a verb nfr &la from a root SI, comparing

vy 51a, V, 22, 6 (obscurum per obscurius). Sdyawa, he
nirdla etatsawsg'^a roga, again regards the entire word as

the name of a disease.

Stanza 4.

All that we know of the names in this stanza is that they

are plants, and, probably, compounds of dla (st. 3), though

the Padapd///a does not divide them as compounds ^ At
Kauj. 51, 16 silkngkla. occurs as the name of a plant

(Kejava, sasyavalli ; cf. Kau^ika, Introduction, p. xlv), and

Sdya«a says, doubtless correctly, of all three, tisra// ssLffig-nks

tisrinkm sasyavallindm. But the true value of the formula

seems beyond reach.

^ Pdda c is formulaic : it recurs at V, 23, 4c; see the note

there.

^ alasa means 'dull, sluggish ;' for sild^ld, cf. sil4>tr, V, 5, i. 8.

The MSS. of Kauj. 51, 16 read jila^g^ld, suggesting the presence

of the word jild, * stone,' in the first member. Sdya«a, jal^gili

(sasyama^art).
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VI, 17. Commentary to page 98.

The Kaujika, 35, 12-15, has a performance entitled

garbhadr//«ha;/dni, * performances for steadying the womb,
or foetus/ which rubricates, in addition to our hymn, AV.
V, 1, I, and a mantra whose pratika is a^yutel (probably

the hymn given in full at Kauj. 98, 2 ^). It is as follows

:

35,^13, *A bowstring, thrice knotted, is tied about (the

foetus) that has been seized by convulsions. 14. (The

woman) is fed upon lumps of earth. 15. Black pebbles

are scattered about her couch.' For the character of

^mbha, 'convulsions,' see the note on II, 4, 2, and cf.

especially the references there given to Wise, pp. 421-3.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 477; Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 269/?*.

The Anukramawi, garbhadr/whanadevatyam.

VI, 18. Commentary to page 106.

The performances at Kau.r. ^6, 25 flF. involve the use of

this hymn in company with VII, 45, and the third stanza

of VII, 74. They picture a woman engaged in symbolic

acts calculated to appease a jealous man, and to remove the

jealousy from his body, to wit : 25. * The practising woman
mutters the above-mentioned mantras against (the jealous)

man, presents to him (a stirred drink with grits, Kauf. 7, 7),

and touches (his person). 26. With the first (of these

hymns) she performs upon his body the act described in

the hymn (i.e. she blows out fire held over his body*).

27. While reciting VII, 45, 2 (see the stanza) [she gives

him to drink] water, warmed by pouring it over a heated

axe.' Soothing the jealous man, and the symbolic removal

of the fire of his jealousy, are therefore the points of the

practice.

' Kexava, a^^td dyaur iti. Dirila, ^dkhdntartyas(iktam.

' Darila, hr/daye'gninirvipa^a;;^ mantroktatvdt. Kexava, ka/ipra-

dere . . . dhamati.

II h 2
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468 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

The present hymn has been rendered by Weber, Indische

Studien, V, 235 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 514 ; Florenz,

in Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 270 ff. ; Grill ^, pp. 28,

159 ff. The Anukramawt, irshydvinlyanadevatyam.

Stanza 3.

b. For manaska;« patayishwukdm, cf. RV. I, 163, 11
;

VI, 9, 5. Ludwig renders patayish/zukam by ^ zu falle

bringend/ but that would require pdtayishwukdm, since the

Vedas discriminate between the stems pataya and pdtaya,

the former being simple, the latter alone causative. Weber
also causatively, * was dir den sinn entfallen macht.'

d. nr/ter is untranslatable, though Ludwig renders the

Pdda, ' wte die erhitzung eines tanzers.' The Paippalada

reads trfter ; this supports in a measure Weber s and the

Pet. Lexs.' emendation to dr/ter, * as heat from a pot,' or,

' as the exhalation from a (water-carrier's) skin/ Similarly

also Sdyawa, with the approval of Shankar Pandit, yalha

dritek >&armamayya bhastrikdyaA saklrdt tanmadhyavarti-

nam iXs\inikm.m jvdsavad antaAp{irita;« v^yum.

VI, 20. COMMENtARY TO PAGE 3.

The Kanaka offers by way of practice to be performed

in connection with this charm a part of that reported for

AV. V, 22. The exceedingly terse Sdtra, 31, 7, agner

ive*ty uktaw dive, is to be translated, ' With AV. VI, 20 he

does what has been said in connection with the forest-fire,'

i.e. according to Ddrila, what is prescribed in SOtra 29, 19

(and by implication also what is prescribed in 29, 18).

Namely, he pours the dregs of gruel, which the patient has

imbibed previously, from a copper vessel over his head into

fire derived from a forest-fire. See the introduction to V, 22.

The practice is again symbolic, aiming by attractio similium

to obviate the symptoms of heat and fire incidental to the

disease. The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der
Rigveda, III, 51 1 ; Zimmer, p. 380 ; and Florenz, in Bezzen-

berger's Beitrage, XII, 273 ff. ; and it is quoted also in the
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takmanlfanaga/fa of the Ga//am^l&, Ath. ParLr. 32, 7 (Kauj.

26, 1, note). The Anukrama;/i designates it as yakshma-

nlbanadaivatam, and describes its authorship and purpose as

follows : bhr/gvahgir4^ . . . anena mantrokt4n sarv^n devdn

astaut.

Stanza 1.

a. A^gatiPddamaybe construed if one syllable is sup-

pressed. Probably agn^r iva is to be read as three syllables

with elision of r and crasis (cf. Pet. Lex., s. v. iva 4 c), or

by reading va in the manner of the Prdkrit. Florenz, 1. c,

makes different propositions. The Anukrama«i designates

the stanza as ati^agatf.

.nishmfn is a derivative from Jiishma, whose fundamental

meaning seems to be * lightning/ from which * strength ' is

derived secondarily ; see Contributions, Sixth Series,

Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVIII, 565 ff.

b. matt6 vilapan ; cf. the words unmadit6 and l^lapiti

in AV. VI, III, I.

o. Ludwig and Florenz propose to emend avratds to

avratim, because the epithet ' impious ' does not seem to

suit the takmdn ; cf. RV. I, 132, 4. A glance at AV. VII,

ij6, 2 exhibits the takmdn with the same epithet under

circumstances which admit of no doubt, showing the danger

of subjective reasoning on matters connected with foreign

folk-psychology. Ludwig renders * irgend einen werklosen/

Stanza 2.

a. Note the concatenation with Plda i d : tipurvadha in

I d suggests Rudra in 2 a, and takmdne is repeated.

o,cL The diction lapses into formulary prose, which does

not however deter the Anukrama«J from assigning the

entire stanza to the metre kakummati prastArapahkti.

Stanza 3.

The metre is very rough, according to the Anukrama;/?,

sata^pankti. Pclda a is a trochaic anushAibh if we read

* hhisokaiyishnuv ; b is a trish/ubh ; c is a hypercatalectic

anushAibh; d a^gat!.
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470 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

a, b. In close parallelism with V, 22, 2 a,b : see the note

on the passage.

o. The epithet babhru calls to mind Latin febris from

febrv-is, which would then be the * brown, sallow disease.*

d. The meaning of vAnya, ' silvestris,' seems fairly certain.

The Pet. Lex. suggests 'greenish/ in order to establish

a parallelism with aruwd and babhru in the preceding P4da.

Grohmann, 1. c, p. 385, translates * dem wilden (wasserge-

borenen?) Takman/ If the word means * forest-born'

then it must refer to the malarial fever of the rainy season

which is caused by the decay of the tropically prolific flora.

Cf. the takmdn v^rshika in AV. V, 22, 13. Living in

wooded, ill-ventilated valleys is, according to Wise, 1. c,

p. 220, one of the causes of fever. Slya^ia, saw^sevydya, * to

him that is to be adored.*

VI, 21. Commentary to page 30.

This interesting hymn is accompanied by equally in-

teresting symbolic practices, at Kauj. 30, 8-10, part of

which passage is unfortunately very obscure: 8. 'While

reciting the hymn the person that desires the growth of

hair (Siya«a, kejavr/ddhikdmaw) is rinsed off with water

heated by burning plants^ that grow upon the earth under

trees. 9. His head is rinsed off with an effusion prepared

by heating dice in water. 10. (And also with an effusion

prepared) from two nika/S-plants* (?)/ The symbolism of

the first practice is quite clear : as the head of the earth is

clothed with plants (cf. st. i), as the crown of the tree

is full of leaves, so shall the person practising the charm

be luxuriantly hirsute. But the dice (the fruit of the

vibhitaka-tree) and the nika/i are left unexplained.

^ Cf. the note on Kauj. 27, 29, in the introduction to III, 7

(p. 336, note).

* Very doubtful. Kejava, ddruharidraharidre (I) ka, dvabhya///

kvathayitvd avasi^^ati. Siya^ia, haridrakvdthodakena avasi^^et.

According to these authorities nika/a would then be the yellow

curcuma.
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1

The hymn has been translated by Florenz, Bezzenber-

ger's Beitrage, p. 275 ff.; GrilP, pp. 50, 160 ff. Cf. also

Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel Vddique, p. 150. The Anu-
krama;f!, ^ndramasam (cf. st. 2).

Stanza 1.

For the conception of the three earths, see the note on

IV, 20, 2. Siyawa refers tvakd in Pdda c to the real earth,

which is the skin of the other earths, tkskm prithivinkm

tva^a^ tvag iva upari vartamdnA yA bhQmiA tasy^^.

VI, 24. Commentary to page 12.

Rubricated at Kaor. 30, 13. Ddrila prescribes it against

dropsy ; Ke^ava, more explicitly, as a cure for pain in the

heart, dropsy and jaundice (cf. the introduction to I, 22).

Kaujika's performance is as follows :
* While reciting VI,

24 water is drawn from a stream along its current ^
;
(the

water is warmed with burning) grass from a thatch (and

sprinkled upon the patient) ^.^ It seems quite possible that

the ritualist has in mind the particular disease dropsy : the

water (Varu;/a s infliction) shall flow from the body like

a running stream. The word hr/ddyota (st. i) would

accord with dropsy, since diseases of the heart are fre-

quently associated with it. But st. 2 seems to point to

a more general and vague conception on the part of the

hymn, and accordingly we have expanded the caption.

See also Kauj. 9, 2 ; i8, 3, note
; 41, 14 ; Ath. Faris. 41, i.

The hymn has been translated by Florenz, Bezzenber-

ger's Beitrage, XII, p. 279 ff*. ; GrilP, pp. 13, 161 ff*.

^ anvipam : Pet. Lex. ' am wasser gelegen ' (?). The word

means * along the course,' i. e. the water must not be drawn against

the ciurent. Cf. Maitr. S. IV, 4, 1, and Kejava, anulomam. The
opposite of anvipam is pratipam, * against the current.*

* The supplied passages are indicated, it seems, by Kauj. 29, 8
;

see the note on V, 1 3, 5. Kaujika is at times so terse as to render

necessary the memorising of the entire Siitra.
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472 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

Stanza 1.

d. For hr/ddyota, see the note on I, 22, i.

VI, 25. Commentary to page 19.

Adalbert Kuhn, in Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprach-

forschung, XIII, 12S ff., treated the hymn under the head

of * Seven and seventy-fold disease,* comparing with it Ger-

manic formulas directed against fever and other diseases

;

these are often described as being of seventy-seven varieties.

Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 281 ff., suggests

that some febrile disease, accompanied by eruptions, is in

question. In Contributions, Second Series, Amer. Journ.

Phil. XI, 327 ff., we assumed that the hymn with its ritual

represent a charm against a disease, similar to the scrofu-

lous swellings called apa>&{t (VI, 83 ; VII, 74, 1-2
; 76,

1-2), and this is now fully corroborated by Ke^va and

Sdya/fa who define the present charm as a cure for gawrfa-

mdlA, * scrofula.' Cf. also the interesting *Manskunder'

(mdny^/ and skAndhy&>4 in sts. i, 3 of the hymn), defined

as * tumours of the neck' in the previously quoted passage

of Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, p. 316. The Anu-
krama;/!, mantroktamanydvindjanadevatyam.

The practices are stated at Kaor. 30, 14-16, as follows

:

14. 'While reciting the hymn, fifty-five leaves of the

paraju^ (plant or tree?) are kindled by means of pieces

of wood. 15. (The sap of the leaves) which has boiled

forth into a cup is smeared with a stick of wood (upon

the sores). 16. (The sores are then smeared) with a (pul-

verized) shell, and with the saliva of a dog, and subjected

to the bites of leeches, gnats, and so forth (cf. Ke^ava's

^ The word pararfipar/idn is not altogether clear, D^ila's and

Kenya's (goplrfilikim ?) glosses being corrupt. Kaur. 47, 25
presents the obviously parallel paraxupalS^ which Kerava glosses

by parjuvr/Tcshapatram, and this we have adopted as the sense

here. But Ddrila at 47, 25 has ku/>^ramukham, 'the blade of an

axe 1
' Cf. the note on Kaur. 47, 25 in the introduction to II, 12.
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comment upon this SOtra at Kauj. 31, 16, and our remarks

in the above-cited Contributions, pp. 325-6).

Stanzas 1-3.

d. The word v&k&A in the refrain is translated by Kuhn
as * swarms,' by the Pet. Lexs. and Florenz as * buzzing.'

But the apa^ft are not insects (see VI, 83). and Sdyawa's

va^niy4 dosh^A designates the low water-mark of his

hermeneutical capacity. As it seems impossible to retain

the word, we may perhaps resort to the emendation pdk^A,

remembering the well-known confusion in the MSS. of v

and p^. The sense would then be ' may they (the tumours)

pass away like the pustules of the apa^ft' The implication

would then be that the tumours in question are * hard and

large' (Wise, I.e., 316), and that the apa>&{t are more easily

brought to the point of breaking open.

VI, 26. Commentary to page 163.

The ritual treats this as a remedial charm, fit to remove

all diseases (sarvarogabhaisha^yam). The performances,

Kauj. 30, 17. 18, are as follows: By night the hymn is

recited, parched grains of com are poured into a sieve, and

then cast away. On the next day three bali-offerings are

thrown into the water for Sahasrdksha (* the thousand-eyed

divinity,* cf st. 3), and (three) puddings of rice are thrown

and scattered upon the cross-roads^. The ceremony is

symbolic for the most part : the sieve is always the tangi-

ble expression of passing through and out (cf. Kslus, 26, 2

in the introduction to I, 12), and general dispersion is the

salient motif. The hymn is also rubricated in the 5dnti-

kalpa, chapter 1 5, in a rite directed against the goddess of

* Cf. upolava and upolapa, Kaujika, Introduction, p. xlviii.

* Cf. the sentiment in st. 2 of the hymn : the cross-roads are the

most convenient spot at which to part company. For the character

of the cross-roads m general, see the note on p. 519 in the introduc-

tion to VI, III.
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misfortune (nimti>&arma), and in the pdpmaga«a and the

takmanlranaga«a of the Ga«am41d, Ath. Parlr. 32, 7. la

(cf. Kauj. 26, I ; 30, 17, notes). It has been translated by
Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 282. The Anu-
kramawi, p^pmadevatlkam.

Stanza 1.

b. The Pida is formulaic, being repeated at V, 22, 9 b.

Stanza 8.

b. For the epithet sahasrdkshi, see the note on IV, 20, 4.

* Thousand-eyed ' here refers to the power of infallibly spy-

ing out victims ; cf. especially the ' thousand-eyed curse

'

at VI, 37, I.

VI, 27. Commentary to page 166.

The pigeon as a bird of omen is well known in Teutonic

mythology ; cf. Gothic hrafvadub6, literally * carcass-dove/

as the name of the turtle, and see Grimm, Deutsche Mytho-

logie, p. 659 ff. The present hymn is the Atharvanic

equivalent of RV. X, 165, 1-3, and the archaic locative

4sh/rf in 3 b (cf. Ath. Prdti^^khya I, 74) seems to indicate

a certain superiority of the Atharvan text, which is, how-

ever, not borne out by 2 b and 3 c, whose Rig-vedic form

is metrically preferable. Cf. Adbhuta-Brdhma«a 6 and 8

(Weber, Omina und Portenta, pp. 325, 330); Hultzsch,

Prolegomena zu des Vasantar^^ 5dkuna, p. 7. At Kaor.

46, 7 this and the two following hymns are recited while

the 'great consecration* (mahlrAnti) is being poured (cf.

Kau.y. 9, 6, note). The Anukrama«i defines the three

hymns as ydmydny uta nairr/tdni. The present hymn has

been treated by Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII,

p. 282 ff.

Stanza 2.

b. The RV., griTieshu for grihim na//. The Atharvan

reading almost looks as though andg£(//) were understood

in the sense of *not arriving' (an-i-g5A). The accent of
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the stem is both anAgds and andgas, and the Padapd/Aa

does not divide it, thus apparently indicating its own doubt

as to the character of the word. S4ya«a, anaparddhakaA.

VI, 29. Commentary to page i66.

For the general character of this hymn and its treat-

ment in the ritual, see the introduction to VI, 27. It has

been treated by Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII,

p. 287 ff.

VI, 32. Commentary to page ^6,

The practice connected with this hymn at Kauj. 31, 3
consists in digging a ditch near the fire, filling it with hot

water, and in sacrificing into it a rice-cake after circum-

ambulating it thrice and muttering the hymn. The hot

water near the fire is doubtless emblematic of the well-

known properties of Agni as the most obvious enemy of

spooks and uncanny hostile forces. Ddrila, pi^^ancijanam.

The hymn figures also in the >&dtanaga«a, ' list of hymns with

which (demons, &c.) are chased away' in the Ga;/amal^,

Ath. PariJ. 32, 3 (cf. Kau.r. 8, 25, note). It has been trans-

lated by Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 291 AT.

stanza 3.

The second hemistich is repeated at VIII, 8, 21. S^ya//a

renders ^«At5ram by abhi^^aw svdminam, 'experienced

master.' Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 528, bottom, 'der sie

kennt'

VI, 37. Commentary to page 93.

The hymn is rubricated at Kauj. 48, 23-26, in prac-

tices designed to repel the sorcery-practices of enemies.

A white lump (of earth) ^ is given to a dog (cf. st. 3), an

* So Kejava and Sdyawa, jvetamr/Uikd.
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amulet of t^rk/tai^ is put on, an oblation (of ihgirfa-oil,

Kaoy. 47, 3) is poured, and fagots (of vadhaka-wood,

Kaof. 47, 13 ; cf. AV. VIII, 8, 3) are laid on the fire. The
practice is based upon symbolic realisations of suggestions

contained in the hymn ^.

Previous translations: Grill*, pp. 25, 161 ff.; Florenz,

Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 297. The AnukramawJ,

y&^ndramasam.

Stanza 1.

a. For the epithet * thousand-eyed,' see the note on IV,

20, 4, and especially VI, 26, 3. Siyawa identifies it out-

right with Indra, indra^ japathaA skpskriykykA kartA.

Stanza 2.

d. The sentiment of this Pdda and of the first hemistich

of the next stanza are worked up anew in VII, 59. That

mantra is accompanied, Kauj. 47, 37, by an interesting

practice : wood from a tree struck by lightning is put on
the fire, to symbolise the destruction of the enemy by
lightning.

Stanza 3.

c. p^sh/ram may mean * flesh* rather than *bone,' in

accordance with our note on IV, 12, 2. S^ya;/a reads

pesh/am (pish/amaya^;^ kh^dyam). For dvakshdmam (Pada-

p^tAdL, dva-kshdmam) we have ventured a new interpreta-

tion, *down upon the ground,* from ava and kshiman
* ground.* Sdya^/a, avadagdham; Pet. Lex., 'abfindung'

(*sop'); Grill, 'brocken;' Florenz, *knochenrest ;' Boht-

* According to Dirila * an amulet consisting of a bone ' (? asthi-

kama/ii ; cf. p^sh/ram in st. 3) ; according to Ke^ava and Sdyawa
* an amulet of palaxa-wood.' Cf. the mantra in Kaar. 13, 12.

^ Sdyawa thinks that st. 3 is referred to in Kauj. 47, 37 under

the pratika, yd na^ jipdt. But the lightning is not mentioned in

St. 3, but rather in st. 2. Hence the litde hymn VII, 59 is doubt-

less the one intended at Kauj. 47, 37 : it consists of sentiments

contained in VI, 37, 3 and 2, and begins also with the words, y6
na^ sipii.
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lingk s Lexicon, ' lean ; ' Whitney in the Index Verborum
shelters the word under the root ksham with dva. Cf. XI,

10, 23.

VI, 38. Commentary to page ii6.

This and the next hymn are worked up in the course of

the royal rites (ri^akarmd«i, Kauj. 14-17). The object

of both the hymn and the practices connected with it is to

endow a king with vdr^as, * lustre,' and more particularly

to transfer to him the vdr^^as inherent in men, animals, and
brilliant substances. The practice, Kaus. 13, 3-6, is as

follows: While reciting VI, 38 and 39, hairs from the

navel of a sndtaka \ a lion, a tiger, a goat, a ram, a bull,

or a king, are pasted together with lac, covered with gold,

and fastened on as an amulet. Also an amulet prepared

from the splinter of ten kinds of (' holy ') wood is put on

(see the introduction to II, 9). While reciting the same

two hymns, and in addition III, 16 ; VI, 69, and IX, i, the

seven vital organs ^ (of a lion or any of the other animals

mentioned above), mixed with a mess of rice, are eaten.

The relation of these performances to VI, 38 are obvious.

Both hymns are rubricated further in the course of the

practices at the initiation of pupils to the study of the

Vedas, Kauj. 139, 15, and they hold membership in the two

varifasyaga^^as of the Gawamild, Ath. Pari^. 32, 10 and 27

(see K3ius. 12, 10 and 13, i, notes). Cf. also Ath. Parij. 4,

i; i82, 12.

The. two hymns have been translated by Ludwig, Der

Rigveda, III, 240; Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII,

297 ff. The Anukramawi : ime br^Tiaspatidevatye var^fas-

kAma>i . . . r/shir apa^at.

* A Brahmawa who has performed the ceremony of ablution,

required on finishing the period of his disciplehood (brahmaHrya),

before entering the second period of his life, that of a house-

holder (grzliastha). This embodies in practice the word brdh-

m2Ji6 in st. 38, i b.

^ Darila defines these as pddamadhyani n&bhihr/daya/7i miirdhd ^.
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Stanza 1.

The relation of the two hemistichs of each stanza of the

hymn is anacoluthic. It seems best in translation to supply

some such expression as na astu from na ^tu in Pdda d.

b. The rendering of br^hma«6 by * in the Br^hma;/a ' is

rendered certain by the word sndtaka in the Sfttra above.

Florenz, erroneously, * im Brahman Agni.'

d. The mention of Indra in all sorts of royal charms is

due to the most prominent characteristic of the god, namely

strength. Indra is the heavenly r^^n, par excellence. His

ever-shadowy mother also is personified strength. Indra

is putrdA siv2LS3iA and j'dvasaA sCiniiA (RV. VIII, 9a, 14;

IV, 24, 1). See Perry, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XI, 130 ff.

;

Contributions, Sixth Series, Zeitschrift der Deutschen

Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, XLVIII, 548.

Stanza 2.

Cf the related passage from the var^fasya-hymn, IX, i,

J 8.

Stanza 4.

a, b. Ludwig renders dundubh^v ^yatiy&m * in der pauke,

der langezogen tonenden.* This receives a certain support

from Siya«a, it^yamdniydm, but we prefer to compare

5yata as used of the tightened bowstring, e.g. XI, 2, 1.

For piirushasya miydu, cf. XIX, 49, 4.

VI, 39. Commentary to page 117.

For the employment of this hymn in the ritual, and pre-

vious translations, see the introduction to VI, 38. The
keynote of the present hymn is yifas (cf. VI, 58), that of

the preceding, vdr^as. The word yi^as seems to be
technically the name of the oblation which must have

accompanied the recital of the hymn ; see sts. i a and 2 a.

Stanza 1.

a. Ludwig, * als herrlichkeit gedeihe das havis (das ya.ro-

havis) ;* Florenz, * zur ehr' gedeih das havis mir ;' S&ya/m,
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ysLSBSO hetutvit. It seems difficult to construe ydjas as

a nominative, in co-ordination with havis, but cf. the bhQ-

tdifn havfs, VI, 78 ^ We may, of course, either emend to

yayohavir, or take ydi'o as an instrumental ; cf. Lanman,

Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. X, 562. But, I believe, the con-

struction as it stands is technical.

b. S^ya//a has for subhr/tam the rather more acceptable

reading suvr/tam (sush/Au vartamdnam).

Stanza 2.

a. yifobhir seems to refer directly to the havis in st. 1
;

see the introduction. S^yawa, evasively, ktrtibhiA.

VI, 4a. Commentary to page 136.

According to the text of the mantra this is a charm to

appease wrath in general. But the Kau^ika, ^6, 28-31,

deals with it in the course of the so-called * women's rites

'

(strikarmAwi, 32, 27-36 end), and the commentators are

agreed in regarding it as an instance of conflict between

two persons of opposite sex. According to Kejava and

Sdya«a the charm is practised by a woman against an

angry man (her husband, or lover) ; Ddrila, on the other

hand, more naturally ascribes the acts to a man trying to

appease an angry woman. These nicer specifications are

therefore in all probability secondary. The practice is as

follows : The person who desires to appease wrath takes up

a stone while reciting st. 1. He places the stone upon the

ground while reciting st. 2. He spits around the stone

while reciting st. 3. Finally he lays an arrow on a bow
while standing in the shadow (of the wrathful person). The
last executes the sentiment of st. i, with rather vague

symbolism. The hymn is also recited, at Vait. SA. 1 2, 13, by

* So also abhtvart^na havfshi, RV. X, 174, i. Ordinarily these

havfs are accompanied by an adjective, e. g. sawsrdvyk/w havfs, II,

26, 3; n^iTh&dhyhn havfs, VI, 75, i. Cf. also VI, 64, 2 ; VI, 87,

3, and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 371 flf.
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one who is consecrated for the performance of the soma-

sacrifice (dikshita), if he has been guilty of an outburst of

wrath.

Previous translations by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 515

;

Florenz, Bezzenbergers Beitrage, XII, 30a ff. ; Grill^ 29,

162, The Anukrama«l, mantroktamanyudevatyam.

Stanza 3.

The elaboration of this stanza in the SCitra above shows

how vaguely punning the connection of the two channels of

literature, mantra and siitra, may be at times : the words

abh( tish/Admi of the stanza seem to have suggested abhi-

nish/Aivdmi in the SOtra. Cf., e.g. 5inkh. Grih. where the

mantra word akshan, ' they have eaten,' is employed as

though it meant aksham, ' axle.' This is symbolism gone

to seed, but we should err in supposing that the performers

of the practices really misunderstood the mantras to that

extent. It is the extreme outgrowth of the habit of con-

sciously turning to immediate use, in any way at all,

materials whose real value is something quite different, and

whose true sense may have been well understood.

d. The Pada is formulaic; see I, 34, 2; III, 25, 5; VI,

9» 2 ; 43, 3. The entire second hemistich is repeated in

VI, 43, 3.

VI, 43. Commentary to page 137.

The magic power of darbha-grass (cf. XIX, 32) is here

employed to appease wrath. According to Kaoy. 36, 32,

the grass is dug up (in the manner prescribed at Kau^.

33> 9 ; cf. Ke^va), and fastened on as a talisman. The
Kau.fika, in working up this hymn among the * women's

rites ' (cf the introduction to the preceding hymn), is com-

mitted to the view that the hymn deals with a conflict

between a man and a woman. The text of the hymn, how-

ever, reveals no such specific purpose. The hymn has been

translated by Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 303 ;

Grill ^, pp. 30, 162. The Anukramawi, mantroktamanyara-

manam.
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Stanza 1.

For Pdda b, cf. RV. VI, 75, 19. The text of Pdda c seems

untenable. For v{manyukasya«ydm, Grill suggests vfman-

yukar >&4«ydm, Florenz, vfmanyuko ayam, either of which

yields the sense of our translation. Possibly manor vfman-

yukasy&«ydm may be the true reading: 'the appeaser of

wrath of the man that is free from wrath it is called
;

' cf.

S^ya«a, manyoA manyumata^ purushasya.

Stansa 3.

For the second hemistich, and for PAda d, cf. the note on

VI, 42, 3.

VI, 44. Commentary to page io.

Dirila does not state what disease this hymn and the

practice at Kaus. 31, 6 are directed against. Ke^ava (and

S^yawa depending upon him) describes it as an apavAda-

bhaisha^am, and his comment leaves no doubt that he

regards it as a practice against calumniators ^. It looks as

though this obvious misconstruction stood insome connection

with the word apavAtiyaA in the SCltra, which Ke^ava either

fails to understand, or deflects by a pun into the channel of

a usage with which neither hymn nor SCitra had anything

to do in the first instance. Unless indeed Kcrava interprets

the first stanza in the sense that the heavens, the earth, and

all living beings have stood (stand), and that, therefore, the

character of the person impugned will stand in spite of all

aspersions. Or, again, the horn fallen by itself from the

head of a cow, and that, too, a cow that has weaned her calf,

symbolises, perhaps, the withdrawal of the good will of men.

This might be employed homoeopathically to cure their

hostility. Note also vishi«i, ' horn,' which suggests vi sA,

' loosen
;

' cf. VI, 121,1. The practice is as follows : A horn

^ apav^de bhaishs^yam ukysLie, bahubhdsha^iam adharme ^ pra-

vartane tasjra apavdda^ (!).

[42] I i
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that has been shed by a cow whose calf has been weaned ^

is anointed with the dregs of ghee (is filled with water ; the

patient is given the water to drink, and is also sprinkled

with it) while the hymn is being pronounced in a low voice

(cf. Kauj. 28, i). Obviously Kau^ika interprets vishknakS.

in St. 3 as * horn/ and a horn that has curative power we
have in III, 7, 2. 3 (cf. the SOtra in the introduction). But

the statements in st. 3 seem to contain a fitting characterisa-

tion of a plant, and in this sense we have interpreted the

passage in our Contributions, Fourth Series, Amer. Journ.

Phil. XII, 426 ff. On the other hand, vishknakS, is a ^tt. \ey.,

and may after all be only the diminutive of wishing, ' horn,'

III, 7, 2. 3 ; VI, 121, 1. This seems on the whole the more
conservative view, although Kau^ika's go^rmgena may be
due either to misunderstanding, or to conscious symbolic

manipulation. At any rate the hymn itself is of no
uncertain character : being a remedial charm, it takes its

place among the bhaisha^akarm5.«i in the first part of the

fourth book of the Kau^ika, and the terms for the diseases

mentioned in it are fairly clear.

Previous translations by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 509
(cf. also 321, 343) ; Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII,

304 ff. Cf. also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel Vedique,

p. 151. The Anukrama;/!, vi^dmitramantroktadevatyam *

uta v^naspatyam.

* The MSS. of the text read apavatdyi^. Dirila apagatfiyS^,

which he explains by, apagati vatsavigalitasnehd ; cf. Kaonka,
Introduction, p. xlv. The opposite of apavdti is abhivStd, lA/y.

Sr, VIII, 5, 3, *a cow that nourishes her calf.' Cf. abhivdnyavatsa,

' a cow that gives suck to a strange calf,' Ait. Br. VII, 2, 4 (cf. the

commentary, p. 377 ofAufrecht's edition) ; apivdnyavatsd, Kauj. 80,

25 ; 82, 22 (our edition, erroneously, api vdnyavatsdya^), in the

same sense ; and nivSnyavatsa (also nivdnyd) frequendy in the iat.

Br. in the same sense (see Pet. Lex.). See also Ludwig's note on
RV. VI, 67 (no), Der Rigveda, IV, p. 113.

' The word vfjvam, not vlrvamitra, occurs in st. i. In st. 2 we
have vdsish/>^m. Some blundering manipulation of the two seems

to have inspired the compiler of this futile tract.
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Stanza 1.

The first hemistich is formulaic ; see VI, 77, i. S4ya«a,

his general interpretation of the hymn notwithstanding, is

not prevented from interpreting r6ga and AsrAva (st. 2) by
rudhirasrciva or raktasrdva, * flow of blood/ In the intro-

duction to I, 2, he interprets Asrdva more broadly as

excessive discharge in general, diarrhoea, flow of urine, or

of blood. The word vdtikr/tan£yani (see the note on st. 3)

tends to narrow down this more general construction in

accordance with our caption, but we must beware of ascrib-

ing any too pointed diagnoses to these early physicians

;

it is quite possible that excessive discharges of all sorts

were exorcised with this charm. For the use of the

aorists, cf. Delbriick, Syntaktische Forschungen, II, 87.

Stanza 2.

Cf. II, 3, 2.

Stanza 3.

a. For vish4«ak5, see the introduction. Possibly the

word is identical with vish^«ik4, reported by the medical

^^tras (cf. Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, p. 146), and

the lexicographers, as the name of a plant.

e. Cf. Wise, I.e., 250, bdta byddhi (vitavy^dhi), * diseases

produced by wind (in the body),' not 'wound,' as Zimmer
has argued, Altindisches Leben, pp. 389 ff. Sclya«a divides

v^tikr/tan^yanl in two, v&ti fisrdvasya rogasya joshayitri

;

kr/tanifanf, kritsim rogasya niddnabhfttaw dushkarma,

tasya nlyayitri. Cf. the note on VI, 109, 3, and the intro-

duction to 1, 12.

VI, 45. Commentary to page 163.

This hymn (along with the next) is directed against bad

dreams, an application due, perhaps, in the first instance, to

the chance expression, * awake or asleep,' in st 2. It may
be the case, however, that evil thoughts were conceived as

returning in the form of annoying dreams. The practice

I i 2
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at KaiLF. 46, 9-10 is as follows: * With VI, 45 and 46 the

person that has an (evil) dream rinses his mouth. If he has

had an excessively frightful dream he offers a cake of

mixed grain, and deposits a second in the territory of an

enemy/ Kejava tells what constitutes an evil dream,

mentioning the svapnddhyAya, probably Matsya-pur4«a 242,

as his authority. Cf. also M^rka/M?eya-puri«a 43 ; VAyu-

pur&na, 19 ; Ait. Ar. Ill, 5, 16 ff. (Sacred Books, I, 26a ff.)

;

Aufrecht, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch., XXXII,

574 ; and Hultzsch, Prolegomena zu des Vasantard^

Sikuna, pp. 15 ff. Both hymns figure in the duAsvapnani-

janaga«a of the Ga«am5.1^, Ath. ParLr. 32, 8 (Kau^. 46, 9,

note) ; cf. also Ath. ParLf. 33, i.

The present hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der

Rigveda, III, 443, and Florenz, Bezzenberger's • Beitrage,

XII, 305 ff. The Anukramawt, duAsvapnanlranadevatyam.

Stanza 1.

a. S4ya«a, contrary to the PadapA/Aa, reads manas pipa,

*0 mind devoted to evil that hast become the cause of

dreams
;

' cf. the introduction. The text of the P&da
seems to be an Atharvanic contortion of RV. X, 164, i a,

ape « hi manasas pate.

Stanza 2.

Cf. RV. X, 164, 3 with the variant iyasd niA^rds^'bhi^^
;

Tait. Br. Ill, 7, 12, 4, Irdsd nisisk ydt parA^rdsd. The exact

meaning of the words in our text is not easily definable

;

S^ya«a transcribes them all by compounds of .rasana=

himsana^ * injury.' Ludwig leaves them untranslated, and
regards them as various kinds of imprecations ; but compare
his version of the RV. words (927, vol. ii, p. 552). Florenz,

'durch unrecht verlangen, abweis, verwiinschung.*

Stanza 3.

Cf. RV. X, 164, 4. SSiyana. identifies the lightly personified

Pra^etas with Varu«a. The word is indeed a frequent

epithet of Varuwa. But the patronymic Angirasa suits
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Brahma/iaspati rather than Varuwa (so Grassmann^ II, 501)

;

Ludwig refers it to Agni.

VI, 46. Commentary to page 167.

The hymn is employed along with VI, 45 in the practice

described at Kslus, 46, 9. 10 ; see the introduction to the

preceding hymn. The last two stanzas of the present

hymn are employed further, in the case of peculiarly

oppressive dreams, in a cumulative performance embracing

the acts of Kauj. 46, 9. 10, as well as those of 46, 11. 12.

The latter are undertaken in connection with AV. VII, 100

and loi : the dreamer turns over on his other side, and

looks at real food if he has dreamt of eating food. Cf. also

Ath. ParLr. 8, i
; 33, i.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 498 ; Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII, 306.

Stanza 1.

Varw^^ni is a variable term, either a personification of

the waters (cf. Tait. S. V, 5, 4, i), or of the night (see the

passages in the Pet. Lex. under vdru;^ i b, column 724,

bottom). Here the latter function is in evidence ; cf. Ait.

Ar. Ill, 4, 18. Araru is a personification of hostility and

demoniac force ; cf. Tait. Br. Ill, a, 9, 4.

Stanza 3.

Cf. RV. VIII, 47, 17; AV, XIX, 57, I. Saya//a,

mechanically, * as one removes claws and other parts that

have been injured by disease, or as wicked men transmit

their debts by tradition (inheritance)/ &c.

VI, 50. Commentary to page 14a.

Ke^ava and Siya/^a, in their introductions to the cere-

monies prescribed in connection with this hymn at Kau^.

51, 17-22, mention a long line of pestiferous insects, but

the rare and unknown words in the hymn are not elucidated.
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The performances are as follows: 17. * While the hymn is

being redted, the performer walks about the grain-field,

hacking a piece of lead with an iron instrument \ 18. He
scatters stones upon the field. 19. He ties a hair through

the mouth of a tarda (insect) and buries him head down-

ward into the middle of the field. 20. He performs the act

which is to be done while walking ^ 21. He offers a bali-

offering to As^ (" region *'), to Ajclpati (" lord ofthe regions "),

to the two A,n(rins, and to Kshetrapati (" lord of the field ").

22. On the day when he performs the ceremonies for these

(divinities?) he shall remain silent up to the time of sunset.'

The hymn is catalogued also in the first abhayaga//a (cf.

St. i) of the Ga/iamili, Ath. Parij. 32, 12 (cf. Kau^r. 16, 8,

note). It has been rendered by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, HI,

499 ff. ; Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XH, 312 ff. The
Anukrama;;!, Ifvinam abhayakima^.

Stanza 1.

The renderings of tardam and samankdm are conjectured

etymologically. For the latter, see the note on I, 1 2, 2 c.

Stanza 2.

The name upakvasa is not even etymologically sugges-

tive. S^ya/^a reads apakvasa^ (a-pakvas), glossing, adag-

dhd^ santa^.

^ For Kaujika's ayasd stsaw karshan Sdyawa reads aya^tsa;«

gharshan, paraphrasing it by lohamayafw stsawz gbarshan. Possibly

sisam is to be changed to sitdm : the performance would then con-

sist in ploughing a furrow with an iron (plough) about the field.

Cf. Kauj. 50, 17.

^ Cf. Kauj. 51, 2 (in the introduction to IV, 3) : 'While walk-

ing he offers thrice to the Ajvins (so Sdya«a ; cf. st. i of our hymn)

milk of a cow with a calf of the same colour as herself.' SSya«a

reads for ^ire, the word which we have rendered * while walking,'

^rau. By transcribing kire in Devandgari, and adding a vertical

line after the r, the partial ambiguity will appear. Siyawi's statement

is, ^arum asy'ibhyimguhuy^t. We are not convinced. Why should

the MSS. of the Kauj'ika write the diphthong au in this fashion in

this instance, and never elsewhere ?
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Stanza 8.

The two compounds with pati are ambiguous. The final

long k of the stems preceding may be due to Vedic (metrical)

lengthening : in that case, * lord of the tarda/ &c., is the

proper rendering. So S^ya^/a. For vyadhvar^ Shankar

Pandit's edition, with most MSS. and Sdyawa, read vyad-

var^ ; cf. our notes on II, 31, 4 c ; III, 28, 2.

VI, 56. Commentary to page 151.

The terms of the hymn indicate a charm against serpents,

of the general sort^^ but KauJ. 50, 17-22 gives it a prag-

matic turn ; the practice is designed to keep serpents

away from the premises: 17. * While reciting this hymn
along with sundry other mantras, lines are scratched around

the bed, the house, and the grain-field. 18. Grass that has

been anointed with the dregs of ghee is fastened upon the

door through a yoke-hole^. 19. Dung from the entrails

(of a cow) is crumbled (at the door). 20. It is dug into

(the ground). 21. And laid on (the fire). 22. (The same

performances as with the dung are undertaken with) the

blossoms of the apimdrga-plant (achyranthes aspera; cf.

the introduction to IV, 17), the hoofs(!) of the kudri^i-tree ^
the roots of them being turned away * (from the ground,

fire, &c.)V

The hymn is also rubricated (with others) at Kauj. 139,

8, in the course of practices preparatory to the study of

^ Cf. Kejava, sarpddisvastyayanam.

• Cf. AV. XIV, I, 40; Kauj. 76, 12, and Indische Studien, V,

i99> 387-
' Very doubtful: the word is kudri^ijaphin. Kejava, gudCiki-

pdddn, *the feet of the gud^kt (cocculus cordifolius '). Sdyawa

simply, gudM\m,
• The text, pari^namdlSn. Neither Ke^ava, nor Sayawa com-

ments upon the word.

• The aim of these performances is clear : the serpents are to be

excluded by magic lines, and purifying substances and plants.
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the Vedas. Cf. also Vait. SCl. 29, 10; Ath. Pam. 19, 5.

It has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 503 :

GrilP, pp. 5, 162 ff.

Stanza 1.

The second hemistich recurs at X, 4, 8 (cf. also IV, 3, 7)

without the formula ndmo deva^an^bhyaA. This may
therefore have been borrowed from the end of st. 2. The
divine folks are the serpents themselves, cf. XI, 9, 2. 5. 26

;

10, 5, and the sarpadeva^n^, Y&g, S. XXX, 8. See also

5at. Br. VII, 4, 1,^8.

Stanza 2.

For different designations of serpents, see Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, pp. 94 ff. For asitd (SAya«a, kr/sh/?avar«a)

and t{x?LskiTkg{ (S^ya«a, tiryag avasthitcl . . . valayo yasya),

see III, 27, 12 ; VII, 56, i ; X, 4, 5 ff- 5 XII, 3, SS ff.> and
the note to the last-mentioned passage. See also the note

on V, 13, 5, and TS. V, 5, 10, i. 2. The Hindu commen-
tators explain sva^ als * self-born.' SAya«a, svayam eva

g&ydXQ k&ra«4ntaranairapekshye«a utpadyate; cf. the gloss,

Tait S. V, 5, 14, I. The Pet. Lex., 'vivipara,' or 'the em-
bracer.' Weber at Tait. S., I. c, also derives it from svai^,

' enfold.'

Stanza 3.

Cf. A. Kuhn, Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachfor-

schung, XIII, 60.

The third P4da may refer to the forked tongue of the

serpent (S4ya«a, sarpasya hi dve ^hve). But perhaps,

more likely, it is a strong way of saying, * I shut up thy

tongue,' continuing under the impetus of the first hemistich.

Cf. Pdda d.

VI, 57. Commentary to page 19.

The practices of the Kaoyika, 31, 11-15, contribute not

a little towards the elucidation of this medicinal charm.

In the hymn the disease is merely designated as the arrow

of Rudra, but in the Stitra it is called akshata ; the remedy
is akshatavra;/abhaish^fyam (Ke^ava), and S&ya«a explains
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it as a ' wound without opening ' (mukharahitavra«a *) ;

cf. also Dirila at Kaor. 32, 11. 13. In Contributions,

Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, 321 ff., we have

shown that the disease in question is a tumour or a boil,

and in Contributions, Fourth Series, ib. XII, 425 ff., we
have assumed on the basis of the ritual that the remedy

designated in the hymn (st. 2) as ^lAshd, the particular

remedy of Rudra, is identical with mfttra, * urine,* of the

SQtra*. The practice consists in moistening the tumour

with the foam of (cow's) urine, throwing the urine itself

upon it ;^ next, washing it off, then, smearing it with scour-

ings from the teeth, and with the pollen from bunches of

grass. The disease is probably much the same as the

ga«rfam41d,* scrofula;' cf AV. VI, 83 ; VII, 74; VII, 76, 4,

and the introductions to these hymns.

The third stanza is rubricated in the list of purificatory

mantras, Kauj. 9, 2 (cf. the hrihsikkAkntigana, of the

Ga^^am^Id, Ath. Parij. 32, 26), and in a similar list, Kauj.

41, 14.

Stanza 1.

c, d. The arrow here described is Rudra's arrow that in-

flicts disease. Fittingly, Rudra's own remedy the ^^lishd

is employed as a cure. The very rare word ^alishabhe-

sha^ occurs also in the Nllarudra-Upanishad 3, esha ety

avfrahd rudro^l^habhesh^^A (see Jacob's Concordance).

Stanza 2.

For gAlkshi S4ya«a reads four times ^lisha ; cf. our

discussion of the forms of the word in Contributions,

Fourth Series, 1. c, 425.

Stanza 3.

c, d. Cf. RV. VIII, 20, 26 ; X, 59, 8-10. The last Pdda

* Kerava, yasya ga«<fadush/asya nidhira;w na vahati.

' Professor Windisch, in a review of the above-mentioned essay

(Literarisches Centralblatt, 1892, No. 51, col. 1836), refers to a

treatise of E. Wilhelm, * On the use of beefs urine ' (Bombay,

1889). This is not at hand, but see Wise, Hindu System of

Medicine, p. 117.
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is formulaic ; see AV. XVIII, 5, 23, and note the variant,

RV. X, 59, 8-10.

VI, 59. Commentary to page 144.

This hymn, obviously a cattle-charm, is employed, along

with a great variety of other mantras, rather indifferently,

at Kauj. 50, 13, The practice is that of a merchant who
starts out upon his business: in Kauj. 50, 13 he offers^

a variety of substances with the list of hymns in question.

Cf. the introductions to III, 15 ; VI, 128, and XI, 2. It is

rubricated further in the list of purificatory mantras, Kaor.

9, 2 (cf. the hrth3,kkA§intigHn2L of the Gawamil^, Ath. Pari^.

32, 26), and in a similar list, Kaus, 41, 14 ; it has been ren-

dered by Grill 2, pp. 65^ 163. For the character of the plant

arundhatf, see the introduction to IV, 12.

Stanza 1.

S^ya«a defines arundhati as sahadevi, a common name

for plants, but the interpretation is not to be trusted

because he reads sahadevi for sahd devir in st. 2 b. Cf.

the introduction to IV, 12. In Pclda c, Grill emends vayase

unnecessarily to avayase^ * was nicht erstarkt ist.' Sdyawa,

quite correctly, * at the age beyond five years when weaned

from the mother.' Cf. the quotations in the Pet. Lex.

under 3. vdyas 2); the passage, ekahiyanaprabhr/ty ^-

pa«^ahdyanebhyo vaydwsi, quoted from Apastamba at Tait.

Br. Ill, 12, 5, 9, is referred to by S4ya«a also.

Stanza 2.

b. For saha devfr we read sahd devafr ; cf. the reading

kalajir for kalirair in the note on III, 12, 7, and, more

generally, the note on XII, 3, 32 c. Grill, similarly, the

* The word upadadhita there and elsewhere is a technical term,

* lay upon.* Kejava, at the end of Kauj. 6 (see p. 309, middle, of the

edition), defines it as the act of offering one of thirteen offerings

(havt;wshi), very varied in character ; cf. the word upadhdna in the

Paribhashd-sutrS 8, 17.
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1

compound sahddevt (cf. XII, 4, %^) ; Sdya«a, sahadevydkhyi

arundhati abhilashitaphalasya avdrayitri oshadhiA (avAra-

yitrt=arundhati).

Stanza 3.

b. g\vdM, as epithet of arundhatf occurs also, VIII, 7, 6.

See the note there, and at XIX, 39, 3.

VI, 60. Commentary to page 95.

The prescription for the use of this hymn at Kauj. 34,

22-24 is to pour an oblation (of ghee) for Aryaman (in the

morning) before the crows rise, and to place bali-offerings

within the corners of the house. (The wooer is, then, sure

to come) from the direction from which (the crows) come
flying. The charm is, therefore, an oracle (pativedanam ^) ;

it is not employed in the marriage-ritual, Kaui*. 75, where

the actual arrival of the bridegroom is described, unless,

indeed, it is implied in the word pativedanam (75, 6). But

the Paddhatis refer to Kaui". 34, 13, a rite performed in con-

nection with AV. II, 36, rather than to our performance.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Indische Stu-

dien, V, q.^6 ff. ; Grill ^ pp. 56, 164 ; Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, p. 306.

Stanza 1.

a, b. Aryaman is the typical wooer or bridegroom ; cf.

AV. XIV, I, 34 (=RV. X, 85, 23). 39 ; 2, 5 (=RV. X, 40,

12). Weber and Grill join purdstdd to vfshitastupaA, * with

crest loosened in front
;

' Sclyawa, * from the east.' We are

having in mind a bridal procession consisting of many
wooers (cf. AV. XI, 8, i. 2, and Kau.f. 75, 13). See also

Indische Studien, V, 380, bottom.

Stanza 2.

d. The plural any^ and the singular i«yati do not

agree. Weber would read fiyantu or iyanti ; Grill, anyS.

^ Cf. Kauj. 34, 12
; 75, 6.
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The latter change results in the best metre. SSya/ia, coolly,

^yati pr^pnuvanti.

VI, 64. Commentary to page 136.

This hymn is rubricated in the g^«a, or series, entitled

s^f«manasyini in Kaui". 12, 5, and the practices are the

same as those employed in connection with III, 30, above.

The entire hymn is repeated with many variants in RV. X,
191, 2-4, in Maitr. S. II, 2, 6, and in Tait. Br. II, 4, 4, 4 ff.

It has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 372 ;

Grill 2, pp. 31, J 64; cf. also Zimmer, p. 175, and the well-

known translations of RV. X, 191.

Stanza 1.

a. The RV. and Tait. Br. read, sim gakkAdidhvsifn sint

vadadhvam ; the Maitr. S., sdw ga^>feAadhva;« sim gkni-

dhvam.

d. Cf. Pa^>6. Br. II, 2, 4; A^v. St. II, 11, 10.

Stanza 2.

Of the four texts, cited above, no one has precisely the

same readings, though the sense is essentially the same in

all. For the samdndw hav(A, cf. the introduction to VI, 39,

and the foot-note on VI, 39, i.

Stanzfr 3.

d. All the texts read ydth4 vaA siisahS'sati ; the Pada-

p^Mas of the RV. and AV. resolve susaha dsati. This

leaves upon our hands a compound adverb susaha, which

I have translated ' perfectly in common.* Ludwig resolves

susaha asati, translating * that you may have easy victory.'

It is possible, too, to ignore the PadakSra, and read sii

sahd dsati, and translate again as we have done. I had

thought also of emending ydthd vdsu sah5*sati, *that you
may have possessions in common,* and found later that the

Padapd/Aa of the Maitr. S. had something similar in mind,

reading, vasii sahi Asati. Cf. also the simple sahi«sati at

AV. VII, 36.
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VI, 70. Commentary to page 144.

D&rila, Kejava, and S&ya«a explicitly define the per-

formance in connection with this hymn at Kaui". 41, 18-20

as designed to effect harmony between cow and calf.

SAyawa, govatsayor anyonyavirodhaj^ntirOpe sAwmanasya-

karma^/i. Kau^ika himself designates the rite as vananam

;

cf. the note on the word apavsLtd in the introduction to VI,

44 (p. 482, note).

The practice consists in washing the calf, sprinkling it

with the cow s urine, leading it thrice around (the cow),

and tying it (near her), while the hymn is being recited.

It is then recited once more over the head and ears of

the calf. The symbolic force of these acts is apparent.

The hymn has been translated by Grill *, pp. 65, 165. The
Anukrama;/!, Sghnyam.

Stanza 1.

a, b. SAya«a, * as meat is liked by the eater, as brandy is

most welcome, and as dice are most welcome at the

gaming-place.' Grill connects m&msim and siirA rather too

closely, * as surd goes with meat.* But cf. RV. VII, 86, 6
;

AV. XIV, I, 35. 36 ; XV, 9, 1. 2, where surd and gambling

are associated. All three, being forbidden fruit, inspire

strong attachment in their devotees. Cf. the practices in

the introduction to III, 30 (Kaui*. 12, 6-9).

Stanza 3.

The interrelation of the parts of the wheel are not clear

:

pradhf and upadhf may be respectively the outer felloe

(Sdya«a, ratha>&akrasya nemiA), and a second circular part

closelyjoined to the felloe (Sdya«a, nemisawbaddhaA ard//dm

sawbandhako valayaA). They may be, respectively the

tire (ordinarily pavi), and the felloe; or, the felloe, and some
inner connective circle next to the felloe. We have, how-

ever, followed the Pet. Lex. and Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, p. 248, in regarding upadhf as the spokes, taken

collectively. SAya«a takes ndbhyam in this latter sense,
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nabhyRm nibhaye hitaw ratha^akramadhyaphalaka/« pra-

dh^v adhi nemidefe sa^/badhndti.

VI, 71. Commentary to page 196.

An expiatory prayer (priyajifeittam) to obviate any im-

propriety, such as greed and worldliness, on the part of the

Brahman who receives gifts, or the absence of sacredness

in the gift itself. At Kslus. 45, 1 7 it is recited along with

other mantras upon the receipt of the dakshi«4 ; at Kauj.

57, 2g-^o the begging Brahman disciple offers, while re-

citing the hymn, the fruits of his mendicancy: the firewood

which he has begged is put on the fire in the evening and

in the morning, while reciting this hymn. At Vait. Sfi. 4,

16 the Brahman consumes with it his share of the rice-cakes

at the new-moon and full-moon sacrifices.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rig^eda,

III> 433 J
GrilP, pp. 66, 165. The Anukrama;/!, brahm^

»«gneyam.

Stanza 8.

This seems to be spoken by a non-Brahmanical sacrificer

(ya^mina), to make sure that the fruits of his sacrifice

shall not fail him. For the second hemistich the Da^a
KarmAwi (paddhati) at Kaui". 57, 2g substitutes the second

hemistich of VI, 53, 2.

VI, 73. Commentary to page 135.

This is one of the sAwmanasydni (sc. sftkt^ni), * charms

designed to produce harmony,' treated at Kauj. la, 5 ff.

See the introduction to III, 30 for the practices connected

with these hymns. The charm seems to be undertaken by
the patriarchal head of a community ; cf. 5at. Br. IV, i, 5,

3 ff. The hymn is rubricated also among the vdstosh-

patty^ni (sc. sCiktdni), * hymns to V^stoshpati ' (cf. st. 3, note),

at Kslus. 8, 23, and note ; the third stanza in the course of

ceremonies connected with the building of a house, Kaor.
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23, 6. Cf. also the pushrik^ mantrdA, in the note on Kauj.

Stanza 2.

c. The MSS. are divided between t&m ^Arivayclmi, t^
Mri-, and t5n jri- (Padapd/Aa, t^n srU). The vuIgate has

t£w kArl', emended in the Index Verborum to tim sd-.

Shankar Pandit adopts S&ysindJs rather vapid sivayAmi

{iim vividh^m Akutiw bala;;^ ka, . . . parasparasawbaddhdw

karomi).

Stansa 8.

Both Pftshan, the guardian of the distant ways, and

VAstoshpati, the genius of home, are invited to co-operate

with the person desiring adherents, in order to put a stop

to dissension and disintegration.

VI, 74. Commentary to page 135.

This is one of the sSw^manasy^ni (sc. sOktAni), * charms

designed to produce harmony,' treated at Kaoy. i2y 5. See

the introduction to III, 30 for the practices connected with

these hymns.
Stanza 2.

d. The word srkntim seems suspicious. Possibly sSnitim

is intended * with the peace of Bhaga.' The root jam is

used with words for 'strife,' vigraha, KathasaritsSgara 56,

96 ; vaira, Mahibh. XIV, 2509.

Stanza 8.

Cf. Tait. S. II, I, II, 3, with the variant rudr^ for

ugr^ (SAya«a = rudrAA), Skyana, explains tri;/^man as

the threefold fire of the earth, lightning, and sun, or, as

the threefold fire of the sacrifice (^Arhapatya, &c.). Cf. the

gloss at Tait. S., 1. c.

VI, 75. Commentary to page 9a.

This hymn is an &bhi^^rika-hymn, and is, accordingly,

rubricated twice in the sixth adhyiya of the Kau^ika,

which is devoted to hostile (witchcraft) practices. The
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so-called sawsthitahom^, 'final oblations/ in the case of

auspicious (jinta) performances, are undertaken while VII,

97 is being recited. Thus according to Kaui*. 6, 3 (cf. also

3, 19, note). But in the case of Abhi>fe&rika-practices, accord-

ing to the Paribhdsha-sOtra 47, 10, a sinister turn is given

to the sawsthitahomi* by reciting the present hymn with

them ^. The more special practice attached to this hymn
is at Kauj. 48, 29-31. The sacrificial straw is spread with

the thumb. Reed-grass (or an arrow, jara?) is thrown

upon it from baskets made of kadvindu ^. By means of

a leaf of the red axvattha an oblation^ (of ingirfa-oil ; 47, 3),

dashed with poison, is offered. There is no special rapport

between the hymn and the ceremony.

Previous translations by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 373 ;

Grill ^ pp. 22, 165 ff. The Anukrama«!, mantroktade-

vatyam aindram sapatnakshayak^maA. The entire hymn
recurs with variants, and markedly different arrangement

of the Pddas, at Apast. Sr. Ill, 14, 2 ; cf also Tait. S. V,
I, 10, 3ff'.

VI, 77. Commentary to page 106.

This charm is obviously a patchwork of mantras of

various original values. The first hemistich of stanza 1 is

identical with VI, 44, i a, b. The second hemistich of st. 3
is also formulaic (cf V4f- S. XII, 8), and fits poorly into

the present conception of the hymn. The second stanza

(= RV. X, 19, 5) is clearly derived from a charm calculated

to bring stray cattle home. As the hymn stands it would

answer this purpose quite well, but the Kau^ika, 36, 5-9,

as explained by the commentaries, treats it as a charm for

capturing a runaway woman, or holding in check a woman

^ The oblations in the latter case, implicitly, are not of ghee,

but of ihgi^a-oil ; cf. 47, 3.

* Cf. 47, I ; Tait. S. II, i, 5. 7. Our rendering of the &r. Xcy.

kadvindukosh//^ai^ is conjectural.

' This is the nairbddhy^^i havfs (st. i). For these especially

pointed havfs, see the note on VI, 39, i.
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disposed to run away ^. The proceedings consist in fasten-

ing a band down the cross-beam of the house and then

fastening it to the middle post*. Then the foot of the

(woman's) bed is fastened to an utpala-plant (nymphaea) ^.

Further it is fastened to an dkr/sh/a *. Finally sesame is

offered by means of a coal-rake (dkarsha : cf. DArila). The

two words kkrishfyi and dkarsha both contain the root

karsh with A, * drag back
;

' cf. Skr/shrimantra, * charm for

drawing a person to one's self,' Hitopadeya, book I, jloka

90. There can be no doubt as to the meaning of the

performances : they are intended to hold fast, or to compel

the return of a person that has gone off.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 468, under the heading ajv^ (* horses ').

Stanza 1.

For the use of the aorists in this and the following stanza,

cf. Delbriick, Syntaktische Forschungen, II, 87. To our

feeling presents would be preferable to the aorists, and we
might perhaps have better so rendered. In Pdda d S^ysLm

supplies iva (luptopamam) with ajv&n, and striyam with

atish/Aipam, in slavish adherence to the SCltra. See the

introduction.

Stanza 8.

Pddas b, c are formulaic : cf. V4^. S. XII, 8.

' Sayawa, paldyana^ilay^A stri)^ nirodhanakarmawi. The posi-

tion of the charm in the second part of the fourth adhy^ya of the

Siitra, among the strtkarmawi (Kauj. 32, 28-36, end), shows that

Kaujika himself regards it as a practice concerning women.
* The symbolism is obvious. For the parts of the house, cf. Ill,

12, 6. and the introduction to III, 12. See also Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 153.

' This is very doubtful. The word utpale here, as at Kauj. 35,

26 (see the introduction to III, 25), is very problematic. Sayawa

has upale, ' to a stone.' Apparently a specious, easier reading.

* Whatever that may be. Ddrila, dkr/'sh/aA matnTie^ti prasi-

ddhdbhidhdnas tasmin ^yanapdda/^ badhndti. See Pet. Lex. under

matriTd.

[42] K k
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VI, 78. Commentary to page 96.

In the light of the words bhOt^na (st. i a), and r4sh/re;/a

(st. 2 b) It would seem as though this blessing related to the

marriage of a royal personage (kshatriya). The central

idea of this charm is the bhfttdw havfs, * oblation that

produces power;' cf. especially IV, 8, 1, and the yiro havfs,

'oblation that yields glory,' VI, 39. The latter forms also

part of the practices of a king (see the introduction to VI,

38). But there is nothing in the treatment of the hymn,
Kauj. 78, 10. 14-16, to show that it refers to a royal

couple, though that is not conclusive as regards its original

intent. The practices consist in pouring the dregs of ghee

upon the heads of the couple, after they have come home
(a kind of consecration, abhisheka) ; in causing them to eat

together of fluid food (rasa ; cf. st. i d) and porridge ; and,

finally, in offering as much barley mixed with ghee as can

be held in the two hands placed side by side.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, Indische

Studien, V, 238 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 371 ff.; Grill ^,

pp. 57, 166. The Anukrama^ii to the first two stanzas,

^Andramasyau (cf. & pydyatAm, st. i ; abh( vardhat^m, st,

^) • • • ^yAbhivr/ddhyai ^andramasam astaud rayiw ka.

dampatyor aprdrthayat ; to the third stanza, tvAsh/ri.

Stansa 1.

a, b. For bhftt^na the PaippaUda reads bhOtasya ; Grill

suggests bhfttyena. But the use of the noun in apposition,

rather than the attributive adjective, seems to be idiomatic

in connection with these pregnantly employed havfs : see

yiso havfs, VI, 39, 1 (cf. the note there), and abhtvartdw

havfs, RV. X, 174, 1. Weber regards Agni as the subject

of & py^yatdm ; S4ya;ia, the bridegroom. The latter is

correct, but it would seem as though the passage alluded

tp the moon (cf. the Anukramawi), the typical bridegfroom ;

cf. RV. X, 85, 6 ff. = AV. XIV, I, 6 flf.

d. The Paippalclda has s4 rasendbhi vardhatAm. The
rendering of the PAda is not at all certain ; the word rdsena
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(and pdyas4 in st. 2) surely alludes to sexual sap (cf. RV.
I, 105, 2) : some such sense as * he causes the wife to

increase with his semen ' is to be expected. But vardhatAm

is not causative, and we have given a purely philological

rendering. Cf. also RV. X, 174, i d ; AV. 1, 29, i d. Weber,
* das (weib) mog' umwachsen er mit kraft

;

' Ludwig, * die

soil er mit dem besten gedeihen machen (vardhatAm)
;

'

Grill, * fiir's weib . . . nehm er an zeugungskraften zu.'

VI, 79. Commentary to page 141.

The performance which accompanies this charm at Kauj.

21,7 consists in placing a stone upon a grain-bag (cf. st. 2 b),

sprinkling it, laying upon it a handful of grain with each

of the three stanzas, and letting (another person also) lay

on (three hands full). The hymn is also rubricated at Vait.

Sfi.31,4; Gop. Br. II, 4, 9, where ndbhasaspdti is explained

as v4yu, * wind,' and deva sa;«sph&na as 4ditya, ' sun.' The
Atharva«!ya-paddhati (Kaor. 19, i, note) counts the hymn
among the pushrikd mantrAA, * hymns that produce pros-

perity.' The hymn recurs with notable variants at Tait. S.

111,3,8,2-3; cf. also III, 3, 8, 6.

Stanza 1.

o. The Padapd/Aa does not analyse dsamdtim, either here

or at RV. X, 60, 2. 5^ The Pet. Lex. renders it by
* incomparable.' Bohtlingk, in the smaller lexicon, emends

it to dsamarti, * exemption from injury
;

' cf dsamartyai in

the passage cited above from the Tait. S. We with

S4ya«a, m^tir mdnam pari^^/zedas tena saha vartata iti

samAtiA, tadvaiparityam asamdtiA.

Stanza 3.

c. The P4da is formulaic : Tait. Br. Ill, 7, 5, 7, tasyAs te

bhakshivSwaA syAma ; Maitr. S. I, 4, 3 ; 5, 3. 10; Apast.

^ The later tradition regards asamdti as a proper name ; cf

Sija^ia on RV., and Weber, Ind. Stud. X, 33.

K k 2
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.

St. IV, 13, 7, tasy4s (tasya) bhaktiv4no bh(iyasma; cf*

Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar^, §4626.

VI, 80. Commentary to page 13.

The subject matter of this hymn is identical with a

Brihma«a legend, told at Maitr. S. I, 6, 9 ; KitA. S. VIII,

T ; Tait. Br. I, i, 2, 4-6 (cf. also 5at. Br. II, i, 2, 13-16).

The substance of the story is that certain demons (asura)

called k&lakSitig^ piled up a fire-altar in order to ascend by
it to heaven. Indra joined them, adding a brick of his own.

When they had climbed to heaven, Indra pulled out his

brick and they tumbled down. They became spiders, all

but two who flew up and became the two heavenly dogs.

In our essay, *The two dogs of Yama in a new r61e,* printed

in the third series of Contributions, Joum. Amer. Or. Soc.

XV, 163 ff.^, it has been shown that the two heavenly dogs,

otherwise the two dogs of Yama, are the sun and the

moon. The mythic character of the kdlakd^a is altogether

uncertain. We have surmised (1. c, p. 169) that they are

either the galaxy, or the stars in general, conceived as

spiders. Possibly some especial group of stars, three in

number (cf. st. 2 of our hymn), is intended.

All this is embalmed in the present hymn in a technical

•oblation (havfs ; cf. the note on VI, 39, 1) which is

designated * the majesty of the heavenly dog,' i. e. presum-

ably, * the majesty of the sun.' This and an appeal to the

three kklakkn^a, are the central points of the hymn, and
the ritual, in a fashion altogether obscure, manipulates the

prayer as a cure for paralysis (pakshahatabhaish^^am,

D^rila and Kejava) \ But the sense of the Siltras, Kau^-.

* Cf. also the note on IV, 20, 7 b.

' Cf Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, pp. 253, 256. Accord-

ing to Sdyawa, kdkakapotajyenddipakshihatam, it would seem as

though paralysis was supposed to be inflicted by strokes of the

wings of crows, pigeons, eagles, and other birds (cf. also Kejava).

Apparently purely symbolic : pakshin, * winged, bird,* and paksha,

' side, half* (hemiplegia).
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31, 18. 19 is also not at all clear. With the help of the

commentators some such practice as the following seems to

be restorable. The paralysed part of the body is rubbed

with earth taken from the footprint of a dog, while keeping

in quick motion. Then the part is fumigated by burning

an insect (taken from a dog). The dog—the word occurs

only in the commentaries, not in the SOtra itself—refers, of

course, to the * heavenly dog* in the mantra; the quick

motion is opposed to the palsy of the patient ; the use of

the insect seems to symbolise the fate of the k&lakA%a,

who in the legend become spiders. Cf. the article cited

above, p. 166.

The third stanza is employed also in a nondescript

fashion at Vait. SO. 23, 20 ; Ath. Parij. 39, i (ta^iag^ldividhi)

and 42, 3 (sn^navidhi). The hymn has been translated by
Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 373.

Stanza L

The stanza cannot be addressed to anything else but the

sun, judging from the identity of its first hemistich with

RV. X, 136, 4 a, b, which clearly refers to the sun (cf. Con-

tributions, 1. c, pp. 167-8, and Tait. S. IV, 6, 3, 4, ukshli

samudro, &c.). S^yawa, along totally different lines :
' The

bird, crow, pigeon, &c., looking down upon all beings with

a desire to injure, flies down upon the limbs of men. In

order to remove its injury we honour thee, O Agni, with

the oblation, that is the majesty of the heavenly dog.' Cf.

the note on st. 3. Ludwig's rendering ignores te in Pida
d, ' des himlischen hundes grosse der mochten wir dienen

mit disem havis.'

Stanza 3.

Here even S4ya«a feels compelled to recognise the

presence of the sun, he agne . . . dyuloke tava AditydtmanaA

sahasth^nam.

VI, 81. Commentary to page 96.

The practice connected with this hymn at Kauj. 35, 1 1 is

restricted to the tying on of the (bracelet) mentioned in the
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502 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

mantra. No ceremony of this sort is found in the Gnhya-
siltras (cf. PAraskara, I, 13), and the word parihastd seems

to occur here alone (cf. parihi/aka in the Pet. Lex.). The
hymn has been rendered by Ludwig, ^er Rigveda, III,

477 ; Weber, Indische Studien, V, 239. Cf. also Bergaigne

et Henry, Manuel Vddique, p. 153.

Stanza 2.

The second hemistich is exceedingly obscure : mdrydde

seems to be the vocative of mary^dA, and our rendering is

a pis-aller. The idea of * limit * may refer to the confine-

ment within the womb ; cf. S&ysina, in the foot-note. The
Pet. Lex., simply, ' designation of an amulet.' If it could

be construed as a locative singular masculine^ (mary^de

for mdrySde; cf. V, 1, 8) it might be translated * within

proper limits of time
;

' cf. sha«m4sam&ryAdayd, ' within six

months/ BrAat-sawhitd 4, 24. The sense would then be
that the child shall be born within ten months ; see P^r.

Gr/h. I, 16, 1 ; ^4nkh. GnTi. I, 19, 6 ; Hir. Gn*h. I, 25, i

;

II, 2, 5. Again, Agame is not at all clear; it may possibly

refer to the circular shape of the bracelet, * that comes back

upon itself.'

Stanza 3.

Aditi is the typical mother that desires a son ; cf. RV.
X, 72, 8 ; AV. VIII, 9, 21 ; Maitr. S. II, 1, 12 ; 5at. Br.

III, 1, 3, 2. Nowhere else have we met with the statement

that her desire was promoted by a bracelet furnished by
Tvash/ar. The latter, however, fashions the embryo in the

womb ; cf. Ludwig, 1. c, p. 334.

VI, 82. Commentary to page 95.

In the Kaujika the hymn is employed in a twofold man-

ner. At 59, 11 a person who desires a wife sacrifices and

* Cf. Sayawa, marydde maryi/5 marawadharmdno manushyiA

tair adfydm&ne svotpattyartha/w svikriyamSwe sthdne garbharaye

he ^ye tva»j putram i dhehi, i. e. * O woman, place a son into thy

womb, the place appropriated by men for reproducing themselves
!'
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prays with it to Indra. At 78, 10 the hymn is recited with

sundry other mantras (cf. VI, 78) while dregs of ghee are

being poured upon the heads of the bridal couple, after

they have come home. The hymn has been translated by
Weber, Indische Studien, V, 239 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 470; GrilP, pp. 57, 167. The Anukramawf, aindram,

composed by ^ySik&mo bhag^.

Stanza 2.

The marriage of Sftry4, the daughter of Savitar, to Soma,

the moon, is the typical heavenly marriage. The A^ns
acted as wooers. Cf. RV. X, 85, 6 ff.=AV. XIV, 1, 7 ff.

;

Ait. Br. IV, 7, I. For a large number of correlated pas-

sages, see Contributions, Third Series, Joum. Amer. Or.

Soc. XV, 186. To these may be added Maitr. S. II, 2, 7 ;

IV, 2, 12; K4/A. S. XI, 3 (Indische Studien, III, 467);

Tait. Br. II, 3, 10, i ff. SuryA is probably identical with

Ushas; the Ajvins are frequently conceived as her hus-

bands, rather than wooers in behalf of Soma.

Stanza 3.

According to RV. VIII, 17, 10, Indra is conceived as

having a long hook or rake with which he heaps together

goods : here he is implored to furnish with its aid a wife

(and, implicitly, property also). At II, 36, 6 he is addressed

as * lord of wealth.' The word .ya^ipate is to be taken here

in its secondary, legendary sense, not in its primary sense,

*lord of might;* cf. Contributions, Sixth Series, Zeitschr.

d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVII I, 548.

VI, 83. Commentary to page 17.

The two Petersburg Lexicons ; Adalbert Kuhn in Zeit-

schrift fiir vergleichende Sprachforschung, XIII, 155 ; Lud-

wig, Der Rigveda, III, 342, 500; Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, 54, 97 ; and Florenz, Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XII,

280 r^arded the apa^ft as a certain noxious insect.

In Contributions, Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI,
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320 ff., we assumed for it the meaning ' sore, pustule, boil,'

or the like, and this is now fully borne out by Ke^va and

S&yawa who render the word by ga«^/amdl4, * scrofula.'

The apa^it is a scrofulous sore, from root ki and apa, ' pick

off;' cf. Lat. scabies, scabere. Germ, die schabe, schaben,

Engl. scab. The word is identical with apa^t in the medical

5i$tras. The hymn is rubricated along with the first part of

VII, 76 at Kaui". 31, 16. 17 ; the practices prescribed are

in part those undertaken in connection with VI, 25 (Kaor.

30, 16}, for which see above: the sores are smeared with

a (pulverised) shell, and with the saliva of a dog, and sub-

jected to the bites of leeches, gnats, &c.^ The practice is

then continued: fock-salt is ground up, placed upon the

sore, and spat upon. Cf. the strikingly similar perform-

ances, reported by Wise, Hindu System of Medicine,

p. 315, in connection with the cure of * scrofulous swellings

'

(ga/f^/amclld, apa^i).

The second hemistich of st. 3 is accompanied by an
independent practice at Kauj. 31, 20 : it is identical with

the one described in the introduction to VI, 57 for the cure

of the akshata. And the fourth stanza, again, is prescribed

against wounds (sores, arus) of unknown origin, at Kauj.

31, 21 : the wound is sprinkled with *holy water* (.ydntyu-

daka), and, while the nature of the disease is revolved in

the mind, with the dregs of ghee \ .

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 500.

^ Sdjawa, rudhiramokshdrtham, 'to relieve the congestion by
letting blood.'

' Kaujika seems to express this in the curiously condensed

statement, manasd sa^zp^tavatd (cf. the stanza). Sdya;?a (after

Kejava) ^gydim hutvd manasd sa^zkalpya vrawe sa^p^tdn inayet.

Sayawa, by the way, connects st. 4 with the following hymn
(VI, 84), which he supposes to be included in these perform-

ances. But VI, 84 appears in a totally different function at

Kauj. 52, 3, of which Saya»a makes no mention. Cf. also Vait.

S(i. 38, I.
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Stanza 1.

The conception that a disease flies forth from the patient

occurs also at RV. X, 97, 13, * O yakshma, fly forth, fly

with the blue jay, fly with the current of the wind.' See

,

also AV. V, 30, 9 ; VI, 40, 3. The converse notion that

sores fly on to the body occurs at AV. VII, 76, 4.

Stanza 3.

Sdyawa, glauA var;ia^nito (Shankar Pandit, vrawa-) har-

shakshaya// . . . galuntaA ga«^mdlodbhavavikAre«a tatra-

tatra hastapAd^disaw^dhishu udbhCltSn garfiin tasyati (!)

upakshapayati«ti ga^/untaA. Wise, 1. c, p. 311, has,

' Gilin. The swelling in this disease is like the swelling of

a plum, not painful, but hard ; and is produced by diseased

phlegm, and blood.' Cf. gil^yu, * a hard boil in the throat,'

Pet. Lex. The correspondence with either is uncertain.

Stanza 4.

The formula seems to correspond perfectly with its use

in the practice (Kaor. 31, 21) above: whatever oblation

suits thee, that do thou comfortably enjoy, while I am
mentally making an offering with the auspicious sv^hd.

The disease is uncertain, hence the exact character of the

offering is left undefined.

VI, 85. Commentary to page 39.

The vara«a-tree (crataeva roxburghii) is extolled very

highly for its medicinal and magic qualities. See the

longer hymn, X, 3, and cf. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben,

p. 60 ff. Apparently the sole basis for this belief is the

supposed derivation of the word from the root var, * shut

off;' cf. the similar puns upon ifvattha, khadird, td^dd-

bhahga, vadhaka at VIII, 8, 3 ; .yard {srmSitl), vibhTdaka

(bhinatti) at Tait S. II, 1, 5, 7, and many more. At Kauj.

26, 33. 37 the practice prescribed consists simply in tying

on an amulet derived from the vara«a-tree. The hymn is

also rubricated in the takmanlranaga^a of the Ga;/amdld,
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Ath. Parij. 32, 7 (Kauj. 36, i, note). The first hemistich

of St. 2 recurs in a different connection, Kauj. 6, 17. In

St. 3 b Sclya;/a reads vi^adhiyanU for vi^ddhi yatiA.

VI, 90. Commentary to page ii.

It is far from easy to determine the exact disease which

this charm aims to mitigate. The text of the hymn sug-

gests rheumatism, but this presupposes perhaps too acute

a diagnosis. At any rate it is some Iqnd of sharp internal

pain, either rheumatism, neuralgia^ or colic, and that is the

view of the ritualist. The hymn is rubricated at Kauj. 31,7,

as follows :
' While pronouncing VI, 90 a spear (-amulet) ^

is fastened upon him who suffers pain as if from a spear

(or who has, as it were, a spear sticking in him).' Ke^ava

describes the symptoms as follows : ?itha udare v^ hr/daye

vd'hge vi sarvAhge vaL jCile utpanne. The disease jQla,

and he who suffers from it (j^lin) are well known in the

medical 5Astras. Wise, Hiadu System of Medicine,

p. 341 ff., identifies it with colic (gastro-periodynia), and

reports it as due to the deadly trijftla or trident of 5iva

(Rudra). This seems to establish a fai;-ly fijrm connection

between the hymn (cf. st. i) and the later medical tradi-

tion. In the 5rauta-practice3 the hr/dayajQla, the spit

upon which the heart of the sacrificial animal is roasted

(Tait. S. VI, 4, I, 4 ; Apast. St. VII, 8, 3 ; 23, 10 ; 27, 15

;

XI, 20, 15 ; 5at. Br. Ill, 8, 5, 8 ; V^ 2, 2, 38 ; IX, 5» 4,41

;

K^ty. St. V, II, 26; VI, 7, 14 ; JO, 1 ; Vait. 5(1. 10, 22 ;

lAty. Sr, V, 4, 6), is always connected symbolically with

pain (hridayaw sug rikAati) : the connection between spear

and pain is most natural.

The hymn has been translated by GriU^ pp. 14, 168.

The Anukrama«i, raudram.

Stanza 2.

a. dhamdnayaA, perhaps, more broadly * interior canals,

or vessels ;' see the notes on I, 17, 3, and VII, 35, 2.

^ Kexava, j&lam lohamani^ piah&no vd.
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VI, 91. Commentary to page 40.

The supposed etymology of ydva, * barley,' from root yu,

* ward off,' is a fruitful source for the application of barley

in charms to cure disease and ward off demons. See the

introduction to II, 7. The present hymn consists of three

loosely connected stanzas (st. a= RV. X, 60, 11 ; st. 3= 111,

7, 5 ; RV. X, 137, 6), in praise of the barley and the waters

;

the liturgical texts and the collateral practices define it as

a cure for all diseases (sarvabhaisha^am). Kaujika's rite

(28, 17-20) avails itself of these indications, to wit: 17.

' While reciting V, 9 and VI, 91 four portions of the dregs

of ghee are poured into a pail of water. 18. Two (portions)

are poured upon the earth (cf, V, 9, 2. 6. 7). 19. These

two are gathered up again (into the afore-mentioned pail of

water) and (the patient) is washed off with (the resulting

mixture). 20. (And putting drcjg^s of ghee into a pail full

of barley ') an amulet of barley ^ is fastened (to the patient)

while pronouncing the second of the two hymns (VI, 91).*

The hymn is rubricated also in the takmanlranagawa,

Ath. Parij. 32, 7 (see Kau;f. 26, x, note) ; the Anukrama«i,

yakshmanlranadevatyam. It has been translated by

Grill^ pp. 14, 168.

Stanza 1.

Cf. Zimmer, p. 237. vyaye (in relation to ydva) hazily

satisfies the inordinate craving of the Atharvanist for puns.

One wonders why ydvaydmi is not worked in instead (cf.

the introduction to H, 7).

VI, 92. Commentary to page 145.

The materials from which this hymn is compounded are,

apparently, not original with the Atharvanist. St. 3 occurs

with variants at RV. X, 56, 2 ; sts. i, 2 in the writings of

^ sayave. Ke^va, yavasahite udap^tre. The passage is not

excerpted in our edition.

* Cf. Kauj. 19, 27 in the introduction to VI, 142.
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the White Ya^r-veda: Ykg. S. IX, 8. 9, and the cor-

responding passage of the K4//va-^kh4 (each with inde-

pendent readings) ; 5at. Br. V, i, 4, 9. 10. The stanzas

seem to belong in the first place to the v4^peya-ceremony

;

see Weber, t)ber den Vagape)^, Sitzungsberichte der

Koniglich Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1892,

p. 788 (a8 of the reprint). At Kauj. 41, 21-25 they are

worked up in a ceremony which Ddrila designates as ajvasya

vidhikarma, Kerava and SAya;«a as a^vajfinti \ The cere-

mony consists in pouring dregs of ghee over the horse,

after it has been bathed
;
pouritig more dregs of ghee upon

(fragrant substances) that have been ground up, and been

placed into a leaf; giving drink to the hofse, washing it off,

and scattering the ground substance upon it. Cf. also Vait.

S(i. 36, 18 ; Ath. Parij. 4, i ; 15. The hymn has been
rendered by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, It I, 459.

Stanjsa 3.

The variants of this stanza here, as compared with RV.
X, S^i 2i betray themselves readily as secondary inspirations

to suit the practical application of tbe hymn as a charm.

VI, 94. Commentary to page 138.

The key-note of this charm is the word saw-nam, * to

bend to one s will.' The idea is a common one, having

assumed a somewhat stereotyped and technical character in

the works of the Ya^s and Br^hma;/a literature ; see, e. g.

Maitr. S. I, 4, 14; Tait. S. Ill, 4, 4, i ; VII, 5, 23, i ; Tait.

Br. Ill, 8, 18, 5 ; Pdr. Grih, I, 5, 9. In the Atharvan the

hymn IV, 39 (cf. Kauj. 5, 8; 68, 37; 73, 37) is the most
elaborate production of this sort. In the Kaujika (12, 5 ff.)

the present hymn comes under the head of s&wmanasy&ni

(sc. sftktdni), * charms designed to procure harmony ;

' for

the practices associated with these hymns, see the introduc-

* Kerava, * horses are rendered by it consecrated, brilliant, safe

from accidents, swift, healthy.'
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tion to III, 30. The first two stanzas of this hymn recur at

III, 8, 5. 6 ; the third is almost identical with V, 33, i.

Translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 514.

Stansa 2.

b. ete in the vulgata is a misprint (not accounted for in

the Index Verborum because of the statement on p. 3).

Shankar Pandit with all MSS., ^ta (Padapd/^a, & ita), as in

III, 8, 6.

Stanza 3.

For the stem 6ta (PadapA/^a, S, uta), cf. the note on V,

23, I. Siyawa derives uta from the root vd, to wit : ote

Sbhimukhyena sa;;2tate paraspara;^ sambaddhe v&. But

how about Sarasvati in P&da b ?

VI, 96. Commentary to page 44.

Ddrila at Kauj. 31, aa-25 prescribes this charm for one

seized by evil (pApagrAiita). K^java for the same, or for

a dropsical person. SAyawa for one attacked by the curse

of a Brahma«a (br4hma«ikroje ; cf. st. 2 a), or for a drop-

sical person. The stanzas and pAdas, however, betray the

most undefined character, being compiled from various

spheres (cf. RV. X, 97, 15. 16. 18 ; Tait. S. IV, 2, 6, 4 ;

y^. S. XII, 90. 92 ; cf. also AV. VIII, 7, 28 ; XI, 6, 7 ;

RV. X, 164, 3=AV. VI, 45, 3= Tait. Br. Ill, 7, 12, 4;
Baudh. Dharmaj. II, 4, 7, 18) : the compilation is, in effect,

a panacea. The practice of the Kanaka consists in fumi-

gating the sufferer with (the soma-branch) mentioned in the

mantra (st. i), which is burned, together with other plants

;

in giving him to drink a mixture of honey and udajvit

(water and curds), a mixture of milk and udajvit, and,

again, both these messes combined. The hymn is counted

as one of the awholihgaga^a (cf. st. 1) in the Gawamdli,

Ath. ParLy. 32, 32 (cf. Kauj. 32, 27, note) ; it has been

translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 506 ; Grill 2, 38,

168. The Anukrama«i, v&naspatyam.
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Stanza 2.

d. For devakilbishSt, cf. the note on VIII, 7, 28.

VI, 97. Commentary to page laa.

This and the two following hymns figure among the
* battle-charms,' the sSf«gr4mik4«i (sc. sftktAni), or the

apar^itaga«a, as it is designated by the GawamdlA, Ath.

ParLf. 32, 13. The practices connected with the list are

treated at Kaor. 14, 8-1 1. They consist in offering obla-

tions of ghee and grits ; placing bows as fagots upon a fire

built of bows ; next, placing arrows as fagots upon a fire

built of arrows ; and in the presentation (to the king by the

chaplain, the purohita) of a bow that has been anointed

with the dregs of ghee, and has been polished off. The
entire list of hymns is further employed at the ceremonies

connected with the b^inning of the study of the Veda
(up^karma) at Kaor. 139, 7; the hymns VI, 97-99, at the

indramaha-festival, Kauj. 140, 10.

Stanza 8.

Repeated at XIX, 13, 6, and with variants, RV. X, 103,

6 ; SV. 11, 1204 ; Maitr. S. II, 10, 4 ; Tait. S. IV, 6, 4, a

;

V^f. S. XVII, 38. The stanza is primarily addressed to

Indra, but Indra and king are at this stage of Vedic litera-

ture perfectly synonymous ; cf. the note on III, 3, a, and
Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 251.

VI, 99. Commentary to page 123.

In the Kaorika the hymn is employed along with, and
in precisely the same situations as VI, 97 ; see the intro-

duction there, and cf. also Vait. Sft. 18, 16. Previously

translated by Grill *, pp. 18, 168 ff. The Anukrama«i,

aindram.
Stanza 1.

o, d. Cf. RV. X, 128, 9, which suggests by its word adhi-

r^^m the possibility that eks^m in our stanza is some
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sort of a secondary product of ekar^^dm. But this is not

favoured by the metre, and we may compare, in support

of our rendering, eka^anman, as the designation of a king,

* of singular birth/ quoted by the Pet. Lex. from the Tri-

k4^a.resha.
Stanza 2.

The first hemistich is formulaic ; cf. I, 20, 2,,

VI, 100. Commentary to page 27.

The equivalence of the word upa^flcft with upa^fhviki,

upadrkA, and upadipfki^ and its meaning of *ant,' was

established by the present translator in * Seven Hymns of

the Atharva-veda,' Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 482 ff. The
upa^A are a kind of ants, fancied to be endowed with the

power of digging up beneficent, healing water : according

to sts. I, 3 the gods themselves furnished them with this

quality. They are, accordingly, brought into contact with

the bodies of poisoned persons in every possible manner.

According to Kauj. 31, 26, a lump from an ant-hill is

fastened (as an amulet) upon the poisoned person ; he is

given some of it to drink (in water) ; is made to rinse his

mouth with the same mixture; and is besmeared with a

solution of it in warm water. Cf. also the introduction to II,

3. In addition to the numerous passages bearing upon this

subject, that have been cited in the above-mentioned article,

see also YS^. S. XXXVII,4; Kdty. 5r. XXVI, 1,6 ; Tait.

Br. I, I, 3, 4; a, I, 3 ; Tait. Ar. IV, 2, 3 ; Apast. Sr. V, i,

7 ; XV, 2, I ; 16, 5 ; Ath. Parix. 67, 2 (cf. Weber, Omina
und Portenta, p. 324) ; Yiska's Nigha«/avas III, 29 =
Kautsavaya 67 (cf. Roth's Erlauterungen, p. 35) ; and the

scholiast at Tait. S. I, i, 3 (p. 19 of the edition of the Bib-

liotheca Indica). For upa>feika, &c., the Pdli forms of the

word, see Morris in the London Academy of Nov. 19, j 892,

vol. xlii, p. 462. '

^ Cf. also dehikd, uddehikd, and upadehikd, * names of ants that

throw up earth,' and see Grill*, p. 81, note. And again, cf. utpi-

dika (with variants), Pet. Lex. s. v. utpddaka 3.
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The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 511 (cf. also pp. 343, 507). See also Bergaigne et

Henry, Manuel V6dique, p. 153.

Stanza 1.

e. The Pet. Lex. suggests three rivers named Sarasvati,

or perhaps simply three rivers in general. But some per-

sonified group of divinities is more likely to be in the mind

of the writer, probably three of the Apr! divinities, Saras-

vati, Idk, BhArati. This conclusion was arrived at before

inspecting SAya^a, who has, sarasvatyas trayirOpiA ^, yad

vi idk sarasvati bhiratt. See Oldenberg, Die Religion des

Veda, p. 243.
Stanza 2.

The vulgate erroneously emends up2^k&(A) of the MSS.
to upa^fka(A); cf. 'Seven Hymns &c.,* p. 483 (18 of the

reprint). SAyawa manipulates the text still further: he

devaA vaA yushm4kaf« sa^fbandhinyaA upa^ik&A . . . niru-

dake sth^ne . . . udakam . . . aksh&rayan.

VI, loa. Commentary to page ici.

For the practices connected with this hymn, see the

introduction to H, 30, above. The rites of Kaujika (35,

21) seek especially to realise in practice the similes of this

hymn (sts. 2, 3). The Anukrama«l designates it as Irvi-

nam, spoken by one who is abhisawmanaskimaA. It has

been translated by Weber, Ind. Stud. V, 243 ff. ; Grill*,

PP- 54, 169 ff.

Stanza 1.

The comparison seems to be derived from the practices

in ploughing. Cf. RV. IV, 57, 4. 8; AV. Ill, 17, 5. 6.

The Ajvins play a part in agriculture ; see RV. I, 117, 21.

Stanza 2.

a, b. Both r^^g^SiSviA and pr/sh/y^m are problematic.

Siya//a, yath^ ajvajresh/AaA prishtykm jahkubaddhi;w

* Cf. Oldenberg, Zeiischr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch.

XXXIX, 54 flf.
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sabandhanaragg^uw lilay^ dkhidati unmftlayati tadvat, *as

a noble horse uproots with ease the halter fastened to a

peg/ Altogether unlikely. Roth, as quoted by Grill, and

Bohtlingk's Lexicon, s.v. prishtyS,, regard the latter as

related to (in fact a feminine of) prdsh/i, * side-horse,' and

accordingly we have translated, without any feeling of

certainty. Cf. X, 8, 8. But prishtyS, may possibly be

identical with pr/sh/ivdh (irva), XVIII, 4, 10, *the horse

which carries burdens upon its back,' and r^^lrvaA simply

the * horse of the king.' The point then would be that

ordinary horses follow the royal stallion on expeditions, or

processions.

o. The edition of Roth and Whitney reads tr/«ma. But

many MSS. read tr/«am; this is accepted by Whitney in

the Index Verborum, and is rendered certain by Kauj.

Stansa 8.

The ingredients of the love-mixture are worked up in

the Kau^ka; the sweetwood figures especially in charms

of this sort; cf. I, 34, 4. In Pida c SAya;/a regards tur6

as a genitive of tur, agreeing with bhagasya, tvaramd;/asya

saubhSgyakarasya devasya.

VI, 105. Commentary to page 8.

The practice attached to this hymn in Kauj. 31, 27 is

designated by Dirila as a cure for coughs, and by Ke^ava

as a cure for coughs and expectoration (k^se jleshma-

patane ^a). The SCltra is as follows : yatha mano*va diva

ity arish/ena, 'While reciting AV. VI, 105 and VII, 107

he performs the practice prescribed (for the cure of the

disease called arish/a).' This latter disease seems to be

a nervous trouble in the nature of epilepsy or St. Vitus

dance (D^rila, arish/am . . . ahgaspandanakalahalabh{Ilt^di,

see Kaujika, Introduction, p. xlv). The practice accord-

ing to Kaor. 28, 15 consists in making the patient take

a few steps away from his house (Dirila, k&ni^it padani

grihkti nishkr^mayati [cod. nijrdmayati]), after having

previously, in accordance with the Paribhish^-siitras, Kauj.

[42] L 1
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7, 18 and 7, 7 (cf. also Ke^. at 28, 15; 31, 27), fed him
with a churned drink and porridge. The patient, as he
leaves his habitual place, is, doubtless, supposed to leave

the disease behind him.

AV. VII, 107, which appears in company with the

present hymn, is a formula, consisting of a single stanza,

to wit, ' May the seven rays of the sun bring down (the

waters ?) from heaven : the waters, the floods of the sea,

have caused thy pangs to leave thee (literally, have caused

the point, or arrow, to fall out of thee).'

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 510; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 385; cf. also

Hillebrandt, Vedachrestomathie, p. 50.

Stanza 1.

b and sequel. The force of the adverbial suffix -mat is

similar to that of dialectic -like in 'quicklike* and similar

expressions.

d. pravSyyim, iir. X^y., literally, ^ the course along which

the wind blows;' see, e.g. RV. V, 83, 4, prd v^ti vanti.

Sciya;/a, pragantavyam avadhim ; the Pet. Lexs., etwa

*fluchtigkeit;' Zimmer, *fittig;* Ludwig, *wehen;' Hille-

brandt, *flugbahn.'

VI, 106. Commentary to page 147.

The present charm forms a link in a long chain of prac-

tices for quenching fire by means of water-plants (cf.

dflrvAA in st. i) and a frog (cf. the VaitAna-sQtra, below).

This line of conceptions has been assembled and treated

by the translator in Contributions, Second Series, Amer.

Journ. Phil. XI, p. 342 ff., where the present hymn is also

treated ^ Allied with it most closely is the passage, RV.

* The numerous passages assembled in ihat article may be

supplemented further by Maitr. S. Ill, 3, 3. 6 ; Tait. S. V, 4, 2,

I ; 5at. Br. IX, i, 2, 20 ff. ; XIII, 8, 3, 13 ; Li/y. Sr. Ill, 5, 13 ff-

;

cf. also Indische Studien, IX, 414, and our introductions to III, 13

and VII, 1 16.
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X, 142, 7, 8; anent this, the Rigvidh^na, IV, 11, i, states

that it is also employed against danger from conflagrations

(agnibhaye sati) ; see Oldenberg, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch.

Morgenl. Gesellsch. XXXIX, 79, and cf. Sha^/gurujishya

(ed. Macdonell), p. 163.

The practices at Kauj. 52, 5-9 present the hymn in the

somewhat general character of a jamanam, * quieting force,'

operative against danger from fire in the first place, but,

further, intended to appease curses (mental fire) and to

quiet the pain of one that has been burned by fire:

5. 'While reciting the present hymn a practice to quiet

(fire) is performed within a pond ^. 6. (The same ceremony

is performed) in a ditch dug inside of the house. 7. The
house is covered with an avaki-plant (a water-plant, blyxa

octandra; cf. the article cited above, p. 349). 8. To a

person who is being cursed (a stirred drink and porridge ^)

are offered. A person who has been burned is washed

(with water).* The third and second stanzas are employed,

along with III, 13, 7 and XVIII, 3, 5 (6), at Vait. SCl. 29,

13, to scatter the fire upon the altar by means of a frog,

an avak^-plant, and reed-plants ; see our article, p. 345.

The hymn has been treated previously by Grill ^, pp. 63,

170. The Anukrama«!, dCirvlrilAdevatyam.

Stanza 1.

The dftrvA-plant, a kind of a millet (panicum dactylon),

figures from early times (RV. X, 16, 13, &c.) in these fire-

charms ; see our article, pp. 342-3, and Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 70. The stanza is repeated with variants

at RV. X, 142, 8.

Stanzas 2, 3.

Cf. RV. X, 142, 7; Maitr. S. II, 10, i ; Tait. S. IV, 6, i,

3; V^. S. XVII, 7; A.rv. Sr. II, 12, 2. P^da 3d occurs

* According to Kexava water is poured into the pond, as a pro-

tection against fire.

* Thus if we trust the Paribhisha-s(itra, Kauj. 7, 7. But Sdya»a

(after Kejava), taptamishake divye tailddikam abhimantrya xapatha-

kartre (!) praya>^^et.

l1 2
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frequently in the Ya^s-texts, &c., in the form agnir

himasya bhesha^am : Tait S. VII, 4, 18, 2; Maitr. S. Ill,

12, 19; Y^. S. XXIII, 10; Aw. 5r. X, 9, 2; cf. Tait.

Br. Ill, 9, 5, 4. The present version seems adapted for

the occasion.

VI, 109. Commentary to page 21.

The hymn is rubricated at Kauj. 26, 33 along with five

others ^ in a series which is designated ga;/akarmdga«a (!)

by the Ga^/am^Id, Ath. Parij. 32, 24. Its particular employ-

ment is indicated at 26, 38: the patient is given pepper-

corns to eat. Darila defines the practice as kshiptabhai-

sha^yam, and Ke^ava (and SAya//a) clearly regard it as

a cure for wounds. Cf. the note on st. 3.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 509 ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 389. Cf. also

Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel Vedique, p. 154.

Stanza 1.

SAya;/a has alternate renderings for kshiptabhesha^, and

atividdhabheshc^r, in effect, * throwing aside, and suppressing

(other) remedies/ Hardly probable : note the accents.

Stanza 8.

a. For the role of the Asuras in connection with curative

plants, see the introduction to I, 24, and cf. especially II,

o. Zimmer, I.e., p. 389, has endeavoured to show that

vati'kma means * produced by wounds.* Keyava (and

Sdya«a) here (not however at VI, 44, 3) seem to agree with

this construction of the word. Sdya;/a, in the introduction,

must have this word in mind when he defines the charm as

dhanurvita - kshiptavAtddi - kr/tsnavdtavyddhij^ntyartham,

and he seems to take vita in the sense of * wound,' Yet
we would adhere to the ordinary sense of vSta, * wind of

the body,' in the medical 5istras ; cf. Wise, Hindu System

MI, 7; 25; VI, 85; 127; VIII, 7.
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of Medicine, p. 250. Zimmer's quotation from Wise, p. 323,

is based upon a misunderstanding of the English words.

The words, * or throw pieces of wood or stone,* mean that

the consumptive shall not exert himself by throwing, not,

that his consumption has been brought on by throws (on

the part of some other person) of pieces of wood or stone.

VI, no. Commentary to page 109.

The Kaorika, 46, 25^ very intelligently, prescribes this

charm for one bom under an inauspicious constellation

(pApanakshatre ^tAya). The sense of the Sdtra is obscured

The word m^lena refers to some performance undertaken

elsewhere either * under the constellation mftla '—this is

identical with the vi^r/tau, st 2—, or 'with a root.* Curiously

enough, it would seem as though this referred to some per-

formance described in the Nakshatrakalpa, if we are to

trust Kerava, who says :
* This rite is performed under the

constellation mftla. He shall perform the rite mentioned

in the Nakshatrakalpa * . . He eats milk-porridge over

which dregs of ghee have been poured ... In this rite

sacrificial straw with the roots (samiila) is spread ''^

; fagots

with the roots attached are laid on the fire . .
.' The

entire practice according to Kcsava. (and SAya//a) consists

in washing off and sprinkling (the child, or the parents),

and in eating the above-mentioned porridge (cf. Kauj.

46,26)3.

The hymn has been treated by Weber, Die vedischen

Nachrichten von den Nakshatra, II, 291 ; Ludwig, Der
Rigveda, III, 431 (under the caption, * Segensgebet fiir den

opferer ') ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 321.

* The full text is, pratno hi*ti p^panakshatre ^taya m^ilena.

' Cf. Kaor. i, 22. 23 and the scholiasts. Of course the word
* root ' throughout symbolises the constellation m<ila.

'The practice thus coincides largely with that undertaken in

connection with VI, 112 (see the introduction) and, since the word

mfila occurs also in its first stanza, mftlena in Kauj. 46, 25 perhaps

simply refers to the practices in Kauj. 46, 26 fF.
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Stanza 1.

Repeated with variants at RV. VIII, ii, lO; Tait. Ar.

X, I (st. 69). In Pada c Saya;/a with these texts reads

piprayasva (^riram . . . pOraya) for piprSyasva. The mean-
ing of the latter is at any rate in doubt, either * delight

*

(from root pri) or ' fill ' (from root pri ^).

Stanza 2.

For the character of the constellations ^esh/>5!aghny

(thus, not ^aish/Aaghn7, the MSS.) and vikr{ta,u, see

Weber, Nakshatra, II, pp. 292, 310, 374, 389 ; Zimmer,

I.e., pp. 356, 392. In Pida b (formulaic, see VI, 1 12, i b) the

expression mialabdrha«it plays upon two alternate names

of the vikr/tau, namely, mflla, and miilabarha/^i ^. The
name vi^Wtau is here felt to be * entanglers, ensnarers ;

*

elsewhere in the AV. and in other texts, the word is rather

regarded auspiciously, * they that loosen the bonds of

disease,^ and the like. See the note on II, 8, i. The
change of person in the second hemistich is noteworthy,

but Agni seems to be the subject in both.

Stanza 8.

For vySghre«hni, cf. vydghrdu dantau VI, 140, i. The
tiger, thus early, typifies danger to life, as even to this day
he claims thousands of victims annually in India.

VI, III. Commentary to page 32.

The hymn is one of the three mdtrmAmAni (sc. sCiktdni),

* hymns that contain the names of the mothers,' Kauj. 8, 24.

They are II, 2 and VIII, 6 in addition to the present, and

appear to have been so designated because they contain

the words apsaras (II, 2, 3. 5 ; VI, iii, 4), and mdtdr (VIII,

* So Whitney, doubtfully, in the Index Verborum, p. 195 b (cf.

also 382). The form piprSiyasva is not quoted in the same author's

Roots, Verb Forms, &c., either under prd and prt (p. 102), or

under pri {p, 100).

* Cf. also the foot-note on VI, 112, i a, b.
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6, 1 ^) ; cf. Kaujika, Introduction, p. Iviii. The mdtr/nSm^ni

are mentioned frequently in the Kau^ika (see Index B)

;

the employment which bears most closely upon the sense

of the present hymn is at Kauj. 26, 29-33, a rite which,

according to the scholiasts, cures a person possessed by

demons. Pulverised fragrant substances, mixed with ghee,

are sacrificed, and the patient is anointed with what

remains. The patient is next placed upon a cross-roads ^,

a wicker-work of darbha grass, containing a coal-pan, upon

his head ; and upon the coal the previously mentioned frag-

rant substances are again offered. The patient going into

a river against the current throws the same substances

into a sieved while another person from behind washes

him off. Pouring more of the fragrant substances into an

unbumed vessel, moistening the substances (with ghee),

placing the vessel into a three-footed wicker-basket made
of mu^^-grass he ties it to a tree in which there are birds'

nests. The complicated ceremony is largely symbolic : it

aims to purify, and indicate the passing out of the unhealthy

conditions.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 512; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 393; Grill ^,

pp. 21, 170; cf. also Hillebrandt, Vedachrestomathie,

p. 50 ; Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, p. 279 ff. The
Anukrama;if, Agneyam.

Stanza 1.

The Anukrama^i designates the first stanza as pard-

nush/up trish/ubh. A considerable variety of textual

emendations, none of which seems warranted by the

exigencies of the case, are suggested by Grill ^ p. 170.

The stanza consists of three trish/ubh Pddas, the second of

* Cf. also XII, I, 60, and the introduction to IV, 20.

* The favourite place to divest oneself of evil influences; cf.

Kaur. 27, 7, in the introduction to II, 10; Kauj. 30, 18, in the

introduction to VI, 26, &c. See in general Oldenberg, Die Religion

des Veda, p. 267, and the index under * kreuzweg.'

' For the sieve, see the introduction to VI, 26.
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which is hypermctric, and seems to suggest a slurred

reading of the five syllables preceding the caesura, perhaps

€m y6 baddhd^ for ayd;;^ y6 baddhdA (cf. Avestan aem).

b. baddhdA and siiyataA may refer either simply, or with

double entente to the mental condition of the patient,

' bound and checked by the fetters of the dementia.'

c. Zimmer, p. 393, *dann wird er dir deinen antheil

darbringen/ But ddhi kar docs not seem to bear any such

interpretation.

Stanza d.

a. Zimmer renders devainasd by * sin against the gods ;

'

Ludwig, * von befleckung (where is there a corresponding

word in the original ?), siinde gegen die gotter, der wan-

sinnig/ It does not seem that the gods madden him that

offends against them, a mere sight of them suffices : see

Mahibh. Ill, 14501, *the man who, awake or asleep,

beholds the gods quickly becomes mad ; that is known as

possession by the gods/ Our translation, too, preserves

the parallelism between the first two Pddas. Indeed,

devainasd seems to mean outright ' the sins committed by
the gods.' See the introduction to VI, 1 1 2, and Proc. Amer.

Or. Soc, March, 1894 (Journal, vol. xvi), p. cxix ff., and

cf. especially Apast. 5r. XIII, 17, 9; Pa«A. Br. I, 6, 10

(devakr/tasyai«nasaA). Thus also Siya;/a, devakrftam

enas . . . devakr/t^t p^pSd upaghitAd unmaditam. Cf.,

perhaps, also VIII, 7, 28.

b. Read yathSnunmadito for yadfounmadit6 : the corrup-

tion is due to I d.

Stanza 4.

a. At AV. II, 2, 5 the Apsaras are designated as the
* mind-bewildering ' wives of the Gandharvas ; at Tait. S.

Ill, 4, 8, 4, * the Gandharvas and Apsaras render mad him
that is mad.' In the sequel of the latter passage it is stated

that it is necessary to quiet them (jamayati, cf. st. 2 a).

The expression piinar dd is used in the sense of * give back,

give up possession,' rather than in the derived sense, ' make
well, restore.' All this seems to be well founded in the

early Hindu view; in RV. X, 11, 2 the Gandharvi and the
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woman of the waters (apyd y6sha//4) perform a similar

service : ' And the Gandharvf, the woman of the water,

spake ; when the reeds rustle may she protect my mind ^/

Primarily, the madness which the Gandharvas and Apsaras

can cause, and which they are called upon to remove, is, in

accordance with the general character of these divinities, the

madness of love ; cf. the story of Urvaj! and PurOravas

(RV. X, 95, especially st. 14).

VI, 112. Commentary to page 164.

This and the following hymn reflect a cycle of legends to

which the translator has devoted an article in the Proc.

Amer. Or. Soc., March, 1894 Qournal, vol. xvi, p. cxix ff.),

entitled, ' Trita, the scapegoat of the gods.' Without the

light of the conceptions there alluded to the hymns are

hardly intelligible ', and a brief statement of them here will

not be out of place. At Maitr. S. IV, i, 9, it is stated that

the gods did not find a person upon whom they might be

able to wipe oflf from themselves the bloody part of the

sacrifice, i.e. their guilt. Agni spat upon the waters, and

successively three personages, Ekata, Dvita, and Trita, were

born. The gods wiped off their guilt upon them ; they in

turn wiped themselves upon one who was overtaken by the

rising sun, i.e. one over whom the sun had risen while he

was asleep; this one wiped himself upon one who was over-

taken by the setting sun ; he upon one afflicted with brown

teeth ; he upon one with diseased nails ; he upon one that

had married a younger sister, before the older was married
;

he upon one whose younger brother had married before

himself; he upon one who had married before his older

brother ; he upon one who had slain a man ; he upon one

who had committed an abortion. ' Beyond him who has

committed an abortion the sin does not pass.'

In Tait. Br. Ill, 2, 8, 9ff. the same story is told with

' Cf. Pischel, Vedische Studien, I, 188.

* Cf. Contributions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV,

163; Fifth Series, ib. XVI, 3.
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variants, the chief difference being that the culminating

sin is the slaying of a Brahman :
* Beyond the slayer of

a Brahman the sin does not pass.* Still other versions

occur in the Kkih. S. XXXI, 7; Kap. S. XLVII, 7 (cf.

also 5at. Br. I, 2, 2, 8 ; Kd/y. 5r. II, 5, 26 ; Mahidhara to

V^. S. I, 23 ; Apast. St. I, 25, 15); and similar lists of

sinful personages are to be quoted from a variety of SQtras,

and later Smdrta-texts ; see Delbruck, Die Indoger-

manischen Verwandtschaftsverhaltnisse, in the Transac-

tions of the Royal Saxon Society, vol. xi, nr. v, p. 578 ff.

(200 ff. of the reprint) ; cf. also Zimmer, Altindisches Leben,

p. 315. All those mentioned in the lists are obviously

regarded as burdened with guilt (^nas); and the legend

clearly marks them as persons upon whom, therefore, the

guilt of others may be unloaded. ^

In another version of the legend, 5at. Br. I, 2, 3, i ff.,

Trita and his two shadowy companions Ekata and Dvita

roam about with Indra, and when the latter slays VLyvarOpa,

the son of Tvash/ar, they are saddled with this crime,

equivalent to the murder of a Brahman, because they * knew
about his going to be killed.' The truth is this : Indra's

drastic performances upon the great variety of demons

whom he slays, coupled as they are at times with wiles and

treachery, have not failed to arouse the compunctions of

a certain school of Vedic moralists (see, e.g. TS. VI, 5, i,

1-3 ; Tait. Br. I, 7, 1,7.8; Pa«>6. Br. XII, 6, 8 ; XX, 15, 6 ;

Maitr. S. IV, 3, 4 ; 5, 6), and they have given rise to the

notion of misdeeds on the part of the gods in general

(devainasd, AV. VI, m, 3; X, i, 12). It was natural,

now, that some personage closely associated with Indra

—

a personage, moreover, who could be construed as sub-

servient, or at least ancillary to him—should be picked out

for the unenviable position. For this Trita seems fitted in

an eminent degree. Trita is the double of Indra in his

struggle with the demons (RV. I, 187, i), or his coadjutor

(RV. 1, 52, 5 ; V, 86, 1 ; VIII, 7, 24, and especially X, 8, 8).

Whether we regard him as the faded predecessor of Indra

in the r61e of a demiurge, being, as it were, the Indo-Iranian
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Hercules (cf. the Avestan Thra^taona Athwya) ; whether

we regard him as Indra's lieutenant (see the passages of

the RV. just cited) ; or whether we follow Bergaigne, La
Religion V^dique, II, 326, 330, in viewing him as a divine

sacrificer; in each case the moralising fancy, which would

whitewash the cruelties incidental upon Indra's valued

services, naturally alights upon Trita, and makes him bear

the burden of his superior's misdeeds. And this again has

been generalised so that in AV. VI, 113 the gods in general,

without specification, are said to have wiped off their guilt

upon Trita. He in his turn passes off his guilt upon the

sinners among men.

The rites within which AV. VI, 1 12 and 113 are embedded

in Kauj. 46, 26-9 have for their object the removal of the

sin of him whose younger brother marries first, as also of

the prematurely married younger brother. Symbolically

the sin is again removed, this time to a non-living object,

to wit: 'While reciting VI, 112 and 113 (the performing

priest) ties fetters of mu%a-grass upon the limbs of the

parivitti and the parivividdna ^, as they sit at the edge of

a body of water (a river), washes them by means of bunches

of grass, and rinses them off. Placing other fetters upon

the foam (in the river) he lets them flow away while reciting

the hemistich, VI, 113, 2 c, d. And having entered the

dwelling (the priest) sprinkles them while reciting all the

hymns to the waters (see Kauj. 7, 4, note).

The treatment of the Kaujika embraces but one aspect

of the hymn, in employing it in connection with the ex-

' Ddrila, ' the younger brother along with the unmarried older

brother.' Kejava somewhat differently, ' an expiatory performance

for him who marries, sets up the fire, and is consecrated for the

soma-sacrifice, while the older brother is living.' Cf. the sins of

the paryddhdtar and the paryahita, * the younger brother who sets

up the fire, and the older brother who is passively implicated in

the same sin
;

' and the pariyash/ar and the parish/a, * the younger

brother who is consecrated for the sacrifice before the older, and

the older brother who is passively implicated in the same sin.' See

Delbrtick, 1. c, pp. 580-1 (202-3).
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piatory performances of the parivitta and the parivivid^a.

It seems that this is too narrow, and that the hymns were

constructed to cover all the crimes in the catalogues con-

nected with the legend of Trita, as mentioned above. This

at least is in Ke^va's mind ; see the foot-note. Further,

the text of both hymns (VI, 1 12> 3 ; 113, a) states distinctly

that the sins in question shall be wiped off upon the abor-

tionist, the bhrdifahAn, whose crime figures as a most

shocking one at the end of the lists. This indicates that

the entire list of sins is in the mind of the poet, even though

he intends to direct his charm against some special part of

them. Finally, the expression dv^daradhS in VI, 113,3,

refers, in my opinion, again to the list of crimes which are

stated variously as from 9-11 in number, the use of the

numeral 12 being due to its formulary and solemn character.

From all this it seems to me that the hymns have in mind
at least all those sins that arise from the inversion of the

order of precedence as between the younger and older

brothers, and probably the rest also.

The hymns have been translated by Ludwig, Der Rig-

veda. III, 469, 444 ; Grill^ pp. 15, 1 71 ; Hardy, Die Vedisch-

brahmanische Periode, p. aoi. Cf. also Zimmer's luminous

allusion to VI, 113, Altindisches Leben, p. 315; and Ber-

gaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique, p. 154. Ludwig intro-

duces VI, 112 with the caption * Heirat. Fur vater mutter

sohn,' and defines it (1. c, p. 470) as follows :
* Der bruder

der vor seinem altern geheiratet hat, oder (so the text) der

altere, der den jiingern friiher hat heiraten lassen, hat

dadurch trockenheit verursacht. Er wird gebunden, seine

frau, sein kind, bisz der regen ihn erlost.' Support for this

statement is wanting, and the author has not defined his

motives. Grill treats both hymns rather too vaguely under

the caption *krankheit' (p. 8 ff.). The Anukramawi defines

VI, 112 as dgneyam ; VI, 113 as paush;?am.

Stanza 1.

a, b. Our reference of the pronoun aydm to the delin-

quent younger brother, the parivivid&na or parivettar, while
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not altogether certain, seems better than Grill's to some

disease, a conception which leads him to emend the word

to iyam (sc. grShiA), Both Ludwig and Grill, moreover,

refer ^yesh/Aim to * the father,' who, to be sure, is mentioned

in St. 2 in a general way, along with the mother and the

sons, * release them all, father, sons, and mother.' This is

simply another way of saying, ' release the entire family

from the consequences of the sin committed by a single

member.' The point of the hymn is stated in the first

Pada, and their rendering of ^yesh///am causes them to

miss it^.

I do not know whether the selection of Agni as the

helping agent is of the general sort, or whether it refers

to the legends reported above, in all of which Agni plays

a part. In the versions of the Maitr. S. and Tait. Br. Agni
helps the gods to free themselves from their pollution, and

he is introduced also in the narrative of the 5at. Br. But

in general Agni chases away evil demons, protects against

poverty, straits, and enmities (RV. IV, 11,5); especially

does he remove the consequences of sin, vy 6nSimsi jLrratho

vishvag agne (RV. IV, 1 2, 5).

o. Grihi is the attack of disease personified as a female

demon. Since the word is derived from the root grah,

* seize,' she is supposed to fetter the sick person (cf. the

second stanza), and the medicine man's practices take

the turn of freeing him from them symbolically ; see the

Kaarika above, and cf. RV. X, 161, i ; AV. II, 9, i.

d. ' May all the gods give thee leave,' i. e. may they

support thee in thy undertaking, as e.g. Agni is supported

by a train of gods when he drives out fever in AV. V,

22, I.

^ The entire hemisiich, however, may have been secondarily

adapted to the present situation : gytshihim vadhit reminds us of

^yesh/^aghnf, the designation of a certain constellation (VI, no, 2),

and Pdda b repeats formulaically VI, no, 2 b, which obviously

alludes to the constellation miila. Cf. the introduction to that

hymn and the note on its second stanza.
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Stanza 2.

b. The use of the number three is formulary and solemn.

I see no possibility of pointing out any three persons of

the family, especially subject to the consequences of the

illegal marriage, since primarily only the parivitta and the

parivividdna are involved. The cataloguing of father, sons,

and mother in Pdda d simply expands the notion contained

in the solemn number three.

Stanza 3.

a. For parivitta the Kaujika (46, 26) substitutes the

synonymous parivitti. Ludwig s suggested emendation to

parivettA, 'the younger brother who marries before the

older' (=parivividdna in the Kauj., I.e.), is unnecessary,

since both brothers alike are aflfected by the sin, wherever

these conceptions crop out, and the mention of the older

is as appropriate as that of the younger ; cf. the monograph

of Prof. Delbriick cited above, p. 578 flf. (200 flf.).

0. vimu^o hf sdnti is difficult to translate ; literally, * they

are loosenings/ i.e. the fetters are subject in their very

nature to the charm instituted to loosen them. Grill, in

his note, paraphrases prettily, but not quite in accordance

with the situation, * denn sie sind Stricke der Ausspannung.'

Ludwig, rather vaguely, *denn es sind die befreier da

(oder : denn es 1st regen gekommen).* Possibly vimuio

is genitive singular, and the expression is to be rendered

* for they belong to release/ i.e. are subject to release. The
poet sacrifices rigorous logic to the pun which is secured

by introducing vimii^o after vf mu^antam. The word

vimii^o, moreover, foreshadows the statement about Pdshan

in P^da d, since he is designated in RV. I, 42, 1 ; VI, 55, i

as vimu>6o ndp^t, 'the son of release,' i.e. * the releaser' par

excellence (cf. sahaso napit, and the like), and in RV. VIII,

as vimo^ana, * the liberator.'

d. The Pdda is very characteristic in that it assigns quite

definitely the conceptions at the base of the hymn to the

cycle of ideas which are worked up in the legends reported
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in the introduction. Piishan is asked to wipe off (mr/kshva,

from root mar^, the technical verb in those legends) the

sin upon the abortionist (bhrii;/ahan),his sin being greatest

:

* beyond him that has committed an abortion the sin does

not pass ;' see Maitr. S. IV, i, 9, and the corresponding

passages of the Kd/Aaka and Kapish/yiala Sawhitds, as

quoted by Prof. Delbriick, I. c, pp. 579 (201) ff. Cf. also VI,

113, 2d.

VI, 113. Commentary to page 165.

For the conceptions at the base of this hymn, see the

introduction to VI, 112. The statements here are more
general than in the preceding, but the sins consequent upon

the precedence of the younger brother are especially in the

mind of the poet, at least if we trust the tradition of the

ritual ; cf. the discussion of this point, above.

Stanza 1.

b. It is not absolutely necessary to emend ensLm to enan

(i.e. enad) with the Pet. Lex., s. v., trita b), and GrilP, p. 171,

since the masculine enam may refer to pApm^nam, abstracted

from pdpman in 2 a. Read mamri^e, and cf. Kuhnau, Die

Trishtubh-Jagati-Familie, pp. 69-71, and Oldenberg, Die

Hymnen des Rig-veda, p. 477.

0, d. Read tui graShir, in order to obtain a ^gati-pAda

in the midst of a trishAibh stanza, and cf. Oldenberg, 1. c,

p. 115 ff. Note the pun between §Lnas6 and ndjayantu

;

cf. Ill, 7, 6. Both Pddas are repeated in st. 3.

Stanza 2.

For the first hemistich, cf. Tait. Br. II, 2, 9, 2.

c. Cf. I, 8, i; VI, 14, 3; X, I, 10; 4, 20; RV. X,

155, 3-

d. The identity of Padad with VI, 112, 3 d elicits certain

text-critical remarks from Dr. Grill, which are, to say the

least, premature. The repetition of the Pida does not

suffice for the basis of textual manipulations, and the
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appearance of POshan, in addition to Agni, upon the scene

is sufficiently accounted for by the suggestion of the root vf

mu^ ; of. our note on VI, iiz, 3 c.

Stanza 3.

a. The expression, * deposited in twelve places is that

which has been wiped oflf Trrta/ contains a distinct refer-

ence in round number to the list of delinquencies, stated

variously as being from nine to eleven, through which

Trita*s sin passes as it is transferred among men, from one

sin to another ; see the introduction above. Siya«a makes
out the count by counting the gods as one, the three Aptyas

as three, and eight human sinners : he who is caught asleep

by the rising sun, and seven others.

b. Read manushyaenas^ni in accordance with the divi-

sion of the Padapi/Aa, or manushiyainasdni.

0, d. Identical with i c, d.

VI, 114. Commentary to page 164.

In accordance with the general character of its contents

this hymn is employed, in connection with one or more of

those following, on a considerable number of occasions.

At Kauj. 46, 30-32 the entire anuvdka beginning with our

hymn is employed in expiatory rite at the death of one's

teacher; at 46, 33-35 in connection with an expiatory

offering from one*s store of grain and provisions ; at 46,

36-40 in connection with the discharge of one's debts on
the death of the creditor^. Still more secondary is the

use of these hymns at Kauj. 60, 7; 67, 19 (here only VI,

114, 115, 117), in connection with the sava or brahmaudana,

the solemn presentation of the priest's rewards; and at

Vait. SO. 22, 15; 23, 12
; 30, 22 ; 5^ntikalpa 17, 18 ; Ath,

Parij. 22,4; 39, II. Similar formulas to those contained

^ So according to Ddrila : Kexava and Sayawa with better reason

perhaps restrict the recitation to VI, 11 7- 11 9, three hymns that

deal with debt {rmi) explicitly.
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in this and the next hymn occur in RV. X, 37, 12 ; Maitr.

S. Ill, II, 10; IV, 14, 7; V4f. S. XX, 14-2C; Tait. Br. II,

4, 4, 8 ; 6, 6, I ; Tait. Ar. II, 3,1; 7, 3.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 443; Grill^, pp. 45, 172. The Anukramawi, vaLrva-

devam.
Stanza 1.

For the designation of the Brahmans as gods, see the

note on XII, 3, 38.

Stanza 3.

a. mddasvata (sc. pamnA) ; cf. Tait. S. VI, 3, u, 5. The
point is felt by Sdya«a who supplies pajiind. Not so

D^rila at Kaar. 46, 30, note, medasvat^ sru^cl«^a/«^hoti.

According to this construction it would be proper to emend
to m^dasvaty^.

VI, 115. Commentary to page 164.

In general the employment of this hymn coincides with

that of the preceding, as far as the Kaujika and Vait^na-

s{itra are concerned ; see the introduction there. The
additional employment in Vait. SO. 8, 7, and (of st. 3) in

30, 23 is without special significance. See also Ath. Parij.

39, II. For parallel passages in other texts, see the intro-

duction to the preceding hymn. Previous translations by

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 443; Grill-^, pp.46, 172 ff.; cf.

also Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 182. The Anukra-

mB,ni, vai^vadevam.
Stanza 2.

Sliya//a, on the strength of Tait. Br. Ill, 8, 18,5, suggests

that bhdtim and bhdvyam may refer to this and the next

world. Cf. VI, 12, 2 ; XI, 4, 20, and II, 28, 3.

VI, 120. Commentary to page 165.

The employment of this hymn in the ritual takes place

on the same occasions as VI, 1 14 ; see the introduction to

that hymn, and cf. Dcirila's corrupt gloss on Kaiw. 46, 30

[42] M m
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(note 5). Previous translations by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

111,442; Grill*, pp. 72, 173; cf. Muir, Original Sanskrit

Texts, V, pp. 299, 41, 306. The Anukramawi, mantrokta-

devatyam.

Stanza 1*

Cf. Maitr. S. I, 10, 3 ; IV, 14, 17; Tait. S. I, 8, 5. 3 5

Tait. Br. Ill, 7, 12, 4; Tait. Ar. II, 6, 8.

Stanza 2.

b. The Paippaiada has triti for bhr^td, hardly an im-

provement in the light of the connection.

Stanza 8.

The first hemistich recurs at III, 25, 8 a, b ; cf. Muir, 1. c,

I', 3»5. note.

VI, 127. Commentary to page 40,

The hymn is rubricated at Kauj. 26, 33 along with five

others (II, 7 ; 25 ; VI, 85 ; 109 ; VIII, 7) in a series which

the Gawamdld, Ath. Parij. 32, 24, designates as gawakarmA-

ga/^a. In the sequel the Kaujika prescribes its employment

twice : at 26, 34 it is recited while the patient is being

anointed (with the powder obtained by pulverizing a chip

of) pall$a-wood of the width of four fingers ^ ; at 26, 39 it

is employed while dregs of ghee are being poured upon

the head of one afflicted with dropsy. Ddrila r^ards both

treatments as cures for dropsy; Kejava and Sciya«a con-

struct them more broadly as universal remedies *. It would

seem as though the chip of pallra-wood (butea frondosa)

is intended to reflect the ^ipiidru in st. 2 of the hymn.

A previous translation by Zimmer, Altindisches Lebcn,

p. 386.

^ Saya;ia, ^turahgula/^i palSxajakala^n pishA^d abhimantrjra

vy^dhitajarira;?! limpet.

' S^} a/ia, ^lodaravisarpidisarvarogabhaisha^ydrtham.
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Stanza 1.

For vidradhd, see Grohmann, Indische Studien, IX, 397

;

Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 386; and Wise, Hindu
System of Medicine, pp. a 10, 284, 288, 362. Siya«a,

vidara«ajilasya vrawavijeshasya. For baldsa, see the note

on V, 22, II. Not at all clear is 16hita: it is either *flow

of blood,' or * inflammation/ Sdya;/a suggests both (visar-

pakavueshasya n^ma, yad vd . . . rudhirasrdv&tmakasya

rogasya). Cf. vilohitdm IX, 8, i ; XII, 4, 4. Shankar

Pandit and Sdyawa read visalpakasya ^ ; cf. their readings

at XIX, 44, 2 (in the note on IX, 8, 2). Finally, the sense

of pixitdm, ordinarily * flesh,' is by no means clear in this

connection : we have taken it in the attenuated meaning

'piece, bit, speck.' The Pet. Lex. suggests that it is for

*pishitam= pish/lam, but that would be equally problematic

in any such sense as is demanded by the connection.

Skyajtsi, literally, nid^nabhOta/;^ dush/a;;/ m&f/^sam, i.e.

(with a change of construction: accusative for genitive),

'the plant shall not leave the diseased flesh which is the

root of the afore-mentioned diseases.' Very unlikely.

Stanza 2.

The mushkaii are likely to be bag-like swellings. Accord-

ing to Grohmann, 1. c, p. 399, Su^ruta designates certain

swellings on the neck as mushkavat, * similar to testicles.*

Cf. also VI, 14, 2. In Pdda d jipiidrur of the vulgata is

faulty: the MSS. and Shankar Pandit read ^ipiidrur

;

SAya^^a, >Mpadrur (etatsaw^^o drumavijeshaA). The word

occurs nowhere else ; cf the introduction.

Stanza 3.

The last two Pddas may be an afterthought. For

ignktdifn yakshmaw the compound a^^atayakshmd occurs

III, II, i = RV.X, 161, 1. Cf. Zimmer, I.e., p. 377, who tries

* S&ya«a, vividhaw sarpati nde/imukhena jartrasya antarvydpnolt

vti visarpaka^,

Mm2
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to define it—though by its very terms it is undefinable—as

the name of a certain disease.

VI, 128. Commentary to page 160.

The present hymn, and the custom which it harbours,

have been treated by the writer in * Seven Hymns of the

Atharva-veda,* Amer. Joum. Phil. VII, 484 ff. According

to the indications of the ritual the hymn is in praise of

jakadhflma, which, as a possessive compound, means * he

of the dung-smoke,' i. e. * he that prophesies from the smoke
of cow-dung.' The jakadhflma predicts the weather for

a person about to start on a journey; see below. As
weather-prophet he very naturally comes, like our * Old
Probabilities,* or * weather-clerk,' to be regarded at the

same time as controlling the weather for good or bad

—

-

in short, as a weather-maker. Control of the weather, as

a delegated power, comes most naturally from the stars

:

hence these are said, in st. 1, to have made him their king.

In the Paribhashd-sfltra, Kauj. 8, 17, we have the clear

statement that the jakadhfima is an old Brahman. Ac-

cording to the Daja Karm^wi, and the Atharva«iya-pad*

dhati, at Kauj. 76, 19, one (or four) jakadhOmas recite at

a certain stage of the wedding-practices the siiryd-hymn

(RV. X, 85)*. In Kauj. 50, 15. 16, in the course of the

practices of a merchant about to start on an expedition,

the merchant, while reciting this hymn, places lumps of

dung (jakr/tpi;/^;^n) upon the joints of a Brahman friend, and
asks the jakadhOma :

* What sort of a day shall we have

to-day ? * He answers :
* A fair day, a very auspicious one V

* siiryapdMam kurvanti. The sense of this expression is not

altogether certain. It may mean simply, ' they read the sun,' i. e.

for indications of weaiher. Kexava in the same place has vr/shd-

kapibrihmawd^ sdryzm pa/^anti, a most curious statement. Does

vr/*shdkapibr4hma«a mean * sun-Brihma«a, astrologer,' and does

siiryam refer to the vr/shakapi-hymn, RV. X, 86 ?

' Siyana, sighTzm kartukama^ . . . brihma/fasya saindhisha

gomayapi^^i^n nidhdya agnitvena safvkalpya abhimantrya siitrokt-

aprakire^a pnurnaprativa^ane kurydt.
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Once more the hymn is prescribed, Kauj. ico, 3, in a prd-

yaj^itti for an eclipse of the moon, probably on account

of the prayer in the third stanza; cf. also 5^ntikalpa 15.

For St. 3, see Kauj. 138, 8.

The hymn, with the addition of sundry other stanzas, is

repeated in an appendix to the Nakshatrakalpa, and has

been presented in our afore-mentioned article, p. 485 ff.

;

cf. Weber's translation of it in his Omina und Portenta,

p. 353. The vulgata form of the hymn has been rendered

by Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 353 ; cf. also Ludwig,

Der Rigveda, III, 187.

Stanza 1.

Siya^ia also defines ^akadhflma as br^hmaf/a, but in a

roundabout way. Primarily, according to his view, it is

the fire in which lumps of dung have been placed, and from

which the smoke rises (sakritaA sawbandhi dhiimo yasminn

agnau sa jakadhOmaA agniA). But agni (e.g. according

to Tait. S. V, 2, 8, 2) is identical with br^hma/za ; cf his

words, agnitvena sawkalpya, in the note above ^. In the

brahmodya-stanza, RV. I, 164, 43= AV. IX, 10, 25, occurs

the expression sBkatniy^m dhiimcim ; this is paraphrased

in K^tydyana's Sarvdnukrama^l and in Sha^gurujishya's

comment (pp. 1 1, 97 of Macdonell's edition) by jakadhiima,

* dung-smoke.' Possibly * the fire that gives forth dung-

smoke' (cf Haug in the Proceedings of the Bavarian

Academy, 1875, II, p. 506) forms the true mythic back-

ground of these conceptions ; the Brahman interpreter may
be secondarily called jakadhfima. Weber, 1. c, surmises that

it may be the first morning fire, kindled while the stars are

still shining, and indicating by its rising or falling smoke the

weather of the breaking day ; cf. also the same author, In-

dische Studien,V, 257 ; X, 65 ; Nakshatra, II, 272, note
; 393.

^ Sdya^a continues, tzm ^kadhOmaw brdhmawaw pur4 naksha-

tr4/ii taraka^ r^ginsim ^andramasam akurvata. According to this

the moon (fire) is the jakadhdma, the controller of the weather.

This is good folk-lore : the Brihmawa may be the moon's repre-

sentative on earth.
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VI, 130. Commentary to page 104.

This and the following two hymns ^ are accompanied at

Kau^. 36, 13-14 by the following practices: * Bean-loves'

(mdshasmar^n ; Keyava and S&ya«a simply * beans/ mclshan)

are thrown (upon the head of the person whose love is de-

sired ^). Then the points of arrows (jara) are kindled and
are cast in every direction about the effigy (of the desired

person), its face fronting towards the performer. The
bean (mAsha) is doubtless regarded as inflammatory food

(cf. the Pythagorean prohibition), since it is forbidden at

the fasts preliminary to holy practices, along with honey,

salt, meat, and brandy; see Kaus. 1,32, and note (and

frequently elsewhere): its fitness in a love-charm seems

derivable from this notion. A similar practice with the

effigy occurs at Kau.y. 35, a8 (see the introduction to

III, 25).

The hymn has been interpreted by Weber, Indische

Studien, V, 244 ffl ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 515 ; Grill*,

pp. 58, 174 ff:

Stanza 1.

The pada-MSS. read r4tha»^te yinAm ; Sdyawa substi-

tutes dhindm for this yindm. But the text of the Saf«hitft-

MSS. justifies ratha^fiteyih&m ^ Weber, 1. c, p. 345, note,

refers by way of illustration of the present epithets of the

Apsaras to the names saw^yanti (IV, 38, i), ugrj^t,

ugrawpajy^, and rfch/rabhr/t (VI, 118, i. 2), and to the

frequent warlike epithets of the Gandharvas, with whom
they are associated closely (cf. e.g. Tait. S. Ill, 4, 7, 3).

Grill, too daringly, emends to arths^ftAm arthe^tfndm,

supporting his theory by a reference to IV, 38, where the

^ Thus according to the commentators: 131 and 132 are not

otherwise rubricated.

' Thus Ddrila ; according to Ke^va, upon his couch, house, or

bed ; according to Sdyawa, on the ground which he walks.

• The hymn is wanting in the Paippaldda.
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Apsaras are implored for help in gambling. He supposes

that they ' gain their object ' both in play and in love.

VI, 131. Commentary to page 104.

For the practices connected with this hymn, see the

introduction to the preceding. Previous translations by

Weber, Indische Studien, V, 1^44 ff. ; Grill^, pp. 58, 175 flf.

Stansa 2.

Anumati is the goddess of favour and consent ; cf. the

play of words in dnu manyasva (as in VII, 20). AkQti

is the goddess of schemes. In XIX, 4, 2 she is called

iittAsya, mdt5, * mother of thought *
(* the wish is father to

the thought '). Cf. Ill, 8, 5 ; V, 8, a, &c.

VI, 13a. Commentary to page 104.

For the practices connected with this hymn, see the

introduction to VI, 130. It has been translated by Weber,

Indische Studien, V, 245, who supposes that it is the text

of a brewing-charm (sudzauber), in which the person de-

sirous of love boils some concoction that attracts irresistibly

the coy beloved. But the absence of any such practice in

connection with the hymn casts much doubt upon this

interpretation. It seems rather to allude to some mythic

touch (fiikhy^yiki). Siya//a suggests that the gods either

poured love into the water, to quench him, or that they

placed him into the atmospheric waters as ruler of all lovers.

Varuwa in the refrain is, of course, in the position of lord

or controller of those waters, and vdru;/asya dhdrmaw^ is

not remote from the meaning * by the permission or order

of Varuwa.' The whole savours of the conception that the

gods poured smard into the waters either by way of

punishing him for his attacks upon themselves ^, or in order

* Cf. the stories of their burning Kdma, * love/ e. g. Muir, Original

Sanskrit Texts, P, 1 1 2 ; IV^ 364. Or is there still a different notion,

namely that the fruitful waters are the natural seat of love ?
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to quench him, and that the person practising the charm

kindles him anew with the permission of Varu;/a.

Stanza 1.

b. In Tait. S. Ill, 4, 7, 3, the Adhis, * yearnings,' are

personified as the Apsaras, the wives of K&ma, * love,* the

Gandharva.

Stanza 3.

Indr&wi is the goddess of successful and happy conjugal

love; see our Contributions, Sixth Series, Zeitschrift der

Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, XLVIII, 551 ff.

VI, 136. Commentary to page 31.

The plant nitatnt, * she that takes root ' (cf. the note on
III, 12, 4d, and Ait. Br. VII, 31, 3), is not mentioned else-

where. In Tait. S. IV, 4, 5, i ; Kd///. S. XL, 4 ; Vishf/u,

LXVII, 7, the word designates a personification of one of

the bricks of the fire-altar (ish/akcl); in Tait. Br. Ill, i,

4, I, one of the stars of the constellation krittikk. This

and the next hymn are supplied with practices at Kaar. 31,

28, to wit: The fruit of (the plant) mentioned in the

mantra (i. e. the nitatni ^), together with the plants ^vi and
4l«Lkd *, (are concocted into a solution) and poured (by the

medicine-man) who is clothed in black and has eaten

black food % in the early morning before the rise of the

crows (upon the head of the person for whom the hair cure

is undertaken). The exact virtue of these plants escapes

* The scholiasts agree in defining this by kd^ma^i. The word

is not elsewhere quotable as the name of a plant, but is mentioned

in BShtlingk's Lexicon as a kind of spirituous liquor.

* Cf. Kaujika, Introduction, pp. xlv and 1. Siyawa has ^ivanti

for gMy and bhrmgara^ for i\ikL On p. xlv we have written

aiakd, but Darila has dlakd. On the other hand Bdhtlingk's Lexicon,

vol. i, p. 294, mentions aiaka=alarka, 'calotropis gigantea.'

' That is sesame, beans, and the like ; cf. Kaujika, Introduction,

p. xlix.
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our knowledge ; the black colour symbolises, perhaps, the

(black) hair.

The hymn has been translated by Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, p. 68 (cf. also p. 264); Grill^ pp. 50, 176. The
Anukrama«i,vinaspatyam,bykejavardhanakdmaVitahavya

(VI, 137, 1).

Stanza 3.

b. For vriskiite the Pet. Lex. suggests vr/V^yate. So

also S^ya;?a, >&Aidyate. Cf. the note on XII, 4, 12.

VI, 137. Commentary to page 31.

For the employment in the ritual see the introduction to

the preceding hymn. Previous translations by Ludwig,

Der Rigveda, III, 512 ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 68

(cf. also p. 264) ; GrilP, pp. 50, 176. The Anukrama;/t, as

in the preceding.

Stanza 1.

No further trace of this curious, probably ad hoc, legend

(4khy«lyik&) has been found. Sdya«a cites no parallels.

Camadagni is mentioned in connection with helpful charms

at II, 32, 3 ; V, 28, 7 ; for Asita, cf. the note on I, 14, 4.

Stanza 2.

Zimmer renders abhuund, * with the finger ; ' so also

Siya«a with the Naigha///uka II, 4. 5, angulibhi//. I do

not feel altogether convinced that the Pet. Lex. (s. v. abhiju)

is right in denying this meaning.

VI, 138. Commentary to page 108.

Unsavoury and obscure is the performance associated

with the recital of this hymn at Kauj. 48, 32-34. Urine

and dung are put into the skin-bag that covers the tail of

a calf, they are covered up with kakui-a-fniits ^, the entire

* For jcpya, * skin of the tail,' see Kaujika, Introduction, p. liv

;

for kaku>&a, ibid, xlviii. The latter word, however, is explained by
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mess is crushed and dug into the ground ^. Next (S^itra 33)
the (same) skin-bag and a reed (are crushed and dug into

the ground ?). Finally (SOtra 34) the reed is stuck into

the skin-bag and again dug into the ground (?). The
Sutras are extremely brief, and the scholiasts do not make
clear these performances which reach the lowest plane even

of Atharvanic doings.

The hymn has been rendered by Weber, Indische Studien,

V, 246 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 470 ; cf. also Geldner,

Vedische Studien, I, 131 ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben,

Index, p. 455 a.

Stanza 1.

d. The exact meaning of opa^fnam escapes us, owing to

the complete absence of graphic representations. The
lexicons, Weber and Zimmer, * gelockt ;' Ludwig, * bezopft.'

S^ya^a, as the scholiasts in general, derives opa.fd from the

verb upajete, and arrives at the meaning * one with female

organs ' (strivya%anam). Geldner, I.e., has gone peculiarly

astray in comparing the cuckold and translating 'with

horns,' since in Maitr. S. II, 7, 5=Tait. S. IV, 1,5, 3=
V^^. S. XI, 56 the goddess Sinlvdli is described as suka-

pardd sukurlri svopa^A. All three epithets obviously refer

to female methods of dressing the hair and the head. The
notion here is that the eunuch shall develop hermaphroditic

characteristics, and hence assume the head-gear of a woman.

See stanzas 2 and 3, and cf. in addition AV. VIII, 6, 7*;

IX, 3, 8 ; Apast. St. X, 9, 5-7 ; 5at. Br. V, i, a, 14

;

4, I, i; Katy. St. XIV, i, 14; XV, 5, 22. The opa^d

Kerava in a very different way, namely, tasya (sc. vatsasya) vri'sha-

nsLiAf i.e., the skin containing the mdtrapurisham is covered up

with the testicles of the calf.

* The scholiasts say, marmawi nikhanati (cf. Kauj. 47, 51 ; 48, 4).

The digging is supposed to take place, symbolically, in the vital

spot of the rival.

' The 5jr. \ty. tiri/fn in this passage is doubtless identical with

the later kiri/in, and again refers to some feminine mode of dressing

the head.
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seems to be some form of coiffure which has become at

this stage of the literature a characteristic ornamentation

of women ; its primary meaning may have been * horn/

but this is by no means rendered certain by Pank. Br. XIII,

4, 3 (upon which Geldner relies), since it may be figurative

in that sense.

Stansas 2, 3.

The exact meaning of kur7ra (Sdya;/a, keja^lam),

kurirfn (Saya«a, kurir^A kex^ tadvanta»« kuru), and

kumba (S4ya;/a, dbhara;/a;» strt;/^m) is again uncertain,

but they all refer to female head-gear.

VI, 139. Commentary to page loa.

The present charm is apparently addressed to a plant

which is, however, not mentioned by name, unless nyastikfi

be a proper noun. The hymn is rubricated, along with

VI, 129 and VII, 38, at Kauj. 36, 12 : the person practising

the charm digs up a suvar>&alcl-plant ^, with the ceremonies

pertaining to the digging up of plants (cf. Kauj. 33, 9. i6)^

fastens (its) white blossoms upon his head, and thus enters

the village. Neither of the two other hymns (VI, 1 29 and

VII, 38) defines the plant more specifically*: the exactitude

of the S(itra does not inspire confidence.

The hymn has been rendered by Weber, Indische Studien,

V, 247 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 515.

Stanza 1.

For the formulaic numbers see the analogical parallels

mentioned by A. Kuhn in Zeitschrift fur vergleichende

Sprachforschung, XIII, i^^. The Att. key. nyastik^ is

* Dirila, suvar^ld prasiddhd trisa^zdhydsadrwt (cf. the introduc-

tion to IV, 20) ; Kejava has xahkhapushpi and s(iryaveld (cf. sfirya-

valli) ; Sdya«a, jahkhapushpiki, * andropogon aciculatus.'

' Cf. however the epithet md/wparyd, VII, 38, i, with the descrip-

tion in IV, 20, I. This again points to the plant trisa/^idhyi.
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obscure : Kuhn and Ludwig incline to its construction as

a proper noun, and that may be correct. S^yawa, (*the

plant) that suppresses the characteristics of ill-luck.' Our

rendering is etymological, and equally guess-work.

Stanza 3.

a. Most of Shankar Pandit's MSS. read samushpal^ for

samushyal^. S^yawa also, samushpalcl samyak uptaphaU

satt. The Pet. Lexs. derive the word (a Att. Xey.) from

a root ush= uj, the weak form of vaj, 'arousing love;'

Ludwig, doubtfully, ' procuress.' We, with Weber (' zusam-

men uns brennend '), derive the word from ush, * burn.'

Everything is uncertain.

Stanza 5.

The hostility of the ichneumon and the serpent is known

in Hindu literature from earliest to latest times ^ The
putting together of the serpent by the ichneumon refers

perhaps to the cat-like antics of the animal over his prey.

It is a lame comparison at the best.

VI, 140. Commentary to page jig.

* When the upper two teeth come before the lower, then

there is danger of death to the parents, and the following

expiatory rite is prescribed,' says Kexava at Kauj. 46,

43-46. The performance consists in scattering or offering

(rice, barley, or sesame : cf. Kauj. 7, 5) ; in making the

child bite some of the kinds of grain indicated in the

mantra (st. %)\ in giving him some of the same grain

cooked in * holy water ' (Kauj. 9, 8 flf.) to eat ; finally, in

making the parents eat of the same dish.

The hymn has been rendered by Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, p. 321 ; GrilP, pp. 49, 176 ff. (cf. also Weber,

Indische Studien, V, 224 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 343).

These interpreters construe the hymn as a charm for avert-

' Cf. Va^. S. XXIV, 26, 32; Tait. S. V, 5, 12, 21.
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ing danger from the first pair of teeth in general, without

reference to any irregularity in their appearance. Possibly

this broader construction is the more original, Kaofika's

being a later refinement.

Stanza 1.

For vyighraii, cf. the note on VI, no, 3 ; for the com-

bination Brahma;/aspati (Brihaspati) CPdtavedas (Agni), the

note on VII, 53, 1.

VI, 142. Commentary to page 141.

At Kauj. 24, I, this hymn is recited while barley (or

grain in general, yiva), mixed with ghee, is swept into

a furrow in the grain-field by means of the plough ; then

(three) handfuls of seed are poured (into the furrow) ^, one

with each stanza of the hymn, and these finally are covered

(with earth). Stanza 3 is recited at Kauj. 19, 27, while an

amulet of barley is being fastened on a person to ensure

him prosperity (cf. Kauj. 28, 20 in the introduction to VI,

91). The hymn is one of the class designated by the

Atharva;/tya-paddhati (at Kaar. 19, 11) as push/iki man-

tr^, * stanzas that ensure prosperity.'

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 463 ; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 237 ; Grill^

pp. 66y I']'] ff. Cf. also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel

V<5dique, p. 156. The Anukramawi, yavyam.

Stanza 1.

c. Ludwig, and, independently, Aufrecht in Kuhn's Zeit-

schrift, XXVII, 218, read pr/Vnhf, * fill,' for mrinVaL SAya;/a,

vr/mhi, which he also explains, * with a change of a letter,'

as pr/«ihi piiraya. Sensible suggestions these, but they do

not prove that the 5aunakiya-poet did not make use of

the bold yet natural figure of speech involved in mr/V/ihf

(* full unto bursting,' * zum bersten voU '). Cf. the note on

III, I, 2.

> Cf. RV. VIII, 78, 10.
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Stanza 3.

a. S4ya«a, upasadaA upasattiraA (cf. Ill, 12,6 c) upagan*

t^LTsJi karmakariA. This is essentially correct. The western

translators take the word as an abstract noun, * stores ;

'

Ludwig, * ansatze ' (? * aufspeicherungen ')•

VII, 9. Commentary to page 159.

The prayer is addressed to PClshan, the sun that watches

over the ways, and is accompanied by characteristic prac-

tices at Kauj. 52, ia-14: They who seek lost property

have their hands and feet washed and anointed ; their

right hands are then scoured, and they are started upon

the search. The same performance is undertaken with

dr^s of the ghee, and the right hands are again scoured

off^. Then twenty-one pebbles are thrown scatteringly

upon a cross-roads. The last practice is an interesting

instance of attractio similium : the scattering of the pebbles

upon the cross-roads symbolises the lost objects, and at the

same time counteracts their lost condition^. The second

stanza is enlisted in the first abhayaga/^a, a series designed to

secure immunity from danger, in the Ga«am&li, Ath. Parij,

32, 12 (cf. Kaus, 16, 8). See also Vait. SQ. 8, 13. Stanza i

is repeated in RV. X, 17, 6=Tait. Br. II, 8, 5, 3 ; st. 4 in

RV. VI, 54, 9=V^^. S. XXXIV, 4i=Tait. Br.'ll, 5, 5, 5-

Previously rendered by Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-

v^da, pp. 4, 52.
Stanza 4.

Professor Henry cites the following interesting Alsatian

charm:

—

Hailcher ant6nius von pitud

Schick mer was i verl6re hd

Ter teifel wert's en sine kloye hS.

*Holy Antony of Padua, send to me what I have lost; the

devil must have it in his claws.'

* The word nimr^ya at the beginning of SCitra 14 seems to

belong to the end of Sdtra 13.

* For the cross-roads, see the note in the introduction to VI, n i.
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VII, II. Commentary to page 142.

The hymn is rubricated together with I, 13 at Kauj.

38, 8 in a somewhat obscure practice which concerns rather

I, 13 than the present. It is employed once more at the

upikarma, the initiation to the study of the Veda, Kauj.

139, 8. Cf. also 5intikalpa 15. Previous translations by

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 463 ; Grill*, pp. 66y 178 ; Henry,

Le livre VII de I'Atharva-v^da, pp. 5, 54. The Anukra-

ma;;!, s&rasvatam.

VII, 12. Commentary to page 138.

For the general aspects of the subject of this hymn, see

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 253 ff. ; Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, 172 ff. Ke^va prefaces his exposition of the short

performance connected with this hymn at Kauj*. 38, 27. 28

as follows, atha sabh^^ayakarmd//y u>&yante, sabh&stam-

bhana^ karma ^yakarma tadd sabhdsadadharmddhikara-

«idi ^yate, * here are told the performances which procure

victory in the assembly ; it is a rite which lends stability

to the assembly, procures victory, then promotes the judicial

acts, and so forth, of those who sit in the assembly.* The
practices are as follows : 38, 27. * While reciting AV. VII,

12, the performer eats (a milk-porridge; cf. Kauj. 7, 6),

28. He takes hold of the pillars of the assembly-hall, and

pays his respects to (the assembly-hall).'

The hymn is translated in Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts,

V, 438 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 253 ; Zimmer, 1. c, 173 ;

Grill*, pp. 70, 178 ff. ; Henry, Le livre VII de I'Atharva-

v^da, pp. 5, 55 ; cf. also Hillebrandt, Vedachrestomathie,

p. 44. The Anukrama«t designates the entire hymn as

sabhyam ; st. i as dvidevatyo-ta pitryi; st. 2 as sabhy4;

St. 3 as aindr! ; st. 4 as mantroktadevatyd.

Stanza 1.

The metre of Pidas a, b, d is irregular (Anukr., bhurik-

trish/ubh) ; a is catalectic, b hypercatalectic ; but we may
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read duhitraii (cf. Amen Journ. Phil. V, p. %^). Similarly

d may be perfected by reading pitraA.

d. For the appeal to the Fathers for help, cf. II, 12, 4.

Stanza 2.

a. For vidmd of the 5aunakiya school the Paippalida

reads v^da vaf, and Grill and Hillebrandt adopt this

version for metrical reasons. But the metre is not really

improved by the change.

b. narfsh/i, * mirth' (cf. XI, 8, 24), refers to the social

not the political side of the sabh^L, which, in addition to

being the meeting of the council, is also the occasion and
place for gaming (cf. AV. XII, 3, 46), and social intercourse

(cf. RV. VI, 28, 6). The word, too, perhaps conveys a
double entente, nar, *man,' and sth^, 'place,* or suggests

a quasi-superlative, *most favourable to men.' Thus the

variant form narfsh/M, V^^. S. XXX, 6, presents the effect

of this kind of folk-etymology upon the word. S^ya«a

(as if the word were a compound na-rfsh/4), ahi;«sit4 parair

anabhibh^vyd.

VII, 13. Commentary to page 93.

According to Kauj". 48, 35-36, the hymn is spoken

against the enemies that are to be deprived of power,

the second stanza while fixing one's regard upon them,

Cf. also 5^ntikalpa 15^. The hymn has been rendered

by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 241; GrilP, pp. 23, 179;
Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-v^da, pp. 5, 56. The
Anukrama^t, saumyam.

Stanza 2.

Cf. Ludwig, 1. c, p. 265. That the sun takes away the

strength of those who are asleep while it rises or sets, is

a notion abundantly elaborated in connection with all holy

practices. Such persons are designated as s{iry4bhyudita,

and sClry&bhinimrukta (-mlukta, -mlupta), and they are

^ Quoted erroneously by Saya^^ as Nakshatrakalpa.
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r^arded as being guilty of one of the * deadly ' sins. See

the writer in the Proceedings of the American Oriental

Society, 1894 (Journal, vol. xvi, p. cxix), and cf. Maitr. S.

IV, I, 9; Tait. Br. Ill, 2, 8, 11 ; Ait. Br. I, 3, 14; Gobh.

Grih. Ill, 3, 34; Apast. Dh. II, 5, 12, 13. 14, and else-

where.

VII, 35. Commentary to page 98.

At Kauj. ^6, 33-34 there is a composite charm for pre-

venting a woman from begetting a son, or from begetting

offspring at all. If it is intended that a certain woman
shall not beget a male son the hymn VII, 34 is recited^

;

if she shall not beget a child at all the hymn VII, 35 is

recited : in either case the urine of a she-mule is rubbed

with two stone disks, and put into the food or the cos-

metics of the woman. And the person practising the

charm looks at the parting in the hair of the woman.

The charm is full of symbolism. The she-mule is sterile

:

* She-mules do not propagate ' (Tait. S.VII, 1,1,3; Ait. Br.

IV, 9, 1 ; cf. Adbhuta-brdhma«a 7). The rubbing between

two stones is symbolic castration. The eyes are fixed with

evil intent upon the woman's parting in the hair (stmanta)

:

this seems to be the obverse of the stmantonnayana, the

well-known ceremony during a woman's pregnancy, in-

tended to ensure successful issue. Cf. also Ath. Parij". 7.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rig-

veda. III, 477 ; and by Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-

v^da, pp. 13, 67.

Stanza 1.

The stanza seems hardly in touch with the remaining

two, or with the construction imparted to the whole by

the SQtra. Ludwig omits it in his rendering of the hymn.

Its sense, taken by itself, is that of a battle-song. Pdda b

is identical with VII, 34, i b.

* • O Agni, drive away the rivals of mine that are already bom ;

drive away, O Gdtavedas, those that are not yet born. Place under

my feet those that fight against me. May we, exempt from guilt,

live in ihy freedom I

'

[42] N n
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Stanza 2.

The rendering of the words hir&/i and dhaminiA is

necessarily vague: see the note on I, 17, 3, and cf. VI,

90, 2. Ludwig, *darme/ and *adern/ Sdya;/a, very pre-

cisely, * small veins,' and * thick arteries.* That may be
the correct philological interpretation of the words, but in

that case the stanza must have been originally constructed

as a charm to stop flow of blood from the body.

VII, 36-37. Commentary to page 96.

Both stanzas are recited at the * rites of the fourth day '

(i-aturthikarma), the performances immediately preceding

the consummation of marriage. At Kau^. 79, 2 bride and
bridegroom anoint one another while reciting VII, 36 ; at

79, 7 the bride^ envelops the bridegroom in her robe while

reciting VII, 37.

Previous renditions by Weber, Indische Studien, V, 248 ;

Grill, pp. 55, 179 ; Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-v^da,

PP- I3> 67. The Anukramawi (VII, 36), mantroktdkshi-

devatyam
;
(VII, 37), lihgoktadevatyam.

Stanza 1.

a, b. The sense is: * May our eyes with their brightness,

our faces with their freshness, inspire us with love for one

another
!

'

Stanza 2.

For mdnu^dta, cf. XIV, a, 41. The second hemistich is

nearly identical with VII, 38, 4 c, d.

VII, 38. Commentary to page 103.

For the practices associated with this hymn, see the

introduction to VI, 139. The charm is there undertaken

by a woman, here by a man. It has been translated by

* Not so the Paddhatis, vastre/i4«>&Mdayati tau, i. e. the priest

envelops the two. But this is contrary to the context of ihe stanza.
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Weber, Indische Studien, V, 249 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 515; Grill^, pp. 59, 179; Henry, Le livre VII de

TAtharva-veda, pp. 14, 68. The Anukrama;^!, vcinas-

patyam.
Stanza 1.

b. For miwpayydm, cf. IV, 20, i, and note. The abso-

lutely literal translation of the word is * the plant that sees

me\' but the formation is so artificial that it may also

mean * the he-sees-me-plant,' i. e., in effect, the plant that

draws his attention towards me. The epithet abhirorudam

suggests that the plant may in reality be so strongly

scented as to draw tears.

Stanza 2.

For legends of Indra's seduction by a female demon, see

SSihkh, Br. XXIII, 4 ; Ka///. S. XIII, 5 (Indische Studien,

III, 479 ; V, 249, 453) ; cf. the note on I, 24, i.

Stanza 4.

The sense is : In this affair of our love my voice shall

rule ; thine shall rule in the assembly, where it is fitting that

a man's voice shall be listened to. P&das c, d are nearly

identical with VII, 37 c, d. Cf. Maitr. S. IV, 7,4 (p. 97, 1- 15)-

VII, 45. Commentary to page 107.

For the practices connected with this hymn, see the

introduction to VI, 18. It has been translated previously

by Weber, Indische Studien, V, 250; Ludwig, Der Rig-

veda, III, 514; GrilP, pp. 29, 180; Henry, Le livre VII

de TAtharva-v^da, pp. 16, 72 ff. The Anukrama«l, irshy^-

panayanam.
Stanza 1.

There is no allusion in the ritual to any precious sub-

stances gotten from a distance. The description here

* In this spirit Sdyawa, mdm eva nMm pajyat mamai*vdsnuk{i-

1am. But he offers also our rendering as an alternative, mdm eva

patye pradarjayat.

N n 2
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given would suit either saindhavam, 'salt/ or guggulu,

'bdellium' (cf. XIX, 38, 2). Perhaps, however, it simply

tries to magnify the cost and potency of some ordinary

substance (Kauj. 36, 25) by deriving it fictitiously from an

unknown country far away.

Stanza 2.

Note the subtle symbolism of Kauj. 36, 27 : the jealous

man drinks water which has actually cooled the heated axe.

VII, 50. Commentary to page 150.

For the practices associated with this hymn, see the

introduction to the first part of IV, 38. Stanzas i, 2, 5,

8, 9 seem to have been composed directly with reference

to the situation 1: st. 3 (= RV. V, 60, i); st. 4 (=RV. I,

102, 4); and stanzas 6. 7 (=RV. X, 42, 9. 10) are adapted

secondarily to the purpose in hand ; see the notes below.

Previous renderings by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 455;
Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 285; Grill^, pp. 71, 180;

Henry, Le livre VII de I'Atharva-veda, pp. 18, 75 ff. Cf.

also Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, 430. The Anukra-

ma«i, aindram, composed by kitavabandhanakdmo«ngir^/

(cf. St. 1).

Stanza 1.

d. badhydsam is ambiguous. Sclya;/a reads vadhy&sam

(hanishydmi) ; the Anukrama;if, above, has in mind the

root bandh, 'bind.' Of Western translators. Grill, 'fahn*

(fangen) ; the rest, * slay.'

Stanza 3.

Adapted from a hymn to the Maruts, RV. V, 60, i
;

Maitr. S. IV, 14, 11 ; Tait. Br. II, 7, 12. 4. P^da b con-

tains the words vf ksysit Vrit&m n^Ji^ derived from the

sphere of the gamester's speech. Note the word kritim

in the preceding stanza.

* In the case of the second stanza this is not altogether certain :

it savours of the Maruts. One may imagine Indra as the speaker.
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Stanza 4.

Adapted from an Indra-hymn ; cf. RV. I, 102, 4. The
words va.yim ^yema . . . bhdre-bhare render the stanza

usable on the present occasion.

Stanza 5.

The words sd;;/likhitam and sawriidham are hopelessly

obscure. I have rendered sa;«likhitam as though it meant
* scratched clean/ * cleaned out.' The rendering of sam-

rudham is purely etymological. Sdya;/a, loke hi kitav^/

asmin pade pratikitavam akshajaldk^dibhiA sawrotsy^mi«ti

ahkin kurvanti tatrai*va ka, saf«rundhanti. tSidrts3.A prati-

kitavo'tra sawbodhyate, he kitava sawlikhitaw padeshu

samyag ahkdn likhitavantam api tv&m a^aisham . . . saw-

roddhdram api tvam a^aisha;« ^y&mi. yadv^ sawlikhi-

tam samyag likhitaw >&ihnita/« padam abhilakshya tvim

^yami, uta api ka sa/«rudham . . . tkdrisam sthSnam abhi-

lakshya tva;«^ay^mi. The Pet. Lexs. regard both words

as obscure termini of the game. Ludwig, * ich hab dir

abgewonnen das zusammengekratzte, ich hab dir abge-

wonnen das zusammengescharrte.* Grill, * was du ein-

streichst/ and, * was du zuriickbehieltst.' Henry, * (je t'ai)

gratte de fond en comble(?), et j'ai gagn^ I'enjeu total (?).'

Stanza 6.

Adapted from an Indra-hymn, RV. X, 4a, 9=AV. XX,

89, 9 (cf. also RV. X, 43, 5), where the gamester and the

game appear by way of comparison. In Pdda c, devdkamo

is felt in our version to have the double sense * loving play,'

and * loving the gods.' It may be questioned whether the

same intention is present in the RV.

Stanza 7.

Adapted from RV. X, 42, 10, &c.= AV. XX, 17, 10, &c.

Its juxtaposition in the RV. with the preceding stanza,

and the occurrence of ^yema, have brought it into the

Atharvan compilation.
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VII, 52. Commentary to page 136.

This hymn is catalogued in the ga//a or series called

sliwmanasydni in Kauj. 1 2, 5, and is accompanied by the

practices described at AV. Ill, 30. It is rubricated further

at Kauj. 9, 2, in the series designated by the Ga«am41^, Ath.

PariJ. 32, 26, as the great skntigB,na,. The first stanza of

the hymn is found, with variants, Maitr. S. II, 2, 6 ; Tait.

Br. II, 4, 4, 6. The hymn has been translated by Ludwig,

Der Rigveda, III, 428 (cf. also p. 344); GrilP, pp. 31,

181 ff. ; Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-veda, pp. 19, 79.

The Anukrama;/} designates it as sdwmanasyam S^inam.

Stanza 1.

The first stanza is described by the Anukrama//i as

kakummaty anush/ubh, but the irregularity vanishes, if we
read su^bhiaA . . . Ara;/ebhiaA. The Tait. Br.—but not the

Maitr. S.—substitutes the classical forms svai'A and iraftaiA,

thus disguising the metre still further.

Stanza 2.

a. Cf. the parallel P4da, RV. X, 30, 6 c.

b. The text as it stands ^ yields the following transla-

tion :
* may we not struggle with one another in fateful

spirit.' But a suggestion of Grill seemed to me too fasci-

nating to resist, he emends mdnasd dafvyena to mdnasH-

daivyena=mAnasi ddaivyena, and our translation presup-

poses this text. At RV. II, 23, 12 we have, adevena

manasd yd risha;/yati . . . ^fgh^wsati, * he who attacks in

a spirit displeasing to the gods . . . (and) desires to murder.'

Prof. Henry's rendering, *ne point lutter contre I'esprit

divin,' though possible grammatically, imposes upon manas

' Shankar Pandit, with Sdyawa and many MSS., reads yushmahi

for yutsmahi. Styawa, md viyuktd bhiima. Another variant yu^^
mahi is nothing but a misspelling of yutsmahi ; cf. Kaujika, Intro-

duction, p. Ixi, and variant forms like kaputsala and kapuX'^la

(Bohtlingk's Lexicon).
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1

the meaning of ' law, decree,' and the like, and has an

un-Vedic flavour according to my judgment.

c, d. Literally, * may the noises not arise when there is

frequent (continuous) slaughter ',* &c.

It is not at all clear what the day of Indra has to do with

the cessation of carnage. Is it that Indra by fighting his

battle removes all need of fighting enemies ? Or, is the

day of Indra simply the battle-day ? The latter seems

more natural. The word ihani seems to harbour one of

the inevitable puns, suggesting * non-slaying,' i. e. perhaps

'the end of any need of fighting on the part of men.' See

also Prof. Henry's careful discussion of the passage.

VII, 53. Commentary to page 52.

The hymn belongs to the class of dyushyd;/i, * hymns
designed to prolong life

;

' cf. the dyushyagawa, Ath. Parij.

32, 4, at Kauj. 54, II, note, and the Anukrama;/!, dyu-

shyam uta b^rhaspatyam Irvinam. The Ayushya-hymns

are very uniform in character ; the present one exhibits

especially noteworthy points of contact with VIII, i. Kauj.

55, 17 prescribes its employment, along with many more of

a similar character, at the ceremony of investiture (upana-

yana)^ The seventh stanza, familiar in the Sa;;/hit^s and

the ritual, is employed at Kauj. 24, 32 on rising from sleep

during the 4grahdya«f, the spring-festival at the full-moon

of the month agrahdyawa, or mdrgarirsha. At Vait. Sii.

24, 4 it is spoken in stepping out of the bath (symbolic

application : as the sun rises from the celestial sea ; cf.

XI, 5, 26). Cf. also Kauj. 55, 15, note
; 58, 18, note, and

Ath. Parij. 43, i.

The hymn has been translated by Muir, Original San-

* Saya«a reads vinihrute, and glosses, kau/ilye nimitte ghosha^

vaimanasyanibandhand^ jabdd^ . . . utthitd mi bhftvan, yadvd

bahulajabdena tamo vivakshyale . . . vLreshe/ia stainyddikau/ilya-

nimitte bahule tamasi . . . ghoshd^ ma bh{^van.

' Cf. also ^dntikalpa 17, 18, which is quoted by Sayawa

erroneously as Nakshatrakalpa.
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skrit Texts, V, 443; GrilP, pp. 15, 18a ff. ; Henry, Le
livre VII de I'Atharva-v^da, pp. 20, 80 ff. Cf. also Ludwig,

Der Rigveda, III, 341.

Stanza 1.

Repeated with variants at V^^^. S. XXVII, 9 ; Maitr. S.

II, 12, 5; Tait. S. IV, i, 7, 4 ; Tait. Ar. X, 48 (Andhra-

version). Br^Tiaspati and Agni are here one and the

same divinity; see VI, 140, i, and Bergaigne, La Religion

V^dique, 1,300 ; III, 84. 174. Agni figures prominently in

the iyushya-hymns. See II, 28, 2 ; III, 11,4; 31, i. 6 ;

VIII, I, II.

Stanza 3.

Cf. VIII, I, I. 3. P^da b is a ^gati in the midst of

trish/ubh Paldas, as frequently elsewhere. Read ta^v. The
Anukramawi, bhuri^.

Stanza 4.

a, b. The Paippal^da reads, mk tvk prkuo hdsid yas tve

pravish/6 m^*p^no'vah4ya par^ gdt. For Pdda b, cf.

Maitr. S. I, 6, i (p. 86, 1. i) : Tait. S. V, 7, 9, i. PAda a is

a trish/ubh ; b a catalectic anush/ubh. The AnukramawJ,

ush;/ikgarbhd*rsht panktiA. Problematic attempts at cor-

rection are made by Grill and Henry.

Stanza 7.

Cf. RV. I, 150, 10, &c. See the index to v. Schroeder's

edition of the Maitr. S., and the introduction to the present

hymn.

VII, 56. Commentary to page 29.

A series of shallow therapeutical practices are prescribed

by Kauj. 32, 5-7, to wit : 5. * While reciting the hymn (the

patient is given to eat the sweetwood) mentioned in the

mantra^. 6. Natural mud, and mud from an ant-hill are

^ Cf. St. 2. Thus Kexava, ^yesljMtmadhu=yash/imadhu (cf. the

introduction to I, 34, and Kauj. 38, 17). Darila, madhMvipa,
* earth from a bee-hive ' (cf Kauj. 29, 10 in the note on V, 13, 7).
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pulverised, (sewed up in the skin of a living animal [freshly

slain] and fastened as an amulet upon the patient)^.

7. He is given to drink (yellow curcuma in ghee) ^.'

Stanza 5 is rubricated, along with sundry mantras against

serpents and other disturbing forces, at Kauj. 139, 8, in

the course of practices, preparatory to the study of the

Vedas.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 502; Grille pp. 5, 183 ff.; Henry, Le livre VH de

TAtharva-v^da, pp. 21, 82 ff. The Anukrama;/!, man-

troktavrw^ikadevatdkam.

Stanza 1.

For tiraskir^ and dsita, see the note on VI, 56, 2 ; for

pr/d^ku^ (cf. irapbakii, iropbaKi^y and 7rap5os), see Zimmer,

p. 94. Grill's sturdy attempt to determine the specific

character of the pr/ddku yields no acceptable result. The
meaning of kahkaparvan, * Scorpion *

(? S^ya^a, da;//.yaka-

vLreshit), can merely be conjectured. Ke^ava and the

Anukrama//! describe the entire charm as a cure for the

bite of scorpions, vr/V^ikabhaish^^am. The Paippaldda

has angaparva;/o. See kahkata, satindkahkata, and pra-

kankata, RV. I, 191, i. 7.

Stanza 2.

Cf. I, 34, I ; VIII, 7, 12 ; RV. I, 191, 10. 13. madhCIA,

i-TT. Xcy., is apparently made for the occasion (type vadhfi),

to ensure completer assonance with the preceding mddhu ;

the ordinary madhv? would be less agreeable. But the

Atharvan presents quite a list of such feminines ; see

Lanman, Noun-Inflection, pp. 402, 406.

^ Cf. Kauj. 26, 43, in the introduction to 11, 8. Ants especially

are a famous antidote against poison ; see the introduction to VI,

100, and cf. St. 7.

2 Thus according to Ddrila who refers to Kaor. 28, 4 (see the

introduction to IV, 6, also a charm against serpents).

' Saya«a, pardayati kutsitaw ^bdayati.
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Stanza 3.

a. For yito dash/dm, cf. the formulaic yato dash/a//,

Kau^. a8, 7 ; 32, 5 (see the note on V, 13, 4). The expres-

sion tr/pradawjfn suggests asutWp, RV. X, 14, la, &c.

;

Ludwig, * bitter-zanig.'

Stanza 4.

Ludwig suggests krinoti for kr/;/oshi, but this sort of

anacoluthon is common in the Atharvan. The appeal to

Brzhaspati is natural as soon as we substitute Brahmawas-

pati, and remember that brdhma is the ordinary Athar-

vanic word for *hymn.' Or, again, Brrhaspati, as the

companion and double of Indra and Agni, represents their

constant hostility towards all vicious forces. Skysina, refers

the stanza to the victim of the serpent : the contortions of

his body and face are supposed to be described in the first

hemistich, the cure in the second. Very plausible, but we
are cautioned by such an expression as vritrim vfparvam,

RV. I, 187, I, which is favourable to the construction of

vfparur as an epithet of the serpent.

Stanza 5.

In the Paippaiada these stanzas are wanting ; they have

the character of a production somewhat independent of the

preceding stanzas. To such a view also points the sepa-

rate quotation of this stanza (and the rest?) in the late

(parijish/a) chapter Kauj. 139 (see above, and cf. Kaujika,

Introduction, p. xxv ff.).

a. The Pet. Lexs. and Zimmer, p. 95, deal with ssLvkdta.

as a serpent. Grill and Henry as * scorpion.' The former

compares karka/a and karka/aka, * crab,* but more signifi-

cant seem to me to be karko/a and karko/akd, both of

which are mentioned as names of serpents. There is, how-

ever, in the mind of the Atharvan writer but little difference

between both kinds of vermin (cf. AV. XII, 1,46 ; 4, 9. 15),

and the description in the sequel favours the scorpion. Cf.

for the interchange of s and k, Kuhn's Zeitschrift, XXV,
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125, Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, May, 1886 (Journal, vol. xiii,

p. cxxi); see also Kuhn's Zeitschrift, XXIII, 94.

Stansa 6.

d. arbhaki (cf. put^adhf in st. 8) suggests forcibly the

kushumbha of II, 3a, 6; RV. I, 191, 15, and kumbha of

the Sima-veda Mantra-brihma;/a II, 7, 3. See the notes on

II, 32, 5. 6. Ludwig, simply *kleines;* Grill, * winziges

ding
;

' Henry * menu (dard)/

Stanza 7.

For the ants, cf. the introduction, and VI, 100 ; for

mayftryiA, RV. I, 191, 14, and Zimmer, p. 90.

VII, 64. Commentary to page 167.

At Kauj. 46, 47. 48 this hymn is recited while washing

oflf a person who has been struck by something dropped by

a black bird (crow, or the like). If he has been defiled ^

(by the mouth of the bird) a fire-brand is carried around

him. The two performances refer respectively to the two

stanzas of the hymn. Previous translations by Grill ^ pp.

41, 186 ; Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-v^da, pp. 25,

88 ; cf. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 88. * The Anukra-

mawi, mantroktadevatyam uta nairr/tam.

Stanza 1.

The PaippalAda in much the same sense, yad asm^t

kr/sh«ajakuner nishpatato na inaje. Henry's criticism of

the reading abhinishpatan of the text is over severe :

S&yawa, quite correctly, abhimukham . . . Sklramftrg^d

avapatan. The P4da is hyper-catalectic.

' The MSS. upamr/sh/am and apamr/sh/am. Kexava, apa-

mr/'sh/am. Sdya«a,avanmsh/am; cf. avSmnlcshat of the text. But

Sayawa in the quotation of Kaujika's text, apamn'sh/am.
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Stanza 2.

b. The Paippalida, mukhena nirr/te tava. The bird of

misfortune is identified with the goddess of misfortune

herself.

VII, 65. Commentary to page 72.

Employed at Kauj. 46, 49 as a purificatory charm for

cleansing one's self from evil deeds and defiling contact.

Fagots derived from the ap^mSrga-tree are placed into

a fire built of wood from the same tree. For the ap^m^rga,

see in general the introduction to IV, 17. Stanzas i, 2 are

rubricated in the kr/ty^gawa of the Gawam^l^, Ath. Pari^.

32, 2 (see Kauj. 39, 7, note). Cf also Ath. Partj. 19, 4«

Previous translations by GrilP, pp. 38, 186; Henry, Le
livre VII de TAtharva-v^da, pp. 25, 89. The Anukrama;/i,

ap^m&rgaviruddaivatam.

Stanza 1.

For pratiHnaphala, see IV, 19, 7, and the note on IV,

17, 2. S^yawa, agrdd ^rabhya phalasya mtilaparyantam

Atm^bhimukhaw sparjane kaw/akardhityadarjan^t prati^i-

naphalatvam. The second hemistich is nearly identical with

IV, 19, 7 c, d.

Stanza 2.

c. Sdya«a, vijvatomukha sarvata// prasr/ta.fcLkh^yukta.

Perhaps, however, * looking in every direction,' because the

fruit turns one way, the branches another. The epithet is,

too, of more general scope (fire and sun), and may refer to

watchfulness against hostile influences.

Stanza 3.

Befouling contact with deformed persons is a standard

subject in Vedic texts, and in the law-books : see Maitr.

S. IV, I, 9 (cf. the corresponding passages from the Kd/A.

S. and the Kapish/A. S.) ; Tait. Br. Ill, a, 8, 11 ; Apast.

Sr, IX, 12, II ; Apast. Dh. II, 5, 12, 22 ; Gaut. XV, 16

;

Vas. I, 18 ; cf. the introductions to VI, 112 and 113, and
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Delbriick, Die Indogermanischen Verwandtschaftsnamen,

p. 20I ff.

VII, 70. Commentary to page 90.

The following sorcery-practice (abhi^dra) is associated

with the present hymn (together with VI, 54) at Kauj. 48,

27-28. A counter-offering is made, hostile to the person

who has built a fire (for offering) ^ Chaff is offered by
means of a leaf of middling size *^. The offering of chaff is

the typical hostile sacrifice (Kau.f. 14, 15; 63, 7); the

sacrifice to the gods is thus frustrated by a sacrifice to

the Rakshas (see Ait. Br. II, 7, 1), who destroy the enemy
(cf St. 2, and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 295).

The hymn has been rendered by Ludwig, ibid., p. 374

;

GrilP, pp. 46, 187; Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-v^da,

pp. 26, 91. The Anukrama;/!, mantroktadevatyam uta

iyenadevatAkam (cf. st. 3). The hymn is largely identical

with the passage Tait. Br. II, 4, 2, 1 ff.

Stanza 3.

a. SAya;ia, mrj't)aidCitau ; the Pet Lex., Mr/tyu and

Nirr/ti. Possibly, Mitra and Varu;/a, the typical heavenly

rulers.

VII, 74. Commentary to page 18.

The hymn is tripartite, but no reason for the juxta-

position of sts. 3 and 4 with i and a can be found. Pro-

fessor Henry's suggestions regarding this matter (Le livre

VII de TAtharva-vdda, pp. 29, 95 ff.) are interesting. The
norm of the seventh book is a single stanza for each hymn
(cf. the quotations regarding this matter in the introduc-

tions to I, 12 and IV, 38), but, after all, some diaskeuastic

convenience must be at the bottom of the grouping.

> Cf. Tait. S. II, 2, 9, 4 ; Tait. Br. I, 7, 3, 7-

' Cf. madhyamaparwena, Maitr. S. I, 10, 20. The meaning of

the expression is uncertain.
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For the history of the interpretation of the apa>^it-hymns,

see the introduction to VI, 83 (cf. also VI, 25 and VII, 76).

The practice connected with this part of the hymn is

described at Kauj. 32, 8-10, to wit : 8. * With a bow made
of bamboo, which is ddrbhyCisha ^ (? cf. Kaor. 35, 28 in the

introduction to III, 25, and Kaujika, Introduction, p. li),

and has a bowstring made of black wool, with black arrows

that have bunches of wool (tied ?) to their points (the pus-

tules are hit), while the (two first stanzas of) the hymn are

being recited. 9. With the fourth stanza (?) ^ the bow is

brought near (the pustules) and they are hit (with the

arrows). 10. (The patient is then washed off at the time

when the stars fade away [at dawn] with water) which has

been warmed by quenching in it a burning bunch of wool ^.'

The arrow of bamboo in the practice symbolises the root

(found by) the divine sage in st. i ; the flake of black wool

embodies the statement in st. 2 d.

Stanza 1.

Cf. for the colours mentioned here, VI, 83, 2. 3, and

more generally I, 23 and 24.

* Sayawa, ddrbhdsha.

^ This can hardly be the fourth stanza of the present hymn, which

belongs to a totally different sphere. Kejava fuses VII, 74, i. 2

with VII, 76, I. 2, and thus obtains a hymn of four stanzas. As
extraordinary as this seems it may yet be true, and we may note

that VII, 76, I. 2 are also endowed with independent individuality,

being separated in the ritual from the remainder of the hymn. See

the introduction to VII, 76. But the matter is rendered uncertain

on account ofKauj. 31, 16, where we have apa^ita i susrasa iti, i.e.

the pratikas of VI, 83, and VII, 76, rubricated together. Ke^va's

hypothesis may be based upon a confusion of the two praiikas

apa^ita^ (VI, 83), and apa^iidm (VII, 74). Saya//a in his introduc-

tion to VII, 76 makes this very blunder, reading, apa^Wtam 5

susrasa^ for Kaujika's (31, 16) apa^ta i susrasa^.

' For the rendering of this Sdtra, see Kaur. 27, 29 in the intro-

duction to III, 7,
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B.

Stanza 3 is rubricated at Kaiu. 36, 25 along with VI, 18

and VII, 45; see the introduction to VI, 18 for the prac-

tices against jealousy.

C.

Stanza 4 is rubricated at Kaus. 1, 34; Vait. i, 13. He
who enters upon the performance of the new-moon and

full-moon sacrifices recites the stanza while placing faggts

upon the fire. Cf. also Ath. Parij. 10.

VII, 76. Commentary to page 17.

The hymn is tripartite, the first two parts being closely

related in subject matter. The third part (st. 6) appears

in this connection for reasons— perhaps diaskeuastic—
altogether obscure. The entire hymn has been rendered

by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 500 ; Henry, Le livre VII de

TAtharva-v^da, pp. 30, 97 ff.

A.

For the history of the interpretation of the apa^it-hymns,

see the introduction to VI, 83 (cf. also VI, 25 and VII, 74).

The practices connected with the first part of the hymn are

described at Kauj. 31, 16-17, where it is rubricated along

with VI, 83 : see the introduction to that hymn. S^ya;/a

blunderingly quotes the prattka at Kauj. 31, 16 as apa^it&m

(!for apa>&ita: VII, 74 for VI, 83); see the note to the

introduction to VII, 74, p. 558.

Stanza 1.

a. Our purely verbal translation savours of mere verbiage.

In Contributions, Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI,

324, we suggested, with a view to both metre and sense,

S. susrdso susrastari//, * they fall off more easily than the

easily falling one ' (i.e. they fall off most easily) ^ Professor

* Ludwig, * leichter sturzend als das leicht sttirzende.*
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Henry, 1. c, p. 97, very justly points out that this leaves & in

the air, and himself suggests, very ingeniously, & susrdso

*sisraso, * thou hast made fall those who fall easily.* This

makes good sense, and fills out the metre. Yet I am not

convinced : the first person asisrasam, or the third, asisrasat,

rather than the second person, asisrasaA, would be in accord-

ance with the ordinary tone of such incantations, and, after

all, the parallelism of each of the remaining three P^das

seems to demand an ablative dependent upon a compara-

tive. S&ya;ia reads isusrasaA, and glosses, susrasa// atyar-

tha;;^ sravantyaA sarvadd pCiy^disravawajil^ . . . isusrasaA

A samantdd nirava^esha/w srava;/ajild bhavantu. The Paip-

pal^da, ndmannasaz/i svaya;;;srasann asatibhyo vasattari!

For the sense in general, cf. Bhagavadgftd I, 30, ga«^/i«va

srsLmsdite hast^t.

e. The word sehu is quotable in addition only K^/A. S.

XXXIV, 12 (sehof kdi plihd >&a), where it obviously desig-

nates some part of the body. The Pet. Lexs., * a certain

dry substance ;
' Ludwig, * rosin.* Professor Henry makes

the Pdda over into arasdd arasdtard, but I cannot believe

that our lectio difficillima is at fault. The Hindus must

have associated dryness with this organ. Sayawa, schoA

sehm n^ma viprakir;/^vayavaA atyanta;« niAsAras tOll-

dirOpa//, apparently, ' a substance whose parts are scattered

exceedingly dry, having the form of cotton-wool, or the

like.'

Stansa 2.

o. vi^man, *a part of the body.' SAya;^a, 'genital

organs :
' vijeshewa ^yate apatyam atre«ti v(glm4 guhya-

pradeja^ K The Pet. Lexs., * members of the body which

are in pairs :
' this seems to be the meaning at 5at. Br. Ill,

6, 2, 1. Ludwig, * ankle.'

B.

For the nature of the disease ^y4nya, and the general

character of this charm, see Contributions, Second Series,

* Sdya/ia at RV. VII, 50, 2, (v^fiman pdrushi), vividha^nmani

parushi.
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1

Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, 320 ff. Ke^ava and S^yawa define

the disease as r^^ayakshma, identifying it with the ^y^nya
in the story told at Tait. S. II, 3, 5, 1-3. The practice

associated with this part of the hymn at Kau^. 32, 11 is

very obscure ; it seems to consist in tying on the patient an

amulet consisting of the string of a lute ; in tying on with

(this) string some other part of a lute (?) ; and tying on three

fragments of the viri;/a-plant (andropogon muricatus) that

have fallen down of themselves ^. I am tempted to regard

the ^y&ya as syphilis, etymologically either congenital

disease (root ^an), or venereal disease (^iy^, * woman ') ^
:

in that case the musical instruments may refer to the nautch-

girls, and the disease is cured homoeopathically (attractio

si milium) and symbolically by the realisation of their

presence by means of the amulets. Cf. in addition to the

renderings mentioned above, Kuhn in Zeitschrift fiir ver-

gleichende Sprachforschung, XIII, 155, and Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 377.

Stanza 8.

Cf. Contributions, Second Series, I. c, XI, 328 ff. ; Fourth

Series, 1. c, XII, 438 ff.
; Johansson, Indogermanische

Forschungen, II, 22 ; Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprach-

forschung, XXXII, 435 ff. Sclya;/a explains taltdyi as

follows, talid iti antikan^ma, antike bhavaw talidyam . . .

asthisamipagataw mkmsa,m. For n(r ^stam (Padap^///a,

nlA Sstam), which we correct to nfr dstham ^ Sdyawa reads

nirh^A tam (nirharatu). Shankar Pandit accepts this read-

' Sayawa condenses the performance as follows, vi«atantri-

^2aidzm vadyakha;/^aw jahkhakha;/d?az« vd sawpatya abhimanlrya

badhniydt.

* Cf. Henry, 1. c, p. 98. viriwa seems to allude to manhood.
' Instances of the stem astha-, in addition to those quoted in

Amer. Journ. Phil. XII, 438, are, sa te mSsthdt, for sa te md sthat in

Maitr. S. I, i, 2 (von Schroeder's edition). The expression means
* he shall not hurl at thee.' The same expression at Tait. Br. Ill,

2, 2, 8, and Apast. ^r. I, 4, 14. At Tait. Br. the formula is pro-

nounced ahi/wsayai, *in order to be exempt from injury.* This

favours the connection of astha- with the root as, * throw.*

[42] O O
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ing because S^ya;/a * has doubtless preserved the genuine

reading.* We can see nothing in this but an unusually

clever emendation, which, however, leaves in tam an awkward
remnant.

Stanza 4.

For the conception of the flight of disease to and from the

body, cf. RV. X, 97, 13 ; AV. VI, 83, i. 2, and Amer. Journ.

Phil. XI, 322-3. In the second hemistich we have emended

dkshitasya to dkshatasya on the strength of the Siitra and

its commentators (e.g. Kauj. 31, 11). S^ya«a, on the

other hand, reads sukshitasya for sukshatasya (akshitasya

^irak^livasthinarahitasya . . . sukshitasya >&irakdlam avasthi-

tasya). There can be no doubt that the indication of the

Siltra is to be preferred.

Stanza 6.

The ^^y^nya is here personified as an evil being, the

knowledge of whose nature or origin (perhaps with reference

to the story in Tait. S. II, 3, 5, 2) confers exemption from

his attacks. See the note on I, 2, i. Note the fourfold

alliteration in the first hemistich : it cannot be reproduced

in translation.

C.

For the ritual application of st. 6 (=RV. VI, 47, 6),

see Vait. Sil. 16, 14. In Pada c, & vr/shasva with double

entente, * manifest thy lusty strength
;

' cf. the common
formula, atra pitaro mddayadhvaw yath^bhclgam ^vr/shi-

yadhvam (Kaujika, Index C), with the same double meaning

starting from the opposite point of view.

VII, 83. Commentary to page 12.

At Kauj. 32, 14-15 a hut is built at a point of land

between two rivers that flow into one another ^, and in it

the dropsical patient is washed by means of bunches of
grass, and then rinsed off". For the meaning of the practice

see the introduction to I, 10. At Kaoy. 127, 4 the hymn is

^ Cf. Kauj. 18, 22.
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recited, more secondarily, while an offering is made from an

animal devoted to Varuwa (cf. SQ. 2) : the offering is part

of a performance for obviating the evil consequences of the

obscuration of the constellation, *the seven 7?/shis* (ursus

major), by a comet. Cf. also Vait. SO. 10, 22; Naksha-

trakalpa 14 ; Ath. Parij. 13, 3. The hymn is a mixtum

compositum ; st. a seems to belong originally to a different

sphere (see the note), and its bearing here is not at all clear.

The hymn has been rendered by Henry, Le livre VII de

I'Atharva-v^da, pp. 35, 104.

Stanza 2.

See V^^. S. VI, 22 ; Kdty. ^^r. VI, 10, 5 ; Tait. S. I, 3,

11,1; Tait. Br. II, 6, 6, 2 ; Maitr. S. Ill, 11, 10 ; A^v. 5r.

Ill, 6, 24; 5^hkh. ^^r. VIII, 12, n. The vulgates

emendation of dhlimno-dhdmno to damno-ddmno, as suit-

able as it is to the sense, is not supported by any of the

parallel passages. Mahidhara at Vci^. S. VI, 22 has much

the same thing in mind, when he says, yasmSd-yasmat

tvadiyap^jasamanvitdt sth^ndt^ All the parallel texts

read jdp^mahe for ia>&ima, and in some iti is wanting after

aghny^. P^da c seems to contain the expression of an

oath, or curse, which is regarded as sinful. According as iti

after aghny^ is read or omitted, it contains two oaths, or one

oath. The passage savours of the notion that it is impious

to take in vain the holy name of Varu;/a, or his waters.

Siyawa, he ^pa/i he aghnydA iti he varu;/a iti yad O^ima y^k

>&Aapav^kyam avo>&dma, yak ^//^pavdkyavay&anena pipam
^Ygiidim tasm^d api munkfti sawbandhaA . . . ato deva-

t^n^madheyakirtanarQpa.rapathakara«a^nitapdpdd asman
moitaya. Cf. also the glosses to V^^. S. and Tait. Br.

Stanza 3.

The stanza is repeated at RV. I, 24, 5 ; AV. XVIII, 4,

69 ; Maitr. S. I, 2, 18, &c. (see the index to the Maitr. S.).

Cf. also Vait. Sa. 28, 17 ; Ath. Pari.?. 17, 2.

^ Saya;ia here, sarvasmad rogasthdn&t.

002
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Stanza 4.

b. v4ru;/^ represents an awkward attempt to vary the

diction : it might be designated as a rhetorical uha or

vikara. The true completion of the expression requires

madhyam^.

VII, 115. Commentary to page 168.

The symbolic rites which attach themselves to this hymn
are described in Kauj. 18, i6-j8, to wit: 16. * Having
fastened a hook to the left leg of a raven, and a rice-cake to

the hook (the performing priest), while reciting AV. VII,

115, I, lets (the crow go) so that he does not return^.

17. Having put on a blue garment, having covered that

with a red one^ having wound about a white cloth (as

a turban), while reciting the second stanza of the hymn, he
sets down the turban by means of a hook, and with his left

hand casts it, together with the hook, into the water.

18. While reciting the third stanza of the hymn (he throws)

the covering ^ (red) garment (into the water) ; while reciting

the fourth stanza the (under, blue) garment* Cf. also

5antikalpa 4 ; Ath. Parij. 33, 3.

The hymn, which is related to I, i8, has been translated

* This part of the performance executes in practice the state-

ment in RV. X, 95, 14 where Purfiravas threatens to fly away with-

out returning, throwing himself into the lap of Nirmi, the goddess

of misfortune; cf. nirntyabhimukho in Kejava*s comment, and
andvr/tam iti prapdtanavijesha^am in Ddrila's, with the diction of

the RV. stanza. The black bird is fit to shoulder the evil (attractio

similium), as in AV. I, 22, i. 4; Kauj. 26, 18.

* For the colours blue and red, cf. the introduction to VII, 116;

the notes on IV, 17, 4 ; VIII, 8, 24; and Kauj. 32, 17; 40, 4;
48, 40. Cf. also nilalohita in the Pet. Lex., and Winternitz, Das
Altindische Hochzeitsrituell, pp. 6, 12, 23, 67.

' I now propose to read tr;*ttyayd>t^annam, i.e. tr/iiyaya d^Aan-

nam, instead oftr/tiyaya Mannam, in deference to ^^Mdy2L in SG. 1 7.

Even then the translation * covering garment' for i^^nnam is pro-

blematic, and based upon our interpretation of Kej'ava's comment.

It means naturally * the covered (blue garment).'
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by Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, 348 ; Ludwig, Der
Rigveda, III, 499 (cf. also 338); GrilF, pp. 41, 187 ff.

;

Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-v^da, pp. 45, 124. The
Anukramawi, s^vitraw ^itavedasam.

Stanza 2.

a. pataydldr is i^r. Xcy. Ludwig, * die zum fall bringende

(Lakshmi)
;

* but note the short a in the first syllable:

pitiyami in the RV. is the causative of pat, not patdy^mi,

which is a simple present.

Stanza 3.

Rubricated at Ath. Parij. 7.

a. The number 10 1 is regularly inauspicious, occurring

in connection with diseases, varieties of death, &c. ; cf. AV.
Ill, 9, 6 ; V, 1 8, 1 2 ; VIII, 2, 27 ; XI, 6, 16 ; XIX, 46, 5.

VII, 116. Commentary to page 4.

The chief interest of this charm against takman is its

reference to the ancient Hindu custom of quenching fire

—

here its representative the fever—by a frog. I have else-

where assembled from the Vedic writings a considerable

number of passages which become intelligible in the light

of this custom ; see my article entitled, * On a Vedic group

of charms for extinguishing fire by means of water-plants

and a frog,' Contributions, Second Series, Amer.Journ. Phil.

XI, 342 (24 of the reprint) ff.^ The r61e of the frog here

is distinctly the same, and is especially significant for the

identification of fire and fever which is indeed superficially

obvious in all the hymns and practices connected with the

takman. The quaint performance of the Kaujika-sQtra,

32, 17, is as follows: namo ruraye*ti ^akunin ive'shikA%-i-

tnsindxikafH nilalohitdbhydw siitrabhyA;« sakaksha;;^ bad-

dhva^, * while reciting AV. VII, 116, he does as in the case

' See also the introduction to VI, 106.

* Shankar Pandit's reproduction of this SGtra, in the introduction

to the hymn in S^ya«a's commentary, is decidedly free.
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of the birds, i. e. he ties a frog that has stripes like reeds

(upon his body) by means of a blue and a red thread by
the arm-pits (to a low couch upon which the patient is

made to recline, and besprinkles him).* In order to under-

stand this difficult SQtra we must follow the commentaries.

Ddrila says, jakuntn ive karoti, mantroktin^ adhastalpe

haritasCtrewa savya^ngh^su baddhve«ty ^divat, * He docs

as in the case of the birds, i.e., as in the performance

indicated in Kauj. 26, 1 8 with the words mantrokt^n adhas-

talpe, &c.' The practice in question centres about AV.
I, 22, a charm directed against jaundice. In the course of

it the patient is seated upon a couch beneath which the

yellow birds are tied with a yellow thread by their left

legs; then the patient is washed off, and his jaundice is

supposed to settle upon the yellow birds where, as it were,

it is naturally at home; see the introduction to I, 22. In

accordance with that performance, D^rila continues to

expand and explain the suggestion of the practice in Sfitra

32, 18, which is connected with the present hymn : ishike«va

rekhi yasya sa xshik^iigiA, tarn nilasCtrez/a ^ lohitena ka,

sOtre;/a saha kaksh^bhy^;;/ baddhvi .fakunin iva karoti, *he

who has a line like a reed he is a reed-marked (frog) ; him
he ties with a blue and a red thread by the arm-pits and

treats as he does the birds.* See also Ke^fava on the

passage, and cf. Kauj. 40, 4 ; 48, 40.

From all these statements it becomes clear that the fever

(DSrila, ^arabhaisha^yam) is washed from the patient

down upon the frog, but apparently with this difference,

that the birds—homoeopathically as it were—take up the

jaundice because they are themselves yellow, while the

frog, allopathically, quenches the fever (fire) of the patient,

' The MSS. of Darila read mantroktSn ; this appears in the

edition as mantroktam, because I did not know at the time that the

passage is a quotation of part of Kauj. 26, 18, which see.

* Cod. somewhat indistinctly titrtlasfttrewa, obviously for t^n

nilasiitrewa, and that again for tarn (sc. ma«(/tikam) ntlasiitrewa, the

plural idn being a corruption derived from the plural mantroktan

in 26, 18.
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being himself cold and moist. I would also draw attention

to RV. X, 166, 5, where in the course of a hostile charm

occurs the expression, S, vo mCrdhSnam akramim, adhas-

padSn ma lid vadata ma«^/flk4 ivo'dak^t, * I have stepped

upon your head ; from under my feet do ye speak up to me
like frogs from the water ^.' A touch of this idea also is

perhaps worked up symbolically in the present practice, and

even more clearly in the related performance at Kauj. 48, 40.

The combination of the colours blue and red is associated

everywhere with hostile witchcraft. In RV. X, 85, 28= AV.
XIV, I, 26 (cf. S&nkh. Grih. I, 12, 8 ; Apast. Gr/Ti. 1,5, 23)

the bridal garment polluted during the consummation is

spoken of as, nilalohitdw bhavati kr/ty^'saktfr vy ^^ate,
* blue and black it is ; the sorcery, the inherent (evil) ^ is

driven out.' In AV. IV, 17, 4 (see our note on that stanza)

a hostile charm is made in a blue-red vessel, and red and

blue threads are spread out against enemies in AV. VIII,

8, 24 (cf. Kauj. 16, 20). This sinister employment of red

and blue renders it unlikely that the use of the same colours

in German wedding-practices is in any way to be connected

with the Hindu conception; see Weber, Indische Studien,

V, 308, note 4 ; Winternitz, Das altindische Hochzeitsrituell

nach dem Apastambiya-Gr/TiyasCitra (Imperial Academy
of Vienna, voL xl), p. 67; Hillebrandt, Mitteilungen der

Schlesischen Gesellschaft fiir Volkskunde (1894-95), I, 39 ff.

Why, now, is blue and red fit for Hindu sorcery practices ?

Is nilalohita night and day ?

On the other hand it seems difficult to dissociate from

the present practice the Bohemian frog-charm which Groh-

mann, 1. c, reports as a cure against fever :
* In Bohemia the

practice is to cure chills and fever (kaltes fieber) by catching

a green frog at the time of the morning dews on the day

preceding that of St. George. This is sewn into a bag

which is hung about the neck of the patient without his

* Cf. the SOtra 26, 20 in connection with the jaundice cure,

vadata (sc. .rakunin) upasthdpayati, and Ke^ava's comment thereon.

* For dsaktf, see Ludwig's excellent remark, Der Rigveda, vol. v,

p. 398.
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knowing its contents. Then the patient must pronounce

the lord's prayer nine times on nine days before sunrise.

On the ninth day he must go with prayer to the river, cast

the bag into the water, and return home praying and without

turning his face.*

The hymn has been translated and expounded by Groh-

mann, 1. c, PP.3H6, 414; Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 381;

and Victor Henry, Le livre VII de TAtharva-v^da, pp. 45,

124. The hymn is quoted also as one of the takman^-

janagaf/a in the Gawamdl^, Ath. ParLr. 32, 7 (Kauj. 26,

1, note).

Stanza 1.

As the verse stands the first half is hopeless prose, and

yet the second half is a good ^agati-p^da. Henry, 1. c,

p. T25, makes the exceedingly ingenious and plausible

suggestion that the first half consisted originally also of

two^gati-p^das, and stood,

ndmo riirS^ya ^ydvandya dhr/sh«dve,

ndmo riirS^ya y^6dandya dhr/sh«ave.

These were then by a species of haplology^ fused, so as

to yield ndmo rOr^ya ^avan^ya ^6dan^ya dhrishnive.

Still we would not go as far as Henry himself does, and

make this reconstruction the basis of a translation, especially

as either the word ^yavanSya, or /'6dan^ya (more probably

the latter), might have entered the text as a gloss. The
expulsion of either yields a good ^agati-p^da, and the

tradition may at any rate be respected as long as it does

not interfere with good sense.

a. For riir^ya, see the note to V, 22, 10 a, and cf. I, 25, 4 ;

for >&6danSya, Shankar Pandit with S^ya/za and some MSS.
reads n6dandya.

b. pdrvakdmakr^tvane is obscure. The Pet. Lexs. trans-

late it, * alte wiinsche erfiillend ;
' Grohmann and Zimmer,

* nach altem tricbe thatig.' Grohmann supposes that the

* For haplology in Vedic Sanskrit, see the author in the

Proceedings of the American Oriental Society for 1893 (Journal,

vol. xvi, p. xxxiv).
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word refers to the periodicity of the attacks of fever. Henry
thinks that the word is to be divided as a compound into

p(irva-k§makr/tvan rather than pOrvak^ma-kr/tvan, and

accordingly translates, * qui, des temps immemorial, agit a

sa guise.' Sayawa, pArveshdm abhildshd//dw kartitre ^//ettre,

as if -kmvane were derived from root kr/t, * cut/ The com-

bination k5maw kar occurs'RV. X, 61, 6, k^maw krmvkn6
pitari yuvatySm, * when the father was satisfying his desire

on the young daughter' (cf. stanza 7), and this, when strictly

applied to the compound, might yield the result * having

formerly satisfied his (sexual) love,' i.e. 'the takmdn due

to (excessive) sexual intercourse.' According to Sujruta

sexual love (kdma) is one of the causes of fever (cf. Groh-

mann, p. 386, note). But we must not omit the comparison

ofthe(itself doubtful) word purvakr/tvari, XII, 1, 14 c, which

seems to mean * anticipating (wishes) by deeds.' The present

epithet may aim to conciliate the takman by extravagant

praise of this sort. I have, however, adopted the rather

non-committal rendering, * he who in the past fulfilled

desires.' This may refer to excesses, or to willingness.

Stanza 2.

For anyedyu>4 and ubhayadyuA, see the notes on I, 25, 4 a
;

for avrald//, the note on VI, 20, i c.

VIII, 1. COMMExVTARY TO PAGE 53.

This is an almost impassioned prayer for long life : the

heavenly powers, the vital principles, and the human being

for whom the prayer is made are implored alike to co-

operate in bringing about the result. In the ritual the

hymn figures therefore as an ^yushyam (sc. siiktam),

' a hymn that bestows long life
;

' accordingly it holds mem-
bership in the Syushyaga/za of the Ga;/am^U, Ath. Parij.

32, 4 (Kauj. 54, II, note ; cf. also 139, 7). At Kauj. 55, 17

it is employed in the course of the investiture of the young

Brahman with the holy cord ; at Kauj. 58, 3. 11 in certain

special ceremonies (br4hma«oktam, and r/shihastaA, SQ. 4)
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calculated to ensure longevity. Cf. also 5dntikalpa 23^;

Ath. Pam. 37, 2.

The hymn has been rendered by Muir, Original Sanskrit

Texts, V, 443 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda,III,495ff.; Henry,

Les Hvres VIII et IX de TAtharva-veda, pp. i, 35 ff.

Stanza 1.

The obeisance to death is in the nature of indemnification

for the loss of his victim. For Pdda b, cf. AV. VII, 53, 2-6 ;

for Pdda d, RV. X, 66, 2.

Stanza 2.

The expression s6mo awjum^n has a double meaning

that cannot be reproduced in translation. Soma (the moon)

with his rays, or soma (the plant) with its shoots. The
former meaning is likely to have been uppermost in the

mind of the writer who is here dealing with personified

gods. Cf. Hillebrandt, Soma, p. 300, note 3.

Stanza 6.

M. Henry points out very properly that Pddas a and c

allude to the sun : as the sun ascends, so shall the young
Brahman ascend to life, and mount the very chariot of the

sun, in order to reach the zenith of his life. S&yawa suggests

the senses and the body. In Pdda d SAya;/a has s^rvi^

for ^TviA in Shankar Pandit's MSS. (the same MSS. at

XIV, I, 21 also read^rvir for^fvrir). The sense with this

reading is quite as good as that in the text :
* then without

decaying thou shalt hold converse, &c.* The passage is

formulaic; cf. AV. XIV, i, 21; RV. X, 85, 27. For
viddtham, cf. the note on V, 20, 12.

Stanza 8.

The word ehi at the end of PAda c is metrically super-

fluous. SAya;/a seems to follow a redaction which does

not exhibit it, since he neglects to comment upon it.

' Cited erroneously, as usual, by Sdyawa as Nakshatrakalpa.
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1

Stanza 9.

a. Saya;/a does not comment upon preshitau, but supplies

(iti seshaJi) the verb bddhatdm. The word is at any rate

suspicious, being readily derivable from the language that

belongs to the myth of the two dogs (cf. RV. X, 1 4, ii b,

1 2 b). Henry, after stating the difficulty very clearly, changes

it to pishatAm, fairly similar in sound, but quotable only at

AV. IV, 6, 7, and not very suitable in meaning. We have

retained preshitau, and have supplied * go after ' (dnu ^ar,

RV. X, 14, 12 b) from sheer conservatism \ recognising,

however, quite clearly that the original text is disfigured by
reminiscences from the RV., and that some other word

is very likely to have been thrown out by the glossarial

preshitau.

3tanza 10.

Cf. the abhayaga//a of the Ga«amAlA» Ath. Parij. 32, 12,

excerpted in Kau^. 16, 8, note.

Stanza IL

Frequently rubricated in the Ath. Parirish/^s : 13, i
;

15; 17,1; 18 2, I. 13. The fires in the waters are the

lightning in the clouds; cf. RV. VI 1 1, 43, 9, and the parallel

versions.

Stanza 13.

The adjectives and participles are momentarily per-

sonified in the manner of Roman divinities like Fabulinus,

Edusa, Potina, and the like. Bodha and Pratibodha, Asva-

pna and Gagrm are said to be ^/shis at AV. V, 30, 10,

and Sdya«a here speaks of all six personifications as

y?/shis.

Stanza 16.

Bohtlingk's lexicon, Whitney in the Index Verborum, and

S^ya«a (glossing the word by sawmod^ya) propose saw-

mude for samiide. As natural as this correction seems, it

is nevertheless not unavoidable : samiid in the sense of

^ The Paippalada has the same word, preshitau.
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* conversation ' makes excellent sense in the light of st. 6d
and VIII, 2, 3d. The word in either form is &tt. Acy.

Stanza 16.

a. Siya;/a renders ^mbhaA sawhanur by ' the Asura

Cambha with shut teeth \* and it may be that nothing

more specific than some such folk-lore notion is contained

in the word. See, however, our full discussion of the word

at AV. II, 4, 2. Ludwig, * der zahn mit den kiefern.*

b. The rendering of the expression m^^ihv^ (Padapi/Aa,

gihvS, Si) barhfA is mere guess-work. It would seem as though

the words at any rate depicted some evil influence, parallel

with ^mbhd and tamas in Pdda a S^ya;/a, barhir iva

iy^mavist^ropet^ uhyamdnd ^ihvA rakshaAprabhr/teA ssitn-

bandhini, * the tongue of the Rakshas, or the like, spread

wide as the sacrificial straw/ Ludwig suggests, ^hvd
&barhi//, *nicht (soil) die zunge an sich reissen.' Henry,
* the tongue (of the fire) shall not gain hold of the barhis

(but only of the libation) *—an unexpected ritual statement,

unlikely in this connection, aside from the difficulty of sup-

plying a fitting verb with the preposition &. The verb that

is required is vidat (Pdda a). Our rendering is based upon

a compound ^ihvd-dbarhiA : see the root 1. barh with A.

Non liquet.

Stanza 19.

For Pada b, cf.VIII, 2, 4 ; for c, d, Contributions, Second

Series, Amer. Joura Phil. XI, 336 ff.

Stanza 20.

The stanza recurs with variants at RV. X, 161, 5, and
AV. XX, 96, 10.

Stanza 21.

Saya;/a glosses vy 4v^t with vyau>&Mat, thus obviously

deriving the word from the root vas, * shine.' An extra-

ordinary instance of grammatical insight in the midst of

^ He offers also alternately, sazwhatahanur ^mblia^ asthtUadanto

md vindatu . . . bhaksayitum.
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numberless inaptitudes. Whitney, in the Index Verborum,

doubtfully suggests the same correct derivation.

VIII, 2. Commentary to page 55.

This hymn, like the preceding, is a prolonged prayer

designed to ensure long life (^yushyam), and, accordingly,

it is employed in the ritual on all occasions that demand
the use of VIII, 1. But the last stanza (28) adds a special

feature to the present hymn which it does not share with

the preceding. From this it appears that the life-bestowing

element which the poet has in mind is (an amulet of) the

putudru-tree ^, and, accordingly, the hymn is employed

independently, at Kauj. 58, 14 ff., in the ceremony of

giving a name to a child (n^makara;^a) : (the child is placed

upon the lap of the mother) and an uninterrupted stream

of water (avi^>4innam ; cf d/^Aidyam^nam in st. i b) is turned

upon it. Then an amulet derived from the p{itudru-tree is

fastened upon it, and it is given drink. Individual stanzas

of the hymn are employed in other ceremonies connected

with the sacramental moments (sawskdra) in the child's

life: they will be noted below. Cf. also 5dntikalpa 17.

19. 23.

The hymn has been translated by Muir, Original Sanskrit

Texts, V, 447 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 496 ff. ; Henry,

Les livres VIII et IX de I'Atharva-v^da, pp. 4, 39 ff.

Stanza 1.

a. Shankar Pandit's MSS., and Sdya;/a, read jniish/im

for jnish/im of the vuIgate (cf. the note on III, 30, 7).

S^LyanB, glosses, .ynush/im prasnutim . . . upakramasva . . .

yadvd kum^rasya haste avi^Ainn^m udakadhirdw ninayed

(cf. Kauj., above) . . . tasya jnush/im. All this can only

mean, insipidly, 'take hold of this heap of immortality

* The Atharvanists gloss the word with devaddru (pinus deodora)

;

so also the gloss at Apast. Sr. VII, 5, 6. The Aiharvawiya-

paddhati at Kauj. 58, 15, jala (vatica robusta). Cf. also p^itadru

and pitudaru in the lexicons.
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(amr/ta) ;' but our own rendering (cf. VIII, i, 7. 8) is pro-

blematic. The Pet. Lex. (s.v. jriish/i), 'fasse vertrauen zum

nichtsterben;' Muir, 'this boon of immortality;' Ludwig

and Henry, *this composition about immortality.' None

of these renderings do justice to the meaning of jnishri.

Stanza 6.

For the character of the epithets in this stanza, see the

notes on VIII, 7, 6 ; XIX, 39, a.

Stanza 9.

The second hemistich occurs in a different connection at

Kauj. 97, 6, in a practice destined to restore peace in a

quarrelling family. For Pdda d, cf. RV. X, 18, 4.

Stanza 11.

b. For£^xS.m mrttyutn I read ^r^mr/tyum ; cf. II, 13, 2
;

a8, a. 4.
Stanza 12.

This and the following stanza are again employed in

a general way in course of the practices at Kauj. 97, 3 ; cf.

the note on st 9. See also 54ntikalpa 15.

Stanza 14.

Employed variously in the practices connected with

childhood and youth : at the nir;/aya;/a, the ceremony of

taking the child out of the house for the first time, Kauj.

58, 18 ; at the >&Cl^^kara;/a, *the making of the crest,' Kauj.

54, 17 ; cf. also the Paddhatis in the note on Kauj. 58, 17.

For abhijrfyau, cf. Bergaigne, fitudes sur le lexique du
Rig-v^da, p. 108 ff. ; Pischel, Vedische Studien, I, 53 ff.

Sdya//a reads adhljTiyau (prdptajrike jriprade 3t4m).

Stanza 16.

Cf. Kauj. 58, 17 ; Vait. SQ. 10, 6 ; Ath. Party. 33, 4.

Stanza 17.

See Kauj. 53, 19 (godana)
; 55, 3 (upanayana) ; and also

the Paddhatis at Kauj. 58, 17. Cf. AV. VI, 68.
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Stanza 18.

Employed at the annaprajana, the ceremony at which

the child is given solid food for the first time, Kauj. 58, 19;

of. also 58, 17, note. For bal&a, see the note on V, 22, 11.

Stanza 20.

See KaiLf. 58, ao, and cf. 58, 17, note. Also Ath. PanV.

4, 4. For imim me, cf. AV. I, 10, ad; VIII, 2, 20 d.

Stanza 22.

See Kauj. 58, 21, and cf. 58, 19, note.

VIII, 5. Commentary to page 79.

The hymn is addressed to an amulet made of the srak-

tya-tree, defined by the commentators with great unanimity

as the tilaka-tree (clerodendrum phlomoides). A briefer

hymn, II, 11, is addressed to the same amulet. The appli-

cation of both in the ritual is of the general sort, and does

not cast light upon the special properties of the tree, that

fitted it for such use. Some etymological allusion, or

other, is likely to have been considered in its application,

perhaps a punning derivation, more or less vague, from

srakti, ' corner,' 1. e. ' bristling.* Cf. for the sr^ktya-amulet

in general, Seven Hymns of the Atharva-veda, Amer.

Journ. Phil. VII, p. 477 ff-

The hymn is rubricated at Kauj. 19, 22 among the

push/ikarm^;/i, * rites which beget prosperity ^* along with

a list of others devoted to amulets. Nothing is prescribed

there except the orthodox tying on of the amulet in

accordance with the general rule laid down in the Pari-

bh^sh^-sCltra 7, 19. At Kauj. 39, 7 it is treated along

with a list designed to repel witchcraft : see the introduc-

tion to IV, 17; cf. also Kejava at Kauj. 47, 9. Stanzas

* The Aiharva«tya-paddhali at Kaur. 19, i mentions it in a long

list of push/ikd mantraii.
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1 8 and 19 are catalogued (Kauj. 25, 36, note) in the svas-

tyayanaga;/a (' stanzas productive of welfare ') of the Ga;/a-

mdld, Ath. Parij. 32, 11 ; st. 22 in the first of the two

abhayagawa, * stanzas that procure freedom from danger,'

Ath. Parij. 32, 12 ; see Kauj. 16, 8, note. Cf. also 5^nti-

kalpa 19^; Ath. Parij. 6, i.

The hymn has been rendered by Henry, Les livres VIII

et IX de I'Atharva-v^da, pp. 14, 50 ff.

Stanza 1.

In the prose literature (e.g. 5at. Br. VII, 4, i, 33) prati-

sara is * amulet.' Its literal meaning is 'going against,

attacking/ and so it is ordinarily to be rendered. S^yawa,

*he that practises sorcery him it attacks.' In II, 11, 2 it is

used synonymously with pratyabhi^dra;/a. Cf. also the

note on IV, 17, 2. The Pet. Lex. and Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, explain the word in a different, it seems to me,

erroneous way.

Stanza 3.

In Pdda c, either uhh6 or im^ is metrically superfluous
;

the former, perhaps, is to be thrown out.

Stanza 4.

The term prativartd occurs only in this hymn (4 and 16).

The Pet. Lex. renders it by ' in sich zuriicklaufend
;

'

Zimmer, I.e., by 'cord;* Henry, 'knot' Without doubt

the word is closely synonymous with pratisara in the sense

of ' assailing.* Sclya;/a, pratimukha;« vartayaty anena.

Stanza 9.

For the connection of the name Ahgiras with unholy

(dhgirasa=4bhi^drika) practices, see the notes on XI, 4,

J 6, and X, 1,6, and the introduction to this volume. For
P^da f, cf. VIII, 7, 15, and note the strained alliteration

between navatfm and ndvySA. So also X, i, 16.

* Cited erroneously by Sdyawa as Nakshatrakalpa.
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Stanza 11.

The first three Pddas are repeated at XIX, 39, 4. In

Fida e, Sdya/za has pratispij"inam (abhi>fearataA prati-

mukha/;/ Mdhakam, ' striking against the sorcerers '). The
MSS. read dntitam ; the vuIgate and the Index Verborum

anti tdm. S^ya;/a offers both alternatives, antitam atyan-

tasa;//nihitam, athav^ tarn . . . dvesh/aram anti antike

avidSma. Perhaps antikam is to be substituted in the

text for dntitam. S^yawa understands the passage as

follows :
' Him (the enemy) that we did seek, we have

found lurking near by.' But see Tait. S. V, /, 3, i, where

pratispa^A surely means * guarding;' cf. also AV. VII,

Stanza 14.

For Karyapa, see the note on IV, 20, 7. In Pslda d,

Siya//a reads sawjresha;ze and glosses ' in the battle which

causes close contact (sawjleshawa) with one another/

Whether we accept this sensible emendation, or not, the

meaning is clear.

Stanza 16.

P^da a may be improved into an anush/ubh by throwing

out the first yds tv4. The dikshSA and the ydignih here

referred to are of course unholy (ibhi>^drika) ; cf. X, i, 11,

and Kejava at Kauj. 47, la. 14-16. S^ya«a, diksh^bhiA

ya^f^iyair vAgyamanAdiniyamavijeshaiA . . . yzgiidAk hiwsA-

sddhanaiA jyeneshvddibhir ^ ykgzxh. The two hemistichs

are loosely correlated (anacoluthon) : we should expect m^
for tv4 in P&das a, b.

Stanza 17.

Cf. Tait. S. V, 7, 3, I ; RV. X, 171, 4.

Stanza 18.

The first hemistich is repeated at XIX, 20, 4 a, b.

* The jyeneshu seems to be a witchcraft practice, otherwise

unknown. The Ahgirasakalpa, if it ever turns up, is likely to

furnish the necessary information.

[42] P p
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Stanza 20.

c, d. The passage is highly metaphorical. According to

V'dnk. Br. XIII, 9, 17, methf (methy) is the post to which

cattle is fastened with a rope (r^^^). The amulet with its

cord (cf. II, 4, 5) seems to be likened to it: the tertium

comparationis is the protective quality of each. As the

cattle is secure when attached to the post, thus the pre-

sence of the amulet affords security. Possibly the passage

is derived secondarily from a different practice and a dif-

ferent sphere of conceptions.

Stanza 22.

Cf. RV. X, 152, 2, almost identical with this stanza.

VIII, 7. Commentary to page 41.

This compilation of stanzas in diverse metres, in praise

of the curative qualities of plants, is analogous to the so-

called oshadhi-stuti, RV. X, 97 ;^ Maitr. S. II, 7, 13 ; Tait.

S. IV, 2, 6; Vi^. S. XII, 75-96^ Its employment in the

ritual is as a universal remedy (sarvabhaisha^yam). At
Kau^. 26, 33 it is rubricated along with five other hymns
in a series (ga;/a) which is styled ga;/akarmdga//a (!) in the

Ga;/am^ld, Ath. Parly. 32, 24. Its particular function is

indicated at Kslus, 26, 40: while it is being recited an

amulet consisting of chips from ten kinds of (holy) wood,

described at Kslus. 27, 5 in connection with AV. II, 9 (cf.

also Kau^y. 13, 5), is fastened upon the patient. See the

introduction to II, 9. At Vait. S(i. 30, 6, similarly, the

hymn is employed while the curative surd (spirituous

liquor) for the sautrdma//i-ceremony is being mixed with

herbs. Cf. Contributions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or.

Soc. XV, 153-154; Oldenberg, Nachrichten von der Konig-

lichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, 1893,

no. 9, p. 342 ff. ; Weber, Rd^sdya, p. 100 ff.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 504 ff. ; Henry, Les livres VIII et IX de TAtharva-

veda, pp. 20, 58 ff.
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Stanza 2.

c, d- Cf. Ill, 9, 1 and III, 23, 6 a, b, with which this hemi-

stich coincides word for word. The ocean represents both

the heavenly and terrestrial waters, from which the plants

derive their nourishment and origin.

Stanza 4.

Cf. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 57. I agree with

Professor Henry in assuming that no systematisation,

however rudimentary, is intended : salient qualities are

embalmed in epitheta ornantia. The same scholar's ren-

dering of a;;/.mmatiA, * pourvues de sue, pourvues de soma,'

is strained.

Stanza 6.

For arundhatf, see the introduction to IV, 12. The first

hemistich also at VIII, 2, 6: cf. VI, 59, 3 ; XIX, 39, 2. 3,

and see the notes on the last-mentioned two stanzas.

Professor Henry's explanation of nagha in nagh^risham

as=agha, *evil,' will probably appear unnecessary in the

light of these notes. The solitary form pushySm is sus-

picious, since the MSS. confuse the syllables shya and shpa

hopelessly ; cf. st. 27, and the note on V, 4, 4.

Stanza 9.

This is an especial appeal to aquatic plants, the avaka

being the most characteristic representative of that class

;

cf. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 71; Contributions,

Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, 349 fif.

Stanza 10.

In P^da d, kr/tya- in the vulgate is a misprint for

krAya-. For balisa, see the note on V, 22, 11.

Stanza 11.

Rare herbs were doubtless bought, and brought from

a distance. The word * village ' is characteristic, as being

P p 2
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the proper scene of Atharvanic performances ; cf. IV, 36,

7 ; IX, 5, 19 ; XVIII, 2, 27 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 28.

Stanza 12.

d. g6-purogavam does not differ materially from expres-

sions like gav-^di, and the like. The Pet. Lexicons, *die

Kuh zum Anfuhrer habend,' and Henry's, * (la nourriture)

k laquelle preside la vache,' are rather too literal and

pregnant ; they miss, perhaps, the idiomatic force of the

expression.

Stanza 16.

d. Cf. I, 8, I ; VI, 113, 2 ; VIII, 5, 9. The flowing water

of the running stream shall carry them off.

Stanza 16.

For a, b, cf. I, 10, 4; VIII, 2, 27, and our note on the

first of these passages. Agni Vaijvinara seems to repre-

sent here the funeral fire. It would be convenient to read

(with Henry) the vocative oshadhayo for the nominative.

Ludwig construes mumuMn^A as passive, * losgegeben von

Agni Vaijv^nara.* But on what occasion does Agni confine

the plants ?

Stanza 17.

Cf St. 24 ; VIII, 5, 9 ; XIX, 39, 5, and especially our

note on XI, 4, 16. But it is questionable whether dngi-

rsLSi/i is to be taken here in its ritualistic sense= ^bhi>f'd-

rika, * pertaining to witchcraft.'

Stanza 23.

Cf. I, 24, I ; II, 27, 2 ; V, 14, I, and the notes on the

passages, for this and the following stanza. It is rather

curious to find the serpents and their old time enemy the

ichneumon (cf. VI, 139, 5) peacefully together, as dis-

coverers of remedies. But the serpents here are mythic,

not the poisonous individuals.

Stanza 24.

b. raghd/o is in. Xty, The Pet. Lex. suggests plausibly

raghavo, * swift.* The flight of the heavenly eagle who
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1

robs the Soma, results in the growth of the par«a-tree ; cf.

Ad. Kuhn, Die Herabkunft des Feuers (index s. v. parwa).

The eagle might therefore be said to be acquainted with

the par;/a-tree. But the passages cited in the preceding

note show that the keen sight of certain birds of prey fits

them, in the mind of the poet, for the task of finding the

rare and secreted plants.

Stanza 26.

a, b. The human physicians in contrast from the divine

doctors, Rudra, the A.rvins, Sarasvati, &c.

Stanza 27.

Cf. the Atharva;/iya-paddhati and Da^a KarmA;/i in the

note on Kauj. 36, 5.

a, b. Cf. RV. X, 97, 3 ; Maitr. S. II, 7, 13 (93, 5) ; Tait. S.

IV, 2, 6, I ; V^. S. XII. 77.

c. Ludwig renders saw/mdtaraA by * vereinte mutter ;

*

Henry proposes to read sam mdtara//, as previously in AV.
XIII, 2, 13 (see his Les Hymnes Rohitas, pp. 10 and 40),

a very doubtful passage. The plants are called mothers,

RV. X, 97, 4 ; Maitr. S. II, 7, 13 (93, 6) ; Tait. S. IV, 2, 6,

1 ; V^g. S. XII, 77, but the word sawmeltard (dual) stands

unquestioned at Maitr. S. II, 5, 4 (52, 1). I think that the

text is to be sustained by all means : the sense is excellent.

The plants, as though calves sucking the same mother,

shall each yield the same sap, that heals disease ; cf. RV.
VII, 101, I, where duhre (as duhrdm here) is middle, not

passive.

Stanza 28.

Cf. RV. X, 97, 16. I have translated pd^^araldd, &c.,

by * from a depth of five fathoms,' &c. This is not a little

insipid. Perhaps, after all, Ludwig is correct :
* from him

that wields five arrows,' &c. Cf. Sk. pa«>&ajara, ' he who
has five arrows,' as an epithet of Kdma.—devakilbishfit,

* sin against the gods,' or, perhaps, * sin committed by the

gods.' This is conceived as being passed off (wiped off) on

men. See VI, iii, 3; the introduction to VI, 112 and
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113; and Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, May, 1894 (Journ., vol.

xvi, p. cxix ff.). Cf. especially Apast. 5r. XIII, 17, 9;

Tsink. Br. I, 6, 10.

VIII, 8. Commentary to page 117.

This battle-song deals especially with the obstacles that

are placed in the way of an advancing enemy. Traps and

nets are constructed to capture and destroy : see stanzas

5 ff. The Kaujika, 16, 9-20, rubricates a number of the

stanzas among the practices of the king (r^^karmdwi,

chapters 14-17), to wit: 16, 9. 'With stanza i (or rather

the entire hymn) the fire is churned. 10. With stanza 2

a rotten rope is put down (upon the fire-place). 11. The fire

is churned with (two sticks, one of) ajvattha-wood, (the

other of) badhaka-wood ^. 1 2. With PAdas c, d of stanza

2 the smoke of the fire is addressed. 13. With the same
two Pddas, beginning at the word agni, the fire (is

addressed). 14. Upon this fire (which is removed) into

the forest, sticks of wood that destroy enemies, namely,

a^-attha, badhaka, ta^dbhahga, ihva, khadira, and jara 2,

are placed. 15. The snares mentioned (in Kauj. 14, 28 :

they are prepared of bhahgd, " hemp " [bha«^, " break ! "],

and mu«^, "reed '*) are cast. 16. Hammers made out of

a^vattha-wood, and nets of hemp are placed. 17. (Also)

staffs of badhaka-wood (bddh, " oppress ! "). 18. With the

exclamation, " Hail to these here " (st. 24 c), an offering is

made for the friends (one's own army). 19. With the

exclamation, " Perdition to those yonder " (ibid.), an offering

is made, with the left band, of ingirfa-butter -^ into fire built

out of badhaka-wood. 20. To the north of the fire a

* The symbolism of these acts is clear : the stench of the old

rope (Ddrila, girmr^ggii) in the fire, and the etymological qualities

of the two kinds of wood, delineated in st. 3, shall operate against

the enemy, each in its own way.

' For the real and symbolic meanings of these names, see the

notes on sts. 3-5.

' ihgi^a is the typical substance that takes the place of ghee

(a^^a) in hostile practices. See the Paribhdsha-siitra, Kauj. 47, 3.
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branch of red ajvattha is fixed (in the ground), enveloped

with a blue and a red thread, and then removed to the

south while stanza 24 d is being recited ^' The entire

practice is redolent of fierce hostility: cf. in general the

introduction (paribh^hA) to the 4bhiHrika (witchcraft)

practices in Kaor. 47, 1 ff.

The hymn has been rendered by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 527 ff. ; Henry, Les livres VIII et IX de TAtharva-

v^a, pp. 23, 61 ff. Cf. also Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts,

V, pp. 87, 405, note.

Stanza 1.

The root manth is employed in connection with Indra's

feats only on the occasion of his churning the head of the

demon Namu>&i : the present statement is doubtless a

reminiscence of that performance. See Contributions,

Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 156 ff. The
SOtra, however, takes manth in its more common sense of

churning a fire, and embodies it in a corresponding per-

formance on the part of the ritualist : see the introduction

above.

Stanza 2.

It may be reasonably doubted whether the ritual, which

takes phtirsLg-^ in its literal and etymological sense (Kauj.

16, 10, above), has fathomed the meaning of the word.

But it is a reasonable construction, and we are, for the

present, driven to accept it. In the second hemistich

amftr^ is metrically superfluous : it may readily have crept

in as a gloss from st. i d.

Stanza 3.

The plants are chosen with reference to the punning

etymologies that may be extracted from them. Even the

juxtaposition of ajvattha and srinihi is intentional. For

t4§4dbhihga, see Kaujika, Introduction, p. xliv. Its pro-

blematic accentuation (Padapd/Aa, ti^dbhanga//) is prob-

' For the blue and the red threads, see tlie note on the stanza.
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ably to be changed to t^^dbhahga (cf. Kslus. 16, 14). Ety-

mologically the word means * breaking suddenly.* The plant

vadhaka, badhaka (also v^dhaka, b^dhaka) is defined by
the commentators as girimala, girimdlaka, kr^mimdlaka,

karim^laka, itself of unknown meaning ; see Kaujika,

Introduction, p. xliv, and Pet. Lex., s. v. bddhaka 2.

Stanza 4.

a. The Pet Lex., s. v. parushd 2) a, endorsed by Henry,

renders * may the reed turn them into reeds/ i. e. make
them fragile as reeds. This is rendered very doubtful,

because parushd does not elsewhere mean * reed/ and

because D4rila at Kslus. 16, 14 renders ^hva by pallfa.

Ludwig, having at the time no access to the SOtra, renders

* diser rauhen feinde schlachtruf mach er heiser,* which

seems to us intrinsically and grammatically impossible. If

any one should be sceptical about dhva in the list of fire-

woods, Kauj. 16, 14, the passage would then have to be

rendered * may (our) disjointed cry render the enemies

disjointed/ or something similar. The Pdda is hypermetric,

but Henry's suggestion that parush4hvdA in the sense of
* parusha (reed) by name ' is a gloss, deprives the passage

of its subject, and its best point.

Stanza 6.

d. Geldner, Vedische Studien, I, 140, renders ap^vapat

by * hat gefischt.' This is excellent sense, as far as the

present passage is concerned, but conflicts with the natural

etymology and the clearest instances of the occurrence of

the word: AV. XIX, ^6, 4 (S^ya«a, apavapatu nlrayatu)
;

Tait. S. Ill, 3, 7, 3.

Stanza 7.

The second hemistich is hypermetric. Professor Henry
proposes to eliminate jatdm ^ and ddsyOn&m, leaving per-

fect metre. Unfortunately such corrections suggest them-

* The word does not appear in the quotation of the stanza^

Muir, I.e., p. 87.
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selves so frequently as to render one another nugatory.

An uneasy sense is left that we all know how to make
better verse-lines than those that have somehow got to

be in vogue among the Atharvan writers; carried out to

its full consequences this would eliminate one of the more

marked peculiarities that render the Atharvan what it is.

Doubtless the present translator has at times fallen into

the same error.

Stanza 11.

Cf. XI, a, 19, where the matyim is also Bhava*s weapon.

Ludwig, here, *entschluss (satyam?)* but at XI, a, 19

(P- 55^) ' erfindung.'

Stanza 12.

For the S^dhyas, see Weber, Indische Studien, IX, 6 ff.

;

Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, P, 10, note.

Stanzas 14, 16.

The first hemistich of st. 14 is repeated at XI, 9, 24

;

see the note there. With it goes J 5 a, b, as the second

hemistich of XI, 9, 24. The phrases are formulaic, being

worked over into prose form at Kau.r. 73, 5. In 15 b the

pu^ya^nfi// are the sukr/ta//, * pious deceased,' who enjoy

themselves with Yama and the Fathers. Cf. Journ. Amer.

Or. Soc. XVI, 27.

Stanza 16.

d. The meaning of kfl/am is not altogether certain. The
Pet. Lexs., Ludwig, and Henry, * horn ;

* this is unlikely

because of Kau.r. 16, 16: horns of a.rvattha-wood would

be very strange. Geldner, Vedische Studien, I, 139, ren-

ders it by trap, which is tempting on account of the seem-

ing parallelism of the two halves of the stanza. This is the

rendering I had in mind in the treatment of the expression

In^atthdni kO/dni in Kauj. 16, 16. D^rila says unintel-

ligibly, kO/a;« khddandm, and my comparison of the word

khad4 (according to Ddrila at Kauj. 38, 7 = svabh^v£\^a>4

garta^, *a natural cavity') was undertaken in the belief

that the word meant something like ' pitfall.' But now
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I prefer to rely upon the expression, tasya na kQ/ena

praghnanti in 5at. Br. Ill, 8, i, 15 (cf. also Ait. Br. VI,

24, 12), rather than the general parallelism. Cf. Contri-

butions, Sixth Series, Zeitschr. d. Deustch. Morgenl. Ge-

sellsch. XLVIII, 546 ff.

Stansa 17.

o. The Pet. Lexs. take pHsnih&huA as an independent

noun, * a certain mythical being.* But fanciful colours are

attributed with great predilection to Rudra and all his

forms (see the introduction to XI, 2). Cf. the epithet

'gold-armed* in the 5atarudriya, Vi^. S. XVI, 17, and in

general Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, IV^ p. 322 ff.

I have taken the word with ^drva (nominative with voca-

tive) : cf. RV. IV, 50, 10.

Stanza 18.

a. For 6sham of the edition the MSS. present &ham.
In the Index Verborum, p. 383, 1. i, the word is still

further corrected to oshdm, 'quickly.' This leaves the

genitive mr/ty6r without governing word, and we have

supplied * fetter,' according to well-known parallels (mr/ty6r

pSjam ?). One may also think of oshdm in the sense of
* fire, agony * (of death).

o. Our translation of akshu is little more than a guess. It

seems hard to acquiesce in Geldner's proposition (endorsed

. by Henry), Vedische Studien, I, 136, that akshu means
* pole' (cf sts. 5, 12), as long as this involves a 'thousand-

eyed pole' in AV. IX, 3, 8 (see the note there). However
salient a pole may be in the construction of a house, the

epithet sahasrdkshd is decidedly far-fetched. Further, we
should expect the reverse order in the compound (^lAkshd),

since the poles are accessory in their rdle of supporters of

the net ^ Non liquet.

Stanza 21.

The second hemistich recurs at VI, 32, 3 (see the note

there); cf. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 181. Perhaps

^ The word is not mentioned in Goldstticker's Sanskrit Lexicon.
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Ludwig's simple rendering of gnktSirRm, ' der sie kennt/ is

preferable.

Stanza 22.

The remainder of the hymn is prose in the style of the

Br^hma/fas. The stanza is rubricated along with a number

of others at Kau^. 15, 11 : the king and his charioteer are

made to step upon the war-chariot, preparatory to battle.

The renderings are necessarily problematic, owing to want

of knowledge of the real properties of the chariot (cf.

Zimmer, p. 251): the pdkshasi which are compared with

heaven and earth are themselves equal to r6dasi, * the two

hemispheres,' an allusion doubtless intentional. For pdri-

rathyam I have followed Nilaka«///a's gloss to parirathyd,

Mahdbh.VIII, 1487, a very reasonable rendering. Ludwig,
* wagenrand.'

Stanza 24.

Cf. Kaus. 16, 18-20 in the introduction above. From
the time of RV. X, 85, 28 onwards * blue and red ' are magic

colours. At Va^. S. XVI, 47 ; Maitr. S. II, 9, 9 ; Tait. S.

IV, 5, 10, I, they are the colours of Rudra. Cf. AV. IV,

17, 4; the introduction to VII, 116; Kauj. 32, 17; 40,4;

48, 40 ; 83, 4. See also the passages quoted by Wintemitz,

Das Altindische Hochzeitsrituell, p. 67, and especially

Baudh^yana's (I, 8) implied explanation of the two

colours as representations of night and day, which prob-

ably forms the true basis of the conception.

IX, 1. Commentary to page 229.

The drink called madhu, 'honey,' is associated from

earliest times with the cult of the Ajvins^, and a more

specific conception endows them with a honey-lash (ma-

dhumati kisk or madhukar^), which instils sweetness, food,

and strength into the sacrifice and into men. The allu-

* See Hillebrandt, Soma und verwandte Gotier, p. 239 ff. Cf.

also the madhubrahmawam (madhuka«</a, madhuvidya), imparled

to the Axvins by Dadhyaw^ : .Sat. Br. IV, i, 5, 18 ; XIV, i, i, 18 ff.
;

5, 5, 17 ff. ; Ind. Stud. I, 290; Sacred Books, XII, p. xxxiv.
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sions of the Rig-veda and the 5rauta-literature to this

honey-lash are of the incidental sort ; neither the texts nor

the commentaries elucidate the point in any way. The
Atharvan, however, devotes to it an independent effort ',

and that too in the cosmogonic-theosophic style of mock
profundity, which allows the writer to attribute to the

honey-whip creative and sustaining power, and places men
in the attitude of deeply speculative reverence towards it.

The apotheosis of the honey-lash resembles therefore that

of the ukk/iishidL, AV. XI, 7 (cf. the introduction there), or

the manipulation in the Brdhmawas of specific features of

the sacrifice or sacrificial implements as divine beings.

The mythic or realistic background of the honey-lash is

not at all manifest. The Pet. Lex., under madhuka^,
suggests some implement with which the honey was beaten

at the sacrifice, but the very slender use of the honey in

the ritual (cf. Hillebrandt, I.e., 241) fails to reveal either

the act or the occasion. Henry, Les livres VIII et IX de

TAtharva-veda, p. 115, assumes 'an evident allegory of

the lightning which whips the clouds and produces the

rain.' This in itself very reasonable explanation is pro-

blematic because the whip belongs to Ajvins, and their

connection with natural phenomena of this sort does not

accord with their character in general. And yet, certain

allusions in the first ten stanzas of this hymn (cf. especially

stanzas 10 and 20) seem to lend support to a construction

not very far removed from this. At RV. V, 83, 3 Par-

^anya sends his rain-messengers, as a charioteer who whips

his horses with the lash. The patter and the streaming

down of the rain (honey) may have suggested the compari-

son with the lash^. Bergaigne, La Religion V^dique, II,

^ Cf. RV. IX, II, 2, where it is stated that the Atharvans mixed

milk with honey.

^ Yaska's Nigha«/avas exhibit kard among the words for voice

(vdk); cf. Nirukta IX, 19. S5ya«a at RV. I, 157, 4 has rain

distinctly in his mind, but rather in reference to the word mddhu-

matyd (madhu, udakanama, Nigh. I, 12) than the word kard.

Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, p. 209, note, denies this con-
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433, has collected a sufficient number of passages in which

the Ajvins set the waters in motion, and cause the heavenly

rivers to flow : madhuka^ may therefore amount simply

to * the honey (the water) that lashes.'

In the Atharvan ritual the hymn is known as the madhu-
sOktam, * honey-hymn/ Under this designation it is em-
ployed while mixing honey with milk in the course of the

agnish/oma (Vait. SQ. 16, 12). In the Kaujika and the sub-

sidiary texts the hymn is simply a var^asyam (sc. sQktam),

'designed to bestow lustre' (cf. sts. 11-14, 16, 17); see

Kauj. 10, 24 ; 12, 15 ; 13, 6, and the second var^asyaga//a

of the Ga;/amftld, Ath. Parij. 32, 27 (Kau^. 12, 10, note).

Stanza 4.

d. The great embryo which is mentioned here, and which

figures in the sequel, is apparently described in st. 21 as

a part of the honey-lash ; in st. 5 the embryo is said to

come from the honey- lash. The embryo suggests the

lightning (fire\ which seems therefore to be viewed here as

a child of the waters, represented by the honey-lash,

coinciding thus with the conception of the ap&m nap^t

(cf. Oldenberg, I.e., pp. 99, 118 ff.). But the intolerable

mysticism of sts. 5 ff. leaves everything in doubt.

Stanza 6.

In P^da b kaliraA may be thrown out as a gloss which

disturbs the metre (^gati). Cf. with Pdda c the statement

of the use of the madhugraha, * portion of honey,' which is

given to the Brahmans, Kdty. St. XI, 4, 17. 18 ; see Hille-

brandt, Soma, p. 242.

Stanza 7.

By a characteristic leap of fancy the fluid-yielding lash is

now regarded as a milch-cow, and the rhetorical properties

usually connected with her ecstatic praise are exploited.

For Pdda d, cf. XII, i, 45; RV. IV, 42, 10; VI, 4«, n ;

VIII, 69, 10.

nection with the moisture of the clouds, and suggests the morning

dew.
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Stanza 8.

Cf. AV. IX, lo, 6= RV. I, 164, 28, and AV. VIII, 9, 13.

For the three gharmas (RV. VII, 33, 7), see the discussions

of Geldner, Vedische Studien, II, 139 ; Henry, I.e., p. 68.

I am disposed to think that there is here at least an allusion

to the ritual gharma, either the hot milk, or the pot in

which the hot milk is cooked ; cf. V4§-. S. XXXVIII, 6 ff.,

and Haug, Vedische Rathselfragen, p. 40.

Stanza 9.

Cf. the interesting formula at lAty. 5r. Ill, 5, 15, . . .

pitci upatish///anta dpo ye jdkvar^ r/shabhi ye svarS^gas te

arshantu te varshantu te kr/«vantv isham ur£^m r^yaspo-

shzm tad videya. The words skkvRrSiA and jvar^^s allude

incidentally to the groups of saman-stanzas of that name.

In P4da d 5paA may possibly be accusative (Whitney,

Sanskrit Grammar*, § 393 a), co-ordinated with (fr^m.

Stanza 10.

b. Cf. Contributions, Sixth Series, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch.

Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVIII, 566.

Stanzas 11-13.

Rubricated at Vait. SCi. 21, 7, together with other

formulas (VI, 47 and 48), designed for the three daily

pressures of the soma. Cf. in general Bergaigne, Re-
cherches sur Thistoire de la liturgie V^dique, Journal

Asiatique, vol. xiii (1889) ; Contributions, Fifth Series,

Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 3 ff. More secondary is the

employment of the stanzas, Kauj. 139, 15, at the introduc-

tion of the pupil to the study of the Vedas, which rests upon

the occurrence of the word vdr^as in the stanzas. Cf. the

first var^asyaga;/a in the Ga;/am41^, Ath. Pari.?. 32, 10 (Kauj-.

13, 1, note).

Stanza 14.

For vaw^ishiya, read vaw^sishiya with Whitney, Index

Verborum; cf. Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, May, 1886 (Journ.,

vol. xiii, p. cxviii).
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1

Stanza 16.

Identical with RV. I, 23, 24 ; AV. VII, 89, 2 ; X, 5, 47.

Stanza 18.

Cf. XIV, J, 35, and Hillebrandt, Soma, p. 251. In Vait.

Sii. 30, 13, the stanza figures at the sautr4ma«t-rite, as is

suggested by the presence of the word siird. Cf. Contri-

butions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 148 ff.
;

Oldenberg, Nachrichten der Gottingischen Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften, 1893, p. 342 ff.

Stanza 19.

Repeated almost identically at VI, 69, 2 ; cf. Hillebrandt,

1. c, p. 240.

Stanza 20.

o, d. In Pdda b divf seems to stand secondarily for adhi

in St. 10. At any rate tSm in Pdda c and sS. in d seem to

refer to bhfimydm in b. Very differently Henry in his

note.

Stanza 21.

This and the following sections are written in Brihma;/a-

prose. The present stanza seems to contain a mystic

correlation of the parts of the lash with cosmic forces, all

of which are obscure. For the embryo, cf. the note on st. 4.

Here gdrbha, * embryo/ seems to be a part of a real whip.

IX, 2. Commentary to page 220.

In the cosmogonic hymn, RV. X, 129, 4= AV. XIX,

52, 1, desire (k^ma) is said to have been * the first seed

(product) of the mind,' which came from * the one* after it

had sprung into existence through creative fervour (tdpas).

In the philosophical hymns of the Atharvan, and in the

disquisitions of the Upanishads, this K^ma, the creative

desire (not sexual love, as in AV. Ill, 25), takes a place

among the very numerous primeval cosmic forces, and

appears as one form of the tentative monotheistic per-
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sonifications of primeval force ; it then does not differ

materially from * the one ' (ekam), * the being * (sat), and

the more vigorously personalised Brahma, Praj^dpati, Virva-

karman, Svaya;«bhO, &c. The Greek mythology similarly

connects Eros, the god of love, with the creation of the

universe ; see Plato's Symposium 6. Of such hymns the

Atharvan has two, XIX, 52, in addition to the present. Cf.

Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, p. 402 ff. ; Scherman,

Philosophische Hymnen, p. 76 ff.

The personification of K^ma as a supreme being suggests

very quickly his power to protect those who worship him,

and to destroy the enemies of the worshipper. The
Atharvan naturally rings the changes upon these more

ordinary divine qualities : the personal Kdma is dealt with

much in the same spirit as Agni, many of whose attributes

are conferred upon him. For the relation of K^ma to Agni,

seeWeber, Ind. Stud.V, 225 ff. In the ritual the entire hymn,

as well as single stanzas of it, is degraded into ordinary

witchcraft charms against enemies, without special signi-

ficance : see Kauj. 49, i
; 48, 5 ; 24, 29, and cf. 46, 9, note ;

Vait. SCl. 24, I o ^. The hymn has been translated in full by
Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 529 ; Henry, Les livres VIII et

IX de TAtharva-v^da, pp. 84, 118 ff. More or less frag-

mentary translations are offered in the two works cited

above ; cf. also Hillebrandt's Vedachrestomathie, p. 40 ff.

Stanza 1.

a, b. For the distinction between ghriti and ^^ya, see

the Gr/hyasawgraha I, 106 (Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl.

Gesellsch. XXXV, p. 567).

Stanza 2.

This and the following stanza are rubricated along with

certain other mantras in the du//svapnan^ianaga«a, a series

of stanzas designed to obviate the effect of evil dreams,

in the Ga;/amd,14, Ath. ParLr. 32, 8. See Kauj. 46, 9,

note.

' Quoted in the Ath. Parijish/as (e.g. 10) as kamasiiktam.
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b. Prof. Roth in the Pet. Lex., s.v. bhas, regards this

passage as corrupt, and conjectures yasmdd blbhatse yB.k

kdi nd«bhinande, * which I loathe and which I do not enjoy.'

The motive of the correction, in addition to the poor metre,

is the usual transitive use of abh{ nand, * take pleasure in/

and the like ; this does not seem to me to warrant so com-

plete a transformation of the text.

c. The Pdda is hypermetric, and may be normalised by
reading muitk^ for tnunkiimu But the imperative first sing,

act. without ni is not elsewhere known in the Atharvan.

Stanza 3.

b. asvagdtd occurs but one other time, AV. XII, 5, 40,

asvagdta parih«uti, a very obscure passage. The Pet.

Lexs. translate * heimatslosigkeit
;

' Ludwig, * unfreiheit

'

(cf. Der Rigveda, III, 284); Henry, * d^pendance.' The
adjective asvaga occurs in a closely parallel passage, XII,

5, 45, dsvagam dpra^asa/« karoti ; I would compare svastha

and asvastha, ' well ' and * unwell
;

' svasthatd and asvas-

thatcl, * well-being' and * diseased ness.' For dvarti VS^. S.

XXX, 1 2 has iwaritiy ' trouble * (Ludwig, * verarmung *) ; cf.

perhaps Avestan himvareti of opposite meaning, ' defence,

courage.'

Stanza 6.

V§ik VirSLg- (cf. KMnd. Up. I, 13, 2) is the same VSik who
is designated RV. VIII, 100, 11, *as the milch-cow whom
the gods begot;' cf. AV. VIII, 9, 2, and Oldenberg,

Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XXXIX, 54 ff.

In Pada d the metre is sensibly relieved by dropping pajdvo

(so also St. 16); nevertheless I should hesitate to correct,

because the same RV. stanza states * that multiform

animals (pajdva//) speak her (v^^).' The argument may,

of course, be turned the other way, by assuming that pa.fAvo

is due to a reminiscence from that very stanza.

Stanza 9.

a, b. For indr^gnf, nominative for vocative, coupled with

kcLma, vocative, cf. Delbriick, Altindische Syntax, p. 105.

[42] Q q
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The dual number of the verb in the next Pdda may be due

to the dual number of indrdgnf.

d. This seems to be the full form of the PSda which

occurs previously (st. 4) in a defective form.

Stanza 12.

The same stanza with one variant occurs in a different

connection at III, 6, 7. This, as well as the next stanza,

seems to be interpolated.

Stanza 13.

It is impossible to reproduce the chain of puns in this

clap-trap stanza
;

yava-y^ivdno, moreover, is somewhat

ambiguous, as ydvan may come either from yu,' ward off'

(so we, with Whitney in the Index Verborum), or yd, * go

'

(so Ludwig). The Pet. Lexs. do not analyse the word,

simply translating it *abwehrend.* Cf. in a general way
the hymns II, 7 ; VI, 91.

Stanza 16.

Pdda a ends at trivdrCltham (read jdrma as three syllables)
;

udbhii seems to be a gloss. PAda b is hypermetric, and may
be relieved by casting out brahma and kritim (Henry).

For Pddas c, d, cf. st. 5 c, d, apparently the more original

source of the passage.

Stanza 19.

At tsi Upanishad IV, the ^one' (ekam) is similarly lauded,

nai*nad devA Apnuvan pQrvam arshat (arjat). Cf. Ath.

Parlr. 48, 2.

Stanza 22.

Cf. VA^. S. XXIV, 25, 29 ; AV. II, 31, 2 ; VI, 50, 3.

Stanza 23.

Manyu is * courage,' personified ; cf. RV. X, 83, 84.

Stanza 26.

The purpose of the passage seems to be to ensure whole-

some desires, fit and capable of realisation ; evil thoughts,
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unfit for fulfilment, shall not trouble the suppliant. But

dhiyaA may refer perhaps to the hostile prayers of the

enemy, which shall not injure him that prays to Kdma.

IX, 3. Commentary to page 193.

The character of this hymn is such that its proper object

did not reveal itself clearly, until its application appeared

plainly stated in the Kaujika. Zimmer, p. 153 (cf the

translation, p. 151 ff.), supposes that the hymn is a charm

to free one's house from imaginary witchcraft practices,which

have been placed as fetters upon it (cf. stanzas 5, 6, 24).

Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 464 ff., translates the hymn
under the title, * Removal of a house,' without stating the

precise situation ; he comes very near the truth, yet misses

the main point. Grill^ pp. 60, 188 ff., fails to find any

reason for a removal, and construes the hymn (just as III,

12) as a dedicatory ceremony after the erection, and before

occupation. And Henry, Les livres VII I et IX de TAtharva-

v^da, pp. 87, 121 ff., seems to underrate the significance of

its employment in the SOtra. He suggests that the hymn
alludes to the building of a house, but accentuates the

successive removals of the ancillary frame, the scaffolding,

as the house advances from stage to stage.

The Kau^ika treats the hymn in 66, 22-30, and Ke^ava

epitomises the treatment very well by designating the

ceremony as ^dl&savam, i.e. the solemn bestowal upon a

priest of a house as dakshiwd. See his comment on Kauj.

64-66, especially page 365, lines i, 2, and cf. also the intro-

duction to XI, T. The Kaujika's rather elaborate treatment

is as follows : 56. 22. * While reciting AV. IX, 3, that which

is about to be given along with the house is (placed) within

(the house) covered up. 23. It is recommended, moreover,

that the objects mentioned in the hymn (be given as addi-

tional gifts). 24. While reciting st. 18 the door is removed.

25. While reciting st. 22 they take up the water-vessel and

the fire and enter the house. 26. That (water-vessel) is

anointed with the dregs (of ghee) after they have arrived

Qq2
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within (the house), while the (entire) hymn is being recited.

27. Having sprinkled the house (with water) from the

anointed water-vessel, having recited the stanzas (of the

hymn) over it, having addressed (the recipient), the giver,

being made to speak (what?), presents (the house) ^.

28. (The recipient) while reciting st. 15 accepts it. 29. While

reciting the first stanza he loosens the objects mentioned

in the stanza ^. 30. Addressing them with st. 24 he carries

them off.'

The Anukramawt designates the hymn simply as sklk^

devatyam. For previous translations see above.

Stanza 1.

One may imagine that the upamft is a vertical post, the

pratimft a slanting support to hold the house in position,

the parimit a crossbeam connecting the vertical posts ; but

no certainty can be reached in words which are likely to be

technically flavoured. Cf. Kauj. 66, 29, above.

Stanza 2.

Indra's double Brfhaspati here slays Vala, as in RV. X,

67 and 68 ; cf. also II, 23, 18 : II, 24, &c. Vala (Vrftra) is

often described as lying unloosened, undone, after Indra's

attack ; hence the comparison.

Stanza 3.

o. The PAda may be rendered, more concisely, * as a skilful

butcher the joints (of an animal).* Our rendering is based

upon the conviction that the poet has in mind the ritual

butcher. Cf. RV. I, 162, 18. 20, and Contributions, Sixth

Series, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVIII,
556. The point of the stanza is, of course, that the parts

of the house shall not be damaged in the course of their

transfer to the priest.

' Cf. Kauj. 63, 22, which also leaves some of the terms in this

SOtra in the dark.

' The buttresses, supports, and connecting beams.
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Stanza 4.

Again the terms are technical, and not at all clear. I have

rendered pakshi by * side/ in deference to ulQkapakshi (sc

iAla) in Pacini, IV, i, 55, and Mahlbhishya, IV, 29 b. Cf.

AV. 111,7, 3» i^atushpakshaw kAdidlA (S^yawa, itatushko«am),
* roof with four sides or facades ;

* see also st. 21 of our hymn.
Zimmer and Grill, * seitenpfosten

;

' Ludwig, 'zimmer;*

Weber in his comment on III, 7, 3 (Ind. Stud. XVII, 210),

* vierbeschwingtes dach ;
' Henry, * chambranles.'

Stanza 5.

c. For m^asya pdtnl, see our comment on III, 12, 5.

Stanza 6.

a,b. The difficult expression in this hemistich is ra//y5ya

(kam), which is a iir. Xey. when accented with the svarita

on the last syllable. Ordinarily the word is rd//ya, one of

whose meanings when used as a noun is * pleasure, joy.'

This meaning is at the base of our translation * for comfort
;'

but what are those ropes (sikySini) which are tied within for

comfort? Non liquet. The Pet. Lexs. and Zimmer give

it up. Ludwig translates etymologically, * dass die theile

in ihrer lage verharren,* and Grill follows the suggestion up

by proposing the emendation rdma//^ya. Henry, * pour (te)

maitriser ' (cf. his note). The real difficulty is with jikySni,

which is doubtless an obscure technical term.

o, d. The second half of the stanza, as it stands, disturbs

the run of the metre (Anukr., pathydpankti), and possibly

needs correction. By dropping mdnasya patni and uddhftA

the last Pida is restored as sivi nas tanvfe bhava, in accord-

ance with similar expressions in I, 12, 4 ; VIII, i, 5 ; 2, 16.

Cf. St. 21 c, d, e, which is similarly irregular, and also contains

the expression m^nasya pdtnlm.

Stanza 7.

The various designations of the house represent a fairly

complete summary of the huts and other sheltered places
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which are needed in the larger Vedic (jrauta) sacrifices ;

see the Pet. Lex. under each, Zimmer, p. 154, and cf. especi-

ally Vli^. S. XIX, 18 ; Tait S. Ill, 2, 4, 3. 4- The divergent

metre of the stanza (8 + 8 + 12: Anukrama«i, paroshmh),

and the interruption which it occasions in the account of the

breaking up of the house, render it very suspicious. The
bestowal of sacrificial epithets upon the house are obviously

intended to enhance its value in the eyes of the recipient.

Stanza 8.

Technical terms again render this stanza obscure. I

imagine a covering of wicker-work, the openings in which

suggest a thousand eyes, stretched across a beam and slant-

ing down from it to both sides (vishfivati) in the manner of

our roofs. The passage seems, perhaps, to harbour a com-
parison of the roof with the head and the head-dress of

a woman (cf. opasi and vishOvati, and see the note on VI,

138, i). Professor Geldner, Vedische Studien, 1, 136, renders

the stanza :
* die in der mitte als diadem ausgespannte

tausendaugige befestigte aufgesesetzte stange losen wir

durch besprechung.* But what occasion is there for a pole

with thousand eyes, i.e. countless holes ^ ? Ludwig renders

dkshum opajam by 'das locherige geflecht;* Grill, *das

ausgespannte flechtennetz ;
* Zimmer, 1. c, and p. 265, * das

netz das iiber den schopf (gespannt ist) ;
* Henry, * le r^seau

tendu.'
Stanza 10.

a. He that bestows a house in this world gets it back again

in heaven. Ludwig, * in jener welt (soil) es ihm entgegen-

kommen.' Kaujika's construction of the hymn renders the

meaning very clear.

Stanza 15.

At this point the recipient of the house (cf. Kau^. 66, 28,

above) begins to see to it that the house shall produce fop

* The employment at AV. VIII, 8, 18, of the root han, *slay,'

with akshu^ilfi^hydm does not prove dkshu to mean * pole, club :

'

that which catches the enemy may be imagined to slay him ; cf.

also St. 7. Sayawa at RV. I, 180, 5, divides d-kshu, * not perishing.*
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him all expected benefits, and he does not hesitate to * take

his mouth full/ The picture is a vivid one.

c. Similar and yet different is RV. X, 121, 5, y6 antiri-

kshe ra^aso vimlnaA ; cf. also RV. VI, 7, 7 ; 69, 5 ; AV.
IV, 25, 2.

e. The Pada is de trop in form and sense (Anukr., trya-

vasAnd pa«>&apad4'tijakvari). If it originally stood here at

all, it is spoken by an agent of the recipient who receives

the house for him (tismai). Or tdsmai is an ethical dative,

• in the interest of him (the donor).'

Stanza 17.

b. A bold and beautiful comparison this, between the

house and night who gathers to her bosom all creatures.

In the hymn to night, RV. X, 127, ,5, we have :
' The throngs

(of beings) have gone to rest, those who go on foot and fly

by wing
;
gone to rest have the preying eagles.' Cf. also

AV. Ill, 12, 5. Grill applies the pruning-knife to this and

the preceding P6da (11 + 12: Anukn, prast^rapankti), in

order to exact two anushAibh Pddas, tr^«air vdsfinS rStrt

»va sS\k ^ganniv^^anf. This amounts to independent com-

position, not very good at that, since it leaves the first PAda,

a good trishAibh, in bad shape.

Stanza 20.

a,b. With vf^dyate and pra^^yate, cf. v/^vati prd^Svati

in stanzas 13, 14.

Stanza 21.

Ludwig here, as in st. 4, translates paksha by * room :

'

' das zweizimmerig, vierzimmerig, &c. gebauet wird ;
* the

Pet. Lex., Zimmer, and Grill, * pfosten.' But see the note

on St. 4, and cf. Kauj. 135, 9 (p. 287, 1. 5), ash/asthfi;/o

da^apaksha/s, showing that paksha and sthi!i;/4 cannot both

mean * pillar, post.' The exact meaning of the word is after

all not clear. Cf. Henry's note on the passage.

c. For agnfr gdrbhe, see Contributions, Fifth Series, Journ.

Amer. Or. Soc. XVI, pp. 15, 16.
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Stanza 22.

The expressions * turned towards ' imply friendly recep-

tion on the part of the house, and eagerness on the part of the

future possessor ; hence at Kau^. 66^ 2.5 the house is entered

along with water and fire. Cf. Ill, 12, 8, and Kau^. 43, 10.

d. The waters and Agni are the door of the order, or the

law of the universe, i. e. they are the primal elements.

Hence Agni is styled frequently ritisya prathamaj^SA,

rftasya garbhaA ; r/tdsya dhCirshdd ; see Grassmann's Lexi-

con, under r/tdsya.

Stanza 28.

Is identical with AV. Ill, 12, 9; see the note on the

passage.

Stanza 24.

According to Kau^. 66, 30 the house is actually carried

off at this stage ; the stanza offers especial security that

Kaujika construes the hymn aright. Cf with his construc-

tion the rather forced interpretations of Grill, p. 192, and

Henry, p. 128.

IX, 8. Commentary to page 45.

This is a charm against diseases in general (sarvabhai-

sha^am), without indication as to remedies, either in the

form of drugs, or talismans. At Kau^. 32, 18. 19 the patient

is taken hold of while the hymn is being recited. During

the recital of the last two stanzas the sun is faced reverently.

According to S^ya;/a at II, 33 the hymn is a member of the

awholingaga^a, * a series designed to drive away distress ;

*

see the introduction to II, 33.

The hymn has been translated by Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, p. 378 ff. ; Henry, Leslivres VIII et IX de TAtharva-

v^da, pp. 105, 141 ff.

Stanza 1.

For vilohitd, see the note on XII, 4, 4; for kar«arflld,

Wise, Hindu System of Medicine, p. 287, and the introduc-

tion to VI, 90.
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Stanza 2.

kinkusha is a iir. Aey. of unknown meaning. For visd-

lyaka, cf. sts. 5, 20, and VI, 127, i. 3 ; XIX, 44, 2. In the

last two hymns, and in the present hymn, Shankar Pandit

reads visdlpakaA ; S^ya«a at VI, 127, visalpakaA ; at XIX,

44, 2, visarpaka^ (vividha/w sara«ajilo vrawavijeshaA, * a run-

ning wound'). See Zimmer, p. 386 ; and cf. Wise, p. 414.

Stanza 4.

The rendering of pram6ta {iir. Aey.) is Zimmer's con-

jecture. It may be rendered ^ dumb ' with equal propriety

and equal uncertainty. Cf. Sk. mOka, Lat. mfitus. The
Pet. Lex., * eine bestimmte krankheit.* All renderings are

based upon the suggestion of the passage itself.

Stanzas 6-8.

For udvepdyati, cf. V, 22, 7. 10 ; for vijvirArada, cf. XIX,

34, 10 ; for gavihike, 1, 3, 6 ; for bal^sa, V, 22, 1 1. In st. 7 c

antdr dhgebhyo is suspicious, as is also antdr dtmdno in

St. 9 c. Both are probably to be emended to antdrahgebhyo

and antdrdtmano (or possibly with oxytonesis, cf. Whitney,

Sk. Gr.*, § 1289). Accordingly our translation.

Stanza 9.

For a-pv5, * impurity ' (par excellence), * diarrhoea,' cf. the

note on the goddess Apvd in III, 2, 5 ; for antdr dtmdno,

the note on antdr dngebhyo in st. 7 c.

Stanza 11.

P4da a is directly joined in sense to 10 b: the bflam is

identical with vastibildm, ' opening of the bladder,' in 1, 3, 8.

The plain sense is that disease shall pass off in the form

of urine from the bladder, in the form of faeces from the

belly.

Stanza 19.

The word maddyanti (not mdddyanti ; cf. patdya-, * fall
:

'

pAtdya-, * fell ') is not altogether clear. Perhaps * madden '
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is nearer the truth. Bohtlingk, * betauben ; ' Zimmer, * lah-

men/ Cf. the root ram in its two meanings of * delight

'

and * rest/

Stanza 20.

For vidradha, cf. Grohmann, Indische Studien, IX, 397

;

Zimmer, p. 386, and Wise, pp. 210, 284, 288, 362 ; for v^ti-

k^ri, see Contributions, Fourth Series, Amer. Journ. Phil.

XII, 427 ; the notes on VI, 44, 3 ; 109, 3, and the introduc-

tion to 1, 12 ; for ala^{ (Wise, p. 296, alaghi '), see Zimmer,

p. 390. Henr>'^*s bil^i is scarcely due to oversight: he
seems to have in mind some children's disease, bMa-^'.

Stanza 21.

For ush«fhlLbhya//, see the note on II, 33, 2.

Stanza 22.

For vidhu, ' beat,' cf. vidhukrAnta, a designation of a cer-

tain musical bar. For the second hemistich, cf. the note on

X, I. Commentary to mge 72.

This hymn belongs to the class called kr/tyipratihara«ani,

a series of hymns * which repel sorceries or spells,' assembled

in the list at Kaus. 39, 7. The practices associated with

this group of hymns, Kaui^. 39, 7-12, are obscure. They
begin with * the pouring of the great consecration ' (see the

introduction to IV, 17). The performer then takes the

holy water obtained by the * great consecration,' and at

night takes off his shoes, puts on a turban, and proceeds

to the place where the spell is supposed to have been in-

stituted, sprinkling the holy water as he goes. A formula

is recited indicating that the holy water is sprinkled for

certain female personifications of holiness and beneficence

(yatiyai, &c., Kauj. 39, 9). If no spell is found he casts

away (the materials with which he is performing * ?). The

' Cf. also andhala^, Pet. Lex. and Wise, p. 412.

* The holy water, or the turban? Darila, sawskir&wdm apa-

kshepa^.
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next Sdtra (n) is obscure; cf. the note on V, 14, 9. For

SOtra 12, see Kauj. 35, 28 in the introduction to III, 25.

Various single stanzas and P^das of the hymn (20 c ; 2 1 c, d ;

25 ; 32) are employed in other phases of witchcraft in Kau^.

39 ; see the index.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 520 ff. Cf. the closely related hymn V, 31.

Stanza 1.

The spell is in the nature of some terrifying, evil-working

figure (bugbear, bogey, bogle ; German popanz), not merely

a magical rite. See the performances in the SOtra, above.

Stanza 6.

The first hemistich is not easy to render, owing to the

plays upon the words, and their ad hoc personifications.

It might be rendered, * Prati/tina (" Back-hurler ") is our

magic priest (dhgirasa), Adhyaksha (" Overseer ") our

officiator.' The word dngirasd at any rate implies an

allusion to that use of the word which couples it especially

with witchcraft, and contrasts it with holy practices (Athar-

va«d, x^nta) : see the introduction to this volume ; the note

on XI, 4, 16 ; and cf. VIII, 5, 9. Note also the pun between

kritySi{A) and dkr/tya, and cf. V, 8, 7.

Stanza 8.

Cf. IV, 12, 7. Here, as there, rihhu may be either appel-

lative, or refer to the mythic Ribhu,

Stanza 10.

a. The image of things floating down a river is employed

with great predilection to indicate loss of power, harmless-

ness : e.g. I, 8, i ; VI, 113, 2 ; X, 4, 3.

Stanza 11.

The gift of an outsider to the Fathers must either have

been regarded as a defilement, or as an attempt to alienate

their affection and protecting care. In Pdda b the sacrifice

is the hostile sacrifice as in VIII, 5, 15; the name of the
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enemy is frequently called out in hostile formulas and

prayers, e.g. IV, i6, 9; Kau^. 47, 10. 22, For the difficult

word sawde^St, here and in the next stanza, see the notes

onll, 8, 5band IV, 16,8.

Stanza 12.

For the conception of the sins of the gods, see the notes

on VI, 111,3; ^^3» ^> ^^^ Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, March,

1894 (Journal, vol. xvi), p. cxix ff. Ludwigs rendering,

* sin against the gods, and against the Fathers,' is perfectly-

admissible, but the other seems to us more pr^^nant and

probable.

Stanza 15.

d. kurOrfni, translated by * crowned with a crest,' is in

truth a iis. Xty. of unknown value. The Pet. Lexs. suggest

its equivalence with kiririn, * ornamented with a diadem/

Cf. also kurlra and kuririn, the latter in the closely related

hymn, V, 31, 2. Hema^andra also reports a word kururin,

'horse,' and Ludwig, apparently on this basis, translates

* mit rossen.' The head of the bogey may have been orna-

mented in some fanciful way with a crest. But the point is

altogether problematic. Cf. also tiri/fn, VIII, 6, 7.

Stanza 18.

With the first hemistich cf. the little l^end at Maitr. S.

Ill, 8, 8 (106, 11); Tait. S. VI, 2, 11, i ; 5at. Br. Ill, 5,

4»2.
Stanza 22.

The * lords of the beings ' allude to Rudra, who is called

bhatapdti ; cf. Bhava and 5arva in the concatenating next

stanza, and see the introduction to XI, 2.

Stanza 26.

b. Cf. the perfect parallel, Manu VIII, 44, yathi nayati

asr^*kp4tair mrfgasya mr/gayuA padam, *as the hunter

tracks the (wounded) animal by its drops of blood.'

Stanza 27.

A metaphorical description of the fate of him that prac-

tises witchcraft. The counter-charm (kr/tydpratiharawa) is
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sure to prevail in the end. For pratyid^ya read pratyi-

dhSya with the Pet. Lex. and Roth, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch.

Mo^enL Gesellsch. XLVIII, 681.

X, 3. Commentary to page 8i.

At Kauj. 19, 22 there is a performance which is supposed

to result in the fulfilment of every desire (Ke^ava, sarva-

k^ma). It consists simply in reciting one of four hymns in

praise ofcertain amulets, while fastening the amulet extolled

in the hymn, after having steeped it for certain three nights

in a mixture of sour milk and honey (in accordance with the

Paribhdsha-siitra, Kauy. 7, 19). For the character of the

amulet derived from the varawa-tree, as treated by the

Atharvan poet, cf. the introduction to VI, 85. The third

stanza naturally figures in the du/isvapnanlranaga//a, a list

of hymns designed to remove the effect of evil dreams, in

the Ga«amdl4, Ath. Pari.f. 32, 8 (Kau^. 46, 9, note). Cf.

also 5Antikalpa 17 and 19. The hymn has been translated

by Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 60 ff.

Stanza 3.

b. For the epithet, * thousand-eyed,' cf. the note on IV,

20,4.

X, 4. Commentary to page 152.

The central feature of this charm against serpents is the

frequent allusion to the white horse of Pedu (Paidva) : from

earliest times onwards, this is said to be a slayer of serpents.

For its mythic origin, see Bergaigne, La ReligionV^dique, II,

451-2, 498, who identifies it plausibly with the steed of the

sun. In the practices of the Atharvan, Kauj*. 32, 20 ff. \
some insect is substituted for the unattainable mythical

horse ^. The hymn is employed at Kaus, 32, 20-25, as

follows : 20. * While reciting X, 4 the (person bitten) per-

^ Cf. also Kauf. 35, 4. 8, and the introductions to VI, ir and 17.

• Cf. Contributions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. See. XV,

1 58 ; Kaufika, Introduction, p. xliv ff.
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forms the rite to Takshaka (described at Kauj. 28, i ; see

the introduction to IV, 6). 21. Having ground up the

paidva\ he puts it with his right thumb up the nose in his

right nostril. 22. If afraid of serpents he hides (the paidva)

away in the seam of his garment. 23. While st. 25 of the

hymn is being recited (the patient suffering from a snake-

bite) is rubbed from (his head) to the tips of his feet.

24. Having heated the bitten spot while reciting the last

stanza of the hymn, he throws (the torch with which the

heating is done) upon the serpent. 25. (In the absence of

the serpent he hurls it upon the spot) where he was bitten.*

The hymn is also cited, along with other mantras against

serpents, at Kauj. 139, 8, in the course of practices pre-

paratory to the study of the Veda. It has been translated

by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 520 ff.

Stanza 1.

o, d. apam^ (the PadapA///a in perplexity, apa-m5) seems

untenable, unless we admit an irregular change of final as

to 4 before r; cf Joh. Schmidt, Die Pluralbildungen der

Indogermanischen Neutra, p. 124 ff. We emend to apamo.

irad and arishat (! with some MSS.) are prophetic aorists

:

lit. * it has hit a post and come to grief

Stanza 2.

a. The general sense of this passage seems fairly clear,

but it is full of obscure details, and the metre so much dis-

turbed as to cast suspicion upon the text. The Pet. Lexs.

identify tarffwakam with taru//aka in darbhataru^^akd, *a

young shoot of darbha-grass ;
*

it seems therefore best to

place tarflwakam in apposition with darbhaA. But it is not

quite clear what kind of grass is meant, nor what it is meant

to do. According to Ait. Br. VII, 33, 1 ; 5at. Br. Ill,

1, 2, 7, &c. ; Asv. Grih, IV, 6, 11, the darbha-shoots are

employed in the ritual
;
possibly its purificatory power is

* The paidva is some kind of insect. Most clearly Kejava at

Kauj. 32, 22, paidva;7i hira;iyavar«asadr/,fa^ ki/ax ^itrito vd sa

paidva ity u^yate.
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engaged against the serpents, as a flame which burns them.

Or, perhaps the young darbha-grass in which the serpent

lurks (cf. St. 13 d) is invoked against the serpent.

b. The horse of Pedu is meant, it seems : even its tail

burns the serpents. For the unintelligible parushdsya we
are tempted to substitute arushasya, relying upon the oft

emphasised whiteness (sveti) of Pedu's horse (RV. I, 116, 6 ;

118, 9; 119, 10; X, 39, 10).

Stanza 3.

c. Cf. St. 20, and I, 8, i ; VI, 14, 3 ; 113, 2; X, i, 10
;

RV. X, 155, 3: things that float away on the water are

harmless and powerless.

d. The vulgata reads vAr, enclitic ; Whitney in the Index

Verborum, v5r. But many MSS., both here and in the next

stanza, have v^r. According to Pischel, Vedische Studien,

II, 74 ff"., this is the true reading: injunctive of the s-aorist,

second person singular (avirsham, av^r, avAr) from root -

var, *ward off, hinder, obstruct.' The sense would be,

* ward off" the fierce poison of the serpent (so that it be)

devoid of strength.' But in the next stanza Vcir would need

to be construed as the third singular aorist indicative, * he

did ward off", &c.,' which renders this construction proble-

matic. Perhaps the words v^r ugrdm, being metrically

superfluous, are merely a gloss to vishdm.

Stanza 4.

Our rendering of the iir. Xcy. ara/«ghush6 is purely ety-

mological, and very doubtful. Ludwig manipulates it as

a proper noun. Perhaps it is the designation of some

serpent-killing bird.

Stanza 6.

For kasarz/ila, the TS. 1, 5, 4, i has kasarwird (kddraveya),

as the name of a personified serpent-r/shi. ratharvf is a

iiT. Acy. of unknown connection. Ludwig suggests that the

word means * die die radform liebt.* Both are wanting in

the list of serpent divinities, Pa«^. Br. XXV, 15, 3.
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Stanza 8.

The first hemistich recurs at VI, 56, i c, d ; cf. the note

there.

Stanza 10.

a. aghlrva seems here to be the designation of a serpent.

In RV. I, 116, 6 agh^yva with different (bahuvrihi) accent

seems to be Pedu, the possessor of the serpent-killing horse
;

cf. Bergaigne, I.e., p. 451. The relation of the two is very-

obscure. For sva^d and the subsequent designations of

serpents, see the note on VI, 56, a.

Stanza 22.

o. k&ndSvishdm and kandknakam are &7r. Xey. ; it is not

even certain that the latter refers to a particular substance

:

the word may be an adjective qualifying k^nd^vishdm. It

seems to be an intensive formation from root kan.

Stanza 24.

a, b. taiidt and ghrit&ki seem to be fanciful names of

plants, * the piercer,* and * dripping with ghee.' The latter

is personified in many ways, as night (AV. XIX, 48, 6)

;

Sarasvatt (RV. V, 43, 11) ; cf. ghr/tdpAdt as an epithet of

IdSi{e,g. 5at. Br. 1,8, 1,26).

Stanza 25.

Rubricated at Ath. PariV. 33, 3.

X, 6. Commentary to page 84.

The chief interest of this rather banale production lies in

the practice which it harbours. From st. 2 we gather that

the hymn is addressed to an amulet prepared from the

ploughshare. In st. 6 the amulet itself is spoken of as

a ploughshare^, but in addition it is said to be 'strong

khadira-wood ' (acacia catechu). From D^rila at Kauj.

' Cf. also the allusions to the ploughshare in sts. 12 and 33.
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35, 4» we may gather that there was a part of the plough-

share which was called ^ the chin of the ploughshare
*

(phila^ibukd). This must have been made of wood, since

of it might be made a vessel having the form of a soma-cup

(Dirila, ibidem). AJl doubt is dispelled by the same com-
mentator's glosses on Kauj. 19, 22. 23 (p. 53, notes 10 and

12 of our edition). Here it is stated with direct reference

to St. 6 of the present hymn, that * the chin ' of the plough

was made of khadira-wood, and that an amulet fashioned

out of khadira-wood in the likeness of the plough is the

object extolled in the present hymn^. The khadira is

a very hard wood (cf. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 58)

;

at 5at. Br. XIII, 4, 4, 9 it is said to be d4ru«a, *hard,* and

is compared with the bones of the body. The chin of the

ploughshare can scarcely be anything else than the point

of the instrument, and we are thus brought face to face with

the primitive wooden plough. The metal ploughshare

seems to have been known as well, if pavira, AV. Ill, 17, 3 ;

V^^. XII, 71 ; Tait. S. IV, 2, 5, 6; Maitr. S. II, 7, 12, has

that meaning (cf. Zimmer, 1. c, p. 236). The appropriate-

ness of the embodiment of * the chin of the plough, made
of khadira-wood,' into an amulet lies on the one hand in the

character of the plough and the ploughshare as emblems

of prosperity (cf. stanzas 12 * and 33) ; on the other, in the

qualifications of the khadira, * the wood that chews up (khdd)

the enemies' (cf. AV. VIII, 8, 3).

The hymn is rubricated at Kauj. 19, 22 ff. In Sii. 22

the amulet is tied on in the manner described at Kslus. 7, 19

(cf the introduction to X, 3). In the obscure next Siitra

(23) the four amulets* mentioned in Sutra 22 seem to be

passed along the cords (with which they are fastened) * by

means of a chip of gold (cf. hfrawyasrag in st. 4) ; they are

then bent, and put on each three times. In SCl. 24 a fire is

* Not so Kejava, khadirapald^ma^im, *an amulet from the

leaves of the khadira-tree.'

* Cf. the mantra in Kauj. 20, 5.

' Ddrila, uktamawe^ >&atasraA suvar«asragma«i^atutva;w nttvd.

* Cf. SsLt Br. XII, 3, 4, 2.

[42] R r
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built while reciting st. 35 ; in Sii. 25 the amulet is taken

out of the substances in which it has (again) been steeped

while reciting st. 29 (cf. Sh, 22), and (again) fastened while

reciting st. 30. Cf. also Vait. Sfi. 10, 2. 3, and Ath. PanV.

37, 1, rubricating stanzas i and 3. St. 4 is rubricated at

Ath. ParLf. 13, i ; st. 35 at 22, 3 ; 46, 2.

Stanza 6.

The formula,ydm dbadhnld br/haspcltiA,which is repeated

many times, indicates the presence ofthe purohita, the king s

chaplain. As Brihaspati, the divine purohita, fastens the

amulet upon the gods, so the king's chaplain serves the

king.
Stanza 34.

A delicate oratio pro domo. The significant words are

ya^^avardhana and .fatadakshi^^a (ish/a and pCirta). The
real meaning of the stanza is :

* as I, the priest, have by
means of this amulet made thy sacrifice successful, thus do
thou, the king, permit thyself to be inspired to reward mc,

the priest, by a gift of a hundred cows 1

'

xr, 1. Commentary to page 179.

The preparation of the brahmaudana, otherwise called

savaya^^a (Sdyawa), or brahmaudanasava (odanasava in

Sdya^a's introduction to Tait. Br. II, 7, 7, page 772), is

described at full length in Kauj. 60-63. I^ consists of

the solemn combination of asoma-sacrifice with the cooking

of a porridge for the Brahman's dakshi«4. Both the sacri-

ficer and his wife (pdtnt) participate in the ceremonious

details of the performance. The ceremony works up quite

completely the stanzas of XII, 3, in addition to the present

hymn. Wherever the ritual is suggestive or explanatory,

its gist will be given in connection with the stanzas in

question. There are, however, many signs of a secondary

and forced employment of the stanzas in the ritual, and the

stanzas themselves exhibit occasionally secondary changes

which arouse the suspicion that their form and their group-

ing here are not altogether primary and original.
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Stanza 1.

At Tait. S. VI, 5, 6, 1 ; Tait. Br. I, i, 9, i, the preparatioa

of the porridge is correlated with a legend that tells of

Aditi and the birth of her sons. Cf. the note on XII, 3, 11.

Aditi in our hymn symbolises the patni, the wife of the

sacrificer (ya^m^na). According to Kauj. 60, 19, the

stanza is spoken while both of them are engaged in churn-

ing the fire. The third P^da is defective : perhaps pflrve is

to be inserted before bhCltakr/ta//, if we consult VI, 133, 5

;

XII, I, 39.

stanza 2.

According to Kaof. 60, 22 this stanza is addressed to the

smoke as it rises from the churning-sticks. The third P&da

reads, adroghdvit^ (PadapA/Aa, ddrogha avitd: some MSS.
avit&A) v&ksLtn ikiJtSi, which the Paippalida varies by read-

ing, adroghi vitd v^taw matsa. S^ya«a comments, adroha-

kiLTi/tSim su^aritr^;/cL;^ y£^mdn&n4m avit& rakshiti vd^am
aikAa, niathyam^nagneA stutyartham and^yamAn^m rig-

Tdp^m v^am abhilakshya. The corresponding passage,

RV. Ill, 29, 9, reads, dsredhanta itana v^am ikkAsi, and

it, with the Paippal&da, suggests the reading ddroghl vita

v5^am ikkAa^ or ddroghd dveta, &c., the sense being the

same in either case. This has been made the basis of our

rendering : the 5aunaklya-tcxt scarcely yields sense.

Stanza 3.

Kauj. 60, 23 : The incipient fire is addressed with this

stanza. For P^da d, cf. st. 1 1 d, and RV. IV, 50, 10 d.

Stanza 4.

Kau^f. 60, 24: The blazing fire is thus addressed. For

PSda d, cf. I, 9, 2; XVIII, 3, 4 ; V4?-. S. XII, 63.

Stanza 5.

The text of P&da a seems forced. The Paippal&da with

marked improvement, tredhd bh^go nihito ^tavedaA.

Perhaps the words yiA pur^ vo are imported from st. 15.

R r 2
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In PAda d the PaippalAda reads imdm, i.e. the sacrificer\

for im^m, the pdtni, the wife ; cf. st. 4d. See Kauj. 6i, 8,

from which it would appear that three heaps of rice, from

which the brahmaudana is to be prepared, are addressed

with this stanza.

Stanza 6.

Kauj. 6 1, 9-1 1 :
* With the share of grain that has been

divided off for the fathers he performs a jrAddha. With
the one that has been divided off for men he feeds the

Brahmans. The share that belongs to the gods he pours

into a jar, with closed fist, or open palm, or with the hollow

of his two hands (a«^li) ; bending his right knee, turned to

the north-east, or with his body inclined ; reciting stanza 6

(of this hymn).*

Stanza 7.

According to Kauj. 61, 20, this stanza is recited while

the rice is being poured into the mortar. Possibly the

words ud ub^ &c. are addressed to the mortar. The
PaippalAda has enam for enSm ; cf. st. 5. A comparison

with St. 6 b still further suggests enAn, establishing a natural

antithesis between ni>&o ny ub^a in 6 b, and ud ub^i'nSn
(sc. sa^dt^n) \n st. 7 b.

Stanza 8.

Kauj. 60, 30 : The sacrificial skin, its neck turned to the

east, the hair turned upward (as usual in ritual perform-

ances), is spread out while reciting this stanza.

Stanza 9.

Kauj. 61, 18 rubricates PAda a of this stanza along with

XII, 3, 14: *the mortar and pestle, and the scrubbed

winnowing-basket are placed upon the skin.' The Siitra

seems to substitute mortar and pestle for the two press-

stones. P^da b is rubricated at 61, 22, along with XII, 3,

18, avahanti. P4da d along with XII, 3, 19 at 61, 24, udu-

* Or perhaps even more primarily, the porridge ;
* the share of

the gods this (Agni) shall bring over to them/ Cf., however, the

feminine en^m in st. 7 b.
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hantim (sc. patnim anumantrayate). The construction of

the second hemistich is not altogether clear. We have

referred the action to the earth in st. 8. See also st. 11.

Saya;/a refers it to the patni (cf. Krus. 61, 24, above), and
construes im^m chiastically with pra^f^m, to wit : he patni

avahanana/w kurvati nibidhasva imdm ktmiy^m pra^;;/

hantuf;^ ye ^atrava// vartante tdn ni ^hi. This is obviously

forced. The construction of ixnS,m as im^n (but Padap^///a,

itnim !), or its emendation to imdm (sc. y^^m^nam) would

render S4ya«a's and Kaujika's (61, 24) view more natural.

Cf. the notes on sts. 5 and 7 for similar suggestions.

Stanza 10.

Kauj. 60, 19 : grthkua, gr^vdwdv ity ubhaya;« grzhnkti.

S&ya;;a, ardhar>&ena ul{ikhalamusalam avahanandrtha;;^

patni;;/ grdhayet^ Kauj. 61, 15-17: *With the second

hemistich (the priest) addresses the sacrificer, saying,

" Choose three gifts." (The sacrificer) chooses the first

wish, saying :
" May I by this rite become superior." The

wife chooses the other two gifts.' Siya«a, trayo vardA ity

ardhar/&ena nirvdpin&nantaraw varaw vr/;/antau (sc. anu-

mantrayate).

a. We have translated the doubtful Stt. \ey. sakr/tau, for

which the Paippaldda has the equivalent sayi^u. Some
MSS. used by Shankar Pandit have sukr/tau, an easier

reading, suspicious on account of its facility.

Stanza 11.

Kaus, 61, 23 : 'While reciting the first hemistich of this

stanza along with the second hemistich of XII, 3, 19 (the

sacrificer) takes hold of the winnowing-basket.' Kauj. 61,

25 :
* With the second hemistich of this stanza and the first

of XII, 3, 19 he addresses (the wife) as she winnows.*

Aditi in the stanzas and the pdtnt in the practice are regu-

larly correlated ; cf. st. i. For Pdda d, cf. 3 d.

* Sdya//a obviously violates the sense of the stanza : pa,tnim

grahayet collides with grihd«d . . . vXra in Pada a.
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Stanza 12.

Kauj. 6 1, 29: The winnowing is performed while this

stanza is recited.

a. Our translation of upafvas6, * while (the wind) blows,'

i.e. * in the draught/ is wholly conjectural. The Pet. Lexs.

*drohnend.* SAya;/a, with many MSS., reads upajvase

dhruvaye (for upa$vas6 druvciye of the editions), and com-

ments as follows : dhruvaye dhruvdya sthirdya satyaphalaya

karma/^e he tSLftdnlAA yushm^n upa^vase upa samipe Irvdsa-

y4mi prabhClt^n karomi. Nothing usable may be derived

from this manipulation of the stanza. For druvaye, see the

note on V, 20, 2.

Stanza 13.

Kaar. 60, 25 :
* With stanza 13 he sends (the wife),

guarded and ornamented, to fetch water.* S4ya;/a, udakam
^arantlw patnim sa;wpreshayet. This act precedes in the

ritual the winnowing, being one of the first features of the

ceremonial.

Stanza 14.

Kauj. 60, 26-28 :
* With the first PAda he addresses (the

wife) as she brings the water (Sdya;/a, prathamap4dena

Sig2LikAs,nttm patnim anumantrayate). With the second

and third PAdas he calls upon the wife (to rise). With the

words, " take the water-vessel," she takes it.* But S4ya//a

refers the action in the fourth Pdda to the sacrificer

himself: k tvA'gan y^gndJi iti pidaikadejena ^lakumbha-
d&trt patnt kartdra/« preshayet, prati kumbha/;* gr/bhdya

iti ardhap4dena patnt ^alakumbha;« gr^hayet kartAram.

a. S^ya«a regards the yoshftaA jumbhamAnAA not as

* pure waters,' but as the women who bring them, jobhan4-

la;;/k4rayukt& \m&, yoshita^ udakahartrya^ striya^. But

cf. sts. 17, 27.

b. S&ya«a reads tava sawrabhasva, and the PaippalAda

tava^ saf;;rabhasva. The Pdda as it stands in the editions

is not defective: yet tavasaw siitn rabhasva (haplographia)

may have been the original reading. We have at any rate

translated tavasam as an abstract.
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Stanza 16.

Kau^. 60, 39 :
* (The sacrificer) puts (the vessel) down

while reciting the first P4da.' S^ya/^a, prathamapddena

^galakumbhaw bhClmau nidadhyit. Kauj. 60, 34: *With
the remaining three P^das he places the water-vessel upon
the skin.' Cf. also Kauj. 61, 33.

a. Our rendering of PAda a leaves some misgivings.

A more natural translation of it is, * the share of food that

has of yore been set aside for you.' But this leaves it

hanging in mid-air.

Stanza 16.

Kauj. 61, 31 : The pot is placed upon the fire; cf. also

Krus. a, 7.

Stanza 17.

Kaar. 61, 34. 35 : The purifying two blades of darbha-

grass are placed over the pot, and water is poured in ; cf.

also Kaof. 2, 8. The Paippalida read in P4da c, dadat

pra^m bahulAm IrAn (paxCin ?) me.

Stanza 18.

Kaof. 61, 36 : With this stanza and XII, 3, 28 the grain

is washed in water, and poured into the pot. Cf. also

Kauj. a, 9.

Stanza 19.

Kauj. 61, 37 : With this stanza and XII, 3, 29 the

porridge is allowed to cook.

d. For paktv£ in the vulgata, Shankar Pandit, following

most of his MSS. and S&ya/^a, reads pakt^ ; this we have

translated. Cf. also the Index Verborum, s. v. paktr/. The
corruption is due to st. 18 d. Note the alliteration.

Stanzas 21, 22.

Kau^f. 61, 41. 42: With stanza 21 and XII, 3, 35 the

porridge is taken off the fire. With st. 22 the pot is turned

to the right.

Stanza 23.

Kaof. 61, 44 rubricates only the second hemistich,

awsadhrlm (some MSS. a;«sadrim) ity upadadhiti. The
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difficult word in the stanza is the Att. Key, which the^ vulgata

presents in the form awsadhrt'm. The MSS. present in

addition the forms awsaddhrfm, awsadr^m, and awsaddrim.

Shankar Pandit chooses awsadri^m ; S^yawa a^wjadhrim,

glossing as follows : 2ims^n bhigin devamanushyapitr/saw-

bandhino dh^rayati^ti awjadhri i^m . . . vedim. The only

point that seems worth saving is the statement that the

word refers to the vedi, not to the pot, as the Pet. Lexs.

have it :
* vielleicht ein gcfass mit handhaben, henkeln auf

beiden seiten/

d. daiv^ndm (sc. br&hma/^dnim). Read perhaps devd-

t^nim, metri gratia; cf. st. 25, and III, 3, 2; VI, 13, i;

XII, 3, 38; VA^.S.XV,5o.

Stanza 24.

Kaoy. 62, I : With st. 24 and XII, 3, 36 the performance

indicated in the mantra is made, i.e. the srui^ is placed upon
the altar (Sdya«a, sru^aw vedyim s&dayet).

a. The feminine hdstdm is an opportunist formation,

made to suit the feminine srii^am. Some MSS., the Paip-

palida, and S^ya;/a read hdstam, a facile emendation which

is, however, discredited by the universal reading dvitiydm.

Stanza 25.

Kauj. 6^, 3 : Four descendants of the /?/shis who know
the Bhr/gu-Ahgiras texts (i. e. the Atharvan writings) are

seated. SAya;/a, Asane upavejayet. Cf. also Kauj. 65, 1 3.

b. Siya^^a, punar etdn pra sida pr^pnuhi. This meaning
of pra sad is not well authenticated : perhaps * favour

them ' is the true sense.

Stanza 26.

Not rubricated in the Kauxika, but S4ya;/a, in the intro-

duction, supplies the action, datura Srshey^n ritvigo ys^-
mdna dhvayet. Not so, however, in the commentary upon
the text, suhavd jobhandhvdnd patni ^rsheydn . . . puna//-

punar AhvayAmi. Whitney, in the Index Verborum, re-

gards suhavA as instrumental * with efficient call,* at III, 26,

6 ; VII, 47, 1 ; 48, 1, in addition to our passage. But if we
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compare AV. VII, 48, i with its parallel in RV. II, 32, 4,

ttkim sAiim suhavAm (so RV. ; suhdvi, AV.) sushAitf huve,

it seems hard to refrain from emending suhdvi in our

stanza to suhdv^;« = suhdvdn. This we have done, sup-

ported further by RV. VII, 44, a ; 83, 4 ; 93, i ; X, 141, 4.

Stanza 27.

Kau^. 6^, 4 : The action indicated in the stanza is per-

formed. S&ya«a, tesh&m ritvig^m hastapraksh&landrtham

udaka;» dady&t. The stanza is nearly identical with VI,

122, 5 ; cf. also St. 17, and X, 9, 27.

Stanza 28.

Kauj. 62, 22: With stanza 28 and XII, 3, 50 he places

gold upon the porridge (Siya/za, odane hirajiysim nida-

dhydt). Kauj. 63, 5 : With PAda b and XII, 3, 53 he sets

it aside (? S4ya«a, Ishat kjirshayet).

a. For the relation of light and gold, cf. I, 9, 2.

b. For pakva;« ksh^trAt, cf. vrikshim pakvdm, RV. Ill,

45, 4 ;
pakv^ sikh^, RV. I, 8, 8.

Stanza 29.

Kaay. 6^, 6. 7 : With PAda a the chaff is poured into the

fire (S^yawa, agnau tush&n ^uhuy4t). With P^da b the

refuse is swept aside with the left foot. The precise differ-

ence between tiisha and kambflka is not clear. Sdya;^a

glosses the former by, brahmaudandrthataz/rfulebhyaA pri-

thakkr/tcin ; both Kau^ika and S^ya;/a render kamb(!(ka by
phalikara;/a. These indications we have followed. The
fire obtains the more valuable and nutritious part of the

refuse ; Nirr/ti, the goddess of destruction, has the refuse

pushed to her as a sop, uncannily, with the left foot.

Stanza 80.

Kaus. 6^, 19. 20: Either with the entire hymn, or with

the part of it that begins here, he first anoints the porridge

with the dregs of ghee. Cf. especially st. 31.

a. I have taken the words jr^myataA &c. as genitives
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singular, dependent upon viddhi. See Delbriick, Altin-

dische Syntax, p. 159. SAya«a, as accusatives plural:

diksh&r(ipax/2 tapas tapyam&n&n, &c.

Stanza 31.

Kau^. 62, 15-17 : With the first hemistich of our stanza

and XII, 3, 45 he makes a cavity (for ghee) on the top of

the porridge (S^ya^a, gartRm kuryAt). The stanza is

varied by substituting the word brahman for adhvaryo, if

a priest other than the Adhvaryu is addressed. With the

second hemistich of each of the two stanzas he floods the

porridge with ghee.

Stanza 82.

For purish{;zaA S4ya«a quotes to the point Tait S. II, 6,

4, 3 : pra^ vai pa^vaA pudsham, prc^yai'vai*na/« paju-

bhiA purishavantaw karoti. Cf. sts. 36 a, b ; 25 d.

XI, 2. Commentary to page 155.

The hymn is addressed to Rudra (5iva-Agni), under the

large variety of names or embodiments (mOrti) customary

with that divinity. These vary from seven to nine in

number, most of which, namely Rudra, Bhava, 5arva,

Pajupati, Ugra (cf. also the word tse in st. 27, as reflecting

the name tsAm ^), occur in the hymn either as full proper

names, or as standing epithets. Connected lists of these

names occur frequently, e. g. AV. XV, 5 ; Y^. S. XXXIX,
8. 9 ; Kaush. Br. VI, 2 ff*. : 5at. Br. VI, i, 3, 10-17 ; -S'^nkh.

Sr. IV, 18,5 ; Kauj. 51, 8 ; P^r. Grih. Ill, 8, 6 ; A^. Grth.

IV, 8, 19 ; Hir. Grih, II, 8, 6. 7 ; Mdrka//^/eya-pur^//a, 52,

aff". : cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. II, 302; XVII, 130; Omina
und Portenta (Royal Academy of Berlin, 1858), p. 400 ff

;

Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, IV^ 343, 403 ff.

The hymn is a prayer to Rudra, in his various aspects,

* Sdya«a cites the following versus memorialis: xarva^w paju-

pati;w ^o*gra;» rudraw bhavam athe«jvaram, mahddeva^i ka,

bhima/72 ^.
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for protection and mercy, and it is rubricated, accordingly,

at Kau^. 50, 13. 14 in the course of the performances of

a merchant who starts out upon his business. See the in-

troductions to the hymns III, 15 ; VI, 59 ; and 128. Further,

in a performance undertaken by a traveller in a lonely place,

at Kauj. 51, 7 ff., and again, when an ominous bird of prey

holding flesh in its beak alights, Kauj. 129, 3 (cf. stanzas

2, 24 of the hymn). See also Vait SC. 29, 10. The hymn
figures also in the raudraga«a of the Ga«am414, Ath. Pari^.

32, 17. It has been translated by Muir, Original Sanskrit

Texts, IV^ 335 ff., and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, p. 549 ff.

;

cf also Bergaigne et Henry, Manuel V^dique, p. 157 ff.

Stanza 2.

The metrical tradition of the "stanza is corrupt : avishyd-

vaA at the end of the first hemistich seems to belong to

Pdda c, which ends at palpate. Accordingly our transla-

tion. S^ya«a, in P^da b, reads, pampering his etymology,

aviklabebhyaA, and glosses, viklabd adhr/sh/slA kAtar^s tad-

viparitebhyaA, *to those who are the reverse of viklaba

(cowardly),' i.e. * bold ; ' cf. the note on XI, 9, 9.

Stanza 8.

SAya/za, ropayaA ropayitryo mohayitryas tanvaA. Cf. V,

30, 16, and Rudra's relation to diseases in st. 22. The
epithet * thousand-eyed ' accentuates the relation between

Rudra and Agni ; see the note on IV, 20, 4.

Stanza 4.

One is tempted to emend antdrikshdya in PAda d to

antarikshdt, *from the atmosphere reverence be to thee.'

The change of the ablative to the dative may be due to

St. 5 d, pratiKndya te ndma//.

Stanza 7.

o. The MSS. read unanimously ardhakagh&tfni, but

there is no Ardhaka to slay. S&yawa, * he whose habit it

is to slay half of the (hostile) army,' an insipid pis-aller.
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A demon by the name of Andhaka is in the epics a familiar

victim of 5iva, who is styled andhakaghAtin in Mah4-
bh&rata XII, 10356, and SWb, is the later representative of

Rudra. The Paippal&da reads adhvagaghdtin, * the slayer

of the wayfarer.' This suits admirably, since the hymn is

intended as a prayer for protection against the dangers of

a journey ; cf. st. 4, and the practices (in the introduction).

But its very suitableness lays it open to the suspicion of

being an easy reading which shirks the difficulty involved

in the less familiar ardhaka (andhaka).

Stanza 11.

For the last P^da, cf XI, 9, 7. 14 ; 10, 7, and our Con-

tributions, Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, 339 ff.

The female mourners indicate, of course, the presence of

death.
Stanza 12.

b. The MSS. read sahasraghn{m, -ghnydm, and -ghnf.

The vulgate has adopted the impossible -ghn{m ; S&ya«a,

-ghnydm ; and Shankar Pandit, -ghnf. We have translated

the latter, as a locative singular from -hdn, with haste,

understood.
Stanza 13.

Cf. X, I, 26; 5at. Br. XIV, 4, a, 18: padanf means
* tracking the steps,' not * leading the steps* (Pet Lex.), as

may be seen especially in the passage of the 5at. Br., where

vindate is the synonym of nt.

Stanza 14.

b. The text has ^arato, not ^aratho: change the con-

struction accordingly to the third person.

Stanzas 16, 17.

St. 15 is formulaic: see, e.g. XI, 4, 7. St. 17 is rubri-

cated in Ath. PariJ. 33, 3.

Stanza 18.

In the epic literature, Kesin is a demon slain by Kr/sh«a.

In RV. I, 164, 44, three Ke^in are mentioned: they are

Agni, Siirya, and Vdyu ; further, RV. X, 136 is a hymn to
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Kerin, the sun, typified as a solitary hermit (muni); see

Contributions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV,
167. Possibly the chariot of the sun is the object of

Rudra's attack. The entire stanza may, however, be taken

differently :
* The crushing chariot of the long-haired (ke^in,

1. e. Rudra) ... we approach first.' S&yana, advocates the

construction which we have put into the text.

Stanza 24.

Cf. XII, I, 49. 51. In P^da a, vine may be a metrically

superfluous gloss suggested by kr3.nySA. In P&da c, ya-

kshdm is not quite clear: *thy spirit,' or *thy reflection,

image.* S^ya^/a adopts the hackneyed etymological ex-

planation of the word, p{\^aw svardpam.

Stanza 25.

a, b. S^ya«a, * simsumiira, is a kind of crocodile, a^gara

a kind of serpent, pulikaya and the rest varieties of water

animals.' The last word occurs in the form pulikaya at

Maitr. S. Ill, 14, a (between matsya and nAkra); in the

corresponding passage, V^^. S. XXIV, 21, in the form

kulipdya (Mahidhara, ^ala^), and at Tait. S. V, 5, 13, 1 in

the form kulikdya (commentary, bahup^n matsyavi^esha^).

For the interchange between gutturals and labials, see

Contributions, Sixth Series, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl.

Gesellsch. XLVIII, p. 557, note^. For the obscure ra^asS

(Padap^/Aa, rajfas^) S^ya«a reads r^^asi (Atmiyena te^as^).

d. Many MSS. sdrv^n. SAya«a with some MSS. reads

sdrvim for sdrvAn, the obviously correct form which we
have in the vulgate.

Stanza 26.

Though Rudra here threatens men with poison, he is

elsewhere reported as himself drinking it. So clearly in

the Bh&gavata-pur4;/a X, 31, and apparently also RV. X,

* Add the following possible cases of the correlation of gutturals

and labials : riph=rikh ; stupa=stuka ; and cf. kapuv^^^ala, ' back-

hair ' (cf. Lat. caput), with kakubh, kakudh.
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1 36* 7> if we take vishd in its ordinary sense. The trans-

lators here generally render it by * water, fluid * (cf. st. 1 of

the same hymn). See Muir, 1. c, IV^, pp. 50, 320.

Stanza 27.

o. The vulgata reads tdsyai. This is corrected in the

Index Verborum to tasmai. Some of Shankar Pandit's

MSS. now exhibit this obviously correct reading, which is

also the basis of SkysinaJs comment.

Stanza 28.

e. Parallels to this interesting passage, together with

a valuable discussion of the position of jraddh^, * faith,' in

the Veda, are presented in Ludwig's work, Der Rigveda,

III, 263 ff.

Stanza 29.

b. The stanza is repeated, RV. I, 114, 7 ; V^^. S. XVI,
15; Tait. S. IV, 5, 10, 2 ; the second P&da appears there

in the more desirable form, m^ na ukshantam utd mS, na

ukshitdm, * do not cause injury to our growing and grown

up (children).' The Atharvan reading seems to be due to

a misunderstanding of the meaning of the root uksh, as

being derived from vah, 'carry.' Siyawa, bhiravahana-

kshamaw madhyavayaskam, * the middle-aged man capable

of carrying burdens,' and vakshataA(l) kr/tavahanavyi-

pdr&n. Ludwig, * der uns faret ... die uns faren werden.'

Our own translation is a makeshift.

Stanza 80.

b. The Pet. Lexs. and Muir translate asawsAktagil^

bhyaA by * devouring unchewed food.* We with S&ya^a

and Ludwig.

XI, 4. Commentary to page 318.

In the Upanishads, pr&«d, * breath,' is frequently identified

with brahma and dtmdn. See, e.g. Kaushitaki Up. II, i,

2; III, a ; IV, ao ; Tait. Up. Ill, 3. Very frequently Agni
and SCrya take the place of these abstractions, e. g. Maitri
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Up. VI, I. 5. 9. 33 ; Pra^na Up. I, 5. 7. 8 ; II, 8. Prd/za is

the personified breath of life, itself at the base of all

existence (Ka/Aa Up. VI, 2), and fits naturally into the

system of monotheistic-pantheistic thought which from the

earliest beginnings of Hindu literature runs in a parallel

current with polytheism. A noteworthy feature of this

hymn is the predication to Pr^«a of the qualities of a rain-

god (Par^anya). As such he quickens the life of plants

and animals, and the account of this action of his is pursued

with a great deal of detail and repetition. Equally remark-

able is the outspoken identification of Pr^;/a in sts. 21 and

22 with the sun in the form of the hawsd. This is a round-

about way of saying that pr&nA (Atmdn) is identical with

brihma, brahm^. See Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V,

393 ff. ; Scherman, Philosophische Hymnen aus der Rig-

und Atharva-veda-sawhitA, p. 69 ff., each of whom offers a

partial translation.

In the ritual of the Atharvan the hymn figures as an

dyushyam (sc. sCiktam), * bestowing long life,' and therefore

forms a part of the 4yushyaga«a in the GawamAl^, Ath.

Faris. 32, 4 (see Kaus. 54, 11, note). Cf. also Kauj. 139, 7.

At Kaof. 55, 17 it is employed in the course of the investi-

ture of the disciple with the holy cord; at Kauj. 58, 3. 11

in certain special ceremonies (br4hma«oktam and f/shi-

hastaA, SC. 4), calculated to ensure longevity. The last

stanza of the hymn is in our opinion constructed with this

purpose directly in view : see the note on the passage.

Cf. also 5intikalpa 15, 19 ^

Stanza 2.

The four component parts of a storm are wind, thunder,

lightning, and rain; see our Contributions, Sixth Series,

Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVIII, 569-70,

and cf. especially the v&yii krandddish/i, *the wind hastening

along with clamour* (RV. X, 100, 2). We have therefore

assumed that krdnda is the wind, ' the roarer,' par excel-

lence. See also st. 15.

^ Erroneously quoted by Sdyaiia as Nakshatrakalpa.
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Stanza4si 5, 6.

Cf. Prajna Up. II, lo: * When thou, O PrA«a, sprinklest

the rain, then are these creatures full of joy ; (they think)

:

" food shall we have according to wish." ' PrA//a here, as

elsewhere in this composition, approaches closely to the

character of Par^anya ; see the hymn, RV. V, 83. For
St. 5, cf. St. 17.

Stanza 7.

The verse is formulaic ; see, e.g. XI, 2, 15.

Stanza 11.

Sdya«a, * by his going out he causes the death of all

living beings.' For P&da b of this and the following stanza,

cf. the similar sentiments assembled by Scherman, I.e.,

PP- 35, 59.

Stanza 18.

The epithet ana^/v4n, *ox,' suggests AV. IV, 11, where

supreme divine power is attributed to an ox. See Muir,

Original Sanskrit Texts, V, 399, and Jacob's Concordance,

s. V. ana^uh.
Stanza 16.

In the ritualistic literature the terms ^tharva«d and dhgi-

rasa are differentiated, so that the former means *holy,'

being the equivalent of jdnta, while the latter means * per-

taining to sorcery,' being the equivalent of Abhi^irika. Cf.

Kauj. 47, 2. 12; Vait. SC. 5, 10; Gopatha-Br. I, 2, 18;

Rig-vidhina IV, 6, 4. See Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XI, 387 ff.

;

Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, p. 332, note ; and the introduction

to the present work. Especially in the passages quoted from

the Vaitdna-sCtra and the Gopatha-Brihmawa this distinction

is expressed clearly, and there seems to be no good reason

to doubt that the writer here has it in mind. For dngirasfA

(sc. oshadhfA), see also AV. VIII, 5, 9 ; 7, 17. 24. Cf. also

XIX, 39, 5.

Stanza 21.

S&ya«a explains ha;wsd, alternately, as either the sun, or

breath. The latter, if it withdraws from man, produces
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death, and consequently annuls all distinctions of time.

There can be no doubt that the former is the correct inter-

pretation. The stanza contains a blend of two personifica-

tions of the sun. As hdimsi the sun figures at AV. X, 8,

17; XIII, 3, 14; Tait. Ar. II, 15, 8; Tait. Br. Ill, 10, 9,

II ; cf. the words ha;;^sa and paramaha;//sa in Jacob's

Concordance to the principal Upanishads. The second

conception of the sun underlies PAda a ; it is that of the

a^ ekapad, or ekapida, for which see Roth, Yaska\s

Nirukta, Erlauterungen, p. 165; Bergaigne, La Religion

Vedique, III, p. 20 ff. ; Henry, Les Hymnes Rohitas, p. 25.

We would refer any one that doubts that ag-a. ekapad is the

sun to Tait. Br. Ill, i, 2, 8, *A^ Ekapad has risen in

the east, delighting all beings. At his urging (prasavam)

all the gods go,* &c.

Stanza 22.

Sdyawa again suggests that the human body, with breath

as the dominating force, is the subject of the stanza. The
human body, consisting of skin, blood, and six other

elements, is eight-wheeled, and held in position by one

felloe, breath. Doubtless, the sun is again presented mys-

tically. At AV. X, 8, 7 (cf. Muir, 1. c, I, 9 ; Ludwig, Der

Rigveda, III, 395) the stanza occurs with the variant ^ka-

iJrakram for ash/^akram. In this form it is obviously

a continuation of st. 21 : we are at a loss to explain the

mystic thought which underlies the change of eka to ash/i

;

cf. ash/^akra in AV. X, 2, 31. The stanza posits a theo-

sophic riddle (brahmodya ; cf. Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV,

172 ff.) ; the second hemistich recurs in a different connec-

tion at AV. X, 8, 13.

Stanzas 24-26.

The last three stanzas impart to the hymn the character

of a conjuration, in accordance with its employment in the

Kaujika. See the introduction. In the last stanza apSim

gdrbha is 'fire' (cf. RV. I, 164, 5^\ Tait. S. IV, 2, 3, 3),

either the fire in the body, or, perhaps more probably, the

fire of which the Brahman disciple takes care. See 5^nkh.

[42] s s
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Grih. II, lo ; A^. Grth. I, 20, ic-21 ; Pdr. GrzTi. II, 4, i ff.
;

Gobh. Grth. II, 10, 46.

XI, 5. Commentary to page 214.

This hymn has been subjected to the treatment of a

number of prominent scholars : see Muir, Original Sanskrit

Texts,V, 399 ff. ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, 111,452 ff. ; Scher-

man, Philosophische Hymnen aus der Rig- und Athar-

va-veda-Saf«hit4, p. 84 ff. ; cf. also Bergaigne et Henry,

Manuel Vedique, p. 161 ff. Neither of these scholars seems

to us to state quite correctly the origin of this peculiar type

of speculation. In our Contributions, Third Series, Joum.
Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 167 ff., we have endeavoured to show

that RV. X, 136 contains the glorification of the sun as a

muni, a solitary ascetic : the present hymn may be under-

stood best from a similar starting-point. The sun, who con-

tributes elsewhere many of his qualities to the speculations

regarding the primeval principle of the universe, is here

for the nonce imagined as a Brahma>&arin, a Brahmanical

disciple, engaged in the practice of his holy vows ; next,

by an easy transition, all the functions and powers of the

Brahma^^rin are made the basis of a momentary cosmo-

gonic and philosophical account of the origin and existence

of the universe. This allegory is carried out with all the

feeble consistency that characterises Hindu speculations of

this sort, and the more gladly so, as it offers a good oppor-

tunity for the apotheosis of Brahmanism, and the Brahmanic

caste. The purely physical qualities of the sun peep out

in a variety of stanzas, especially i, 5, 6, 11, 23, and 26.

Cf. the manipulation of the first stanza at Gop. Br. I, 2, i.

Stanza 3.

Saya;/a fitly quotes Apastamba's DharmasOtra, I, i, i,

15-17. Cf. also Gautama I, 8; Vish/^u XXX, 44-45;
Vasish/Aa II, 3-5; Manu II, 146-8. See also Kau^. 55,

18, note; 5at. Br. XI, 5, 4, 12.

Stanza 4.

It IS not easy to differentiate the synonyms prwfiti and
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piparti at the end of the two hemistichs. S4ya«a, prinkti

piirayati . . . piparti piirayati pdlayati vd. Ludwig and

Scherman render piparti by * fordern.'

Stanza 6.

o. This Pdda is peculiarly suggestive of the sun : cf. RV.

X, 136, 5. In the preceding PAda the apparently trivial

dirghirmajruA, *with long beard,' probably refers to the

rays of the sun.

Stanza 7.

For the identification of the brahma, or some kindred

primeval principle, with Indra, cf. AV. X, 7, 29 ff. See also

stanza 16.

Stanza 11.

The two Agnis are explained by Sclya;^a, correctly, we
believe, as the fire of the sun and the terrestrial fire, eko

'gniA anudyatsCirydtmako vartate, aparaA p^rthivo'gni^i

pr/thivyd upari vartate. And further :
* The combined

rays of this (terrestrial) fire and the sun, exceedingly strong

in their fusion, expand upon heaven and earth.*

Stanza 12.

Siya«a regards Varu;/a (cf. stanzas 14, 15) as the subject

of the first hemistich, abhikrandan . . . megheshu stanitaw

gar^itaw kurvan ^atingaA (iShankar Pandit; the MSS.
have jyawtigaA) jyetavar«a»^ ^lapQrwaw priptaA evaw-

bhQto varuwaA. There is no reason for thus separating

the two hemistichs. S4ya«a is squeamish about endowing

a BrahmaMrin with a hrthAk kMpsiA ; but he enacts here

the r61e of Pra^dpati, and the predication of a penis is as

natural as that of the more commonplace semen (r^tas).

Stanza 13.

d. Ludwig, * ihr ^gyB, ist der mensch, regen und wasser.'

We have translated with Sdya/^a. Cf. RV. X, 51, 8, ghritim

kSi'p&m purushaw ^au«shadhindm, which carries the note

of a vague relationship with our passage, but does not

remove the obscurity.

S s 2
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Stanza 24.

For brahma bhr^^t (again the sun), cf. Kau^. 97, 8 (p. 253).

XI, 6. Commentary to page 160.

The hymn is rubricated, Kauj. 9, 2. 4, in the two so-called

j4ntiga;/as (cf. Ath. Parij. 32, 26. 27). These are h'sts of

purificatory hymns and stanzas, employed especially at the

preparation of the jdntyudaka, 'holy water' (Kauj. 9, 8 ff.).

According to the Gawam^ld, Ath. ParLy. 32, 32 the hymn,

with the exception of stanzas 7, 9, 22, and 23, which strike

a different key, is a member of the a/«holihgaga«a, a list

of stanzas characterised by the presence of the word awhas,
* misfortune, calamity

;

' cf. Kauj. 32, 27. The chief interest

of the hymn lies in the clear and fairly complete presenta-

tion of the pantheon of the time. This is very much on the

plane of the Ya^s-texts and the Brihma«as.

Stanza 9.

For the group of divinities addressed in this stanza, see

the introduction to XI, 2.

Stanza 14.

For the use of the word bhesha^ni as an equivalent

of * holy ' Atharvan charms, cf. 5Ahkh. 5r. XVI, 2, 9 ; Asv,

Sr. X, 7, 3 ; Tank. Br. XII, 9, 10. See the introduction to

the present volume.

Stanza 16.

Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 72, assumes that saha

is the designation of a plant, and this view may be supported

from the Hindu lexicographers. In the Index Verborum
the word figures under the stem sdhas. Our rendering

implies the adjective sAha, * mighty.'

Stanza 17.

The entire stanza and certain turns of its expression are

formulaic; see III, 7, 9. 10, and cf. the Pet. Lex. under

Srtavd.
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Stanzas 19, 20.

The two are identical, except that sarvAn and sdrvAbhi//

are substituted in 20, for v/jv^n and yisvkhhiA in 19.

Cf.Kau.f.56, 13; 74,3.

Stanza 23.

The little story (&khyky\k&) here alluded to is not, to our

knowledge, illumined by the rest of the literature. Mitali

IS mentioned once more, RV. X, 14, 3, in a totally different

connection. Cf. Kauj. 58, 25, and Kaujika, Index D, under

the stanza.

XI, 7. Commentary to page 226.

The Vedic writings are extremely shifty in assigning to

a first cause the creation and maintenance of the universe,

in the course of their cosmogonic speculations. There are

purely philosophical abstractions like sat (being) and asat

(non-being), tad (that), eka (the only) ; cosmic forces like

brahma, k41a (time), k4ma (love), pr4;/a (breath) ; and per-

sonal creators like Pra^ipati, Purusha, Vi^vakarman, Hira-

//yagarbha, and Paramesh/Ain. But further, in the course

of the speculations of the Brdhma«as, universal or special

cosmogonic power is attributed to all sorts of trivial circum-

stances, even down to the special features and implements

of the sacrifice. The priestly power (cf. XI, 5), and the

priestly activity, are made to stand for the cosmic force

with which they aim to establish relations. S^ya//a is quite

right, therefore, in correlating the present hymn with such

a statement as is made in Tait. Br. I, i, 9, i (cf. also

Mait. S. II, I, 12), where divinities are born of the leavings

of the brahmaudana (see XI, i ; XII, 3) which had been

eaten by Aditi. The hymn is nothing but a momentary

symbolic transfer of the divine, or pantheistic attributes to

a certain ritualistic feature made prominent for the time

being. The writer knows that he is simply transferring

his most fulsome cosmogonic conceptions in order to accen-

tuate a to him important ritualistic act, the consumption of

the leavings of the sacrifice. The veil is thin ; everything
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that is said here fits the brahma, or some other embodi-

ment, and SAya«a boldly establishes the equation u^^Aish/a

= brahma. Accordingly, too, in at least two stanzas (15, 16)

the u^^Aish/a is personified as the masculine ukkAishi3LS,

quite in the manner of the relation of the neuter brahma to

the masculine brahmdn. We may note, however, that the

road for this drastic transfer is opened in a measure by the

philosophical position of the word anna, * food.' This is

a prominent link in the chain that unites man to the

universe. See, e.g. Tait. Up. Ill, 3, and the stately array

of passages in Jacob's Concordance to the principal Upani-

shads, s.v. The interest of the hymn lies rather in the

attempt which it makes to exploit exhaustively the chief

concerns of Brahmanical existence and belief. Except

for its metrical form it belongs to Brdhma/^a literature.

See Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. v, p. 396 fT, and

Scherman, Philosophische Hymnen aus der Rig- und

Atharva-veda-Sa;«hitA, p. 87 fT., where partial translations

of the hymn are essayed.

Stanza 3.

d. The translation of Pida d is mere guess-work. Since

vrd means * throng,' drd would seem to mean the converse

;

cf. the root dr4, * run :
* * that which is assembled and that

which is scattered,' i.e. *that which is confined and that

which is free,' or the like. S4ya/^a, vraA vArako varu^zaA

draA dr&vaksiA amr/tamayaA somaA. The difficulty is in-

creased by the appearance of another mystic monosyllable,

nyAA in st. 4 a. The Pet. Lex. suggests that all three are

artificial abbreviations.

Stamsa 4.

a. This Pada is again nearly hopeless. The vulgate reads

drtmha, sthir6, and Whitney in the Index Verborum classifies

drimha, as an imperative. But an imperative is out of place

in this hymn which is throughout descriptive. Shankar

Pandit with the Padapfi/Aa and S^yawa reads drmhasthiro

as a compound (Sdyawa, dr/;«hanena sthirikr/to loka^).

I have thought of dridAadrimhi{A), ' he who fastens that
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1

which is firm :
* it is a mere guess. Cf. bhOmidrmha, V,

28,14; XIX, 33, 2. Sdya/^a glosses nydA by netdra//,

* leaders,* but we should then at least expect nyk/i with the

circumflex. I have preferred the singular ; cf. vra^ and

driA in 3 d.
Stanza 6.

Information regarding the great variety of terms con-

nected with the liturgy and the sacrifice in this and the

following stanzas is to be obtained every time from the

Pet. Lex. For this stanza, cf. Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III,

25. For the obscure expression tan mayi in Pdda d, cf.

sts. 12, 14, and srHr mdyi in st. i.

Stanza 6.

The beginning of the mahdnAmni-verses is given by
Sdya/^a, as follows : vidd maghavan vid4 gdtum anu jaf;/sisho

disdJi (Ait. Ar. IV, i). Cf. Proc. Berl. Acad. 1868, p. 244.

Stanza 11.

b. The expression ubhdyaA sahd has been rendered, not

without grave misgivings, upon Siya^a's authority, ubhaya

ity anena ^atiirdtrddin^/f/ dvigu/ntatva;« vivakshitam.

Stanza 14.

Three earths and three heavens are mentioned frequently

;

see Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. v, p. 304 ff., and the

note on IV, 20, 2. Nine are unique.

Stanza 19.

According to S4ya//a the mantras called ^iturhot&raA

are Tait Ar. Ill, 1-5. Cf. the Pet. Lex. s.v.

Stanza 21.

d. We have followed Sdya«a, who reads s2inisnt§LA sritkA.

The error which extends to the Padapi/Aa seems to be due

to the singulars ^hitd nfhiti hit^ at the end of the next

stanza.

XI, 9. Commentary to page 123.

Arbudi and Nyarbudi, two divinities, friends of Indra

((ndramedinau, sts. 4 and 18), are implored to help in

battle, and destroy the enemy. These two are associated
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in XI, 9, and especially XI, 10 with a third, Trisha/;^dhi,

* Three-joints,' who is evidently the personification of a
three-jointed weapon (vdfre;/a tr(shawdhin4 in XI, 10, 3 and

27). Cf. the trishawdhi ishu, or the trikdw^i ishu, ' three-

jointed arrow,' in Ait. Br. I, 25, 5 ; III, 33, 5 ; 5at. Br. II,

I, 2, 9. Further, the employment of the two hymns (XI,

9 and 10) in the Kaorika renders it possible to assume that

all three divinities are personifications of peculiar weapons,

or machines employed in the rough warfare of the time.

The warlike practices in question (Kejava and Siya«a,

^ayakarm&^i) are described, Kauj. 16, 21-26, as follows

:

21. * With the two hymns, XI, 9 and 10 (the king's

chaplain, the purohita), exhorts (the warriors) in accordance

with the indications (of the hymns). 22. For sacrifice he

employs "speckled ghee^." 23. He next performs the

practices which end with the act of handing over (the bow),

and the practices of scattering (snares and traps in the way
of the enemy ^). 24. Along with the scattered (snares, &c.)

he places three-jointed weapons (trishawdhini), weapons

that have the form of bolts (va^ar(ipd;«), and weapons

that have the form of arbudi ^. 25. A white-footed (cow)

is anointed with the dregs of ghee and fastened with a

rope of darbha-grass to the staff which serves the king to

rest upon (?). 26. A second (white-footed cow) is driven

(toward the enemy).' The last two Siitras bristle with

* Cf. XI, 10, 19, ' Speckled ghee' is ghee mixed wiih sour milk.

See the Pet. Lex. s. v. pr/shada^ya.

* They are given in detail, respectively at Kauj. 14, 8-n (cf.

the introduction to VI, 97), and 14, 28-9.

' Darila : The trishawdhini are for cutting (^>^edaya), the vaj^ra-

riipam are for breaking (bheddya), the arbudiriipSwi are for bringing

to fall (paiaya). To these vague statements may be added the

following, va^rar{ipa«i paw^urawgakap^lakartr/'ka shash/i/^tu-

shkam arbuder eva rhp^m yesha/w vartuldni. And further * all are

made of brass, all are tied with ropes.' They would seem to be

destructive instruments placed in the way of the enemies' attack.

Siyawa explains trisa;«dhini (!) as lohamaySni pdtriwi, * brazen

vessels.' Kejava offers nothing of consequence.
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difficulties. S4ya//a says sit\p2id\m gdm, *a white-footed

cow,' but DArila at Kau^. 14, 2a (cf. AV. Ill, 19) has me-
shtm, *a white-footed she-goat.' At AV. XI, 10, 6 (see the

note on the passage, and cf. also XI, 10, 20) a white-footed,

four-footed arrow is spoken of ; this seems to indicate that

the white-footed animal is let loose as a symbolic arrow, to

find its way into the camp of the enemy (scape-goat ?) : in

this way SOtra 26 obtains sense. Further, the word upi-

sahga is obscure. We have translated tentatively and

doubtfully according to Ddrila's indication, vi^rdma;/drtho-

rdhva^da;/^a// ; Ke^ava has simply rk^no (Cod. r^«i)
d^ifidaA ; S4ya;^a. r^nais ^ihnitaketuda;/^e rahasya/// ba-

dhntydt, * he shall secretly tie (the cow) to the staff 'of the

characteristic banner of the king.' The Pet. Lex. assumes

for up^anga the meaning * vicinity/ but the word ordinarily

means ' quiver.' Is there a * staff of the quiver ?

'

We have no information in the Veda itself regarding

Arbudi and Nyarbudi, aside from this and the next hymn.

S&yawa says that they were serpents (see st. 5), the sons

of that Serpent-i??*shi Arbuda (Kddraveya, the son of

KadrO), to whom tradition ascribes the composition of RV.
X, 94 and 175; cf A^. 5r. V, 12, 9. 23 ; X, 7. Four

words are concerned in the elucidation of this matter,

arbudd (drbuda), and nyctrbuda, arbudi and nyarbudi, and

their manifold meanings do not bridge over to our subject

with any degree of firmness. Only one point I would

suggest : the forms with the prefix ni are in all probability

the result of a verbal misconstruction. Arbuda in the

Rig-veda is a demon-serpent whom Indra is bound to slay.

At RV. II, II, 20 we have ny drbudaw vdvr/dhaln6 astaA,

* thou (Indra),having waxed mighty,didst prostrate Arbuda ;

'

similarly VIII, 32, 3, ny drbudasya vish/apaw varshm^;/a;;/

br/hatds tira, * pierce the high resting-place ofgreatArbuda
;

'

cf. also I, 51, 6 ; II, 14, 4. I believe that nyarbuda and

nyarbudi owe their intrinsically meaningless prefix ni to such

verbal juxtapositions which could be easily misunderstood.

A still greater curiosity is the friendly relation of Arbudi

and Nyarbudi, as ancillary war-gods, with Indra, notwith-
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standing Indra's hostility to Arbuda in the RV. Note

also the apparent epithet of Indra, nardabuda, at TS. Ill,

3, lo, I. Whether it is in any way connected with this cycle

of ideas it is impossible to say.

The present hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der

Rigveda, III, .530-1.

Stanfea L

SkyBJtaLj * Make manifest to the enemy our equipments

for battle, so that fear shall arise in their minds.' For

ud^r^n Sdyawa proposes either * demons in the air/ udgatAn

antariksha^arAn rakshaApi^Mdin, or * fiery portents,' sQrya-

raymiprabhavIL ulkddaya dntarikshyd utp&tiA. For am{-

trebhyaA Ludwig proposes a different construction, * make
all that visible with the enemy,' i.e. may their weapons

and plans not remain hidden from us !

Stanza 2.

b. For the construction of this Pdda (repeated in st.

26 c), cf. Delbriick, Altindische Syntax, p. 106.

o, d. The Padapd/>^a reads simdrishtA and gupt^ neuters

plural in agreement with mitri;/i. S^ya;^a comments upon

sAmdrishlkA and g^ptSA, supplying * warriors ' with it

:

this does not change the sense. Ludwig, 'erblickt soil

euer verborgenes werden, so vile unsere freunde sind, o

Arbudi.' For the eliptic vocative singular, arbude, cf.

stanzas 3 and 11.

Stanza 6.

d. The word bhog^bhiA, * with (thy) curves,' would seem

to indicate that Arbudi is primarily a serpent ; cf. RV. VI,

75, 14 ; Tait. S. II, i, 4, 5. 6 ; V, 4, 5> 4- But it may also

refer to some snare-like machine, similar to a serpent.

Selya;/a, sarpajarirai^ parivesh/aya.

Stanza 7.

For women as mourners over the dead, and their con-

ventional practices, see our essay on the subject, Contribu-

tions, Second Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XI, $^6 ff. Our
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explanation of kridhuksTm, ' with short (mutilated) ears/ is

very doubtful, and on p. 340 of the essay just quoted

I have asked whether the entire stanza does not perchance

refer to demons of the battle-field. I do not place great

confidence in SAya/^a's naively ingenious explanation of

kridhuka.rni by * short-eared, because all ear-ornaments

have been removed.' Ludwig is relieved by making a

proper name of the word.

Stanza 8.

a. The Pdda is problematic : our translation implies that

the women, bereft of their relatives who have fallen in

battle, sit in a bent attitude longing for their lost kin. It

would be possible to imagine another situation : with bent

back the women who miss their relatives seek them on the

battle-field, where Arbudi has pierced them. Skysiua,

offers nothing usable. Ludwig s translation is not clear,

' die abreisst den riickenwirbel, wahrend sie im geist den

sohn sucht/ &c.

Stanza 9.

S4ya«a presents futile etymologies for alfklava^ and

^Ashkamadd. Pclda d, amitreshu samikshdyan is cut of

construction, and superfluous: samikshdyan is in reality

the nominative singular masculine of the participle (as in

St. 6 b). The expression has assumed the character of a

refrain (cf. stanzas 1 1 and 25), and is similar to the equally

formulaic amftrebhyo drisi kuru, in stanzas i, 15, 22, and 24.

Stanza 12.

o. Sdyawa reads (irugrdhaiA {<ir(irikm graha//aiA), and

bdhuvankai// (bAhund vakrabandhanaiA), i. e. * with thy

thighs and arms/ The parallelism is noteworthy, and

Cru- may be the correct reading. Conversely, of course,

Sdya//a may have accentuated an incidental parallelism.

* aliklabdA vijish/aklaibyayuktd viklab&A tadviparttd aliklab^A,

' viklabas are creatures afflicted by extraordinary impotence
;

' the

converse of that are aliklabas (!) ; cf. the note on XI, 2, 2.
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Stanza 14.

Cf. the essay quoted in the note on stanza 7 (especially

p. 340, note). For pa/aurdv of the vulgata, Shankar Pandit,

following Sdyawa and some MSS., has substituted pa/uriv.

Sdya;ia on Pdda b, uraA vakshaAsthala;^ pa/Orau tatpra-

dejau (ka) ighnin^A. Here, doubtless, belongs too

p^/Ora in Tait. S. V, 7, 21, 2 ; 22, i, a designation of a

part of the body, described by the commentator as ' ribs

in the back.' The translation of the iir. X^y, aghdrfwiA in

Pdda c is that of the Pet. Lex., and purely etymological.

Sdya«a, * distressed by the grief due to the loss of their

husbands ' (aghena . . . krik/i).

Stanza 16.

a, b. All the matter pertaining to the female demons is

extremely problematic. S^ya;/a takes .rvanvatiA literally,

* accompanied by the dog S^rameya as a playmate.' He
explains rdpakSJi as * ghostly armies which by the force of

magic are perceptible in outline merely ' (mdydvajit keva-

la;« rOpam^tre^^a upalabhyamdniA senarQpak^). The
word rffpaka suggests the root rup, * injure ;' cf. XI, 2, 3.

o, d. Skysindi garbles his text, and comments as follows,

patre antaA madhye rerihatiw punaA-punar lihatiw dumihi-

taishiwiw dush/anikshiptam i^^//antiw vsiskm (!) g^m.

Stanza 16.

a. Our rendering of khaddre reflects simply our own and

Sciya«a's perplexity, dOrabhQtaw khaw khadOram (!) &kAse

dQradeje.

Stanza 22.

Much in this is obscure and bizarre. S^yawa does not

help much, except that he agrees with the Pet. Lexs. in

reading -vksinsJi for -vAsfnaA in Pclda d ; see bastav^.y(naA

for bastavdsfnaA in VIH, 6, 12, and cf. V, 20, 2 b. Accord-

ingly our rendering. The entire stanza seems to depict a

blend of a human and demoniac army (' das wilde heer '),

altogether fit to strike terror into the heart of the enemy.
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Stanza 23.

S^yana,: * Trishaw^dhi is a certain god who routs armies,

or designates a weapon, a club which has three joints ; ' cf.

our remarks in the introduction to the hymn. The natural-

istic basis of the quasi-divinity is (Rudra's) h'ghtning.

Stanza 24.

Even the trees and other vegetation, as well as animate

beings, may exercise their powers to the destruction of the

enemy, as is stated unambiguously in the closely parallel

stanzas VIII, 8, 14. 15, where the arrangement of the first

two hemistichs is a different one. Cf also Kslus, 73, 5.

Stanza 26.

For the loosely construed refrain at the end of this verse,

see the note on stanza 9.

XI, lo. Commentary to page 126.

The hymn continues the subject of XI, 9, but the appeals

for help to Arbudi and Nyarbudi are subordinated ; Tri-

shawdhi is here the prominent figure : his momentous

powers are engaged for the destruction of the enemy. For

the employment of the hymn in the Atharvanic practices

and the meaning of Trishawdhi, see the introduction to the

preceding hymn, and the note on XI, 9, 23. It has been

translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 531 ff.

Stanza 1.

For ketii, see the passages and the literature quoted by
the Pet. Lex. s. v. 7); Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, P,

p. 32, note 51. Both Saya;/a and Ludwig render the word

here, as in stanzas 2 and 7, by * flag.'

Stanza 2.

a, b. The vulgata, depending upon the PadapA//:a, con-

strues vedar^fyam as a compound, it is difficult to say in

what sense. We have taken is&m veda in the sense of

a quasi periphrastic perfect (cf. Whitney, Sanskrit Gram-
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mar^, § 1070, c). Similarly SAyawa, Is&m veda Wtavyatvena

^andtu (1). The word trishawdhe is metrically superfluous

and grammatically unassimilable : it has been omitted in

our translation. At best it must be emended to trfshawdhir.

The construction of Pada b is problematic
; perhaps it is

to be put with what follows, * may the evil brood, &c.,

together with the red portents, &c.* The a.r\inS,A ketavaA

are personified as evil forces in this hymn ; see the matter

referred to in stanza i.

Stanza 6.

The sense of the first hemistich is extremely obscure.

According to Ddrila to Kau^. 16, 25, and Siya«a on our

passage, the jitipadi is a cow. But this fails to accord

directly with the verbs asyati, Kauj. 16, 26, and sim patatu

in stanza ao of our hymn : they point to some missile, an

arrow, or the like, and accordingly we have xaravyl in the

present stanza. But what is a * white-footed, four-footed

arrow ?
' We can merely refer back to the solution proposed

in the introduction to XI, 9 : apparently a white-footed

cow is chased as a symbolic arrow into the camp of the

enemy. Cf Kau^. 14, 22 where likewise a ^itipadi (Ddrila,

meshi) is let go (avasr^^ati, ordinarily employed with

arrows). The latter S(itra evidently relates to AV. Ill,

19, 8, 'fly forth, O arrow, after thou hast been hurled.'

S4ya«a reads in our stanza ssitn patatu for saw dyatu

(diyatu, * fly ' ?), and evades the difficult * four-footed arrow

'

by paraphrasing jaravyd' as an adjective agreeing with gaiiA,

to wit, jaravyA S3.r(}inkm biin^n&m samiihaA . . . ^arasawhati-

rQpi bhOtvcl (gauA) S2im patatu jatrfin sawprApnotu. This

resembles our own tentative explanation.

Stanza 7.

Cf. the notes on XI, 9, 7. 14. Possibly female demons,

or spectres rather than mourners are referred to. S&yajta,

refers dhQmAkshi and kr/dhukar«3: to the army of the

enemy ; this he supposes to be blinded by magic smoke,

and bewildered by the noise of battle (alpajrotrd pa/aha-

dhvanin^ hatajrava;^clsfimarthyA).
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Stanza 17.

Identical with AV. V, 8, 6. See the diverse translations

of the passage in Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, pp. 439 and

Stanza 19.

c. The speckled ghee (ghee mixed with sour milk) is

embodied in the practices of the Kauj-ika, 16, 2a ; see the

introduction to XI, 9.

Stanza 20.

Cf. the discussion of Jitipad? in the note on stanza 6.

Stanza 22.

S^ya«a explains a^man as * vehicle,* rathAdi yAnam, which

simplifies the sense. In Pdda d he reads, desirably, abhihi-

ta//, * bound,' for abhfhataA, * slain.*

Stanza 26.

c. kaka^kr^'ta is Stt. Acy. The Pet. Lexs., etwa * zerfetzt
;

'

Ludwig, * zerstaubt ;
* S^ya;/a, kutsita^anand vilola^anand

va kritL
Stanza 26.

a. Read marma-viddham. Supar/^afr is out of construc-

tion, and it seems natural to read supar«^(//). But the Pdda

as it stands is hypermetric, and the expulsion of the word

leaves a good trishAibh, ending at adantu. Then, to be

sure, Pdda b is short by two syllables.

XII, I. Commentary to page 199.

This hymn is one of the most attractive and characteristic

of the Atharvan, rising at times to poetic conception of

no mean merit, and comparatively free from the stock

artificialities of the Vedic poets. The relation of the real,

visible earth to man, animals, and plants preponderates

over the remoter mythological and mystic conceptions.

The hymn and its individual stanzas are employed in the

ritual freely and in a considerable variety of aspects. Its

chief use is at the dgrahdya/^i-ceremonies, the concluding

ceremonies of the rites devoted to serpents, undertaken on
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the full-moon day of the month M^rgarirsha (Kaiuf. 24,

24 ff.^). The so-called drid/tikdirmkm ^ * rites for rendering

houses, villages, &c., firm, or well-established ' (Kauj. 38,

12 ff.), are also associated with this hymn, which on that

occasion goes by the name of bhaumam (sc. suktam). At
Kaus. 98, 3 the hymn is employed in the course of the

expiatory practices on the occasion of an earthquake.

A considerable number of stanzas are worked up at the

bh0sa;;/sk4ra, the preparation of the ground for the fire-altar

(vedi) in Kaor. 137. The Ga/zamdla, Ath. PanV. 32, 5 (see

Ksius. 8, 23, note), counts it as one of the v^stoshpatiy^ni

(sc. sCiktdni), * hymns addressed to the genius of the home-
stead;* the Atharva/^iya-paddhati at Kau^. 19, i, enlists

it among ' the stanzas that secure prosperity ' (push/ikS

mantri//). Cf. also Vait. SO. 12, 6 ; Ath. Parij. 10
; 41, 1.

The uses of single stanzas, or groups of stanzas, will be

stated in the notes on the same, below.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 544 ff.

Stanza 2.

Cf. Kauj. 137, 16. This and the preceding stanzas recur

Maitr. S. IV, 14, 1 1. The reading badhyat6 in st. 2 a is scarcely

tenable, though supported by some MSS. and Kau^y. 137, 16.

Many MSS. read madhyat6, *from the midst (of men).'

The Maitr. S. has SLSSLmhkdhS, yS. madhyat6 mdnavebhyaii.

As regards pravdtaA in 2 b, Prof. Pischel, Vedische Studien^

II, 63 ff. (cf. Weber, Ind. Stud. IV, 407), seems to us well

justified in claiming that pravdt many times means ' river,'

(root pru) ; nevertheless we must assume another pravdt

(pra-vdt) in the sense assumed above, formed like ud-vdt,

ni-vdt, &c. Cf. especially RV. VIII, 6, 34, &c. (Pischel,

1. c, p. 67).

* Cf. Ajv. Grih. II, 3 ; Paras. Gr/h. Ill, 2 ; Sihkh. Gr/h. IV,

17. 18; Gobh. Gr/h. Ill, 9; Kh^d. Gnh, III, 3, 6 ff.; Apast

Gr/h. VII, 19, 3 ff. ; 8 ff ; Hir. Grih. II, 17.

" The reading of the word is not quite secure ; see the critical

note, Kauj. 38, 12, and cf. Ke^ava.
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Staiuia 4.

Cf. Kaiw. 137, 17 ; Maitr. S. IV, 14, 11 (233, 15. 16).

The Pet. Lex., vols. i. 269; v. looi (s.v. dnyd), explains

dnya in P^da c as ' inexhaustibleness.' So also Ludwig.

But the ordinary meaning of anya suffices as a pis-aller.

Does the end of the word veil svapatyd, * ownership ?

'

Stanzas 6-7.

Cf. Maitr. S. IV, 14, n (233, 14 ; 234, i ; 233, 12), in part

with important variants. Stanza 6 is rubricated at Kau^.

137, 28. For the expression hhdtnim pr/thivfm, cf. Avestan

zam perethvim, Yasna X, 4. Doubtless pr/thivf is still (or

anew) felt as an adjective.

Stanza 8.

For parallel statements, cf. the passages assembled by
Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, IV, 24 (note 58). Cf. also

Ludwig, 1. c, p. 320.

Stanza 11.

This and the next stanza are members of the svasty-

ayanagawa of the Ga^amdld, Ath. Parij. 32, 11 (Kauj. 25,

36, note). Cf. also Ath. Parij. 10 ; 18 \ i.

Stanza 13.

Cf. Vait. Sfl. 15, 8 ; Ath. Parity. 10. For parigrA;/dnti, cf.

the parigr/hyd (sc. vedi), Kauj. 17, 2, and, in addition to

the passages cited in the Pet. Lex. (under pari grah 3),

Tait. S. II, 2, 10, 5 ; Maitr. S. I, 6, 3 (89, 14); Apast. 5r.

IV, 5, 4.

Stanza 14.

o. For piirvakrrtvari, cf. the note on pOrvakdmakr/tvaae,

VII, 116, lb.

Stanzas 19-21.

The connection of these stanzas with the body of the

hymn is a loose one : Agni, not the earth, is their primary

subject; cf. Ill, 21, i. 2. See Kauj. 2, 41 ; 120,5; 137,30;

cf also Ath. Parij. 48, 2.

[42] T t
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Stanza 22.

d. Ludwig, Won svadhd (opferspeise wol = I/a) und
speise.' We with Pet. Lex. (p^la (dovai).

Stanzas 23-26.

They are frequently cited in the Atharvan ritual as the

gandhapravddcV/ (sc. rikaA\ * stanzas that mention gandha

(fragrance).* At Kauj. 13, 12 a king desirous of lustre is

anointed with fragrant substances, the act being accom-

panied by the recital of these stanzas. Similarly Kauj.

54, 5 (cf also 24, 24, note) ; Vait. S(i. 10, 5. The stanzas

figure also in the second var^asyaga^a of the Ga//amdlci,

Ath. Parlr. 32, 27 (Kauj. 12, 10, note), and are cited fre-

quently in the Atharva-parijish/as, 4, i. 3. 4 ; 6, 2 ; 17, 2 ;

22, 3 ; 44, 1. In St. 23, gandhd and gandharvi(//) in allite-

ration.

Stanza 27.

Cf. Vait. Sa. 2, 8.

Stanza 28.

Cf. Kauj. 24, 33 ; Ath. ParLf. 43, 3. Possibly ka, is to be
added to PAda b.

Stanza 29.

Cf KsLUs. 3, 8 ; 24, 28 ; 90, 15 ; 137,40; Ath. Parij. 39, 16.

Stanza 30.

See Kaus. 58, 7 (cf. 24, 24, note), and Vait S(i. 12, 6, both

in connection with purification of the body.

Stanza 31.

Repeated with variants at Maitr. S. IV, 14, 11 (23;^, 16).

This and the next stanza are members of the svasty-

ayanaga^a of the Ga//am^lcl, Ath. Parij. 32, 11 (Kaor. 25,

S6, note).

Stanza 33.

See Kauj. 24, 33 ; Vait. SA. 27, 7.

Stanza 34.

See Kauj. 24, 30. It is curious that this charming verse

finds only secondary employment ; it does not even figure

among the du^svapnan&jan&ni.
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Stanza 35.

See Kaiu. 46, 51 ; 137, 12 ; Ath. Pam. 44, 1. Cf. st. 61.

Stanza 36.

See Kauj. 137, 9 (cf. 137, 4, note). Cf. Tait. S. V, 7, 2, 4.

Stanzas 38-40.

Cf. Kauj. 24, 37 (cf. 24, 24, note) ; Vait. Sfl. 10, 8 ; 15, 4

;

22, I. Stanza 38 is* counted by the Atharva/^iya-paddhati

(Kauj. 19, I, note) among the push/ikd mantrd//.

Stanza 41.

b. Cf. V, 20, 9, and the note.

Stanza 42.

See Kauj. 24, 38 ; i37^ ^4-

Stanza 44.

Cf. Kaus. 24, 39 ; Ath. Parij. 10, 18, 2.

Stanza 46.

See Kauj. 50, 17 ; 139, 8; Vait. S(i. 29, 10 ; Ath. Pam.

19, 5. Cf. also the raudragawa of the Ga«am41A, Ath. Parij.

32, 17 (Kauj. 50, 13, note). The root^inv in PAda c, as in

St. 3 c, seems to be intransitive, contrary to ordinary usage.

Stanza 47.

Cf. KsLUs, 50, 1 ; Ath. Parij. 19, 2. In Pdda d pdnthSnam

is a metrically superfluous gloss.

Stanza 49.

For this and the next stanza, cf Ykg. S. XXX, 8 ; 5at.

Br. XIII, 2, 4, 2. 4. For Pida a, see AV. XI, 2, 24, and

note. In PAda c, uld is quotable in addition only at VS^. S.

XXIV, 31 ; Maitr. S. Ill, 14, 2 (Mahfdhara, * a kind of wild

animal')^. Ludwig, I.e., pp. 166, 548, regards it as an

adjective, * howling.' Ludwig, to rjkshfkcl, * barin (?).'

* Cf. iUd, Tait. S. V, 5, 12, i, defined by the commentator in a

variety of ways, indicative of perplexity.

Tt 2
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Stanxa 61.

P^da b recurs at XI, 2, a4b. Note the parenthesis in-

volved in Pdda e. In the same Pada upav^m is a gloss,

disturbing the metre.

Stanza 62.

See Kaor. 24, 41 ; i37> »3-

Stanza 63.

See Kaui". 10, 20, in the rite for acquiring wisdom.

Stanza 64.

See Kauj. 38, 30. While reciting this stanza one who
wishes to be victorious in debate approaches the assembly-

hall from the north-easterly direction (aparS.^t&, * the uncon-

quered ' direction).

Stanza 68.

See Kaus. 24, 14 ; 38, 39. Recited by ope who desires

to please in the assembly : he addresseg the assembly-hall

with the mantra, and looks at it. PSda b is obscure : cf.

Kei-ava to 38, 29, ydik kakshustik pajyati tad vadan ((9ammu

MS. ida/«) vighAto na bhavati. Perhaps, * when I look,

then they delight in me.*

Stanza 69.

See Kauj. 24, 31 (cf. 3, 4, note).

Stanza 60.

For the * mothers,* cf. the introduction to VI, iii. The
earth herself is ' mother,' st. 63.

Stanza 61.

See Kauj. 46, 52 ; 137, 13. 14. Cf. for P4da a the brah-

modya, Vkg. S. XXIII, 9. 10. 45. 4^ ; ^at. Br. XIII, 2, 6,

13 ; Maitr. S. Ill, 12, 19 ; Tait. S. VII, 4, 18, i. 2 ; Tait. Br.

111,9, 5, 5, and the commentators. For the Second hemistich,

cf. St. 35.
Stanza 62.

See Kauj. 50, 10: a traveller starts on his journey.

Stanza 63.

See Kauj. 24, 27 ; 58, 19, note ; Vait. SQ. 27, 8.
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XII, 3. Commentary to page 185.

This hymn treats of the brahmaudana, the preparation of

the porridge for the Brahmans, more elaborately than XI, i,

with which it is worked up in Kaiu. 60-63. See the intro-

duction to XI, I.

Stanzas 1-4.

The sacrificer, his wife, and children step upon a skin, and

seat themselves around a vessel full of water. Kaor. 60, 31 ff.

:

* With stanza 1 (the priest) makes (the sacrificer) step upon

the skin. 3a. The wife (follows, or takes hold of the husband)

as he is calling ^ 33. With the third stanza ^ he calls for

his children . . . 35. With stanza 4 they along with the

children seat themselves around (a vessel containing water

which has been placed upon the skin, S(\tra 34).'

Stanza 1.

a. ihi is wanting in the Paippaldda. The P4da is improved

by throwing it out and reading piimAn trisyllabically.

Stanza 2.

^has at the end of the third PAda may perhaps be

regarded as an instrumental :
* When Agni with his flame,

&c.
;

' cf. Lanman, Noun-Inflection in the Veda, p. 56a. The
second hemistich seems to refer to widow-burning (cf. st. 1 7 c,

and RV. X, 18, 7). The word pakv^t, rendered * from the

(cooked) porridge,' seems to harbour something of a double

entente: 'from the cooked remains of the body, after it

has been burned upon the funeral-pyre.* The well-cooked

porridge anticipates symbolically the successful conclusion

of life, to be followed by a happy life hereafter. Cf. also

stanzas 7-9, 11, &c.

^ The translation of this Sfttra is by no means clear, and does not

agree with Kejava's treatment, tatra hvayasva iti pddena patnt;«

((zammu MS. patnl) dhvaytta.

^ Kejava, ' with the third Pada :
' yivantdv agre prathamam iti

pddena apat}^ni anvahvaylta. But how can tr/Wyasy4m mean with

the third Pada?
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Stanza 4.

We read £ividhs,ny&A (accented) with some MSS. and

RV. I, 80, 4. But the vocative is not impossible :
* around

this living (father), ye (children) that refresh the living/

The children might be so called in the sense that they

continue the life of the parents. In the fourth Pclda vSifn

^dnitri either refers to two children, or the parents :
* the

mother (female) of the two parents.' See also the next

stanza, v^m could be easily corrected to vo.

Stanzas 7-10.

Kauj. 61, 1. 2: 'While reciting stanza 7 the act indicated

in the mantra is performed (i.e. they turn to the east). With
the four mantras (7-10) they go around the water-vessel

(turning towards each direction ^).'

Stanza 0.

Cf. Kaushttaki-Upanishad I, 2, 3, where it is said that

all those who depart from this world go to the moon (soma),

the moon being the door of the world of light. Therefore

shall man and wife turn to Soma's region where the pious

(sukr/ta//) departed dwell. Cf. upon this point, Contributions,

Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV, 168. In P^da d
the double meaning of pakvd, alluded to in the note on st. 2,

seems to gain special prominence : pakvd is at once the

cooked porridge, and the cooked ashes of the deceased

couple.

Stanza 10.

a, b. Note the threefold play upon the word ud, in littaram,

uttar^vat, and udi^i.

c. The piirusha (cosmic man) is the pankti ; that is to say,

like the metre pankti he consists of five constituent parts.

Cf. Ait. Br. II, 14, 7 :
* Man is composed of five parts, hair,

skin, flesh, bones, and marrow.' This statement about the

piirusha appears to be solely for the purpose of bridging

* Kejava, pra>^i;w-prdXim iti ^tasr/bhir ngbh\/i pratidlram upa-

tishMate mantroktam.
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over to the virSig who is identified in the next stanza with

the fifth direction, the nadir (dhruv^).

Stanza 11.

Kauj. 61, 3 :
* While reciting the stanza (the sacrificers)

face reverently every direction.* Apparently the nadir, as

it were, embraces all the other directions. For dhruv^ as

a designation of the fifth direction, see III, 26, 5 ; 27, 5, &c.

VirS^ obviously has reference to the metre of that name
;

she is, too, the daughter of Purusha (cf. Pet. Lex. under

vir^^ 3), who is said to be the metre pankti in st. 10.

A complicated chain of symbolism.

c, d. Aditi is called upon to protect the porridge, for she

is the cooker of the porridge, by distinction : cf. the legends

in Maitr. S. II, i, lii ; Tait. Br. Ill, 7, 11, 2, and the note

on XI, I, I.

Stansas 12, 13.

According to Kaui*. 6t, 4 (cf. Ke^va) the water-vessel is

next, with stanza 12, taken from the skin and placed upon

the ground, and the water contained in the vessel is used

throughout the ceremony. The sacrificer and his wife

doubtless come down from the skin ; hence (the earth) is

called upon to embrace them, &c. In stanza 13 the water

is implored to purify the sacrificial vessels from impure

contact (as indicated by the Paribh^shd-siitra, Kauj. 8, 14).

For the connection of the non-Aryan dclsf with the sacrifice,

see Ludwig, Der Rigveda, p. 212.

Stanzas 14, 15.

At Kau^. 61, 18 the mortar and pestle, and the scrubbed

winnowing basket, are placed upon the (afore-mentioned)

skin, while stanza 14, along with Pida a of XI, i, 9, is

being recited. Cf. the note on XI, i, 9 for the substitution

of mortar and pestle in the place of the two press-stones.

With stanza 15 the pestle is placed upright (in the mortar

:

Kaui-. 61, 21, musalam u^^Arayati). It is also rubricated

in Ath. PariJ. 10.
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Stanzas 16, 17.

At Kauj. 61, 13. 14 the employment of stanzas 16 and 17

is prescribed, without adhering to their order in the Sa/«hita :

* With stanza 16 the sacrificer, his wife, and children (s^pat-

yau) touch the grain (which has previously been poured into

a pot, S(itra 11). With the second hemistich of stanza 17

the sacrificer takes hold of his wife's hand.'

Stanza 16.

Judging from the Kaujika's employment of the stanza

the presence of real sacrificial cattle at this stage of the

ceremony seems doubtful : the grain that goes to make the

porridge seems to be likened to cattle ; cf. stanzas 18, 21. In

P4da b the Paippaldda reads medhasv&n for ^6tishm4n, in

Pida c tam for t^n ; according to the Index Verborum most

MSS. read t^m for t5n, but the present reading seems

preferable.

Stanza 17.

Stanzas which similarly promise the reunion of families

in the next world are AV. VI, 120, 3; IX, 5, 27 ; XVIII,

3, 23. The second hemistich seems to come from the mouth
of the departed, who perhaps is conceived to desire that his

wife shall follow him to the funeral-pyre ; cf. st. 2. These

statements are, however, hardly definite enough to permit

us to connect them with the formalised later rite of Suttee.

Stanza 18.

This is rubricated along with XI, i, 9 b at Kslus. 6j, 22

:

avahanti, * the pestle is beaten down (upon the grain).* As
it comes down it smites and drives off the hostile powers,

but at the same time, as in the case of the axe which slays

the sacrificial animal (cf. Contributions, Sixth Series,

Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVIII, 556),

the fiction is kept up that it does not really injure the

grain. The statement strengthens the impression that the

grain is viewed in the light of sacrificial cattle, as in stanzas

36, 21.
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Stanza 19.

For the employment of this stanza in the SQtra, see the

notes on XI, i, 11, and 9. The grain which is to form the

porridge is addressed, as though it were the cooked por-

ridge that spreads in the dish, and is enriched with ghee.

The second hemistich shows this to be anticipatory, for

the act of the stanza is the winnowing of the grain. Cf.

stanza 53. In Pdda c varshdvr/ddham shows that the

basket is made of reeds, not of dead wood ; cf. Zimmer,

Altindisches Leben, p. 238.

Stanzas 20, 21.

Kauj. 61, 26-28: 'With stanza 21 the wife as she

removes (the husks) is addressed. With stanza 20 the

husband and wife touch (the husks) after they have been

removed. With part of stanza 20 d (the grain) is again

poured into the winnowing-basket' There is no mention

of the preparation of soma which is su^ested by awjfin in

stanza 20 c : the word must therefore refer to some part of

the ceremony which the S<itra ignores, unless the grain is

figuratively called soma.

Stanza 20.

The meaning of the first hemistich is far from clear.

The Br^hma«a is either the priest (cf. XX, 2, 3), or some

holy text. Perhaps sdwmitd hvShmanenB. means 'have

been measured out by the Br4hma«a ;
* cf. stanzas 28

and S3.
Stanza 21.

It seems again as though the animals here refer to the

grain, as in stanzas 16 and 18 : the grain is varied in colour
;

the porridge when cooked is solid in colour. In P^da c

the Padapd/Aa reads t^m, but we have taken tS.m=^tS,n.

Stanzas 22-24.

Kauj. 61, 31 :
* With stanza 22 the pot is anointed.* As

the Slitra does not rubricate the next stanza (23), where

the anointing is mentioned, by itself, we must understand
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that stanza 23 is included in the quotation. ^ With stanza

24 he places fire about (the pot).* In st. 22 d hrihrnaftk

seems to be a gloss.

Stanza 26.

Kau^f. 61, 34. 35: *With this stanza and XI, i, 17 the

two purifying blades of darbha-grass are placed over the

pot, and water is poured upon the grain.'

Stanzas 28, 20.

Cf. XI, 1, 18. 19, and see the notes there for the practices

that go with the stanzas.

Stanza 30.

Pdda a may be addressed either to the fire, or some
officiating person, perhaps the wife. In P^da b the sin-

gular 4tminam is peculiar : the word seems, either to have

reached the extreme limit of pronominal usage, or, as we
have translated, refers to the interior of each grain of corn,

which is to be penetrated by the water. In P4da d the

Paippaldda has pradijo yathaimdm, upon the basis of which

we would propose prad/jo ydthe*m^, * according to these

regulations.' Or, perhaps, the P^da is to be rendered

(with the same emendation) :
' measured was the grain as

these regions of space (were measured).' It is possible, too,

to imagine pradf^o as a verb, and read pradto yathe«m^m
in still closer accord with the Paippaldda, *as thou didst

order this (woman).' The word pradf^o is mentioned under

pradfj in Whitney's Index Verborum for this passage.

Stanzas SI, 32.

Kauj. 61, 38-40. A barhis (seat of darbha-grass) is

prepared for the porridge : with 31 a the sickle is handed

over to him who shall cut the grass, with part of 31 b he

cuts it, with 32 the grass is strewn. Cf. Kslus, i, 24. 25 ;

8, II.

Stanza 31.

d. dmanyutd (Padap^Ma, dmanyut^A) is to be regarded

either as a homophonous instrumental from the abstract
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amanyuti (better amanyiitd), or a denominative participle

in ta (Whitney, Sk. Gr.^, §1176 b). The latter is the more

probable construction. Possibly, however, we must read

amanyu tSAy ' without anger they,' dmanyu being an adverb.

The word y&dm in Pclda c seems indeed to demand t&A in

P^da d.

Stanza 32.

c, d. The Paippal^da has, tatra dev&.A saha devair vi^ntu,

and dakshi;iato for rituhhir. P^da c stands sorely in need

of correction : we propose tasmin devafA sahd devfr vijantu.

But for the metre tdsmin dev£// saha devlbhir vijantu would

be even simpler. Cf. in a general way VI, 59, 2, note.

Stanza 33.

Kauj. 61, 43. A wooden platter is placed upon the

barhis. In Pdda c tvdsh/ri is used consciously for tdsh/ri :

the conceptions of the earthly carpenter, and the heavenly

carpenter, Tvash/ar—sukr/t and rOpakr/t are his standing

epithets—are blended into one. The difficult word in

thfs stanza is vdnaspate, which along with the statements

in the first three Pidas (agnish/omd) seem to refer origin-

ally to the yOpa, the post to which the sacrificial animal is

tied. See, e.g., 5at. Br. Ill, 6, 4, i ff. There is no occa-

sion here, as far as can be seen, for a yCipa, and Kau.fika

makes no mention of one. It looks very much as though

a stanza concerned with the yOpa had been secondarily

adapted. Similarly at Kauj. 15, 11 our stanza figures in

connection with a chariot, which is also secondary.

Stanza 34.

Kauj. 62, 9. The porridge is put down to the west of the

fire. The meaning of the * sixty autumns,' as indeed the

sense of the entire passage, is extremely obscure ; cf. stanzas

41, 42. The point of the stanza may again lie in the double

meaning of pakvd (cf stanza 2) : in sixty years, that is at

the end of his life, the sacrificer shall reach heaven by the

pakvd, in the double sense of the porridge he has offered

to the Brahmans, and the cooked ashes of the funeral-pyre.
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Stanza 36.

Employed along with XI j i^ 21 at Kauj. 61, 41 ; see the

note on XI, I, 21, and cf. Vait SO. 10, 9. In the order of the

Siitra this stanza precedes stanza 34, Cf. XVIII, 3, 29.

Stanza 36.

Employed along with XI^ 1, 24 at Kslus. 62, i flF. ; see

the note on XI, i, 24. The ladle is placed upon the altar,

and in the sequel the porridge is dipped out, as indicated

in the second hemistich of the present mantra (cf. Kaor. 62,

6. 7). See also AV. IV, 14, 7.

Stanzas 37^ 38.

Kauj. 61 J 45. 46. With stanza 37 the porridge is covered

with ghee; with stanza 38 the porridge is addressed. Both

acts in the Sutra precede correctly and naturally the dip-

ping out of the porridge, indicated in stanza 36. In stanza

38 the mighty eagle seems to be the sun which shines upon

the porridge; cf. XIII, 2, 32. 33. Both dev^A and devd-

tdbhiA seem to refer to the Br^lhma^as : the acting priests

shall give the porridge to the priests for whom the porridge

is prepared as a fee. Cf. Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, I ^,

262 ; Weber, Indische Studien, X, 35, and see Kauj. 6,

26 ff.

Stanza 39.

Kauj. 62, 1 1 ff. :
* With stanza 39 the act indicated in the

stanza is performed (i e. both husband and wife place the

porridge in one dish ?). The wife takes hold of the hus-

band. The subsequent performances are undertaken while

husband and wife have hold of one another.* In P4da a

the second para// which is rather superfluous may perhaps

be emended to pate, corresponding to gkye in Pelda b.

Stanza 40.

b. We read asmit for asmdt to correspond with asy&A in

P4da a: man and wife are correlated.
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Stanza 41.

KaiLT. 62, 18 :
* With stanzas 41 and 44 juices are poured

upon (the porridge).' The fourth Pdda which is identical

with 34 a (see its explanation there) seems out of place ;

it may have crept in owing to 4a a. In P4da b amr/tasya

n^ibhayaA may mean, * the navels of immortality.*

Stanza 42.

Kaor. 62, 10 : * With this stanza the porridge is divided

into three sections.' Cf. XI, t, 6, and the corresponding

passage, Kaof. 61, 8-1 1. In Pdda a *the treasure' is the

porridge itself; cf. st. 34.

Stanza 48.

Kaar. 62, 14 :
* With this stanza the fire is carried around

(the porridge).' Cf., e.g., RV. VII, 15, 10; AV. VIII,

3.26.
Stanza 45.

Employed along with XI, i, 31 at Kauj. 62, 15. 17 ; see

the note at XI, i, 31. In Pida d the rare singular dngiraso

is to be changed to the adjective dngiras6, or, equally well,

to the vocative plural angiraso.

Stanza 46.

The three stanzas beginning here are quoted in the

course of another version of the brahmaudana practices

(Kaof. 67 and 68), in S(itra 68, 27. The devdtA// in P^da a

are again, in all likelihood, the Br4hma«as ; cf. st. 38.

Stanza 47.

b. The passage may perhaps be rendered, ' and (so does)

my wife at my doing and instigation.' The second hemi-

stich is evidently spoken by the priest in a sort of response

to the speech of the sacrificer in the first two Pidas.

Stanza 48.

a. adhdr6 is very doubtful : the Pet. Lex., * riickhalt ' (?).

Perhaps ' support, or protection in guilt ' is nearer to the

true sense. Perhaps, again, an emendation to ddharmo,
' lawlessness,' would not lead too far afield.
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Stanza 49.

Kauj. 62, 18. 19. A cow and utensils for milking are

placed to the north of the fire, the cow is milked during

the recitation of a certain hymn, and the milk poured upon

the porridge. Pdda a is short by two syllables : supply

kdrma, or the like ?

Stanzas 60, 61.

Kauj. 62, %2. 23: * With stanza 50 (and XI, i, 28) gold

is placed upon (the porridge); with stanza 51 a homespun
garment accompanied by gold is put down in front of it.'

These, of course, are additional gifts (pi^ce de resistance).

Stanza 60.

Ordinary fire in wood, lightning in the (cloud-)waters,

and the fire of the heavenly luminaries, are reflected in the

gold, presented by him that cooks the porridge : in giving

the gold he becomes luminous, illustrious. Cf. I, 9, 2 ; XI,

1,28.
Stanza 61.

Since all animals have skins, nay even the porridge has

a self-made garment, it is fit that the Brahman should also

have one. In Pdda c kshatr^^a seems to mean * covering/

and it may stand for >6Aatre;/a from khdAy * cover,' though

^^atra ordinarily means * umbrella.' Cf. the variants ahi-

kshetra and ahikshatra for ahi>&//atra, ' mushroom,' i. e.

' serpent's umbrella.'

Stanza 62.

Kau^. 63, I. 2 :
* With this stanza they clothe themselves

in the same garment. A second garment (which they put

on) becomes a garment (that carries off) evil : that, accord-

ing to some authorities, is given to a human being of the

lowest character.' Cf. Kauj. 18, i. 4, where a black gar-

ment (kf/shwa^ailam), symbolic of misfortune, is put on, and

afterwards dropped into the water, in order that the mis-

fortune may depart.

Stanza 63.

Cf. the note on XI, i, 28. For PAdas c, d, cf stanzas 19

a, b. The point of the stanza is not altogether clear : it
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seems as though the smoke rising from the porridge (the

earth) symbolises a cloud, and thus procures rain.

Stanza 64.

At Kauj. 63, 8 * other chaflF of grain (phalikara;/a in

S^tra 7) is thrown (into the fire) while reciting this stanza.'

Previously, in Siitras 6 and 7, similar substances (tusha

and kamb(ika) have been thrown into the fire, and cast aside

with the left foot; see the note on XI, i, 29. The stanza

is extremely obscure, and I have lost confidence in the

interpretation of it advanced in Contributions, Sixth Series,

Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVIII, 576.

Its purpose seems to be, rather, to cause the fire to blaze

up anew, perhaps, in order to drive away demons. As the

sky can assume different colours, and, especially in the

morning, can drive away its blackness for the brightness

of the dawn (PAda c), so the fire may be enlivened unto

redness by sacrificing (chaff) into it. RV. X, 3, i d is

almost identical with our Pdda c. The Paippalada, suit-

ably to the metre, read§ itmany in PAda b, and rujantim in

c ; for ap^ait, see the passage in the Contributions, cited

above.

Stanza 65 f£.

With the remaining stanzas the bestowal of the brah-

maudana and the concomitant gifts takes place (Kauj. 63,

22). The series of formulas beginning here are closely

related to the sarp^huti, AV. Ill, 27 ; Maitr. S. II, 13, 21

;

Tait. S. V, 5, 10, I ff. ; cf. Weber, Indische Studien, XVII,

295 ff. For the names of the serpents, see the notes on

VI, 56 ; VII, 56, and Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 94 ff.

The expression ^rS, mr/tydve in the third line of the for-

mula reminds us of the bahuvrihi ^r&mrttyn, XIX, 24, 8
;

26, I
; 30, 1. This suggests here a tatpurusha ^ar^mr/tyii,

* death from old age ;
' the passage would then mean, * may

he lead us to death from old age.' In stanza 59 the asso-

ciation of Vish;/u with the dhruv5 dis is remarkable : we
should expect the (irdhv^. For the association of Indra

(not Yama) with the southern direction, see Weber, 1. c,

p. 296.
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XII, 4. Commentary to page 174.

The hymn is an elaborate plea of the Brahmans for one
of the numerous sources of income which they managed to

devise. Especially all sorts of ominous occurrences are set

down as occasions for expiatory performances (pr^yaj>&itti),

at which the performing Brahman comes in for his dakshi//4

(see the thirteenth book of the Kaorika), and every kind of
irregularity in the birth of a domestic animal is amended
by ceremonies in which the animal finally expiates its

own existence by going over into the possession of the

Brahman. See, for instance, AV. Ill, a8, and Kauj. 1 09-1 1 1

.

A cow which after a certain time (see st. 16) is discovered

to be sterile (varf[) is viewed in this light : she belongs to

the Brahmans, and the present hymn recounts in picturesque

language, accompanied by fierce threats, the urgency ofpass-

ing her on to the Brahmans whom nothing hurts. Similarly

in Tait. S. II, i, a, 2, a sterile sheep is said to be * cattle for

the gods' (i.e. in effect, for the Brdhma«as); cf. also Tait.

Br. I, 2, 5, 2, and see in general Weber, Ind. Stud. X, 61 ff.

In Kauj. 44 and 45 the ceremonies for slaughtering a vajd

are described ; it seems according to 45, 1 7 that they are

wound up by giving the animal away. The present hymn
is rubricated in Kaof. 66, ao along with X, 10 ; nothing is

stated except that she is bestowed upon the Brahmans,

after having been solemnly sprinkled while the hymns are

recited. Cf. in general Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 272,

and the same scholars translation of the hymn, ibid.

448 ff. The metre of this composition is regular anu-

sh/ubh ; this, together with the style and contents, betrays

the late character of the hymn.

Stansa 1.

The parenthetic expression, * and they have noted her,' is

admonitory : the Brahmans do not fail to know that a sterile

cow exists ; they are sure to claim their own I Ludwig
suggests abhatsata or abhantsata for dbhutsata, * and those

who have bound her,' but there is no relative pronoun, and

the sense resulting is strained.
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Stanza 3.

a. For kO/i, cf. Geldner, Vedische Studien, I, 138. asya

seems to refer to gSvaA, understood from the context.

b. kd/am ardati is difficult: kd/dm is unquestionably

a Pr^kritic form for kartdm, AV. IV, 12, 7 (cf. similarly

k^va/e, RV. VI, 54, 7). For ardati one would expect some

word for * fall,* or * push/ but the word means * burst, go to

pieces/ Perhaps kktam is the subject, * the deep ground

bursts' (cf. RV. IV, 17, 2 ; AV. XIX, 9, 8, descriptive of

earthquakes), but this does not quite do justice to kd/im.

d. The Paippaldda has for diyate the preferable reading

^yate, * his property is wrung (from him).* For the inter-

change of the sound-groups di and gi (dy and gy), see the

writer in Amer. Journ. Phil. VII, 48a.

Stanza 4.

a. vilohita, designation of some disease, also IX, 8, i

;

perhaps, * flow of blood from the nose.* Henry, Les livres

VIII et IX de TAtharva-veda, pp. 105, 142, * decomposition

du sang.' Both translations are purely etymological, but

we may note that the word occurs in connection with other

ailments of the head at IX, 8, 1. Cf. also 16hita VI, 127, i,

note.

c. d. The passage is not quite clear. sa^«vidyam, Att. Aty.,

may mean * possession.' Ludwig, * name.' At any rate

there seems to be an attempt to etymologise upon, or

explain, V3s& as a derivative from the root vas", * control
:

'

the character of the va^5, quasi * controller,' is such that she

cannot be deceived (duradabhn^). We should expect

u>^ate for u>&yase: the Paippal^da also reads ukyase.

The Pet. Lexs. translate duradabhn^ (also st. 19), by

'getting the better of gates,' i.e. * not to be confined.' This

is ingeniously improbable, and contrary to the more usual

rendering of the perfect passive participle. The prefixes

dur- and a- represent a double negative for emphasis ; the

word is a stronger version of dCi-rfdbha.

Stanza 4 may be suspected of having stood originally

[42] u u
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after 5, because its second hemistich seems to summarise

the statements made in the remaining three hemistichs of

the two stanzas.

Stanza 6.

b. viklfndu, air. Acy., perhaps * catarrh
;

' cf. vikleda (root

klld), * moisture/

d. Ludwig emends yi to ydn, but the feminine is un-

objectionable (supply, dhenCIA, or the like).

Stanza 6.

For the custom of marking cattle, see Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 234. The sense of §l sku is not quite

certain. For i'at. Br. I, 2, i, 5. 8, Bohtlingk's Lexicon

renders it ' durch stochern zerkleinem ;
' Eggeling, Sacred

Books, XII, 33, * pull towards oneself;* Pet. Lex., 'divide

off.' For Si vriskate, see the next note.

Stanza 12.

c. d. If we compare & vm^anti in st. 28, and 5at. Br.

XII, 1, 3, 22, it seems possible that the passive & vriskyaitG

must be substituted in one or another case (stanzas 6, 12,

26, 34) for & vriskate ; cf the parallel roots skyut and skut,

and the note on VI, 136, 3. The Pet. Lex. s. v. suggests

the same correction for a number of passages in other texts.

The dative manydve, in that case, involves zeugma : here

the middle of the same verb, in the sense of ' infringe upon,'

is certainly required, as is shown by st. 51.

Stanza 16.

For Ndrada in this and several of the following stanzas,

see the note on V, 19, 9.

Stanza 18.

The sense is as follows : Though he did not perceive her

udder, because a young and sterile cow is deficient in this

mark of prospective maternity, yet when he gives her away,

she becomes a fruitful source of blessings.
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Stanza 22.

d. The cow belongs not even to every ordinary Brdhmawa,

but only to him that knows all her mystic properties ; cf.

the numberless occurrences in the Brdhmawas of the expres-

sions, ya twdifn veda, &c., and ya evaw vidvSn, &c.

Stanza 28.

The divinities that belong to the earth are in all pro-

bability the Brihmawas themselves; cf. the note on XII,

3, 38. The stanza betrays sharp competition between the

Brdhma;^as.

Stanza 24.

c, d. Ludwig proposes to read either vidvfo for vidy&n,

or nirada for nSradaA. Neither seems necessary : vidydt is

the optative of narration, a moderated form of categorical

statement A better way to ease the construction is to

read sa ha for saha in Pdda d.

Stanza 27.

The statement is significant : it seems as though stanzas

of a more antique and floating character respecting the

vaj^ existed prior to the Atharvan redaction. For varet

read, of course, vaset with the Index Verborum ; cf. the

note on III, 4, 7.

Stanzas 29» 30.

d. Ludwig suggests ^ghdwsasi, and this is correct as

far as the change of the third person to the second person

is concerned. The attraction of the proper third person in

St. 30 has operated. But I have furthermore changed both

stems to gig'kmsB,- from the root gam : the sense is much
simplified. In st. 30 d read ykkny&y^ with the Index Ver-

borum.

Stanza 31.

Cf. the interesting parallel stanza 5at. Br. Ill, 4, 2, 7. It

may be questioned whether the real gods are supposed to

mediate between the vaj5 and the Brahmans, or whether

devd and brahmdn are used synonymously. Cf. the notes

on St. 23 and st. 40.

U u 2
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Stanza 82.

a, b. The call svadhd is the ordinary and typical exclama-

tion in connection with formulas addressed to the Fathers,

in distinction from svAha, the call to the gods. The con-

struction of the hemistich involves a zeugma. If we
compare expressions like 4 sflrydya vriskyate, Tait. Br.

II, I, 2, lo; & vriskyantkm aditaye dur^vdA, RV. X, 87,

18, it would seem as though the datives pitr/bhyo and

devitdbhyaA are to be construed with ni & vriskyaitc

(vrisksite), derived from the sense of Pdda 4 ; cf. also st. 28 d.

See in general the note on st. 12.

Stanza 88.

Brihaspati is the divine representative of the Brahmans

:

he undertakes to collect the debt incurred by the un-

righteous owner of the vasS. from his descendants by causing

the priests to dun them for the debt.

Stanza 41.

For viliptyim (MSS. also viliptfm) the Paippaldda has

vilaptlm (for vilapatim ?). Neither form seems to suggest

anything usable. Perhaps viluptf, * miscarrying,' a deriva-

tive of vilupta, * destroyed,' in the neuter ' dead offspring

'

is the true reading, of which the extant forms are perplexed

popular etymologies (vilipt?, * soiled;' vilapatt, 'whining').

Only it does not appear clear why vilupti should have been

misunderstood ; hence the suggestion is very problematic.

Stanza 42.

c. The PaippalAda reads t^n for t^m : *And Ndrada

replied to them '—a more facile reading.

Stanzas 48-47.

There seems to be considerable disorder in the arrange-

ment of these stanzas. We should naturally expect 47
immediately after 43. This may have been displaced by

44 : the concordance of kasyd(//) in 43, and vilipty^A in 44
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1

(cf. viliptf yS. in the otherwise identical st. 46) renders

stanza 44 suspicious. The original order, throwing out 44,

may have been 43, 47, 46, 45.

XIII, I. Commentary to page 207.

The thirteenth book of the Atharvan consists of four

hymns devoted to the worship of a divinity called Rohita,

and his female Rohi«i. There can be no doubt that * the

red ' sun and his accompanying female, who in the course

of the literature is designated as Ushas, SOryA, SCiryd

Sdvitri, or Dyu *, are primarily in the mind of the poet.

Rohita accordingly is identified with Agni (stanzas i, 11. la),

Siirya (stanzas i, 32. 45 ; 2, i) and other manifestations of

the sun ^. But there is also another equally obvious side

to the composition : it represents an allegorical exaltation

of a king (rS^d) and his queen (mahishi). The heavenly

Rohita and his female are called upon to protect and exalt

the king and queen ; the names of the divinities, r6hita and

r6hiAfi, are felt by the Atharvan poet to furnish especially

good ground for calling upon them to undertake this pro-

tection, since they afford an inexhaustible mine for puns

with words that mean ' rise, ascend * (cf. st. 4 a). In the

royal ceremonies (r^^karmdwi) the king frequently ascends

(a ruh, or d kram), a throne, or skin, or horse ; the act, of

course, symbolises every time the moral ascendency of

the potentate. Cf. Vait. SQ. 36, 7 ; Kaor. 17, 3. 9. 13. 22

;

Ait. Br. VIII, 6, 12 ; and the rd^suya at Va^. S. X, i ff.,

* Cf. Contributions, Third Series, Journ. Amer. Or. Soc. XV,
186.

* The word * identified ' is perhaps too strong. The composition

of this book is by no means a unit ; it is indeed at times very

difficult to see upon what ground the various stanzas have been

compiled evidently with the main purpose of glorifying Rohita. But

at any rate the compiler finds it especially natural to adapt stanzas

in praise of other sun-divinities, and to glide over into the diction

familiar to them. At Kau^. 24, 42 rohita is explained directly as

the sun (aditya). Another relation of Rohita is Agni with two red

steeds (rohitabhyam), LS/y. ^r. I, 4, 2 ff.
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where the verb d ruh occurs with especial frequency. In

general the relationship of many stanzas of the present

hymn with those in vogue at the r^^sClya, the ceremonies

at the consecration of a king, is very close ;
' they have been

collected and discussed in our remarks on the Rohita-book

;

see the article cited below.

In the Tait. Br. II, 5, 2, 1-3 a considerable number of

the stanzas at the beginning of this hymn recur with

variants which betray the fact that the Taittiriya-version is

older and better than that of the Atharvan ^. The com-

mentator (p. 600) explains the r6hita as the horse employed

at the ajvamedha, the horse-sacrifice, and we may regard

it as possible that certain stanzas in this compilation were

originally composed for this purpose (cf. the note on

St. 22).

Tfie hymns of book XIII are designated at AV. XIX,

23, 23 2, and Kauj". 99, 4 as rohitani (sc. sOktdni). Neither

the Kaujika, nor the Vaitdna, each of which rubricates

individual stanzas, contributes anything of consequence

towards the elucidation of the hymn ^ In Ath. ParLf. 13, 2

(Hirawyagarbhavidhi) the first two hymns of the book are

employed. This is distinctly a royal rite, intended to ward

off all evil (sarvapdpanodana). Stanzas i, 12 ; 2, 36. 37 are

employed in another rd^karma, called theGhr/tdvekshaTzam,

Ath. Parij. 8, i. Nowhere is there anything calculated to

define these hymns more narrowly.

The present hymn has been rendered by Ludwig, Der
Rigveda, III, 536 ff. ; cf. also Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts,

V, 39.5 ff. The entire Rohita-book has been translated and

expounded by Henry, Les Hymnes Rohitas (Paris, 1891);

cf. Contributions, Fourth Series, Amer. Journ. Phil. XII,

' AV. XIII, I, I in Tait. Br. II, 5, 2, i ; AV. 3 in Tait. 3;
AV. 4 in Tait. i ; AV. 5 in Tait i ; AV. 6 in Tait. 3 ; AV. 7 in

Tait. 3 ; AV. 8 in Tait. 2 ; AV. 10 in Tait. 2.

* Cf Indische Studien, IV, 433.
^ At Kauj. 99, 4 the rohita-hymns are addressed to the sun

during an eclipse.
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429 ff. ; Regnaud, Le Rig-Veda et les Origines de la Mytho-

logie Indo-Europ^enne, p. 315 ff.

Stanza 1.

In Pdda d the Tait. Br. reads udJt for tv4; the latter

seems due to secondary adaptation. The stanza in its

Atharvan form clearly bespeaks protection for a king from

Rohita. Its first hemistich is addressed, very secondarily^

at Kaiir. 49, 18, in a witchcraft-practice to a sinking ship*

Stanza 3.

The appearance here of a stanza that deals with Indra

and the Maruts is not as arbitrary as it may seem to be

at first sight. In a certain sense Pdda 3 a is in catenary

construction with 2 b. The Maruts are the vLf, the people

;

Indra is the typical king. And, with a quick turn in the

second hemistich of the present stanza, Rohita again sug-

gests the king, who listens to the people (the vis, the

Maruts): the word svddusa;«mudaA conveys between the

lines the prayer, * so that they (the people) shall be de-

lighted with the sweet gifts of royalty.'

Stanza 4.

Cf. XIII, 3, 26 d, and the introduction, for the allitera-

tions in Pcida a. The Taittiriya version of Pada c, t^bhiA

sdwrabdho avidat sha^ urvi//, has correct metre, and the

aorist third singular avidat is in accord with the tenses and

numbers ofthe verbs immediately following. Ludwig evades

the syllepsis in the plural avindan, rendering, * von disen

(frauen) erfasst haben die sechs weiten ihn aufgefunden.'

Stanza 6.

The present stanza, together with 4 a, b, exhibits a very

pronounced allusion to practices akin to the r^asiiya ; cf.

the dig-vydsth^pana-mantrdA, Tait. S. I, 8, 13, 1-2, and see

for details our article cited above, p. 432. For the form

asthan (sLsthat), ib. 438 ff. Cf. the first abhayaga;/a of the

Ga«amald, Ath. Parij. 32, 12 (Kauj. 16, 8, note).
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Stanza 6.

The Taittiriya version again has the mark of priority

(a^d 6kapad for a^d ^kapddaA). The a^ ^kapdd is cer-

tainly the sun ; cf. Tait. Br. Ill, i, a, 8, * the one-footed

goat (with double entente, "driver," and again, "non-born"^)

has risen in the east, delighting all gods ; at his urging all

the gods go/ Cf. the note at XI, 4, 21.

Stanza 10.

The g4yatri, the rhythmic measure of Agni, is his repre-

sentative upon earth (cf. RV. I, 61, 8 ; Journ. Amer. Or.

Soc. XVI, 9). The assimilation of Rohita and Ag^ni, which

appears frequently in the sequel, begins here. Note the

variants, Tait. Br. II, 2, 5, 2.

Stanza 11.

d. Repeated at RV. X, 123, 8 d, where the P^da appears

to be secondary, since the word r0p5//i, supplied here from

P4da b, is there wanting. Cf. similarly the inferiority of

RV. VI, 58, I a to Tait. Ar. I, 10, i (3 a).

Stanza 12.

c. tvd is metrically superfluous, and hardens the sense.

Without it, * he shall not abandon me, lest I abandon (him).*

Our rendering of nAthit6, * when implored,' is uncertain

:

ordinarily (e.g. Ill, i, 2) it means 'in distress.' The sense

would then be, * may I not in distress abandon thee.*

Stanza 14.

c. Repeated in st. 37 d. The rendering is conjectural

owing to the obscurity of the word ma^mani, which occurs

here only. Cf. RV. I, 143, 4.

Stanza 16.

c. I am inclined to think that Ludwig is correct in

emending the Stt. Acy. ush«ih4kshar6 to ush;/{haksharo =
ush«(hd aksharo, and in rendering akshdro by om (the

prawava); cf. 5ahkh. 5r. I, i, 36 (pra;/avo ye ya^mahe
vasha/kdraA). For other suggestions, cf. Henry's careful

discussion in his note (1. c, p. 27 ff.).

* Cf. Bergaigne, La Religion Vddique, III, 23.
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Stanza 16.

The five stanzas beginning here are rubricated at the

goddna-ceremony, the trimming of the youth's beard at

the time of puberty, Kauj. 54, 10. Their connection with

the rest of the hymn is problematic. In stanza 18 d Rohita,

as a variant of Agni in 17 d, is mentioned, and this alone

may have induced the diaskeuasts to place the entire

series here.

Stanza 17.

This and the next two stanzas exhibit the word vd^aspati.

They, along with other stanzas containing the same word,

are known in the ritual (Kaor. 41, 15) as v^^aspatilihgdA

(sc. rikdih), and are employed at practices designed to

ensure gain in business, while addressing the rising sun.

d. The word paramesh/Ain seems to refer for the nonce

to the young man, who, during the moment of his consecra-

tion, assumes in the exorbitant language of his environment

the rdle of the lord on high.

Stanza 18.

According to the Index Verborum the MSS. read nau

for no (both times ?).

Stanza 21.

Here begin the stanzas devoted to Rohi;/i. Cf. RV. I,

39, 6 ; VIII, 7, 28. Both these passages have the nomi-

native r6hitaA, so that he himself appears as the side horse,

the speckled mares or cows of the sky being the main

draught-animals. The Atharvan form smacks of adapta-

tion, decidedly. For, apparently, Rohita is here in the car,

and the .speckled female is the side-horse. The gloss on

this stanza, Kau.r. 24, 42. 43, which states distinctly that

rohita is the sun, pr/shati the sky (dyu), conceives of the

latter as a cow ^, rather than a mare, as one would expect

in the case of the female of the red steed. This is quite

* The stanza is cited by the Ath. Paddhaii (Kauj. 19, i, note),

as one of the push/ika mantrd^i.
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in accord with the usual description of the dawn ; cf. RV.
I, 1 13, 2 ; V, 64, 7 ; 80, 2-4.

Stanza 22.

The word sOrf, very common as a masculine, is here, and
here alone, feminine. It seems chosen, with conscious

straining, for the purpose of alluding to SOryd, the female

of the sun. We should not forget in this connection the

fact that there is another Rohi;/i, the constellation of that

name, corresponding to another male divinity of light, the

moon ; see Tait. S. II, 3, 5, i ; Tait. Br. Ill, 1,1,2; 4, 2 (cf.

also Tait. S. I, i, 7, 7). It is not unlikely that the existence

of one of these pairs stimulated the completion of the other.

These notions are plastic, and elusive in their multiplicity.

Stanza 23.

Cf. the similar mantra, Vait. SCl. 36, 27. For a possible

relation of this stanza and the rohi^i-episode of the hymn
to a certain part of the ceremonies at the horse-sacrifice,

see our above-cited essay, p. 435 ff.

Stanza 26.

This and the next stanza are recited at the ^itr^karma,

a rite designed to procure prosperity, during the full moon
of the month ^aitra ; see Kau^. 18, 25.

Stanza 27.

Addressed at the a^atantra, Kau^. 137, 10, to him that

constructs the fire-altar (vedi). The adjectives pdyasvatiw,

&c., refer doubtless primarily to the earth, the cosmic altar

(cf. St. 46).

Stanza 31.

b. For utpfpanam, cf. our discussion. I.e., 441 ff.

Stanza 32.

c. The Paippal^da reads ra^mibhi// for irmand ; this

suggests ra^m/nd, *with his ray,' but the singular instru-

mental is rare, and in this connection doubtful.
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Stanza 33.

The Vir^^ is another personification of the shining female

heaven (dawn), and the male sun is viewed here as her calf

rather than her husband. The * bull of prayers* again must

refer to the sun : it seems to mean * he to whom prayers

are chiefly directed/ a conception which is fortified imme-

diately by the epithet jukrdpWsh/Aa, which I take to be an

equivalent of s6mapr/sh/Aa (st. 12). In Pada c it would

seem natural to read ghr/t^n&ktdm, * anointed with ghee/

for ghWtendrkdm, establishing thus a certain balance be-

tween this expression and brdhma sdntam in Pada d. But

the construction of abhf ar>& with two accusatives is secure,

e.g. AV. VII, 14, 1
; 72, i, and at Tait. Br. II, 8, 8, 9 c we

have, tam arkair abhy eir>&anti vatsdm. Each reading seems

equally good under the circumstances.

Stanza 39.

d. The Paippal4da reads vipajyantam for vipa^^ftam

;

the reading is not favoured by the metre, and seems in

every way inferior.

Stanza 40.

a. The text as it stands can hardly be sustained. The
Paippaldda reads, devo devam arifayasi. Henry, without

a knov/ledge of this, emends to dev6 dev^n ar^ayasi ; cf.

our remarks, 1. c, p. 437. We have finally accepted this in

our rendering: the extant 5aunak!ya reading must have

arisen on the basis of the reading dev6 devawmar/tayasi

with anticipatory anusvdra.

Stanza 41.

A cosmic charade (brahmodyam)=AV. IX, 9, 17, and

RV. 1, 164, 17 (with the variant antdA for asmfa in P^dad).

The subject of the riddle is the dawn. Her calf is the sun,

as in St. 33. The disappearance of the dawn at sunrise

is depicted prettily, though rather mystically in the second

hemistich. The meaning of Pdda d is that though a cow
she does not beget her calf in this earthly herd : her calf
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is heavenly. Cf. Haug, Vedische Rathselfragen und Rath-

selspriiche, p. 24, for other explanations that seem to us

decidedly strained.

Stanza 42.

Another, profoundly mystic, charade, essentially identical

with IX, 10, 21 and RV. I, 164, 41. Whatever the inde-

pendent solution may be (cf. Haug, 1. c, p. 47 flF.), the presence

of the stanza here seems to be in some way due to the word

pad5 in 41 b. There the word indicates the part of the body;

here, with characteristic jugglery, the metrical * foot.' The
varying light or rays (feet) of the dawn may have suggested

the metres with their varying feet, even if the brahmodyam
was not really constructed primarily with a view to the

answer ^ dawn.' It has at any rate no direct bearing upon

Rohita, and seems to appear here by way of expanding the

laudation of the female divinity of the preceding stanza.

Stanza 45.

Beginning here SOrya appears in the r61e of a cosmic

sacrificer, and the elements of the sacrifice familiar in the

liturgies are boldly projected into the visible universe.

With all the extravagance of the fancies they are on the

whole intelligible, and at times not wanting in beauty.

Stanza 66.

Employed at Kslus. 49, 26 in a conjuration against an

enemy. P&da b, fifi irpds rdv rjk^ov 6fii\(lv, Hes. 'Epya ical

7jfx4paL 725.

XIX, 26. COMMENTARV TO PAGE 6^,

The hymn is not employed in the Kaujika ^. It is quoted

by SkyajtSi from the 5dntikalpa 17 ^ as follows: agneA

pra^dtam iti siiktena ^gneyim agnibhaye sarvakdmasya ia..

This Sdya«a expounds, iti vihitAyam dgneyyakhy^y^w

* Cf. Kaorika, Introduction, p. xl.

* Sdya;ia regularly substitutes Nakshatrakalpa for 5antikalpa.
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mah^ant^u hiraz/yanirmita;^ kuf/<ial^dikam abhimantrya

badhniydt. According to this he who is afraid of fire, or

desires everything in general, performs * the great rite of con-

secration for Agni, and puts on earrings and so forth, made
of gold/ For mahi.fdnti, see Kaar. 39, 27 ; 43, 5 ; 44, 6

;

46, 7, and the note on Kauj. 9, 5. Sdya;/a further quotes

^Sintikalpa 19, in which the hymn is again rubricated :

agneA pra^dtaw pari yad dhira;/yam iti hira«yam dgney-

y^m, and comments, karwamadhye ^//idravad dhira/^ya-

ku//^alam ity artha^. Once more the hymn is rubricated

in the Tulapurusha, Ath. Parii". 11, 1, along with other

mantras: agne gobhi//, agncbhyavartin (Kauj. 72, 13),

agneApra^tam iti sawpit^n udap^tra Aniy^^bhishekakala-

jeshu ninayet. The performances are secondary throughout.

The hymn has been translated by Grill 2, pp. 49, 192 ; the

Anukrama;/i designates it as §igneya.m haira//yam.

Stanza 1.

Cf. Tait. Br. I, 2, i, 4 ; Apast. 5r. XIV, 11, 2. In Pida c

enam refers either to ma«i or some other masculine designa-

tion of a jewel. Saya;/a, hira«yarOpa;;^ padArtham arhati.

Stanza 2.

For pra^vanto minavaA, see Bhagavadgita X, 6. The
majority of the MSS. read ishire for tshird, and Whitney,

IndexVerborum, and Roots of the Sanskrit Language, seems

to derive the word from ish, * send.' Sdya^a, ishire prd-

ptavantav?:.

XIX, 34. Commentary to page 38.

The hymns, AV. XIX, 34 and ^5, are not rubricated in

either of the SOtras, Kaujika or Vait^na, and this is in

accordance with the general character of the nineteenth

book as a paralipomenon in the text of the 5aunaka school

;

see Kaujika. Introduction, p. xl ff. According to the 5cinti-

kalpa 17 and 19, both hymns are employed in a mah^cinti,

'great consecration' (cf. Kauj. 9, 6, note), pertaining to

V^yu, the wind. In reference to this S^ya;/a has the fol-
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lowing: pa^y^amcnuvdlce dv^daja s{iktAni, tatra ',^ahgirfo

'si ' iti prathamadvitiydbhyAw sOkt^bhyAw 'vAyavydf//

vitavdtydy^m * ^ iti (5dntikalpa 17^) vihitdy^m v^yavy^-

khy4yi;« mahljintau ^ngi^/avr/kshanirmitaw m2imm ba-

dhniyat, tathd nakshatrakalpe (! for jintikalpe) siitritam,

* "viti^^taA" (IV, 10) iti jankhaw vkrunySim, "^^gi^o
«si ^hgidfo rakshiti'si" (XIX, 34) iti ^ahgirfaw vdyavy-

dydm * iti (5dntikalpa 19). A number of stanzas have been

commented upon by Zimmer, Altindisches Leben : see the

index, p. 457.

Stanza 1.

a» b. The text of our translation of the first two P&das

is that of the vulgate. This differs from the MS. reading

so much as to amount to an independent composition on

the part of the editors. They read, jShgira (cf. st. 6) asi

^hgi^a rakshitS'si ^ahgidfa ; the MSS. unanimously pre-

sent, ^hgirf6«si £^ng\d6 rdkshitd»si £^hgidiA. I am far

from feeling that the editors have restored the ancient

text. The difficulty with the MS. reading is the absence

of any adjective or noun £^hgidi with appellative meaning,

and the cumulation of nominatives. The latter difficulty

is paralleled closely by AV. IV, 12, i, and it would seem

almost as though in both passages the nominative had

assumed the function of vocative. Neither difficulty exists

for Sayawa, who translates the second ^hgi^/6 as vocative

and paraphrases the first as an agent noun, as follow^s

:

he ^hgi^a ma;/e ^hgi^O'si yato gSitkn§Lm kr/ty^na;;/

kritykkrttkm ka. nigara;/akartd'si (one MS. nigira;m-) ato

£^hgida. ity u^yate . . . £^m girati iti ^hgiraA . . . yad v^

^ahgamyate jatrOn b^dhitum iti gaxigiddJt, I must say

that I do not think it impossible that the original text had

in mind some pun on the root gar, * swallow/ in connection

with the first ^hgirfa, or perhaps some other root, say,

g^gri^ *wake.' The latter suggestion would yield good

* My copy of the ^antikalpa reads vatavdlyddySm.

* Shankar Pandit, erroneously, here and in the following quota-

tion, substitutes Nakshatrakalpa for iS"antikalpa.
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1

sense, the first ^ahgi^o, * wakeful/ being parallel with ra-

kshit^ in the second P^da.

Stanza 2.

a. The MSS. at the basis of Roth and Whitney's edition

read^gr/tsyfc tripa^y^ajfA, and the editors, inspired doubt-

less by RV. X, 34, 8, have emended akshakr/ty^s tripa«H-

sih, * the sorceries with dice, fifty-three in number/ But

the parallelism of the Rig-veda passage is every way
doubtful (Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 284 ; Weber,

Ober die Konigsweihe, Transactions of the Royal Prussian

Academy of Sciences, 1893, p. 72 of the reprint) ; the bold

emendation is at any rate not warranted by any too

desperate condition of the text. The majority of the MSS.
used in Shankar Pandit's edition (both Sawhitd and Pada-

pzi/Aa) have ^^gr/tsyds, which the editor, with S^ya//a, has

changed to y^{Ji) gr/tsyas ; this might mean * the thieving

female demons ' (Sdya;/a, yk gritsysiA gardhanajild yds . . .

kritySiA) ; cf. gr/tsa// at Vd^. S. XVI, 25, and Mahidharas

scholium. Notwithstanding that gr/tsyas is the unanimous

lectio difficillima of the MSS., perchance yet destined to

be sustained, I have restored simply y^i kritySA^ ; cf. for

the juxtaposition of krttyS, and krhykkrh (Pdda b), AV.
IV, 17, 4 ; V, 14, 3- 4. 5- 8. 10- 12. 13 ; X, i, 6. 31 ; XIX,

45, I. The Padapd/>^a divides tripa«y^a-aji7^, * devouring

fifteenfold,' which would comport well with the reading

gr/tsyas. The meaning * consisting of fifty-three ' assumed

for psinkkssiy 2. in the Pet. Lex., in our translation, and by
Sdya7/a (tryadhikapa«>^djatsawkhydkdA), thus rests upon

a fragile basis
; perhaps the Padapd///a is right ; or, per-

haps, the word means simply * fifteenfold,' an adjectivised

tripa«>^a-jas, with the well-known adverbial suffix -jas,

^foldV

^ Sayawa describes the kr/ty^ concretely as a figure, or the like,

made of mud, wood, &c., mr/ddarvadind nirmitapullalyadi.

* Cf. the Avestan fractional numeral adjectives thrishva- *a third/

^athrushva- * a fourth,' &c., which, in our opinion, are adjectivised

locatives plural, thrishu, &c., * that which is in three.'
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c. The MSS. of the vulgate read sdrv^n vinaktat^^g^aso,

for which the edition substitutes vinash/a-. This is S^yii;/a's

reading (vinash/ate^^asaA hatavirydn), and with a slight

alteration (vinish/a-) that of one of the MSS. used by
Shankar Pandit. The latter recites all the readings of his

manuscripts ; they are (besides vinakta-),bhanakti,bhinakti,

minaktu, vinakti, and vinaktu. He has chosen the last,

making the Pida, sdrvdn vinaktu t^^saA, * may (the ^n-
gidi) expel all strength' (note, however, the ordinarily

neuter gender of td^s). We prefer the text of the editio

princeps and S&ya«a.

Stanza 8.

a. Sdya;/a, abhi^aratd utp4dita/« n&dam dhvaniw, 'the

noise got up by the person practising witchcraft (against

any one)
;

' cf. Ke^ava's purushahava in the introduction to

II, 4 (p. 281). The MSS., Sawhiti and Padapd/^a, read

kr/trim anna-addm

!

b. Our translation of sapta visrdsaA by * seven debilitating

(charms) ' is a purely etymological conjecture ; cf. expres-

sions like visrastdhga, * lax of limb,' visrasta>&etana, * lax in

mind,' and the like. Sdya«a, visrawsand// . . . m{irdhani-

sh/Aeshu nSsirandhradvaya-ytakshurgolakadvaya-jrotra^/zi-

dradvaya-mukhakuhara-riipeshu saptasu ^//idreshu abhi-

^aratd utpaditd sapta nishyanddA, i. e. * discharges from the

seven openings of the head, induced by one practising

witchcraft.'

Stanza 4.

The same stanza with variants occurs at AV. II, 4, 6.

Stanza 6.

c. The text of the vulgate has sisahe, a reading which is

now supported by one of the MSS. at the base of Shankar

Pandit's edition. The MSS. in general have sdsaha, Pada-

pd///a sasaha, each with a considerable variety of accentua-

tions. Sdya«a comments upon the following text for

Padas c, d, vishkandham qg'ask saha saf;/skandham q^
o^s^. For his explanation of vfshkandha, see the note on

II, 4, 1 c (p. 282); his comment upon sdwskandha is as
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follows : yena roge;/a skandha// sawnataA sawlagno bhavati

sa roga^ sawskandha//. This etymological rendering coin-

cides with that in the minds of the occidental interpreters

:

the Pet. Lex., *name of a demon or disease;' Bohth'ngk,
* name of a disease ;' and Zimmer, 1. c, p. 391, * contracting

the shoulders, a disease.' See, however, our note on II,

4, I c (p. 283).

Stanza 6.

a. The MSS. of both Sawhitd and Padapd///a read

trishtvi ; we with both editions trfsh /vd. SSya;/a, trishu

lokeshu avasthdndya.

c. The name ahgirds for the plant seems to be trumped

up to pun with^hgirfds.

Stanza 8.

a. Roth and Whitney's edition reads, dtho yad5 sama-

bhavo, the basis of our translation : the MSS. have dtho

pada nd bhagavo (Padapd///a, atho iti padd nd bhagava//).

Shankar Pandit, upon the basis of Sdya/^a's comment,

restores dtho*paddna bhagava//. The explanation is, he

upaddna upddiyate svikriyate kr/tydnirhara«ddivydpdreshv

iti upaddna/4. The meaning seems to be something like

' thou who art pressed into service for the purpose of

driving out sorceries.* I do not believe in either the

restoration, or the explanation.

c. I have again translated the text as restored by Roth

and Whitney (cf. XIX, 35, i). The MSS. of the Sa/«hitd

read purd ta ugra grasata (upa)» and those of the Pada-

pa///a are divided in reading ugrdA and ugrd. With the

latter we might have the following sense, * formerly a fierce

(female demon?) ate of thee.' Sayawa, te tvdm (!) ugrdA

prd;/inaA purd grasate bhakshayanti (I plural). I feel by

no means certain that the vulgate has restored the original

text.

Stanza 10.

a. djartka and vijarika are translated upon the basis of

their etymology simply. Sdya;/a, djarika^^ sarvato him-

sakam etanndmdna;^ rogaw tathd vissLtikam viseshena,

[42] X X
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hi^wsakam etannaminaw ka, bal^sam. To v/^arikam, cf.

our note on II, 4, 2 (p. 284).

b. For balisam, see the note on V, 22, 11.

c. For viivifaradam, see the note on V, 22, 13.

XIX, 35. Commentary to page 39.

For the employment of this hymn in the ritual texts,

see the introduction to XIX, 34. S^ya;/a defines it as

^ngirfam?L;iibandhane. It has been translated by Groh-

mann, Indische Studien, IX, p. 418 ff. ; and Zimmer, Altin-

disches Leben, p. 65^

Stanza 3.

a The MSS., both Sa^^hitd and Padapfi/Aa, read dur-

h^rdaA simghordLfn kikshuA, and SSya;^a explains the

otherwise unknown compound sawghoram by atyanta-

krOram. I have refused the text as emended by Roth
and Whitney (durhirdas tvaw ghoraw) ; cf. IV, 9, 6.

b. Sgamam, * I have approached * with sinister intention

;

Sdya;/a, dgatam (!) hantu;« priptam. But several MSS.
read 5dabhan(for ^dabhan?), 'destroying,' and this is worth

considering. Grohmann and Zimmer translate figamam as

an adjective, * der herzutritt,' * den herantretenden.'

c. For sahasray&aksho, see the note on IV, 20, 5.

e. The extra Pada, making a pankti out of the anushAibh,

is rather suspicious. The MSS. read g?iiig\diJi ; we, with

the vulgate,^ngirfa ; cf. the note on XIX, 34, i.

Stanza 4.

c. The majority of the MSS., both of the Sawhitd and

the Padapd/Z/a, read bhavy^d. Both editions follow the

minority of the MSS. in adopting the regular bhdvydd.

Stanza 6.

a. The edition of Roth and Whitney has y^ kr/tvano,

an emendation of ydA kr/sh«dvo of the MSS., both Saw-
hitd and Padapi/Aa. Sdya;/a comments upon ya rishn&vo

(devair nishpdditd^ . . . gantdro hiwsak^ purushiA), and
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this reading has been adopted by Shankar Pandit. I know
not how to improve upon the suggestion of the occidental

editors.

b. The western editors have restored yd ut6 mdrtye-

bhyaA, the basis of our translation. The MSS. have yi uto

vBhhrttenykA (vabhr/tenydA), and vabhr/thenyaA. Sdyawa's

text has yd ut6 vavr/t^^nydA, upon which he comments
as follows, ye anye manushyddipreritA bddhak^ vavr/te va-

vr/tire (! why does he comment, in the teeth of the grammar,

upon the plural, instead of the singular, which would

make equally good sense ?). Shankar Pandit has adopted

Saya/^a's text.

XIX, 38. Commentary to page 40.

The matter of this little hymn, the guggulii or bdellium,

has been made the subject of an exhaustive investigation

by Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde, P, 339; cf. also

Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 28. S&yawa here defines

it as, surabhiA ghr^wasawtarpako gandha// ; cf. also his

comment at II, 36, 7. The ritual of the Kaujika makes

no mention of the hymn, but it is rubricated in an unim-

portant way in Ath. Parijish/as 4, 3. 4^; 17, 2. A previous

translation is that of Grill^ pp. 39, 193. The Anukramawl,

mantroktagugguludevatdkam.

Stanza 1.

In most of the MSS. the bracketed hemistich forms the

first half of st. i ^ ; next, the last hemistich of our first

stanza^ together with the first of st. 2, makes up the second

;

and, finally, the second hemistich of our st. 2 figures inde-

pendently as a third stanza. Some MSS., however, make
one stanza of the three last hemistichs (a tryavasdni, sc.

rtk). The bracketed passage is obviously secondary, though

it stood in its present place at the time of the composition

* Cf. the introduction to XIX, 39, note.

* Thus also both editions.

X X 2
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of the Pari^ish/as. It seems to have been attracted to its

present place by the word yikshmkA in st. 2 a of the text.

a. For arundhate, see IV, 12; V, 5; VI, 59, in these

translations. Sdyawa overcomes the embarrassing presence

of the word by turning it into a verb, rodha/« na kurvanti

na pt^ayanti (!), and Whitney in the Index, in the same

vein, emends the word to arundhata, though it is followed

by the present a^nute. The MSS. with accent, arundhate.

f. The MSS. have, mrigA irvA ive«rate, which we have

translated. Roth and Whitneyemend mrig&d risyk ivcrate,

* as antelopes flee from the wild beast.'

XIX, 39. Commentary to page 5.

Neither the Kaujika, nor Ddrila and Ke^-ava, make any
mention of this hymn, though it might, but for the com-
mentaries, be understood to be included in the kush-

thdWiigkh (sc. rikdik) in Kauj. 28, 13. It is not, moreover,

included in the takmand^anagawa of the Ga//amal4, Ath.

Pari^y. 32, 7 : see Kau^y. 26, i, note. Its failure to appear

in the latter is fortuitous, since the Gawamdl^, like other

Atharvan Pari^ish/as, draws freely upon the nineteenth

book ; Kaujika's silence, on the other hand, is in accord

with the general attitude of this Siitra towards the nine-

teenth (and twentieth) books of the Sawhitd ; see Kaujika,

Introduction, p. xl. S^ya;/a in his introduction to the

hymn says that the hymn is employed in the Rdtrikalpa^,

on the occasion when incense of kush/>4a is offered (to whom ?)

in connection with AV. XIX, 34, etu deva// iti shash/>4a;«

sQktam (sc. paw/tamcnuvike) asya ratrikalpe kush/Aapra-

dine viniyo^aA p(irvasOktasamaya (XIX, 38) ukta/r.

The hymn has been translated by Ludwig, Der Rigveda,

III, 198 ff.; cf. also Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, Index,

p. 457 b. P'or the nature of the kush/Aa, see the introduc-

tion to V, 4.

* The quotation occurs neither in the Pish/ardlrydA Kalpa (Alh.

Pam. 6), nor in the Ar^trika (Ath. Pam. 7), but in the Purohita-

karma (Ath. Parij*. 4, 4), where it is quoted together with XIX, 38.
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Stanza 2.

b, c. The two Pddas are translated in accordance with

the text of the edition, which emends the MS. readings

with great ingenuity, as follows : naghamdr6 naghirish6 nd

ghaydw piirusho rishat. For the two syllables nagh^ the

MSS. everywhere present nadyS ; so also Shankar Pandu-

rang Pandit's MSS. of the text with Sdyawa's commentary,

and the PadapA/^^a (nadya). The Devandgari MSS. confuse

badly, in the case of doubtful words, the characters for dya

and gha ; see, e.g. the writings va;«dya for vawgha, Kauj.

8, 14, and ap^dya for apAgha, ^6, 22. ; 42, 22 ; 82, 4. Thus

far the emendation seems therefore well founded, an impres-

sion which is strengthened by Sdya«a s abortive attempts

to get sense out of nadyi by correlating it with nadi, * river,'

and even worse. As regards naghdrish6 of the edition,

Shankar Pandit's MSS. waver between nadySrish6, nad-

ydyush6, and nady^yiish6, and the PadapS/Aa between

nadyd-rishi>4 and nadyd-^yushaA ; the element dyusha

seems to be due to a secondary effort to contrast the word

with mdra in the preceding, and thus strain sense out of

it. The formation naghdrishd is guaranteed by AV. VIII,

^j ^
I 7> 6> where it is also an epithet of a curative plant.

By the side of piirusho rishat the MSS. have also piiru-

shorshat and piirusho r/shat (Padapd//4a : piirushaA rishat,

and piirushaA r/shat). These emendations may be regarded

as a specimen of the best that can be done with the corrupt

text of the nineteenth book.—* Three names hast thou,'

i.e. na-gha-mdra (' forsooth-not-death '), and na-ghd-rishd

(* forsooth-not-harm '), in addition to the ordinary name

kiish/Z/a. This refers to varieties of the plant (cf. V, 4, 8),

which, in the common manner of the Atharvan, justify

opportunistic formations, coined with the freest fancy, and

expressive of salient qualities.

Stanza 3.

a. ^ivalS, * vivida,' * quickening,' or * full-of-life,' is the

honorific epithet of an independent plant (AV. VI, 59, 3 ;

VIII, 2, 6; 7, 6), probably the arundhati (see the introduc-
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tion to IV, 12). The Atharvan has a way of formulating

qualities as father, mother, brother, &c. of the object they

are attributed to ; see the note on V, 5, i.

b. I have not followed the edition in emending ^vant6,

the unanimous reading of the MSS., to ^val6. A glance

at VIII, 2, 6
; 7, 6 shows ^val^m by the side of ^vantfm

;

and^vanta, givantt,^vantik& are sufficiently authenticated

as names of remedial plants. The emendation seems entirely

groundless. For another father of the plant, see V, 4, 9 b.

Stanza 4.

a. Cf. VIII, 5, II ; V, 4, 9 a, b, and also i b. The fulsome

praise in the manner of kathenotheism. When another

plant is employed the expressions are no less exorbitant

;

cf. e.g. VI, 15, I.

Stanza 6.

a. The MSS. have iriA j^mbubhyo dngirebhyas, or angi-

reyebhyas, for which the vulgate substitutes boldly, trir

bhr/gubhyo angirobhyas. I have followed it, not without

some misgivings, in translating ingirobhyas ; the text, how-

ever, may possibly disguise some patronymic derivative of

ihgiras. Sdyawa comments upon dngireyebhyas, with the

words, angiras^m apatyabhOtebhya// skmhuhhysJt. But

I could not go so far as to substitute trfr bhr/gubhyo for

tr/A j^mbubhyo, the lectio difficilior, apparently for the

reason merely that the Bhrigu and Angiras are frequently

mentioned together. 6"ambu and especially its patronymic

5clmbavya are well authenticated, the latter being a school-

name of a sautra-j^khd. The 5dmbavya-gr/hyasQtra is

a version closely related to the 6"dhkh&yana-gr/hyas(itra

;

cf. Indische Studien, XV, 4 and 154.

e. s&kim s6mena tish/Aati (cf. V, 4, 7 b) : both s6ma and

kiish/Aa are mountain-plants ; the former has the epithet

girish/M, ' dwelling upon the mountain,' RV. IX, 18, 1, &c.,

and the mountains are called s6mapr/sh/Aa, * having soma

upon their backs/ AV. Ill, 21, 10. For kiish/Aa as a moun-
tain-plant, see V, 4, I ; VI, 95, 3.
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Stanza 6.

The same stanza at V, 4, 3 ; VI, 95, 1, with the variant

fourth Pada, dev^ kiish/Aam avanvata ; see the notes at

V, 4, 3. In Shankar Pandit's edition with Sdya«a's com-

mentary the last four P^das of the preceding stanza are

here added at the endj as a refrain*

Stanza *;.

The same stanza at V, 4, 4 ; VI, 95, 2, with pushparh

(piishyam) for >&dksha«am in Pdda 3, and devSA kush?Aam

avanvata in Pdda 4 ; see the notes at V, 4, 4. In Mr. Pandit's

edition the same refrain as in the preceding stanza;

Stanza 8.

a, b. It seems difficult to abstain from comparing with

this passage certain features of the well-known legend of

Manu and the flood. In the 5at. Br. I, 8, i, 6 the northern

mountain upon which Manu*s ship settled is styled * Manu's

descent/ manor-avasarpawam, and in the version of the

flood-legend in the Mahabhdrata I, 12795 (^f- ^l^o the

Matsyop^khy^na 49) it is called nau-bandhana. If the

vulgate is correct in its restoration of the word fkshvdko to

ikshvdkor in the next stanza (9),
* the ancestor of Ikshvfiku,'

i. e. Manu, may be imagined as landing with his ship upon

the mountain, and finding the remedy. The Rig-veda,

II, ^^y 13, speaks of pure, most wholesome, and strengthen-

ing remedies which * Father Manu ' chose, and it seems

altogether likely that the two independent legends should

blend here in the mind of the poet, and that he should

have in mind when speaking of the descent of his golden

heavenly ship upon the Himlllaya the very spot where

Manu descended. Nevertheless it may be fairly questioned

whether n4vaprabhra/;/jana here is a proper name, and does

not mean simply, * where the (heavenly) ship descended.'

The character of the word as a compound is not at all

secure. The majority of the MSS. of the SawhitA read

n^vaprabhrawwanam with two accents, and one of Shankar

Pandit's MSS. has nSysiA prabhrd;;/janam. The MSS. of
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the Padap^/Aa are divided between nd ava*prabhrdwsanam

and nd dva pra'bhrd^;/^nam. At any rate the ship which

brings down the kushfAa, (Soma, the moon ?), and Manu's

ship, may have nothing to do with on^ another except

their mutual suggestion. PSda a seems to have stood ori-

ginally, ydtra ndvdA prabhrd;«janam. See Weber in Kuhn
and Schleicher's Beitrage zur vergleichenden Sprachfor-

schung, IV, 288 ; Grohmann, Indische Studien, IX, 423 ;

Zimmer, 1. c, p. 30 ; Eggeling, Sacred Books of the East,

vol. xii, p. 218, note.

Stanza 9.

a. We have not translated the text of the vulgate, yim
tvk v^da purva fkshvdkor, a by no means certain restora-

tion, since the MSS. of the Sawhitd have {kshvdko (fshv^ko),

and those of the Padapd/Z/a fkshv^kaA ({shvdka//). Sdyawa
comments upon the nominative, purdtana ikshvdkti r^^,

and that presupposes a more natural reading, yim tvd veda

pflrva ikshvdkur, the one adopted for our version. Although

this handles the text more severely, I could not get myself

to feel certain that pfirva /kshvdkoA could mean ^the ancestor

of Ikshv^ku,' as useful as this result is for the current inter-

pretation of the preceding stanza ^.

b. The text is doubtful, the MSS. read kush/Aa kdmyaA
(kcimy^V/). Accordingly Sdya;/a takes kush///a as vocative

and translates k^mya// as a patronymic, * the son of Kdma.'

I could not follow him, but the treatment of the words in

the vulgate as a compound, kush///akdmyd//, ' women fond

of kush///a,' is also doubtful. Perhaps the use of the plants

in unguents (AV. VI, 102, 3) is in the mind of the poet.

Professor Whitney in the Index Verborum assumes a nomi-

native singular masculine kush///akamyds. Ludwig, * der

den kush///a liebt (besser, der sohn derer, die den kush///a

liebt).'

o. The text as translated is, yam v^yas6 yim matsyds.

* Ludwig in the same sense suggests putrd fkshvikor, * the son

of Ikshvaku.' But why should this lectio facillima have been

completely lost ?
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1

The MSS. have yim vk vdso (or v^so) ydm d'tsyas. Sdya«a,

moreover, comments upon yam&syaA, as follows : yamasya
dsyam iva dsyaw yasya sa ikdriso (vasaA) etanndm^ devo

veda. Mdtsya is the name of a royal sacrificer in 5at. Br.

XIII, 5, 4, 9, and of a Ris\A skilled in special practices in

Tait. Br. I, 5, 2, i ; and V^yasa, though not quotable as a

proper name, might yet be such a one. But vdyasa ordi-

narily means * large bird,* and mdtsya suggests matsya,

* fish.' I see nothing good to be done with this suggestion.

The translation of the Pdda is altogether problematic.

Stanza 10.

a. The vuIgate emends jirshalokaw? to jirshajokdw?, * that

burns the head ' (inadvertently omitted in the text). To
be convinced, we need but watch Saya;/a's contortions,

when once he is misguided by the traditional text. He
refers jirshalokd/w to the kiishMa-plant instead of the tak-

mdn :
* your head (O kush/Aa) is in the third heaven.* But

every epithet in P^das a, b refers to the takmdn, as may be

seen by comparing V, 22, 13 ; see the note to the passage.

b. For sadawdf, see the note on V, 22, 13 b. h^yand

either sums up the varieties of the takman which are

described in V, 22, 13 as jdradd, grafshma. and vSrshika,

and would then have to be translated * occurring through

the year ;* or it means simply * yearly,* i. e. occurring (at a

given time) every year ; ' cf. vi^aydrada at IX, 8, 6 ; XIX,

34, 10. Involuntarily one thinks, too, of Zend zayana,

* winter* (Yasna 64, 20, Yasht 13, 8), and asks whether Vedic

hayana does not primarily mean * winter ' and ' wintery ;

*

afterwards poetically * year * and * yearly.* Then hayana

here might be added as a fourth variety of the takman to

the j^radd, graishma, and v^rshika. Scarcely probable.

c. For vifvadh^virya, see V, 22, 3.

XIX, 57,. Commentary to page 224.

This and the following hymn, being theosophic and

cosmogonic in character, play no part in the practices of

the Atharvan, except that they are recited (under the
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designation kdlasiikta) along with the kdmasiikta (AV.

IX, 2), and the purushasQkta (AV. XIX, 6= RV. X, 90) in

the tenth Atharva-parijish/^i the BhOmidAna. Sdya;/a has

the following statement in his introduction to this and the

following hymn : *k^lo ajvo vahati* iti suktadvayasya sau-

var«abhQmid^ne 4?yahome viniyogaA, ukta#« hi parijish/e,

anvdrabhy^«tha ^huydt kAmasOkta/« kdlasOktaw purusha-

sOktam (Ath. ParLr. 10, i).

The hymn has been treated many times : Muir, Original

Sanskrit Texts, V, 407; Ludwigj Der Rigveda, III, 191 ;

Monier Williams, Indian Wisdom^, p. 25; Lucian Scher-

man, Philosophische Hyrtineh alis der Rig- und Atharva-

Veda-Sanhita (Strassburg, 1887), p. 78 ff. ; GfilP^ pp. 73,

193 ff. ; cf. also Hillebrandt's Vedachrestdmathie, p. 41.

The Anukrama«i ascribes the authorship of the hymn to

Bhr/gu, and defines stanzas 6-id as, mantroktasarvdtmaka-

kdladevatyd anush/ubha iti.

Stanza 1.

A. Sdya/ia imagines the seven rays as being tied to the

mouthj neck, and feet of the steed, and explains them as

being the six seasons, each of two months, the thirteenth

(lunar) tnonth of the intercalary year being the seventh^.

This is the same explanation as is offered by Sdya«a at

RV. I, 164, 2 for sapta yu^^anti, and S&ya//a to our pas-

sage offers further In support df his interpretation RV. I,

164, 15, where the thirteenth month is probably described
;

see Haug, Vedische Rathselfragen uiid Rathselspriiche,

p. 23 (Proceedings of the Bavarian Academy, 1876).

Saya;/a here, as well as at RV. I, 164, 2, suggests the seven

rays of the sun (cf. AV. VII, 107 ; X, 8, 9 ; XIII, 3, 10) as

an alternate explanation, relying upon Y^ska's Nirukta

IV, 27. The occidental interpretations of this expression

—

* For the thirteenth month, see -Sat. Br. II, 2, 3, 27, and Professor

Eggeling's note on his translation, Sacred Books, vol. xii, p. 321,

note 6. Also, especially, Professor Weber's learned note in * Die

vedischen Nachrichten von den Nakshatra,' II, p. 336, note.
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none of them satisfactory—are enumerated by Scherman,

pp. 78, 81, and Grill, p. 193. I am inclined to believe in

the kinship of our passage with RV. I, 164, 2, and also in

a semi-lucid blending of the attributes of time with those

of the sun. Cf. AV. XIII, 2, 39, where Rohita, a form of

the sun, is identified with time ; see Henry, Les Hymnes
Rohitas, pp. 13, 44, and Contributions, Fourth Series, Amer.

Journ. Phil. XII, p. 430. The Maitri-Upanishad states

distinctly that the sun is the source of time, sOryo yoniA

kilasya (VI, 14).

b. sahasr^kshd is an attribute of a great variety of divini-

ties, and it does not, therefore, contribute to the definition

of the passage, see the note on IV^ 20, 4 ; Siya//a, saha-

srakira«opetaA, i.e. the sun. a^ra and bhfiriretaA are

attributes of the two Ushas at AV. VIII, 9, 12. The
latter, in the RV., only of heaven and earth ; the former,

again, of an almost complete assortment of divinities. One
must not be too insistent with a later Atharvan production,

the poet makes draughts upon the entire stock of mythic

and cosmogonic ideas ; the poetic past is his k^madhuk

;

he cares not for nicety of distinction.

o. S^yawa: * The ^^'shis mount (i* ei control) time/

sv^dhlna;^/ kurvanti, svidhlnak^ld bhavanti.

Stanza 2.

a. The MSS. have kakrSin which Roth and Whitney

emend to kakrS,; Shankar Pandit adheres to the MS.
reading. Sdya;/a comments upon >&akrd*nu vahati (sapta

rithn anu anukrame^a . . . dhirayati). The seven wheels

occur again at RV. I, 164, 3. 12, where Saya;/a refers them

to the seven modes of subdividing the year. But the

scholiast to the present passage, again, as in st. i, has in

mind the seven seasons (sapta r/tQn), i. e., the six seasons

and the intercalary month. A wagon with seven wheels

occurs also at RV. II, 40, 3, where it is employed by Soma
and PQshan to carry the gods. Cf. also the Brihaddevat^,

IV, 32.

b. S4ya«a comments upon SLtnritam tanv akshaA, to wit

:
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684 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

asya aksha/i tanu sawtataw sCkshmam amr/tam amara«a-

dharmakam avinajvara;« tattvam.

o. The MSS. have a;//^t, a;/(jfat (enditic), and anydt.

Shankar Pandit relying upon Sdya/^a adopts aw^at, which

the latter renders by a;7^n . . . vyaktikurvan. I do not

see how we can well escape Roth and Whitney's emenda-

tion to arvSh in the light of pratydh in the next stanza, and

in that case it seems desirable to supply vahati, * carries,'

from Pada a. But we may render also, ' he turns towards

allthese beings/ Muir, *he is at present all these worlds ;*

Grill, * er fahrt herbei mit jenen wesen alien ;
' Ludwig, * er

(fahrt) herwarts alle disc welten ;
* Scherman, * er (fahrt)

herwarts kommend alle diese wesen/

d. All translators, except Scherman, render iyate as

a verb of motion (Sdya;/a, in gatau) ^ ; Scherman, * Kila

wird als der erste gott angefleht/ Cf. Tait. Br. Ill, 12,

9, I, righhiA pdrvkhne divi deva lyate (schol. ga^tMati),

ya^rvede tish/Z/ati madhye ahnaA, sdmaveden4«stamaye

mahiyate. Read seyate with crasis.

Stanza 8.

a. Ludwig explains the full jar as the sun : Sciyawa,

better, as the year with its days and nights, months and

seasons. The Pdda is an irregular ^gati (read pOrwa/z as

three syllables).

b. The MSS. of the vulgate, sdnta//, which is emended

to santam. Shankar Pandit gives santaA (accent !) as the

reading of both Samhltk and Padapa///a ; Skyana translates

it by * good men,' satpurushdA. The emendation can be

avoided :
* him we see being in many places

'

o. Ludwig, * er (fiihrt) hinweg alle disc welten
;

' Scher-

man, * er (Kala) [fahrt] zuriickgewandt alle diese Wesen.'

The Pada is antithetical to st. 2 c, and indicates decay and

death as over against life and growth. Cf. Mait. Up. VI,

]4 (end), * From Time all beings flow, from Time they

grow, and into Time they set.' Possibly we may render,

* he turns away from all these beings/

^ So also Ludwig here, but in the almost identical passage, XIX,

54, 6, * wird angefleht.* It seems impossible to decide.
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Stanza 4.

a. b. In both Padas the caesura is after eva, the pas-

sage before the caesura being defective ; the first P^da is

a ^gatt. Grill, p. 195, by way of amending the metre,

goes far in the direction of composing the Padas anew.

Ludwig reads sail for saw in both Pddas, and his suggestion

is supported by one of Shankar Pandit's MSS. of the Pada-

pd///a. He translates :
* er allein 1st, und als solcher hat

er die welten gebracht, er allein ist, und als solcher kam er

um alle welten herum.'

c. The caesura again after the first three syllables.

Stanza 6.

The metre is irregular, especially in the first Pdda : the

Anukramawi, nWrtt (nikrit) purastadbr^Tiatt. Read pWthvir

in Pdda b, and possibly dfv^^anayat in Pdda a.

b. The * three earths ' are meant ; see IV, 2,0, 2,, and

our note on the same. S^ya;/a, sarvapr^;/y^dh^rabhQt^//

prithiviA ; he also quotes RV. I, 108, 9.

c. The MSS., both Sa;«hitd and Padapi^//a, kil^ ha.

I follow Roth and Whitney in reading k^l^na.

d. The MSS. unanimously, havfs tish///ate, which is

emended by the same editors to ha vf tish/Aate. In this

they were forestalled by Sdya;/a, vi tish/Aate vijeshe;/a

AsTitam vartate. Grill, * auf grund des K^la steht es fest,'

a translation that seems less probable than ours.

Stanza 6.

a. The MSS. have bhiitfm which Roth and Whitney

have changed to bhflmim. Saya;^a also comments upon

bhfttim, but he approaches closely to the value of bhiamim,

bhavanavc^^gat. We with the vuIgate.

Stanza 7.

In Tait. Ar. IX, 3-6=Tait. Up. Ill, 3 ff. the funda-

mental principles prdwa, manas, vi^«dna (similar to nama
in this stanza), and ^nanda are described ; cf. especially

the expression, 4nandAd dhy eva khalv im&ni bhCitdni
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^yante with the second half of our stanza. See also

AV. XI, 4, 4 ff., and Scherman, 1. c, p. 71. For the posi-

tion of nama in philosophical cosmogony, cf. also Tait. Ar.

Ill, 12,7.
Stanza 8.

For discussions of tdpas and brihma, see Scherman, 1. c,

p. 2 (note on RV. X, 129, 3), and Grill, p. 196, both con-

taining references to previous efforts in behalf of these

words. S^ya«a well translates tapas by, ^gatsar^na-
vishaya;« paryalo^anam. In explanation of^y&h/Aam he

has, hira«yagarhh^khyaw tattvam. His translation for

brahma is mechanical : sdngo vedaA, * the Veda and its

Angas/ For P^da d, cf. our notion of * Father Time.*

Stanza 9.

d. Paramesh/Ain is one of the numerous designations of

the supreme being, almost monotheistic in character, which

serves to form a transition stage from the earlier poly-

theism to the pantheism of the Upanishads. Essentially

the same idea is incorporated above in the term gy6shf/iSL^

which Sdyawa fitly explains as hira«yagarbha, 'golden

embryo,' another embodiment of the same idea. Simi-

larly vi^akarman, ' fabricator of the universe,' svayambhD,
* self-existing;' cf. the next stanza, and AV. X, 7, 17.

Stanza 10.

d. Kajyapa is a divine being identical or parallel with

Pra^pati. This style of literature is likely ever to have

in mind the pun of the Tait. Ar. I, 8, 8, ka^yapaA pajyako

bhavati, * Ka^apa is a seer,' and this leads to the suspicion

that the name is merely a personification of the sun ; cf.

our note on AV. IV, 20, 7. The epithet * self-existing

'

must not be taken too literally : svayambhfl is one of the

many names of the supreme being (see the preceding note),

and as such is mentioned along with the others. Muir,

1. c, p. 408, note, suggests in the light of this passage the

unlikely theory that, * this word must therefore be regarded

as not necessarily meaning anything more than one who
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comes into existence in an extraordinary and supernatural

manner.'

XIX, 54. Commentary to page 225.

The hymn has been rendered by Muir, Original Sanskrit

Texts, V, 408 ; Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, 191 ; Scherman,

Philosophische Hymnen, pp. 80, 82. Cf. also the introduc-

tion to XIX, 53.
Stanza 1.

See the Ka/Z/a-Upanishad IV, 9 :
* Both whence the sun

rises, and where he sets—on him all the gods are placed
;

no one whatsoever goes beyond that. This truly is that.'

Cf. also AV. X, 8, 16 ; 5at. Br. XIV, 4, 3, 34= BnTi. Ar.

Up. I, 5, 23 ; and Tait. Ar. VIII, 8.

Stanza 2.

The MS. tradition reports this stanza as consisting of

three (g^yatrt) P^das. But a better division of the re-

mainder of the hymn results if we add two P^das of the

third stanza (making a pankti), fuse the remaining two

Pidas of stanza 3 with the first two of stanza 4, and the

remaining two of stanza 4 with the first two of stanza 5.

This leaves the last two (trish/ubh) P^das of stanza 5 to

make up one (our fifth) stanza, along with the two (trishAibh)

Pidas printed in Roth and Whitney's edition as the sixth

stanza^—an arrangement in form and sense manifestly

superior to the traditional one. Sdya«a makes this arrange-

ment and deserves credit for it.

d, e (= 3 a, b in the MSS.). The MSS. have k^l6 ha

hhatim hh&vyam ka, putr6 a^nayat piiraA (one of Shankar

Pandit's Pada-MSS. piird). Roth and Whitney emend,

\ik\6 ha hhdtim bhdvyaw kai mantro a^nayat purS.. We
adopt this text with the exception of mdntro, for which

we have retained the original putr6. Sdya«a reads and

* Not so in Shankar Pandit's MSS. of the text, where the

arrangement is that of the vulgata, except that the last two trish/ubh

Pddas are added to stanza 5, making it to consist of six Pddas.
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comments, kdlenai«va pitrd prerake//a putra^ pr^g^patiA

bhdtam, &c.

Stanza 3.

Made up of st. 3 c, d and 4 a, b in the MSS. With it

cf. Tait. Br. Ill, 12, 9, i and AV. XIX, 6, i3= RV. X, 90,
9=Va^. S. XXXI, 7= Tait. Ar. Ill, 12, 4.

c (= 4 a in the MSS.). The MSS. read k^l6 y^ignkm

sam airayan ; one MS. of the Padap^/Aa corrects airayan to

airayat, as also Sdya«a, who reads and comments, sam>
airayat udapddayat. Shankar Pandit adopts this reading,

and it is at the base of our translation. Roth and Whitney,

on the other hand, restore kdid yagnim sim airayan, which

is the text translated by all our predecessors.

Stanza 4.

Made up of 4 c, d and 5 a, b of the MSS.
o (=5 a of the MSS.). S^ya;/a reads dev6 for divo,

which leaves kdle to depend upon idhi tish///ata//, to wit

:

ahgird ndma devaA . . . so'yam atharva atharvavedasrash/a

dcvas kdi kdle sva^anake adhi tish/Aati. Shankar Pandit

adopts Sdya;/a's text.

Stanza 5.

Made up of 5 c, d and 6 of the vulgata.

b. vfdhr/tiA is translated by S^ya//a futilely, lokadhdrakdn.

Muir's * ordinances * is untenable in the light of the remain-

ing occurrences of the word (cf. Pet. Lex.) ; Ludwig, * die

reinen vidhr/ti (zwischenraume, weltgegenden).* Scherman

cites Khknd, Up. VIII, 4, i and AV. IV, 35, i in support

of the rendering * zwischenraume.* Perhaps * boundary-

line' comes nearest to the sense of the original.

d. For iyate, cf. the note on XIX, 54, 2 d.

XX, 127. Commentary to page 197.

The Vedic hymns furnish the germs of a not inconsider-

able part of the themes of the later epic narratives, notably

in the Mahdbhdrata and the Purd^as. Especially the

ddnastutis, * gift-praises/ either independent hymns, or
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Stanzas at the end of hymns, lauding the generosity of

kings or sacrificers to the officiating Brahmans, appear as

preliminary stages in the development of epic narratives

in praise of warlike kings and heroes. Closely allied

with these are the so-called gkthk ndrlyawsyaA ^, * stanzas

which sing the praises of men/ jlokas which occur in the

Brihmawa-texts, dealing with this theme in exorbitant

terms. The Brahmanical authorities agree in assigning the

so-called kuntapa-hymns, XX, 127-136, to this kind of

literature, and the opening stanza of XX, 127 leaves no

room for doubting their correctness. The Ait. Br. VI.

32 ff. - works up the material of the kunt^pa-hymns at the

sattras, the * soma-sessions,* or prolonged soma-sacrifices,

at which seventeen priests perform their functions. See

Roth, Ober den Atharva-veda (Tubingen, 1 856), p. 6 ff.

;

Max Miiller, History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 493

;

Haug's translation of the Ait. Br., p. 430 ff., and Weber,

Episches im vedischen Ritual, Proceedings of the Royal

Prussian Academy, July 23, 1891, XXXVIII, p. 770 ff.

(p. 4 ff. of the reprint).

AV. XX, ]27 consists of four pieces, dealing with dif-

ferent themes ; the ritual employs each of them distinc-

tively under the names n&rlrawsi, raibhi, pdrikshit!, and

k^ravy^. Two of these names, nkr^samst and raibhi, occur

as early as RV. X, 85, 6 ; Tait. S. VII, 5, 11, 2. Quite

a number of the stanzas of kuntipa-hymns are quoted in

the Br^hma;/as, exhibiting essentially the same textual

corruption as the Atharvan version. The 5^rikh. 5r. XII,

14 ff. exhibits them in full: AV. XX, I27= 5^hkh. 5r. XII,

14-17.

* Sometimes gdtha^ (indragathS^) and ndraja^isya^ are differen-

tiated, being mentioned separately, Tait. S. VII, 5, 11, 2; Kaush.

Br. XXX, 5; Ait. Br. VI, 32, 3. 25; •S'at. Br. XI, 5, 6, 8 ; Ajv.

Grih. Ill, 3, I ff. ; Ya^^av. I, 45. The Br/liaddevatd, III, 154,

states explicitly that the nirlra/«st-verses are of the nature of

ddnastutis.

« Cf. also Kaush. Br. XXX, 5; 5ankh. Sr. XII, 14; Axv. .S^r.

VIII, 3, 7 ff. ; Vait. Sii. 32, 19 ff. ; Gop. Br. II, 6, 12 ff.

[42] Y y
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A.

The first three stanzas, known in the ritual (Ait. Br. VI,

3a, 4 ff. ; Kaush. Br. XXX, 5 ; Gop. Br. II, 6, 12) as the

nkrkss.msy^Ji (sc. riksi/t), contain a d^nastuti. Their appli-

cation, especially in the Ait. Br., contributes nothing to

their elucidation. At Tait. S. VII, 5, ii, a the commen-
tator defines them as manushyavishay^khyanapard rikdJty

* stanzas devoted to the narration of human affairs.' But

nclrdjawsd can scarcely fail to allude in some manner to

nardjd;«sa (Agni) ; cf. the next two parts.

Stanza 1.

The Ru^amas are praised as liberal bestowers of dakshi;?^

in RV. V, 30, 13-15 ; cf. also RV. VIII, 3, 12
; 4, 2. See

Zimmer, p. 129. The stanza is quoted A^v. 5r. VIII, 3,

10; 5dnkh. 5r. XII, 14, 1.

Stanza 2.

Cf. 5dnkh. Sx. XII, 14, 2 ; RV. VIII, 5, 37 ; 6, 48 ; 46,

22 ; and Pischel, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch.

XXXV, 712. The second hemistich is textually corrupt

and obscure. The sense seems to be that the chariot pre-

sented by Kaurama as part of the dakshi^i is so high that

it seems to just dodge the heavens which in their turn flee

from its contact. I read l'sham^«^(A) with the Pet. Lex.,

and Whitney in the Index. The MSS. have !shdmd;/a(A)
;

the edition isham^«a(A). The word upaspW^aA I have

taken as an ablative from the abstract upaspr/j, * touch,

contact.' The Pet. Lex. takes it as an adjective, *the

touching heavens as they recede.' The text of 5^nkh. Sx.

XII, 14, 2 has^ihilate for^hishate.

B.

The next three stanzas are known in the ritual as

raibhya// (sc. rikdJt) ; see Ait. Br. VI, 32, 7 ff. ; Kaush. Br.

XXX, 5 ; Gop. Br. II, 6, 12. At Tait. S. VII, 5, 11, 2 the

commentator explains them as referring to Rebha (Agni),

rebhaA jabdakr/d agni^ tadvishayi rikdJt ; Siya«a at Ait.
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Br.—where, as well as at Gop. Br., the treatment of them

suggests nothing—defines them more vaguely as rebhaja-

bdopet^ rikdik. Agni is unquestionably spoken of as rebha,

e.g. RV. I, 127, 10; VI, 3, 6 ; 11, 3; it is therefore not

easy to decide whether he, the divine chanter, is addressed

here, or whether the poet, the human chanter, is urged to

perform his function. I incline to the former view, having

in mind especially the parallelism of st. 4 with RV. Ill,

6, %, The text is very corrupt.

Stanza 4.

Cf. Stiikh. St. XII, 15, i, and RV. Ill, 6, 2, dxwis k\d

agne mahin^ pr/thivy5 va^dntdm te vahnaya^ sapt^^hvaA,

*by the greatness (Ludwig, 307, along the greatness) of

heaven and earth may thy seven-tongued flames disport

themselves, O Agni !

' For kshur6 bhun^or, cf. the interest-

ing kshuro hhrigwkn^ Tait S. IV, 3, 12, 3 [hhrig\/kvi for

bhur^^An, not in the lexicons), and Pischel in Vedische

Studien, 1, 240, 243.

Stanza 5.

Cf. 5dhkh. 5r. XII, i^^, 4. I have translated rebh^so of

the MSS. ; the edition has the vocative rebhdso. The
text of the second hemistich is very corrupt ; its emended
form in the edition is at the base of our rendering.

Stanza 6.

Cf. 5cihkh. St. XII, 14, 5, with important variants.

The next four stanzas are known in the ritual as the

pdrikshityaA (sc. rik2ih)\ see 5^nkh. 5r. XII, 17 ; Ait. Br.

VI, 32, 10 ff. ; Kaush. Br. XXX, 5 ; Gop. Br. II, 6, 12. The
Ait. Br. and Gop. Br. advance as one of two expositions

the theory that Agni is parikshft, 'since he lives about

among the people, and the people live around him.* The
text itself admits of no doubt: Agni Vaijv^nara, the typi-

cal god of Brahmanical piety (5at. Br. I, 4, i, 10-18), is

a kindly ruler among men, and his presence secures the

Yy 2
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prosperity of the golden age. In the later legends Pari-

kshit is propagated variously as a terrestrial king.

Stanza 7.

Cf. 5dnkh. St. XII, 17, i. In PAda d we have trans-

lated & srinoXA. of the edition ; the MSS. read & sun6t4 (cf.

the Prakrit root su, * hear ').

Stanza 10.

The first hemistich is problematic, the comparison of the

overflow of the grain with the bursting forth of the light is

bold, nay bizarre. The MSS. do not read sv^A, as does

the edition with 5^hkh. 5r. XII, 17, 4. Perhaps svik is to

be read instead of svkh (cf. Bloomfield and Spieker in

the Proc. Amer. Or. Soc, May, 1 886
; Journ., vol. xiii,

p. cxvii ff.) :
* On the morrow the ripe barley bursts forth

from the opening of the ground,* 1. e. grain planted to-day

ripens on the morrow. The second hemistich occurs in

a different connection at Vait. SO. 34, 9 ; here also the

MSS. read edhati for edhate, as emended in the edition.

D.

The last four stanzas are designated in the ritual as

k^ravydA (sc. rikaJi), * referring, or pertaining to the poet ;
*

see 5^hkh. 5r. XII, 15, 2-4 ; Ait. Br. VI, 30, 16 ff. ; Kaush.

Br. XXX, 5; Gop. Br. II, 6, 12. The expositions contain

nothing but a worthless pun with derivatives of the root

kar, *make.' The general sense of the stanzas is clear.

Stanza 12 occurs with variants at Hir. Grih. I, 22, 9 ;

P4r. Grih. I, 8, 10 ; Gobh. Grih. II, 4, 6 (prattka) ; SV.
Mantra-br. I, 3, 13.

Stanza 14.

d. For the skilfully emended ^ino dadhishva, cf. Geldner,

Studien zum Avesta, p. 58 ff. ; Roth, Zeitschr. d. Deutsch.

Morgenl. Gesellsch. XLVIII, no.
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I. INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Abhayaga/ia, a list of hymns that

secure immunity from danger,

pages 398, 486, 54a, 571, 576,
663.

abortion, and abortionist, 165, 521,

524, 527.

adaptation of mantras, Ixiii, 297, 365,

373, 380, 484, 525 n, 541, 548-9,

563, 665.

adhvaryu-priest, 184, 243 ; cf. ritvig,

Aditi, 50-1, 97, 166, 179, 181, 183,

186, 206, 212, 502, 610, 613,

^ 629, 647.
Aditya, 126-7, 192, 499, 661 n.

Adityas (plural), 6, 12, 55, 57, 89,

116, 119, 135, 161, 163, 191,

330, 443-4.
adrish/a, and drish^a, designations of

worms, 315, 351.

AgTt. Ekapad, and Ekaplda, 208, 625,
664.

Agastya, a sage, 23-4, 33.

Agni, I, 3, 12, 14, 18, 24, 32, 35-6,

40, 42-3, 47-9i 50, 52-3, 55-6,

58, 60, 64-5, 75, 77-81, 85, 90,

94 , 104-5, 109-10, 1 12-3, 1 16-7,

120-2, 126, 128, 134-5, 139,

141, 146-9, 151, 154, 160, 163-6,

170, 173, 175, 179-80, 182,

184-5, 188, 190, 192, 194-5,
201, 205, 208-11, 221-2, 226,

231, 241,249, 254, 270-2, 308-9,

323, 325-6, 328, 342, 353, 359,

365, 373,402,408,422,443,447,

449, 454, 475,478,485, 498, 501,

518, 525, 528, 533, 545 n, 552,

554, 580, 592, 600, 612 n, 620,

622, 627, 641, 645, 661, 664,

690, 691 ; Agnis, two, 216; cf.

Garbapatya, Gitavedas, and
Valrvinara.

agnihotra-sacrifice, 84, 122, 145,

227.

agnish/oma-sacrifice, 189, 226, 458,

589.
^

agrahiyaui-ceremony, 365, 551, 639.
AicOti, a goddess, 104, 535.
algaJ»<^, designation of worms, 22,

^314-5.
aligi, designation of a serpent, 28

;

cf. viligt.

aliklava, designation of birds of prey,

124, 155.

All gods (vijve deva^), 6, 33, 39, 103,

105, 113, 116, 119, 184.

alliteration, 273, 345, 388, 576, 642,

646, 663 ; cf. puns, and double
meaning.

amhoiihgagaAa, designation ofcertain
lists of mantras, 321, 509, 600,

628.

amr/ta (ambrosia), 4, 6, 10, 26, 43,

53, 86, 135, 141, 147, 162, 185,

190, 229.

Amsa, a divinity, 160.

amulet of the antelope's skin and
. horn, 336; of aralu, 339 ; of the

ajvattha-tree, 334 ; of barley,

285, 507, 541, 546; of a brace-

let, 96; of darbha-grass, 480;
defensive, 394, 576 ; of the hairs

of a Brahman, 477 ; of the

^angina-tree, 281, 669 ; of gold,

63, 668 ; of herbs, 42 ; of karira-

grass, 452 ; of khadira-wood in

the shape of a ploughshare,

84 flf., 608 ; of kr/sh«ala-berries,

239; of licorice, 275, 276; of

a lute-string, 561 ; to cause

micturation, 236; of mud, 287 ;

of mud sewn up in the skin of

a newly-slain animal, 553 ; of
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mu£f^-gras.s, 234 ; of the par^a-

tree, 114,332; ofthepa/a-plant,

305 ; of pearl, 62, 383 ; of the
pGtudru-tree, 573 ; of the
sadampushpa-plant, 339; of

salve, 381 ; of the skin of a bull

pierced by a peg (?) 263; of

the sraktya-tree, 79, 575 ; of

a spear, 506 ; of tar^t^a, 476

;

of ten kinds of holy wood, 34,

291 ff., 477, 578; of a thread

that is red, 67 ; of the vara«a-

tree, 81, 402, 505, 605.

Andhaka (Ardhaka), 155, 619.

Ahgas, a people, 2, 446, 449.
anger, charms against, 136 ff.,

479 ff. .

Ahgiras and Ahgirasa, mythic per-

sonages, XXX ff., 38, 43, 73, 80,

86, 89, 119, 127-8, 161, 163,

171, 191, 225, 280, 433, 484,

576, 673, 678; special meaning
in contrast with Atharvan and
Atharva/m, xviii ff., xxi ff., xxiii

ff., xxxi, 219, 576, 580, 603,

624.
Ahgirasai&,designation ofthe Atharva-

veda, xviii, xxxi ; cf. Atharvlh-
girasa/», Bhr/gvahgirasaA.

annaprajana, ceremony at the first

feeding of a child, 575.
antelope, buck, 32 ; horn of, 15, 336 ;

skin of, 132, 215, 336,439.
ants (and earth from an ant-hill,

cure poison), 27, 234, 287, 511,

552 ff.; produce water (* piss-

ant*), 9, 278 ; devour scorpions,

30.

Anumati, a female divinity, 98, 104,

109, 143, i73» 304, 461,535.
Apam napit, a divinity, 589.
aphrodisiaca, 370.

Apri-hymns, 228.

Apsaras and ApsarS, 32, 80, 104, 119,

125-6, 149, 160, 202, 205, 225,

229, 324, 370, 408 ff., 414, 425,

518, 520-1, 534-6; names of,

. 33, 409 ff., 534.
Aptyas, three water-divinities, 52 1 ff.

Apv^, divinity of evacuation from
fright, 122, 325-7, 601; cf.

5akambhara.
Araru, a divinity, 167, 485.
Arati, demon of avarice and grudge,

15, 57, 82, 109, 172 ff., 187,

261, 423.

Araya and Arayi, male and female
demons, 66, 69, 70, 162, 205.

Arbudi, name of a battle-divinity,

123 ff., 631 ff. ; cf. Nyarbudi.
Ardhaka (Andhaka), 155, 619.

arka and arka-songs, 112, 226.

arrow, of love, 102, 358; parts of,

^ 432 ;
poisoned, as a homoeopa-

thic cure for poison ;
* white-

footed, four-footed,* 127, 129;
-wounds, charm against, 120.

arteries, 11, 22, 259.
Arya, 68, 72, 402.
Aryaman, 20, 94-5, 99, 109, 143,

160, 243, 323, 333, 491.

A/a and Ajapati, divinities, 486.

Asita, asage, 31, 107, 255.
assembly and assembly-hall, 136,

138, 191-2, 206; charm to
obtain influence in, 134 ff., 138,

543; spell in, 76.

assignation, charm at, 105, 371.

astrologers and fortune-tellers, I.

Asura (sing.), iii, 241, 38o(Indra)
;

Asuri (fem.), 16, 103 (Siren),

268 ff. ; Asuras (plural), 9, 11,

21, 27, 62, 67, 71, 79, 80, 82-3,
85-6, 127-8, 137, 199, 215,
222-3, 268, 279, 341, 398, 500,
516,572.

Ajvins, 48, 52,85,95,100-1,112-13,
142, 160, 200, 229 ff., 310, 312,

329, 389, 486, 503, 512, 581,
587-9.

Atharvan and Atharvaua, mythic
sages, XXX ff., 148, 225, 588 n,

688 ; Atharvans (plural), 33, 86,

161 ; special meaning in contrast

with A6giras and Ahgirasa
xviii ff., xxiii ff., xxxi, 219,

603, 624; derivatives from the
stem atharvan, xxiv ; schools,

relation of to one another, Ixi

;

teachers, xlii, Iviii.

Atharvahgirasaife, designation of the

AV., xvii, XXX, xxxii, xlvii, 433

;

cf. Ahgirasai&, Bhr/gvahgirasift.

Atharva-veda, names of and their

meanings, xvii; position of in

Hindu literature, xxviii ; in the

RV., XXX ff. ; in the 5aunak!ya-
saiTfhita, xxxi ff. ; in the /ruti in

general, xxxiii ; in the Tait. S.,

xxxvi ; in the ^Sat. Br., xxxvi

;

in the Tait. Br., xxxvii ; in the

Upanishads, xl ff. ; in the Gr/hya-
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siitras, xliii if. ; in the law-books,
xlv ff. ; in the Mahabh., li ff. ; in

classical literature in general,

liv ff. ; in Gaina and Bauddha-
texts, Ivi ; in its own ritual

literature, Ivii; relation of to

the trayi vidya, xxxi, xxxv,
Ivi ff. ; jrauta-practices in, Ixx.

Atri, a sage, 23-4, 294, 319.
Atrin, devouring demon, 37, 62,

64-5.
attractio similium, 24 t, 249, 270,

443, 468, 542, 561, 564; cf.

homoeopathy,
auksha, a salve, 276, 324, 410; cf.

the next.

Aukshagandhi, name of an Apsaras,

33, 324, 410.
avarice against priests condemned,

423.

Balhikas, a people, 2, 446, 449.
bali-offerings, 367, 473, 491.
balsam, 94.
barber, 57.

barley, 13, 40, 43, 57, 87, no, 162,

204, 219, 232, 540; as an
amulet, 285; with water as

a universal remedy, 507.
battle-charms (sawgrSmikawi), xliii n,

xliv, 117 ff., '^33, 262, 404, 510,

545, 582 ; addressed to Arbudi
and Nyarbudi, 631 ff

.
; to

Trishawdhi, 637 ; -fire 325 ;

-machines, 632-4.
bdellium (guggulu),94, 303,322,324,

409, 548; healing properties of,

40, 675; cf. GuggulO.
beans, no, 536 n; inflammatory,

534; * bean-loves,' 534.
beasts of prey, 155-7, 16 1.

Bhaga, a god, 33, 53, 94-5, loi, 135,

140, 160, 173, 204, 313-13, 324,

495.
Bharadvaga, a sage, 89, 295 ff.,

319; -pravraska, * cleaver of

Bharadv^p-a,' designation of a

staff used in witchcraft, 295.

Bharatasv^min, a scholar, 340.

Bharati, a female divinity, 512.

Bhava, a god, 56, 75, 11 8-9, 155 ff.,

175, 402, 406, 585, 604, 618.

Bheda, a royal sacrificer, 179.

bhcsha^ni, designation of the au-

spicious parts of the Atharva-

veda, xviii, xxi, xxxi ff., 628.

Bhisha^ Atharvana in contrast with
Ghora Afigirasa, xxi.

Bhr/gu, a mythic personage, xxx ff.,

xxxii, xxxiv, 171, 433.
Bhr/gvahgirasa>&, designation of the

Atharva-veda,xxvi, 433,616; cf.

Ahgirasai& and Atharvahgirasai6.

bhiisawskara, a ceremony, 640.
birds of prey, 124-9, i55. i57, 205 ;

nests, lire made of, 458; omi-
nous and defiling, 82, 166 ff.,

186.

Bishkall, 99, 245.
'biting rope' (strpent), 147, 368.
* black food,' 536.
blood, charms against the flow of, 22,

45,174,334, 257, 385, 483,53'-
blue and red (threads), magic colours,

69, 120, 348, 395, 564, 566-7,

583, 587.
boar (finds plants), 43, 77, 137, 306.
bodily characteristics, auspicious and

evil, 109, 168, 260, 564.
bracelet, as an amulet to secure

conception, 96, 501-2.

brahma, spiritual exaltation (neut.),

87, 199, 202, 208, 211, 215-7,

220, 224-6, 623, 627-30, 686.

brahma-graha and brahma-rakshasa,
designations of demons, 290-1.

Brahmaiarin (Brahmanic disciple),

deified and glorified, 214, 626.

Brahman, the god, 94, 127, 592.
BrShmawa, cosmic, 25.

Brahmaiiaspati, a divinity: see Bn-
haspati.

brahma«oktam (ceremony), 569, 62 3.

Brahman-priests, designated as gods,

529,616,652,659; asthieves(?),

372 ;
prayers in the interest of,

169 ff. ; invective against op-
pressors of, 169 ff., 430 ff., 522 ;

inviolableness of their cows,

169 ff., 430 ff. ; as fourth priests

in the Vedic sacrifices, Iviii, Ixii,

Ixv, Ixviii.

brahmaudana (Brahman's porridge),

preparation of, 179 ff., 185 ff.,

528, 610, 645 ff., 653.
Brahma-veda, designation of the

Atharva-veda, xxvii, xliii n, lix,

Ixii ff.

brahmodya, Vedic charades, Ix, Ixiv,

398, 625, 644, 667-8.

brandy (surl), 84, 231, 362, 493,

534,578, 591; cf. liqutr.
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breath of life, deified, 218 fF., 622 if.,

629 ; cf. Prawa.

bridal couple, love charms spoken
by, 96, 546 ; cf. wedding.

Br/haspati (Brahma^iaspati), a god,

xxiii, 29, 32, 44, 47, 49, 50, 52,

63, 65, 79, 85 ff., 1 10, 119,
126-8, 135, 140, 143, 160, 163,

178, 193, 211, 213, 485, 541,

552, 55^, 596, 610, 660.

Br/hatsaman, a Brahman, 171.

broom-straw (?), 26.

brotherless maidens, 22, 258.

bull's skin, 379 ff.

burial ground, practices at, 77, 431.

business, practices preparatory to,

148, 349", 353,490, 532,619.

Calamity, protection against, 158,

406 ; charm against, addressed
to the Vedic pantheon, 160,

628 ; cf. misfortune.

calf: see cows.
calumny, charm against, 481.

castration, 406, 545.
cattle, charms for their prosperity,

142 ff., 303, 351, 412 ff., 490;
charm to restore strayed, 150,

496; marking of, 174, 658;
naming of, 317 ; sacrifice of,

2s6, 228; worms in, 317; cf.

cows.

cave of animals, 322.

chariot, divine, 120 ; -builder, 144 ;

cf. wagon.
child-birth, ceremonies at (^ata-

karma), 293.
chiromancy (samudrika), 260.

cleft ground, scene of witchcraft,

288 n.

conception, charm to secure it, 96,

501.

consecration : see king ; for the

soma-sacrifice, 498.
* consecration, great

;

' see maha-
/Inti.

constellation, lucky, no; unlucky,

109, 517; charm for a child

born under an unlucky, 109,

517; male, 356; fading away
of (symbolic fading of diseasej,

16. Names of: SLsh^dbaby 412 ;

^yesh//>aghni, 109; mGla and
mfilabarha«i, 288, 517-8, 525;
viiritau, 1 3, 1 5, 1 1 o, 288, 5 1 7-8

;

saptarshayaifr, 52, 161, 179 ff.,

390. 563.
cosmogonic hymns, 199 ff.

couch, symbolic of possession, 327.

cows, charm to secure their return,

150, 414; of the Brahmans
inviolable, 169 ff., 430 ff. ; kick-

ing of sinful, 214; slain by
Rudra (tjanahata), 253 ; and
calves attached to each other,

108, 144, 190, 493 ; with a calf

of the same colour, 240, 303,

356, 367 ; cf. cattle.

creators, ten, 226.

creeper, symbol of a loving woman,
100.

cross-roads, 292, 448, 473, 519, 542;
cf. fork of the road.

curses, charms to obviate them, 91,

93, 285, 556.

Daksha, 444.
Danavas, 85.

dancing sprites, 33, 149, 410, 413.
danger, protection from, 155 ff., 160,

618 ff.

das?, non -Aryan servant-woman

:

see slave-girl.

Dasyus, 67, 83, 86, 203, 222.

death, from hunger and thirst, 69

;

messengers of(cf. dogs ofYama),
118 ; of a teacher, expiation of,

528
;

personified as a teacher,

ai6; tracks of effaced, 436.
debate, charm to secure success in,

137, 275, 304 ff., 644.
debts, discharge of, 528.

defilement by black birds, 167, 555.
demons, charms to drive them away,

I ff., 33-9, 64 ff., 66, 290, 298,

339, 407-8, 669 ff. ; temale,

varieties of, 636, 638.
Desh/ri, a goddess that guides, 219.

desires, charms for their fulfilment

:

see wishes.

Dhatar, a god, 20, 54, 81, 86, 94-5,
126, 160, 324, 387, 389.

dice, 88, 116, 144, 149-51, 169, 391,

470, 493 ; ill-luck at, 69 ; cf.

gambling,

diksha, consecration for sacrifice,

227.

directions, and regions of space, 14,

39, 86, 161, 203,223, 225, 380,

647, 650, 655; enumerated, 188,
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192, 196; four, 120, 156, 199,
206, 216, 222, 367; five, 113,

162 ; six, 68, 207, 222 ; inter-

mediate, 120, 212, 223; distant

regions, 304 ; distances, three,

92 ; of heaven and earth, 99

;

north-eastern direction (apari-

.g-ita), 305, 379, 644.
disaffected people, loyalty of re-

stored, 240.

discord : see strife.

diseases, charms against, i ff. Enu-
meration of: abscess (vidradha),

40,47,531,602; a^^atayakshma,
* unitnown disease,' 40, 342,531;
ague, 448 ; akshata (tumour),

488, 562 ; ala^i, 602 ; apaiit

(scrofula), 17 ff., 472 ff., 503,

558-9; arish/a, 513; ajarika,

280,637; asrava (excessive dis-

charges), 483 ; balasa, 2, 8, 39,

40> 42, 46, 57, 61, 280, 383,

442, 450, 463, 531, 575, 601,

674; blood, flow of, 40, 531,

657 ;
* breaking disease,* 38 ;

of children, 341, 343 ; colic, 11,

283, 506 ; constipation, 10, 233,

235; consumption,49, 247, 415,

442 n, 450, 463 ; convulsions,

37, 55, 283, 467; cough, 2, 7,

8, 247-8, 442, 513; deformity,

72; demons of disease, 33-9,

339; diarrhoea, 46, 233, 325,

327, 445, 483, 601 ; discharges,

excessive, 8 ff., 277, 481, 672
;

dropsy, 11 ff., 42, 89, 241, 450,

471, 509, 530, 563; ear-ache,

40, 44-5; epilepsy, 264, 513;
of the eye, 5, 12, 24, 30, 40,

47, 415, 454, 464; fever (tak-

man ; cf. takmanajana), of all

sorts, I ff., 39, 46, 60, 157, 218,

233, 246, 270, 273 ff., 280,415,
441-2, 445, 451, 468, 470, 569,
676, 681 ; fractures (cf. wounds),

19, 384; galunta (swelling), 17,

505; ^ambha, 280, 283, 467,

572; ^aySnya (tumour), 17,

560-1
;
gout (in heels and toes),

1 2
;
grahi (fit, seizure) : see the

word ; head-ache (jirshaktij, 5,

7, 45-6, 248, 252, 415, 442,

657; heart-disease, 7, 12, 40,

264, 471; hemiplegia, 500 n;
hereditary disease (kshetriya),

13 ff., 47, 67, 386 ff., 293, 302,

336; inflammation, 531 ;
jaun-

dice, 7, 8, 46, 61, 263, 442, 445,
471, 566; leprosy (kilasa), 16,

266,415,441,450; mania: see

the word; of nails, 521; neu-
ralgia, 40, 45-7, 506; piman
(eruption), 2, 442, 450;^ para-

lysis, 13, 500; pr/sh/yamaya,

280 ; ra^ayakshma, * king's evil
*

(syphilis ?), 342, 415, 561 ; rheu-

matism, 282, 506; samskandha
(disease or demon), 38, 280,

283, 672; scrofula and scrofu-

lous sores (cf. apaitit), 17 ff.,

473, 488 ff., 503 ff., 558-9;
spasm, 2 ; St. Vitus dance, 513

;

transmission of, 47, 309 ; of

teeth, 24, 72, 454, 521 ; tu-

mours, 17, 19; udyuga, 450;
vatikara, vatikr/ta (inflation,

winds), 10, 22, 246, 483, 516,

602 ; venereal disease, 341 ; vi-

klindu, 174, 658 ; vilohita, 600,

657; vijara, vijanka, 280, 284,

673; visarpaka(visalpaka), 531,
601 ; vishkhanda (cf. saw-
skandha), 37-9, 61, 65, 67, 257,

280, 282, 339, 382,672 ; worms
in all parts of the body, 22-24,

313 ff. ; worms in children, 23,

452 ; wounds (cf. fractures),

20-1, 419, 516; yakshma, 247,

391,337,416,463,468,505,507.
dogs, 106 (watch-dog?); as beasts

of prey, 129 ; heavenly (sun and
moon), 13, 500; bitch, four-

eyed, 68; of Rudra, 158; of

Yama (messengers, four-eyed),

54, 59, 60, 167, 318, 404, 422,

500, 571.
double meaning, 238, 250, 254, 259,

306, 313, 346, 381, 386, 544,

549, 645, 664; cf. alliteration

and puns.

dreams, evil, 12, 61, 69, 82, 167,

221, 394, 483 ff., 592, 605, 642.

dr/^ikarma»i, a ceremony, 640.

driveling woman, 109.

Druh, demon of deceit, 14-5.

drum (hymns to), 117, 130 ff., 204,

436 ff.; spell in, 77.

Dvita, a water-god, 521-2.
* dwelling, mistress of,' 140, 194-5,

346; cf. house.

Dyu, a sky-god, 50 ; female of SQrya,

661, 665.
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Eagle, 16,77, 132, 137, 146, 190,

306 ; finds healing plants, 306,

375 ; heavenly (lightning), 68,

241, 401, 581.

ears of cattle, pierced, 174, 658.

earth, mother of plants, 235; god-
(Tess, 180, i99ff., 639ff.; lump of
(curative), 234, 287, 475, 552;
trom a bee-hive, 427 ; from a
mole-hill, 427; -quake, 640;
earths, three in number, 30, 68,

400,471,631,686; earths, nine

in number, 228, 631.

eclipse of moon, 533 ; of sun, 294,
662 n.

effigy, human, in witchcraft, 72, 359,
534.

Ekata, a water god, 521-2.

elephant, 76, 116, 144, 195 (female),

202.

enema, 236.

enemies, charms against, 89, 92-3,

325, 334» 484, 544, 557.
eunuch, 108, 130, 538.

evil, charms against, 163, 509; eye,

61, 91, 285-6, 474 (cf. papma-
ga«a) ; deposited in a garment,

654 ;
qualities, personified as

divinities, 423 ; thoughts, elimi-

nation of, 594. Cf. sin.

Fathers, 10, 54, 59, 60, 73, 87, 119,

126, 138, 161-2, 166, 170-1,

175, 180, 183-4, 186, 196, 223,

229, 254, 384, 456, 544, 585,
603-4, 612, 660.

fire, chann for security against, 147,

514; battle-fire (senagni), 325;
in a battle-charm, 121; digestive

(^a/>&aragni), 242 ; forest-fire,

107, 443, 468 ; funeral-fire, 77.
fish and fishermen, 154.

five peoples (laces), 92, 201, 204.

fork of the road, 1 63 ; cf. cross-roads.

fortune, charm to procure it, 253.
frog (symbol of water and coolness),

4, 348, 350, 514-5, 565..
funeral practices in sorcery and

imprecations, 254, 297, 435;
funeral-fire, spell in, 77 ; luneral-

cow (anustarawi), 253.

Gamadagni, a sage, 23-4, 31, 319.

Gambling, gamester, and gambling-
place, 76, 88, 144, 149-50, '9',

391, 4", 544,548; cf. dice.

Gami, a goddess, 323.
Gandhari, a people, 2, 446.
Gandharvas, 31, 33-4, 43, 80, iiy,

125-6, 160, 202, 205, 210, 214,

225, 229, 254, 323, 370, 408 flf,,

413, 520-1, 534, 536 ; namesof,

534; Gandharvf, 520-1.

Garhapatya (Agni), 165, 167.

Garu^a and Garutmant, 25, 268 ff.,

306, 401 ; cf. eagle.

Gatavedas (Agni), 18, 54, 57, 64-5,

83, 88, 98, 106, no, n6, 121,

149, 168, 180, 183, 208, 541,

545 n; (Aditya), 127.

gatha nirajamsyair, a class of man-
tras, 689.

Gaya, asage, 107, 255.
g^yatri,ametre, 112, 208; in relation

to Agni, 664.

gharma, 119; three gharmas, 230,

590-.

Ghora Angirasa in contrast with
Bhisha^ Atharva«a, xxi.

gifts, prayer at the receipt of, 196 ;

praise of him that b.-stows them
(danastuti), 197, 688 ; three,

181, 613.

glory, prayer for, 117,478; cf. lustre,

goat-footed woman, 109.

godana-ceremony, 307, 574, 665.

gods, ageless, 365 ; sinful : see sin ;

sleepless, 200.

gold, 94, 116, 183, 192, 196, 264,

322, 348, 384, 477, 617, 654,
668 ff. ; as an amulet, 63.

golden age, 198, 692.

golden ship (soma, the moon?), 4, k

6, 415, 680.

Gotama, a sage, 319.

gourd used in charm against ser-

pents, 428.

Grahi (fit, seizure), a female demon,

15, 34, 49, 57, 165, 187, 525.

grain, charm to produce increase

of, 141, 499; expiatory offering

of, 528.

gramay^in, -ya^aka, and pQgaya-

^«iya, an inferior kind of priest,

xl n, li, 580.

greed and worldliness, expiation of,

494.
GuggulG,an Apsaras, 33 ; cf. bdellium.

Hair, charms to promote the growth
of, 30 flf., 470, 536.
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ha^;rsa, a bird (the sun), 38, 462.
haplology, 398.
happy kingdom, 198, 693.
haridrava, yellow wagtail, 8, 266.
harmony, agreement, peace, charms

to secure them (sa^/manasyani),
xxix,xlivn, 134 If., 492, 494-5,
508, 550 ; between cow and
calf, 493.

havis (technical), 479, 49a, 496 n,

498, 500.
health, charms to secure it, 44-5,

49 ff.

heat, fever cured by (attraction),
270.

heavens, three, 68, 400, 416, 631;
nine, 228, 631 ; cf. oceans,
nine,

hell (nethermost darkness), 177, 191,
211, 221-3, 242, 301.

hemp (fastens amulets), 37, 162, 281,
284, 582.

herald, 131.

hermit, personification of the sun,
403.

Himavant-mountains (Himalaya),
4-6, 12, 61, 415, 679.

Hirawyagarbha, the supreme eod,
629, 686.

holiness and beneficence, female
personifications of, 602.

holy work thwarted, 89 ; * holy
water,' 379, 393, 504, 540.

homoeopathy, 264, 443, 481, 506,
566 ; cf. attractio similium.

honey, mixture of, for guests, 84 ;

symbol of agreeableness, 277
(cf. licorice, and sugar-cane);
honey-lash of the Ajvins, hymn
to, 229, 587.

hook, to rake in wealth with, 503.
horse, charm to endow it with

swiftness, 145, 507; of Pedu,
152 fl'., 605, 607 (cf. Pedu, and
Paidva-ceremony); sacrifice of,

662, 666; of Yama, 21, 422.
hostile powers, charm for exposing

hidden, 398.
house, prayers and practices at the

building of, 140, 343, 494;
parts of, 140, 193 fl^., 243, 343,
497, 596-8; purification of the
entrance of, 298 ; presented as
a gift to Brahmans, 193, 595,
598; removal of, 193, 595;
varieties of, 597.

HriWu, designation cf fever, 3, 273.
human sacrifice, ransomed, 360.
hundred and one, 50, 162, 168, 170,

307, 43 3, 565 ; cf ninety-nine.
husband, charms to obtain one

(pativedanani), 94-5, 217, 322,
491.

hymns of the Atharva-veda, arrange-
ment of, 247.

Ichneumon (and serpent), 43, 103,
540, 580 ; cf. porcupine."

I^, a goddess, 512.
Ikshvaku, a king, 6, 679-80.
Indra, 18, 22, 24, 32-4, 38-9, 48-9,

51, 53-5, 58, 63-6, 71, 75,
77-81, 85, 89-92, 95, 103, 105-6,
108, 1J2-17, 119-23, 135-33,
136-40, 143, 145-6, 148-9,
151-3, 160, 162-3, 169-70, 173,
179, 183, 188, 192-3, 195-6,
198, 200-1, 203-4, 207, 210,
313-15, 217, 221-3, 226, 231,
241, 256-7, 268, 280, 294, 311,
315, 324, 328-9, 331, 342, 349-
50, 353, 367, 370, 380, 402,
433, 440, 454, 476, 478, 500,
503, 522, 547-9, 551,554, 583,
596, 627, 633, 655, 663; Indra
Brahmawaspati, 163 ; seduced
by an Asuri, 103, 268, 547 ; his
mother, 116, 478. Cf. Magha-
van, and 5akra.

indramaha and -mahotsava, a festival,

353, 405, 510.
Indra«t, 105, 354, 536; indrS^ya

arsham, and indrSwv-upanishad,

.
354.

ingi^/a,and ingii/a-oil,used in sorcery,

334, 476, 496, 582.
msects, in the field, 142, 485; poison-

ous, 29.

intercalary month and year, 682-3.
inundation, charm to prevent, it,

349 n.

investiture with the holy cord
(upanayana), 240, 364, 381, 383,

. ^ 551, 569, 574,623.
ijana, a god, 253 n, 618.
ish/i-piirtam, 297.

Jackal, 306.

jealousy, charms against, 18, 106 ff.,

467, 547, 559.
* jewels ' of the king's court, 333.
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700 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

Kabava (demon?), 67, 339-40.
kairata, designation of a serpent, 28,

427 ; cf. Kirita-maiden.
Kala (time) personified, 224 ff., 629,

681,687.
kalakl^a, three (heavenly phenome-

non), 13, 500.

Kama, love personified, 102, 175,
220 ff., 3",359, 5911629,682;
myth of, 535.

kanaknaka, designation of poison,

154, 608.

iTanda, a demon, 66, 301.

kinda-poison, 154, 608.

iTandra, and J^andramas (moon-god),

10, 17, 85, 120, 128, 161.

kankaparvan (scorpion), 29, 553.
Ka/iva, demon of disease, 36, 302 ;

name of a sage, 23-4, 33, 71,

315, 318-9, 397.
kiravyai&, designation of certain

stanzas, 689 ff.

karkt, designation of a white calf,

150, 413-4.
karjapha (a demon ?), 67, 339.
kasarmla (kasarmra), designation of

a serpent and serpent-r/shi, 152,

607.

Kajyapa, a sage, 33, 45, 80, 107,

225, 255, 322, 577, 686 ; eye of

(the sun), 68, 403 ; Kajyapas
(plur.), 210.

ifaturth!-karma, a wedding-practice,

276, 546.
Kaurama, a tribe, 197.

Kesaraprkbandhi, a woman, 170,

432.
Kejin, a divinity, 157, 620.

kilala, a sweet drink, 206.

Kimidin, a kind of demon, 64, 68,

205, 238, 403.

king, practices pertaining to the, li,

III ff., 404, 477 (cf. sovereign

power) ; consecration of (ra^a-

sfiya), III, 226, 239, 333, 346,

378, 405, 661, 663 ; election of,

113, 330 1 restoration of an
exiled, 112, 327, 330; marriage
of, 498 ; charm to ensure him
superiority, 115, 404 ; compared
with Indra, 112; with a leopard,

112; with a lion and tiger, 115;
and purohita, mutual rites be-

tween, Ixi, 379.
kinswoman, curse of, 14.

Kirita-maiden, 153 ; cf. kair&ta.

ifitrikarma, a ceremony, 666.

kma, designation of a bird, 352.

Kn'j^nu, a heavenly archer, 401.

kshatram, represents the Aiharvan
and its practices (?), xxv.

Kshetrapati, a divinity, 486.

/^O^karana, a ceremony, 309, 574.
Kumara, a god, 326 ; cf. Skanda.
kuntapa-hymn, 197, 688.

Kuru, a country, 1 98.

Lakshmi, 261, 565.
Lalamt (woman with spot on the

forehead), 109, 261-2.

lash (whip), parts of, 231 ff., 591.
lead, in sorcery, 65, 256 ff., 299.
legends, 268 ff., 270 ff., 535, 537,

604, 629, 679.
leopard, 112.

licking the young, sign of-affection,

lOI.

licorice (imparts attractiveness, and
persuasiveness), 99, 10 1, 275-6,

3", 4i5i 552; cf. honey, and
sugar-cane.

lightning, 193 ; charm to protect
grain from, 142, 543 ; cause of
fever, &c., 7, 246 ; cures fever

(attraction), 271; as * honey-
lash,* 588.

lion, 1X2, 115-6, 130, 132, 205, 380,

477.
liquor, 141, 144; cf. brandy, and

kilala.

locust, 142.

longevity, charms and prayers to

secure it, 49 ff., 52, 55-6, 58,

60, 114, 239 n, 306, 309, 321,

342, 418, 455, 551-2, 569 ff.,

573, 623, 668.

lost property, charm to find it, 159,

542.

lotus, lotus-root, 147, 236,

love-charms, 99 ff., 103 ff., 274, 311,

358,415, 459, 5»2, 534 ff-, 539-
lustre and strength, charms to secure

them, fi6, 477, 642.

Madhubrahma^ia, 587 n.

madhugraha, 589.
madhusfikta, 589.

Magadha, a country and tribe, 2,

446, 449.
Maghavan (Indra), 94, 121, 151,

324.
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magic identification of two persons,

310.

Magundi, daughters of (demons), 66,

301.

MahSdeva (Rudra), 133.

mahlnamnt-verses, 326, 631.

mahSj^nti,* great consecration,' 393,

446, 448, 474, 602, 669.

Mahavrisha, a tribe, 1, 2.

maiden, mythical first husbands of,

323.
male child, rite for begetting one

(puOTsavana), 97, 356, 460.

mania, charms to secure it, 32, 417,
518.

Manmatha, god of love, 3x1.

Manu, 67, 96, 679.
Manyu, wrath personified, 223, 594.
MarUi, an Apsaras, 414.
Marka, a demon, 301.

marks of the body, good and evil

:

see bodily characteristics,

married couple, blessing for, 96,

546.
marrows, eight, 90.

Maruts, 48, 53,90, 104,112-3,121-2,

126, 132, 135, 140, 146, 151,

183-4, J 88, 207, 230, 266, 328,

548, 663.

Matali, 162, 629.

Mitarlrvan, 53, 205, 216, 219.

matr/namani and matr/ga;7a, desig-

nation of certain mantras, 399,
518-9; cf. mothers.

Matsya, a sage, 6, 681.

messengers of death, two, 167; cf.

dogs,

metal-worker, 114.

metres, 112, 186, 208-9, 227, 345,
664.

micturation towards the sun, sinful,

214, 668.

miscarriage, charms to prevent it,

97-8, 298, 302.

misfortune, removal of, 364 ; cf.

calamity.

Mitra, 10, 37i 39, 5o-i, 91, 102, 105,

109, 113, 116, 122, 126, 153,
160, 172, 175, 195, 2IO-I, 216,

331, 349, 436, 557.
mixed grain, spell in, 76.

mole, 142 ; mole-hill, earth from,

427.
mosquitoes, buzzing of, 36.
* mothers,' divinities, 644 ; cf. ma-

tr/nslmsini.

mourners, female, 55, 124-5, 127,

156, 634, 638.

mr/garasQktani, designation of cer-

tain hymns, 252, 298.

Mr/tyu, death personified, 133.
M%avant, a tribe, i, 2, 446, 448.
mule, symbolic of sterility, 120,

545.
Mu^^avant, a mountain, 278.

mustard against ophthalmia, 464.

Nabhasaspati, a god, 142, 499.
nadi, 'river,' etymology of, 349.
nakedness of man, 192.

Naiiketas, 424.
Naladt, name of an Apsaras, 33.
name-giving (nSmakara«a), cere-

mony of, 573.
Namuii, a demon, liv, 256-7, 583.
Narada, a sage, 172, 175 ff., 435, 658,

nlrajajMst, designation of certain

stanzas, 689 ff.

Nardabuda, 634 ; cf. Nyarbudi.
Narshada, a patronymic, 397 ; cf.

Nr2shad.
new-moon, night of, fit for sorcery,

256, 408.

new-moon and full-moon sacrifices,

559.
Night, personified, 20.

ninety-nine, 172, 433; cf. hundred
and one.

nimayana-ceremony, 574.
Nirriti, demon of destruction and

misfortune, 14 flF., 36, 49, 52-3,

57, 82,90,92, 166 ff., 173, 183,

187, 423, 474, 556-7, 564, 617.

Nissala, a female demon (?), 66,

300.

nWid-formulas, 228.

Nr/shad, a sage, 7 1 ; cf. Narshada.
Nyarbudi, a battle-god, 1 2 3 ff., 63 1 ff.

;

cf. Nardabuda, and Arbudi.

Oceans, nine, 228 ; cf. heavens,

nine,

ominous birds, charms against, 166,

474 ff., 619; ominous sneezing,

82.

oracles, 243, 295, 303, 323, 491.
ordeals, with fire, 294 ff.

ox (anai/van), apotheosized, 624.

Paidva-practice, 357, 460, 605 ff.

;

cf. Pedu, and horse of Pedu.
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panaceas, 40-1, 252, 302, 321, 406,

47h 507, 509i 530, 578, 600.

pa^iakalpa, and -kalpin, a ])nest

who practices Atharvan sorcery,

xxviii, liii.

pahkti, a metre, 186, 209, 212.

pantheon,Vedic, addressed in prayer,

160, 628.

panther, 116.

papmagana, a certain list of mantras,

474.
Paramesh/i&in, the supreme god, 80,

84, 208-10, 215, 225, 629, 665,
686.

Par^nya, a rain-god, 8, 10, 43, 52,

116, 153, 161, 200, 204, 233-6,

588, 623-4.

parigrihya, designation of a fire-altar

(vedi), 379, 641.

Parikshit, a king (Agni), 197 ff.,

691 ff.

parikshiti, designation of certain

stanzas, 689 ff.

parrots, 8, 144, 264 n.

parturition, charm to make it easy,

99, 242.

Parushwi, a river, 29, 462.

Pajupati, a form of Rudra, 155 ff.,

161, 618.

Pathyl Svasti, a divinity that pro-

tects travel, 331 ; cf. roads.

pea-hen (devours serpents), 30, 555.
pearl and its shell as an amulet, 62,

383 ff.

pebbles, 250.

Pedu. a king, 152 ff., 605, 607; cf.

horse, and Paidva-ceremony.
physician, social po*?ition of, xxxix,

xlviii, 1, liv ; divine, 389, 454.
pigeon, bird of omen, 474.
PilS, name of an Apsaras, 33.

pi;iJadana, a ceremony, 259.

Pijaias, a class of demons, 34-7,

57-8, 65, 68, 187, 190, 205,
281-2, 290, 302, 339, 407-9,

475; Pija>ti, the female, 301.

plants and trees, in general, as heal-

ing agents, 41 ff., 44, 578 ; used
in sorcery, xix ; against a rival

woman, 107; to deprive of vi-

rility, 108 ; arouses love, 102-3

;

five kingdoms of, 162 ; names
of their fathers and mothers,

419,421. Names and epithets

:

^bayu (mustard ?), 30, 465

;

adhyaWi, 356; a^a/r/figi (me-

shajrmgi), 33, 408; Shva, 118;

582, 584; ala, 30, 236, 358;
alaka,536; alasala,3o; amQla(?),

457 ; apamarga, 69 ff., 305 n,

393 ff., 439, 487, 556; ara/akt

{sLgSijnhg}), 33 ; arka-tree, 250;
arundhatt, 19-21, 40-1, 144,

289, 305 n, 385, 419, 490-1,

579, 676-7 ; isuri-tree, 267 ;

ajvattha-tree, 4, 6, 21, 33, 43,

91, 97, 117, 334 ff., 415-6, 460,

496, 505, 582 ff., 585; avaka-
reed, 33-4, 42, 349, 410, 462,

515, 579; bamboo (staff of),

248, 256-7 ; ba«apar«t, 355 ;

banyan - tree (nyagrodha), 2
1

,

33, 147, 367; barley: see the
word ; beans : see the word ;

camphor, 236 n ; curcuma,
yellow (haridra), 374; darbha-
grass, 43, 137, 152-3, 162, 241,
286, 317, 480, 519, 606, 615;
dark plant, cures leprosy,

16, 267, 270; dhava-tree, 21;
*displacer* (vaibadha), epithet

of the ajvattha-tree, 91-2,

335; dividhuvaka (reed), 348;
dflrvj-plant (millet), 147, 258,

515; * even-colour,' epithet of
a plant to cure leprosy, 16

;

^angina-tree, 37-9, 280 ff., 403,

443, 670 ff. ; /rayantt, 420;
ghn'ta^i (?), 154, 608

;
^ivala, 5,

41, 56, 491^ 677; ^tvanta, 5,

678; ^ivanti,4i,56,42o, 536n;
^vi, 536 ;

gourd, 428 ; haridra

:

see curcuma ; haritakt, * gall-

nut,' 2 36 n ; induka= pramanda,
256 n ; kadvindu (reed ?), 496 ;

kaiamli^i (?), 536 n; kampila
and kSmpila, 240, 292, 406 ;

karjra (reed), 452 ; kira (reed),

348 ; kera-tree, 250 ; khadira-

tree, 21, 84, 91, "8, 334 ff.,

367, 505, 582, 608 ; khalva and
khalvanga, * lentils,' 314-5; ii-

pudru-tree, 40, 5 30 ff. ; krimuka-
tree, 374; kr/sh/rala - berries,

239 ; kOdi-plant, 172, 358

;

kudriii-tree (gudiJkx), 487 ; ku-
sh/i>a-plant, 'costus speciosus,'

4ff., loi, 311, 358, 414-5; 436,
441 ff., 448, 451, 676; laksha,

Mac,' 10-2 T, 385, 387, 419;
madivati, an epithet, 26, 30,

374-5> 465 ; mawpajya, an epi-
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thet, 399 ; millet : see dfirvi
;

miw^-grass, 9, 234-5, 242,

248, 278, 519, 523 ; mustard,

464 ; naghamara and nagharisha,

epithets of the kush/i6a-plant,

5, 41, 56, 677 ; nara^i (?), 457 ;

nika/a (?),47o ; nilagalasala, 30;
nirdahanti, xix ; nitatni, 31, 346,

536 ; nyastika (?), 539 ;
palaja-

tree, 295, 299, 356, 530, 584;
paraju (tree, or plant ?), 295,

472 ;
parivyadha-plant, 369

;

par«a-tree, 331 ff., 581; pa/a-

plant, 137, 305, 354; pavika-
ula, 236 n; pepper, 21, 516;
plaksha-tree, 21 ;

pramanda,

236, 253 n, 410 ;
pr/jnipar«i,

36, 302 ;
piitika, 236; pQtudru-

tree, 58, 573; reeds (vetasa),

various sorts of, 308, 348, 464 ;

rice : see the word ; roha«?, 19,

385-6 ; sadawpushpa, 67, 399 ;

sahadevi, 490 ; jaivala, a water-

plant, 245; jaka-tree, 464;
jam I, a creeper, 97, 409, 460 ;

jahkhapushpi, 539 n ; jara-

puhkha, 355 ; sesame : see the
word; jigru-tree, 250, 453;
silaii, 20-1, 385, 419 fF. ; si-

la^^^la, 30, 420, 465-6 ; ji/nj^

apa, 299 ; soma, the plant, 6,

43-4 ; sraktya-tree, 79,^ 575 ;

sQryavalli,539n; suvar^ala, 539;
jyami (jama), a black plant,

270; tS^adbhafiga-tree, 118,

505, 582 ff
.

; tar^i&a=pal^a,

476; taudi (plant?), 154, 608;
tilaka-tree, 575 ; trisa^wdhya,

399> 539 ^ 'y udumbara-tree,

299 ; ui^i6ushma-plant, 369

;

ula, 205, 236 ; ujira, 436, 453 ;

utpala (?), 497 ; vadhaka-tree,

118, 476, 505, 582, 584 ; vara«a-

tree, 39, 81, 505; vibhidaka-

Iree (vibhitaka), 470, 505 ; vi-

bhindant, and vibhindatl, 71

;

vidari, 356; vihalha, 30, 465;
viri«a, 561 ; visbi»aka (?), 10,

482 ff.

plough and ploughshare, 84, 287 if.,

356, 608-9.

poison, charms against, 25 ff., 27 ff.,

43, 154, 373 ff., 5".
porcupine, hostile to serpents, 28,

428 ; cf. ichneumon,
porridge (gruel), 26, 30; for the

Brahmans, preparation of,i79ff.,

185 ff., 610 ff., 645 ff.; porridge-
man, 240 n.

portentous occurrences, 262.

post, sacrificial, 201, 203, 213.

Pra^apati, 31, 55, 84, 97-8, 126, 138,

149, 161, 179, 194, 204, 206,

215-9, 224-8, 230-2, 461, 592,
627, 629, 686.

Praietas (Angirasa), a divine per-
sonification, 163, 484.

Pramandani, an Apsaras, 33, 410;
cf. pramanda, under plants.

Pra^ia : see breath of life.

PratUina (Angirasa), a divine per-
sonification, xxiv, 73, 603.

pratyahgirasa, * counter-witchcraft,'

xix, xxiv ; cf. ahgiras.

precedence of younger brother,
expiation of, 164, 521.

pr/daku, a kind of serpent, 553.
pr/shStaka, mixture of ghee and

milk, 385.
Pr/jni, a goddess, 43, 132, 207.

Prithiv! (earth), personified, 8, 50.

prosperity, charms to procure it,

140 ff., 332.

protection from sorceryand hostility,

prayer for, 575.
pflgaya^^iya : see gramay^in.
puns, 95, 97, 116-8, 146, 153, 194,

205-6, 2X6, 218, 221, 225, 232,

243-4, 247 n, 249, 251-2, 266 n,

267, 280, 285, 287-8, 298, 322,

326, 336-7, 348 ff., 361, 370,

385, 393, 403, 408, 426 n, 427,

434, 446, 448, 480-1, 497, 505,

507, 518, 527, 55', 561 n, 575,
582-3, 594, 603, 609, 657, 661,

670, 673, 692 ; cf. alliteration,

and double meaning.
purl«a, ancient legends, 228.

purification of the body, 642.

purikaya (with variants), a water-
animal, 157, 621.

puro//ifa, sacrificial rice-cake, 120,

177.

purohita (chaplain of the king), 128
;

office and character of, Iviii,

Ixi, Ixii ff. ; relation of to the
Atharva-veda, Ixvii ; relation of
to the Brahman (fourth priest),

Ixviii.

Purfiravas, a mythical king, 521,

564 n.

Purusha, cosmic man, 186, 316, 629,
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646-7 ; hymn to (purushasfikta),

XXX, 682.

PQshan, 99, 116, 135, 143, 159-60,

165, 198, 243-4, 331, 421, 495»
526-8, 542.

Races of men (peoples), five, 92,

201, 204.

ra^asa (a water-animal?), 157, 621.

ragha/ (falcon ?), 43, 580.

raibht, designation ofcertain stanzas,

689 ff. ; cf. Rebha.
rain-charm, addressed to the Maruts,

267.

Rakshas (demons), 9, 32-4, 36-8,

42, 57, 62, 66,69, 71, 80, 90,

96, 125-6, 162, 187, 190, 205,

282-3, 315, 4o8> 442, 458, 557,
572.

ratna, 'jewels of the king's court/

333.
raudraga«a, designation of certain

mantras, 367, 619, 643.
Rlva/ia, a demon, 374.

raw meat, eaten by demons, 395

;

spell in, 76.

razor and strop (kshuro bhr/fg-van),

197,691.
Rebha (Agni), 690.

rectum, 47, 234.
red colour, cures jaundice, 263.

revati-stanzas, 208.

i6'bhus, a kind of divinities, 20, 73,

231, 389,603.
rice, 43, 57, 87, no, 204, 219, 232,

540.
Rjky 161, 204, 225-6, 229.

r/shihasta, a certain ceremony, 569,
623.

R/shis, personifications of qualities,

571 ; seven: see constellations,

r/ta, order of the universe, 15, 228.

r/tvi^, a priest, 204 ; cf. adhvaryu.

rival, woman's incantation against,

107, 253, 355.
river, charm for conducting it into

a new channel, 146, 348 ; navi-

gable, 74, 80.

rbads, divinities of, 113; cf. Pathy^
Svasti.

robbers, charm against, 147.

Rohim, designation of female divi-

nities, 7, 207, 210, 265, 661 if.,

665-6.

Rohita, a sun-god, 207 ff., 265,
661 ff., 683.

rohitani (sc. sfiktSni), designation of
the hymns to Rohita, 662.

roots, practices with, xliii n, i, liv,

^407, 458.
ropa;zaka, thrush, 8, 264 n, 266.

rope full of teeth (serpent), 368.
rotten fish, cures certain diseases,

342.
rotten grain, 345.
rotten rope in battle-practices, 117,

582.

Rudra, 3, 10, 11, 19, 37, 66, 80, 120,

138, 144, 155 ff., 161, 179, 253,
302, 326, 389-90, 402, 406, 422,

446 n, 488-9, 495, 506, 581,

586, 604, 618-9, 621, 637; Ru-
dras (plural), 119, 135, 161.

runaway woman, charm to capture
her, 106, 496.

RQpakas, certain phantoms, 125,
636.

rfira, epithet of takman (fever), 273,

449, 568.

Rujamas, a people, 197, 690.

Sacrifice, of an enemy frustrated,

90, 557 ; expiation of imper-
fections in, 164, 528 ; human
(ransomed), 360; leavings of
(ukiMshta) apotheosized, 226 ff.,

588, 629 ff. ; sacrifices and litur-

gical terms catalogued, 226 ff.,

631 ; sacrificial post (yQpa), 201,

203, 213; sacrificial seat (sadas),

203, 210.

Sadinviib, demons, 62, 66-7, 301,
384.

SIdhyas, certain divine beings, 119,
585.

Sahasraksha,agod,473; cf.thousand-
eyed.

jakl-bird, 143, 351 ff.

iSakadhOma (weather-prophet), 160,

532.
•Saka/nbhara, personification of ab-

normal evacuation, i, 445; cf.

Apva.
•Sail, Indra's female, 95, 125-6, 440,

503.
•Sakra, 117-8, 203; cf. Indra, Ma-

ghavan, and Mahadeva.
jakvari-stanzas, 157, 208.

jalasava, ceremony of giving away a
house, 595 ; cf. house, and sava.

•Silivr/kas, jackals, 138, 306.

salt (rock-salt), 303, 504, 534, 548.
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salve (i^ana), 61, loi, 311, 381,

401, 409, 415.
Saman, 161, 204, 326-7, 229; singers

of, eighty-three, 89.

5ambu (Angiras), and 5ambavya, 6,

678.

sa^tsrivya (havis), 303.
samsthitahomi^, final oblations, 496.
samtanakarma, a certain rite, 259.
s^mudra and simudrika (chiro-

mancy), 260.

Sarami, 404 ; c£ dogs of Yama.
Sarameya, 636 ; cf. dogs of Yama.
SaranyO, marriage of, 364.
Sarasvati, 23, 32, 139, 173, 329, 389,

424, 454, 512, 581 ; Sarasvatis,

three, 27, 513.

slri-birds (jSrikI), 144, 266, 352.
jarko/a : see scorpion,

sarp^huti, a certain ceremony, 655.
5arva, a god, 56, 75, "9, '55 ff-,

161, 175, 403, 406, 604, 618.

sajayur mrigsJfy a wild animal (?),

368.

iSatarudriya, a litany, 586.

satra-ofierings, 204, 207.

sautramant-sacrifice, 112, 328, 578,

591.
sava and savay^^^a (solemn bestowal

ofdakshi/rl), 414, 528,595,610;
cf. jll^va.

Savitar, a god, 32, 48-9, 54, 79, 80,

85,95, 109, III, 123, 140, 143,

149, 160, 168, 210, 212, 221,

403, 423, 503.
scorpion (jarko/a), 29, 30, 153,

553.
sea-animals and monsters, 157, 621.

seasons, five, 209 ; six, 203 ; and
their lords, i6a.

seduction of Indra by- an Asuri, 103,

268, 547.
serpents (snakes), charms against,

151 ff., 425, 461, 487, 552 ff.,

605 ; rites to on the full-moon
day of the month MIrgartrsha,

640; names and varieties of,

37-9, 152-4, 192, 193, 425,427,
488, 553, 608, 655 ; as gods, 43,
119, 126, 162 (cf. Takshaka);
rope full of teeth, 147.

sesamum, sesame-oil, as a remedy,
and against demons, xlviii, 13,

64, no, 238,248, 358,427, 540.
seven priests, 204; seven i{#shis:

see constellations.

[42] Z Z

shavings of wood, 236, 261.

shepherd's charm against wild beasts

and robbers, 147, 366.

ship offortune, 94; golden, 4, 6, 415,
680 (soma, the moon ?).

shouting, hostile, 408.
sieve (scatters disease symbolically),

248, 473, 519*
simantonnayana, a ceremony, 545.
sin, expiation and prayer for- re-

mission of, 122, 163 ff., 165

;

* deadly sins,' 521 ff., 545;
mental, 163; 'original,' 293;
sins of relatives, 59, 82 ; sins of
the gods, 73, 363, 530 ff., 581,

604. Cf. evil.

Sindhu (Indus), a nver, 12, 40, 62,

107.

Sintvalf, a goddess, 98, 143, 304,

461, 538.
£tpala, a river, 29, 462.
iSiva, a god, 326, 506, 620.

Skanda, a god, 326 ; cf. Kumira.
slave-girl, 2, 174, 186, 448, 647.
sleeping-charm, 106, 372.
sneezing, ominous, 82.

soma, three daily pressings of, 590

;

midday-pressing of, 56a ; rape

of, 241 ; king of the plants, 55.

Cf. ship.

Soma, a god, i, 5, 14, 30, 32, 53,
63, 65, 75, 79, 85, 90, 94, 103,

112,117,122-3,133,135,147-9,
154, 161, 170, 175, 183, 186,

188-9, 193-5, 216, 222, 250,

354, 313, 323, 329, 350, 431,

443, 503, 570.
sons, rite for begetting them : see

male child (pmmsavana).

sorcerers and sorceries, charms and
practices against, xxii, 13, 38,

42, 58-9, 61, 64-5, 82, 159,

237-8, 280, 285, 393 ff., 403,

475,495,592,602; consecration

for, 296.

soshyantt-karma, a ceremony, 243.

sovereign power, prayer for, 207,

661 ; cf. king.

sowing of seed, blessing during, 141,

541.
speckled ghee, 129, 632, 639.
spectres and spooks, 5, 6, 125-6.

spells (kr/ty^), charms to counteract

them, 70 ff., 393, 429, 45<>, 556,
602, 604 ; objects living and
lifeless into which they are put
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7o6 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

(marma«i, 457), 69, 72, 74> 76-7

;

spell-figures of mud, wood, &c^
671 n.

spies of Varuna, 88, 391, 402 ; cf.

thousand-eyed spies.

spikenard, 1 01, 415.
splinters of wood, 292.

spot on the forehead of a woman,
109.

spring-water, cures excessive dis-

charges (homoeopathy), 9, 12,

277,471.
jraddhi, defined as faith and works,

424.
jrauta-practices in the Atharva-veda,

Ixx.

Sr/iafpaya, a people, 171, 433 fF.

stable, rites for prosperity in : see

cattle.

staff for witchcraft, 295.
stars, Vani»a's spies, 391.

sterile cows, necessity of giving

them to the Brahmans, 174 ff.,

360, 656 ff. ; varieties of, 178 ff.;

sterility, charm to cause it, 98,

545 ; sterility of cattle obviated,

299.

sthakara-powder (with variantforms),
3ii,43<5.

sthapati, derivation of, 319.

storm, four component parts of, 251,

623 ; charm against, 248 ff.

streams, navigable, 74, 80.

strife, charms to allay it, 135 ff.,

362.

St. Vitus dance, 5x3.

submission to one's will, charm to

bring it about, 138, 508.
success, prayer and practice to obtain

it, 116, 239.

•Sfidra, 68, 72, 402 ; -women, 2.

sugar-cane, symbolic of attractive-

ness, 100, 277; cf. honey, and
licorice.

suitor, 94.
sun, personified as a^ ekap^d, 625,

664; as an eagle, 652; as

a ha^^Tsa-bird, 28, 462, 623-5
»

as a hermit, 403, 621, 626 ; as

a Brahman disciple, 214, 403,
626 ff. ; as Rohita (cf.the word),
661 ff.; as a tortoise, 403; sun
and moon as two heavenly dogs
(dogs of Yama), 13, 404, 500

;

related to time, 683, 686 ; to

brahma, 628; sun-charades, 212,

220 (stanza 21 ; cf. brahmodya)

;

sun's steed, personified as the
white horse of Pedu, 605,

^una^&jepa, legend of, 241.

Suparna: see GanWa andGarutmant.
Siirya, 10, 17, 31, 47, 53, 60, 85,

103, 116, 160, 203, 205, 210-
", 214, 373, 403, 620, 622,
668; sQrya-siikta, 243 n; SfiryS,

the sun-female (Savitn), 95,
202, 312, 503, 661, 666.

SQshan (Sfishana), a divinity of
parturition, 99, 243-5.

sv2^, designation of a serpent, 152-

3, 193.

SvarbhSnu, demon of eclipses, 294.
svastyayanagana, a certain list of

mantras, 641.

SvayambhQ, the supreme being, 592,
686.

jyenayaga, or jyene^yS, a certain

rite, 343.
jyeneshu, a witchcraft practice,

577 n.

symbolism, 236, 240-1, 243 n, 248-
9,261, 263, 277, 287, 3", 321,

324-5, 327 n, 355, 357 n, 367 n,

369, 371-2, 374, 407, 412, 425,

427, 443, 445, 457, 460, 467-8,

470, 473, 476, 479, 481, 497,
500 n, 501, 519, 537, 545, 548,
551,558,561, 564,567, 582 n.

Tibuva, a remedy against snake-
poison, 28, 428 ; cf. tastuva.

tagara : see sthakara.

taimata, designation of a serpent, 28,

169.

takmansLrana and takmanlranagana,
a series of hymns against fever
and kindred diseases, 247, 291,

293, 342, 406, 416, 418, 441,
443-4, 469, 474, 505, 507, 568,
676 ; cf. fever.

Takshaka (Vaijaleya), a serpent-god,

374, 425, 462, 606.

tapas (creative fervour), 199, 204,
208, 214-7, 224-5, 228, 686.

tarda (tarda), an insect of the field,

142, 486.

tastuva, a remedy against snake-
poison, 28, 428 ; cf. tabuva.

Tauvilika, a certain female demon
of disease, 30, 466.

teeth, diseases of, 24, 72, 454, 521 ;
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expiation of irregular appear-
ance of, no, 540.

ten friends (Brahmans), 291-2.

theosophic hymns, 199 if.

thieves, 198, 205.

thirst, charm against, 308.

thirty-three gods, 187.

thousand-eyed divinities and objects,

68, 82, 88, 93, 155, 157-8, 163,

224, 286, 342, 402-3, 473-4,

476, 586, 598, 605, 619, 683;
cf. Sahasraksha.

Thra^taona Athwya, an Avestan
divinity, 523 ; cf. Trita.

Three-named (Agni), 135, 495.
tiger. III, 115-6, 205, 368, 380, 477,

518; tiger-like day, no; tiger-

like first teeth, no; tiger-skin,

III, 378 if.

Time, personified : see Kala.

tonsure, ceremony of preparation :

see iC^akara^ia.

tortoise, personification of the sun,

403.

^ transference of disease, 47, 309.

^ traps and nets in battle, 118-9, 582,

632.

traveller's charm, 644.
treachery, protection against, 88,

389.
Trikakud, a mountain, 61-2, 381.

Trishawdhi, a battle-god, 126 ff.,

632, 637 ff.

Trita, a divine being, 165, 521-2,

528.

Tvash/ar, a god, 18, 48, 51, 96-7,

143, 146, 160, 189, 365-6, 502,

522, 651.
^ twin-calves, expiation of their birth,

145, 360.

Udajvit, a certain mixture of food,

509.
Ugra, a god (Rudra), 156 ff., 618.

uy&y&i6ish/a, apotheosis of : see sacrifice,

unburned vessel, sorceries with, 69,

75» 395, 397, 457-
upaj-iki (with many variants), a

certain kind of ant, 268, 280,

511.
upakvasa, a certain field-insect, 142,

486.

upatrinysLy a kind of serpent, 28,

427.
urine, as a cure for sores, 19, 489

;

Rudra's remedy, 138, 306 ; ex-

cessive, 234; retention of, 10,

233, 335; cf. micturation.

urugQll, a serpent, 28.

Urvajt, a divine female, 411, 521.
Ushas (Aurora), 31, 161, 318, 503,

661.

Vz^gapeya-ceremony, 226, 508.

vagha, designation of an animal,

223 ; vaghi, its female, 142.

Vaijaleya : see Takshaka.
Vaijvanara (Agni), 12, 54, 58, 80,

149, 197, 200, 242, 580, 691.

Vaitahavya, a people, 170-1, 432 ff.

;

cf. Vttahavya.

Y^A (speech personified), 120, 437 ;

yKa Sarasvati, 173, 424 ; Vai
Vir%, 221, 593 ; Vaitaspati, the
lord of speech, 209, 665.

Vala, a cloud demon, 193, 596; cf.

Vr/tra.

Vanuiavatt, a river, 26, 375.
variasyaga/ia, designation of certain

mantras, 477, 589-90, 642.

Varu/ra, a god, i, 3, ic-2, 14, 27,

30-1, 37, 40, 42, 44,48, 50-1,

63, 65, 86, 88, 91, 102, 105, 109,

112-4, 116, 122, 133, 135, 146,

152-3, 160, 172, 175, 188, 193,
195,210-1, 216,221,241-2,273,

290, 329-31, 334, 349, 370,

390 ff., ^aa, 436, 443, 484-5,

535-^, 557, 563, 627; Varu»as
(plural), 113; Varu«ani, his

female, 167, 485.
vajS : see sterile cow.
V^va (Indra), 95; cf.Vasu.

vasha/-call, 84, 99, 128, 209, 243.
Vasish/i&a, a sage, 372 ; relation of to

the Atharva-veda, Iv ff., Ixv.

Vistoshpati, genius of homestead,

135, 343 ff., 494-5, 640.

Vasu, a class of deities, 55, 89, 116,

119, 121, 135, 161, 230; cf.

VEsava.
V^ta, god of wind, 85 ff., 89, 153,

161, 219; cf. Vayu.
Vayasa, a sage, 6, 681.

Vayu, personification of the wind,

51, 54, 128, 140, 142, 304, 402,

499, 620, 669 ; cf. Vata.

Veda, practices preparatory to the
study of, xliv, 233, 477, 487,

510, 543, 590, 606; relation of
the three Vedas to the Athar-

van, xxxi ff., xxxv ff., li ff., Iv ff.,

Z 2
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708 HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

Ixi ; Vedic literary categories,

XXXV fF.

vedi, fire-altar, 200 ; cf. parigrihya.

veins, 32, 259.
vermin in the field, exorcism of,

142, 485; cf. worms,
vigriva, a demon, 70.

viligt, designation of a serpent, 28 ;

cf. aiig!.

village, the scene of Atharvan per-

formances : see grimaya^in.
Vira^, a female divinity, 80, lao,

186, 211, 215-6, 219, 221,593,
647, 667.

virility, charm to increase it, 31,

369 ; charm to deprive a man
of it, 108, 537.

vlrapha (a demon ?), 67, 339.
Vish«u, a god, 80, 89, 160, 193, 200,

221, 251, 343,655.
vijikha, a demon, 70.

Vijvakarman, the supreme god, 206,

209, 592, 629, 686.

VijvarQpa, son of Tvash/ar, 318,

522.

Vijvavasu, a demon, 319.

Vitahavya, a people, 3 1
; cf. Vaita-

havya.

Vivasvant, a god, 57, 160, 366.

vomiting as a cure for poison, 374.
vr/shakapi-Brahmans, 532 n.

Vritra, a cloud-demon, 18, 40, 62-3,

79, 81, 91-2,95, m, 126, J29,

158, 203, 310, 349, 370, 382,

384, 596 ; his eye becomes
mount Trikakud, 382.

Wagon, parts of, 587 ; cf. chariot.

washerman, 188.

waters (divine), 14-5, 161; water,

healing, 40-1, 48 ;
produced by

ants, 27; as a remedy against

jealousy, 1 07 ; for the conse-
cration of a king, 1 1 1 ; -animals,

varieties of, 157, 621; -plants,

514, 579; -skin, 107; -sprites,

409.
weather-prophet, propitiation of,

159, 532.

wedding, charms used at, 502, 546 ;

ceremony at the consummation,

276, 546 ; of a royal personage,

498.
weeds, charm to remove them, 465.
wheel, parts of, 493.
white-footed arrow, 633, 638; cow

or she-goat, ibid,

wife, charm to obtain one, 95, 502 if.

;

of the sacrificer, 180 if., 185 IF,,

610 fF., 645 fF. ; wives of the
gods, 162, 167.

wild beasts, charm against, 147, 366.
will o' the wisp, 411.

wishes, charm for obtaining one's,

xlvii, 605 ; three wishes, 181,
613.

wolf and calves, 174; wolves and
sheep, 132, 151.

woman, of the waters, 621 ; truant,

charm to bring her back, 106,

496; women with evil bodily
characteristics, 109, 260 ; fond
of the kush/i&a-plant, 6, 680

;

sleeping \y)men, described, 105 ;

charms pertaining to women
(strikarma»i), 94 fF., 275, 311,
371,479-80.

womb, performances for steadying
it, 284, 467.

worms of all sorts, in human beings
and animals, 22-4, 223, 314 ff.,

351.

Ya^g-us, 161, 204, 225-6, 229.

Yakshas, a kind of divinities, 161.

Yama, god of death, 37, 44, 52, 54,

57, 59, 60, 90, 107, no, 118,
161, 167, 177, 185-6, 192, 195,

318, 361, 404, 416, 422, 456,
500, 585, 655 ; horse of, 21;
cf. dogs of Yama.

YamunS, a river, 62.

yatu, yituvid, and yatudhana: see
sorcerers and sorceries.

yellow birds and objects for the
cure of jaundice, 264.

younger brother's precedence over
an older, expiation of, 164, 523.
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II. INDEX OF HYMNS IN THE ORDER
OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA. .

I, 2

3

7
8

9
lO

II

12

'4
i6

17

i8

19
22

23

34

^5

34

", 3

4

7
8

9
lo
12

M
25
26

27
28

29

30
31

32

33
36

III, I

2

3

10,

64
65
116

II

99:

7

107

65
22

1093

120,

7
16

16

3

99

9:

37

91

13

34

14;

89
66

36;

142

137

50,

47
100,

22,

23

44:

94
121

121

112

PACES

8,233
235
237

239
239
241

242
246
252
256

257
260
262

263
266
268

270

274
277
280

285
286

290
292

294
298
302

303

304
306
308
3<i

313

317
321

322

325
327
327

III, 4

5
6

7

9
II

12

13

14

^5
18

23

25
28

30
3"

IV, 3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

12

16

17

18

19
20
22

28

36

37

38
V, 4

5

7

13

Z Z 3

"3
114

91

15

67

49
140,

146,

143
148

107

97
102

'45
134
51

147,

V
105

25:

26

III

61

62

19
88

69
70
71
6S,

115

158:

35

33
149

4
20

172

27

330 V, 14

331 18

334 19

336 ao

339 21

341 2)

343 23

348 30

351 3^

352 VI, 2

354 8

356 9
358 11

359 12

361 M
364 16

366 17

369 18

371 20

373 21

376 24

378 25
381 26

383 27

384 29

389 32

393 37
396 J8

397 39
398 42

404 43
406 44
407 45
408 46
412 50

414 56

419 57
423 59
425 60

. 77,
, 169,

. 171,

. 130,

. 131,

• I,

. 23,
• 59,
. 76,
. 66,

. 100,

. lOI,

• 97,
. 28,

. 8,

. 30,

. 98,
. 106,

• 3,

• 30,
. 12,

• 19,

. 163,

. 166,

. 166,

. 36,
• 93,
. 116,

• "7,
. 136,

. 137,

. 10,

. 163,

• 167,

. 142,

. 151,

. 19,

• 144,
. 95,

29

30

33
36

39
41

52

55
56

58

59

59
60
61

63
64
67
67
68

70
71

72

73
74
75
75

75

77
78

79
80
81

8 J

85

85
87
88

90
91
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7IO HYMNS OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA.

PAGES PACKS PACES

VI, 64 . . 136, 492 VI, 127 . 40, 530 VIII, 2 . 55,573
70 • M4, 493 128 . 160, 532 . 79, 575
71 . 196, 494 130 . 104, 534 . 41,578
73 . • 135,494 131 . 104, 535 . 117, 582

74 • • 135, 495 132 . 104, 535 IX, . 229,587
75 • 93, 495 136 . 31,536 . 220, 591

77 . . 106, 496 137 . 31, 537 . 193, 595
78 . . 96,498 138 . 108, 537 . 45, 600

79 . 141, 499 139 . 102, 539 X, . 72,602
80 . 13, 500 140 . no, 540 . 81,605
81 . 96, 501 142 . 141, 541 . 152, 605
82 • 95, 502 VII, 9 . 159, 542 . 84, 608
83 . 17, 503 II . 142, 543 XI, . 179, 610
85 . 39, 505 12 . 138, 543 . 155,618
90 . . II, 506 13 . 93, 544 . 218, 62a

91 . 40, 507 35 . 98, 545 . 214, 6a6
92 . 145, 507 36 . 96, 546 . 160, 6a8

94 . . 138, 508 37 . 96, 546 . 226, 629
96 , . 44, 509 38 . 103, 546 . 123,631
97 . 122, 510 45 . 107, 547 10 . 126,637

99 . 123,510 50 . 150, 548 XII, . 199, 639
100

. . 37,511 52 . 136, 550 . 185, 645
102 . 101,512 53 . 52,551 . 174,656
105 • 8,513 56 . 39, 552 XIII, . 207, 661
106 . 147, 514 64 . 167, 555 XIX, . 63, 668
109 . 21,516 65 . 72, 556 . 38,669
110 . . 109,517 70 . 90,557 . 39,674
III . 52,518 74 . 18, 557 . 40,675
112 . 164, 521 76 . 17, 559 . 5, 676
"3 .

. 165, 527 83 . 12, 562 . 224, 681
114 . 164, 528 "5 . 168, 564 . 225, 687
115 . . 164, 529 116 . 4, 565 XX, 127 . 197, 688
120 . 165, 529 VIII, I . 53, 569
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Page 2, stanza 7 : For the M%avants as the type of a distant people, see

Sat, Br. II, 6, 2, 17.

P. 5, stanza 2 : read * na-gha-mira ' /or ' na-ghi-mira.'

P. 6, stanza 10 : inurt the twords * that burns the head ' {^er * takman.*

P. 16, hymns 1,23 and 24: for symbolic removal of leprosy by the

sacrifice of a white cow, see Kity. 5r. XV, 3, 37.

P. 20, stanza 6 : read * felloe 'for * feloe.'

P. 28, stanzas 10, 11 : cf. Weber, Proceedings of the Berlin Academy,

1896, pp. 681 ff., 873 ff.

P. 37, line 8 : read * did 'for * do.'

P. 44, bottom: read ' II, 33 'for * II, 32.'

P. 49, title : read * iyushyi;7i *for * iyushylni.'

P. 64, title : read * Ibhiiarika^ii 'for * abhi/tarikani.'

P. 70, stanza i : read * Light 'for * Night.*

P. 84, in the title of X, 6 : read * of an amulet *for * of amulet.*

P. 100, line 10 : imert the fwordj * woman, shalt love,' after * thou.*

P. 136, hymns VI, 42 and 43 : cf. 5at. Br. XI, 6, i, 13.

P. 173, line 2 : read * dost '/or * didst.'

P. 178, stanza 44 : insert * O Br/haspati ' after * viliptt.'

P. 190, line 6 : read * stirring-stick 'for * stirring stick.'

P. 238, stanza 2 : cf. Baudh. Dh. II, 8, 15, 4; Vish»u-smr/ti LXXIII, 11.

P. 239, in the second line of the introduction to I, 9 : read 'consecra-

tion '^br * coronation.'

P. 253, note: * nishpramanda-dantadhavana ' may mean * tooth-wash

without the fragrant substance pramanda.' A symbolic interpreta-

tion of nishpramanda, * bereft of delight,' seems to be implied with

double meaning.

P. 307, stanza i : cf. Sujruta I, 22, 10.

P. 531, stanza 1
:
/or vidradhi cf. RV. IV, 32, 23 (Ludwig's commentary,

vol. V, p. 93) ; AV. IX, 8, 20 ; Roth, Ninikta, Erlauterungen, p. 42 ff.
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''4 TRANSLITERATION OF ORIENTAL ALPHABETS
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7i6 TkANSLITERATION OF ORIENTAL ALPHABETS.
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Sacred Books of the East
TRANSLATED BY

VARIOUS ORIENTAL SCHOLARS

AND EDITED BY

F. MAX MULLER.
* Tkis Series is published with the sanction and cooperation ofthe Secretary cf

Statefor India in Council,

BBPOBT presented to the AOADiMZB DBS ZB80BZVTZOB8, May 11,
1883, b7 M. BBBB8T BBVAB.

' M. Renan pr^nte trois noaveanx une seconde, dont Tint^r^t historique et
volumes de la grande collection des religieux ne sera pas moindre. M. Max
"Livres sacr^s de rOrient" (Sacred Miiller a su se procnrer la collaboration
Books of the East\ que dirige k Oxford, des savans les plus ^minens d*Europe et
avec une si vaste Erudition et une critique d'Asie. L'Universit^ d'Oxfoid, que cette
si sftre, Ic savant associ^ de I'Acad^mie grande publication honore au plus hant
des Inscriptions, M. Max MuUer, ... La degr^, doit tenir k continuer dans les plus
premiere serie de ce beau recueil, com- larges proportions une ceuvre aussi philo-
pos^e de 34 volumes, est presqueachev^e. sophiqucment con9ue que savammeot
M. Max MUllcr se propose d*en publier execut^e.'

BZTBAOT from the QVABTBBLT BBTZBW.
• We rejoice to notice that a second great edition of the Rig-Veda, can com-

series of these translations has been an- pare in importance or in usefulness with
nounced and has actually begun to appear, this English translation of the Sacred
The stones, at least, out of which a stately Books of the East, which has been devised
edifice may hereafter arise, are here being by his foresight, successfully brought so
brought together. Prof. Max Miiller has far by his persuasive and oiganising
deserved well of scientific history. Not power, and will, we trust, by the assist-
a few minds owe to his enticing words ance of the distinguished scholars he has
their first attraction to this branch of gathered round him, be carried in due
study. But no work of his, not even the time to a liappy completion.*

ProfSisaor B. KABDT, Znauffural Lecture in the ValTersity ofFreilmrff, 188?.
'Die allgemeine vergleichende Reli- internationalen Orientalistencongress in

gionswissenschaft datirt von jenem gross- London dcr Grundstein gelegt worden
artigen, in seiner Art einzig dastehenden war, die Obersetzung der heiligen Biicher
Untemehmen, zu welchem aaf Anregung des Ostens * {the Sacred Books of tke
Max Miillers im Jahre 1874 auf dem East).

The Hon. AZiBBBT 8. G. OABNIBG, < Words on Bzistlnff BeUfflons.*
' The recent publication of the " Sacred a great event in the annals of theological

Books of the East" in English is surely literature.*

Oxfotrd

AT THE CLARENDON PRESS
LONDON: HENRY FROWDE

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS WAREHOUSE, AMEN CX)RNER, E.C.
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SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST:

FIRST SERIES.
Vol. I. The Upanishads.

Translated by F. Max Mullkr. Part I. The A^/^ndogya-

upanishad, The Talavakara-upanishad, The Aitareya-drawyaka,

The Kaushftaki-brdhmawa-upanishad, and The V^saneyi-
sa;whit^-upanishad. 8vo, cloth, los, 6d.

The Upanishads contain the philosophy of the Veda. They have

become thefoundation of the later Veddnta doctrines^ and indirectly

of Buddhism. Schopenhauer^ speaking of the Upanishads^ says :

^ In the whole world there is no study so beneficial and so elevating

as that of the Upanishads, It has been the solace of my life, it will

be the solace ofmy death!

[See also Vol. XV.]

Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas,

As taught in the Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasish/^a,

and Baudh^yana. Translated by Georg BChler. Part I.

Apastamba and Gautama. Second Edition, 8vo, cloth, loj. 6^.

The Sacred Laws of the Aryas contain the original treatises on

which the Laws ofManu and other lawgivers werefounded.

[See also Vol. XIV.]

Vol. III. The Sacred Books of China.

The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge.
Part I. The Shft King, The Religious Portions of the Shih
King, and The Hsiao King. 8vo, cloth, 1 2j. dd,

Confucius was a collector of ancient traditions^ not the founder of
a new religion. As he lived in the sixth arid fifth centuries B, C.

his works are of unique interestfor the study of Ethology,

[See also Vols. XVI, XXVII, XXVIII, XXXIX, and XL.]

VOL. IV. The Zend-Avesta.
Translated by James Darmesteter. Part I. The Vendldad.
Second Edition, 8vo, cloth, i \s.

The Zend-Avesta contains the relics of what was the religion of
Cyrus^ Darius^ and Xerxes^ and, butfor the battle of Marathon

,
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EDITED BY F, MAX MULLER.

might have become the religion of Europe. Itforms to the presetit

day the sacred book of the Parsis, the so-called fire-worshippers,

2\vo more volumes will complete the translation of all that is left us

of Zoroaster^s religion,

[See also Vols. XXIII and XXXI.]

Vol. v. Pahlavi Texts.
Translated by E. W. West. Part I. The Bundahij, Bahman
Yajt, and SMyast Id-shdyast. 8vo, cloth, 1 2 j. 6d,

The Pahlavi Texts comprise the theological literature of the revival

of Zoroaster*s religion, beginning with the Sassanian dynasty. They

are importantfor a study of Gnosticism,

Vols. VI and ix. The Qur'dn.
Parts I and II. Translated by E. H. Palmer. 8vo, cloth, 21s,

This translation, carried out according to his own peculiar views

of the origin of the Qur^dn, was the last great work ofE, H, Paimer

^

before he was murdered in Egypt,

Vol. VII. The Institutes of Vish^eu.
Translated by Julius Jolly. 8vo, cloih, loj. dd,

A collection of legal aphorisms, dosely connected with one of the

oldest Vedic schools, the KaMas, but considerably added to in later

time. Of importancefor a critical study of the Laws ofManu,

Vol. VIII. The Bhagavadgiti,with The Sanatsu^tiya,
and The Anugitfi.

Translated by Kashinath Trimbak Telang. Bvo, cloth,

10J. dd.

The earliest philosophical and religious poem of India, It has been

paraphrased in Arnold*s ^Song Celestial*

VOL. X. The Dhammapada,
Translated from Pali by F. Max Muller ; and

The Sutta-Nipdta,
Translated from Pali by V. Fausb(5ll ; being Canonical Books
of the Buddhists. 8vo, cloth, los, 6d,

The Dhammapada contains the quintessence of Buddhist morality.

The Sutta-Nipdta gives the authentic teaching of Buddha on some

of thefundamental principles of religion.
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SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST:

Vol. XI. Buddhist Suttas.
Translated from Pali by T. W. Rhys Davids, i. The MahS-
parinibbana Suttanta; 2. The Dhamma-^kka-ppavattana
Sutta. 3. The Tevi^^ Sultanta; 4. The Akahkheyya Sutta ;

5. The Aetokhila Sutta; 6. The Maha-sudassana Suttanta;

7. The Sabbdsava Sutta. 8vo, cloth, 10s, 6d.

A collecHon of the most important religious^ moral, and philosophical

discourses takenfrom the sacred canon 0/ the Buddhists,

Vol. XII. The .Satapatha-Brihma;^a, according to the

Text of the MAdhyandina School.
Translated by Julius Eggeling. Part I. Books I and II.

8vo, cloth, 1 2j. 6d,

A minute account of the sacrificial ceremonies of the Vedic age.

It contains the earliest account of the Deluge in India.

[See also Vols. XXVI, XLL]

Vol. XIII. Vinaya Texts.
Translated from the P^li by T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann
Oldenberg. Part 1. The Pdtimokkha. The Mahavagga, 1-lV.

8vo, cloth, los. 6d,

The Vinaya Texts give for the first time a translation of the moral
code of the Buddhist religion as settled in the third century B. C\

[See also Vols. XVII and XX.]

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas,
As taught in the Schools of Apastaniba, Gautama, V^sish/^i,

and Baudhayana. Translated by Georg Buhler. Part II.

VdsishMa and Baudhayana, 8vo, cloth, los, 6d.

VOL. XV. The Upanishads.
Translated by F. Max Muller. Part II. The Ka/^a-upanishad,

The MuWaka-upanishad, The Taittirfyaka-upanishad, The
Br;haddra«yaka-upanishad, The ^Svet^jvatara-upanishad, The
Praj«a-upanishad, and The Maitrdya«a-brihma«a-upanishad.
8vo, cloih, los. 6d.

VOL. XVI. The Sacred Books of China.
The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge.
Part II. The Yi King. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.

[See also Vols. XXVII, XXVIII.]

Vol. XVII. Vinaya Texts.
Translated from the Pali by T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann
Oldenberg. Part II. The Mahavagga, V-X. The A^ullavagga,

I-III. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.
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EDITED BY F. MAX MULLER.

VOL. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts.

Translated by E. W. West. Part II. The Da^fistAn-t Dtntk

and The Epistles of ManftjMiar. 8vo, cloth, 1 2s. 6d,

Vol. XIX. The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king.

A Liife of Buddha by Ajvaghosha Bodhisattva, translated from

Sanskrit into Chinese by Dharmaraksha, a.d. 420, and from

Chinese into English by Samuel Deal. 8vo, cloth, lar. 6d.

This life of Buddha was translatedfrom Sanskrit into Chinese

^

A,D, 420. // contains many legends, some ofwhich show a certain

similarity to the Evangelium infantiae, 4'^.

Vol. XX. Vinaya Texts.

Translated from the Pdli by T. W. Rhys Davids and Hermann
Oldenberg. Part III. The A"ullavagga, IV-XII. 8vo, cloth,

ios» 6d,

Vol. XXI. The Saddharma-pu;«^/arlka ; or, The Lotus
of the True Law.

Translated by H. Kern. 8vo, cloth, 1 2j. 6d,

* The Lotus of the true Law* a canonical hook of the Northern

Buddhists, translatedfrom Sanskrit, There is a Chinese transla-

tion of this hook which was finished as early as the year 2^6 A,D,

Vol. XXII. G^aina-Sfltras.

Translated from Prdkrit by Hermann Jacobi. Part I. The
A^ir^hga-Siitra and The Kalpa-SCitra. 8vo, cloth, los, 6d.

The religion ofthe Gainas wasfounded hy a contemporary ofBuddha,

li still counts numerous adherents in India, while there are no

Buddhists left in India proper,

[See Vol. XLV.]

VOL. XXIII. The Zend-Avesta.
Translated by James Darmestetkr. Part 11. The Sirozahs,

Yajts, and Nyayix. 8vo, cloth, loj. dd.

Vol. XXIV. Pahlavi Texts.

Translated by E. W. West. Part III. Dtnd-i Main6g-
Khira</, *Slkand-g(imanik Vi^r, and Sad Dar. 8vo, cloth,

loj. td.
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SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST:

SECOND SERIES.

Vol. XXV. Manu.
Translated by Georg Buhler. 8vo, cloth, 21 J.

This translation is founded on that of Sir William Jones, which has been
carefully revised and corrected with the help of seven native Commentaries.
An Appendix contains all the quotations from Mann which are found in the

Hindu Law-books, translated for the use of the Law Courts in India.

Another Appendix gives a synopsis of parallel passages from the six

Dharma-sOtras, the other Smrttis, the Upanishads, the Mahdbhdrata, &c.

Vol. XXVI. The .Satapatha-Br&hma«a.
Translated by Julius Eggeling. Part II. Books III and IV.

8vo, cloth, i2s, 6d,

VOLS. XXVII AND XXVIII. The Sacred Books of Chhia.
The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge. Parts

III and IV. The Li A'i, or Collection of Treatises on the Rules

of Propriety, or Ceremonial Usages. 8vo, cloth, 25^.

Vol. XXIX. The Gr/hya-Sfltras, Rules of Vedic
Domestic Ceremonies.

Part I. iSShkhdyana, Ajvaldyana, Paraskara, Khddira. Trans-
lated by Hermann Oldenberg. 8vo, cloth, 1 2j. 6d,

These rules of Domestic Ceremonies describe the home life of the ancient

Aryas with a completeness and accuracy unmatched in any other literature.

Some of these rules have been incorporated in the ancient Law-lK>oks.

VOL. XXX. The Gr^hya-SCltras, Rules of Vedic
Domestic Ceremonies.

Part II. Gobhila, Hiraw}'akejin, Apastamba. Translated by
Hermann Oldenberg. Apastamba, Ya^^a-paribh4shd-s(itras.

Translated by F. Max Mullkr. 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d,

VOL. XXXI. The Zend-Avesta.
Part III. The Yasna, Visparad, AfrtnagSn, Gahs, and
Miscellaneous Fragments. Translated by L. H. Mills. 8vo,

cloth, 1 2J. 6</.

Vol. XXXII. Vedic Hymns.
Translated by F. Max MUller. Part I. 8vo, cloth, iSj. 6d,
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EDITED BY F. M^iX MOLLER.

vol*. XXXIII. The Minor Law-books.
Translated by Julius Jolly. Part I. Narada, BrAaspati.

8vo, cloth, loj. dd.

Vol. XXXIV. The Veddnta-Sfltras, with the Com-
mentary by 6ankarfiifarya. Part I.

Translated by G. Thibaut. 8vo, cloth, i2j. 6A

Vols. XXXV and XXXVI. The Questions of King
Milinda.

Translated from the Pdli by T. W. Rhys Davids.

Part I. 8vo, cloth, ioj. dd. Part II. 8vo, cloth, I2j. dd.

Vol. XXXVII. The Contents of the Nasks, as stated

in the Eighth and Ninth Books of the Dtnkard.
Part I. Translated by E. W. West. 8vo, cloth, 15J.

Vol. XXXVIII. The VedSnta-Sfltras. Part IL 8vo,
cloth, with full Index to both Parts, 1

2

j. dd.

Vols, xxxix and XL. The Sacred Books of China.
The Texts of Taoism. Translated by James Legge. 8vo,

cloth, 2 1 J.

Vol. XLI. The .Satapatha - Br^hma^^a. Part IIL
Translated by Julius Eggeling. 8vo, cloth, 1 2j. dd.

Vol. XLII. Hymns of the Atharva-veda.
Translated by M. Bloomfield. 8vo, cloth, 21J.

Vols. XLIII and xliv. The ^'atapatha-Brfihmawa.
Parts IV and V. [In preparation.']

VOL. XLV. The 6^aina-Sfitras.
Translated from Prakr/t, by Hermann Jacobi. Part II. The
Uttaradhyayana Sfttra, The SiiLrakrnahga SQtra. 8vo, cloth,

1 2 J. dd.

Vol. XLVI. Vedic Hymns. Part H. 8vo, cloth, 14^.

Vol. xlvii. The Contents of the Nasks. Part H.
[In preparation.^

VOL. XLVIII.

Vol. XLIX. Buddhist Mahdyana Texts. Buddha-
^arita, translated by E. B. Cowell. Sukhavati-vy(iha,Vaj§^ra>t^>4e-

dika, &c., translated by F. Max Muller. Amitdyur-Dhyana-
SCilra, translated by J. Takakusu. 8vo, cloth, 12s. dd.
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RECENT ORIENTAL WORKS.

ARYAN SERIES.

Buddjiist Textsfrom Japan. I. Va^ra/'i^edikfi ; The
Diamond-Cutter.

Edited by F. Max Muller, M.A. Small 4to, 3J. 6//.

One of the most famous metaphysical treatises of the Mahayana Bnddhists.

Buddhist Texts from Japan. II. Sukhdvatl-VyQha :

Description of Siikhdvati, the Land of Bliss.

Edited by F. Max Muller, M.A., and Bukyiu Nanjio. With
two Appendices : (i) Text and Translation of Sanghavarman's
Chinese Version of the Poetical Portions of the Sukhdvati-

Vyftha
; (2) Sanskrit Text of the Smaller Sukhavatf-Vyftha.

Small 4to, 7J. 6^.

The editio princeps of the Sacred Book of one of the largest and most
inflnential sects ol Buddhism, numbering more than ten millions of followers

in Japan alone.

Buddhist Textsfrom Japan. III. The A luient Palm-
Leaves containing the Pra^^a-P&ramiti-Hr/daya-
Siltra and t/ie Ush;^lsha-Vi^aya-Dhira«i.

Edited by F. Max Muller, M.A., and Bunyiu Nanjio, MA.
With an Appendix by G. Buhler, CLE. With many Plates.

Small 4 to, los.

Contains facsimiles of the oldest Sanskrit MS. at present known.

Dharma-Sawgraha, a7i Ancient Collection of Buddhist
Technical Terms.

Prepared for publication by Kenjiu Kasawara, a Buddhist

Priest from Japan, and, after his death, edited by F. Max
Muller and H. Wenzel. Small 4to, 71. 6d.

Katydyana's Sarvdnukramawl of the /?/gveda.
With Extracts from Sha^gurujishya's Commentary entitled

Vedarihadipikd. Edited by A. A. Macdonell, M.A., Ph.D. ids.
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